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Cromemco's outstanding
UNIX-like operating system

CROMIX *

directories, and device files. File,
device, and interprocess I/O are com-

CROMIX is just the kind of major
development you've come to expect
from Cromemco. After all, we're

patible among these file types (input and
output may be redirected interchangeably from and to any source or
destination).
The tree structure allows different
directories to be maintained for different
users or functions with no chance of
conflict.

already well -known for the most
respected software in the microcomputer field.
And now we've come up with the in-

dustry's first uNix- lookalike for
microcomputers. It's a tried and proven
operating system. It's available on both
5" and 8" diskettes for Cromemco
systems with 128K or more of memory.
Here are just some of the features you
get in this powerful Cromemco system:

Cromemco offers a wide range of
languages that operate under CROMIX.
These include a high -level command
process language and extensive subsystem support such as COBOL, FORTRAN
IV, RATFOR, LISP, and 32K and 16K BASICs.
There is even our highly-acclaimed
'C' compiler which allows a programmer fingertip access to CROMIX system
calls.

THE STANDARD O -S
FOR THE FUTURE
The power and breadth of its features
make CROMIX the standard for the next
generation of microcomputer operating

TREMENDOUS ADDRESS SPACE,

FILE SYSTEM
One of the important features of our
CROMIX is its file system comprised of
hierarchical directories. It's a tree structure of three types of files: data files,
is a

'C' COMPILER AVAILABLE, TOO

PROTECTED FILES

device, and interprocess I/O
Extensive subsystem support

tUNlX

microcomputers.

Because of the hierarchical structure
of the file system, CROMIX maintains
separate ownership of every file and
directory. All files can thus be protected
from access by other users of the
system. In fact, each file is protected by
four separate access privileges in each
of the three user categories.

Multi -user and multi-tasking
capability
Hierarchical directories
Completely compatible file,

'CROMIX

Speed of access to disk files has also
been optimized. Average access speeds
far surpass any yet implemented on

FAST ACCESS
The flexible file system and generalized disk structure of CROMIX give a disk
address space in excess of one gigabyte
per volume
file size is limited only by
available disk capacity.

systems.
And yet it is available for a surprisingly
low $595.
The thing to do is to get all this
capability working for you now. Get in
touch with your Cromemco rep today.

-

trademark of Cromemco, Inc.
trademark of Bell Telephone Laboratories
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Ultrasonic heart sector scan

Management Information Display

Process Control

Get the professional color
display that has
BASIC /FORTRAN simplicity
LOW- PRICED, TOO
Here's a color display that has
everything: professional -level resolution,
enormous color range, easy software,
NTSC conformance, and low price.
Basically, this new Cromemco Model
SDI* is a two -board interface that plugs
into any Cromemco computer.
The SDI then maps computer display
memory content onto a convenient color
monitor to give high -quality, high resolution displays (756 H x 482 V pixels).
When we say the SDI results in a high quality professional display, we mean you
can't get higher resolution than this
system offers in an NTSC- conforming
display.
The resolution surpasses that of a color
TV picture.
BASIC /FORTRAN programming
Besides its high resolution and low
price, the new SDI lets you control with
optional Cromemco software packages
that use simple BASIC- and FORTRAN like commands.
Pick any of 16 colors (from a
4096 -color palette) with instructions like
DEFCLR (c, R, G, B). Or obtain a circle of
specified size, location, and color with
XCI RC (x, y, r, c).
'U.S. Pat. No. 4121283

Model SDI plugs into Z -2H 11- megabyte
hard disk computer or any Cromemco
computer
Model SDI High -Resolution Color
Graphics Interface

HIGH RESOLUTION
The SDI's high resolution gives a
professional -quality display that strictly
meets NTSC requirements. You get 756
pixels on every visible line of the NTSC
standard display of 482 image lines. Vertical line spacing is 1 pixel.
To achieve the high-quality display, a
separate output signal is produced for
each of the three component colors (red,
green, blue). This yields a sharper image
than is possible using an NTSC-composite
video signal and color TV set. Full image
quality is readily realized with our high quality RGB Monitor or any conventional
red /green/blue monitor common in TV

work.

c

DISPLAY MEMORY
Along with the SDI we also offer an
optional fast and novel two -port memory
that gives independent high -speed access
to the computer memory. The two -port
memory stores one full display, permitting fast computer operation even during
display.

CONTACT YOUR REP NOW
The Model SDI has been used in scientific work, engineering, business, TV,
color graphics, and other areas. It's a
good example of how Cromemco keeps
computers in the field up to date, since it
turns any Cromemco computer into an
up -to -date color display computer.
The SDI has still more features that
you should be informed about. So contact
your Cromemco representative now and
see all that the SDI will do for you.
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... stands well above
other S -100 graphics displays in its price and performance range."

... better monochromatic
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Time multiplexed refresh
4K resident
ScreenwareTM
Pak I operating
system

32K RAM
isolated from
host address
space
High speed
communications
over parallel
bus ports

ScreenwareTm Pak I
And now ... COLOR!!
A 4K byte operating system resident in PROM on The new MicroAngeloT"' Palette board treats from
MicroAngeloT"'. Pak I emulates an 85 character 2 to 8 MicroAngelos as "bit planes" at a full
by 40 line graphics terminal and provides over 512 x 480 resolution. Up to 256 colors may be
40 graphics commands. Provisions exist for user chosen from 16.8 million through the programdefined character sets and directly callable user mable color lookup table. Overlays, bit plane
extensions to ScreenwareT"' Pak I.
precedence, fade -in, fade -out, gray levels, blinking bit plane, and a highly visual color editor are
Screenwarem Pak II
standard.
An optional software superset of Pak I which
adds circle generation, polygon flood, programmable split screen for separate graphics and terminal I /O, relative coordinates, faster vector and
character plotting, a macro facility, full UCSD
Pascal compatibility, and more.
8455 -D Tyco Road Vienna, Virginia 22180 TWX: 710 -831 -9087 (703) 827 -0888
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MAINTAIN
PROJECT CONTROL
WITH
M I L ESTO N ETM

Editorial
Odds and Beginnings
by Chris Morgan, Editor in Chief
As I sat down to write this month's editorial, I realized I was going to have a
hard time sticking to one topic. So much has been going on lately, I thought I'd
throw it all into one convenient column. The title "Odds and Beginnings,"
which I stole from James Thurber, reflects this potpourri.

Artificial Intelligence

Put your microcomputer
to work...
As a project manager, you
know the value of careful planning. An oversight here, a miscalculation there, and in no time,
you could be in a lot of trouble.

Now, thanks to MILESTONETM
it's easy to obtain and keep complete project control.

MILESTONE is an easy to use

computer program that puts your
desk top microcomputer to work
using the same proven "critical

path" techniques previously
available only on big, expensive
computers. Now, regardless of
your type of project, you can plan
and control manpower, dollars,
and time.

Available in most microcomputer formats: CPIM* CPIM -86'
Apple PASCAL, UCSD PASCAL.
Call or write:

SOFTWARE
SOFTWARE

MARKETING

DIGITAAL

2670 CHERRY LANE
WALNUT CREEK CA 94596
(415) 938 -2880
CPIM and CPIM.86 are trademarks of Digital
Research

'MILESTONE is
Software

a

trademark of Organic

I'm particularly pleased that we were able to fit so many interesting articles
about artificial intelligence into this month's issue. Many of them were commissioned at last year's AAAI (American Association for Artificial Intelligence) meeting at Stanford. In particular, the articles "Natural Language
Processing: The Field in Perspective" (page 304) and "Knowledge -Based Expert
Systems Come of Age" (page 238) discuss topics that, in my opinion, have not
received the coverage they deserve. A personal computer's ability to understand at least rudimentary English will be important to the future of programming. Similarly, a computer that can give advice and act as an "expert" on a
given topic raises some profound and difficult questions. Some of these issues
have been dealt with in science fiction, and Donald Byrd explores them in
"Science- Fiction's Intelligent Computers" (page 200).

Computer Shows
I've been on the road quite a bit this spring and summer attending computer
shows. As always, the West Coast Computer Faire in San Francisco was of
great interest. Anyone doubting the vitality of our field need only walk into
this show to be struck by the level of enthusiasm. If you want to track the
progress of personal computing, go to the West Coast Computer Faire and
watch the number of exhibitors expand and the wide -eyed visitors become
more wide -eyed each year.
The NCC (National Computer Conference) was held in Chicago this year,
and it was easily the most spectacular show yet. (See the two -page photo essay
beginning on page 36.) The "star" of the show, attracting a constant
enthusiastic crowd, was the Xerox Star terminal, which single -handedly
advances the state of the art in terminal design for the office. Many of the
system's features recall those of the Smalltalk systems (see last month's BYTE,
devoted to the Smalltalk -80 system) I saw at Xerox PARC (the Palo Alto
Research Center). The Star system, which will cost $16,595 for the standard
unit, treats all documents, files, etc as concrete "objects" that can be
manipulated by the user. Its software structure resembles a nest of boxes, each
box containing more and more complex information about the workings of the
system. Users need penetrate only to the box they require to do a particular
job, thus avoiding information overload.
Clever user -interfacing devices abound on the Xerox Star, including a
"mouse," a mechanical box with wheels that can be rolled around on the
desktop to position the cursor on the screen. I could go on at length about the
features of the machine, but I must move on. An excellent treatment of the
Star can be found in the April 27, 1981, issue of the Seybold Report, a twice monthly report that consistently offers the field's best coverage of word processing, computerized typesetting, and office automation. The report costs
Editorial continued on page
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Introducing the Z Line...

Now! Percom Drives for Heath Computers.
Percom's now making add -on drives for your H -89
and H -8.
Complete drive systems will be available soon.
If your immediate need is for add -on storage,
check the features of our fully compatible Z drives.
If you plan to add a complete disk system, watch
for the imminent announcement of our double density Z Controller.
Given a choice, we think you'll choose from the
Percom Z line.
Add -On Z Drives

Low prices: Fully assembled and tested, one -drive units
start at only $399, two -drive units from only $795.
Z

DRIVES FROM PERCOM: THE BEST ONES FOR YOUR ALL-IN -ONE

Model

ZFD-40'"
ZFD -80'"
ZFD -100'"

Number
Tracks
one side

40
80
40

Formatted
Strg. Cap.
Features

SD

DD

102K
205K
102K

180K
364K
180K

Low price, fast step time
Max. stg., fast step time
Flip -side diskette storage

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: H -89 or H -8 computer with

Available in 40- and 80 -track densities, in 1- and 2 -drive
color -compatible modules.
All drives are rated for single- and double -density operation.
Some models accommodate Hippy storage, allowing
you to flip a diskette and store files on the second side.
Fully tested both electrically and mechanically. Plus, all Z
drives receive a 48 -hour operating burn -in to uncover
latent defects. Look for the signed quality assurance slip.

16 Kbytes of RAM,
Heath first -drive floppy disk system, Heath disk -operating system and drives interconnecting cable. (Two -drive interconnecting cable optionally available from
Percom). ZFD -80 drives include a program patch on diskette to modify HDOS
for 80 -track operation.
PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Available Soon!

Percom's Low -Cost Double- Density

Z

Controller.

...

Yes
I'd like to know more about Percom Z drives and the
Z Controller. Rush me free literature.

Send to

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, Inc., Dept. 26
211 N. Kirby St. Garland TX 75042

P[FLIIDM
PERCOM DATA COMPANY. INC.

211

N. KIRBY GARLAND, TEXAS

75042

(214) 272 -3421

Toll -Free Order Number: 1- 800 -527-1592

name
street
city
zip

X41981 PERCOM DATA COMPANY. Inc.

PERCOM. ZFD-40. ZFD -80 and ZFD -100 are trademarks of Percom Data Company.

state

phone number

MAIL TODAY!
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WHY LET ONE MAINFRAME DEFINE
OUR WELL- DIFFERENTIATED
ARE CALCULATED

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

A simple algorithm

We work with the serious systems integrator ... on terms
that make sense to you. That means giving you a set of
products which expand your limits, not reduce them.
We manufacture the most complete family of high quality
IEEE /696 S -100 mainframes on the market. Choices include three mainframes in rack -mount or table -top packages with complete board sets, to serve as the building
blocks for your 8 or 16 bit system. We also provide other
options ranging from complete floppy disk systems right
up to our proven Pascal development system.
The

f

factor: one source.

No matter which option you choose, you get the benefit
of working with completely integrated products ... fully
assembled and tested ... under one warranty and one
price structure ... leaving you free to concentrate on
value -added application development and sales.

Choose from mainframe options...
Select from three packaging options: Rack -mount, tabletop or front panel models. All three feature our 20 slot
S -100 motherboard with 25 amp power supply and are
delivered fully assembled and tested with our Series Wm
board sets. Any board configuration you choose works
with any DPS-1 version, allowing you to vary your package offering, or develop on one version and market

another.

-

Front Panel model
a powerful development and
diagnostic tool for Z- 80tsystems, which can be used for
prototyping, servicing, debugging, and software or
hardware development. Use its features to set breakpoints, trigger scopes, single step, slow step and more.
Front Panel less desk top model -a lower cost option for
OEM or other turnkey operations which do not require
the extra capability of our Front Panel.
Rack Mount version
features a heavy gauge frame
designed to fit into standard 19" racks. CVT power supply
for brown out immunity is standard.

-

in Calculus, a fundamental

statement in the definition of limit; interpreted
here to imply: "For your integration problem, Intersystems has a solution."

t Registered trademark

of Zilog, Inc.

-

6 SI /O
six individually software controllable serial I/O ports with op-

The system is versatile, too. SET program

tional interrupts. Each can run RS 232 at
up to 19,200 BAUD, as can our VI /O
board.

parameters and specify control characters to enable special features such as
diagnostic output to trace program execution. It can also provide remote I/O to
link your system to almost any
other computer,
large or small.

VI /O -has two serial ports; two 8 -bit
parallel output and two 8 -bit parallel
input ports plus 8 individually controllable command lines and 16 levels of vec-

allows you to change many BIOS

tored interrupts.
FDC II-can DMA up to a full track into
16 Megabytes of memory. Optionally
generates interrupts and handles up to

four 8" floppies.

-

MPU -8000 available with the non segmented Z- 8002t, which directly addresses 64K, or the segmented Z-8001 t,
which can directly address 8 Megabytes.

YOUR LIMITS?

And it's reliable. The Cache BIOS System
runs continuous memory tests when idle,
and verifies with a Read after Write and
Read after Read.

Extended systems options...

OPTIONS

And the system also includes our
Pascal /Z, a true native compiler producing ROMable and Re- entrant code. It
features a minimum of extensions chosen
for the development of your scientific and
business applications. And it's compatible with our native code Pascal for
Z -8000, providing a graceful upward
path to 16 bit applications. So what you
write now is right later.

10 SOLVE YOUR
PROBLEMS.

Board level options...

Intersystems mainframe packages,
equipped with Series II boards, are operational in both 8 and 16 bit settings and
support extended addressing in both I/O
and memory space, recognizing 16 bit
I/O addresses and 24 bit memory
addresses. Just look at
these individual
r.

features:

Interfacing disk drives is not a trivial matter, so when your objectives and resources dictate you spend your energy
elsewhere, use our resources to perform
the service for you. We can add our disk
drive package to any Z-80 or Z -8000 configuration we provide ... again, fully assembled and tested and covered under
one warranty.

Your solution should be clear.

Or our complete
Pascal Development System.

We use it for our own hardware and
software development. It includes either
table -top mainframe, two 8" floppy disks,
128K RAM, CP /M #, and Intersystems
Pascal /Z'M compiler and Cache BIOSTM.
THIS SYSTEM IS FAST! Why? Because
our ultra -fast Cache BIOS automatically
buffers whole tracks, eliminating most
disk accesses. This delivers up to three

times the throughput of any other
floppy -based system we know and is
equal to many small hard disk systems.

MPU -80 -uses a Z -80, 8 vectored interrupt lines and two 4K windows to address up to 1 Megabyte of RAM without
bank select.

64KDR- sophisticated refresh circuitry
allows unlimited DMA and absolutely reliable operation without wait states.

One choice you won't have to make...
We don't believe you should ever have to
sacrifice good technical support to find a
good product. We'll back you to the hilt
with services like free technical consultation, board -swapping, diagnostic packages, and documentation that gives you
all you need to integrate, operate and
maintain your system ... right down to
schematics of the boards.

Whether you're integrating for scientific,
governmental or commercial applications, Intersystems can provide a Delta for
your Epsilon.
Talk to us today.
Ithaca Intersystems Inc.,
Dept. B
1650 Hanshaw Road,
P.O. Box 91
Ithaca, NY 14850
Phone
(607) 257 -0190

Cluottar2vottepopom
Ithaca Intersystems Inc.

Micros for bigger ideas.
Circle 177 on Inquiry card.

#Registered trademark of Digital Research

"'Trademark of Ithaca Intersystems, Inc.

Editorial
$175 a year, and subscriptions are available by writing
Box 644, Media, Pennsylvania 19063.
In contrast to the Star, the recently unveiled Xerox 820
personal computer (see page 441) is disappointing. It's a

competently designed machine but very "plain vanilla,"
sporting a Z80 processor, CP /M, two 51/4-inch floppy
disk drives (which give the user a paltry 92 K bytes of
unformatted storage per floppy disk), and no high resolution graphics. What the 820 does do, however, is
give Xerox a foot in the door of the under -$3000 market.
And one cannot deny the importance of the 820's ability
to interface with the Ethernet system, Xerox's information network that will most likely become the standard
for high -end local networks. We'll have more information about the 820 in upcoming issues.

Japanese Market
Senior Editor Gregg Williams and I recently spent ten
days in Japan attending the Tokyo Microcomputer Show
and visiting more than ten companies that produce, or
are about to produce, personal computers. The level of
interest in the microcomputer in Japan is astounding, and
the trip was a revelation. We will be reviewing many new
Japanese machines and analyzing their effects on the
American marketplace in a special issue of BYTE to
appear early in 1982. Watch for it. In addition, we will
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Now you can have another one of those little extras
that makes you feel good about your computer...
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_...a complete packet of the most attractive stock forms
on the market. From the people whose only business is the small
computer user.
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present a roundup of new American hardware in the
January 1982 issue.
The question of the hour seems to be "Are the Japanese
going to dominate the American personal computer
market?" My immediate answer is -No." It takes time to
develop distribution networks and become established in
this highly technical market -it's not the same as the
automobile market. But if ever I had any doubts that the
Japanese had entered our field in earnest, the doubts were
dispelled during the trip. Yes, the Japanese face many
obstacles. In order to create word -processing software,
they need more familiarity with our typewriter dominated office systems and more sensitivity to the need
for good software and good documentation. I have no
doubt that the Japanese will surmount these obstacles,
and in fact they are quietly doing just that. According to
an old Japanese saying, "It is the wise hawk that hides its
talons." The talons are now hidden, but they will come
out in time.

Coming Up
The coming year is going to be exciting at BYTE. We're
expanding our staff to be more responsive to our readers.
I'm pleased to say that BYTE's circulation has topped the
200,000 mark and continues to climb rapidly. We
appreciate your feedback, especially in the form of
BOMB votes for your favorite articles. (See the reader
service card at the back of the magazine for an explanation of BYTE's BOMB.)
One of our major projects this year has been
transforming onComputing magazine into Popular Computing, a new monthly magazine that will appear this
November. It's designed for the nonspecialist and will
cover the entire spectrum of popular computing for the
benefit of professionals, business people, educators, and
interested laypeople. We're particularly proud of the new
Popular Computing staff stationed around the country to
keep readers up to date.
What's in store for the coming year? We'll have
coverage of the new personal computers from the big
mainframe companies, plus special issues about human
engineering, interactive videodisks, computers in
business, local networks (next month), computers in the
humanities, games, computers for the disabled, and
much more, including our extensive review section for
hardware and software.
Incidentally, I took a look at the new computer science
books that have come in for review. They make a
stultifyingly large pile, and the stack of new software isn't
much smaller. But we're working to keep ahead of the
game.
Another perennial interest at BYTE is computer
graphics. By the time you read this, I will have attended
the ACM's SIGGRAPH conference in Dallas. Watch for a
full report featuring some of the most exciting graphics
we've ever seen.
Circle 337 on Inquiry card.
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Apple I/O Interfaces.
SSM Spells Success Three Ways.
SSM helps you get the most from your
Apple II' computer. Choose from three
general purpose interface boards. With flexibility and prices that translate to big savings.
Now, and when you upgrade.
Serial (ASIOTM). Our ASIO gives you a
full -duplex RS-232 interface. Plus jumper selectable rates from 110 to 9600 baud. You
also get software control, three handshaking
lines and two output plugs -so you can connect your Apple to a modem or to a

terminal /printer without
modifying the cable.
Parallel (APIOTM). For

parallel interfaces, our
APIO offers two 8 -bit
bidirectional ports. We also
include additional interrupt
and handshaking lines, plus
software control of the interface configuration and data
direction. Cables for Centronics
and other printers are optional.
Or Both (AIOTM). Choose our
tried and proven AIO when you

need a sometimes -serial or a sometimes parallel operation. This single-board solution
packs a lot of performance for the price.
Thousands are now being used. It even lets
you operate both ways- simultaneouslyunder Pascal, or with special drivers.
All three boards feature powerful firmware
so you don't have to write software to use
them. The ASIO and AIO include cables.
Whether you're an OEM or end -user, we
can supply virtually any quantity you need.
Quickly. Even in kit form.
For the latest word on these,
see your local computer
dealer. Or call ùs today.
You may also want to look

into our cost -effective
iinnminümiñiïiît

/_SSM Microcomputer

Products, Inc.

board which converts your Apple II into an
A488TM

IEEE -488 controller.
SSM Microcomputer Products, Inc.,
2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA
95131. (408) 946-7400. (TWX
910-338 -2077. Telex 171171.)
Apple and Apple 11 are trademarks of Apple Computers Inc.
ASIO, APIO, A1O and A488 are trademarks of SSM Microcomputer Products, Inc.

Reddy Chirra improves his vision with
an Apple.
Reddy is an optical engineer who's
used to working for big companies and using big
mainframes.
But when he started his own consulting
business, he soon learned how costly mainframe
time can be. So he bought himself a 48K Apple II
Personal Computer.
And, like thousands of other engineers
and scientists, quickly learned the pleasures of

and having his
cutting down on shared time
own tamper-proof data base.
His Apple can handle
formulas with up to 80 variables and test parameters on
250 different optical glasses.
He can even use BASIC, FORTRAN,
Pascal and Assembly languages.
And Apple's HI-RES graphics come in
handy for design.
Reddy looked at other microcomputers, but
chose Apple for its in-depth documentation,
reliability and expandability.
You can get up to 64K RAM in an Apple II.
Up to 128K RAM in our new Apple III. And
there's a whole family of compatible peripherals,
including an IEEE-488 bus for laboratory
instrument control.
Visit your authorized Apple dealer to find
out how far an Apple can go with scientific/
technical applications.
It'll cange the way you see things.
ÌIII111111111

The personal computer
For the authorized dealer nearest you, call (800) 538 -9696. In California, call (800) 662-9238.

Circle no. 3 for more information

or

Circle no. 25 for special OEM information

I1

C1ppIC
Or write: Apple Computer Inc.,

10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino,

CA 95014.
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TOOLS FOR
H1DUSTR
CP /M CROSS-ASSEMBLERS

Fast, comprehensive cross -assemblers
to run under CPIM. Extensive pseudo ops include full listing control, nested
conditonals, mnemonic synonyms, and
inclusion of external source files. Generate object file, assembly listing, and
symbol table from source code for nine

popular microprocessor
XASMO5
XASMO9

XASM18
XASM48
XASM51
XASM65
XASM68
XASMF8
XASM400

families.

6805
6809
1802
8048
8051

6502
6800/6801
F8/3870
COPS400

Assemblers .... $200.00 each
Manual only .... $25.00
8048 DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
Now you can use the 8048 family of

single -chip microcomputers without
buying expensive equipment. Develop
8048 software with the XASM48 cross assembler. Then plug our EPR -48 board
into your S -100 system to program the
8748 EPROM version. (Similar packages
for 8051 and TMS9940E coming soon.)
8048 Development Package ... $574.00
$449.00
EPR -48 alone
PROM EMULATOR BOARD
Debug dedicated systems quickly. Our
PSB -100 PROM Emulator is an S -100
board with up to 8K of RAM. Cable with
24 -pin plug replaces PROM(s) in your

target system for instant program testing.
PSB -100 PROM Emulator .. $445.00 w/
2K RAM

MIT Defends Logo Policy
This is in response to Mr Stephen Hain's
letter, which appeared in the August 1981
BYTE and which raised questions about
the release and distribution of the MIT
Apple Logo programming language. (See
"Unpublished Apple Logo," page 32.)
As correctly noted in the original BYTE
article ( "Logo for Personal Computers,"
by Harold Nelson, June 1981 BYTE, page
36), the development of the MIT Apple
Logo programming language was sponsored in part by the National Science
Foundation (NSF). Discussions between
MIT and NSF with respect to mechanics
of release and distribution have been
underway. Licensing authority has now
been formally requested by MIT; and, as
soon as permission is granted, it is the intention of MIT to complete licensing arrangements that will ensure the broadest
possible dissemination of this important
programming language.

Kenneth A Smith
Associate Provost
MIT
545 Technology Sq
Cambridge MA 02139

Comments on
Software Piracy
The following comments by our readers
were solicited through Chris Morgan's
May 1981 BYTE editorial "How Can We
Stop Software Piracy ?"
I commend Chris Morgan and BYTE for
addressing a subject too frequently overlooked. Software piracy has, indeed,
reached an appalling level, while somehow retaining an odd sort of tacit protection -that of being a "gentleman's" crime.
Chris Morgan's statement that "softis not just illegal -it's
ware piracy
unethical" couldn't have been more to the
point. It is unethical. Shamefully so. To
those who attempt to protect their works,
this can't be stressed enough. The courts
and various legal bodies are slow, but
they are working toward resolving some
of the piracy problems. Many talented
people are working madly devising clever
tricks to prevent the theft -all because
there are those who think it's better to
have something for nothing than it is to
ethically exchange with those who

...

'Trademark of Digital Research

804 south state st.
dover, delaware /19901 /302. 734.0151
Visa and Mastercharge accepted. We ship on
8" single-density. Ask us about other formats.
OEM AND DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

worked hard to produce something of
value.
No doubt the thieves have justified their
actions. Maybe they think the "system" is
unfair; maybe they think they can't afford
the programs they so dearly want; maybe
they don't even think at all. But one thing
is certain: they haven't developed software packages themselves and then had
them ripped off to the tune of thousands
of dollars. That much we know.
It's a shame that one's fellow man is
called upon to police another. One would
like to believe that we're fair and honest
people. It appears not all of us are. Hence,
in addition to the efforts of our legislators
and programmers, those ethical souls who
learn of piracy need to do something effective about it. If simple reasoning with a
software pirate won't do it, then reporting
the matter to the developer just might.
While contrary to the childhood dictum
"don't be a tattletale," it could help to curtail a growing cancer in the industry.
The Association for Software Protection (ASP) is a newly formed group dedicated to eradicating the piracy problem.
At present it is addressing -in the
main -the problems faced at the minicomputer level. Nevertheless, the piracy
problem branches across all levels, and
any group or individuals interested in
organizing an antipiracy microcomputer
group are invited to contact ASP.
In addition to my activities with ASP, I
am the Software Protection Director at
Mini- Computer Business Applications in
Glendale, California.
Robin Robinson
Association for
Software Protection
10143 Leona Ave
Tujunga CA 91042
Chris Morgan's and BYTE's concern
with software piracy is well placed, and
BYTE's coverage is excellent, but there are
wider perspectives to add.
For millennia, humanity moved around
picking and chasing things to eat. The
Agricultural Revolution meant the complete transformation of social arrangements, which resulted in the invention of
private property, towns, political institutions, writing, ruling classes, fortifications, the ownership of land, etc.
Things were like that for a few millennia more. For the last couple hundred
Letters continued on page 18
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Disk Storage: It's No Place to Compromise.
dependable disk system
Greater Storage Capacity means everything to the high
performance operation of your
Percom,
know
computer.
this. And we do something
about
For example, the connectors
on our
drive systems are
Either
gold plated.
Because solder-plated
either
A

-

we

At

it.

TFD

Why?

contacts oxidize, forming an insidious insulation that can
cause erratic operation. And
then total failure.
Gold -plated connectors are
just one way we make better
drive systems than the competition.
Now #1 for the Model Ill
Quality Percom TFD drives provide more
features, cost less. Add -on drives start at
only $439.00. Complete First -Drive Systems start at only $749.95. Features:
"Flippy" Capability
Record your

-

programs and data on either side of a diskette.
formatted
on one
Store 180 Kbytes
side of a 40 -track TFD drive. Store over
twice as much on a TFD 80 -track drive.
Think Megabytes
Your TFD drive
controller will handle up to four drives.
You can access almost 1.5 million bytes
of on -line program and data files.
Add -in or Add -On
Your TFD First
Drive System can be
internal
(add -in) or external (add -on). In either
case, you get a complete system including the disk controller, drive, power
supplies and disk- operating software.
BASIC -Language DOS
Included on
diskette with each First Drive System is
Percom's 05- 80/111' ". This easy -to-use
disk -operating system loads into 7 Kbytes
of RAM and then frees the drive for other
use. With OS -80'" programs, you can
have full, read -write interchangeability
between Model I and Model Ill diskettes.
Or Model Ill TRSDOS*
TFD 40track drives work with Tandy's Model Ill
TRSDOS. without modification. For 80track operation, TRSDOS can be easily
modified with diskette patches supplied.

-

-

Still #1 for the Model
To order products. or for the name of your
authorized Percom retailer, call toll free:
1- 800 -527 -1592.

(PERCOM
PERCOM DATA COMPANY,
211 N.

INC.

KIRBY GARLAND, TEXAS 75042

(214) 272 -3421

I

Besides greater storage capacities, more
quality control measures and lower prices, all Percom Model I drives are rated

for double -density operation.
Plug a DOUBLER'" in your Expansion
Interface and enjoy the same double density disk storge capacity as Model Ill
owners. Included with each DOUBLER is
a TRSDOS compatible double -density
disk -operating system. DOUBLEZAP
programs are available for upgrading other popular DOSs for DOUBLER opera-

"trademark of Percom Data Company, Inc.
'trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no relationship to Percom Data Company.

tion. And our double -density version of
OS -80'" costs just $49.95.
Of course you don't have to upgrade
your Model I for double -density operation to use Percom disk drives. But it's
nice to know you can.
Percom TFD drives for the TRS -80*
Model I are available in 40 -, 77- and 80track versions, in 1 -, 2- and 3 -drive configurations. Prices start at $399.00.
System requirements: Model III TFD drives work
with a 16 -Kbyte system (min) and Model Ill BASIC.
The initial drive must be a first -drive system. An optional interconnecting cable is available for expanding with external drives #3 and #4. Model I TFD
drives work with a 16 -Kbyte system (min) equipped
with an Expansion Interface, Level II BASIC and
DOS software, and an interconnecting cable. Two and four -drive interconnecting cables are available
from Percom.

r
...

Yes
I'd like to know more about
the best for my TRS -80 computer.
Send me free literature about quali

Percom products.
Model I

Model Ill

Send to
PERCOM DATA COMPANY, Inc., D
211 N. Kirby St. Garland TX 75042
name
street
city
zip

phone number

MAIL TODAY!
BO1
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TWELVE STRONG
HEATH /ZENITH YOUR
Pick a strong partner
A computer purchase is the beginning of a long term

partnership between you and the people you buy from.
Your ongoing need for software and accessories requires a partner who will stand by you with a growing
line of products. And nowhere will you find a more complete line of hardware, software and accessories than
at your Heathkit Electronic Center. Here are twelve
strong reasons to make Heath /Zenith your partner.
1.

The All -In -One Computer

The heart of the Heath /Zenith line is the stand -alone
89 Computer. It's a complete system with built -in 51/4 -inch
floppy disk drive, professional keyboard and keypad,
smart video terminal, two Z80 microprocessors, and
two RS -232C serial I/O ports. It comes with 16K RAM,
expandable to 64K.

2.

6.

7.

These include the popular Heath /Zenith
19 Smart Video Terminal, loaded with
professional features. And the 14 Line
Printer, priced as low as $495. Other
printer brands are on display,
including highspeed, typewriter
quality printers.
ammo

-r¡

3. Software
Word processing, includes reliable, easy -to -use
Zenith Electronic Typing and powerful, full- featured
WORDSTAR.
Small Business Programs, feature General Ledger and
Inventory Control.
HUG, Heath Users' Group, offers members a library of
over 500 low-cost programs for home, work or play.

4. Programming Languages

Disk Systems

The 8 -inch Heath/Zenith 47
Dual Disk System adds over 2
megabytes of storage to your
89 Computer. Diskettes are
standard IBM 3740 format, double- sided,
double- density.
The 51/4 -inch 87 Dual Disk System adds
200K bytes of storage to your 89. Both
disk systems feature read /write protection and easy plug -in adaptability.

8.

Peripherals

Utility Software

Expand the performance range of your computer with
a broad selection of utility tools, including the best of
Digital Research and the complete line of innovative
Softstuff products.

Self -Study Courses

Learn at your own pace
with Programming
Courses that teach you
to write and run your own
programs in Assembly,
BASIC, Pascal or
COBOL.
A course on Computer Concepts
for Small Business gives you
the understanding to evaluate the ways a computer
can benefit your business.
Personal Computing is a
complete introduction to
the fundamentals for the
novice. Every Heath kit/
Zenith course is pro-

fessionally designed
for easy, step -bystep learning.

For your own custom programs,
Microsoft languages are

available in BASIC (compiler
and interpreter), FORTRAN
and COBOL.

5.

Operating Systems

Three versatile systems give you the capability to perform your specific tasks.
CP /M by Digital Research makes your system compatible with thousands of popular CP /M programs.
UCSD P- System with Pascal is a complete program
development and execution environment.
HDOS, Heath Disk Operating System gives you a
sophisticated, flexible environment for program
construction, storage and editing.

All Heath /Zenith
Computer Products
are available completely
assembled and tested for
commercial use. Or in easy to- build, money- saving kits.

REASONS TO MAKE
COMPUTER PARTNER
9. Expansion Options
Communicate with the outside world through a Three port EIA RS -232C Serial Interface.
Expand RAM to 64K with easy -to- install expansion
chips.
10.

Accessories
Your Heathkit Electronic Center has the
latest in modems, black- and -white and
color video monitors, computer furniture
and a full line of supplies, accessories, books
and parts.

Visit Your Heathkit Electronic Center*
where HeathlZenith Products are displayed, sold and serviced.
PHOENIX, AZ
2727 W. Indian School Rd.
602- 279-6247

ANAHEIM, CA
330 E. Ball Rd.
714 -776 -9420
CAMPBELL, CA
2350 S. Bascom Ave.
408 -377 -8920
EL CERRITO, CA

6000 Potrero Ave.
415 -236 -8870
LA MESA, CA

8363 Center Dr.
714 -461 -0110

11.

Service

LOS ANGELES, CA
2309 S. Flower St.
213 -749 -0261

No one stands by you like Heath /Zenith.
We help you get your system up and
running smoothly. Service is avail-

POMONA, CA
1555 N. Orange Grove Ave.
714- 623 -3543

able from trained technicians,
over the phone or at one of 56
Heathkit Electronic Centers.

12.

REDWOOD CITY, CA
2001 Middlefield Rd.
415- 365 -8155

Value

Your money buys you more because
Heath /Zenith prices are among the industry's most
competitive. Make your own comparison and find out
how much you can save.
Complete, integrated computer hardware and software, designed to serve you and to grow with you

- that's what to look for in a strong partner.
with Heath /Zenith you get
one roof.

it

And
all under

All at your

Heathkit Electronic
Center
Pick the store nearest you
from the list at right. And
stop in today fora demonstration of the Heath /Zenith
89 Computer System. If you
can't get to a store, send
$1.00 for the latest Heathkit"
Catalog and the new Zenith
Data Systems Catalog of
assembled commercial
computers. Write to
Heath Co., Dept. 334 -814,
Benton Harbor, MI 49022.

MISSION, KS
5960 Lamar Ave.

CLEVELAND, OH
28100 Chagrin Blvd.

913-362-4486
LOUISVILLE, KY
12401 Shelbyville Rd.

216 -292 -7553

502 -245 -7811

Memorial Hwy.
504- 467 -6321
BALTIMORE, MD
1713 E. Joppa Rd.
301- 661 -4446

ROCKVILLE, MD

5542 Nicholson Lane
301- 881 -5420
PEABODY, MA
242 Andover St.
617 -531 -9330

WELLESLEY, MA
165 Worcester Ave.
617 -237 -1510
DETROIT, MI
18645 W. Eight Mile Rd.
313 -535 -6480
E. DETROIT, MI
18149 E. Eight Mile

WOODLAND HILLS, CA
22504 Ventura Blvd.
213-883 -0531

HOPKINS, MN
101 Shady Oak Rd.
612-938-6371

DENVER, CO

ST. PAUL, MN

5940 W. 38th Ave.
303 -422 -3408

TOLEDO, OH
48 S. Byrne Rd.
419 -537 -1887

KENNER, LA
1900 Veterans

SACRAMENTO, CA
1860 Fulton Ave.
916 -486 -1575

COLUMBUS, OH
2500 Morse Rd.
614 -475 -7200

Rd.

313 -772 -0416

1645 White Bear Ave.
612 - 778 -1211

WOODLAWN, OH
10133 Springfield Pike
513- 771 -8850
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
2727 Northwest
Expressway
405- 848 -7593
FRAZER, PA
630 Lancaster Pike
(Rt. 30)
215 -647 -5555
PHILADELPHIA, PA
6318 Roosevelt Blvd.
215- 288 -0180
PITTSBURGH, PA
3482 Wm. Penn Hwy.
412- 824 -3564
WARWICK, RI
558 Greenwich Ave.
401 -738 -5150
DALLAS, TX
2715 Ross Ave.
214 -826 -4053

HOUSTON, TX
1704 W. Loop N.
713 -869 -5263

AVON, CT
395 W. Main St. (RI. 44)
203 -678 -0323

BRIDGETON, MO

HIALEAH, FL
4705 W. 16th Ave
305- 823 -2280
PLANTATION, FL
7173 W. Broward Blvd.
305 -791 -7300
TAMPA, FL
4019 W. Hillsborough Ave
813 -886 -2541

OMAHA, NE
9207 Maple St.
402- 391 -2071

FAIR LAWN, NJ
35 -07 Broadway (Rt. 4)
201 -791 -6935

MIDVALE, UT
58 East 7200 South
801 -566 -4626
ALEXANDRIA, VA
6201 Richmond Hwy.
703 -765 -5515
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
1055 Independence Blvd.
804- 460 -0997

ATLANTA, GA

AMHERST, NY

SEATTLE, WA

5285 Roswell Rd.
404 -252 -4341

505 8th Ave. N.
206- 682 -2172

3462 -66 W. Devon Ave.
312- 583 -3920

3476 Sheridan Dr.
716- 835 -3090
JERICHO, L.I. NY
15 Jericho Turnpike
516- 334 -8181

DOWNERS GROVE, IL
224 Ogden Ave.
312- 852 -1304

ROCHESTER, NY
937 Jefferson Rd.
716 -424 -2560

CHICAGO, IL

3794 McKelvey Rd.
314- 291 -1850

ASBURY PARK, NJ
1013 State Hwy. 35
201 -775 -1231

SAN ANTONIO, TX
7111 Blanco Road
512- 341 -8876

TUKWILA, WA
15439 53rd Ave. S.
206 -246 -5358
MILWAUKEE, WI
5215 W. Fond du Lac
414- 873 -8250

N. WHITE PLAINS, NY
INDIANAPOLIS, IN
' Units of Verilechnology
7 Reservoir Rd.
2112 E 62nd St.
Electronics Corporation
the U.S.
914- 761 -7690
317- 257 -4321
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

HEATH /ZENITH
Your strong partner

in
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years, however, most people have run

64K Double or Quad Density units available. Uses
two Z -80 CPU's. Commercial -type terminal with
12" monitor. Dual double density minifloppies.
Over 350 kilobytes of storage (twice that with quad
density drives). Two serial RS232 ports, I/O ports

standard. Expandable with optional S -100
interface. Comes with CP /MTM 2.2 operating system. MiniMicroMart can supply a wide range of
CP /M development and application software.

w/64K Double Density, List $3495
wi64K Quad Density. List $3995

,f

t

pg

PH

$2869
$3395

EWL ETT
ACKARD

HP -41CV

$259.
Eivirlr data

systems

Z19 Video Terminal

Limited
Time
$ 799
List $995
HEWLETT
PACKARD H P -85A
Desk -Top

Computer

List
$3250

$2749

HP-83

Lfst$225oSpecial $1749
F.O.B. shipping point. All prices subject to change and all
offers subject to withdrawal without notice. Advertised prices
are for prepaid orders. Credit card and C.O.D. 2% higher
C.O.D. may require deposit.

-

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

-

MiniMicroMart
943
Genesee
W.

Syracuse,
18

NY

13204

St.

(31 5)

machines. As we see and know, every
society and culture in the world has been
thrown into turmoil because, once again,
the world is changing rapidly.
"Classic" economics is based on material commodities: if there are you and
me and a loaf of bread, either you get it,
or I get it, or we split it. No existing school
of economics, however, deals with the
fact that if you give me some information,
you still have it. Material commodities get
"thinner" when spread out, while information gets "thicker" as it's spread out.
Two- thirds of the jobs in the United
States are informational. Money, property, and many other foundations of society
have begun transmuting. Software piracy
is a logical area for difficulties to emerge
first. Where else can you go into business
selling pure thought?
The more we are aware, and the more
we examine and discuss the big implications, the less surprised we'll be.
Neil Rest
1457 Gregory
Chicago IL 60640

Congratulations to Chris Morgan for
his timely attention to the software -piracy
controversy. The following specifications
may be useful in evaluating solutions proposed for this problem:

There shall be no realistic means for
defeating the protection mechanism, regardless of the attacker's technical
sophistication or familiarity with the
design of the software -protection system.
The software product shall not have to
be customized for each licensee.
The user shall have to purchase one, and
only one, hardware device to use all protected software. Once this device is attached to the computer, the user shall be
able to forget it exists.
The device shall be the same, regardless
of the computer system with which it is
used; and it shall be compatible with existing computer systems.
There shall be no degradation of the
reliability or versatility of a computer
system as a result of this device.
The cost of the device shall be minor
compared to the cost of the least expensive (but practical) system on which protected programs will be used.
The logistical support of the protection
system shall require no effort on the part
of the software publisher.

The system shall restrict the use of protected software to the licensed user for a
licensed period of time.
I would appreciate the comments of
BYTE's readers on the applicability and
completeness of these specifications. At
Salcris Corporation, we are currently

field- testing our Chrono -Guard Software
Protection System, which meets these
specifications. Software protection is our
only business and, while we believe we
have a carefully thought -out solution to
the industry's problems, we value constructive criticism.

Thomas C Donald
President
Salcris Corporation
1 Office Park Cr
Birmingham AL 35223

In the May 1981 BYTE there were
several excellent articles on what I regard
as one of the most severe problems facing
the computer-software industry today
theft of software. (See Chris Morgan's
"How Can We Stop Software Piracy? ",
page 6; Christopher Kern's 'Washington
Tackles the Software Problem," page 128;
and Stephen Becker's "Legal Protection
for Computer Hardware and Software,"
page 140.) 1 know of several companies,
mine included, that will not sell packaged
software because of the theft problem.
The constant "reinvention of the wheel"
that results from the reluctance to sell
software is one of the leading factors contributing to the already poor productivity
of the industry. If we are not to stagnate
and allow foreign competition to steal our
software lead, an early solution to this
problem must be found.
One article mentioned several rather
complex hardware solutions that are currently proposed to help solve the problem. While most of the hardware discussed would provide more or less processor- independent solutions that would require no industry-wide effort to help solve
the problem, I feel that these efforts will
lead to an expensive and relatively insecure solution. The cheapest and most
reliable answer is not a hardware solution
(although hardware must play a key role),
but "self-protecting" software.
How can software be made to protect
itself? Well, I am not aware of any processor on which this is possible today, but a
minor processor modification could easily, cheaply, and effectively accomplish
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Mountain Computer
CPS MultiFunction CardTM
The Only Interface Card You Need!
Connecting a Parallel Printer?

Connect with Easy Use!

Epsottt (intronics® IDS Paper Tiger CPS handles all these
printers and others with on -board intelligence to provide
paging and other features found on no other card.

(:PS has no switches to set! All functions on the card are set
from a user program. Menu driven screens set up your choice
of all functions on CPS and store them on -board in CMOS
RAM -battery backed -up (including the clock) for over two
years! To change parameters, run the set -up program again -or
use special commands from your keyboard. Furthermore, most
existing software programs are immediately usable with CPS.
Phantom Slot Capability permits assignment of CPS' functions
to your software's pre- defined slots.

Connecting a Serial Printer?

®\ EC - TI 800 Series® CPS handles these printers
®- Qume
and others with standard RS -232 interface providing selection
of baud rates, handshakes, paging, and more.
Diablo

Connecting a Modem or Terminal?
baves Smartmodern® titivation CAT®M Sc R Pennywhistle ®CAS
handles these and others with full /half duplex operation, baud
rate selection, and even a transparent terminal mode which
includes a dual mode feature that permits printing of text to
parallel printers while `on -line' eliminating the need for special
terminal software -and more.

Connecting with the Time?
The on -board calendar 'clock provides real time and date
information including day of week, day, month, year, hours,
minutes, and seconds for any application requiring a time
stamp- battery backed-up for over two years!

Connecting with The Source?
Used with a modem, CPS provides the connection to informa-

tion utilities, such as The Source ®Dow Jones, and others.
Additionally, CPS provides the connection to big-time electronic
mail with programs such as Micro Courierand Micro Telegranif
and other data transfer programs.

4''Registered trademarks

Connect with Your Apple®Dealer
Drop by your Apple dealer and see how the CPS MultiFunction
Card provides the most comprehensive capabilities for RS-232C
serial interface, parallel output, and real -time calendar/clock
one low price
of any card available today -all on one card
competitive with any one of the three or more single function
cards that it replaces.

-at

m
Mountain
Computer
INCORPORATED
300 El Pueblo Road, Scotts Valley, CA 95066
TWX: 910 598 -4504
(408) 438 -6650
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this. The biggest problem will be to get
everyone to cooperate and adopt a stan-

dard approach.

7114 12K ROM /PROM
7470 A/D Converter
7490 GPIB IEEE 488 Interface
7710A Asynchronous RS -232C
DCE Interface
7710D Asynchronous
Communications Interface
7712 Synchronous
RS -232C DTE Interface
7720 Parallel
Interface
7728 Centronics
Printer Interface
7811 Arithmetic
Processor

7424 Calendar/
Clock
7440 Programmable Interval

Timer

CCS industrial quality
modules give you eleven reliable,
inexpensive tools to expand the capabilities of Apple Il computers. Available
through 921 computer retailers nationally. There's
one near you.
Apple, Apple

Il

system -level programs (and even
microcode) some degree of theft protection, although its primary purpose is to
provide a method by which system programs can determine what model processor is being used. The big problem
from the applications program side,
which is where IBM left the scene, is that
there is no easy method to access the information provided by this instruction.
To solve the software -theft problem,
the entire industry must provide some
method by which the user's application
program can determine such information
as the make, model number, and serial
number of the host processor. Additionally, it must be constructed in a manner
such that it would be next to impossible
for the user to modify the factory-supplied information. The addition of one instruction to the processor repertoire
would undoubtedly increase the cost of
the hardware, but the increase would not
even approach the price of the cheapest
protection method that I have seen proposed. The only disadvantages to this approach are that it would not be easily applicable to existing systems (most of
which will probably not be around more
than five years anyway, so why worry?)
and it would preclude the distribution of
source code (you would not want someone to discover how you encrypt the processor ID and check against the licensed
processor ID).
I welcome any comments.

are trademarks of Apple Computer Corporation.

California Computer Systems
250 Caribbean Drive
Sunnyvale, California 94086
ilia(408) 734-5811
Telex 171959 CCS SUVL
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IBM was on the right track to solving
the problem several years ago, but someone, somewhere, dropped the ball, and
the solution became only half- implemented. Anyone who has ever done some
systems programming work on an IBM
S/370 is probably aware of the privileged
instruction "STORE PROCESSOR ID."
This instruction provides systems programs with the processor serial number
and other system information, such as
whether VM /370 is the system -control
program, etc. This instruction provides
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Jon R Kibler
President
Southeastern Computer Services Inc
POB 160124
Mobile AL 36616

Chris Morgan's May 1981 BYTE
editorial mentioned a software -protection

LOCO

tin

1'11
MAKING MINIS OUT OF MICROS.
Here's the system builder's
solution for successful computers
and applications. Push in the CCS
component. Push in the operating
software. And push on with your application. CCS systems and components are designed to go together
quickly, and to keep running reliably, with a proven return rate of

I

less than 1 %.

And you get performance. The
systems deliver hardware vectored
interrupts and the capability to interleave DMA data transfers with rates
as high as two megabytes per second, plus bank select memory of up
to 512K bytes. This 8 -bit system provides single user, multiuser, and
multitasking capability with ample
speed to prevent operator waiting or
loss of incoming real -time data.
The systems are available with
CP /M or MP /M operating systems.
For real -time or multiuser applications, the CCS OASIS real -time
multitasking operating system supports re- entrant programs and
relocatable code modules, with
Circle 52 on inquiry card.

facilities for task -to -task communication, file protection, time -of -day
bookkeeping, spooling, task overlay,
dynamic memory management,
ISAM file structures and device independent /O. CCS OASIS includes debug, text editing, linkage,
and file sort utilities; the system
supports a host of existing languages, applications, and utilities
from a range of vendors.
Powerful computer systems you
can configure to your demanding
requirements quickly, and with confidence. Choose from a variety of

TEAR
O Please have

a

OUT

sales representative

call me.
O Please send more information on
CCS Systems and Expansion
Modules.
Name
Corn pany

Address
City /State /Zip
Phone:

(

California Computer Systems
250 Caribbean Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 734 -5811)

systems. Expand with CCS board level modules for memory, disk control, high -speed arithmetic, and /O,
plus subsystems for floppy and hard
disk storage.
If you sell, install, or use cornouter systems, you should know
more about the CCS product line.
We've got a lot more to tell. Tear
out and return the coupon for more
information. Or call.
I

CP;M and MP /M are trademarks of Digital
Research. OASIS is a trademark of Phase One
Systems.
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scheme based on encrypting programs.
Since mid -1979, all Sentinel computers
have used a somewhat more convenient
scheme. In our systems (based on one or
more Intel 8086s), the machine's serial
number is available to the operating system. The operating system recognizes encrypted application programs and uses the
serial number as a key to decrypt them as
they are loaded from floppy -, Winchester-, or bubble -memory-disk storage.
This protects Sentinel's investment in
our comprehensive set of financial application programs and lets us give our
distributors and end users utility programs that can copy any of our software.
We also give Sentinel distributors the
tools to encrypt their own programs.

Vernon J Schryver
Product Development Manager
Sentinel Computer Corporation
9902 Carver Rd
Cincinnati 01-1 45242
I read Chris Morgan's editorial on software piracy with interest. The two sides
of the software protection /duplication
controversy were drawn as "the vendor's
need for security" versus "the user's need
for backup copies for reliability."
My experience with software products,
both large and small, has revealed an even
greater need on the part of software purchasers than that of backup copies. This
need is for modifiable and configurable
software. A few years ago, most small computer systems were either home-built
or installed and used without modification from the time they left the factory. In
the case of personal computers, peripherals were few and were usually made or
distributed by the frame manufacturer.
Things are different today -and this has
given rise to the need for user- configurable software.
For example, my firm's Apple II computer contains interface cards for four
peripheral devices: the disk system,
printer, modem, and an 80- column video
card. Only one of these is an Apple Computer product. Nearly every software
product we have purchased has required
reconfiguration -sometimes a lengthy
project -to support these devices.
I am very reluctant to purchase any
software packaged on a copy -protected
disk, an "unreadable ROM," or otherwise
immune to modification to suit our needs.
Vendor support of nonstandard hardware
is an admirable goal, but we realize that it
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One Man's Dilemma
I would never break into a computer

store and steal a disk drive, a printer,
or a processor card. After all, I'm a decent, intelligent, honest person. I teach
my children the value of personal integrity, and I pride myself on my
honesty. I never keep overpayments. I
pay my taxes. I even spent over six
months convincing a large department
store that I owed it money when it
couldn't find any record of the transaction. I don't allow my children to make
audio -tape copies of records for each
other. After ten years in the entertainment industry, I know how valuable a
copyright is to a performer.
So, how did I become a software
thief?
It started when I sold my Altair
Tarbell cassette machine and upgraded
to a North Star disk -based system. I
knew when I got the system from a
friend that he had piles of software to
supply in the deal. That was the main
reason I worked with him -to get the
software. There were about twenty
disks full of BASIC games, business
programs, and a word processor. A
neat little assembler and disassembler
were included, although my primary
interests were word processing and
BASIC. I rationalized it this way: I
would never do any commercial work
using any of the programs. I was just
learning -sort of "test driving." If I did
decide to do any serious programming,
I would purchase what I needed to
keep everything legal. I was, after all,
an honest man. It worked too well and
for too long.
It wasn't very long before I had
forgotten my commitment; moreover,
I wasn't doing any serious work on my
computer. I did buy an updated version of North Star BASIC from the factory, which sort of made me legitimate. Things were stable for about a
year, with no exchanging or sharing.
Then, I had a letter published in a
magazine where I casually mentioned I
would be interested in exchanging programs. Before I knew it, I had a growing file of others interested in "sharing"
what they had. This list eventually
focused on an individual in Michigan
who seemed very generous and quite
sincere in helping me not only get software, but in getting it up and running.
Over a three -month period this rela-

tionship blossomed into a friendship. I
was very grateful to this person. I was
doing most of the receiving and only
minimal giving, but he didn't seem to
mind. There are people who get pleasure out of helping others.
I was about to submit a software
review to a magazine when I was confronted with the stark truth: I was a
thief. I don't know if the fear of being
found out is what motivated me to
take a long, serious look at my past actions. But whatever it was, I was faced
with three problems:

I

had received stolen goods.
required these stolen goods every
time I turned on my computer. This
meant that if I decided to change my
position, I would have to purchase a
license and become a legitimate user of
several hundred dollars' worth of programs.
The explanation I would have to give
to my Michigan buddy. How could I
take his generosity and tell him that,
for me, it had become criminal?
1

I prepared a letter, and, as fate
would have it, he called me while it
was in the mail. I had to tell him what I
had spent so much time carefully
wording. I felt trapped. Finally, I
began to unfold how I felt about exchanging software. I explained that
mine was a unilateral decision and
wasn't meant to push him into a
similar repentant attitude. It was
wrong for me but not necessarily
everybody. The words came out, and
he seemed to take it very well and
understand my position. It was several
months before I heard from him again.
When I did, he wasn't very friendly. It
was an impossible situation.
This is the number one problem in
stealing software: You cannot do it
alone. Someone knows you will compromise your values if the price is
right. Maybe even worse, you know
you are helping other people compromise their values.
During this particularly difficult
time for me, I remembered something
my dad had told me when I was a boy.
We had just left a friend's ranch after
hearing how he had been paid for two
cases of eggs he never delivered. My
dad said, "If a man will cheat
somebody else, he will cheat you."
Text box continued on page 24

We designed them

to meet two standards.
Ours.
And the industry's.
With a Toshiba Very Small
Business Computer or Word
Processor, you'll never worry
about obsolescence and reliability.
That's because they're designed
to meet not only the industry's
software and operating standards,
but our own high standards of
quality and dependability.
With Toshiba, you can rest
assured knowing you'll get dayin, day -out dependability built

right in. We build
most of the

components
ourselves ..
which gives us
complete control
over quality, reliability,
and performance every step
of the way.
And Toshiba now offers you a
fully developed and comprehensive dealer program based on our
high standards of quality,
reliability, and deliverability.
Which means you can build your
product line ... and your profits.
So when you're looking for a
reliable, well-thought-out VSBC or
Word Processor, remember the
name Toshiba. Our standards are
as high as yours.
.

TOSHIBA
EW-100

display capacity: 80 characters x 24 lines
Poppy disk: 8"
storage capacity: 30010 x 2,
1MB x 2

type of printer: daisy-wheel printer
printing speed: 45 characters/sec.
print pitch: 10/12/proportional spacing

T200/T250
Hardware

memory: 64KB
display capacity: 80 characters x 24 lines
Poppy disk: T200: 51/4"
T250: 8"
storage capacity: T200: 280KB x 2
T250: 1MB x 2
printing speed: 125 characters /sec.
characters per line: 136 characters

Software
CP/M1, Microsoft BASIC-80, CBASIC"
CP /M' is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
CBASIC is a trademark of Compiler Systems, Inc.

Please send me more Information about Toshiba's Word
Processor and VSBC: O Products O Dealer Program

_

Name

ev-a+

Title

Company

Address
Stale

_

_

City
Phone
Zip
Information Processing Systems Division

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.

2441 Michelle Drive, Tustin. CA 92680 Tel 17141 730 -5000
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cannot be depended on in all situations.
The most reliable and useful software that
I have purchased runs under a standard
operating system and is easily modifiable
by means of a configuration program or a
copy of the source code.
More than once, I have decided not to
purchase a desirable software product
when I became aware that it did not support our system configuration and was
packaged in a copy -protected form. Surely the revenue lost to vendors in this manner is as significant as that lost to
"pirates."
Our firm plans to enter the small -com puter- software market through direct and
retail sales. BYTE readers should be assured that our programs will be fully accessible, modifiable, and packaged with
source code whenever feasible.
Yes -we'll be vulnerable to piracy. But
I believe that the solution to the software piracy problem is increased vendor support (rendering pirated copies less valuable) and vigilant enforcement of protective laws, not making software products
less accessible to the user.

Michael C Berch
Managing Partner
Southside Systems
2424 Haste St
Suite A-40
Berkeley CA 94704

I would like to comment on the May
1981 BYTE editorial and the two articles
on the subject of software piracy. There
are two sides of every fence. BYTE took
the side of the software provider; let me

take the side of the user.
I purchased an Apple II, disk drives,
video monitor, printer, modem, etc, plus
about $1000 worth of software for business use. This is not my hobby, and I have
no intention of becoming any more of an
expert with computers than I must to
achieve my purpose.
From my standpoint, the price of all of
this stuff is so low that there is absolutely
no point in messing around either with pirates or in doing it myself. Even the bookkeeping and inventory- control programs,
at $600 to $1000 or more, pay for themselves in a few months. If the minicomputer manufacturers could ever get their act
together, the business -software market
would dwarf their present endeavors. (I
think that the Japanese will do the job for
them, and Apple will wind up back in the
old garage along with the others.)
24
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Text box continued:

There is no sacred bond above which
all transactions are honest and below
which honesty is negotiated.
I sent away for the software I required to keep writing. As luck would
have it, I had been legitimately given
two key pieces of software, that were
mine to keep, in return for providing
reviews to magazines. So as it turned
out, I had won and I had lost. Cleaning
up my act didn't cost me as much as I
thought it would; however, I lost a
friend. I consider that loss the highest
price to pay for my transgression.
I'm sure there are those who will be
critical and demand I pay for the software I used for the two years. All I can
say is that I've given it careful thought
and I feel comfortable with my current

situation.
Foolproof, protected software is fiction and will never be reality because it
has nothing to do with technology. It
has to do with the human condition.
There always will be people who will
compromise integrity for material
gain. And there will be those, like
myself, who will slip past honesty and
into what they often call a "gray area"
before they get their heads out of the
sand and take responsibility for their
actions. And, thank God, there are a
handful whose integrity will not
waiver. As long as this human condition exists, there will be no perfect
system for software protection.
I have two Apple programs that provide access to the Dow Jones data base for
the purpose of obtaining securities quotes,
keeping track of portfolios, and the like.
One program is written in BASIC, is user accessible and, with some user modifications, works like a charm. The other program is "locked." It doesn't work.
Apple has a disclaimer in its program
manuals absolving them of all responsibility. So far, Apple hasn't abandoned
me, but it's taking its own sweet time
about coming up with a fix. When and if a
fix comes through, no field modification
by the user will be possible. I have a pretty good idea what the problem is and if I
could gain access to the program, I could
probably fix it myself in a short time. This
way it will take weeks or months, if it gets
fixed at all. I think the denouement is that
a determined and knowledgeable pirate
will succeed no matter what, while the

There are, perhaps, only two
reasons for maintaining personal integrity. One is the fear of being
discovered and exposed -or worse,
punished. An idea I read a year or so
ago suggested that a bounty on pirates
may be the most workable tool to enforce this first reason. I don't like this
idea: there are too many holes in it.
But it does seem the most effective way
to put the fear of being caught into
pirating.
On the other hand, there is the
moral fiber within each of us that
merely needs to be awakened to become strong and effective. Careful examination of your situation with a
critical eye on what you know to be
right and wrong will certainly expose
any deficiencies. It then becomes a
matter of pricing your integrity and
remembering that you can't steal software by yourself. Yes, the process of
evaluating the circumstances is simple.
The difficulty of implementation will
likely be directly proportional to how
deeply involved you are in stealing.
Drop me a postcard- anonymously,
if you prefer -and let me know your
feelings.
Eugene Dorman

c/o

BYTE Publications Inc

POB 372

Hancock NH 03449

honest and legitimate user, like me, takes
it on the chin.

Adolph L Friedman
POB 2856
Santa Fe NM 87501
I disagree with Chris Morgan's editorial
on software piracy. It seems that the software expert has a stranglehold on the personal computer. His hand is clutched
around my wallet and he is squeezing for
all it is worth. I don't like that. In the
capitalistic system, competition brings the
price in line. Software is a monopoly, and
Mr Morgan's concern is like government secured loans to Chrysler.
Why not let the software people provide more flexibility to the user? If the
software is easier to obtain and more
reasonably priced, a larger number of
people would own personal computers.

Most small system users think all microcomputers are created equal. And they're
right. If you want performance, convenience,
styling, high technology and reliability (and
who doesn't ?) your micro usually has a price
tag that looks more like a mini. It seems big
performance always means big bucks. But
lot so with the SuperBrain!
Standard SuperBrain features include: twin
iouble- density 51/4" drives which boast nearly
expandable
350,000 bytes of disk storage
:o 10 megabytes. A full 64K of dynamic
RAM. A CP /M* Disk Operating System to
nsure compatibility to literally hundreds of
application packages presently available. And,
i 12" non -glare, 24 line by 80 column screen.
-neua..a

-

cwnw d opa
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You'll also get a full ASCII keyboard with
an 18 key numeric pad and individual cursor

control keys. Twin RS232C serial ports for
fast and easy connection to a modem or
printer. Dual Z8O processors which operate
at 4 MHZ to insure lightning -fast program
execution. And the list goes on! Feature after
feature after feature.
Better yet, the SuperBrain boasts modular
design to make servicing a snap. A common
screwdriver is about the only service tool
you'll ever need. And with the money you'll
save on purchasing and maintaining the
SuperBrain, you could almost buy another one.
For under $3,500, it is truly one of the most
remarkable microcomputers available anywhere.

Whether your application is small
business, scientific, educational or just word
processing, the SuperBrain is certainly an
exciting solution to the small computer
problem. And since you can easily expand it,
you'll probably never outgrow it.
Call or write us today for a complimentary
copy of our "SuperBrain Buyer's Guide." We'll
show you how you can get big system performance without having to spend big bucks.

INTERTEC

_ DATA
SYSf EMS

2300 Broad River

.

Rd. Columbia, SC 29210

(803) 798 -9100 TWX: 810-666-2115
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disassemble, and transfer from one system
to another.

That in itself would increase the market
for software. The broader the base of people using computers, the greater the variations and the need for software.
What Mr Morgan proposes is like Ex-

A A Schwartz
6454 El Camino Del Teatro
La Jolla CA 92037

xon buying up the "good gas -mileage carburetors" before they get to market. It
sounds to me that Mr Morgan is trying to
protect the pirates.

It seems to me that the solution to software piracy has been evident and used for
a considerable time by BYTE's parent
company, McGraw-Hill. Hundreds of
man -hours can be used in the writing and
debugging of a program, and this can be
translated into cost and selling price, the
same as any other commodity.
The Osborne Accounting System, for
example, has a finite value. The disks for
each program are available at a very low
price, even as low as $8, from one of
BYTE's advertisers. However, the comprehensive and beautifully published
manuals that include the source code can
be purchased for $20. You could not
photostat one of these manuals for less
than this price. Therefore, you buy it.
It would be interesting to know how
many manuals the McGraw -Hill Book
Company has sold and what the income
has been, per program. I'm sure this
shows one solution: give the disk away
and sell the manuals, like the old stunt of
giving the razor away, but selling the
blades. All of the methods for "locking in"
programs and "locking out" software
pirates are rather foolish. Everyone
knows that you can access every byte on
every track, change the ID and password,
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I am glad to say that at least one software company, Personal Software, has
begun to adopt this new attitude for its
Data Management System and Desktop
Plan. I salute them. I sincerely hope that
BYTE and its readers will take the initiative of spearheading this more rational approach before you have to say "open
sesame" to your computer.

Dr A Hua

Department of Medicine
Queen Mary Hospital
University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong

Letters continued on page 30
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Inasmuch as knowledge and information are the essential contents of all software, to keep them "locked away" is old fashioned logic. Widely disseminated
knowledge will bring forth more knowledge. In an age when knowledge becomes
rapidly outdated, hanging on to some little invention is unrealistic. Like all attempts at prohibition, the setting up of
barriers is probably the most potent
stimulus to overcome them. Such attempts have only resulted in the escalation
of costs to the consumer, the production
of weird and delicate formats that are
much more prone to crashes, and the
great step backward of adding unnecessary keys and ROMs (read -only
memories) that defeat the advantage of
computerization.
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things for oneself
and the irresistible challenge of another
human mind

°`'
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/
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the natural inquisitiveness of the human

mind

°
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to make the purchase of genuine sof tware so cheap that it becomes uneconomical to copy. Who bothers photocopying
paperback books? The volume of sales
will more than compensate for the lowering of the profit margin and protection
costs.
Software houses should encourage users
to become subscribing members. This
would provide capital for software development as well as some degree of customization of the software to be developed.
New programs could be offered to subscribers on a priority discount basis.
Users clubs should be encouraged to
adopt a code of ethics; in return they
would be allowed to participate in a
scheme of evaluation and bulk ordering of
new products. There is no pressure greater
than peer pressure.
A good user and upgrading service
should be arranged so that a firm bond is
created between the user and the software
producer. Newsletters with user comments is one way to achieve this.

THE

'

.

The ultimate way of getting rid of piracy
is

The antipiracy devices mentioned in
Chris Morgan's editorial are quite ingenious, but like all human inventions,
they are fallible. I wonder if BYTE readers
would like to reconsider the whole question of "software protectionism" at a more
elementary level.
I can identify at least three basic "instincts" at work which must be accommodated:

Brigg Leurs
436 N 1050 E
Kaysville UT 84037

Is it too late to take a 180° turn and stop
this "cold war" from escalating? Would it
be possible to take the alternate view?
Here are some suggestions:

S100

1524 REDWOOD DRIVE
LOS ALTOS, CA
94022
Circle 99 on Inquiry card.
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UVEON proudly announces

OPTIMUM

OPTIMUM.

is an easy to

use, total concept data management

program for CP/M® and MP/M systems.
Breaking through traditional DMS
barriers, OPTIMUM provides large scale
data management capability to broaden
your computer horizons. Developed for
individual computer users and applications builders, OPTIMUM supports
user -defined forms and files, dictionaries,
powerful reporting, storage efficiency,
speed and unique cross -referencing.
Everything you want in data management
is now complete in one system.

USER -DEFINED
FORMS AND FILES
With OPTIMUM. implementing an
simple. The user defines
screen forms to fit the data and describes
how the data is to be stored. Once this is
complete, data entry may begin. Input
editing, validation and cross -referencing
during data entry extend OPTIMUM's
range. If the need exists, OPTIMUM can
handle complex or multiple screen forms
for the same file. Screen forms may be
modified and expanded as needed.

application

is

DICTIONARIES
OPTIMUM maintains a dictionary of
terms for each file. This dictionary
contains information on each data
element in the file and describes
operations to be performed. Alterations
and additions to the dictionary may be
made as required.

MICRO -ENGLISH REPORTING
OPTIMUM Micro -ENGLISH lets the
user request standard or custom reports
from the OPTIMUM files. Sophisticated

UVOfl
The Future in Software.

selecting and sorting capability give
Micro -ENGLISH all the power of a large
scale interactive inquiry processor. A
dictionary based vocabulary keeps the
user interface simple.

OPTIMUM STORAGE
EFFICIENCY AND SPEED
OPTIMUM stores all information in a
compact variable -length format.
OPTIMUM files are designed for
interactive speed; a single file item may
be retrieved from among hundreds in
an instant.

OPTIMUM DATA
CROSS -REFERENCING
A u nique feature of the OPTIMUM
system allows a user to cross -reference
data elements. Once information is
entered, it may be retrieved using key
words in the data.
From simple applications to complex
systems, OPTIMUM manages it all.
Broaden your horizons using the total
concept data management system with
the power of such industry forerunners as
Prime Information, Honeywell Ultimate
and Microdata Reality. Call or write
UVEON today for more information on
OPTIMUM. 1- 800 -525 -1637.
'/M and MI' /M arr. rradcmark of Lhgnal Rrsrarch. Ina.
OP(IMLIM and Macro I N(I.ISI1 art uadcmark of tIVIiON
Cumputrr Systrrn .Inc.

UVEON Computer Systems, Inc.
899 Logan Street
Denver, Colorado 80203
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The System 2800 is the next logical step in the
continuing line of innovative products from the
Systems Group.

Unbeatable S -100 Memory Boards
First was the development of the DMB6400
series of S -100 Memory boards featuring the
innovative Bank
Select switching
technique. This
enables users to
software select
up to four totally
independent
memory banks
per board.

The 2nd Generation
Then came the 2nd Generation of IEEE S -100
COMPATIBLE Z80 PROCESSORS, FLOPPY DISK
CONTROLLERS and SERIAL I/O BOARDS. Each
has been designed for single user, multi -user or

r

network operating systems
such as CP /M®
,

MP/MTM, CP /NetTM
and OASISTM

The Next

Logical Step ...
We challenged our design team to create an

innovative yet competitive system utilizing our
existing line of field proven, dependable S -100
boards. The result: a highly reliable, quality built,
state of the art microcomputer that gives you
the cost /performance edge you need to be a
leader in your field.
The System 2800 comes with a choice of
operating systems: CP /M with an enhanced
CBIOS for single user systems and either MP /M
or OASIS for multi -user, multi- tasking systems.
MP/M is available with either a standard or
CPIM MPIM and CP/Net are trademarks of Digital Research
OASIS is a trademark of Phase One Systems

enhanced XIOS. The CP/M based System 2800
provides improved diagnostic reporting capability
and increased sector sizes of 1024 bytes yielding
disk performance throughput increases up to
400% over standard unblocked systems.
The enhanced multi -user, multi- tasking MP /M
based System 2800 provides the same advanced
features as CP/M. In addition, this interrupt
driven implementation can offer performance
throughput increases up to 2000% thru

extensive disk buffering for applications
requiring a large number of disk accesses.
Also available is the OASIS operating system
with ISAM files, automatic record locking and
multiple -user print spooling.
All operating systems are available in either
floppy or hard disk configurations. The disk
drive selection includes single or double sided,
double density 8 -inch floppies with up to 2.52
megabytes of formatted storage per system,
expandable to 5.04 megabytes, and an 8 -inch 10
megabyte winchester hard disk.
Circle 210 on inquiry card.

Cost Effective Reliability
Dealers, OEM's and System Integrators share
many common needs. Not the least of these is
dependable products. That's why we back our
System 2800 with our established reputation for
high quality products, superior support, prompt
and courteous service, and a one -year warranty.
Take the next logical step. See your nearest
computer dealer, or contact us for the complete
story on our S -100 family of board products and

enhanced systems.

Systems Group
MEASUREMENT systems & controls
incorporated
1601 Orangewood Ave.
Orange, Calif. USA 92668
(714) 633 -4460 TWX /TELEX: 678 401 TAB IRIN
A

Division of

For International Sales Inquiries contact: SIGMA INTERNATIONAL. INC., P.O.
Box 1118, Scottsdale, AZ 85252 USA 16021 994-3435 I Telex 165 745 Sigma

Letters
The Wind Biowest
Where It Listeth
Something is a bit strange about BYTE's
May 1981 cover. The sail is full and set for
a run (which means wind astern), the
burgee points to port (which means wind
off the starboard), and the spray from the
bow wave points to starboard (which
means wind to port). I've seen things like
this on a lake just leeward of an island,
but only for a moment. It's pretty unlikely
on the open sea. And, worst of all, the sail
has a big hole in it!
BYTE's cover has inspired a new
disparaging remark about a landlubber:
he doesn't know his sail from a floppy
disk.
John A Ball
Oak Hill Rd
Harvard MA 01451
The May cover is a faithful representation of a situation that occurred during
the BYTE staff's last outing. By the way,
we know about floppy disks, but what's a
"sail "?
CPF

...

SITTING
PRETTY

You can use just about any desk for a computer terminal stand. But with CF &A, you're sitting pretty. Our

full range of desks, workstations, and terminal
stands are designed to accommodate a variety of
computer equipment. Choose from our Classic
Series desks, DR Series desks and enclosures, specialty items like our Apple Il desk, or a universal
printer stand. You'll be sitting pretty with attractive
color selections, durable construction, versatile
configurations, useful options, competitive prices,
quick delivery, and personal service. It's our way of
doing business.

CF&A
Computer Furniture and
Accessories, Inc.
1441 West 132nd Street
Gardena, CA 90249
(213) 327.7710
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Programming As an Essay
As a programmer whose background is
in literature, I am naturally sympathetic

to the analogy between programming and
natural languages that John Handel draws
in his article 'The New Literacy: Programming Languages as Languages." (See
the March 1981 BYTE, page 300.) That a
programming language is indeed called a
language, that programming borrows
much of its lingual terminology from
natural languages (eg: word, paragraph,
syntax), offers at least a hint of the
parallel that Mr Handel persuasively
develops.
At one point, however, he makes an

analogy between a program and a book
that I find a bit contrived. His argument
would be better served with an analogy
between a program and a formal essay.
Having written both, I find the thought
processes involved in both remarkably
similar.
Essentially, a formal essay consists of a
thesis, arguments to support that thesis,
and a conclusion. Its usual purpose is to
interpret, persuade, or inform: to solve
some critical or rhetorical problem. Before
writing can begin, an essayist must be able
to express clearly to him- or herself the
thesis and conclusion in order to define

Please call
(213) 883 -8594.
Our Epson prices
bw,
we not
to print them.
EPSON MX -80
$CALL
80 cps /9x9 matrix /Lower case with
true descenders /Bi- directional &
Logic seeking /Adjustable tractor/
Expanded printing /Block graphics/
Forms control /Compressed printing/
Double- strike printing /Correspondence quality /Emphasized printing
mode /Standard parallel interface

EPSON MX -80 F/T

EPSON INTERFACES & OPTIONS
TRS -80 MODEL I, III CABLE
TRS -80 MODEL Keyboard Interface
TRS -80 MODEL II CABLE
APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE
I

IEEE

488 INTERFACE

SERIAL INTERFACE

$CALL

$
$

SERIAL INTERFACE (2K BUFFER)
SERIAL CABLE Male to Male
DOT RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
REPLACEMENT RIBBON
REPLACEMENT PRINT HEAD (Ouiet type)
EPSON SERVICE MANUAL

149
$

30
90

$

13

$

40
40

s

We guarantee everything we sell for 30 days. If anything

is wrong, just return the item and we'll make it right.
And, of course, we'll pay the shipping charges.
We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders. COD
accepted up to $300.00. We also accept school purchase orders.
Please add $2.00 for standard UPS shipping and
handling on orders under 50 pounds, delivered in the
continental U.S. Call us for shipping charges on items
that weigh more than 50 pounds. Foreign, FPO and APO
orders please add 15% for shipping. California residents add 6% sales tax.

Same features as the MX -80 & MX -80
F/T but on 151/2 inch carriage for printing 132 columns with standard 10 cpi
font or 232 columns in the compressed character font. The MX -100 is

Graphics

$
$

30
95
30
100
60
70

built a reputation on our
prices and your satisfaction.

SCALL

complete with Dot Resolution

$

We

Same features as the MX -80 plus Friction Feed. Adjustable removable tractor is standard for ease of handling
forms and single sheets.

EPSON MX -100 F/T

$

31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, California 91362
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Letters
the problem, its scope, and to provide a
framework for its solution. Similarly, a
programmer must have a definition of his
or her problem, and he or she must be
able to frame a solution before coding can
begin. Both the essayist and the programmer must know where they want to go
before they can begin the detailed work to
get there.
Next, the essayist must gather his or her
major arguments and break the thesis into
components, just as a programmer will
break the problem into manageable parts.
A writer will then arrange the arguments
so that they flow smoothly through the

essay. A programmer will begin arranging
the parts of the problem so that they
operate in an orderly fashion.
Finally, the detail work can begin. A
writer will supply minor arguments and
examples to "flesh out" his or her work. A
programmer at this point concentrates on
code. Both will polish their work, ensuring that grammar, diction, and syntax
are correct.
An essay may not have to communicate
"in a precise fashion" and an essayist must
rely on a reader to "test" the thesis (not as
strict a standard as a programmer's computer), but an essay must communicate in

4»C ;°'GRAPHICS
512 x 240 RESOLUTION

For

Z -89 & Superbrain
And soon for TRS 80 MODEL

II

-A

XCELMGRAPHICS UNIT
completely assembled hardware retrofit package providing high resolution graphics
display, normal video display or both displays simultaneously. $895,00

$175.00
%CEL"

GENERATOR-subroutines to
generate characters and slangs with bold
lace. and 9(P rotator, options. circles. arcs
vectors. rectangles. area bits with reverse
video option All callable from your programs

SYMBOL

$175.00
XCEL'" GRAPH PLOTTER-Chace of low represere
lawns pine. graph. histogram. bar graph ana
scalier pion with automatic annolalxvl of axes
and automat. waling mat allows any number
of lunch ons to be displayed on one sel of axes
All callable from your programs

$345.00
XCEL"'

3 -D GENERATOR

-User accessible row

la creatron, editing and vewrng "wen
trami" ogecls from any angle and n any
lines

orrenlalen with scaling "zoom" anda graphics

edita

$395.00
XCEL'"

SURF ACE PLOTT ER- T rue pee .hr i live v,w
val of c rved
max lull hidden ene r
ea point
surfaces Ir
a user e defined
callable horn your programs

$395.00
XCEL'"

GRAPHICS TERMINAL -Emulates a subset
of irre Tektronix ®a0í0 Serres Graphics
Terminal luncliars Simple monu.drw en key
board commands for configuration and del
dash and erase mode vectors

XCEL'" software packages operate under CPM® and utilize the Microsoft parameter passing mechanism for
compatibility with high level languages, such as BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL. PL t and PASCAL. XCEL software can be
loaded into high memory and called from your programs or integrated directly into your programs through use of the

reasoned and orderly fashion. Both
writer and programmer must be logical
within a verbal framework.
I agree with Mr Handel's conclusion
that a programmer with verbal sensibility
will tend to write readable programs that
work. Perhaps then, programming installations, especially commercial shops
where the work is not technical or mathematical, may do well to employ language
and linguistic students. Perhaps too, a
source of programming talent may be
found in writers and students of philosophy and history who already have a
command of language and procedural
skill and who could learn the particulars
of programming quickly and easily.
a

Michael J Nichols
1725 York Ave
New York NY 10028

Vikings Defense
It may be that BYTE's attention somehow has been focused on the aspects of
violence in the history of the Vikings. The
cover on the May 1981 BYTE and the text
on page 4 does, however, indicate that
BYTE ought to read up on the Vikings as
well as on their contemporary history.
BYTE has done the Vikings a gross injustice by merely stating that they were
"notorious pirates." Let me say in their
defense that they were also clever sailors,
innovative navigators, explorers, and
tradesmen, who traveled routes that today seem impossible considering the
equipment they had at hand. They were
tough, maybe, and violent -living in
times of different general ethics and values
than you may wish for yourself today.
But, to call them pirates, with an indication of lawlessness, is simply an (unfair)
application of current values to a very different time and place.
The Vikings also were clever shipbuilders, building perhaps the most
beautiful boats that have ever been made.
You may see some of these here in Oslo
and judge for yourself.

Einar Skjorten
Rytterfaret 21
1347 Hosle, Norway

.

Microsoft linking loader.
FOR ADDITONAL PRODUCT INFORMATION
IN CONTINENTAL

US CALL TOLL FREE:

(800) 421 -1423
IN

CALIFORNIA CALL

(213) 320 -6604

MAXTEK,INC.

.
Tektronixe
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2908 Oregon Court,Torrance, CA 90503

registered trademark of Tektronix. Inc (;VMS
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We apologize, Mr Skjorten, for our
somewhat simplistic representation of the

is a

registered trademark of Digital Research
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The guy on the left
doesn't stand a chance.
The guy on the left has two file folders, a news magazine, and a sandwich.
The guy on the right has the OSBORNE 1 ®, a fully
functional computer system in a portable package the size
of a briefcase. Also in the case are the equivalent of over
1600 typed pages, stored on floppy diskettes.
The owner of the OSBORNE 1 is going to get more
less time, and with
work done -and better work done
less effort.

-in

Unfold it, plug it in, and go to work
like you've never worked before... .
Go to work with WORDSTAR® word processing, so
your correspondence, reports, and memos take less time
to produce, and say more of what you wanted to say. And
with MAILMERGE®-the mailing system that turns out
personalized mass mailings in the time you'd spend on a
rough draft.
Go to work with SUPERCALC ®, the electronic
spreadsheet package that handles complex projections,
financial planning, statistics, and "what if" questions instantly. For the more technically minded, SUPERCALC will
process scientific data and calculate results.
Go to work with powerful BASIC language tools
the CBASIC -2® business BASIC, or the Microsoft BASIC®
interpreter.
That's standard equipment.
Options include about a thousand different software
packages from a host of vendors designed to run on the
CP /M® computer system.
Go to work at the office, at home, or in the field.
Or anywhere. Optional battery packs and telephone

-

transmission couplers mean you need never work without
the capabilities of the OSBORNE 1. That's good, because
you won't want to work again without it.

All for $1795. It's inevitable.
The OSBORNE 1 is the productivity machine that's
changing the way people work. Put simply, the machine
delivers a significant productivity edge -day in and day
virtually anyone who deals with words or numout
bers. Or both.
Since the entire system is only $1795, it won't be too
long before the guy on the left has an OSBORNE 1 of his
own. The same probably goes for the person reading
this ad. In fact, we think it's inevitable.

-to

The OSBORNE 1 includes a Z80A ®CPU, 64K
bytes of RAM memory, two 100 kilobyte

floppy disk drives, a business keyboard,
built-in monitor, IEEE 488 and RS232 interfaces for printers and other things that
plus
get connected to computers,
CP /M, CBASIC -2, Microsoft BASIC,
WORDSTAR, and SUPERCALC. The
system is available from computer retailers nationally.

X1795. It's

inevitable.

=SBO

COMPUTER CORPORATION
26500 Corporate Avenue Hayward, California 94545
Phone (415) 887 -8080 TWX (910) 383-2021

Book Reviews
Principles of

Artificial

intelligence
Nils J Nilsson
Tioga Publishing, 1980
476 pages, hardcover
$27.50
Reviewed by
Steven K Roberts and
James Paul Jenal

5885 Dublin Rd
Dublin OH 43017

Artificial intelligence (AI),
for over two decades the arcane province of academic
visionaries, is at last spilling
over into the worlds of engineering and practical system
design. A fascination with the
programming language LISP
is sweeping the industry, robotics and machine vision
(though still primitive) are
something other than fantasy, and the cost of computer hardware on a scale
necessary for AI work has
dropped to the point where it
even touches the personal
computer spectrum.
It is becoming worthwhile
to learn something about the
subject for reasons beyond
intellectual curiosity.
A new book by Nils J
Nilsson offers a substantive
look at a body of techniques
upon which much of the
work in the artificial intelligence field is based. Presently
the director of the Artificial
Intelligence Center of Stan-

ford Research Institute,
Nilsson has for years been involved in problem -solving,
theorem -proving, and plan-

ning systems, and has
authored publications along
these lines that date back to
the early 1960s.
Principles of Artificial Intelligence is intended as a text
for a college senior or first year graduate student, and
can thus be considered to be
the reader's first serious exposure to the field. But a
34
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question arises as to whether
or not the ensuing (fairly rigorous) discussion of predicate
calculus is the way to proceed. Though the text was
written as an introduction
and does, in fact, concern itself far more with underlying
techniques than with applications areas, it focuses fairly
strongly upon formalisms
with which the reader new to
the field might be a little uncomfortable.
Predicate calculus is certainly not new to serious students of computer science -it
is required material in almost
any undergraduate corn -

puter- science curriculum,
though exposure is typically
limited to formal proving ex-

ercises.

Nevertheless,

predicate calculus does provide a refined set of
manipulative tools that are
useful for the implementation
of knowledge -based production systems, and it has a
distinct advantage over some
of the more intuitive paradigms, such as relational
databases and semantic networks, in that it has matured
from many years of disciplined development in other
application areas. Though
imposing in appearance, it is
a reliable basis for system design and, thanks to its universal acceptance, for communication of ideas with other
workers in the field.
However, one of the ideals
of artificial intelligence work
is the comfortable bridging of
the vast conceptual gap between man and machine. Although this inevitably requires the application of formal tools, it should eventually lead to increased
"naturalness" of problem expression. In a purely rigorous
sense, any Turing machine
implementation is as good as
another (they provide the
same computing power), but
the differences to those who

must use them are significant.
As anyone who has ever attempted to express abstract,
symbolic constructs within
the syntactical and semantic
restrictions of FORTRAN
knows only too well, the
issue of naturalness is inexorably tied to the representation problem.
Early on, Nilsson states

that "selecting a good representation is one of the important arts involved in applying
AI techniques to practical
problems." This is indeed
true, not only in this field but
in all aspects of computer
problem solving. Knowledge
representation, whether via a
body of production rules
(if... then constructs), frames
(relatively passive data entities appropriately interconnected and applied to a set of
inference procedures), or any
other means, is a central and
hotly contested issue that affects not only the usefulness
of a system's design but its
naturalness. While different
approaches may not necessarily provide greater power,
they might free the mind to
achieve greater insights -and
insight is at the heart of all
problem solving.
Nilsson makes a good case
for the use of predicate calculus as the set of "cranks"
with which any type of system can be implemented.
Whether or not this approach
constitutes an optimal entry
into the artificial intelligence
field is partly a function of
the reader. From a classical
engineering standpoint, the
assimilation of formal
methods before exposure to
the more philosophical
aspects is absolutely necessary, and for those who are
comfortable with this approach, the book comes
highly recommended: the
problems are interesting, yet
not so esoteric that you lose
sight of their purpose -name-

ly, the chance to apply the
principles that Nilsson has so
painstakingly laid out. Those
who lack the text's presup-

posed ease with formal
methods (and there is much
of interest in the field that
does not require it) might
prefer a book targeted to an
overview of AI's various subspecialties (such as Patrick H
Winston's classic, Artificial
Intelligence, Philip C

Jackson's Introduction to
Artificial Intelligence, or
Pamela McCorduck's Machines Who Think).

Principles of Artificial In-

telligence,

like its predecessor, Problem- Solving
Methods in Artificial Intelligence (Nilsson, McGraw Hill, 1971), can be considered
an authoritative text on many
of the underlying ideas that
serve as the basis for the bulk
of current artificial intelligence research. After Nilsson
develops the primary theme,
he provides a number of provocative comments about the
field, and closes with a comprehensive and up -to -date
bibliography of published
works. Though hardly casual
reading, the book offers solid
underpinnings for methodologies which might otherwise appear disquietingly
magical.

Circle 312 on inquiry card.
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Radio Sback TRS-80®
Model III isYour Best
Buy in Desktop Computers.

Because You Get : K at

Upper and Lower Case Characters. With a

Last Year's 32K Price!

characters -per -line format.

That's right, we've added 16K more memory, but kept the price at a low $2495! The
TRS -80 Model III is a complete, ready -to-

Built -In Monitor. 12;' high -resolution.

run desktop computer packed with

"extras" that don't cost extra:
Two Double -Density Disk Drives. You get
two built -in 175K disk drives, and can add
up to two more externally.
BASIC in 14K ROM. Our powerful Model
provides a program line editor,

III BASIC
__

`machine language programming, real time
clock, and more. Compatible with most
Model I Level II BASIC programs, too. Plus,
you can expand with COBOL or Compiler
BASIC any time.

special graphics character set, and 64

12 -Key Datapad. As well as repeating keys
and keyboard -controlled screen print.

Parallel Printer Port. Add one of our printers anytime.
RS -232 Serial Interface. For data
nications, just add a modem.

commu-

Nationwide Support. Backed by 6100
Radio Shack stores and dealers, 160 Computer Centers and 160 service centers
throughout the USA

Available Now. Why pay more? Get

a

demonstration today. Also check out our

Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers Special order may be required.

$999 16K Model Ill -it's a perfect "starter"
system.

The btggest name in little computersn
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

rRead about your best buy in computers. Send for a TRS -80 catalog.
Radio Shack, Dept. 82 -A -122
1300 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
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A LOOK
AT NCC '81
by Steven K Roberts, 5885 Dublin Rd, Dublin OH 43017
This year's National Computer Conference, held last
May 4 through 7 at McCormick Place in Chicago,
was so large that nobody could effectively see all of
the show in the four days allotted to it. In fact, with
about 73,000 people attending, it was often difficult to
see the displays at all. The task was also complicated
by the juxtaposition of booths for every type of computer, from microcomputer to mainframe, and

their associated supplies
and peripherals. Still,
what I did see was exciting; shown here are
some of the attractions.

11:
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I Any attempt to capture the entire NCC in a
single photograph is doomed to failure.
2 The BMC IF -800 microcomputer. This new
entry from Japan is impressive, although its
price might be too high for the casual user.
3 The LEX-21 is a portable terminal with a full size keyboard, a 40- column printer, a buffer of
up to 8 K bytes of memory, and a built -in
direct -connect 300-baud modem.
4 The Apple booth was constantly well attended because of the many applications being
demonstrated.
5 The Corvus Omninet, a local network
system that can interconnect up to 64
microcomputers via a simple twisted -pair wire
connection. Each microcomputer connects to
the twisted -pair bus through an interface called
a "transporter." Interfaces now exist for Apple,
LSI -11, and Onyx computers.
6 BASF's slimline 5.25-inch floppy -disk drives.
Three of these units will fit in the space of two
drives of conventional design.
7 The TRS -80 Color Computer was displayed
prominently at the Radio Shack booth. With
its Extended Color BASIC, the unit can deliver
impressive color graphics.
8 and IO The Xerox Star. A view of the unit's
video display, photo 8, shows why the Star
was one of the most popular exhibits at the
show
delivers on its promise of "What you
see on-screen is what you get. " Photo 10 shows
the Star itself, an intelligent office terminal that
can be connected to Xerox's Ethernet.
9 The Sony Typecorder, a self- contained,

-it

battery -powered "portable office" about the
size of an issue of BYTE. The unit stores both
voice and text (up to 120 pages) on a microcassette and can dump text to a printer or transmit
it over telephone lines.
II Tandon displayed an 8 -inch floppy -disk
drive that is exactly half the width of conventional units.
12 A high -resolution display using
Cromemco's Super Dazzler board along with
its SDI color -graphics interface. The resulting
video image can be made from a palette of 2048
colors.
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Ciarcla's Circuit Cellar

Build an Unlimited -Vocabulary
Speech Synthesizer
Steve Ciarcia
POB 582
Glastonbury CT 06033

personal computer users to artificial
speech. Considering the response it
received, I believe many of you are
now listening to everything your
computer has to say.
This month I wish to return to the
that speaks your own language: 'The
topic of computer -controlled electime is 6 o'clock."
The artificial voice is becoming an tronic voice synthesis and introduce
increasingly important and potential- you to the Votrax SC -01 speech synly indispensable part of the interface thesizer chip.
Instead of waveform digitization or
between man and machine. Electronic
speech synthesis is a young but rapid- linear -predictive coding, the SC -01
ly evolving technology. It won't be uses phoneme synthesis, which
long before that speaking alarm clock allows the SC -01 to speak an unwill also announce your entire day's limited vocabulary simply by sequenappointment schedule. It will be no tially pronouncing the individual
less unusual for the computer in your phonemes (basic sound units) that
car to recount its mechanical ills as make up words in the English lanyou drive to work. For now, how- guage.
Many other articles have been writever, electronic speech synthesis is
ten that describe in detail the theory
still a relatively new concept.
In a previous Circuit Cellar article of phoneme synthesis and the workings of the Votrax SC -01 integrated
( "Build a Low -Cost Speech- Synthesizer Interface," June 1981 BYTE, circuit. A few appropriate references
page 46), I described the design of an are given at the end of this article. Ininexpensive, limited -vocabulary, com- stead of discussing many theoretical
puter- controlled electronic speech concepts at length in my limited space
synthesizer called the Micromouth. here, I prefer to concentrate on the
This speech processor, based on the design of a practical, computer -con National Semiconductor Digitalker trolled, phonetic speech synthesizer.
This month's construction project,
chip set, was an attempt to introduce
shown in photo 1, is called the Sweet
Votrax is a trademark 6f Federal Screw Works,
Talker speech synthesizer. It uses the
Inc.
SC -01 integrated circuit to allow synThe alarm clock that jolts you out
of sweet dreams with a monotone
buzz is a thing of the past. State -ofthe -art technology is the clock that
prods you out of slumber with a voice

Digitalker is a trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation.
Copyright © 1981 by Steven A Ciarcia.
All rights reserved.
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Special thanks to Ray Long of Custom Photo
and to Greg Peterson and Phil Walton of Tech
Circuits for their expert printed-circuit design
and production talents.

thesis of an almost unlimited vocabulary (limited only by the size and
complexity of the controlling program running on the computer). The
Sweet Talker circuit contains I/O (input /output) signal buffering, a clock
oscillator, an audio filter, and an
amplifier. The circuit board provides
protection from static electricity for
the SC -01 in addition to being a convenient package. (Protection for the
SC -01 is important, because it is both
expensive -$70 -and delicate. It's
made using complementary metal oxide semiconductor technology.)
The standard Sweet Talker synthesizer can be connected to any microcomputer through a parallel port,
while a special version of the unit can
be plugged into the I/O bus of the
Apple II computer.

Speech- Synthesis Review
Three major techniques are presently used to synthesize the human
voice: formant synthesis, linear-predictive coding (LPC), and waveform
digitization. They differ in the number of bits of data required to construct a word.
Formant synthesis is essentially an
electronic modeling of the natural
resonances of the human vocal tract.
Bands of resonant frequencies in the
vocal spectrum, called formants, are
generated by excitation sources and
then passed through variable filters.
One variation of the formant technique is called phoneme synthesis, in

Photo 1: The assembled Sweet Talker phonetic- speech-synthesizer circuit board.
The Votrax SC-01 phoneme- synthesizer integrated circuit supports a vocabulary
limited only by the size and complexity of the computer program that controls
the Sweet Talker. Any English word may be constructed from phonemes, the
basic building blocks of speech. The circuit board shown is a prototype of the
parallel -port version of the Sweet Talker; the Apple II plug -compatible version is
not shown.

otrax® CMOS Phoneme Speech Synthesiz

Photo 2: The Votrax SC -01 is a 22-pin CMOS integrated circuit which functions
as an electronic model of the human voice.

which the spectral parameters are derived from basic sound units that
make up words. A phoneme- generator circuit is used to reproduce these
sounds. In such a circuit, each phoneme is given a numeric code, and the
synthesizer circuit (discrete or integrated) utters phoneme sounds corresponding to codes it receives when it
is activated. Words and sentences are
assembled by simply stringing the
phoneme codes together. The electronic voice so generated is intelligible, but has a slight mechanical quality. Continuous speech using phoneme synthesis can typically be generated with a data rate of less than
100 bps (bits per second).
Linear-predictive coding is similar
to formant synthesis in that both
techniques are based in the frequency
domain and use similar hardware to
model the vocal tract. The quality of
speech is often better than formant or
phoneme synthesis, but a higher data
rate (1200 to 2400 bps) is needed for
continuous speech.
Waveform digitization is the third
method of speech synthesis, in which
the amplitude characteristics of a
vocal waveform are stored and reproduced. The quality of speech is better
than the other two methods, but the
data rate for continuous speech is
very high, and storing sufficient
amounts of data conveniently can be
a problem. Various schemes of compressing the data have been devised;
one of the more successful is used in
the National Semiconductor Digitalker system, which I described in
my June Circuit Cellar article.

Votrax SC -01.

Photo 3: Before the development of the SC-01, Votrax used many medium-scaleintegrated circuits and discrete components to perform the same functions. All
these components were mounted in modules such as the VSL-type shown. When
this particular synthesizer card was purchased three years ago, the price was
$600. Compare this both in size and price to the $70 SC -01 (sitting on top).

The 22 -pin Votrax SC -01 integrated circuit, shown in photo 2 and
in the diagrams in figure 1, contains a
digital code translator, or phoneme
controller, and an electronic analog
of the human vocal tract. The phoneme controller translates a 6 -bit
phoneme code and a 2 -bit pitch code
into a matrix of spectral parameters
which in turn adjusts the vocal -tract
analog to synthesize the phonemes.
In the first part of the vocal -tract
section, there are a pair of variable frequency oscillators for simulating
September 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Figure 1: Technical characteristics of the Votrax SC-01 Speech Synthesizer Chip. Shown are the pinout designations (1a), the
scheme of data flow through the circuit (lb), and a block diagram of the internal structure (Ic). This figure is reproduced courtesy of
the Votrax Division of Federal Screw Works, Inc.
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Figure 2: A diagram of the general connection scheme of the SC-01.

vocal- cord -produced periodic sounds
and a pseudorandom (pink- noise)
signal generator that simulates the
sound of rushing air. The output
signals from these sources are shaped
by a bank of four analog band -pass
filters that simulate the vocal -tract
cavities. The filter outputs, in turn,
are directed through a preamplifier to
an external amplifier and speaker.

The SC -01 phoneme synthesizer is
a CMOS (complementary metal -oxide

semiconductor) integrated circuit
which should be operated within the
range of 7 to 14 V (V,). The phoneme -input lines (PO through P5) are
5 V level -compatible and self- latching. (Here "5 V level -compatible"
means matching LSTTL [low -power
Schottky transistor -transistor logic]

Photo 4: The Sweet Talker phonetic-speech-synthesizer board can be driven
through any parallel output port. One port which can be used is a Centronics compatible parallel printer port. When using this connection, phonemes for
words to be spoken are transmitted using LPRINT statements in BASIC. Pictured
above is the Sweet Talker board combined with its power supply and connected
to a TRS-80 Model III computer and a speaker.

levels with an external pull -up
resistor.) The two pitch -control lines,
on the other hand, must have external
latches and must be switched at the
same input voltage as the SC -01's
power supply. Handshaking with external control circuitry is accomplished through two control lines:
strobe (STB) and acknowledge/request
(A /R). The STB line can be either
CMOS or 5 V level, while the A/R
line is CMOS level only.
The output pitch of the phonemes
is controlled by the frequency of the
clock signal, which can be applied
from an external source or set internally with a resistor and capacitor
combination. The clock frequency is
nominally 720 kHz, but subtle variations of pitch are induced through
"automatic inflection" to prevent the
synthesized voice from sounding too
monotonous or "robot- like." Two independent pitch -control lines, Il and
I2, are available for gross variations
in pitch so that the chip can speak
with more than one voice. Referred to
as "manual inflection" controls, Il
and I2 operate in addition to the automatic- inflection system already present. I have found that the 6 -bit phoneme code alone is sufficient, and the
two pitch -control lines can be ignored. A diagram of the general connection scheme is shown in figure 2.
Listed in table 1 on page 42 are the
64 phonemes defined for the English
language (two produce silent periods
of different lengths; one causes synthesis to stop). A phoneme sound is
generated when a 6 -bit phoneme code
is placed on the control- register input
lines (PO through P5) and latched by
pulsing the strobe (STB) input. Each
phoneme is internally timed and has a
duration of 47 to 250 ms (milliseconds); some phonemes last longer
than others, and variations in the
clock frequency affect the phoneme
durations. The A/R line goes from a
logic 1 to a logic 0 when a phoneme is
sounding.
There are two general methods for
using the SC -01. One method, shown
in figure 3a on page 43, configures the
chip in an independently acting, selftimed circuit which asynchronously
extracts phoneme codes from a
September 1981
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Duration

Hexadecimal
Phoneme
Code

Phoneme
Symbol

ASCII
Character

00

EH3
EH2

6

59

A

71

02
03

EH1

121

04
05
06

DT

B
C
D

A2

E

71

Al

F

103

07
08

ZH
AH2

G

90

H

71

09

13

OA
OB
OC
OD

12

01

PAO

11

M
N
B
V

OE

OF

(ms)

47
47

I

55

J

80

K
L
M

121

N

71
71

O

103

80

CH
SH

P

71

Q

Z
AW1

R
S

121
71

NG
AH1

T

121

001

U
V

00

W

19

L
K

X
Y

lA

J

Z

146
103
185
103
80
47

1B
1C
1D

H

1E

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1F

20
21

[

\

71

G
F

]

D
S

-

103
55
90
185

A
AY

I

(space)
!

22
23
24

Y1

UH3
AH

#
$

25
26
27
28
29
2A
2B
2C
2D

P

%
&

0
I

U

(

Y

)

R

+

E

-

2F
30
31

UH2

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A

UH1

38
3C

3D
3E
3F

UH

02
01
IU
U1

THV
TH

65
80
47
250
103
185
185
185
103

90
185

80

/

185
103

0

90

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

71

103
185

80
121

59

90
80
71

146
185

ER
EH

PA1

<
=
>

STOP

?

El
AW

71

71

T

W
AE
AE1
AW2

2E

146

Example
Word
jacket
enlist
heavy
no sound

butter
make
pail

pleasure
honest
inhibit
inhibit
inhibit
mat
sun
bag
van

chip
shop
zoo
lawful
thing
father
looking
book
/and

trick
judge
hello
get
fast
paid
pass
tame
jade
yard
mission
mop

past
cold
pin

move
any
tap
red
meet
win
dad

after
salty
about
uncle
cup
bold

you
June
the
thin
bird

ready
be

250

call
no sound
no sound

Note: T must precede CH to produce "CH" sound.
D must precede J to produce "J" sound.

Table 1: The sixty -four phonemes defined for the English language. Two of these
produce silence; one causes synthesis to cease.
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and

A/R

lines

change

states. This self -clocking technique
can also be used with an EPROM
(erasable programmable read -only
memory) and a counter when the
SC -01 is to speak a canned message
without computer control.
While use of a FIFO buffer reduces
the main processor's waiting time
when exercising relatively slow (typically 70 bps) peripheral devices such
as the SC -01, buffers are expensive.
Interface -hardware costs can be
measurably reduced by a second
scheme: using the computer system
(running an appropriate program) to
time the transmission of phoneme
codes to the SC -01, as outlined in
figure 3b. This method sends codes to
the synthesizer chip through a latched
parallel output port and monitors the
synthesizer's activities (via the A/R
line) through an input port or interrupt line.
The latter is the technique I chose
to use in my design. Interestingly
enough, eliminating the extra hardware doesn't really complicate com-

puter /synthesizer interaction nor
does it require a sophisticated machine- language driver program like
those ordinarily associated with software- controlled peripheral devices.
The program code to control the synthesizer can be as simple as an
LPRINT statement in BASIC. More
on this later.

aboard

121

185
47

dedicated memory buffer. Typically a
32- or 64- character FIFO (first -in,
first -out) buffer is attached to the
computer bus and loaded with the
phoneme codes under program control. Once loaded, the codes are
shifted out one at a time as the STB

Sweet Talker
The schematic diagram of the
Sweet Talker speech -synthesizer circuit board is shown in figure 4 on
page 44. The phoneme -code bits are
sent in parallel to the SC -01 (IC3) and
buffered through IC1 (a 74LS244
three -state octal buffer). Pull -up
resistors assure that a logic -1 input to
the SC -01 will be at least 4 V as required. Unless the board is being used
with external address circuitry, the
Enable input line (on connector J1,

(30)
WRITE

SC-01

SHIFT IN

DATA BUS

FIFO
1

)

OUT

PO- P5
11,

12

SHIFT OUT
ST B

A/R

(3b)

-4111---0

l

WRITE

DATA BUS

8

-BIT

STB

OUTPUT
LATCH

1

PO-P5
11, 12

SC-01

Á/R

INPUT
BUFFER

I
INTERRUPT
INPUT

OR

Figure 3: Two methods of interfacing the SC -01 to a microcomputer data bus. Figure 3a
shows an independently acting, self-timed circuit with a FIFO (first -in, first -out) buffer.
Figure 3b shows a circuit that allows the computer to time the transmission of data to
the SC-01.

[

Photo 5: Many computers have serial, rather than parallel, 1/0 ports. With a little extra hardware, it is possible to add a serial interface to the Sweet Talker.

pin 12) should be grounded, thereby
continuously enabling the buffer.
The two manual -inflection inputs
(Il and I2) are also buffered through
IC1. The SC -01 cannot store these
signals, and storage must be provided
externally. A 74LS74 type -D flip -flop
(IC2) is configured as a 2 -bit latch. It
is clocked synchronously with the
SC -01's strobe input. Unlike the phoneme inputs, however, the inflection
lines are not 5 V compatible. Two
sections of a 7416 open -collector
inverter (IC4) are used with pull-up
resistors to level -shift these data inputs to CMOS levels. Since the automatic inflection is generally adequate,
the manual- inflection inputs (J1, pins
16 and 20) can be left open or
grounded when not in use.
The SC -01 can use either its internal clock or an external clock. External clock signals are applied through
pin 15 on the SC -01 while pin 16 is
grounded. My design uses the internal clock-signal generator, instead.
The clock frequency is determined by
an R/C (resistor /capacitor) combination attached to pins 15 and 16. The
frequency is adjusted through potentiometer R8 and nominally set for 720
kHz. Slight adjustments to this control will vary the pitch of the speech.
The easiest way to set this potentiometer is by ear. Simply output a sequence of phonemes to the SC -01 and
set R8 for the most pleasant- sounding
voice.
The process of sounding a phoneme begins when the 6 -bit phoneme
code is latched into the SC-01's control register. Latching occurs when
the rising edge of a positive -going
strobe pulse is received on pin 7 of the
SC -01, the STB input line. The synthesizer will continue to sound the
same phoneme until another phoneme code or a stop code is loaded.
The Sweet Talker circuit board can
be set up (through jumper connections) to accept either a normally high
or a normally low strobe signal from
the external computer. Two sections
of the inverter IC4 are involved in
this flexibility. The normally high
strobe signal connects to the Sweet
Talker board through pin Y of the
edge connector J1, while the normally
September 1981
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the Sweet Talker phonetic speech synthesizer in the parallel -port version.
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low strobe signal connects through
pin 21. The two inputs cannot be used
in exactly the same way, however,
because of some timing restrictions
imposed by the SC -01.
The SC -01 senses the positive going edge of the strobe pulse arriving on its pin 7, but unlike typical
TTL latches (which operate in a few
nanoseconds), the SC -01 requires
some setup time before it can accept
the strobe signal. This setup time
must meet two requirements:

The

data on the phoneme -input
lines PO through P5 must have been
stable for 450 ns before the rising edge
of the strobe pulse arrives.
The logic level on the STB input of
the SC -01 (pin 7) must have been low
during at least 72 clock periods (approximately 100 microseconds)
before it goes high for the strobe
pulse.
The staggered timing of the phoneme data and the strobe pulse makes
interfacing the SC -01 directly to a
microcomputer data bus difficult
without the use of an external data
latch (an output port).
Furthermore, in some cases (depending upon the method of connection), when the Sweet ,Talker board is
being driven through a parallel output port that uses a DAV (data available) strobe signal, you may have to
add a one -shot (monostable multi vibrator) to the circuit to stretch the
signal out so that the logic level at pin
7 of the SC -01 stays low long enough.
The DAV strobe signal of a typical
microprocessor is less than a microsecond in length.
Approximately 500 nanoseconds
after the rising edge of the strobe
pulse, the A/R line (pin 8) of the SC-01
goes to a logic 0, indicating that the
synthesizer chip is busy. Transistor
Ql and IC4 convert the CMOS output of pin 8 to LSTTL levels. The A/R
output can be monitored by the controlling computer in either of two
ways: directly through an input port
or connected to an interrupt line. In
either case, when the A/R line returns
to the logic -1 level, the SC -01 is ready
to receive another phoneme code.
The remaining components on the
Sweet Talker board make up the am-

CENTRON /CS - COMPATIBL E
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT

Dl
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D3
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05
D6
D7
D8
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I
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C
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IS REQUIRED ONLY IF DATA
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MICROSECONDS LONG.

J
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Figure 5: Diagram of the connections between a Centronics- compatible parallel printer

port (as on a TRS-80 Model I or III) and the Sweet Talker circuit board. Note that on
some computers the Unit Select line may need to be connected to +5 V.

plifier and filter sections. Capacitors
C1 and C2 and resistors R5 and R6
form a simple low -pass audio filter.
The audio signal is then amplified by
an LM386 1 -watt amplifier (IC5) to
drive an 8 -ohm speaker directly.
Potentiometer R7 controls the
volume, and the speaker connects to
the 2 -pin connector on one corner of
the board.
The board operates on power supply voltages of +5 V and V,. V,
can be any voltage between +7 and

+12 V.
I generally use
through
can
be
applied
either
Power
the edge connector or the 4 -pin power
header. Pin assignments on the power
header are arranged exactly the same
as those on the Z8 -BASIC Microcomputer board presented in my last two
articles, and the Sweet Talker board
can conveniently use the same power
supply. (See "Build a Z8 -Based Control Computer with BASIC," July
1981 BYTE, page 38 and August 1981
BYTE, page 50.)

+14 V.
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Table 2: A list of useful words with their Votrax- notation phon emes, for ease in program coding.
Word

Phonemes

Word

Phonemes

A

Al,
Al,

AY, Y

keyboard

Y, B, UH3, L

kill

K, AY, Y, B, 01, 02, R, D
K, 11, 13, L
N, AH1, UH3, L, 13, D, J

able
about
actual
add
adjust
B

B,E1,Y

back
basic
been
before

B,
B,
B,
B,
B,

better
C

came
can
car
catalog
change
D

data
date
decide
decision
deliver
E

early
either
empty
end

exact
F

fact
fault
final
first
follow

AE1, AE1, K

Al,

Y, S, 12, K
EH1, EH3, N
Y, F, 02, 02, R
EH1, EH3, T, ER

Y, M
K, AE1, EH3, N
K, AH2, UH3, R
K, AE2, EH3, DT, UH3, L, AW2, AW2, G
T, CH, Al, AY, Y, N, D, J
D,
D,
D,
D,
D,
D,

E1, Y

A2, Y, DT, UH1
A2, AY, Y, T
Y, S, AH2, EH3, Y, D
Y, S, 12, ZH, UH3, N
Y, L,

12,

V, ER

E1, Y
ER, R, L, Y
E1, Y, THV, ER
EH2, EH3, M, P, T, Y
EH2, EH3, N, D
EH2, EH3, G, PAO, Z, AE2, EH3, K, T

EH1, EH2, F
F, AE2, EH3, K, T
F, AW, L, T
F, AH2, Y, N, UH3, L
F, ER, R, S, T

AH1, AW2,

D,
G,
G,
G,
G,
G,

J, E1, Y

game
good
great
ground
grow
H

Al,

hand
have

H,
H,
H,
H,
H,

hear
heavy
high

L,

01,

U1

A2, AY, Y, M

001, 001,

D

R,
R,

A2, Y, T
AH1, UH3, W, N D

R,

01,

J

D,
D,
D,
D,
D,
D,

job
join
joy
judge
jump
K

keep
key

J,
J,
J,
J,
J,
J,

EH3,

Al,

AY, Y

AH1, UH3, B
01, UH3, 13, AY,
01, UH3, 13, AY
UH1, UH2, D, J
UH1, UH2, M, P

K, EH3, Al, AY, Y
K, E1, Y, P
K, E1, Y
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make
many
match
memory
message
N

name
near
need
next
none

N

EH1, EH3, UH3, L
L, AE1, EH3, NG, G, W,
L,
L,

11,

D, J

AH1,

R, D, J
EH1, EH3, F, T

L, EH1, EH3, NG, TH
L, 11, 13, S, 12, N

EH1, EH2, M
M, Al, AY, Y,
M, EH2, EH2,
M, AE1, EH3,
M, EH1, EH3,
M, EH1, EH3,

K
N, Y
T, CH
M, ER, Y
S, 12, D, J

EH1, EH2, N
N, Al, AY, Y, M
N, AY, 11, R
N, E1, Y, D
N, EH1, EH3, K, PAO, S, T
N, UH1, UH3, N

0

02, 01,

object
obsolete
other

UH1, B, D, J, EH1, EH3, K, T
AH1, UH3, B, S, UH3, L, AY, Y, T
AW2, AW2, F, 13, N
01, U1, M, 11, 13, T
UH1, UH3, THV, ER

P

P,E1,Y

package
paper
part
person
phone

P,

AE1, EH3, K,

P,

Al,

P,

AH1, R, T
UH1,

F,

01, U1,

0

K,
K,
K,
K,
K,
K,

Y1, IU, U1, U1
W, AW1, L, 11, F, AH1, EH3, Y
W, AH1, N, T, 13, T, Y
W, EH1, EH3, S, T, CH, UH3, N
W, 11, 13, K
W, AH1, EH3, AY, 12, T

often
omit

qualify
quantity
question
quick
quiet
R

S

13, Y
M, P, 02, 02, R, T, EH3, N, T
11, 13, N, K, L, IU, U1, U1, D
11, 13, N, F, 02, 02, R, M
11, N, S, R, R, T
11, 13, N, S, T, EH 1, EH3, D
11, 13,

language
large
left
length
listen

resistor

AH1, EH3,

I

L

raise
reach
ready
remain

U1

AY, Y, T, CH
AE1, EH3, N, D
AE1, EH3, V
AY, 13, R
EH1, V, Y
AH1, EH3, Y

important
include
inform
insert
instead

knowledge

M

S,E1,Y
K, Al, AY,

F,

G
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UH1, B, UH2, AH2, U1, T
AE1, EH3, K, T, CH, U1, UH3, L
AE1, EH3, D
UH1, D, J, UH1, UH3, S, T

safe
sale
schedule
scrap
section
T

talk

technical
terminal
think
time
U

under
uniform
until

U1

11,

D, J

Y, P, ER

P, ER, S,

N

N

AH1, UH2, ER
R, Al, AY, Y, Z
R, E1, Y, T, CH
R, EH1, EH3, D, Y
R, El, M, Al, AY, Y, N
R, El, Z, 11, S, T, ER

EH1, EH2, S
S, Al, AY, Y, F
S, Al, A2, AY, UH3, L
S, K, EH1, EH3, D, J, IU, U1, L
S, K, R, AE1, EH3, P
S, EH1, EH3, K, SH, UH3, N
T,
T,
T,
T,

E1, AY, Y
AW, K

EH1, EH3, K, N, 13, K, UH3, L
ER, M, EH3, N, UH2, L
TH, 11, 13, NG, K
T, AH1, EH3, Y, M
Y1, IU, U1, U1
UH2, UH2, N, D, ER
Y1, IU, U1, N, 13, F, 01, R, M

up

UH2, UH2, N, T,
UH1, UH2, P

urgent

R, R, D, J, 13, N, T

11, 13, L

Table 2 continued:

Word

Phonemes

Word

Phonemes

us

UH1, UH2, S
Y1, IU, U1, U1, Z

when
where
which
while
whiskey
white
who
will
window

W, EH1, EH3, N
W, EH3, A2, EH3, R

use

V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,
V,

V

vacant
valid
value
vendor
vent
verify
very
via

El, AY, Y

Al,

Y, K, EH3, N, T
AE1, UH3, L, 11, D
AE1, EH3, L, Y1, IU, U1
EH1, EH3, N, D, ER
EH1, El13, N, T

EH1, R, 13, F, AH1, EH3, Y
EH1, R, Y
El, AY, UH2, UH3

victor
voice

V, 11, 13, K, T, ER

void
volt
volume

V,

V,

V,
V,

01, UH3, 13, AY,
01, UH3, 13, AY,
02, 02, L, T
AH1, U1i3,

L,

S
D

Y1, IU, U1, M

D, UH1, B, UH3, L, Y1, IU, U1
W, Al, AY, Y, D, J
W, Al, AY, Y, T

W

wage
wait
want
was
wash
water

W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,
W,

watt
wave
we
weapon
Wednesday
week
weigh
went
west
wet
what
wheel

AH1, UH3, N, T
UH1, UH3, Z
AH1, UH3, T, ER
AH1, UH3, T
Al, AY, Y, V
Y

EH2, EH2, P, UH1, N
EH1, N, Z, D, Al, 13, Y
Y, K
A2, A2, Y

EH1,
EH1,
EH1,
UH3,

El,

3D

Il,

L

K

which correspond to the hexadecimal
codes:

OB

1F

19

See reference 3 for more details on
this process.

Causing the synthesizer to speak
either of these words is done simply
by sending the hexadecimal codes sequentially to it. This is most easily
done through a parallel I/O port
under control of a program written in
BASIC. Typically, if the synthesizer
were connected to port 0 on your
computer, the routine for saying
"call" would be coded as follows:
100

18

S,

W, AH1, EH3, 13, Y
Y1, AE1, EH3, NG, K, E1, Y
Y1, AH1, R, D
Y1, AY, 13, R
Y1, EH1, EH3, L, 01, U1
Y1, EH3, EH1, S
Y1, EH3, EH1, S, T, ER, D, Al,
Y1, EH1, EH3, T

zap
zero
zone
zulu

lE

Similarly, the word "disk" is broken
into the phonemes:
D,

Y

Y,

02, 02,

Z,
Z,
Z,
Z,
Z,

AE1, EH3, P
AY, 11,R,01,U1
01, U1, N
IU, U1, L, IU, U1

Al,

13,

Y

13,

Y

R

E1, Y

Y, L

which correspond to the hexadecimal
codes:
19

EH1, EH2, K, PAO, S
EH1, EH2, K, PAO, S, R,

Z

EH3, N, T
EH3, S, T
EH3, T
UH1, T

Table 1 lists the 64 basic phonemes
of the English language. At first
glance, it appears complicated, but it
is easy to understand and use. Take
the word "call," for example. It is
made up of three distinct phonemes,
as follows (expressed in Votrax notation):

AW,

X
X -ray

El,

Speaking in Phonemes

K,

winter
wire
with
withdraw
without
word
work
wrong

W, AH1, EH3, 11, UH3, L
W, 11, 13, S, K, AY, Y
W, UH3, AH2, Y, T
H, IU, U1, U1
W, 11, 13, L
W, 11, N, D, 01, U1
W, 11, 13, N, T, ER
W, AH1, EH3, AY, R
W, 11, 13, TH
W, 11, 13, TH, D, R, AW
W, 11, 13, TH, UH2, AH2, U1, T
W, ER, R, D
W, ER, R, K
R, AW, NG

Yankee
yard
year
yellow
yes
yesterday
yet
you r

AW, SH

El,

W,11,13,T,CH

110

130
140
150
150

DATA 25, 61, 24 :REM
Decimal Phoneme codes for
"call"
FOR A=1 TO 3 : READ P(A)
:NEXT A
FOR A=1 TO 3
OUT 0,P(A) :REM Latch
Phoneme code into SC -01
IF INP(0) =0 THEN LOTO
:REM Continue if A/R not busy

160
170
180

NEXT A
OUT 0,63 :REM Send STOP
code to SC-01
END

Essentially any word or series of
words can be spoken using this
method. It isn't necessary for you to
acquire special knowledge about
word sounds to use a phonetic speech
synthesizer, because many lists of
word and phoneme equivalents are
available. Table 2 is a list of some
common words. A more extensive list
is in preparation.

Easy Interfacing
What could be easier than pretending that the Sweet Talker speech synthesizer is a parallel- interfaced
printer? It just so happens that many
computers already have a parallel
output port in the form of a

Centronics -compatible parallel
printer port. This connection is availSeptember 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Number
IC1

IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5

RS-232 CONNECTOR

Type

+5V

GND

COM5016
COM2017
CD4049
MC1489
MC1488

2

11

1

3

1

8

14

+12V

-12V

9
2

7
7

14

1

1C4

MC1489

rDB-257

_3

1

C>
L__

+5V

105

/77

MC1488

IC2
4.7K
TYPICAL
25

FOR 8

"PHONEME RECEIVED"
CODE WORD

MSB

26

---'oJPB

27
28
29
30
31

32
33

LSB

SO

BD1

RD2

BD3

RD3

BD4

RD4

805

RD5

BD6

RD6

BD7

RD7

BD8

35

e

SW2

SELECT
SWITCHES

SW3

8 -BIT DATA
NO PARITY

38

STOP BIT

36

1

STR
RA

DATA RATE -

37

+5V

XTAL

RB

-T

XTAL

9

P4

E> P5
1
11

E>

ROB

NB2

®
I

23

DAV

04

19

1C3

NB1

CD4049
RDAV

18

12

A/R

E>STB

100K
1

1N914

TSB
XR

CRYSTAL
5.0688 MHz

DS

1

2

I

0.01µF

4 RDE

ENABLE

RC

17

3

SW4

FR

RD

P1

17

E> P2
C> P3

NP

18

I

PO

1

1

CS

SW1

E>

11

1

34

FOR 4

J1
RD1

IC2

+5V

TYPICAL

20

UART

SI

8D2

+SV

4.7K

SWEET TALKER
CONNECT IONS

COM2017

IC1

ICI

l

COM 5016
DATA -RATE GENERATOR

40

RCP

m
GND

TCP

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of a serial I/O interface for the Sweet Talker board, to be used in place of parallel l/O. The serial communication protocol is RS -232C.

able on all Radio Shack TRS -80
Model III and expanded Model I corn puter systems, as well as many
others. By connecting the Sweet
Talker board as shown in figure 5, it
is possible to fool the computer into
thinking that the Sweet Talker is a
printer, whereupon we can use
LPRINT statements to drive it. The
same machine -language routine in the
BASIC interpreter that normally
transfers ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information Interchange)
character strings to the printer will
also work with the speech synthesizer.
48
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A BASIC LPRINT statement will
transmit any ASCII characters between the double quotes (except the
quotation marks themselves and perhaps a few control codes) whether
they spell out something humanly
coherent or not. As table 1 illustrates,
all of the phonemes correspond to
ASCII characters which produce the
equivalent 6 -bit code (the lowercase
letters "a" through "z" correspond to
hexadecimal codes 21 through 3A). It
is possible, therefore, to type an " @"
for the EH3 phoneme (hexadecimal
code 00) or a "> " for PA1 (hexadecimal code 3E). Using this technique,

the program statement for saying
"call" would be:
100 LPRINT "Y =X"

It's a good idea to add a stop phoneme (corresponding to ASCII "7 ")
after the end of the word to cancel the
last phoneme. The line then becomes:
100 LPRINT

'1'=X";"7";

The Sweet Talker speech synthesizer attaches to and handshakes with
the computer in the same manner as a
printer would. The A/R output is
Circle 266 on Inquiry card.

-

TRS-80*
Products that set Precedents.

Model I
Model III

COMIKRON

TM

U
G

rocessin
MAPPER CP/M Adapt
CBASIC II*" CP/M

tw ADEMAR KS:
RS-80/1Indlo Shock/Tandy Corp.
P '1/ Digital Research
R ASIC II/Compller System.
11101. 15 /11'.1antir Inc.
I

1

1

able on selected
rograms through
G
Omikron's
rs group.
'official

sarst
ey, CA
-801

connected to the Busy input, and the
Unit Select line is grounded to simulate printer attachment. The Sweet
Talker's Enable input should also be
grounded. The computer's LPRINT
driver routine sends one character to
the "printer" (speech synthesizer) and
then checks the Busy line before sending another. When the Busy line is
high again, the next character (phoneme) is sent.
The only area for concern is the
pulse width of the data strobe (attached to Jl pin 21 with jumper JP1
installed), as I previously mentioned.
If it is less than 100 µs, a type -74121
monostable multivibrator should be
added as indicated in figure 5. If you
are unsure of the duration, add the
circuit anyway.
Once the interface is attached, a
simple program can be used to test
phoneme combinations. For example,
sending "S *1L / @ *KY" will cause the
unit to say "automatic," and
"Y2M *KIMB677" will make it say
"continue." A simple test program requires only three lines:
100
110
120

INPUT AS
LPRINT A$; "7 ";

GOTO 100

Using a Serial Interface
Your computer might not have a
parallel printer port, but a serial one
instead. While the interface is more
complicated, you can also use

These items are available from:
The MicroMint Inc
917 Midway
Woodmere NY 11598

Telephone:
(800) 645 -3479 (for orders)
(516) 374-6793 (for technical information)
Votrax SC -01 Speech Synthesizer Chip
$70
(single integrated circuit)
$55
(5 or more, price each)

LPRINT statements to drive the additional circuitry shown in figure 6.
This circuit is a full -duplex RS -232C
serial interface which is capable of receiving a phoneme transmitted serially from the computer, converting it
back to parallel form, and strobing it
into the SC -01.
The timing relationships between
the interface and the computer become slightly more complex. Whenever a phoneme is loaded into the
SC -01, the A/R line drops and the
RS -232C Data Terminal Ready signal
goes low. After the phoneme has concluded, the UART (universal asynchronous receiver /transmitter) transmits a jumper-selected character (optionally preset on UART pins 26
through 33) and raises the Data Terminal Ready line again. Proper timing from the host computer can be accomplished either by sending successive characters only in response to
the "phoneme- concluded" code or by
monitoring the state of the Data Terminal Ready line.
The communication rate between
the host and the synthesizer is switchselectable from 50 to 19,200 bps using
the COM5016 data -rate generator as
shown. Communication is hard -wire
selected for 8 -bit data words, no parity bit, and 1 stop bit. A more indepth discussion of the data -rate generator and UART was given in one of
my previous Circuit Cellar articles
( "I /O Expansion for the TRS -80, Part

thesizer, Apple 11 plug- compatible version. Includes SC-01 integrated circuit,

data sheet,

and user's manual.
(separate power supply not required)
Assembled and tested
$149
MicroMint 3- voltage power supply
(size 2% by

Provides:

Sweet Talker Phonetic Speech Syn-
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-12

V

Ports," June 1980 BYTE,

page 42).

In Conclusion
What can you do with a computer controlled speech synthesizer? I'm
sure you have a few ideas. In any
case, the benefits of electronic speech
synthesis will surely propagate as
more people learn how to use it.

Next Month:
A discussion of EPROM programming and the design of an intelligent
EPROM programmer.
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Sweet Talker Phonetic Speech Synthesizer, parallel -port version. Includes
SC-01 integrated circuit, data sheet,
and user's manual.
$139
Assembled and tested

inches)
V, 300 mA
+12 V, 50 mA

41/2

2: Serial

V,

50mA

not required by Sweet Talker)

Assembled and tested

$35

All printed circuit boards are solder masked and silk -screened. Please include $2 for shipping and handling on
any order. New York residents please
include 7% sales tax.

Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles as reference material for
the articles he presents each month. These articles are available in reprint books from BYTE
Books, 70 Main St, Peterborough NH 03458.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar covers articles that appeared in BYTE from September 1977 through
November 1978. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar,
Volume II presents articles from December
1978 through June 1980.

Meet HP Series 80:
Hewlett-Packard's new one-on- one
computing systems for professionals.
Together, You can Analyze Technical
Problems and Evaluate Solutions.
Rapidly and Accurately.
HP Series 80 personal computing
systems provide the technical solutions
you require. Quickly! Easily! Inexpensively! Analysis techniques that were
formerly difficult and often impossible
become part of your everyday work
routine. You can evaluate functional
behavior, select variable alternatives,
perform cost analysis ... and more ... all
with greater accuracy and using more
variables than you thought possible.

Series 80, VisiCalc PLUS
And You
HP's VisiCalc PLUS is a major new
software tool. It's an electronic worksheet
that instantly recalculates results as you
change the variables. You ask the what -if
questions and immediately see their
effects on your solution. No programming is necessary...you can become
proficient with VisiCalc PLUS in a few
hours...and then watch your horizons
broaden. VisiCalc PLUS features many
powerful functions including statistical
analysis tools and the entire HP Series 80
BASIC math set. Plus graphics! Create
professional presentations with curve -fitting
plots, stacked or clustered bar graphs,
exploded pie charts and line graphs, all in
up to four colors, on paper or transparencies.

ONLY FROM
HEWLETT- PACKARD
HP Series 80 personal computing
systems are part of a forty-year tradition
of electronic products built to uncompromising standards of excellence. Additionally, HP Series 80 products are serviced
by HP technicians and on -site service
contracts are now available. We urge you
to judge for yourself with a hands -on,
one-on -one demonstration at your HP
dealer. For locations, call TOLL-FREE
800 -547-3400, Dept. 276E, except
Alaska /Hawaii. In Oregon call 758 -1010.
Or write Hewlett-Packard, Corvallis,
Oregon 97330, Dept. 276E
611/04
HP Series 80 Personal Computers for Professionals: HP -85 ($3250) and HP -83 ($2250) specifications:
16K RAM expands to 32K, 32K ROM expands to 80K; CRT with integrated graphics; (HP -85 only; built-in
thermal printer, cassette tape unit). Software includes VisiCalc PLUS, Information Management. Graphics
Presentations. Surveying, Data Communications (Fall '81), Statistics, Regression Analysis. Math, Linear
Programming, Waveform & Circuit Analaysis, BASIC Training. HP peripherals include flexible disc drives,
printers and plotters. VisiCalc"' is a trademark of Personal Software. Inc.
*Suggested retail price excluding applicable state and local taxes Continental U.S.A.. Alaska & Hawaii.

-

Circle 160 on Inquiry card.
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System Review

The Big Board
A Z80 System in Kit Form
David Thompson
11740 NW West Rd
Portland OR 97229

I built the computer on which I'm writing this article.
Even though I'm no expert at computer hardware or software, I assembled this system in a matter of weeks, beginning with a kit called the Big Board.
Manufactured by Digital Research Computers of
Texas, the Big Board is a single -board computer that
packs an impressive set of features into an inexpensive
package. By not providing the cabinet, power supply,
keyboard, monitor, and disk drives, Digital Research can
sell this heart of a powerful Z80-based system for $650 in
kit form. For an additional $50, the board comes with all
the sockets soldered in place
real convenience since all
the integrated circuits are socketed.
The board is the size of an 8 -inch disk drive. It includes
64 K bytes of programmable memory, a 24 -line by
80- character video generator, a keyboard interface, room

-a

for four 2 K -byte ROMs (read -only memories, "bank
switched" along with the video memory), and a floppy disk drive controller. Options include parallel and serial
ports and an on -board timer.

History
About three years ago, J B Ferguson, an electrical engineer from Dallas, wire-wrapped together a Z80-based,
single -board computer and showed it to Jim Tanner of
Digital Research. They then worked together to design a
powerful, yet inexpensive, unit.
Because of the small size of the board, they used LS
(low -power Schottky) parts to keep heat problems to a
minimum. According to Tanner, this choice almost killed
the project. As recently as January 1980, LS parts were
very expensive -too expensive, Tanner and Ferguson
believed, for the Big Board to be salable. However, prices
dropped so substantially before the end of that year, for
both the LS parts and the memory, that Tanner and
Ferguson decided to market the unit with a full 64 K
bytes of user memory.
Russell Smith designed the Big Board's monitor ROM
and the custom BIOS (basic input /output system) for
CP /M. The initial plan was to offer CP /M 1.4 with the
board. But when version 2.2 became available, Smith
went back to work and revised the BIOS. Source listings
for both the monitor and BIOS are available free from
Digital Research. Just ask for them when ordering the kit.

The Kit
The quality of the circuit board is readily apparent. It
is solder-masked and tinned, which makes soldering
easy. Solder- masking covers all the metal on the board
Photo 1: The Big Board kit as the author received it. The board
itself is in the center, with the documentation partly beneath it.
On each side are plastic bags containing parts. Cables with connectors are in the rear.
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except for spots where leads will be soldered. The component outlines and numbers are silk- screened on the top,
and the holes for the component leads are plated through
(they have metal deposited inside them to insure good
connections).
Circle 211 on Inquiry card.
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Getting "STATIC" from our competition?. . if so, you're paying too much!

Try Ours

x174;
64K Static $895

assembled

'`

/

..:

aaaa

'-....

16K Static $179

assembled

STATIC RAMS

FULLY ASSEMBLED

EXTENDED ADDRESSING

FULLY TESTED

BURNED -IN

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

The Memory Merchant Story
Why hasn't memory come down in price like it should?
what is being done for you.

FULLY SOCKETED

INCREDIBLE VERSATILITY

BANK SELECTABLE

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS

-

ORDER TODAY

performance, fully assembled, tested and burned -in, guaranteed
I6K board that we are introducing for only $179 Runs on any S -100
8080, 4 MHz Z -80, or 5 MHz 8085 system.

Here's

High Performance and Low Price 16K Static Board

The Most Advanced 64K Static Board
The end user wants State -of -the Art when he buys a 64K board.
So we hod our super designer put together the 64K board of the
future with tomorrow's high speed processors in mind. This board
had to work with all 5 -100 systems, with current processors and
future (up to 8 MHz) processors. It had to be ultra -low power. It had
to be designed so the advanced user could populate the board with
programmed EPROMs for special applications. This board, too, had
to have both bank select and extended addressing at no extra cost.
The board was also designed to be used as a 32K or 48K board and
we are selling it that way, too. Put in additional chips when you
want to increase the capacity!

You wont the most cost- effective, high performance memory
boards that technology will allow. With that in mind we commissioned one of the top memory designers in the country. We told him
to design the board with the user in mind. It had to sell for less than
$200. It had to run cool and have low -power consumption. It had to

have both extended addressing capabilities and bank select
capabilities at no additional cost. You had to be able to de- select 1K
blocks so the memory could accommodate memory- mapped video
displays or controller cards. The board had to be fast so a user could
run his processor at full speed. Finally, the board had to be reliable
and easy to install. He came up with all this and more. Here's a high

OEM and dealer inquiries invited.

16K Ram, Model MM16K14 Specifications:
Four independent 4KX8 byte segments
One 4K segment equipped with 1K windows
Compatible with both existing bank select type
hardware and IEEE 696íS100 extended address protocol
Operation guaranteed to 4 MHz with Z -80 and to
5 MHz with 8085 processors
Low power consumption, typically .3 amps
Uses low power 300 ns 2114 (1KX4)

No Risk Free Trial
After you purchase one of our boards you may return
it (intact) for any reason within 15 days after shipment
and receive a full refund.

Free Six Months Memory Insurance
will replace any board purchased from Memory
Merchant that becomes defective through normal use
for up to six months.
We

1

64K Ram, Model MM65K16S Specifications:
Operation guaranteed to 8 MHz
Compatible with both existing bank select type
hardware and IEEE 696 extended address protocol
Fully loaded board (64K) draws 400ma. while max.
current is 550 ma.
Four independently addressable 16K submodules on one
board organized as 2 pair of independent 32K banks or
as
64K extended address page. Each 32K bank responds independently to phantom. Bank select logic is
compatible with either Cromemco Cromix* or standard
bank select software.
2716 (5V) EPROM compatibility:
Programmed 2716 EPROMs may replace any or all of the
Ram components on the board.
New 16K (2K x8) Static Rams which combine extreme
low power (40ma. ON: 5ma. OFF) with high speed
(200ns max. access time).
Also available partially populated to 48K or 32K.
Cromix Is a trademark of Cromemco.

Yes( Please send me the items listed below. I understand that if I'm not
fully satisfied with the product, I can get a full refund within 15 days
after shipment. (Send check, money order, or use your credit card.)
Note to credit card buyers: For extra fast service phone (415) 483 -1008
QUANTITY

DESCRIPTION

UNIT PRICE

64K

$895.00

48K

749.00

San

32K

569.00

(NO

16K

179.00

1

TOTAL

SEND TO:

MEMORY MERCHANT (81)

14666 Doolittle Dr.
Leandro, CA 94577

CHECK

SHIPPING d HANDLING 55.00 /Board

California Residents
Add 6% Tas

`C

TOTAL

MONEY ORDER
VISA
MASTERCHARGE

(Mutt also have ICAO)

CARD NO

Circle 215 on inquiry card.

C.O.D.'s)

EXP. DATE

ICA NO.

SIGNATURE

rM

14666 DOOLITTLE DR.

SAN LEANDRO,
CA 94577
(415) 483 -1008

memory

merchant

NAME

ADDRESS

str..l

city

stat.

Zip

Prices, terms, specifications subject to change without notice.

At a Glance

d

for
TRS -80 Models

I

& Ill

(with only 6K overhead)
Fully implements atom property list structure.
PROG is supported.
FUNARG device is implemented.
Efficient garbage collection.
Complete with LISP editor and trace.
Allows complete range of single precision
numeric data.
Works with old as well as new ROMs.
Contains 97 functions.
Sample Programs.
II

The LISP package is supplied on tape or
discette and with a complete user manual.
$75.00
II)

Disk version:
(requires 16K disk)

All Orders and General Information:
VISA'
SUPERSOFT ASSOCIATES
P.O. BOX 1628
mnatni i.lwiyr
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 359 -2112
Technical Hot Line: (217) 359 -2691
(answered only when technician is available)

SuperSoft
First in Software Technology
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Options

(214) 271 -3538

Real -time clock;
two RS -232 serial ports;

Price
Bare board with the monitor
and character ROMs, $195

two parallel ports
(adding the options is simply
a matter of plugging in the
devices and adding a few
resistors and capacitors)

Complete kit with sockets
and ICs, $649
Complete kit with sockets
already soldered in place;
$699

Dimensions
8.5 by 13 inches

Software
monitor ROM
(comes with the kit);
CP /M 2.2 is available completely configured for an
additional $150

2 K -byte

Processor
Z80A

System clock frequency
2.5 MHz

Memory
64 K -byte dynamic

programmable memory;
four 2 K -byte ROMs
(bank switched);
4 K -byte static video
memory (bank switched)

Mass storage
On -board controller for up
to four 8 -inch floppy-disk
drives (single-density; each
disk holds 240 K bytes formatted)

Comments
Putting the kit together requires some experience
handling static -sensitive
parts and a soldering iron.
Some knowledge of 8080 or
Z80 machine language or
assembly language is

important.
sure to ask for a listing
of the ROM monitor and
the BIOS (basic input /output system) when ordering
your board. The listings are
free for the asking.
Be

$100.00

(manual only: $15.00)

TRS -80 TRADEMARK TANDY CORP

Parallel port for ASCII encoded keyboard;
24 -line by 80-character video
generator (composite or
separated sync)

Digital Research Computers
of Texas
POB 401565
Garland TX 75040

SuperSoft LISP allows the TRS -80 to become
complete Artificial Intelligence laboratory! It
is the tool that takes you to the frontier of Computer Science.
The SuperSoft LISP is a complete and full implementation. (It is NOT a subset!) It contains
an efficient garbage collector which optimizes
the usage of user RAM, and supports the
TRS -80 graphics. Below are some features:

cassette version:
(requires 16K level

Other hardware features

Big Board

Manufacturer

a

Runs in 16k level

Name

Although the Big Board's documentation is not as detailed or well organized as Heathkit's, it is well written
and contains the information needed. The assembly process is explained step by step, complete with boxes you
can check off. Because the parts' names and outlines are
stenciled in place, the process takes only a few hours.

What You Must Know
If you have had a high school electronics class, can
solder with a small iron, and know how to handle staticsensitive parts, you should have little trouble building the
Big Board. But there is more to getting a system running
than simply building the board. Though the Big Board is
well designed and easy to interface with the keyboard,
video monitor, and disk drive, interfacing with other
peripheral devices requires some understanding of the
hardware, the monitor, and the operating system. For inCircle 384 on inquiry card.
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Announcinø
affordable grapTiics;
MG8000
ornsufriGraphicsTeiminal:
$2,250*l.
gw,\

*Retail quantity

WICAT Monochrome Graphics Terminal

General features

Graphics features

Z8002 based

400 x 300 graphics resolution
2 independent graphics planes
Lines, curves, arcs & circles
Graphics text
Pattern fill
Relative and absolute addressing
Object definition and relocation

display monitor
Touch screen (optional)
12"

Teat features
Half intensity
Reverse video
Blink
Blank
Underscore
For more information
call or write
WICAT Systems

801/224-6400.

Applications
Computer-based training
Animation
Business graphics
CAD/CAM

Process control
Scientific

WICATsystems

mommiso

P.O.

Bor 539

1875 South State

Orem. Utah 84057

801/224 -6400
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Photo 2: The empty printed- circuit board. Location markings
and some circuitry are visible.

Photo 3: Close-up of the printed- circuit board showing all the
parts in place.

stance, to interface a modem or printer, you will need
some assembly code. Until you write code to convince
the Big Board that something else out there "understands"
it, it will continue to output everything to the screen. Fortunately, there is a vast, growing national user's group to
help you bring up and interface the Big Board.
When I received this board, I didn't understand operating systems and had never written anything in assembly
language. Part of the reason I got the Big Board was to
learn these things. It was an incredible feeling, after
building the board, to watch the operating system sign
on, and later to see the first lines of text rasp their way
across the printer platen. I knew that I would never again
have to update listings by hand while seeing the latest
version on the video monitor.

And Once It's Running
Once it's running, what can the Big Board dol The
ROM -based monitor program that comes with the board
gives you access to all the user memory and ports, lets
you test memory to verify that it is operating properly,
and lets you look at specific tracks and sectors on disks. If
you purchase the custom CP /M 2.2 available with the
board, you gain access to a world of utilities, languages,
games, and applications programs.
The Big Board is also electrically versatile. If you connect a standard terminal to the serial port (RS -232), the
computer will make that port its standard input /output
interface. Or if you are using a separate keyboard and
video unit, you can select an output video signal to match
almost any monitor made. The manual contains complete information on setting jumpers, including an example for the standard composite video monitor.
How well does the Big Board work? So well that my
only real complaint, dealing with the character set, has
already been corrected. The vast majority of people who
have bought one have had no problems. Considering the
complexity of the Big Board, this is a remarkable achievement.

Conclusions
If you are interested in building a powerful system, or
in learning what goes on in the "engine room" of a microcomputer, or if you've ever had the urge to push the
levers, blow the whistle, and increment the A register,
Big Board is certainly one way to do it. When you get
done, you'll have a truly personal system for less than
half the price of a "canned" system. And your system will
be able to perform complex tasks like text editing. I use
my Big Board for all my writing at home, including letters to relatives, notes to myself, and this article.

Photo 4: The Big Board in place in the author's system. Resting
on top of the cabinet is the power supply, originally built for a
Digital Equipment Corporation controller.
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The author is now publishing Micro Cornucopia, a magazine about
the Big Board. The magazine appears bimonthly at an annual subscription rate of $12. For further information, send a SASE to David Thompson, 11740 NW West Rd, Portland OR 97229.

O

A

Leading edge technology
in hard disk systems.
Complete systems. Morrow
Designs hard disk subsystems
are delivered complete with hard
disk, controller, cabinet, power
supply, fan, cables and CP/M"
2.2 operating system.
Widest range. Morrow Designs
offers the widest range of hard
disk systems available from a single supplier. 51/4;' 8;' 14" Five to
over 100 megabytes of formatted
hard disk storage. $2,995 to
$17,980. Cost effective systems
that work. And keep working.
S -100 and more. Morrow Designs
hard disk systems are designed
for use with the CP/M operating
system. Available software packages allow our
systems to run on any
IEEE696 /S -100 Standard
system with no hardware modification.
Plus, Cromemco;` ** North
Star, ** Vector Graphics,
Godbout, Dynabyte,
Exidy;` * ** IMSAI, Micro mation, Processor Technology and California
Computer Systems.
Reliable systems. Morrow Designs is committed to hard disk system reliability. Not
simply with a 90 -day warranty, but with a money
back guarantee. If our system fails to perform to
specification, send it back. We'll send back
your money.

'CP/M

trademark of Digital Research.
"Northslar rs a trademark of North Star Computers, Inc.
Cromemco is a trademark of Cromemco, Inc.
"Exidy is a trademark of Exidy Corporation.

"'

"

is a

Experience. As of April, 1981,
there were over fifteen hundred Morrow Designs hard disk
systems successfully installed.
In fact, over 200 independent
systems integrators now use
our hard disks to solve their
mass storage problems.
Performance answers. Morrow
Designs hard disk systems have
been benchmarked against all
other systems. None is faster
under CP/M. Morrow Designs
hard disks operate at 10 times
the speed of a floppy disk
drive. Transfer rates range from
590,000 bytes to 900,000 bytes
per second. That kind of performance can become addictive.
Cost effective answers. Compare
Morrow prices and performance
to anything presently available
for S -100 systems. You'll find
Morrow's price /megabyte/
performance ratio to be

unmatched. Leadership in
disk systems technology
earned us leadership in
price /performance. And
that may have earned us
a call from you. Circle the
Reader Service Number
for our full line data sheets.
Can't wait? Call us at (415)
524 -2101. And yes, OEM quantity prices are
available. LOOK TO MORROW FOR ANSWERS.

MORROW DESIGNS
5221 Central Avenue, Richmond, CA 94804
(415) 524 -2101

Circle 245 on Inquiry card.

The Xerox Alto Computer
Thomas A Wadlow
5157 Norma Way Apt 226
Livermore CA 94550

makes them worthy of mention is the
fact that a large number of the personal computers of tomorrow will be
designed with knowledge gained from
the development of the Alto.

In the mid- 1970s, the personal computer market blossomed with the
introduction of the Altair 8800. Each
year since has brought us personal
computers with more power, faster
execution, larger memory, and better
mass storage. Few computer enthusiasts or professionals can look at
the machines of today without
wondering: What's next?

The Alto: a Personal Computer
In 1972, Xerox Corporation decided to produce a personal computer
to be used for research. The result
was the Alto computer, whose name
comes from the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center where it was
developed. The Alto was the result of
a joint effort by Ed McCreight,
Chuck Thacker, Butler Lampson,
Bob Sproull, and Dave Boggs, who
were attempting to make a device
that was small enough to fit in an office comfortably, but powerful
enough to support a reliable, high -

quality operating system and
graphics display. Their goal was to
provide each user with a personal
computing facility capable of meeting
all individual needs and a comAcknowledgments
I would like to thank Dr Brian Reid and
Mark Roberts of Stanford University for their
time and helpful comments; also Sandy Lan zarotta of Xerox and Cindy Pavlinac for their
help and support.
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The Hardware

Photo 1: Two of the Xerox Alto personal
computers. Each Alto processor is made
of medium- and small -scale TTL integrated circuits, and is mounted in a rack
beneath two 3-megabyte hard-disk drives.
Note that the video displays are taller
than they are wide and are similar to a
page of paper, rather than a standard
television screen.

munications facility that would allow
users to share information easily.
In 1978, Xerox donated a total of
fifty Altos to Stanford, CarnegieMellon, and MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology). These
machines were quickly assimilated
into the research community and
rapidly became the standard against
which other personal computers were
judged.
It is unlikely that a person outside
of the computer- science research
community will ever be able to buy
an Alto. They are not intended for
commercial sale, but rather as
development tools for Xerox, and so
will not be mass -produced. What

The Alto consists of four major
parts: the graphics display, the
keyboard, the graphics mouse, and
the disk storage /processor box. Each
Alto is housed in a beautifully
formed, textured beige metal cabinet
that hints at its $32,000 price tag.
With the exception of the disk
storage /processor box, everything is
designed to sit on a desk or tabletop.

The Graphics Display
The graphics display is the most
striking feature of the Alto. It looks
somewhat like a television screen that
has been turned sideways (see photo
1). It is a raster -scan display, ànd the
physical dimensions of the screen are
8 inches (horizontal) by 10 inches

(vertical). The black- and -white
display allows the user to address an
area 808 pixels (picture elements) vertically by 606 pixels horizontally.
This results in resolution of about 80
points per inch.
The method of display used is
called bit-mapped raster scan. This
means that every point on the display
is addressable as a bit in memory.
Although this method can take up a
great deal of memory, it has the advantage of making the display very

For COMSAT ... what many view as futuristic is
already part of our everyday business and plans.
We offer:

-

ORGANIZATION OF THE FUTURE
a private corporation working directly with
governments, at home and worldwide.

-

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
OF THE FUTURE
satellite communications systems serving over
100 countries and some 700 ships at sea.
OFFICE OF THE FUTUREpartnership venture brings video conferencing, electronic intra- company mail transfer,
information and more, via satellite to business
and government.
a

FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

-

computer -aided design and manufacturing
services and systems.

-

HOME OF THE FUTURE
planned home entertainment through direct
satellite relay.
NATURAL RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT OF THE FUTURE
advanced satellite technology to provide

-

natural resource management through practical conservation and environmental programs.

-

RESEARCH OF THE FUTURE
advanced R & D facilities offering the latest in
communications product technology.
Our rapid expansion has created career
openings in such diversified engineering disciplines as spacecraft design, signal processing,
power systems, scientific software development
and RF systems.
We offer excellent salaries and benefits, as
well as the challenge of being in the forefront of
high technology.
If you are interested in working with us, send
your resume to:

Senior Employment Representative, Department 81 -6RC, COMSAT, 950 L'Enfant Plaza,
S.W., Washington, D.C. 20024.

COMSAT
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY /AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER.
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fast. Bit mapping also provides the
user with a convenient method of
screen access and the ability to easily
look at the current contents of the
screen.
In terms of displaying text, the
screen can hold 60 lines of 90
characters (assuming the characters
are equivalent to the typical 7 by 9
dot character commonly found on
most video terminals). Character
generation is not done in hardware on
the Alto. A character set may be
created by a user and displayed on
the screen. Mixed fonts are allowed
so that text of various sizes and
shapes may be simultaneously
displayed on the screen.
Since each dot on the display corresponds to only one bit in memory,
there is no facility for grays or intermediate intensities. Due to the large
number of points per inch, however,
various combinations of points can
be displayed to form a "texture" that
gives the impression of varying
shades of gray. This is exactly the
same method used to reproduce pictures in a newspaper.

The Keyboard

The buttons on top of the mouse
are also unencoded, for flexibility.
Many programs distinguish between
holding a mouse button on or clicking
it on and off. This allows a program
to receive input by moving the cursor
to some designated spot on the screen
and then touching a mouse button to
make something happen.
Photo 3: The Pinball game. Flippers are
actuated by the two shift keys; an Alto
port can be connected to a speaker to provide bells and buzzer sounds.

keyboard interface, which allows a
program to take advantage of the
possibility of "chord" commands,
where the user holds down one or
more keys. For example, Shift Control-E is as easy for the Alto to
read as A -B -C (see photo 2). Another
advantage is the ability to determine
how long a key has been held down.
For example, the pinball game program in photo 3 determines the force
of a shot by measuring how long a
key is held down on the keyboard.
There is, of course, software to allow
a program to read the keyboard in the
typical manner.

Superficially, the Alto keyboard

resembles a typical typewriter
keyboard with the addition of a few
special keys. The keyboard is
detachable, and quite comfortable for
typing. It has the unique property of
being entirely unencoded. Each key
has its own

signal

line

in

Photo

the

2: Display from the keyboard -test
program. The Alto keyboard has a
separate signal line for each key and can
thus tell when any number of keys are
being pressed simultaneously. In the
display, the black keys are being held
down. The small square above the
keyboard represents the mouse (see photo

4); one mouse key is also pressed.
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The Graphics Mouse
The mouse is a small box with three
buttons on the top and several ball
bearings on the bottom. A slender
cable connects the mouse to the Alto
keyboard (see photo 4). The buttons
are named red, yellow, and blue,
although the physical buttons are all
black. The mouse is typically held in
the user's right hand and rolled along
the table on a soft piece of plastic
that provides traction for the ball
bearings.
Movement is detected by the motion of one of the ball bearings. The
mouse reports changes in position to
the Alto. From this, a cursor on the
Alto display can be positioned. The
physical position of the mouse on the
table is unimportant, since only the
change in position is reported. The
mouse graphics interface is considerably more flexible and comfortable than a bit pad, joystick, or
trackball. Many Alto programs can
be controlled with the mouse alone,
independent of a keyboard.

Disk Storage /Processor Box
The processor and disk storage for
the Alto are contained in a rack about
the size of a waist -high filing cabinet.
Each Alto has two 3- megabyte disk
drives. The drives themselves resemble small pizza ovens and are often
referred to in this manner.
The "brain" of the Alto is a 16 -bit
custom -made processor intended to
resemble the Data General Nova
1220. The processor is made entirely
of small- to medium -scale TTL
(transistor -transistor logic) ICs (in-

tegrated circuits). The processor
operates at a speed of approximately
400,000 instructions per second. Each
Alto has an address space of 64 K
16 -bit words, including the graphics
bitmap. By using a technique called
bank selection, the Alto may expand
its available memory in 64 K -word
increments up to 256 K words. An
Alto with 256 K words is known as a
wide- bodied Alto.
Quite a bit of the magic of the Alto
is performed at the microcode level.
The Alto can run up to sixteen tasks
concurrently, and all of the schedul-

Photo 4: The mouse input device. The
operator uses the mouse to control cursor
placement on the screen; it detects its own
change in position (a joystick relies on absolute position) as the operator rolls it
around on a piece of soft plastic. The
mouse also has three buttons, called red,
yellow, and blue.

The System /48 is the outstanding office automation computing system for the 80's
its so productive we call it
MAGIC. Look at these features:
One to eight interactive users per node
Data management system
Report generator
Query processor
Screen format generator
Automatic interface code generator
Up to 'Y Mbytes of user memory
Winchester disk with 18- million bytes (formatted
capacity)
15- minute mean -time -to-repair
Built -in protection from line- voltage spikes, noise, and

brownouts
And, it features MAGIC`-', the Operating System that gets
things done faster than you can say abracadabra because
of its multi-keyed Indexed -Sequential Access Method and
flexible file- organization. MAGIC'S also offers high security.
with password protection. MAGIC' supports global or local
printers for as many users as desired.

-

MAGIC"' also includes DataMagic II
TE l's red -hot database manager. DataMagic II has even more tricks up its
like automatic or manual record-lock protection
sleeve
and automatic transaction backout to protect the database.
And it runs application software written for CP /M 2 X.
Take a MAGIC' leap into the future!
Arrange to attend one of our regularly scheduled System/
48 workshops (RSVP).
Circle 351 on Inquiry card.
OEM and Dealer Inquiries Invited

-

r.

System /48

5075 S. LOOP EAST. HOUSTON. TX. 77033
1713) 738 -2300 TWX. 910- 881 -3639

I/O (input /output) for this
multiprocessing is done in microcode.
The user has direct control over only
one task, however. The user task is
the lowest priority and must, if
ing and

necessary, relinquish processing
cycles to the other tasks that control
the display, disks, keyboard and
mouse I /O, and Ethernet connections. The user has direct control over
the microcode and may rewrite it

according to individual taste.

The Software
The Alto has the interesting prop-

erty of

using software

(often

microcode) to perform many tasks,
such as keyboard encoding and
character generation, that are typically done in hardware. This approach leaves the Alto with an occasionally cumbersome but highly flexible architecture.
Each Alto has a ROM (read -only
memory) that contains just enough
software to "bootstrap" an Alto into
the local network (see textbox on this
page). By keeping a bootstrap program in ROM, the user will always
have a "safety net" to fall back on in
case some other portion of the system
software is not working. All of the
Alto software can be retrieved from
across the network.
The Alto Operating System (OS), a
program which provides a set of basic
facilities for control and communication with the Alto, is written in
BCPL, a language very similar to C.
Most programs, BCPL or otherwise,
run under the direction of the Alto
OS. Since the address space of an
Alto is small, a technique called a
"Junta" is used to permit BCPL programs to shed unwanted sections of
the Alto OS during execution. If
those portions are needed later, they
may be restored by performing a

"Counterjunta."
One BCPL program that runs on
top of the operating system is called
the Alto Executive (see photo 5a).
This program speaks to the user
directly and makes facilities available
for file manipulation and program execution. An interesting feature of the
Executive is that of escape expansion
and file -name completion. Typing a
partial file or program name followed
62
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by an escape, in the same fashion that allows a programmer to name a file in
an ESC (escape) or ALT (alternate a descriptive manner (such as
mode) might be sent from an ASCII Gatewaylnformation.press), rather
(American Standard Code for Infor- than typing in a long name. The Exmation Interchange) terminal, causes ecutive program will recognize it as
the Executive to complete the typing soon as it has read enough characters
of the name on the screen. This to determine the file uniquely. By

The Ethernet Network: Interconnecting Personal Computers
The Ethernet network, developed at
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center by
Bob Metcalfe and Dave Boggs, is a
medium for the transmission of information. It is a multiaccess broadcast
system used to link many computer
systems that are physically within
several hundred meters of each other.
Each machine in the network is connected by means of a single, passive,
coaxial cable.
The Ethernet network is a packet
network. Information to be transmitted from one node to another is enclosed in an "envelope" of data that
describes the information (ie: its
length, a checksum for error control)
and describes the destination of the
resulting datagram or packet.
Regulation of access to the Ethernet
cable is performed by a system
designated CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Detection). This technique works in exactly
the same way that conversation among
a group of people at a party is
regulated. A node with something to
say waits until no one else is speaking.
When everyone else is quiet, that node
begins to broadcast. If another node
also starts broadcasting, this is called a
collision. When a collision occurs, all
of the nodes that are broadcasting
cease to do so. Each node waits a random amount of time and then listens
for another lull, thus starting the whole
process again.
Each node on the network listens to
the beginning of each packet. Once a
node has determined that a packet is
not addressed to itself, it stops paying
attention to that packet and waits only
for the end of the packet to allow it to
prepare to listen to the next one. An
Ethernet node may become "promiscuous" and listen to all packets being broadcast. This allows a very
precise monitoring of statistics on the

Ethernet system, since nodes
generating traffic need not perform
any statistical processing or use any

network bandwidth to report the
statistics. A "silent observer" can
watch the network without ever affecting the performance of that network.
At first glance, the "cocktail party"
approach to multiple access might
seem awkward. A second look,
however, reveals that the maximum
packet length is only 554 bytes, and the
speed of Ethernet transmissions is approximately three million bits per second. This leads to a maximum
transmission time of about 1.5 ms
(milliseconds), which means that even
on a highly loaded network, the
overall efficiency remains very high.
An interesting aspect is that the
Ethernet network itself is entirely
passive. Regulation is done by each individual node. This decentralization
means that the failure of any single
node will not significantly affect the
network as a whole. Thus, the mean
time between failures of the whole network is very high, making it a good
choice for industrial or business applications where downtime means lost
revenue.
The high speed of the Ethernet network rivals that of disk I/O. A file
may be loaded from across the network almost as easily as from a local
disk. In a distributed information processing system, it is highly desirable to
allow a file to be easily accessed
anywhere on the network. A highspeed file transfer capability also permits a new machine to be integrated into the network in just a few minutes.
The competition in local networking
is hot and heavy. DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation), Intel, and Xerox
Corporation have recently joined
forces to promote an Ethernet -based
industry standard network. Wang
Corporation, IBM, and Zilog have also

proposed

networking standards.

Whatever the outcome, industry seems
to have decided that the future is in
local networks.

Circle 157 on inquiry card.
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warranty. That's another reason
With the Hayes direct -connect
why its the largest selling direct Micromodem IITMyour Apple II can
connect modem for Apple
communicate by phone with the
computers.
outside world. You can access inProgrammable.
formation networks like
Automatic dialing
The Source for a variety
Sw.w.......... w«...and answering?
of business and personal
Of course! We inapplications, exchange
programs with friends
clude programs on
in North
disk that dial phone
.rte
America, and
"í numbers for you,
sezd messages while you're
even use your
Apple II when
away, and much more!
(!
Complete. You
you're away
from your home
get everything
you need to comor office.
municate with other Bell
Dependable. The
103 compatible modems at 110
Micromodem II is so dependable
it comes with a two -year limited
or 300 baud. The serial interface
I I

-

ar/

include our
FCC -approved MicrocouplerTM
that plugs directly into any modular telephone jack in the U.S.
you dont even need the phone!
S -100, too. The Hayes
Micromodem 100 gives S -100
microcomputers all the advantages of our Micromodem II!
Put the outside world inside
your computer with a data communications system from Hayes.
Available at computer stores nationwide- call
or write for the
Slocation nearest you. And
don't settle for anything less
than Hayes.
is built -in, and we even

-

Haye

The Hayes Micromodem II
opens up your Apple II to the outside world.

¡3`

Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.

5835 Peachtree Corners East, Norcross. Georgia 30092 (404) 449 -8791

Micromodem II. Micromodem 100 and Microcoupler are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.
(c) 1981 Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.
'TM Apple Computer Inc.
Micromodem II can also be used with the Bell & Howell computer.

typing a question mark instead of an
escape, the Executive will list all file
names that are valid matches for the
string typed thus far.
The Alto has a highly flexible and
rugged file system. Unlike many file
systems (eg: Digital Research's CP /M
or Radio Shack's TRSDOS) that limit
names to six or eight characters with
a three -character extension, the Alto
file system permits file names of up to
thirty-one characters in length. When
a file name is entered for the first
time, the file name is stored exactly as
typed, even with regard to upper- and
lowercase. Since the file names may
be very long, this permits a programmer to use upper- and lowercase to

improve readability. LongFileName.BigExtension is much easier on
the eyes than LONGFILENAME.
BIGEXTENSION. After the creation
(5a)

of a file, case is ignored when the user
is speaking about the file, so either of
the two names in the previous ex-

is a program that appears to be very

(5d)

(5e)

similar to the Alto Executive, but it
loads programs from across the netamples, as well as longfile work rather than from the local disk.
name.bigextension, would be valid.
This means that a user need not keep
Alto files are divided into pages. infrequently used or large programs
Each page contains a small header locally. Instead, these programs can
that describes the current page, tells be loaded through the network (at an
what file the page belongs to, and apparent speed of approximately
points to the places on the disk that 800,000 bits per second) only when
contain the next and previous pages needed. FTP performs similar feats of
for the same file. This makes the file file manipulation, but in a consystem almost indestructible. A pro- siderably more flexible manner.
gram called Scavenger can autoAlthough a great deal of software
matically rebuild a broken file written for the Alto is in BCPL, there
system.
is a new contender for software
Of course, no Alto is an island, so development called Mesa. Mesa is a
software is needed to deal with the Pascal -like language that is incomEthernet network. Some of this soft- patible with BCPL because of difware appears in the form of the ferences in their respective
NetExecutive (see photo 5b) and FTP microcodes. Mesa is expected to be
(file- transfer program). The NetExec the programming language for the
successors of the Alto (see photo 5c).
(5b)
BCPL and Mesa are the system
languages for the Alto, which means
that the system utilities and many applications programs are written in
them. Other languages are available
on the Alto, however. Much of the
research work done on the Alto at
Xerox is written in Smalltalk, an
object-oriented language that is both
easy to learn and highly powerful (see
the special August 1981 BYTE issue
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Photo 5: Examples of Alto software. Photo 5a shows a display of the Alto Executive, with an example of star and question -mark
notation. Photo 5b shows the NetExecutive (similar to the Alto Executive, but it allows access to resources on the Ethernet). Photo 5c
is a typical Mesa program being edited by Bravo; note the different typefonts used in the program listing. Photo 5d is a directory from
the Neptune directory editor. The file names in black have been selected for further operations such as printing or erasure. The cursor
is displayed as a cross in a circle. Photo Se illustrates Bravo's ability to change fonts (there are hundreds of fonts for the Alto, from
Gothic to Elvish Runes; the central paragraph in this display has been changed to Greek). The document in the bottom window has
been converted to the form shown in the top window.
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Circle 233 on inquiry card.

MicroMedTM

and MicroDentTM make your practice perfect:`"

Simnly the hest!
They're the real solution to the problems confronting every
physician's and dentist's office. Each is a unique package,
developed through years of work in close conjunction with
doctors and dentists. They'll help you treat your patients more
efficiently and accurately, while saving you time
and money in the process.

Versatility.

Multiple Insurance Forms.

Many patients have several different types of insurance
coverage. With MicroMed and MicroDent you can enter almost
any form, keep track of which patients it applies to, and get it
processed and ready for mailing. When new forms come out
(as we all know they will) you don't have to pay for custom
programming, you can modify the form print format yourself.
With our exclusive Formulator" system it takes just minutes.

Frnn nii tiencn
-

Whether you are in private practice or a member of a busy
group, there's sufficient capacity to handle your needs.
Thousands of patients can be accommodated on floppies,
and even more on hard disk. MicroMed and MicroDent
can easily handle everything in your practice from billing to

The biggest surprise of all is that MicroMed and MicroDent
are just $1500 each. Plus, having your own office computer
provides you with great tax advantages. If you like what you
see, contact your nearest computer store. They can provide
you with MicroMed or MicroDent on any CP /M® based
computer for an amazingly economical price. Or, if you already
have a computer, a demo disk and manual set is available
for just $75, and allows you to run the entire program.
The manual separately is $50. Send for one today, and
make your practice perfect!

patient records to complex insurance forms. With millions

hourstual

use in medical and dental offices
of
throughout the country, they stand alone at the top,
in a class by themselves.

Ellftls. not more Prot
We know you're after solutions, not more problems. Our
menus are simplicity itself, and are designed for your
convenience (not our programmers'). The computer displays
your options at every step. What could be simpler?
Your own office staff can easily take care of the routine
so that you can devote your valuable time to your patients.

You are the boss.

Forget about problems with outside billing services or
manual record -keeping. You exercise absolute control over
your billing procedures. Finger -tip patiereca l lets you know
instantly whose accounts are due and what services were
performed. Account aging is automatic, and past -due notices
or statements are printed and addressed, ready for mailing.
All types of reports may be requested to help you better
understand your finances and cash flow. Daily backups
are created automatically.

Demo disk and manual set

Features:
Automatic billing for any patient load
Handles practices with up to 20 doctors
. Accepts all insurance forms
Exclusive "Formulator" form system
Multiple insurance coverage
Insurance preauthorization
Automatic statements with aging
Instant access to patient records
Full transaction and treatment details
Cumulative totals by doctor
Profitability analysis reports
Mailing list maintenance
Can be linked to word -processing
Appointment recall with reminders
Maintains hospital and lab codes
Keeps track of referring doctor codes

$75!

Dealerships are available to established computer vendors
on

a

territorial basis.

714
'TLcroMed. Met °Dent. and Formulator are trademarks of SoftwareHows

CP'M

Is a

registered trademark of

Copyrght 01981. SoftwareHows

Nita!

Research

P.O. Box 36275, Los Angeles, CA 90036
(213) 731 -0876 TWX: 910 -321 -2378
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(6a)

(6b)

(6c)

(6d)

Photo 6: Use of the Draw program. In photo 6a, points are placed with the cursor, and
curves and lines are filled in by the program. Photo 6b shows that lines may be
"painted" with a variety of "brushstrokes" (the cursor has changed to a small paintbrush). In photo 6c, texture is given to the lines; dotted lines are created with the
scissors cursor. Photo 6d shows that the picture may be mathematically manipulated; a
new figure may be created by reversing, tilting, or stretching a copy of the original.

on the Smalltalk language). Another
supported language is LISP, a list processing language that is very
popular in the artificial intelligence
research community.

Using the Screen
A system with the advanced
graphics capability of the Alto will
make extensive use of those facilities.
The screen may be broken up into
windows, and each window may be
accessed in a different manner, if
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desired. Many Alto programs use
only the mouse and screen windows
for program control. For instance, the
Neptune program is used for managing the contents of the Alto's local
disks (see photo 5d). A file may be
deleted simply by touching the file
name with the cursor, then touching
the Delete spot on the screen with the
cursor. As the cursor enters a new
window, it may change shape,
perhaps appearing as an arrow in one
window and a paintbrush in another.

Since the Alto is used extensively
for research in the office automation
field, a good text editor is an obvious
requirement. Bravo is a text editor
and formatter widely used on the
Alto. In the tradition of screen oriented editors, the current state of
the user's file is always shown on the
screen. Bravo is controlled partly by
keyboard commands and partly by
mouse commands. It allows a user to
open windows into one or more files.
Text may be added or deleted by
pointing at the desired location on the
screen (see photo 5e) with the mouse
cursor, and giving a command via the
keyboard or mouse. Bravo supports
many different fonts and allows the
user to change easily from one font to
the next. In addition, Bravo
remembers the changes that have
been made to a document and allows
the user to reverse any or all changes.
Bravo allows the user to edit and
format text, but often a person may
wish to include illustrations in a
document. To do this, a program
called Draw is used. Draw is an interactive sketch -pad program that
provides a variety of tools for
creating and manipulating pictures
made from lines, curves, and text.
Draw divides the screen into a
number of windows (see photo 6).
The left side of the screen contains a
menu of commands and a variety of
brushstrokes that can be selected.
The top of the screen contains an area
for text commands and messages
from the program. The middle of the
screen is the picture workspace.
Curves can be drawn by moving the
cursor directly, or by selecting several
points and allowing Draw to
mathematically fit a curve to those
points. Once an object is defined, it
can be repainted using a number of
brushstrokes. Since this is very
similar to the techniques used by artists and calligraphers, quite a bit of
artistic expression is possible. An
object can be duplicated, rotated,
stretched, or shrunk, by means of a
small set of commands and mouse
gestures.

The Network
Each Alto is assigned an Ethernet
address that identifies it uniquely on
Cercle 104 on Inquiry card.

datasouth announces...
THE TOTAL PRINTER PACKAGE!

With so many matrix printers on the market today, it may seem
tough to find exactly the right one for your application. Some
models may offer the speed you need, others the communications
flexibility and still others the forms handling capability. But no
printer offers all the features you need...until now.
The DS180 matrix printer provides the total package of performance features and reliability required for applications such as
CRT slave copy, remote terminal networks and small to mid -range
systems. Not a "hobby- grade" printer, the DS180 is a real workhorse designed to handle your most demanding printer requirements. And pricing on the DS180 is hundreds of dollars below

competitive units.
High Speed Printing

- Bidirectional, logic- seeking printing

at
pm on average text. A

180 cps offers throughput of over 200
9 -wire printhead life- tested at 650 million characters generates
I

a

9x7 matrix with true lower case descenders and underlining.

-a

Non -volatile Format Retention
unique programming keypad
featuring a non -volatile memory allows the user to configure the
DS180 for virtually any application. Top of form, horizontal and

vertical tabs, perforation skipover, communications parameters

and many other features may be programmed and stored from the
keypad.When your system is powered down, the format is retained

DS180 even remembers the line where you stopped
printing. There is no need to reset the top of form, margins, baud
rate, etc.... it's all stored in the memory. If you need to reconfigure for another application, simply load a new format into the
in memory. The

memory.

Communications Versatility -The DS180 offers three interfaces
including RS232, current loop and 8 -bit parallel. Baud rates from
110-9600 may be selected. A 1K buffer and X -on, X -off handshaking ensure optimum throughput.
Forms Handling Flexibility- Adjustable tractors accommodate
forms from 3 " -15 ". The adjustable head can print 6 -part forms
crisply and clearly making the DS180 ideal for printing multipart
invoices and shipping documents. Forms can be fed from the front
or the bottom.

would like more information on how the DS180's low -cost
total printer package can fill your application, give us a call at
Datasouth. The DS180 is available for 30 -day delivery from our
sales /service distributors throughout the U.S.
If you

data©
computer corporation
4740 Dwight Evans Road

Charlotte, North Carolina 28210

704/523 -8500

dependently on every participating
Alto.

The Future
A stand -alone Alto is usable, but
the best configuration is a group of
Altos connected by an Ethernet
system. Since the Ethernet system is a
local network, a special device called
a gateway was developed to allow
local Ethernet networks to speak to
other Ethernet networks or packet
networks of other types. Many com-

panies are researching network
schemes that would allow packet

Photo 7: The multiplayer Trek program.
This game is played entirely under mouse
control. The lower portion of the screen
shows a short -range sensor scan; above is
the long -range display, and navigation
and weapons controls.

Photo 8: The multiplayer Mazewar
game. The eye represents the persona of

the network. A typical Ethernet address might be 50 #100, which is
meaningless to most people. To permit an easily remembered distinction
between Altos, each is assigned a
name. For instance, the Altos at Stanford are named after rivers and
mountains in California State parks;
Altos at CMU are named after jewels,
and Altos at Xerox are named after
people. This leads to such interesting
names as Cypress, Turquoise, or
Machiavelli, which are considerably
easier to remember than 50 #100.
Alto networks do not consist entirely of Altos. Several other devices
are connected to the Ethernet network. One type is called a server.
Servers are userless Altos that are
dedicated to some specific function.
A server might be connected to a
printer. Thus, printing a file would
actually consist of sending the proper
messages to a Printing Server. One
common type of server is a File
Server. These machines support
extra -large disks and are repositories
for programs and files that are too
large or too infrequently accessed to
make storage on individual machines
worthwhile. The Stanford File Server
is named Lassen.

Due to the design of the network
and the Altos, a new Alto can be
wheeled in, plugged into the network
medium (standard coaxial cable),
and, with a blank disk pack fresh
from the factory, become entirely
functional with a full set of software
in a matter of minutes. An Alto can
also be disconnected, moved to
another port in the coaxial cable, and
reconnected without affecting either
the performance of the network or
the Alto.
Several programs exist that take
advantage of the distributed processing capabilities inherent in the
Ethernet network. Of all of them, the
most enjoyable are the games. Trek is
a multiplayer "spacewar" game that is
controlled primarily by the mouse
(see photo 7). Mazewar is a multi player romp through a realistic
labyrinth (see photo 8). The unique
feature of these games is that large
numbers of users can join or leave the
game as they please without affecting
the play of the others. Since all the
Altos can listen to the same packet
(block information on the Ethernet)
at once, the game program is never
running on any single coordinating
machine. Instead, it is running in-
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an opponent. Any Alto on the net can
join or leave the game at any time.

transmission across cable-television
lines. Since these cables are currently
installed in many homes and
buildings, it is not difficult to imagine
a city with an "information grid,"
analogous to the electric-power grid
that exists today. Combined with an
electronic mail system (a prototype
called Laurel is used on Altos today)
the possibilities are staggering.
The Alto has been around for
several years. As research tools go, it
is covered with moss and gathering
dust. But new products will be appearing on the market based on the
expertise gained in producing and
using the Alto. The next few years
should show a dramatic increase in
the quality of personal computing
and the ability to interconnect personal computers. And the Alto is one
of the first personal computers that
satisfies the needs of the computer
scientist as well as the secretary or
businessman.
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Customizable
The Unique Difference that Sets
VEDIT Apart in Full Screen Editors

Total user customizability is a predominate reason that
over a thousand users find VEDIT the easiest to use full screen
editor. It makes VEDIT the only editing package which allows
you to determine your own keyboard layout and use the cursor
and special function keys on any terminal having them. And
only VEDIT fully supports all of the newly available terminals. It
may come as a surprise to you, that with any other editor or word
processor, you will have to memorize obscure control
characters or multi- character sequences, while your terminal's
extra keys and editing functions go unused. The customization
extends to setting the default tab positions, scrolling methods
and much more. Its almost like designing your own editor for
your system, applications and preferences. And all of this is
easily done with the setup program which requires no
programming knowledge or 'patches', but simply prompts you
to press a key or enter a parameter.

Unequaled Hardware Support
The CRT version supports all terminals by allowing you to
select during setup which terminal VEDIT will run on. Features
such as line insert and delete, reverse scroll, status line and
reverse video are used on 'smart' terminals. All screen sizes are
supported, including large ones such as the 60 X 80 format on
the Ann Arbor Ambassador terminal. Special function keys on
terminals such as the Heath H19, Televideo 920C and IBM
3101, and keyboards producing 8 bit codes are all supported.
The memory mapped version is extremely flexible and supports
bank select and hardware cursors such as on the SSM VB3.
With this level of customizability and hardware support, you will
feel for the first time that the software was optimally designed for
your system.

standard editor ED. Of course, you benefit from the fastest and
easiest to use 'What you see is what you get' type full screen
editing available, fast disk access and an editor which takes up
only 12K of your valuable memory space. With VEDIT you will
never again need or want to use the slow and tedious ED.

Special Features
VEDIT is more than just a full screen editing replacement
for ED, it gives you many new editing capabilities, such as a
scratchpad buffer for moving and rearranging sections of text,
complete file handling on multiple drives and iteration macros.
Amoung its special features you will find automatic indenting for
use with structured programming languages such as Pascal
and PL /I, and other special facilities for Assembler and COBOL.
A real time saver is the ability to insert a specified line range of
another file anywhere in the text. Unlike most software, VEDIT
will even tolerate your mistakes. For example, one key will
'Undo' the changes you mistakenly made to a screen line, and
the disk write error recovery lets you delete files or insert another
disk should you run out of disk space.

Ordering
Many dealers carry VEDIT, or you may contact us for fast
delivery.
Specify the CRT version, your video board or
microcomputer, the 8080, Z80 or 8086 code version, and disk
format required.

VEDIT for 8080 or Z80: Disk and manual
VEDIT for CP /M -86: Disk and manual (.\'F,IF l
Manual: Price refunded with software purchase

Fully Compatible Replacement for Ed
Since VEDIT creates and edits standard text files of up to
one diskette in length, it serves as a replacement for the CP /M

'

VISA or MASTERCARD Welcomed
CP M and MP M are registered trademarks of Digital Research.
Inc. Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
SollCard is a trademark of Microsoft. TRS -80 is a trademark of

Tandy Corp.

North Star ' Cromemco ' Heath H8/H89 SuperBrain Apple II Softcard TRS -80 Model II & Model
Most other CP /M Systems with CRT or Memory Mapped Displays MP/M CP /M -86

VEDr!
CUSTOMIZABLE
FULL SCREEN EDITOR

CompuView Products Inc.
618 Louise, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103
Circle 89 on inquiry card.

$ 130
$185
$15

.

Telephone (313) 996 -1299
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IF YOU WANT TO START
YOUR OWN COMPUTER COMPANY
YOGI NOV HAUE THE COMPUTER
TO START WITH.
The entrepreneurial spirit runs rampant
in the computer industry. In fact, it's come to

A PASCAL that executes at assembly language speeds. An ANSI compatible BASI(

that lets you write enormously complex proour attention that a significant number of the
technical/engineering types have some thoughts
grams that take up only a little space. A
of starting their own company.
So we have come out with a computer
for them. And for those entrepreneurs within companies who are in a hurry to get their
hot new project to market in a hurry.
It's called the MPT /100.
As you can see, the MPT/100 computer
is small enough to fit in whatever corner you
set aside for furthering your own ambitions.
And it'll cost you less than the price of a
basic new car.
This computer is anything but basic.
Inside the MPT/100, you'll find a
ROOMS
16 -bit microNOVAT" computer. 64K bytes
of memory. 80 column by 24 line screen. Full
keyboard with numeric pad. 716 KB of online storage on two 358 KB mini- diskettes
all packaged in a system that has the kind of
software, compatibility with more powerful
computers, ease -of-use and reliability that
en
tttttt.
°°
desk-top computers are noted for not
_,'
.7
.i"
c
:?3"' w E
T
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V
having.
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Also unlike most desk -top
N
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computer software, some very
sophisticated (read easy -to -use)
big computer software is available for the MPT /100 computer: A multi-tasking
FORTRAN that meets all
the ANSI standards.
HELLO, FRED.
HELLO, MARRY.
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range of user-friendly interactive programming aids. And MP/OS, an operating system
anyone who's into operating systems will tell
you is one of the most advanced in the world.
(Anyone who considers any of the above
to be of trivial importance should consider the
fact that a single line of application code costs
a good deal more than many microcomputers.
And that cost is only going one way.)
Saving money on programming is only
part of the attraction of the MPT/100. It also
saves you time. So you can get your company
up and running before anyone can do the
same thing.
As you grow, all the software
you've written, all the peripherals
full

you've interfaced, all the blood, sweat and
tears you've put into your company will grow
with you. Because we've invested no small
amount of energy working to make our computers compatible.
The point here is that the MPT/ 100
can make you what a lot of companies have
become with Data General.
Like Aero Systems Engineering, of St.
Paul, Minnesota, for example. They're far
and above the leading manufacturer of computerized aircraft jet engine testing systems.
A position they came to occupy partly by
building test facilities that could cut fuel consumption rates by 35%. Partly because of
our world -wide service. And partly because
they didn't have to wait eighteen months to
get our computers.
There is no stopping you from doing
the same thing.
If you want to get more detailed information about the MPT/ 100 computer,
call your local Data General office or your
Data General manufacturer's representative. Or the distributors listed below. Or
write us at: MS C -228, 4400 Computer
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580.
MPT /100 computers are available
for off the shelf delivery from
:

SCHWEBER, HALL -MARK,
KIERULFF, ALMAC/
STROUM and
R.A.E. in Canada.

Look at it this way.
All of you who want to
start your own computer
company, are very lucky
people. We didn't have
anybody to write to
when we got started.

I.
Data General
We take care of our own.
microNOVA

is a

registered trademark of Data General Corporation. ©1981, Data General Corporation.
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Tree Searching
Part 1: Basic Techniques
Gregg Williams, Senior Editor

It is estimated that there are more
possible games of chess than there are
atoms in the universe. This means
that if a computer could generate one
million chess moves a second, it
would take approximately 3.2 X 1060
centuries to generate all possible
games. How, then, can a $200
microprocessor -based chess game
(faced with analyzing a situation so
complex) play not only minimal but
fair-to -good chess? Several techniques are necessary, but one of the

most powerful in the field of artificial
intelligence is known as tree searching.

Tree searching allows a computer
to determine the best of many alternatives, while at the same time
evaluating as few partial solutions as
possible. Part 1 of this article deals
with the basic techniques of tree
searching on three levels: theory, implementation (through several BASIC
programs illustrating the major
techniques), and experimentation. It

13

n27

SUCCESSOR NODES

(b)

(a)

Figure 1: Nomenclature of trees. Figure 1a gives the graphic representation of the state
space of a problem as a tree. Trees are characterized by having only one start node (S),
by containing only nodes that can be reached via the start node, and by having no
arrows that lead to the same or lesser depth. Nodes n,,, n32, and
are examples of terminal nodes; nodes n,,, n:6, and n33 are examples of nonterminal nodes; nodes n3, and
n26 (shown in color) are goal nodes. Note that a goal node can be either terminal or
nonterminal. Figure 113 shows the relationship between parent node n13 and successor
nodes n :6 and n37. Here, n23 is said to be expanded to generate n36 and n37.

n
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will introduce basic terminology and
some well -known exhaustive tree
searches (those that will eventually

generate all possible partial
solutions), as well as an illustrative
BASIC program (to solve the familiar
sliding blocks "15-puzzle ") that will
be used in both articles. The second
part will deal with admissible
heuristic searches that use information about the system being searched
to cut down on the number of false
leads pursued; it will also cover
nonadmissible heuristic searches,
which attempt to find a quicker solution at the expense of losing the certainty of a guaranteed optimal solution, or of finding a solution at all.

Basic Terminology
The purpose of artificial intelligence, according to one school of
thought, is to produce computer programs that will solve problems not
easily solved by computers -problems that can be solved by an "intelligent" agent (usually a human).
The solution to many of these problems can be seen as the attempt to arrive at a solution (or goal) whose
properties are unambiguously defined, from an initial state (or node),
according to some specific set of
rules. Between the starting node and
the goal node are other nodes that
represent intermediate positions. We

Peachtree Software" Eliminates The

PEDUNCLE
It certainly is nice to know those beautiful
spring blossoms on flowering peach trees are
sessile blooms. Sessile, according to Webster,
simply means the flowers are
not raised upon a peduncle.
Well, thank goodness for that!

And Webster adds that

a

deal.... We at
Peachtree Software are very pleased to assure
you that due to our advanced technology, our
thallophytes fructificate without the need of any support
whatsoever! Software dealers,
rejoice ...your peduncle worsome thallophytes. Big

ries are over forever. Isn't

peduncle is the stalk that supports the fructification in

modern science wonderful?

You're really going to ap-

preciate the "self teaching"

simplicity of Peachtree Software's
documentation. You'll be on
your own in no time, with no
need for "support." Our learn by -doing manual shows you
exactly what will appear on the
screen. Menu driven, our programs prompt you at every point

with the selections available.
There's sample data for self training and practice, too. So
goodbye forever to peduncles
who needs 'em!

...

ever developed. It has the power
of ANSI/COBOL and floppy or

Wide variety of packages, all
from the same tree. Here's just a
sample.
Magic Wand' -With this extremely popular word processing

system,

a

TheVery
Best"Off-The -Shelf"
Software Is
"Off-The-Tree:

minimum of corn-

mands performs basic functions.
It's remarkably easy to use. And
you can now add Magic Spe11TM
the "dictionary" with 20,000
words.
Sales Tracker' is our most
comprehensive product- a sales

hard disk support. User -

selectable options bridge the gap
between accounts receivable and
inventory.
Peachtree Series 5 is an all new
generation of BASIC General Ac-

counting packages. It includes
such user-requested features as
the capability to access and update, simultaneously, both the
Accounts Receivable and Inventory data files. Hard disk option.

standard 40- column screen and
single- density 51/4-inch disk
drive, using the SoftCardTM from
Microsoft**. The series includes
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory, Mailing List, Payroll,
and Magic Wand
M

It takes time to grow a tree,
and we've been in the business

ever since microcomputers
started springing up in homes

and businesses all across

America. So our software systems
are time- tested and user-feedback
refined. Trust the Tree for Unsurpassed Documentation. For
Feature -packed Systems, utilizing the latest hardware technol-

ogy. And trust the Tree for
sophisticated programs, so easy
to use, that "peduncle" may soon
disappear entirely from the English language!
There are more than 20,000
Peachtree Software packages in
use today. To get yours, see your

order processing system that

Installation guides. Expanded

nearest dealer or call

could well be the most sophisti-

data and report capability.

800- 835 -2246 Ext. 35. In Kansas call 1- 800-362 -2421 Ext. 35.

cated microcomputer software

The Peachtree Series 40 is
adapted for the Apple II *'s

1-

TheVery Best" Off-The -Shelf "Software Is "OffThe -Tree'

PEACHTREE

SOfTWARE

PEACHTREE SOFTWARE,

3

Corporate Square, Suite 700, Atlanta, Georgia 303291.0041 '25 -8533 Telex

11:

810 -751 -0273 PEACHTREE ATL.

trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. "Microsoft andSuftCard are trademarks of Microsoft Consumer Products. Inc.
Peachtree Software, Magic Wand. Magic Spell, and Sales Trac leers are trademarks of Peachtree Software, Incorporated.

Apple II

Circle 287 on inquiry card.
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are interested in the particular sequence of nodes that makes up the
shortest path to one of several possible goal nodes. Many nodes (usually
an overwhelming number) do not lie
on the optimum path, and the purpose of tree -searching methods is to
explore as few of these as possible.
A number of problems that do not
seem to lend themselves to tree
searches can be made to do so when
described in a finite -state representation. Sometimes, in the case of problems that have a continuous (and
therefore infinite) range of variation,
this means quantizing the problem
into a finite number of discrete steps:
an example is considering the range of
temperatures of 20° to 30 °C as a set
of discrete temperatures -say, 20.0 °,
20.1°, 20.2°, ... 29.9°, and 30.0°.
Theoretically, this results in some loss
of accuracy, but most problems can
be quantized in sufficiently small increments that accuracy is not a problem.
A finite -state representation consists of the following: a start node, a
well- defined node or set of goal
nodes, and a set of rules or operators
that allows the user to generate all
permissible successor nodes from a
given node. In some cases, the path
from a node to its successor node
(that is, one generated by the single

application of an operator to the
parent node) may have a cost
associated with it, with the cost of a
goal node being the total cost incurred along the shortest path from
the start node to the goal node. The
set of all nodes that can be derived
from the start node is called the state
space.
A tree is one possible representation of the state space of a problem.
As shown in figure 1, nodes are
represented as points, and the relationship between a given node and its
successor is shown by a directed
arrow that points from the parent
node to the successor node. We will
label the start node S, and each of the
other nodes' according to its rank

(distance from the start node) and
lateral position within the set of all
nodes with the same rank (this is an
arbitrary labeling, but it is orderly
and useful). Referring to figure la,
nodes n11, n12, and n13 are all the
nodes of rank one. Node n12 has two
successor nodes, n24 and n25. Node n41
is the only node of rank four.
Some nodes do not yield any new
states upon application of the
operators that define the transition
from one state (node) to the next.
These are called terminal nodes; examples in figure la are nodes n2,, n22,
n33, n25, n27, n31, n32, and n41. Nodes
marked G are regarded as goal nodes;
they can be either terminal or nonterminal nodes.

(o)

ABC

3

3

5

ABD

5

t

(A D130
COST

Figure 2: A directed graph. This figure,
which represents the structure of many
"real- world" problems, differs from a tree
in that successors may be in the same or a
"shallower" depth (note colored arrows).
The successor of
is n12; the successor
of n2, is n13. Tree -searching algorithms
can be modified to handle graphs, but this
article will deal exclusively with trees.

n
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=

13

GOAL

GOAL

COST=

GOAL

COST= 15

12

0-WOE)

GOAL

COST =18

lb)
Figure 3: The traveling-salesman problem. Given the map in figure 3a, the objective is
to find the shortest route from city A through cities B, C, and D. The tree of figure 3b
gives the finite -state representation of the problem, with each node being a partial trip
(cg: ADC is the trip from A through D and C) that has a cost dependent upon the route
taken. Here the problem is discrete, and any node has only a finite number of successors; at node AD, only two "next moves" are possible: ADB and ADC. The shortest
route is shown in color.

"Together we're working
to better serve mankind:'
"Speaking on behalf of Vector computers, I'm pleased
to announce that TRW Customer Service Division will
provide a nationwide, nine -month on -site service warranty
that you, the end -user, will receive absolutely free*
"I'd also like to add that this is a unique program. It's
actually the first time a microcomputer has had this kind
of comprehensive nationwide on -site service- especially
from a company of experts like TRW.
"Now you have even more security when you buy a
Vector. In addition to increasing your personal productivity,
helping you make faster decisions, and improving your
business, we offer a network that will service us right in
your office if we ever need it. At no expense to you.
"Right now, you can get quick, dependable service in
Los Angeles, New York City, Denver, Dallas, Chicago, San
Francisco, Northern New Jersey, Philadelphia, Atlanta,
and Boston. With more cities on the way.
For more information and your nearest Dealer, call us
at 800 -423 -5857. In California, call 800 -382 -3367. Or write
to us at 31364 Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91362.
"TRW and Vector. Now that we're helping each other,
there's no telling how much we can accomplish for you"

VEO3
Vector Graphic Inc.

COMPUTERS FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SOCIETY.
Circle 376 on inquiry card.

'Within 50 mile radius of aTRW service center.

Circle 123 on Inquiry card.

68000 uC P on
the S -100 Bus?
YES, AVAILABLE

NOW

FROM DUAL SYSTEMS!
8

mHz 68000 microprocessor.

16- megabyte direct addressing.
32 -bit internal arithmetic.

Minicomputer type instructions
including MULTIPLY.
FULL IEEE -696 S-100 compliance.
Runs with all 4 mHz S-100 hoards

and automatically runs faster
when accessing Dual Systems
memory boards, for FULL SPEED
OPERATION OF THE 68000.

Powerful vectored interrupts.
7 Vectored interrupts, including
NMI, as well as alternate mode
having up to 256 interrupts.
On board monitor ROM for
immediate use.

Connector for future addition
of memory management unit for
multi -user operating systems.
Built to the highest industrial
standards with 200 hour burn -in.

Often the state space of

will allow

a

problem

node to generate as sucnode
of equal or lesser rank,
cessor a
as shown in figure 2. In this case, the
resulting representation is called a
a

graph

(or, more completely, a
directed graph). This will call for only
slight addition to the search
strategy, but the difference should be
noted.
Finally, as mentioned before, a
transition from a node to its successor
may have a cost associated with it. If
so, the arrow connecting the two will
be labeled with the cost; otherwise,
the arrows are unlabeled and each is
assumed to carry a unit cost.
a

Some Examples
First we will examine a discrete
example: the traveling salesman
problem. A traveling salesman in city
A must travel to cities B, C, and D, in
any order. Given the map in figure
3a, what order of cities gives the
shortest total mileage?
In this problem, the nodes are partially completed (or completed) trips
described by a sequence of the letters
A, B, C, and D, restricted by the rules

ADD

1

that follow. The start node is A
(salesman in city A, no traveling
done).

goal

nodes

describe

has not yet been visited.

Since the number of cities is small,
full state -space tree is possible
(figure 3b), and it is clear that the

a

shortest route is ADBC, with a
distance (cost) of thirteen. But what if
there are ten cities? Twenty? What if
some roads are one -way?
Next we see a continuous example
(here the state space must be cut into
a finite number of discrete values).
You have a faucet, a sink, and an
empty glass with a horizontal line on
it: fill the glass up to the line.
First we must quantize the problem. Suppose we say that the glass
holds 100 ml of water. We can
reasonably set the smallest unit of
water to be manipulated at one
milliliter. The state of the problem is
the amount of water in the glass, and
the problem has 101 possible states: 0

ADD 100 ml.

ml
ADD 30 ml.

CPU /68000 CPU board
51195
32K -byte 8/16 -bit NONVOLATILE
RAM hoard, for secure storage of
programs you are developing.
Allows FULL SPEED CPU operation.
CMEM -32K, per 32K -bytes .. 5895
32K -byte 8/16 -hit EPROM board,
EPROM -32K
S395
Serial I/O board, 510 -2
5285
All of the above with cabinet, power
supply and backplane
$3685

Four

various routes, ABCD, ABDC,
ADBC, ADCB. The rules are informally described: from a given node,
add the letter of any city that connects to the last city visited and that

ADD 50ml.

ADD
99 ml.

GOAL

ADD

1

ml.

ADD 99 ml.

ADD 25 ml.

POUR OUT

49 ml.

GOAL

POUR OUT 5 ml.
(11

M arid Dealer pricing is available.

',ales representatives in most metropolitan areas
GOAL
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Figure 4: The "quantization" of a continuous -solution space. Shown is a partial tree for
the problem of filling a water glass to a specified mark. It is continuous in that the problem space (the amount of water in the glass) can hold an infinite variety of states
(amounts of water). By considering the glass to hold water only in single -milliliter

increments, the problem space becomes discrete and finite, and thus can be represented
to a computer. Goal nodes exist where the water level matches the mark on the glass.
Circle 24 on inquiry card.

-

at our EPROM blaster
for your Apple or TRS-8OM

Take a look

Apparat announces the most
versatile EPROM burner available
today for your TRS -80 model I and
the
ill or Apple computer
Apparat PROM Blasting system
(A.P.B.). Most EPROM burners will
program only one type of EPROM.
The A.P.B. system will program all
commonly used 24 pin EPROMs by
using special personality modules
that adapt the unit to the EPROM.
The following EPROMs are
programmable: 2704, 2708, 2716,
(3 -volt) & (5- volt), 2732, 2508, 2516
and 2532.
The versatility and power of the
A.P.B. system means you're getting a
PROM burning package with
extensive capabilities. The price,
5149.00, Insures you're getting the
most cost -effective PROM burner on
the market today.
With a unique combination of
personality modules and

...

1

sophisticated software, A.P.B.
will perform many operations
impossible with conventional
PROM burners. Here's a brief
list of some of A.P.B.'s capabilities:
Verify ROM is erased
Read ROM

Copy ROM
Copy between different ROM types
Program ROM
Partial programming and copies
Verify programming
Read or save ROM data on disk or
cassette (Apple only)
Program directly from computer

memory
Examine and/or modify working

memory
Preset working memory
The A.P.B. system Is the most
flexible PROM burner available. The
A.P.B. system package consists of an
interface card that plugs directly into
an expansion slot *, a complete set

of personality modules, software on
disk and a detailed instruction
manual. The software will run under
NEWDOS/80, or TRSDOST" for the
TRS -80, and APPLE DOSTM or APEX
for the Apple.
If you're looking for a powerful,
versatile and cost efficient EPROM
burner, call APPARAT today. Dealer
inquiries welcome.

(303) 741-1778
"TRS -80 version requires the TR5.80 bus
extender (Cat. # 1.025) or a separate

user provided power supply and cable.
71(5.80. and Apple are trademarks of Tandy Corp.
and Apple Computer.

AkApparat,Inc.
4401 So. Tamarac Parkway, Denver, CO 80237

11

0031741-1778

"ON GOING SUPPORT FLOR MICROCOMPUTERS"

Circle 124 on Inquiry card.

The

Ultimate IEEE
S -100 Memory
Would...
BE

NONVOLATILE holding data

for up to eight years with the
power off.
RUN

AT6MHZ

without wait states.
RUN IN 8 OR 16 -BIT
systems with 8 or 16 -bit
wide data paths.
HAVE EXTENDED 24 -BIT
ADDRESSING and bank select.
HAVE DYNAMICALLY
MOVABLE WRITE
PROTECT AREAS to prevent
accidental erasure of programs
and critical data.
GENERATE POWER -FAIL
interrupts for orderly system

shutdown & power failure
recovery.

ml (empty), 1 ml of water, 2 ml, . . .,
100 ml. (Here the word "state" seems

more natural than "node "; the latter
usually refers to the graphic representation of the problem.)
Time as well as volume must also
be quantized, which restricts us to
adding or subtracting a given volume
of water "at one time." We have 200
possible operators (some of which
may be physically impossible for a
given state): add 1 ml, pour out 1 ml,
and so on up to add or
add 2 ml,
pour out 100 ml. Finally, the goal
node is any set of actions that brings
the water level up to the marked line
(wherever it happens to be). The
state -space tree is large but finite; part
of it is shown in figure 4.
.

.

.

The 15-Puzzle
Most of us have played with the
15- puzzle: fifteen numbered squares

that slide around in a frame that
allows four units on a side. The
blocks are given in an arbitrary order
and the object is to slide the blocks
until, read by row, they are in ascending order with the blank space in
the lower right -hand corner. (Mathematician /puzzlist Sam Lloyd made a
lot of money betting people they
couldn't solve the puzzle. It was a
sure bet; with the starting position he
used, a solution was impossible.)
We will use the 15- puzzle to illustrate various search methods. The
BASIC program SEARCH (see listing
1) will implement different search
techniques by changing only one
subroutine. It will work for both the
15- puzzle and (for computers with
less memory) the order -3 variation:
the 8- puzzle. In this article we will use
the 8- puzzle for illustration; even
Text continued on page 86

OPEN=
START NODE

YES

...Available Now
from Dual Systems

PUT
OF

The Dual Systems CMEM
memory hoards combine high-

speed CMOS memories with new
5 -10 year lithium batteries to give
you the nonvolatility of an EPROM
board while retaining the instant
writability of a high -speed
read /write RAM. These industrial
grade boards are ruggedly built
and are burned -in for 200 hours.
CMEM -32K, 32K -bytes ... 5895

A

(NODE AT TOP

OPEN

LIST) ONTO

CLOSED LIST

EXPAND A FOR SUCCESSOR
NODES, GIVING

S(i) (S(1),S(2)

is

Sales representatives in

most metropolitan areas.

S(N)l

NO

CMEM -16K, 16K- bytes.... S795
5695
CMEM -8K, 8K -bytes
OEM and Dealer pricing

(EXIT WITH
FAILURE

YES

TRACE POINTERS
BACK, GIVING SOLUTION

available.

MERGE S(il's ONTO
OPEN LIST

EXIT WITH
SUCCESS
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Figure 5: The basic flowchart used to derive the SEARCH program of listing Ia. This
flowchart is a modernized, generalized version of several given by Nils Nilsson in
Problem -Solving Methods in Artificial Intelligence. The flowchart was written as structured pseudocode (see listing lb) before becoming the BASIC program SEARCH.

Start talking
business
MEW
with your Apple
the most effective business language.
the most friendly business computer.
CIS COBOL with FORMS -2 brings together the
best features of COBOL and Apple to enable you to
deliver the most effective, user -friendly applications.
Business Programmers: Take the COBOL
expertise you have acquired on big business
mainframes, and use it on Apple II to create friendly
applications that will talk directly to your users where it suits them best, on their own desks.
CIS COBOL's dynamic module loading gives
you big application capability and the FORMS -2
source generator lets you build and modify
conversational programs from visual screen
formats, creating much of the code automatically.
COBOL

is

Apple II

is

Application vendors: CIS COBOL with
pace for your development
of the high quality professional application
packages needed today. And creating them in
COBOL makes them more maintainable.
FORMS -2 steps up the

Over half the Apple II's now being sold are going
to business or professional users so demand for
quality applications is growing fast, creating big
business opportunities for you.

Stability proven by the

US Government.

been tested and approved for two
consecutive years by the US General Services
Administration as conforming to the ANSI '74
COBOL Standard. Apple II under CP /M is included
in CIS COBOL's 1981 GSA Certificate of Validation
(at Low -Intermediate Federal Standard plus
Indexed -O and Level 2 Inter -Program
Communication).
CIS COBOL has

I

Get your hands on CIS COBOL at your
Apple dealer.
Talk business with him now!
Micro Focus Inc., 1601 Civic Center Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050. Phone: (408) 248 -3982.

MICRO FOCUS
CIS COBOL w'th FORMS -2 for use on the Apple li with CP /M is an Apple Distributed Product.
C S COBOL and FORMS -2 are trademarks of Micro Focus. CP/M is a trademark of Digital

Research. Apple II

Circle 221 on inquiry card.

Is

a trademark of Apple Computer.
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Circle 125 on Inquiry card.

Toughest Boards
in Town...
IEEE

696/S -100

NON -STOP CLOCK

Listing 1: The SEARCH program, written in Applesoft BASIC for the Apple II. Listing
la gives the program as implemented in BASIC. Listing 2, 3, or 4 must be added for this
program to work. The subroutine that starts at line 9900 implements a given search
method; all REM (remark) lines can be deleted to reduce program size. The diagnostic
message printed by line 177 gives visual feedback on the progress of the program,
although it does not give the correct value for the start node (node 1). The structured
pseudocode in listing lb outlines the processes in SEARCH. Line numbers here refer to
the "main line" of the program.

Keeps time with power oft. Our
industrial clock utilizes a new
lithium battery for 3-9 years use.
Easiest clock to program you'll ever
see. Runs in all

S

-100 systems.

Year, date, hrs, mins, secs, cosecs.

Uses new

LSI

'

5250
10.0

1.

1

AM-

D';

.

I

IF

li pbiì?

1

1`...

NL,

r'll¡ll

por

I

E
S,-,

H(Jd,:'Li(l

NI¡

I

32- channel, 16- differential
12 -bit
resolution /accuracy. 25- microsecond

conversions.
Instrumentation amplifier.
BASIC program provided.
AIM -12,
5695 or 5785 w/1 -1000 gain transducer
amplifier.

D/A CONVERTER
AOM -12 IEEE696IS -100 industrial
level digital -to- analog (DIA)
converter.
12 -bit ± 1/2 L.S.B. accuracy over
lull 0 -70 °C temperature range.
Outputs 0 -10, ±, 5, or ± 10 volts.
Short circuit protection, all outputs.
Switch -programmable for multiple
boards.

AOM -12, 5575

VIC 4 -20
Standard output for industrial
control 4 -20 mA DIA converter.
Used in conjunction with the
DIA hoard.
VIC4 -20, 5445.

Data Acquisition
and Control System Built to industrial standards; designed
for severe environments. BASIC
language makes programming easy.
Access to hundreds of sensors.
Expandability to meet your increased
needs. Nonvolatile memory. Power

interruption recovery with automatic
restart. DUAL 77 is economical;
55985 & up.

t

i

1`

1

-

lli

I

NI

Ofd

f

REM
II

--NEXT
-

It.'ß

GU5L ID 9000

l'.:

177
ISO
195
187
1911

2010

220
_2..,
..,',

"40
-.,
260
265
270
:'-75

280
285
::87

290
392
295
300
310

320
130

330
:.60

770
380
395
4(10

i

F

PROGRAM

DU -WIi

;

"EY.11"

1'0

'C

1nu

11

AI.

---"VAIIIAtil-1.=

EIS

RKM
HCM
REM

I

I

e

M
M

ICI-SI

dl1

3901

DUAL 77

.

UI

I

systems.

DIM ITl,, 1,.ìw1,' 10i,1,R'1.1.201
DIM A104),F1,4,4),14.:4.4).;,I61
L:I. FI

AIM -12 industrial
standard module designed for
industrial analog-to- digital use.
IEEE69615 -100

S -100

SIE

HEM

1

A/D CONVERTER

Runs in all

FUI+

AI (911Rr1Ht1f.

PEaI

Vectored interrupts.
CLK -24

RIM --SEARCH
REM --fil>t: i.Li

.

CMOS chip.

--F INn

I

I

F

LUI IP: WI IL
I

F.

"OPEN" ARRAY NOT EMP

I

Y

AND EX I

I

"SF..ARCH"
IHF.M

NI -INDEX

495

OF

LOWESI

OPEN VALUE

- 9'1999 THEN 495
OtN11
fR1N1 "t17- EXPAND NODE ";NI;", " :0S(N1); ". VAL= " ;O(N11
RIM
REM - -FUT NODE fU CLOSED; "SCRATCH" IN OPEN ARRAY
REM --- BY GIVING LARGE VALUE
C9 = C9
O(N1) = 90000
i(Nii
RFM
REM
RIM -- UNPACK BOARD POEM AND GENERATE SUCCESSORS IN AS
ES =
MIDS (OS(Nl),H1 + 1,L21
IF

t

t

t-

=
MIDS 10$(N1),H1,1)
GOSUB 9100
REM --NODE 8 N1 IS PASSED AS ITSELF
REM -- GENERATE SUCCESSORS
GOSUB 9200
REM
REM
REM -- EVALUATE EACH FOR GOAL STATUS--GI NODES WERE GENERATED
IF G1
THEN 295
(i
PRINT 129(1--NO SUCCESSORS, NODE " :N1
GUTO 470
6$ = "NO7 GOAL ": FOR MI = 1 TO G1
REM -- RETURN "GOAL" IF AS(MI) IS GOAL NODE
GOSUB 9600
IF G$
"GOAL" THEN 380
>
EIS = "EXIT"
REM --SAVE INDEX OF GOAL NODE
REM -- FOLLOWING IS "ELSE" BRANCH OF 3201:Gí NOT = "GOAL"
REM -- UNPACK: BOARD TO ES,F$ ARRAYS
ES =
MIDS (AS(M11,H1 + 1.L2)
GOSUB 9100
REM --EVAL H -HAT FCN FOR ES, RESULT IN R1
GOSUB 99(10
REM --PUT AS(M1) ON "OPEN" LIST
1_94.

410
420 1.19 = 09 + I
430 01(091 = AS(M1)
4401 0109) = RI
450 NEXT M1
460 REM --END OF DO- WHILE LOOP AT 150
4701
GOTO 150
475 REM
480 REM - - -485 REM --THIS SECTION PRINTS EITHER SOLUTION OR FAILURE MESSAGE
495
"GOAL" TFIFN 540
IF GS
500 REM --TRACE BACK: SOLUTION
510 GOSUB 98(10
520 GOTO 550
5 30
REM --NO SOLUTION FOUND
540 PRINT
PRINT "NO SOLUTION FOUND"
550 PRINT "NODES ON OPEN LIST: ";09 - C9
5601
PRINT "NODES ON CLOSED LIST: ";C9
570 END
TO R9
8000 FOR I =
8010 FOR J = 1 TO R9
8020 PRINT F$11.J >;: NEXT J
NEXT
8030 PRINT "
8040 RETURN
88901
REM
8895
REM -- SUBRTN TO CHECK IF NEW BOARD F$(I,J)
.

:
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Listing

la continued on page

Circle 108 on inquiry card.
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The next generation

of business software
I

;u,1 w, Itctv, n ..at,.d, Iuunmg Manual wltlt beguunng,
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.v. {.r,e ,.r.tl, Ike leammtp pm,
and less uttnmudaeng.

WHAT'S IN A NAME

We've changed the Wren,: of nu: p,r,du. ' Imo
plaited% 'Phoenix" because wr. sew Ilt. pl.u.
symbol al qunldy. Ilnfo/lunntely, a lap cul cull r .r.;
as well, and 'hew was semi con, mn, Mot tit..
become confused.

,

ACCOUNTING

,

,

()In new nome, PAI AN TIR' Í P1 alv m n r l pn l'. n d. .
I,r.r.
lo, us uncc d, nu, copnrnte non.. II
lord of the Rings and dosrcubv n blur k rystul l uth.

t

b

k

a

Loup.
,

Ln.,.

t. !,..q

,

1

{

WORD PROCESSING
brow( word processing. A year and u hall npr Ih,
.,I1.
Designer Software- mole a wolf k11w. 'r, /.,,f 1,rrn , ..,, I..,
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If you have anything

to do with small
computers, you
should be reading
the Carl Helmers

PERSON/1L1
COMPUTER
LETTER
every month!
You won't want to miss a single issue of
the new Personal Computer Letter...

implementation, and applications of
small computer systems. The Personal
Computer Letter is a joumal compiled
and edited by Cad Helmers, co-founder
and first editor of Byte Magazine. Here
is valuable information in professionally
prepared format about small computers, software, peripherals, trends in
the industry, and new ideas We accept
no advertising and the information
provided is available nowhere else.
Written for executives, decision -makers,
market strategists, product designers
and authors in the small computer field,
each 12 to 16 -page issue contains
analysis and design studies by many
of the personal computer industrys
foremost experts. For example, the
current issue covers: Designing Appli-

I

+

:1

:>

-

Specific Documentation
Tools: Let's Be Bold Where It Counts.
Subscribe today. Mail the coupon with
your check for $200 for the next 12
monthly issues. Sample issues at
$25 per copy, applicable to a full
years subscription.

1íJ0 NM

I

II

I

I II

I

III

NORTH AMERICAN
TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Strand Building
174 Concord St,
Peterborough, NH 03458

1

(603)924 -6048

1

my $200 check or
money order for the next 12 issues
of the Personal Computer Letter.
Enclosed is my $25 check or money
order for a sample issue, applicable
to subscription price.
Enclosed

is

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP

8900 03$ = "NOT DUPLICATED"
8905 REM --CHECK THROUGH ALL EXPANDED NODES
8910 REM -- I.E., NODES WITH O(I)> =90000
8915 FOR I = 1 TO 09: IF O(I) < 90001: THEN 8930
8920 F1$ = MID$ (O$(I),H1 + I,L2)
8925 IF F$= F14 THEN 03$ = "DUPLICATED" THEN 8938
8930 NEXT I
8935 IF 034 = "NOT DUPLICATED" THEN 8938
0937 PRINT "8937 --CURRENT POSN IS DUPLICATE *5*"
8938 RETURN
8985 REM
8990 REM -- SUBRTN TO FIND N1 SO THAT 0(N1) IS SMALLEST
8995 REM
9000 SI = 99999:N1 = 1
90C)5
FOR I = 1 TO 09
9010 IF O(I) > = SI THEN 9020
9015 Si = 0(I):N1 = I
9020 NEXT I
9025 RETURN
9035 REM
9040 REM --PACK BOARD F$IN,N) TO STRING FY
9045 REM
9050 F4 = ""
9055 FOR B = I TO R9
9060 FOR D = 1 TO R9
9065 F4 = F4 + F$(B,D)
9070 NEXT D
9071
NEXT B
9090 REM
9095 REM -- UNPACK STRING E4 INTO ARRAYS E$ 04,N), F$(N,N)
9100 FOR I = I TO R9
9105
FOR J = i TO R9
+ J
9110 01 = R9 k (I
1)
9115 E4(I,J) = MID4 (E$,01,1)
9120 F$(I,J) = MID4 (E$,01,1)
9125 NEXT J: NEXT I
9150 RETURN
9185 REM
9190 REM
EXPAND CURRENT POSN E$(I,J) WITH DIRECTION E9$,NODE# NI
9195 REM -- GIVING SUCCESSORS TN ARRAY A$(N) ;N =1 TO Si
9200 FOR
= 1 TO 5
9205 IF E95 = MID$ (D4,1,1) THEN 9210
9 ::07
NEXT I
210 09$ =
MID4 (14,1,1)
9215 REM --09$ IS FORBIDDEN DIRECTION TO EXPAND E4
9220 FOR VI = 1 TO R9: FOR XI = 1 TO R9
9225
IF E4(X1,Y1) =
." THEN 9238
92S0 NEXT X1: NEXT VI
' 9:230
REM --X1,Y1 =COORDINATE: OF "BLANK" IN PUZZLE
9238 G1 - 0
9240
REM --NEXT IS A LOOP THAT GENERATES 4 POSSIBLE SUCCESSORS
9242 S1 = 1:A9 = 0
9;:45
IF SI
4 THEN 9315
9250
IF
MID4 (D$,S1,1) = 094 THEN 9310
9255 X2 = X1 + X(Sl):Y2 = Y1 + V(S1)
9260 FOR I = I TO R9: FUR J = 1 TO R9
9265 F$(l,J) = E$(I,J): NEXT J: NEXT I
9270 REM -- EXCHANGE SQUARES (X1,Y1) AND (X2,Y2)
9272 IF 12 <
DR X2 > R9 THEN 9310
9273 IF Y2 < 1 OR Y2
R9 THEN 9310
9275 F4((1,Y11 = F$(X2,Y2):F$(X2,Y2) _
9280 REM --PACK NEW BOARD AS NODE IN A$(N)
9285 GOSUB 9050
9287 REM --CHECK FOR DUPLICATES IN 0$
9290 GOSUB 8900
9295 IF 03$ = "DUPLICATE" THEN 9310
9296 REM --NODE= POINTER BACK, +DIRECTION +PACKED ARRAY
9297 A9 = A9 + 1
9302 GOSUB 9400
9303 A$(A9) = 0$ + MID$ (05,51,1) + F4
9305 GI = G1 + 1
9310 S1 = S1 + 1: GOTO 9245
9315 RETURN
9390 REM
9395 REM --SUBR CONVERTS Ni TO A STRING OF CHARS, LENGTH OUTPUT IN 0$
9397 REM
9400 Q4 = STR$ (Ni)
9410 01 = LEN (Q4)
9420 REM --ADD LEADING ZEROES TO 0$
9425 02 = OB - 01
9430 IF 02 >
= 0 THEN 9440
9435 PRINT "SIZE ERROR IN 9400 --ABORT JOB ": END
9440 IF 02 = 0 THEN 9455
9445 FOR I = I TO 02
9450 0$ = "0" + 0$: NEXT I
9455 RETURN
9485 REM
9490
REM -- SUBRTN TO INITIALIZE PGM
9495 REM
9500 08 = 3:R9 = 3
9505 DATA -1,0,0,1,1,0,0, -1
9510 FUR I = I TO 4: READ X(I),Y(I): NEXT I
9515 D$ = "DLURB": 1$ = "URDL"
952': E9$ = "B"
9523 02$ = "1.3426758 ": SOTO 9535
9525 PRINT
PRINT "ENTER PUZZLE TO BE SOLVED IN ";R9 S R9;" CHARACTERS"
--

a monthly publication of comprehensive studies on issues affecting design,

cation
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la continued on page 84

MULTIUSER
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r

COMPUTER
ON S -100 BUS
DESIGNED TO
SATISFY A WIDE

VARIETY OF
APPLICATIONS.

STANDARD
INCLUDE: CP IM 2.2
OPERATING SYSTEM, 64K
EXPANDABLE, BANKSELECTABLE MEMORY,4MHZ
ZBOA CPU WITH 4 SERIAL
ANO 3 PARALLEL PORTS,
RELIABLE 8" FLOPPY DISK
DRIVES IN A STURDY ALL
METAL CABINET.
I

T

1

4900

MP M OPTIONAL.
1'

At

ANI, MI'

41

111171'.1111111

IIIAIM A11I1A'

.11

11i..1

at

41'.1 A4,

11

ZOBEX

P.O.BOX 1847 SAN DIEGO,CA.921 12
7343 -J RONSON RO, SAN DIE GO,CA.92111

(714) 571 -6971

ti fata __ ta _ _
Factory
Direct

Circle 305 on Inquiry card.
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ELIMINATE THE MIDDLE MAN!

16 KSTATIC

1
1

RAM

1

Alle

lit.
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953()
9535

INPUT 023

IF
LEN (02$) = R9 t R9 THEN 9550
9540 PRINT : PRINT "ERROR IN PUZZLE ENTRY
9545 GOTO 9525
9550 09 = 1:0(1) = 0

9552
9553
9555
9560
9565
9575
9580
9585
9587
9590
9591

1

.

sou

1

RAM 16
COMPARE OUR FEATURES!
S -100
16K X 8 Bit Static RAM
2114 1K X 4 Static RAM Chip
2 or
4 MHZ
4K Step Addressable 1K

Increment Memory Protection
from Top Board Address Down or
from Bottom Up Deactivates up
to 61K Board Segments to Create
Holes for Other Devices
Phantom
Line DIP Switch DIP Switch Selectable Wait States 8 Bank Select
Line Expands to 1/2 Million Bytes
All Data Address and Control Lines
Are Input Buffered
Ignores I/O
Commands at Board Address Our
Most Popular Board
Over 5000
Now in Use Worldwide!
A & T Factory Direct Price:

-

9595
9600
9610
9615
9620
9625
9630
9635
9685
9785
9790
9795

YNO
9035
9840
9845
9R 5o

9855
9P60
9 5

"Bb!

-

1

I
I
1

MI
84

270
287

295
310
320
330

$185. 00

r1

;

PRIM
If

t

f:h!Ft

.

RI

I

.

r

:

THEN

PRINT RI :" E'ER ";
FiI

N'I

"S ";

PRwr

:if successors exist
:for each successor
:evaluate successor for goal status
:if node -is -goal
:set G = index of good node, GOAL =Yes

:

:

:set EXIT = yes
else
:

:calculate "value" of node
:merge node and value into OPEN list

end if
:end of for -loop
:

450

:

:end if
470

MIX AND MATCH FOR BEST PRICING.

495

Include 53.00 shipping & handling per
order. California residents include 6%

510

orders from qualified firms or institutions. Pricing
and availability subject to change without notice.
International sales in U S funds only. COD's
include 25% with order.

Quality Computer Parts

540

570

P.O. BOX 743, DEPT. B1
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311
Telephone (213) 882 -3142

MI

:endwhile

if GOAL = yes
:find solution by tracing nodes back from G
:print full solution
else

TERMS: Cash, checks, money orders or purchase

MD MI

IfE X

400
420

All of our Boards Are the Highest
Quality MIL SPEC G -14 Fibreglass.
All utilize Solder Mask over Copper
Technique for Higher Reliability!
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--

do while OPEN not empty and EXIT = no
:A =top node in OPEN
:put A from OPEN to CLOSED list
:expand A giving successors A(N)

Instruction Using Any One of 256
DIP Switch -Selectable Codes This
Allows Up to 256 Software Controlled Memory Banks!
Our Most
Advanced 16K Add -On Board.
A & T Factory Direct Price:

- - = -MI

:

:

150

sales tax.

1

, "B" THEN 9810
IF 03
REM -- DONE: PRINT VALUES OF RS FROM R1 TO I
PRINT
PRINT "ZERO ERROR IN BACKTRACKING ": GOTO 9880
IF R1
= 0 THEN
PRINT "SOLUTION IS ".
PRINT
FOR N - RI T(1 1 STEP
PRINT " ":R$(N);

EXIT =no, GOAL =no part of initialization routine
OPEN = <start node>

PLUS: Bank Selection by I/O

One Year Warranty
DON'T PAY MORE!

1

'

120

190

NEW!
RAM 65
All of the Above Advanced Features

1

0

REM --DO UNTIL POINTER = "B"
0$ = MIDS (O3(N6),O8 + 1,1)
IF 0$
"B" THEN 9820
R1 = R1 + 1:R$(R1) = 0$
01$ =
LEFTS (OS(N6),OB)
NA = VAL (01$)

(Ib)

170

1

NO GOAL"
RETURN
REM
REM -- SUBRTN TO SEE IF BOARD IS GOAL NODE
REM -- RETURNS G3= "GOAL" OR "NOT GOAL"
03$ = "12345678."
IF R9 = 4 THEN 03$ = "123456789ABCOEF."
04$ = RIGHTS (A$(M1),L2)
IF 03$ = 04$ THEN G$ = "GOAL " :N6 = 09 + 1
REM -- N6 =INOEX OF GOAL NODE; =09 +1 BECAUSE 09 POINTS TO LAST
REM -- NODE FILLED: SEE 420 -440
RETURN
REM
REM
REM -- SUBRTN TO TRACE BACK. AND PRINT SOLN FROM OS(N1)
REM

PEPIWI

One Year Warranty
DON'T PAY MORE!

EMPTY

G$ =

t-PIM;

$175°°

AGAIN."

NI = 1: GOSUB 9400
0$(1) = Of + "F" + 02$
REM -- ABOVE IS INITIALIZATION OF "OPEN" LISTS, ARRAYS O AND 0$
hEM -- NEXT IS INITIALIZATION OF "CLOSED" LISTS --C AND CS ARE BOTH
C9 = 0
HS = 08 + I:L2 = R9 * R9
EIS = "SEARCH"

'1000 R1 =

9805
9810
9015
9817
9820
7B25

TRY

:print failure message
endif

end program

is the Heart
of the

Microprocessor
World's
Best Multi -User
pSystem ...

THE DISCOVERY MULTIMMIrelp
The dedicated power of this complete single board computer is provided to
each user, making the DISCOVERY MULTIPROCESSOR unique among
multi-user systems. With the power and expandability of distributed processing With the economy of shared peripherals With the flexibility of shared
and public files
And all of this with full CP/M* and S -100 compatibility.

Multiprocessing Software

Multiprocessing Hardware

Our Distributed Processing Operating System, dpc/osf, resides in
the Service Processor, establishing a
CP/M environment for each user
and managing access to the shared
system resources. Multiuser facilities
are provided for print spooling, for
interprocessor communication and
for private, public and shared- update

The ACE 64K Distributed Processing Single Board Computer, the

dpo -180'"

gives the

DISCOVERY

MULTIPROCESSOR its own unique
architecture. One DPC is dedicated
to each user providing exclusive use
of the onboard Z -80, 64K ram and
serial I /O. Access to the shared
resources is provided by an expanded DPC used as a Service
Processor. Additional users can be
added at any time by simply inserting
additional DPC's into the standard
up to a total of sixteen
S -100 bus
user processors in a single chassis

files. Several processors can be employed concurrently by a single user
via the enhanced batch submit facilities.
And with DISCOVERY all
CP /M compatible programs will
execute without modification, thus
protecting your software investment 'CP/M

-

!

is a

registered TM of Digital Research, Inc.

DISCOVERY

has been proven in installations throughout the World.
If you need the Power of Multiprocessing ... it's time you discovered us

!

The ACE DISCOVERY MULTIPROCESSOR dedicates a complete 64K Z-80 Distributed Processing single
board Computer, the dpo-180'" to each user. An expanded DPC coordinates all of the system activities.

Multiuser mainframes with 192K ram start at
under $6000. The 64K dpa180'"is priced at
$1395. Immediate delivery. A complete line of
standard peripherals including a 26M byte hard
disk subsystem can be supplied on request
Dealer and OEM inquiries are invited.

Action Computer Enterprise,Inc.
The Multiprocessing Company

55 West Del Mar Boulevard, Pasadena, California 91105 USA

Cable ACEPAS Pasadena

(213) 793 -2440

Text continued from page 78:

with this 3 -by -3 puzzle, the search
tree grows rapidly.

wits=

You

Can Package
Almost ANY System Faster,
Have It Look Better,
& Cost Less!
Using one of
these systems?
MULTI -BUS,

Motorola
Exorciser,
Rockwell AIM
65 Expansion,
STD -BUS,
S -100 & IEEE
New packaging
available.

Vector exclusives;
Vector CCK100,
$49.80 (1 -9)
Your choice of
for S-100, IEEE696, Motorola Exorciser.
plastic or metal card
guides, fixed or adjustable
positioning. Mount connectors or motherboards without special
hardware or hole
drilling. Vector
ships more
card cages
and packaging off -the-

shelf, than
any other
company.
For expert
assistance,
call the
packaging
professionals

NEW

Vector
CCK135AS,
$36.00 (1 -9)

in

California,

(213) 365 -9661,
outside

California,
use our toll free number:
(800) 423 -5659.

Complete as shown, Vector
CMA3A -20 with modules, 152.00

(1 -9)

OffifleeffonÑ?ftmip
INCORPORATEi}..
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Circle 375 on Inquiry card.

Elementary Strategy
A certain form can be used to implement any search strategy. It
assumes the following: two lists
called OPEN and CLOSED, the
former for nodes that have not been
expanded (ie: that have not had all
possible successors generated) and the
latter for nodes that have been expanded; an algorithm for generating
all legal successors; and an algorithm
for determining whether or not a
node is a goal node. One final
algorithm, f, which implements the
given search technique, provides a
function that is used to order the
members of the OPEN list to determine which node is to be expanded
next.
The general algorithm is given in
flowchart form in figure 5. It may be
described as follows:
1. Place the start node on OPEN.
CLOSED is empty.
2. If OPEN is empty, no solution

exists; exit with failure.
3. Otherwise, let A equal the node at
the top of the OPEN list. Take A off
the OPEN list and put it on the
CLOSED list.
4. Find all possible successors of A,
named S(1), S(2),...S(N).
5. If there are no successors (N =0),
go to 2.
6. Check the successors for goal
status. If one is a goal, go to 8.
7. Calculate the f- values of each successor and merge the nodes into the
OPEN list so that the OPEN nodes
are sorted in ascending f- values.
Also, place a pointer in each successor node that points back to the
parent node A. Go to 2.
8. Trace the goal node through the
pointers to the start node. This
sequence, reversed, is the solution.
9. Exit with success.

The method described above is exhaustive and complete -that is, it
always terminates. If it returns with
an "exit with failure," it is because all
nonterminal nodes have been expanded without finding a goal.
Circle 377 on Inquiry card.
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Verbatim
comments:
ttCompared to the brands
used before,Verhatim
Datalifë is the best yet!
Sandy Tiedeman
Las Vegas, NV
ttNew Verbatim helped
eliminate I/O errors on
my Apple.ff
Richard Adams
Ft. Walton Beach, FL
ttI would prefer Verbatim
Datalife over any brand IVe
ever used.
Skip Piltz
Overland Park, KS
ttMy experience with
Verbatim diskettes has been
excellent. Ive used several
boxes over the past few
months and theyve all been
error-free. ff
Robert Roeder
Las Vegas, NV
ttMuch stronger, better
centering. A definite improvement.ff
Leroy LaBalle
Marrero, LA
tilt has worked perfectly
everytime!ff
Richard Ruth
Shippensburg, PA
ttI like the thicker protective cover.ff
David Hendel
IWe

ttSo far my Verbatim disks
have been performing flaw-

ttThank you for the improvements. Just another
reason why 111 always use

lessly. Not always so with

other disks.ff
Verbatim,
Chris Otis
James Hassler
Hoffman Estates, H.
Cheyenne, WY
ttRuns quieter in the disk
We introduced Verbatim
Datalife mere months ago.
Richard Cannova And it's already playing to

Los Angeles, CA
ttVerbatim disks are super.
They're our standard for
quality ff
Bob Mills
Mission, KS
ttAnything that prolongs the
life of a diskette is a plus.
Thank you Verbatim for an
excellent improvement.ff
Steve Toth
Piscataway, NJ
ttOf the 130 -plus Verbatim
disks 1 have, I'm not aware
of any problems. I'm sure
the improvements will give
your disks an even longer
life.ff

Gerald Janas
Warren, MI
ttFANTASTIC. Not a single
registration problem. Much
more reliable than what I
had been using.ff
Gary Sandler
Playa Del Rey, CA N
Lititz, PA
ttVerbatim is much more
reliable. I wouldn't trust
ttGreat! I have had no
anything else,
problems!ff
Howard Chin
Timothy Roscoe
Pomona,
CA
Mechanicsburg, PA
19N1 \IrMItIIt1 ttr)Itr.tlntn
11,tNtItN 1. .1 IrAtlttIMr1.

l lltaltnt

rave reviews like these.
But don't take anybody
else's word for it. Try it yourself, and see if you don't
agree it the best media

you've ever tried. For the
name of your nearest
Verbatim dealer, call (8(X))
538 -1793, in California call
(408) 737 -7771 collect.

Verhi m.

.

We play it back, Verbatim!

Circle

27 on

Inquiry card.

Overview of the SEARCH

Hire a

fast
thinker.

A complete explanation of the
SEARCH program would be unreasonably long, so I am including only
those points that will save the reader
from puzzling through the mechanics.
All comments refer to the 15- puzzle
version. (Conversion to the smaller
8- puzzle is achieved by changing the
value of R9 to 3 in statement 9500 of
listing 1.)

The program in listing la is
equivalent to the structured pseudo code of listing lb and the flowchart of
figure 5.
The major variables used in the program are given in table 1.
The body of the SEARCH program
(which corresponds to the pseudo code algorithm) is contained in lines
120 through 570; the subroutines used
are listed in table 2.
Instead of new nodes being sorted

Variable
Name
A$(N)
F$(N)

0(N)
O$(N)
R$(N)
X(N),
Y(N)

5 MHz CPU Card
Intel 8085A -2 microprocessor Hardware
floating point
Performs calculations six times
faster than other CPUs
On -board monitor in
PROM
1K RAM scratch pad
Keyboard or
RS232C terminal
Variable clock frequency
PRICE -$450
(California residents add 6% sales tax)

Call or write Artec for details.

E$(I,J)
F$(I,J)
A9
C9
D$

E9$
G$
G1
H1

L2
N1

07
08
09
09$
R1

R9

Si

ARTEC ELECTRONICS, INC.
605 Old County Rd., San Carlos, CA 94070
Telephone (415) 592 -2740
88
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into the OPEN list, they are added at
the end of the list and given an ordering value. Instead of expanding the
top node on the list, the node with the
lowest ordering value (in array O
(N)) is expanded. This eliminates an
unnecessary sort in the program.
The program has eliminated the
need for a CLOSED array by tagging
nodes to be closed with an O -value of
greater than 90,000. The number of
nodes that has been closed is in C9.
The SEARCH program assigns
variable names to certain constants
within the program so that the program can be altered to fit computers
of different sizes by changing only a
few statements. See variables L2, 08,
and R9 in table 1.
The complete representation of a

node in this program includes
variables 0(N) and O$(N), where N
is the number of the nodes. 0(N) is
the orderings value relative to the

Use
Array of successors generated by current board position E$(I,J); see A9.
String of characters equivalent to board F$(I,J); see subroutine at line 9050.
Ordering value of node N on OPEN list; node is considered to be on CLOSED
list if 0(N) > 90,000.
Body of node N on OPEN list; see text.
Letters that, when arranged in reverse order, give the solution to the puzzle;
see Rl.

Increments in x- and y- position to cause a unit move in direction N,
N = 1,2,3,4.
Representation of current node in expanded form; I, J vary from to R9.
Scratch pad board used to generate successors to board E$(I,J).
Number of nonduplicate successors generated; see A $(N).
Number of nodes that have been tagged as closed, see 0(N).
The characters of D$ represent the possible moves in the puzzle (down, left,
up, right) and their orderings (eg: move 2 = MID$(D$,2) = "L" = left; move
5, B, stands for "beginning" and applies only to the start node).
Direction used to get to current node from its predecessor.
Indicates whether or not A$(MI) is a goal node.
Number of successors generated before check for duplicate nodes.
(Index of first character of game in O$(N)) minus 1; used to index the L9
characters of the board.
Number of characters in current board; =9 for order -3 board, = 16 for
order -4 board.
Index of 0(N) giving smallest ordering value; node N1 will be expanded next.
Maximum size of arrays 0(N), O$(N).
Number of digits in O$(N) pointer to its predecessor; set to 3, but, by expanding, can be used to process larger search.
Number of nodes (both open and closed) on 0$(N) list; next new node will be
placed in 0$(09 + 1).
Direction that backtracks from current node to predecessor; see text.
Number of steps to solution of puzzle; see R$(N). Also, value returned by
subroutine at 9900.
Rank of problem; set to 3 for order -3 board, to 4 for order -4 board.
Current smallest ordering value of array 0(N), S1 = 0(N1).
1

Table 1: Major variables used in the BASIC program SEARCH (see listing 1).
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other nodes; O$(N) contains three
things: the direction (U, D, R, or L)
that transforms the predecessor of
O$(N) to O$(N), an 08 -digit pointer
giving the node number of O$(N)'s
predecessor node, and a string of L2
characters that describes the "board"
of node N in compressed form. (See
figure 6 for further details.)
For any node not the start node, it is
always possible to eliminate one of
the legal "next moves." For example,
if O(N1) generates O(N2) with a
move of D (down), we can forget
about generating the successor of
O(N2) that uses the move U (up),
because the result will be the same
board as in node Nl (which has
already been expanded). In the
SEARCH program, this is done by
matching the "direction" of the current node in D$ with its correspond-

Within the character representation
board, the position with no tile is represented by a period.
The SEARCH program was run on
an Apple II with 48 K bytes of
memory, and it should run without
modification on the Commodore
PET, the Radio Shack TRS -80 Model
I Level II or Model III, or any other
computer that uses Microsoft BASIC.
The program is written so that all
REM lines can be deleted without affecting the program's performance.

ing letter in I$ (I$ is a mnemonic for
"inverse"); this second letter is then
ignored in expanding the current
node (see the subroutine of 9200).
is possible for a series of moves to
come back to a previously expanded
node (this means that the state space
for the 15- puzzle is a graph, not a
tree). For this reason, the possible
successors generated in lines 9240
through 9310 (subroutine 9200) are
checked for duplication (subroutine
8900, used at line 9290).
Each of the four possible moves in
the 15- puzzle is associated with a
number between one and four (1
means the tile moves down, 2 indicates the tile moves to the left, 3
means the tile moves up, 4 means the
tile moves right). Variables that use
this numbering are X(N), Y(N), D$,
and I$.

It

Exhaustive Tree Searching
The first method of systematically
searching a tree can be described as
follows: expand the start node,
recording all the successor nodes
(which are of depth one); if none of
the nodes are goal nodes, expand all
depth -one nodes, giving depth -two

(6a)
Entry
Point
8900

9000

9050

9100
9200

(6b)
0(10) =
0(23) =

5
3

0$(10) = "L 001 12345.786"
0$(23) = "U 010 12345678."

of the 8- puzzle
within the program SEARCH. A node is
represented in the program as two
variables. One is 0(N), the ordering value
of node N in the tree. The other is O$(N),
a string that has the following:

9400

Figure 6: Representation

the direction used to get from N's parent
node to N
the node -number of N's parent node
(linking N back to the start node)
the board position for node N, written
by rows

Figure 6a shows part of a hypothetical
tree; figure 6b shows how nodes 10 and 23
are represented within the program.
90
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9500
9600

9800

Use
Input:
Process:
Output:
Input:
Process:
Output:
Input:
Process:
Output:
Input:
Process:
Output:
Input:
Process:

Board F$(I,J), array O$(N)
Determine if board F$(I,J) has already been expanded.
Q3$ = "DUPLICATED" or "NOT DUPLICATED."
Array O$(N), 09
Find smallest value in array.
Index N1, value S1 such that S1 = 0(N1) is smallest value in 0(N).
Board F$(I,J)
Compress to a row -major string of characters.
F$ = String of L2 characters.
String E$
Unpack string to board E$(I,J), F$(I,J).
Identical boards E$(I,J), F$(I,J).
Board E$(I,J), node number N1, direction E9$.
Generate up to three legal successors of board (which is derived
from node N1), eliminate nodes already expanded, build full node
(direction + pointer + board) for each successor.
Output:
Table of successors A$(N), A9.
Input:
Number N1, desired length 08.
Process:
Convert N1 to a string; strip off the leading blank, fill with leading
zeroes.
Output:
String Q$ that "looks like" N1.
Initialization routine; includes entry of puzzle to be solved.
Input:
Node A$(M1), rank of problem R9.
Process:
Extract compressed board from node, compare to goal node.
Output:
G$ = "GOAL" or "NOT GOAL ".
Input:
Goal node 0$(N1).
Process:
Trace through pointers back to start node, collecting "direction

letters"

9900

Output:
Input:
Process:

Output:

in R$(N).
Print (R$(R1), R$(R1
1), ..., R$(1))
solution to puzzle.
Node O$(M1) to be added to list, list 0(N) (and other variables
depending on method).
Adjustment of values in 0(N); computation of ordering value for
node M1, placed in R1, so that node M1 will be correctly inserted
into OPEN list with a correct ordering value.
This is the subroutine implementing a given search algorithm.

-

-

Table 2: A description of the subroutines used in SEARCH.
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Asteroids in Space, is now
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hyperspace, autobrake, and
autofire. This exciting arcade
game can be played with or

without game paddles.
Diskette $19.95.

Beneath
AppIE DOS
This
-selling
best

170 page

technical manual tells you
everything you want to know
about Apple's Disk Operating

Beginners and experts both
enjoy this Othello* playing
game that outplays Hayden's
Reversal. Yet QS Reversi has
features that Reversal doesn't
have and costs less. Diskette
$29.95.

System. Book $19.95.
FASTGAMMON

LINKER

Links and relocates assembled machine
language programs. Works with any
assembler. Diskette $49.95.

®

Known for outstanding graphics and speed of
play, this popular program is the standard to
which other computer backgammon games are
compared. Cassette $19.95. Diskette $24.95.
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FRACAS
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Prints out a cross -reference of the variables in
your Applesoft program. Options include
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nodes; repeat this process until a goal
node is found or until no unexpanded
successor nodes can be found.
In terms of the overall algorithm
for tree searching (see figure 5), we
implement this breadth -first algorithm by putting the newly generated
successors on the top of the OPEN
list -or, equivalently, by giving these
nodes an 0(N) value equal to their
depth. Figure 7a shows the order in
which nodes are expanded in a
breadth -first search; note that all the
nodes of depth n are expanded before
any node of depth (n + 1) is expanded. The subroutine to implement
the breadth -first algorithm is given in
listing 2a; its structured pseudocode

equivalent is:
9900

value of node returned,
Rl = value of parent
O(N1) + 1

In a breadth -first search, making
the "value" of any node equal to its
depth will cause all nodes of level n to
be expanded before any node on level
n + 1 (with "value" n + 1). In line
9900, the value 90000 is subtracted
because, by this time, the parent node

O(N1) has been "marked" as being
closed by adding 90000 to it.
An alternate approach to tree
searching is the depth -first algorithm.
In this method, we repetitively ex-

SYSTEM AUGMENTATION
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I
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Figure 7: Order of expansion by three exhaustive- search algorithms. The numbers to
the right of each node show the order in which the tree is expanded. Figure 7a, the
breadth -first search, is examined laterally, one level at a time; figure 7b, the depth -first
search, takes a "walk" around the edges of the tree (as shown by the colored arrows);
figure 7c, the limited depth -first search, combines properties of both types of search.
These searches can be tried by installing the routines in listings 2, 3, or 4 in the SEARCH
program (listing 1).
Circle 343 on inquiry card.
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pand the successors of a given node
(until no such node can be further expanded) before we start to expand the
next node of the same depth; that is,
we expand down the tree instead of
across it, and are, in essence,
generating and expanding the terminal nodes from left to right. Figure
7b shows the order in which tree
nodes are expanded in a depth -first

search; the subroutine to be inserted
into SEARCH is given in listing 3. Its
pseudocode equivalent is:
9900

value of node returned
Rl = value of parent
O(N1)
1

-

In a pure depth -first search, the
node just generated should be ex-

Listing 2: Subroutine to implement a breadth -first search strategy.
REM
LISTING 2 ---- - - - 9890 REM -- SUBRTN TO COMPUTE H -HAT; BREADTH -FIRST SEARCH
9895 REM -- RESULT R1 =VALUE OF PARENT +1
9900 RI = (O(N1) + 1) - 90000
9905 RETURN
10

--

Listing 3: Subroutine to implement a pure depth -first search strategy.
REM
- -- LISTING 3
9895 REM -- SUBRTN TO COMPUTE H -HAT; PURE DEPTH -FIRST SEARCH
9904 R1 = (O(N1) - 90000) 990; RETURN
1

Listing 4: Subroutine to implement a limited depth -first search strategy.
9885 HEM
LISTING 4 ---- - -- - -9090 REM -- SUBRTN TO COMPUTE H -HAT BY LIMITED DEPTH -FIRST SEARCH
9095 REM -- VALUE RETD =R1; LIMIT OF DEPTH =R3
9904 R'- = 3
9905 R1 = (O(N1) - 90000) - 1
9910
IF RI =
- R3 THEN R1 = U
9915 RETURN
--

-

panded before any other node
already on the OPEN list from past
expansions. A good solution is to let
the "value" of the successor node be
one less than that of the parent. Since
the subroutine at 9900 chooses the
node with the smallest O array value,
this scheme forces the order of expansion just described.
Putting the depth -first algorithm to
work, we find that it seemingly
generates nodes without end -but
without making a practical attempt at
moving toward a goal node (except
when one happens to be on the leftmost side of the tree). The handicap
of the depth -first algorithm is that it
will search to the end of a given
branch before returning to shallower
levels. Because most trees extend to a
large, if not an unbounded, depth
(whereas a goal node usually exists at
a shallower level), the depth -first
search is usually inferior to the
breadth -first search: the former
sweeps up and down the entire length
of the tree from left to right, whereas
the latter scans uniformly across each
level of the tree from top to bottom,

amma
Kit shown with optional,
extra -cost parts.
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Now breadboard 50% faster with the 3M
Whiz Kit. It puts high -quality Scotchflex Brand
plugstrips, sockets and tools right at your fingertips. So you can assemble a 20 I/C panel in less
than half the time needed for hand -wrapping.
There's no stripping. No soldering. No crimping.
The kit's proven U- contact components
let you use the same insulation -displacement
technique for breadboarding that's used in pro duction. Each contact's tin plated, so you
save on cost.
Bussing is fast -just one step. Wire
inserted into the U- contact gives you
Circle 358 on Inquiry card.
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usually first encountering a goal node
at a shallow level.
The limited depth -first algorithm
(see figure 7c and listing 4) can be explained as follows. Choose an arbitrary depth, n; do a depth -first
search, rejecting (for the moment) all
nodes of depth n or greater. If this
does not turn up a goal node, do a
depth -first search of the previously
rejected nodes, rejecting all nodes of
depth 2n or greater. Repeat this process until a goal node is found or the
tree is exhausted. This is summarized
in the pseudocode:
9900
9905

= depth of each "layer" of
search
value of node returned,
Rl = value of parent
1
O(N1)
if "value" to be returned is
equal in magnitude to R3 reset
value to be returned = 0 endif
R3

-

9910

The "value" returned will be zero or
negative. This search limits itself to
depth R3 at a time by setting a node
on the edge of the current level to the

highest possible value, zero, so that it
will be expanded only after the current layer has been expanded to the
edge. The value R3 could be placed
within the initialization subroutine of
9500.
The limited depth -first search
lessens the disadvantages of the pure
depth-first search by providing for an
eventual exhaustive search of the
lower level of the tree. But it is also a
compromise: if a goal node is located
deep and on the left -hand side of a
tree, this node will be more quickly
found by the pure depth -first search
than by the limited depth -first search.
(In general, the effectiveness of both
depth -first searches is extremely
dependent on the left -right position of
a goal node within the tree.)

Notes on Experimentation
We now have the tools with which
to examine the exhaustive search
algorithms. The BASIC program
SEARCH (when fitted with the appropriate subroutine at 9900) will ask
for the beginning puzzle (given row
by row, with A through E repre-

senting 10 through 15 in the order -4
version only, and a period representing the space in the puzzle), list
nodes as they are expanded and
generated, and print out the solved
puzzle. If you want to avoid typing in
a puzzle every time you run the program, add the following lines:
9521
9523

Q2$ = "< puzzle to be
entered > "
GOTO 9550

My observations and experiments
are based on the sample 8- puzzles
given in figure 8; a given puzzle will
be referred to by its row and column
number in this figure. Note that the
row number is the number of moves
in the solution of the puzzle and that
a given puzzle is a subproblem of
every puzzle below it and in the same
column.
Table 3 gives data on selected
puzzles using the breadth- and limited
depth -first algorithms. Remember
that closed nodes are those that have
been expanded for successors and
open nodes are those that have been
Text continued on page 98
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Puzzle

MICROCOMPUTERS

TRS -80 Model

ONLY

II,

#Open

#Closed

Total

(1,1)

L

(1,2)

U

(2,1)
(2,2)
(2,3)

UL
LU
LL

7

4

11

6
4

3

9

3

7

(3,1)
(3,2)
(3,3)

LUL
ULU
ULL

9

8
6
9

17
13
19

(4,1)
(4,2)
(4,3)

DLUL

11

23

3
3

7

10

1

4

1

4

LULU
RULL

12
10
16

9

19

21

37

Solution

#Open

#Closed

Total

64K System

$3325. °°

(3b)
Puzzle

----o---

3

l. Na,W

TRS -80 Model Ill, 32K

ONLY

Solution

-

2 Drives

(1,1)
(1,2)

L
U

(2,1)
(2,2)
(2,3)

UL

11

12

23

LU
LL

8
10

7

9

15
19

(3,1)
(3,2)
(3,3)

LUL
ULU
ULL

11

13

24

9
12

7

16

17

29

(4,1)
(4,2)
(4,3)

DLUL
LULU
RULL

17
13

16

8
6
21

Puzzle

Solution

Depth (n)

#Open

(2,2)

LU

3
3

9
7

1
1

4
4

37

$2095.°°
(3 c)
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II and III Add Ons. Culer Computers.
Printers. Pocket Computers. And All Other
Fine Radio Shuck " Merchandise.

All Computers Are Brand New.

In Factory

Sealed Cartons. And Carry A 3 Month Radio
Shack " Warranty. F -48 Form Provided.

Most Models In Stock. Just Call Collect
512- 689 -5536. Master Electronics. Inc.. 154

Ramoudsille.
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(2,3)

LL

#Closed

Total

2

6

3

9

3
4
5

6
8
12

5
7

11

11

23

2
3
4
5

4
6
10
12

3
5

11

9
17

15

7

19
29

78580.

No Tax On Out -Of -State

Shipments.
Table 3: Experiments with SEARCH. In the breadth -first search (3a), "# Open"
refers to the number of nodes created but not yet expanded. "# Closed" is the number

MASTER
ELECTRONICS
INCORPORATED
masle, charge

VISA
1

of nodes that have already been expanded. Since the breadth -first algorithm searches
uniformly down the tree from the start node, it is the most reliable of the exhaustive
search methods.
The limited depth -first search (3b), with depth n =4, shows that for all puzzles on
level four, the number of nodes that this algorithm generates is the same or less than
the breadth -first search. By varying the cutoff depth, n, this algorithm does a depthfirst search in "layers" (see 3c), each layer being n nodes deep. As n becomes greater
than the number of moves in the solution (in this case, two), the algorithm more
closely resembles a pure depth -first search in its inefficiency.
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If you own an Apple II,* or plan
to buy one, consider this:
The Disk II* subsystem made
for your Apple II provides only 35
tracks of storage. But Micro -Sci
subsystems made for your Apple II
provide up to 70 tracks, without
reduced versatility or compatibility.

MORE CAPACITY
FOR LESS MONEY

Our A40 system features 40
tracks, whereas our A70 provides
70 tracks and exactly twice the
byte capacity of Disk II.
With either Micro -Sci system,you
pay a lot less per byte. And with
the A40, you could even end up
paying considerably less per drive.

1

I

COMPATIBILITY TO SPARE
Micro -Sci has achieved this

extra storage while maintaining
compatibility with your existing
Apple formated diskettes.
Our subsystems operate with
DOS 3.2 and 3.3, Pascal, and the
Z80 SoftCard.
VERSATILITY PLUS
You can even mix Apple Disk II's,

A40's and A70's on the same computer. Micro -Scí's controller supports one or two A40's, one or two
A70's or one of each.
Single or dual A40 drive subsystems give you more capacity
(20,000 to 40,000 bytes) than
Disk II drives, for less money.

Micro-Sci's A40 /A70 subsystem.
combines the diskette level cornpatibílity and interchangeability of
the'A4© with the superior storage
capacity of the A70.
'
Dual A70's provide over halfa- megabyte of storage, at 51/4"
¡
1

floppy prices!
No matter which Micro -Sci
subsystem you choose, you'll have
more capacity, compatibility and
versatility for your computer- and
more money in your pocket.
Contact us today for more infor-

mation and the name of your
nearest. Micro -Sci Dealer.

'

"Disk II" Is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc..
Cupertino. CA
Is a registered trademark of Micro-Sol Consumer
Products.

'SofGrd

/,l-SCI
MICRO -SCI

17742 Irvine Boulevard, Suite 205, Tustin, California 92680

/ Phone: 714/731 -9461 / Telex: 910 -346 -6739

MICRO -SCI IS A DIVISION OF AANDUN CONTROLS. INC
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Text continued from page 95:

when analyzing exhaustive searches.

Figure 8: A table of 8- puzzles used in the text. Ignoring the row with the goal node,
each puzzle is referred to by its row and column numbers (eg: the rightmost puzzle in
the row labeled two moves away" is puzzle (2, 3). Notice how puzzles in the same column are related to each other: each puzzle is a subproblem of the puzzle that appears

"downs" and "lefts" tend to make the
solution shorter, while "ups" and
"rights" make it longer. Compare the
puzzle (2,3) with the puzzle at (2,1),
and puzzle (4,2) with (4,3).
(Question 1) How is this tendency
reflected in the number of nodes on
the closed list? (Consult the text box,
"Answers," on page 102.)
(Question 2) Then why does puzzle
(3,2), with solution LUL, generate
more nodes than puzzle (3,1), which
has solution ULU? Aren't L moves expanded before U moves?
Notice that both puzzles (1,1) and
(1,2) have the same number of open
and closed nodes, even though the
solution, L, in (1,1) precedes the solution, U, in (1,2). This is because the
SEARCH program generates all the
valid successors of the node being expanded before evaluating them for
goal status.
(Question 3) I noticed a curious fact
while examining the solution of two
puzzles, one of which is a subproblem
for the other: the subproblem
generates a node that the larger problem does not. Run puzzles (2,1) and
(3,1) using the breadth -first subroutine and list the nodes generated.
Where is the node in question? Why
is it generated in (2,1) and not in

directly below

(3,1)?

generated but not yet closed (expanded); thus, the total number of nodes
generated by an algorithm is the sum
of its open and closed nodes.
Also remember that the SEARCH
program generates successors by
expanding in the following order:
down, left, up, right. Although this is
less important for more advanced
searches, it is extremely important

Please consider the following questions before you read the answers on
page 102. On the breadth -first search:

Note that the number of nodes expanded to get a solution varies with
the directions used in the solutions;

4

2
5

7

8

1

Goal Node

Observations and Questions

3

6
.

Row Number
(1) One move away

1

4

2
5

7

(2) Two moves away

2

2

4

5

6

5

8

7

8

6

.

7

8

2
4
5

3

1

2

3

5

6
8

2
4
5

3

1

1

6
8

6
8

1

1.
4

2

3
5

7

8

6

.

4
7

1

2
8
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A
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1.3
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1.6
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3
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6
8
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6
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758

58

4

123

758

13
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O

L

NODE C

123
746 O9

46
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146

6

4

On the depth -first search:
1

/L

L

146

3
5

.

3

it.

NODE

758

.

1

.

10

6

5

7

2

3

5
8

3

7

758

3

7

2

4.

.

146

4

6

7

(4) Four moves away

1

6
8

4.
1

(3) Three moves away

2

3

5.8

3

12

123

463

426
758

426
758

758

10®

(DO

,0®

You will probably find that you run
out of memory (or patience) before
you get a solution from the depth first algorithm. This is because the
algorithm first dives to the bottom of
the tree, and that bottom is deep,
even for a puzzle as small as the
order -3 8- puzzle. Try experimenting
with the depth -first algorithm, using
the SEARCH program set to handle
the order -2 puzzle.

456

10®

cc,

78

GOAL

Figure 9: Solution of puzzle (3, 1) by the breadth-first algorithm. The tree is a partial
tree carried out only far enough to reach the goal node (shown in the bottom row). The
circled numbers in black indicate the order in which nodes are expanded to solve the
puzzle. The node labeled B is the start node of puzzle (2, 1), a subproblem of puzzle (3,
1); circled numbers in color indicate the order in which nodes are expanded to solve
puzzle (2, 1).

On the limited depth -first search:

Table 3b shows the results from the
solution of the same puzzles, (2,2)
and (2,3), using different cutoff
depths (variable D3 in line 9900).
Since both puzzles are solved in two
moves, the cutoff depth simply determines how far down the search will
Text continued on page 102
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SuperSoft's
Gallery of CP/M Masterworks
Programming Languages
FORTH
FORTRAN IV
RATFOR
BASIC

Disk /Manual Only
$200/20
$200/25
$250/25
$100/NA
$200/25

'TINY' PASCAL

$

"C"

System Maintenance
Diagnostics II
DISK DOCTOR

Utilities
Utility Pack #1
Utility Pack #2

$ 60 /NA
$ 60 /NA

I

Text Processing
TFS
Super -M -List

$ 85/15
$ 75/10

Software Security
Encode /Decode II
Encode /Decode

$100/20
$ 50/20

I

A Complete Networking /Intercommunications Package

Ir

I

I

I

II

I

NEMESIS
Dungeon Master
(For use with Nemesis)

Miscellaneous
Z8000 Cross -Assembler
"C" Cross- Compiler
(Z8000 Target)
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With TERM you can send and receive ASCII, HEX
and COM files. You also have a conversational mode,
and a timesharing terminal emulator. Below is a partial
list of features:

Il

Ill
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ry

i1

r

I

$150/15
$200/15

Entertainment
ANALIZA

1
1y

TERM equals or exceeds comparable programs in
power and flexibility, but costs less, delivers more and
source code is provided on discette!

r

r

r

itr4

Engage/disengage printer
terminal emulator
auto error checking with retry
conversational mode
receive files
send files

I

II

¡y1

TERM allows the CP/M user to communicate with
other CP /M based systems or with remote timesharing
computers. TERM supports file transfers between both
timesharing systems and between CP /M systems.

Ir

Intercommunications
TERM
TERM

TERM

i

85/10

$100/15
$ 75/15
$100/15

Diagnostics

i

f4

I

it
requires 32K CP /M and
programming.

$ 35 /NA
$ 40 /NA
$ 35 /NA

I

$500/25
$500/25

I!.
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minimal knowledge of assembly language

Ì

TERM is supplied with source and user manual: $150.00
Manual only: $15.00
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TERM

4
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Many programs include SuperSoft's online "HELP" system!
For complete information on these and all other
SuperSoft products, please write for our free catalogue.

SUPERDISKS FOR SALE!

All software can be supplied on the following media:
CP/M formats ... 8" sft sectored, 5" Northstar,
5" Micropolis Mod II, Vector MZ, Superbrain DD /QD,
Apple II+

SuperSoft Has Great Prices on Blank Discettes
SuperSoft sought out and found a discette that
met our high standards. In the software distribution
business we needed a discette that was reliable.
sturdy. durable, and inexpensive. We wanted no data
errors on any discette that we shipped
Guaranteed
Data density in excess of 3200 b.p.i.
Approved by Shugart, Persci, Qume, Remex, others
Operating temperature: 50 -120 degrees Fahrenheit
I price per box
Discette type
Single Sided Single Density
Soft sectored IBM compatible 8
10 hard sectors 5Y.
16 hard sectors 5'/.

$30 00
$30 00
$30 00

Single Sided Double Density
Soft sectored IBM compatible 8"
10 hard sector 5'/. ":
16 hard sector 5 ":

$35 00
$35 00
$35 00

%..

/

IR

Add

$15.00 for Double Sided Discettes

Illinois residents add 5%
Add $1.00 shipping per box
All SUPERDISKS are sole only in lots of 10 Each comes with Jackets and bo. All orders must be prepaid 3/COD Generally we ship from stock
arrival times rummnq about a -10 days

nh

All Orders and General Information:
SUPERSOFT ASSOCIATES
P O
master. emerge

BOX 1628

CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 359.2112

Technical Hot Line: (217) 359.2691
(answered only when technician is available)
CPIM REGISTERED TRADEMARK DIGITAL
RESEARCH
SSS FORTRAN is the copyright of
Small Systems Services, Urbana, Illinois

24

Ji

hour express service available!

Superseft
First in Software Technology
Pocea

fuolcr

ro

cnan9 -nnour nob.

Storwriter

ATARI 800
PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM

IF

$789

PRINTERS,
MONITORS,
DISKS
Daisy Wheel Printer by C. Itoh
Paper Tiger 445G
Paper Tiger 460G
Paper Tiger 560G
Qume (shipped FREIGHT COLLECT)

1750
725
1194
1495
2499
349
349
169
129
239
169
255
309
50
40
30
35

Silentype w /interface
Amdek Color Monitor
Amdek Green Screen
Amdek /Leedex B/W 12" Monitor
NEC 12" Green Screen
Sanyo 9" B/W Monitor
Sanyo 12" B/W Monitor
Sanyo Green Screen
Dysan Disks (pkg. 10)
Memorex Disks (pkg. 10)
Opus Disks (pkg. 10)
Verbatim "Gold" (pkg. 10)

Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari

400
800
410
810
820
825
850
16K RAM
32K RAM

ATARI"
MAKES
IT, WE

SELL IT

8K Computer
16K Computer

419
789
69
499
429
695
169
99
189
45

Program Recorder
Disk Drive
Printer
Printer
Interface
by Microtek
by Microtek
Assembler /Editor
Atari Joysticks
Atari Paddles
Basketball
Computer Chess
Invitation to Programming
Music Composer
Star Raiders
Super Breakout
3 -D Tic -Tac -Toe
Video Easel
Visicalc

18
18

30
30
17

45
39
30
30
30
180

Available for immediate shipment

Full 96- character
ASCII with descenders

Adjustable tractor -type
pin feed

Standard
Parallel

-Interfaces
Centronics

-style 8 -bit

TO ORDER Phone orders invited using Visa. Mastercard or bank
we transfers. Visa and MC service charge of 2% Mail orders
may send charge card number (include expiration date). cashiers

check. money order. or personal check (allow 10 business days
for personal or company checks to clear) Please add 3% (55.00
minimum) for UPS shipping. handling, and insurance. APO and
FPO include 5% (57.00 minimum) for postage. Calif. residents
add 6% sales tax Please include phone number on all orders

(714) 579 -0330
AU tHORIZED
APPLE
SALES 8
SERVICE

MAIL TO:

Optional

-- one line

RS232, IEEE488

Buffer Size

-

FOREIGN ORDERS include 1% handling shipped air FREIGHT
COLLECT only Credit cards not accepted on foreign orders
All equipment s in factory cartons with manufacturer warranty
ty
Opened products not returnable. Restocking fee for returned
merchandise Equipment subject to price change and availability. Retail prices differ from mail order prices. WE SHIP THE
SAME DAY ON MOST ORDERS'
i

1251 BROADWAY, EL CAJON, CA. 92021
Div

OF

COMPUTER
METRICS
iNC

DISK

lia PPle

with CONTROLLER

$529
$445

NEW DOS 3.3

without

...

161C

Nearly Everything
for Apple

APPLE II 48K

$1095

WE WILL
MEET OR BEAT
ANY ADVERTISED PRICES
ON MOST ITEMS IF MERCHANDISE
IN STOCK

APPLE SOFTWARE
ABM by Muse
Adventure by Mircrosoft
Alien Rain by Broderbund
Apple PIE

Apple Pilot
Apple-oids
Appleplot by Apple
Applepost Mailing List System
Applewriter Word Processor
Asteroid Field by Cavalier
CCA Data Mgmt
Data Factory by Microlab
Desktop Plan II
DB Master II by Stoneware
DOS Tool Kit
DOS 3.3 Upgrade
Dow Jones Portfolio Evaluator
Fortran by Apple
Hi -Res Football
Head -On
Integer Basic Cassette Demos

Orbitron
PASCAL Language System
Peachtree Bus. Pkgs

19

27
19
119
129
25
59
44
65
19
84
129
159
199
65

49
45
159
33
21

29
25

Pool 1.5
Pulsar II
Raster Blaster
Robot War by Muse
Sabotage
Sargon II Chess Game
Snoggle /Puckman by Broderbund
Space Game Album by Budgeco
Space Eggs
Space Invaders /Cosmos Mission
Space Raiders by USA
Star Cruiser
Sub -Logic FS -1 Flight Simulator
Super Single Disk Copy Routine
Super Stellar Trek
Supertext II by Muse

29
25
24
31
21

29
24
39
25
24
25
24
34
35
33
129
35
159
24

Ultima
Visicaic II
Visilist
Visitrend /Visiplot
Wizard and the Princess
Zork

219
32
34

459

CALL
84
29

--

LARGE SELECTION OF
SOFTWARE IN STOCK
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE

CALL 1 -800 -854 -2833
PHONE ORDERS
MON. - SAT. 8 to
Circle 79 on inquiry card.
AUTHORIZED
APPLE
SALES 8
SERVICE

computer

1025
1P-

Personal Filing System
Phantoms Five

3E

6

P.S.T.

APPLE COMPUTER
INTERFACE CARDS
Applesoft II Firmware Card
CCS Asynchronous 7710A
CCS Parallel Print Cd. 7720A
Centronics Interface Cd.
Comm. Cd. & DB25 Cable
CPS Multifunction by Mtn. Comp.
Expansion Chassis by Mtn. Comp.
HiSpeed Serial Int. Cd
Integer Basic Firmware Cd
ROMPLUS
SSm AIO Serial /Parallel I/O
Assembled & Tested

149
129
155
179
179
199
555
155
149
135

149

ACCESSORIES
A/D D/A Board by Mtn. Comp
Andromeda 16K Ramcard
Apple Game Paddles
Arith. Processor 7811 A or B
COPYROM by Mtn. Comp
Dan Paymar L.C. Kit 1 or 2
Extender Board
GPIB IEEE 488 Card
Graphics Input Tablet
Hayes Micromodem
Intro) X -10 Remote Control Sys
Joystick for the Apple
Keyboard Filter ROM chip
Lazer Lower Case Plus+
M & R Sup -R -Term 80- col -bd
Music System by Mtn. Comp
Programmable Timer CCS 7440A
Prototyping Hobby Card
ROMWRITER by Mtn. Comp
SuperTalker Speech Synthesizer....
Thunderclock
Versa -Writer Digitizer Drawing Sys
Videx Keyboard Enhancer
Videx Videoterm 80- col -cd
Z -80 SOFTCARD by Microsoft

319
179
25

339
51

55
27

259
639
299
239
47
49
49

319
479
159
22
149
239
129

239
115

319
295

MEMBER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

DIV OF

COMPUTER
METRICS
INC

Circle 136 on inquiry card.

CHOOSE...
Choose an Apple Desk

A compact bi -level desk ideal for an Apple
computer system. This 42 "x 31'4" desk comes
with a shelf to hold two Apple disk drives.The
top shelf for your TV or monitor and manuals
can also have an optional paper slot to accomodate a printer.

Choose

a

Micro Desk

Get your micro computer off the desk top and
into the micro shelf under our Designer Series
desks. Suitable for the North Star, Dynabyte,
Vector Graphics, and Altos computers. The
desks come in a variety of sizes and colors.

Choose

a

Mini Rack

Mini racks and mini micro racks have standard
venting, cable cut outs and adjustable RETMA
rails. Choose a stand alone bay or a 48 ", 60 ",
or 72" desk model in a variety of colors and
wood tones. A custom rack is available for the
Cromemco.

Choose

a

Printer Stand

fits the:
Diablo 1600's & 2300's
T.I. 810 & 820
Okidata Slim line
Anadex 9500's

The Universal printer stand

Centronics 700's
Dec LA 34
NEC Spinwriter
Lear Siegler 300's

Delivery in days on over 200 styles and colors
in stock. Dealer inquiries invited.

ELECTRONIC S'd5TEMS
FURNITURE
COMPAN'd
17129 S. Kingsview Avenue

Carson, California 90746
Telephone: (2131538-9601
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Text continued from page 98:

go before returning to shallower

depths.
The definition of a limited depth first search of level n is that it expands
n
1 levels at a time, generating the
current level n nodes but not immediately expanding them. Therefore, such a search is most efficient
when the level of the search is equal
to the number of moves in the solution: the search drops down the leftmost side of the tree, stops at level n,

-

and scans across the n -level subtree
from left to right.
made an unexpected discovery:
the limited depth -first search is
guaranteed to expand less than or the
same number of nodes as the breadth first search when the depth of the
search (n) is equal to the number of
steps (s) in the solution. An intuitive
proof of this can be seen from the
example of figure 11. Also, it can be
inferred that the two searches are

I

Answers
1. If a given step of a solution is one
of the last to be expanded (say, up or
right), then the breadth -first search
will first expand in other, nonproductive ways (remember the order: down,
left, up, right). It is the expansion of
these nodes that increases the number
of nodes on the closed list.
2. Yes, L moves are expanded before U moves, but an analysis of the
situation shows that the order in which
nodes are expanded (down, left, up,
right) is only one of several factors
influencing the number of nodes expanded by a breadth -first search. Refer
to figures 9 and 10. If you count the
number of terminal nodes (which are
open -yet to be expanded) and nonterminal nodes (representing closed, or
already expanded nodes), you will find
that the numbers agree with those
listed in table 2a. (Remember to count
the start node as being closed; also, for
the moment, ignore node C in figure

9.)
The

two trees are identical in
number and distribution of nodes
through rank two (ie: in nodes 1
through 9). The overwhelming reason
that puzzle (3,1) expands more nodes
than puzzle (3,2) is that the former has
to expand more level -two nodes to get
to the goal node. Why is this? Because,
from node 3 (in both trees), the path
leading to the goal node in puzzle
(3,2) -the L branch in figure 10 -is expanded before the corresponding
path -the U branch in figure 9 -is expanded. Here the single L in the solution of puzzle (3,2) is more important
than the two L s in the solution of (3,1)
because it prevents the expansion of
several "fertile" nodes (nodes six and
seven in figure 9) on the next -to -last

level.

We should not, however, be
tempted to generalize. The factors influencing the number of nodes
generated are so interdependent that it
is impossible to evaluate their relative
strengths outside the context of a
specified example.
3. Refer to figure 9. The entire tree
(minus node C, in color) is the solution
tree for puzzle (3,1). The nodes in the
colored box (including node C) are the
solution tree for puzzle (2,1).
Now the reason for the fact that
node C is generated only by (2,1)
becomes clear. When node B is a start
node, all four directions generate valid
successors, but when node B is
generated by starting node A in puzzle
(3,1), the SEARCH program rightly
denies node C successor status because
the direction of the move from B to C
undoes the move directly before it, A
to B. Here again, the interaction of
forces in the algorithm create unexpected but correct results.
4. The two important factors in this
situation are the depth and the "leftness" of the goal node. Because the
limited depth -first algorithm scans
from left to right, the "leftness" of the
goal node is the more important factor:
a node midway in the tree but closer to
the left edge of the tree than another
node (which is further down), will be
expanded first. This is also true for a
pure depth -first search.
5. A limited depth -first search of
order one is equivalent to a breadth first search; that is, because n = 1, the
algorithm does an exhaustive search of
the tree one level at a time. Numbering
the nodes of a tree according to the
limited depth -first algorithm will
demonstrate the equivalence of the
two forms.

THE B810 RAM_ Al

engineered for excellence

256K Byte/128K Word Dynamic Memory
FEATURES
Byte or Word width operation

Extended Addressing or Port
Select
150 ns Access, 270 ns Cycle
(B Version)
200 ns Access, 335 ns Cycle
(A Version)

Full DMA capability with

transparent refresh
Precise memory timing module
Low Power
Di

Meets IEEE 696 specifications

11111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Four -layer board

$

1249

Assembled & Tested with Year Warranty
* *Introductory
Price valid through 30 Sept., 1981
1

The B810 RAM represents one of the best solutions for
applications requiring compact design and speed for remarkably low cost. Suitable for a wide range of commercial applications, the B810 RAM is form, fit and Functionally compatible with the proposed IEEE 696 (S -100) bus
standard. It automatically provides byte or word width
access using the sXTRQ* signal. It features the AMD 2964
Dynamic Memory Controller and a new memory timing
module designed for the B810 by Engineered Components Corp. for precise timing. Its four layer board with
Full ground and power planes provides noiseless operation. As an integral part of the AB Digital B800- series, the
B810 RAM provides full DMA capability. Designed to be
as universal as possible, the B810A RAM will work with
most S -100 cards using a Z80 or Z8000, and the B810B
(with optional byte parity), works with Alpha Micro,
Cromemco, Northstar, and all S100 CPU cards.
Available through California Digital (toll -free orders
only 800 -421 -5041) and other fine distributors, or direct.
Specification sheets on request. Manuals may be purchased separately for $25.00 refundable on order.

COMING NEXT MONTH: THE B880 8Ons 641(132K STATIC
RAM
The B800 series of 8 -bit cards provides the OEM with a complete line of (i MHz computer cards. All peripheral controllers
are intelligent. This series includes the B800 CPU; the B820 SCC
Serial Communications Controller; the B830 HDC Hard Disk
Controller; the B840 FDC Floppy Disk Controller, and others
which will be announced.

The B8000 series provides a complete line of 16 -bit 4 and 6
MHz cards in three formats: double- height S100, MultiBus and
the new Zilog ZBI bus. As with the B800 series, all peripheral
controllers are intelligent with their own processors and memory. The B8000 series includes the B8000 CPU (Z8001- based);
the Megabyte B8100 RAM with optional EDC; the B8200 SCC
Serial Communications Controller; the B8300 HDC Hard Disk
Controller; the B8400 vVDC Winchester Disk Subsystem; and
others to be announced.
1

products are designed to provide technological leadership and industrial -grade quality with unexcelled performance. Before you buy any computer product, we
invite you to examine our spec sheets and manuals. We think
the choice will be clear.
AB Digital Design Labs

rnipimmplar

DIGITAL DESIGN LABS
109

Cuyama Road

Shell Beach. CA 93449

(805) 773 -1731
Circle

2

on inquiry card.
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16K...$149.95

approximately equivalent in effi-

most important characteristics (in
terms of the location of the goal node)
that influence the solution time of the
puzzle? Which is more important?
With limited depth -first searches of
depth greater than the number of

ciency when n is only slightly larger
than s.
(Question 4) In a limited depth -first
search of level n on a puzzle with a
solution of n moves, what are the two
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New JAWS-IB

The Ultrabyte Memory Board
Due to the tremendous success of our JAWS I, we
were able to make a special purchase of first -quality
components at below -cost prices for JAWS -1B. And
we are sharing our cost saving with you. But don't be
surprised if the next time you see this ad the prices
have gone up substantially. Better yet, order now,
and get the best memory on the market at the best
price on the market.
ONE CHIP DOES IT ALL
Jaws -IB is the Rolls -Royce of all the S100 dynamic
boards. Its heart is Intel's single chip 64K dynamic
RAM controller. Eliminates high -current logic parts
delay lines ... massive heal sinks ... unreliable
trick circuits. JAWS -IB solves all these problems.
LOOK WHAT JAWS -IB OFFERS YOU
Hidden refresh ... fast performance ... low power
consumption ... latched data outputs ... 200 NS
4116 RAM's ... on -board crystal ... RAM Jumper
selectable on 8K boundaries ... fully socketed ...
solder mask on both sides of board ... phantom line
... designed for 8080, 8085, and Z80 bus signals ..
works in Explorer, Sol, Horizon, as well as all other
well -designed S100 computers.
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Figure 10: Solution to the puzzle (3, 2) by the breadth -first algorithm. The circled
numbers to the right of each node indicate the order in which they are expanded. Nodes
8 through 13 (six nodes) are "open" (ie: they have not yet been expanded), whereas
nodes 1 through 7 are "closed."
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fully wired
and tested hoard for 10 days -Then eliher keep
lt. return for kil, or simply return Il In working
10.DAY MONEYBACK TRIAL: Try a
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condition.
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Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut:

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 -243 -7428
Front Connecticut Or For Assistance:

(203) 354-9375

Please send the items checked below:
JAWS-03 kit:
16K
32K
46K
64K

$149.950

$199.95'
$249.95'
$299.95'

JAWS-IB Fully Assembled, vVired & Tested:
16K
$179.95'
32K
$239.95'
46K
$299.95°
64K
$359.95
--

EXPANSION KIT, 16K RAM Module, to expand
JAWS -1B in 16K blocks up to 64K.
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$59.95

'A11 prices plus $2 pastege and insurance ($4.00 Cruwdo).

Connecticut residents add suits lax.
Total enclosed. S
Personal Check

VISA
Acct. No.
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Money Order or Casoier's Check
Master Card (Bank No.
Exp Date

Signature
Print
Name
Address
City
State

1
104

Zip

NETRONICS R &D Ltd.

333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
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Figure 11: A comparison of search efficiency. The limited depth -first search always
produces the same or fewer nodes than the breadth -first search, when the depth of the
search is equal to the depth of the goal node. An example of the efficiency of the limited
depth -first search is shown in figure IIa, where the breadth -first search (indicated in
color) has produced more nodes. In figure IIb, the two types of searches produce an
equal number of nodes, using the same partial tree but a different goal node. The
breadth -first search must always expand the entire tree to depth n- I, whereas the
limited version may not, depending on the location of the goal node.
Circle 379 on inquiry card.
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Take Your Cue From Vista...
When it comes to Apples, take your cue
from Vista's A800 Eight -Inch Floppy Disk
Controller. The A800 offers a cost -efficient
approach to software compatible disk
memory expansion for your Apple Ir) computer.
The A800 Controller enables Apple II users to
access up to five megabytes of online storage
through conventional disk operating (DOS)

commands.
The Control and DMA Logic provides high speed
(1 microsecond per byte) transfer of data from
the disk drive directly to the Apple II memory
without processor intervention. Plus, the Phase Locked Loop Data Separator provides the
ultimate in data reliability.

It's a
Sure
Shot.

Apple II computer. It also interfaces to all
Shugart /ANSI Standard Eight -Inch Floppy Disk
Drives. The A800 provides complete IBM format compatibility in both single and doubledensity modes.
THE HOT SHOT AT A COOL PRICE.
The A800 is reasonably priced at $595. A

price you can't beat when you compare its
quality and performance.

CALL YOUR SHOTS.
Vista offers you a complete line of peripheral
equipment to maximize the capabilities of
your Apple system including: High capacity Mini floppy Disk Drives, the Vista Music Machine 9
and the Vista Model 150 Type Ahead Buffer. In
addition, Vista offers a line of advanced
components fully compatible with the

AND THERE'S MORE.
controller is compatible with the most
popular disk operating
The

TRS-80

systems for the

and S -100 based
computers.

Pista Computer
Company
Avenue
E. Edinger
Santa Ana, CA 92705

1317

(714) 953 -0523

Call
J?

Toll Free

800- 854 -8017

Apple Ills a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack, A Tandy Co.
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SS16KIIEEE
16K STATIC RAM BOARD
ONLY

1

$17995

2

Expand your system beyond
64K- add universal bank
select option for only $20.00
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New: SS16K/IEEE RAM

-

It's everything you need in a 16K static RAM board
at the lowst price you've ever seen. The
SS16K/IEEE comes with all the high performance
features listed below. And unlike obsolete -design
RAM's (without bank select) you can add -on our
universal software bank-selector system anytime,
now ust $20.00. This makes the SS16K/IEEE capable of addressing 2,048 different banks. You can add
memory beyond the 64K limit. You can expand to a
multi -terminal system.
FEATURES OF SS16K/IEEE
Low -power 2114's

:

All inputs and outputs

meet the proposed IEEE
standards for the S100 bus.
4.0 MHz operation.
Schmitt trigger buffer on all signals for maximum
noise reduction.
Addressable on 16K boundaries, 0 -64K, dip switch
selectable.
Phantom option, dip switch selectable.
PWR/MWRITE option, dip switch selectable.
Glass epoxy PC board with gold -plated contacts
and double -sided solder mask.
Fully socketed.
Four separate regulators, for maximum stability.
WITH BANK SELECT OPTION now lust S20.001
YOU ADD THIS:
Software bank selector featuring a universal
decoder works with Cromenco, Alpha Micro,
Netronics, most other systems, or your design.
On -board dip switches: Bank Select Enable, Reset
Enable, Reset Disable, Port Address, Port Data.
LED Indicator to display status.
10 -DAY MONEY -BACK TRIAL: Try a fully wired
and tested board for 10 days -then tither keep
iI, return II for kil, or simply return it in working

condition.
Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut:

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-243 -7428
From Connecticut or For Assistance:
(203) 354-9375

Please send the items checked below:
SS16K/IEEE without bank select:

Kit
Fully assembled, wire

S179.95
& tested

$199.95.

SS16K/IEEE with bank select:

Kit
Fully assembled, wired

$199.95'

& tested

$229.95

SS16K/IEEE bank select option

$20.00'

'Plus 82 postage. 6 insurance ($5.00 Canada). Connecticut residents add solos tax.

Total enclosed S
Personal Check
VISA
Acct. No.

Money Order or Cashier's Check
Master Card (Bank No.
Exp. Date

Signature

Print

Name
Address

I-AREA (a)
Figure 12: A comparison of four exhaustive searches. Given the partial tree with goal
node on level six, the four lines A, B, C, and D delineate the nodes expanded by the

following searches:
A limited depth -first search, with n

=s =6

limited depth -first search, with s an even multiple of n (s =6, n =3)
C breadth -first search
D limited depth -first search with s not an even multiple of n (s =6, n =4)
B

The worst case for the limited depth -first search, given by D, expands more or fewer
nodes than the breadth -first search, C, depending on whether area a or area b has more
nodes.

moves in the problem solution
(n > s), the number of nodes expanded increases with the difference
between the two (see the results of
table 3b).
When the depth of the search is less
than the number of moves in the solution (n < s), two cases occur. If s is a
multiple of n, the efficiency of the
search is between that of a breadth first search and a limited-depth search
with n = s (as illustrated in figure
12). If, however, s is not a multiple of
n, the result is mixed. The depth-first
search will go several levels deeper
than the level of the solution and may
be better or worse than a breadth -first
search depending on the number of
nodes expanded past level s and the
number of nodes expanded in the
breadth -first search that are not expanded in the limited depth -first
search (see figure 12).
(Question 5) A depth of one
(n = 1) gives a special case of the
limited depth -first search. What is
another name for this search?

City
Zip

NETRONICS R &D Ltd.

333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
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Conclusions
We've covered quite

a bit

of

material in this article, including an
introduction to tree- and graph searching terminology, a definition of
the finite -state representation of a
problem, the general -purpose search
algorithm implemented in the BASIC
program SEARCH, and three exhaustive-search algorithms. In most cases,
a breadth -first search is the best of the
three, but in some cases it can be improved upon by the limited depth first search.
Part 2 will deal with heuristic
algorithms that estimate the "worth"
of a given node in order to arrive at a
guaranteed solution without performing an exhaustive search.
References
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6 Brand New Books from Osborne /McGraw

Interfacing to S -100
(IEEE 696) Microcomputers

CBASICTM User's Guide

by Sol Libes and Mark Garetz

This book assists S -100 users in expanding the power
and utility of their systems. It describes the S -100 bus
with unmatched precision and detail. Various chapters
describe its mechanical and functional design,
logical and electrical relationships, bus interconnections, and bussing techniques. Both parallel and
serial interfacing are described at wèll as interfacing
to RAM, ROM, and the real world. Additional
chapters discuss D/A and A/D conversion, interrupts, timers, and direct memory access.
#37-3 $15

P.

,

#61 -6

$15

Some Common BASIC Programs

Sagues

Learn to design mechanical and process equipment
which use microprocessor based "real time" computer systems. This book shows you how, and, using
case studies, builds and explores problems of increasing complexity
book presents plans for
prototype systes,
(lowing readers (even those
m
unfamiliar with nach'ne or. assembly language) to
initiate projects nd c
1em through to completion.
#57 -8 $15.99

/he
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Science and Engineering BASIC

by Gordon Eubanks, Adam Osborne, and Martin McNiff
The CBASIC language may be the most advanced
version of BASIC yet created. Like Pascal, CBASIC
requires no line numbers and lends itself to highly
organized, structured programs-programs that are
readable, modular, and easier to change. CBASIC is
as easy to learn as BASIC and contains convenient
file handling facilities, making it very useful for many
business applications. It may be the only computer
language you'll ever need to learn. This guide was
co- authored by Gordon Eubanks, the creator of
CBASIC. It is not only a self- teaching textbook, it is
the gaf in Live reference on the CBASIC language.

ATARI'

Microprocessors for
Measurement and Control
by D.M. Auslander and

Hill

Iras

TRS -8O" level II
Some Common BASIC Programs
Two new editions of Osborne's celebrated collection
of 76 useful and informative programs in Math,
Finance, and Statistics. These programs will transform your Atari 400 or 800 or your TRS -80 computer
from a plaything into a real workhorse. The
programs are clearly documented to serve as a
valuable instructional aid in learning BASIC.
ATARI version: #53 -5 $14.99
TIRS-80 level II version: #54 -3 $14.99

edited by John Heilborn
50 programs with a wide range of

scientific and engineering applications - Clearly documented and easily adapted for
any popular microcomputer - This book is an indispensible tool for any scientist, engineer or student. Included are
programs for interpolation, regression, data analysis, roots of polynomials, matrix operations, and linear equations.
You'll also find programs for eigenvalues and eigenvectors, differential equations, Fourier analysis, Structural analysis,
thermodynamics, and many others.
#63 -2 $15.99
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Make check payable to:
OSBORNE /McGraw -Hill
630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710 Dept. B19

TOLL F

Phone: (415) 548-2805
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Address
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$1.56 /item UPS
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(California Residents add applicable tax.)
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Book Review
Turtle Geometry
by Harold Abelson and
Andrea A diSessa
MIT Press,

Cambridge MA, 1981,
478 pages, 520.00
Reviewed by
W Lloyd Milligan
8604 Maywood Dr
Columbia SC 29209

Imagine four turtles, each
sitting at one corner of a
square. At the same moment,
each turtle begins to crawl in
a clockwise direction toward
its nearest neighbor. They
continue crawling at the same
speed toward one another
until they meet. How long is
the path traveled by each turtle?

The solution to this well known problem -that the
path equals an edge of the
square -is reached most easily by working from the
turtle's point of view. A turtle is a small creature that inhabits a computer's graphic display screen. It has the
ability to move forward or
backward a specified distance
and to turn in place clockwise
or counterclockwise through
a given angle. Distances and
angles are arguments in turtle
commands. Just as straightedge and compass are the
basic tools of traditional
geometry, so the turtle is the
implement of turtle
geometry.

Turtle Geometry,

by

Harold Abelson and Andrea
A diSessa, discusses using the
computer to explore mathematics. The authors make a
persuasive case for their idea
that compared with traditional methods, the computational approach encourages
mathematical exploration at
an earlier stage of learning.
The turtle leads the learner
on quite a different mathematical journey than does
108

traditional geometry. The
earliest ideas presented in this
book later are found to bear
important relationships to
topological concepts. We first
learn of the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic
properties -intrinsic properties are those that do not require a frame of reference for
their expression. A second
important distinction concerns local versus global representations. Circles are constructed locally, meaning that
the turtle does not know
about the rest of the plane
when making a small piece of
a circle. Many of the turtle's
constructions are both intrinsic and local.
Remember that the turtle
can turn in place through any
specified angle. If he keeps
track of his turning by adding
all clockwise turns and subtracting all counterclockwise

turns, he immediately
discovers the
theorem:

Closed -Path

The total turning along
any closed path is an integer
multiple of 360 degrees.
The approach of turtle
geometry is empirical. You
obtain a result like the
Closed -Path theorem, then
try to improve it, exploring
its consequences for various
kinds of paths. Before long
you have made a new discovery, perhaps in a different
branch of mathematics. It is a
tribute to the richness of turtle geometry that by the end
of the first chapter you are
studying the Euler ¢ function

and Fermat's "Little"
theorem, both number theoretic ideas.
Because the turtle is an
animal, it is only natural to
explore turtle movement as
behavior in response to controlling stimuli. Much can be
learned by programming the
turtle to model various types

September 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc

of forced movement, such as

movement toward or away
from stimulation. (For explanations of forced movement, see Orientation in
Animals by G Fraenkel and
D Gunn. Dover, 1961.) You
can even set up experiments
in which the turtle is responding to information from more
than one sense simultaneous-

Any computer with good
graphics may be used to implement turtle geometry. (A
commercial version is available for the Apple.) A well structured language such as
Pascal is desirable, but not
essential, to implement the
turtle routines.

Inevitably,

ly.

The turtle can be used for
modeling patterns of growth
found in nature. The principle of uniform growth leads
to the shape of an equiangular (logarithmic) spiral.

Many

tive, zooming, and the like
are explained.

other fascinating

designs, such as the spiral
shapes found in seashells,
arise from invoking simple
turtle procedures recursively.
(See On Growth and Form,
by D Thompson. Cambridge
University Press, 1961.)

The book provides a
painless introduction to vector methods. The brief excursion into linear algebra is the
book's only "corruption" (by
Cartesian analytic geometry)
of turtle geometry, and it is
both appropriate and worthwhile. You learn here how to
represent three-dimensional
objects in two dimensions.
Parallel projection is
presented first, then perspective projection. Anyone who
appreciates arcade games or
is interested in their design
will find this chapter enlightening. The geometric
bases of changing perspec-

the turtle

escapes from the plane. Turtle spherical geometry is the
first nonplanar generalization. A beautiful local definition of geodesic is developed:
A turtle line is an
equal -strided turtle walk.

Equal- strided means the turtle's left and right sides move
equally. The beauty of this
definition is that it applies to
any surface. Remember, the
total turning around a closed
path is an integer multiple of
360 °. As it turns out, the turtle can execute a closed path
on nonplanar surfaces with a
net 360° change in heading,
but a total turning not equal
to 360 °. The discrepancy can
be detected intrinsically. The
concept, called angle- excess,
gives rise to the important
property called curvature.
Further exploration brings us
to the domain of topology,

where

we

encounter

theorems such as, "Any one-

holed torus (doughnut shaped surface) has zero total
curvature."

Articles Policy
BYTE is continually seeking quality manuscripts written by individuals who are applying personal computer systems, designing
such systems, or who have knowledge which will prove useful
to our readers. For a more formal description of procedures and
requirements, potential authors should send a large (9 by 12 inch,
30.5 by 22.8 cm), self- addressed envelope, with 28 cents US
postage affixed, to BYTE Author's Guide, POB 372, Hancock NH
03449.
Articles which are accepted are purchased with a rate of up to
S50 per magazine page, based on technical quality and suitability
for BYTE's readership. Each month, the authors of the two
leading articles in the reader poll (BYTE'S Ongoing Monitor Box or
"BOMB") are presented with bonus checks of 5100 and S50.
Unsolicited materials should be accompanied by full name and
address, as well as return postage.

BEST
CUSTOMER!
We're
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When we designed a line of business systems for eye care
professionals, we set the same high standards that established our
reputation in the field of sophisticated, computerized visual field testing
equipment. Our customers expect functional design, precision engineering, and quality
components -so when we encountered problems with floppy disk quality and availability, it was
natural that we put our own manufacturing expertise to work in solving the problem.
SYNEMED FD4 8" dual- sided, dual- density floppy disks are superior to any we could buy -and
too good to keep to ourselves! Available for immediate delivery from stock and competitively priced,
the FD4 offers RX01/02* compatible, two -megabyte floppy disk capacity for the LSI -11* Q -BUS*
Long disk life achieved by air- damped head loading High reliability NEC drives Single or
double sided, single or double density, all transparent to your software Patches for RT -11 * DY
handler enable full 1962 block capacity per disk Controller includes additional bootstraps for
RL01/2* and RK05* Standard size -simply plug into existing equipment
Mail the coupon today for more information on the SYNEM ED solution to your floppy disk problems.
Please send me more information on the FD4.
Please have your representative contact me.

I
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I
I
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U li ii Synerned, Inc.

1215 Fourth Street

Berkeley, California 94710

415/526 -5330
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I
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City
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Tel No.
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'Trademark of Digital Equipment Corp
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Book Review
Any surface in three
dimensions can be deformed
into a piecewise -flat surface.
Piecewise -flat means, simply,
that the surface is made of
flat pieces joined at the edges.
If the edges are straight, then
all of the curvature is concentrated in the vertices.
Piecewise -flat surfaces are
easily represented in a computer program by an atlas
which specifies all matching
edge pairs by their face and
edge numbers. Since a
piecewise -flat deformation
preserves all the topological
properties of a surface, these
properties can be studied as

they are exhibited in this
special case. For example, an
important theorem, GaussBonnet, states that the total
curvature of any closed surface is:
27r(V

-E +F)

where V is the number of vertices, E the number of edges,
and F the number of faces.
The turtle's wanderings
take him, finally, to the domain of curved space and
general relativity theory.
Gravity as a property of
geometry is presented in a
parable about a turtle who

lives near the north pole of a
sphere. He constructs a two dimensional Euclidean model
of his experience. Inevitably,
the turtle encounters various
strange problems with his
model. He eventually overcomes his difficulties by
postulating a force which acts

everywhere locally. The
force is called "demon turning."
Traditionally, mathematics
has shunned the computational approach. The main
thesis of Abelson and
diSessa's book is that experimentation using a com-

matical discovery. The thesis
is certainly true of turtle
geometry, and one suspects it
applies to many other areas
of mathematics. Reading this
book with the help of a good
graphics computer system,
you are sure to discover new
and interesting math. Turtle
Geometry is a serious effort
to blend the computer with
mathematics. It would serve
as an excellent textbook or
self-study guide. Perhaps it
will also serve as a model for
other efforts to bring the
computer and mathematics to
fruitful collaboration.

puter stimulates mathe-

BYTE's Bugs
Corrected Price

74193. The pin numbers are
correct as shown.

In the June 1981 BYTE, AxIon Inc's 8-slot bus expansion

Color PEEKS

board was incorrectly priced.
(See page 420.) The board
costs $895. The company has
also released new pricing on
the RAMCRAM memory
module. It now costs $225.

Blasted Bugs

Stan Miastkowskï s article
"Extended Color BASIC for
the TRS -80 Computer" has
been the focus of much attention. (See the May 1981
BYTE, page 36.) It seems that
the system does indeed include a PEEK function, contrary to what was previously
printed. The author replies:

price for Budgeco's Raster
Blaster was incorrectly listed.
The correct price is $29.95.
We apologize for the
mistake.

Super Simple Bug
An integrated circuit was
incorrectly labeled in James
Nicholson and Roger Camp's
article "Build a Super Simple
Floppy -Disk Interface, Part
1." (See the May 1981 BYTE,
page 360.)
In Figure 4b on page 372,
IC9 should be numbered
110
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In John Sauter's article
"Faster BASIC for the Ohio
Scientific" (May 1981 BYTE,
page 236), an error was
discovered in listing 3 on
page 240. The last line, an
"INY ", should be omitted
is not part of the "ROR A"
macro.
For those using Microsoft's
KIM or TIM BASIC, the new

-it

code would be as shown in
listing 1.
Another bug was found
when using the 5 -inch disk
version. The code to be
patched is on track 04, not 03
as published. Also, when using smaller disks, the top
memory should be set at
hexadecimal 4200 as opposed
to hexadecimal 47FF for the
larger 8-inch disks.

Listing 1

In the August 1981 BYTE

"Software Received," the

Last One Out

I admit that I goofed. For
BYTE to run an article on Ex-

tended Color BASIC at about
the time it became widely
available in Radio Shack
stores, the company provided me with one of the first
production models and a
rough draft of the documentation. The rough manual
had a list of differences, one
of which showed that PEEK
was not available in the
nonextended model of the
TRS -80 Color Computer. It
was, however, available by
the time the manual reached
its final stages, but that was
too late for inclusion in the
article.

BCS

$37DC
$02,X
$03,X
$04,X

6A

ROR
ROR
ROR
BLA
ROR

C8

INY

DO E8

BNE

18

CLC

60

RTS

$37C2

BO

$37D1
$37D3
$37D5
$37D7
$37D8
$37D9

76 02
76 03
76 04
68

$37DA
$37DC
$37DD

18

A
$37C4

($37DE through $3801 now unused)

$38C3
$38C5
$3807
$3809

$38CB
$38CD
$38CE
$38DF

66
66
66
66
66
98

73
74
75
76

BD

4A
DO D6

ROR
ROR
ROR
ROR
ROR
TYA
LSR
BNE
RTS

$73
$74
$75
$76

$BD

$38A7

$38D1
60
($38D2 through $3903 now unused)
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Turn yourApple into the world's
most versatile personal computer.
The SoftCardTM Solution. SoftCard
turns your Apple into two computers.
A Z -80 and a 6502. By adding a Z -80
microprocessor and CP/M to your
Apple, SoftCard turns your Apple into

BASIC included. A powerful tool,

a

CP /M based machine. That means
you can access the single largest body

available. It includes extensive disk I/O

of microcomputer software in existence. Two computers in one. And, the
advantages of both.
Plug and go. The SoftCard system
starts with a Z -80 based circuit card.
Just plug it into any slot (except 0) of
your Apple. No modifications required.
SoftCard supports most of your Apple
peripherals, and, in 6502 -mode, your
Apple is still your Apple.
CP /M for your Apple. You get CP/M
on disk with the SoftCard package. It's
a powerful and simple -to -use operating
system. It supports more software
than any other microcomputer operating system. And that's the key to the
versatility of the SoftCard /Apple.

variables, 16 -digit precision, extensive EDIT commands and string functions, high and low -res Apple graphics,
PRINT USING, CHAIN and COM-
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BASIC -80 is included in the SoftCard
package. Running under CP /M, ANSI
Standard BASIC -80 is the most

powerful microcomputer BASIC
statements, error trapping, integer

MON, plus many additional commands. And, it's a BASIC you can
compile with Microsoft's BASIC
Compiler.

More languages. With SoftCard and
CP /M, you can add Microsoft's ANSI
Standard COBOL, and FORTRAN, or

Basic Compiler and Assembly Language Development System. All, more
powerful tools for your Apple.
Seeing is believing. See the SoftCard
in operation at your Microsoft or Apple
dealer. We think you'll agree that the
SoftCard turns your Apple into the

world's most versatile personal
computer.

Complete information?

It's at your

dealer's now. Or, we'll send it to you
and include a dealer list. Write us. Call
us. Or, circle the reader service card
number below.
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft. Apple II and
Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer. Z -80 is a registered trademark of Z log,
Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital
Research. Inc.

Microsoft Consumer Products, 400 108th Ave. N.E.,
Bellevue, WA 98004. (2061454-1315

Photo 1: Advanced TIROS -Class Weather Satellite. Used
computers.

in military

and civilian versions, the TIROS satellites have two on -board

One Step Forward
Three Steps Backup
Computing in the US Space Program
A special tension surrounds the development of a computer system for
use as the main computer aboard a
spacecraft. On one hand, such a computer must be able to perform complex operations. On the other, since
the first extraterrestrial service call by
a field engineer is yet to be made, an
on -board computer system must do
its work with absolute reliability
despite the most demanding environmental conditions. And by the
time a computer's reliability has been
proved beyond a doubt, more efficient computers have appeared on the
market. It's almost as if the same process that proves a computer's reliabil112
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c/o Interface Technology
POB 745
College Park MD 20740
(301) 490 -3608

ity also ensures that the computer will
be obsolete before it flies. Developing
a main on -board computer is both a
battle to prevent a catastrophic
failure and a race against obsolescence.
The advent of the space shuttle
(known more formally as the Space
Transportation System) will soon enhance the requirement for reliability

on orbital missions. Moreover, the
shirt -sleeve environment of Spacelab
will prove an opportunity to use of fthe-shelf microprocessor systems to
support scientific experiments. But
space- rating -establishing the fitness
of hardware for use aboard a spacecraft -will remain a severe test, especially for computers that control life critical and mission -critical systems.
In this article, I'll first discuss the
requirements of space-rating. Then
I'll describe the tasks that a main onboard computer must perform and
some of the capabilities needed to
perform those tasks. I'll go on to discuss the problems of providing
Circle 325 on Inquiry card.
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Information Hotline: 206/575-1830
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Company
Address
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c
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ground support for on -board software.
After a glance at the historical development of on -board computers,
I'll look at some devices now in use.
Finally, I'll describe applications of
microprocessors in noncritical functions aboard spacecraft. (Yes, there
will soon be an Apple in orbit.)
Throughout the article, I will confine
my comments to civilian spacecraft of
the United States.

Space -Rating
Equipment and software that must
operate for long periods unattended
in the difficult environment of space
must be very reliable. Space- rating is
the process that demonstrates the reliability of equipment for use on spacecraft. The process requires careful
testing of parts, components, assemblies, modules, and software. Space rating standards are stricter than
specifications for military equipment.
Here are a few of the things that a
main on -board computer in the
mid -1980s must be able to do:

planetary -probe missions, and unmanned earth- orbiting missions.
Manned missions require the
highest standards of reliability. When
an astronaut's life is at stake, there is
no room for failure. This principle is
reflected in the record of the Apollo
program: as a result of 2000 man years of development and testing,
there were no flight -critical errors of
spacecraft software (see reference 8).
The most common way to establish
reliability in spacecraft equipment is
to build in redundancy. The Shuttle
Orbiter vehicle, for example, has five
general -purpose computer systems to
control all aspects of its operation. In

of a rule that the Shuttle Orbiter will
not be allowed to approach "dead"
spacecraft. Unless telemetry indicates
that an unmanned satellite still has effective attitude -control and a certain
level of stability, the Orbiter crew
(and the extremely expensive Orbiter
itself) will not be committed to approach the satellite. In addition, any

satellite intended for launch as a shuttle payload must pass the same stringent requirements as a manned spacecraft.
Although no lives are at stake in
their use, planetary-probe spacecraft
also impose stringent requirements on
on -board computer sysems. The long

withstand repeated heating and
cooling from +50° Celsius to -10°
Celsius
function despite exposure to mechanical shocks, electromagnetic disturbances, high-energy particles, and
radiation

withstand forces from

0 to

30

gravities
perform calculations on the level of
evaluating 1300 long time -series polynomials per second to 32 bits of precision
undergo intensive use for periods of
several years without experiencing a
single failure

Although space-rating standards of
reliability are always stringent, they
depend to some extent on the kind of
mission for which the spacecraft is intended.

Mission Classes
Missions usually fall into one of
three classes: manned missions,
114
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Photo 2: Shuttle Orbiter mounted on transport aircraft. The Orbiter has five on -board
computer systems, configured to provide as many as three levels of backup in critical
situations. Two chase planes are visible.

certain critical operations, four of the
five systems will perform the same
task, providing three levels of
backup.
More recently, concern for the lives
of astronauts has led to the adoption

flight times to distant targets, the
hostile environments traversed, and
the impossibility of retrieval or repair
all increase the demands placed on
equipment. Planetary-probe spacecraft are very much on their own.
Circle 267 on inquiry card.
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The distance between spacecraft and probe spacecraft are perhaps an order
earth is often so great that radio of magnitude beyond those for syssignals require long periods to travel tems aboard spacecraft operating
between the two. When the target is near earth.
Most spacecraft carry out unone of the outer planets, communication may take more than a half hour manned earth -orbiting missions.
each way. By the time the ground sta- These missions may have either near tion receives a message indicating a earth orbits or synchronous -altitude
problem aboard the spacecraft, too orbits. Spacecraft can remain synlittle time may remain to send mes- chronous with the rotation of the
sages intended to correct the prob- earth only by orbiting at extremely
lem. The design requirements for high altitudes. Since the Shuttle Orcomputer systems aboard planetary- biter can't deploy or retrieve space-
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craft so far from earth, synchronous altitude spacecraft must be built to
function without service for the duration of their missions.
A spacecraft at synchronous
altitude appears to remain stationary
above one point on the earth's
equator. Consequently, a ground station can stay in continuous communication with such a spacecraft. In
this respect, spacecraft at synchronous altitude are easier to
manage from the ground.
Satellites orbiting the earth at
lower altitudes appear to "rise" and
"set" over the ground station. A
typical orbit takes about 90 minutes,
and the spacecraft is in view of a
given tracking station for only 10
minutes of the 90. The ground station
must pack a great deal of communication into the 10 minutes of contact.
During those 10 minutes, the ground
station has to send up enough commands for the next 80 minutes of operations, check the state of all onboard systems, take any necessary
corrective action, and dump recorded
data from the satellite to the ground
over a high-speed channel.
During the 80 minutes when the
satellite is out of touch with the
ground, the on -board computer must
sequence and monitor spacecraft operations and components and store
messages about the status of
monitored equipment. In case of
problems, the on -board computer
must take first -order corrective action. Even with the advent in the
early 1980s of NASA's tracking station in the sky -the synchronous altitude Tracking and Data Relay

Satellite System (TDRSS) -full
coverage of satellites in near -earth
orbits will not be assured because so
many satellites will share use of
TDRSS.

Space-Rating Microprocessors
Microprocessors, memories, and
interface devices aboard spacecraft
must operate in a vacuum over a wide
temperature range. The vacuum restricts cooling to radiation and conduction; since no atmosphere is present, convection is impossible. Besides
the limitations on cooling, equipment
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must be able to withstand a wide temperature variation while dormant.
The dormant period includes launch
and recovery, during which there is
no assurance that the spacecraft can
maintain adequate thermal control.
Periodic and random vibration and
mechanical shock may also damage
electronic equipment during the
launch phase. A common failure is
breakage of a bonded lead wire where
it is attached to the die of an integrated circuit. High inertial gravity
(g) loads can cause such breakage.
Space components are usually tested
in steady -state acceleration in excess
of 30 gs. Instantaneous accelerations,
such as those undergone by a chip
that is dropped onto a solid floor
from a height of approximately a
meter, can exceed hundreds of gs.
Components of space -borne systems must neither generate electromagnetic disturbances nor be vulnerable to them. The proximity of other
electronic devices and of moderate power transmitters of radio -frequency energy requires resistance to
electromagnetic disturbances.
The abundance of radiation and
high-energy particles pose another
threat to semiconductor devices in
space. Although there is a self -healing
effect if semiconductors are turned off
for a while, periodic failures are unac-

Tech-

Device

Type

nology

ceptable in mission-critical functions. less highly integrated devices will reTable 1 shows the radiation "hard- tain their monopoly as main onness" of several microprocessors. In board computers.
general, radiation damage is cumulative. Microprocessors of commercial On -board Computer Tasks
grade fail at several thousand rads
Designers of spacecraft have been
total dosage. Although it is possible relying more and more on on -board
to attempt shielding chips with computers and associated data sysaluminum paneling, results are not tems to give the spacecraft flexibility
encouraging. Often, when one high - and autonomy. Tasks assigned to the
energy particle strikes the aluminum, on -board computer include:
more than one high -energy particle
comes out the other side.
Attitude determination. Orienting
P -type metal -oxide semiconductors the spacecraft in space is a vital and
(PMOS) are generally less susceptible complex function. The spacecraft
to radiation damage than are the data system must give the computer
newer and faster N -type metal -oxide data from sun- and star -trackers,
semiconductor (NMOS) devices. earth sensors, and gyros. The attiRadiation -hardened versions of stan- tude- determination algorithm calcudard device -families are available, lates how the spacecraft should be
particularly complementary metal - aligned with respect to inertial axes.
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) de- The attitude -control algorithm then
vices, which are faster than PMOS issues commands that enable magnetbut slower than NMOS. This is but ic thrusters, jet torquers, or reaction
one instance of space -borne tech- wheels to point the spacecraft (ie:
nology lagging behind current com- align the axes) to a desired point on
mercial technology.
earth or to a star. Attitude determinaPerhaps the most serious hurdle tion and control, sometimes including
that microprocessors must face before orbit -adjust software, typically rebecoming main on -board computers quire 4 to 12 K bytes of memory.
is one of sheer computational power.
Many of the calculations required of
Command Storage. The on -board
these machines need a word length computer can store sequences of corn greater than 16 bits. Until the ap- mands that are "time-tagged" for later
pearance of 32 -bit microprocessors, execution. Storage may also include
predefined blocks of frequently executed command sequences (macros).
Suitable
Support
Circuits

Projected
Hardness,
In Rads

Power of
Basic Pro cessor, in

Milliwatts
(mW)

RCA 1802'

Monolithic

CMOS

TI- SBP9900

Monolithic

12L

Intersil 6100

Monolithic

CMOS

Intel 8080A

Monolithic

NMOS

AMD 2900'

Bit Slice

LS -TTL

Intel 3000'

Bit Slice

S-TTL

Memories,
Some I/O
Memories
Only
Memories,
Some I/O
Memory,
Some I/O

105

30

10'

500

105

50

10'

1700

Memory,
All I/O
Memory,

10'

10,000
(16 bit)
15,000
(16 bit)
15,000
(16 bit)

10'

All I/O
NMI 6700

' Multiple

Bit Slice

LS -TTL

Memory,
Some I/O

10'

sources available.

Table 1: Comparison of microprocessors for space applications. Included are
each processor's radiation "hardness" and its average power consumption.
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Executive. A real -time, multitasking, interrupt-driven executive is used
to sequence all tasks and to handle

input /output operations.
Housekeeping. This includes monitoring and controlling thermal and
electrical power. These tasks may require continual monitoring and limit checking of sensors in the spacecraft.
Spacecraft housekeeping may also include continuous measurement of the
batteries' charge.

Telemetry Format Control. The onboard computer may control the
sampling and format of the on -board
telemetry points. This makes reconfiguration possible in response to
degradation and failures. If a prede-
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259.00

ROMPLUS WITH KEYBOARD FILTER

179.00

ROMPLUS W/O KEYBOARD FILTER

130.00

KEYBOARD FILTER ROM

COPYROM

49.00
49.00

MUSIC SYSTEM

459.00

ROMWRITER

149.00

APPLE CLOCK

239.00

24.95

A/D

299 00

29.95

EXPANSION CHASSIS

95

- D/A (DIGITAL TO ANALOG)

575.00

CP/M SOFTWARE

TRS -80 MOD I HARDWARE

VISTA COMPUTER CO.

MICROSOFT BASIC -80

299.00

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER

319.00

MICROSOFT FORTRAN -80

399.00

APPLE 40 Track Drive A40 (163

K

Bytes)

389.00

PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR

APPLE 80 Track Drive A80 (326

K

Bytes)

549.00

PERCOM DOUBLER

799.00

DOUBLE ZAP 11/80 (CONVERTS ND/80 TO D.D.)

APPLE 80 Column Card

329.00

MPI 43 TRACK DISK DRIVE (8 -51)

299.00

PEACHTREE SYSTEMS

APPLE 8 Inch Disk Drive Controller

549.00

SHUGART 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE (400L)

299.00

MAGIC WAND (REQUIRES CP /M)

275.00
310.00

APPLE 160 Track Drive A160 (652

K

Bytes)

CALIF. COMPUTER SYSTEMS
349.00

2032A 32K STATIC RAM

599.00

2065C 64K DYNAMIC RAM

499.00

2422 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER & CP /M
2710 FOUR SERIAL I/O

339.00
245.00

SERIAL/2 PARALLEL I/O

265.00

2720 FOUR PARALLEL I/O

189.00

2810 Z -80 CPU

249.00

429.00

WORD STAR (REQUIRES CP /M)

429.00

MAILMERGE (REQUIRES WORD STAR)

100.00

TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE

299.00

SPELLGUARD

239.00

159.00

CP/M PICKLES & TROUT FOR TRS -80 MOD

.

7712A SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE

TRS -80 SOFTWARE
NEWDOS/80 2.0 MODI

LAZY WRITER MOD
PROSOFT MOD

99.00
99.00

MORROW DESIGNS

(Single Drive -250 K)

799.00

(Dual Drive -500 K)

1429.00

DISCUS 2D (Single Drive -500 K)
DISCUS 2D (Dual Drive

-1

DISCUS 2 +2 (Single Drive

869.00

MEG)

-1

MEG)

DISCUS 2 +2 (Dual Drive -2 MEG)

SPECIAL DELIVERY (MAIL LIST PROG)

24.95
89.95
165.00

APPLE SOFTWARE
(REQUIRES Z80 SOFTCARD & 80 COL)

MAILMERGE

-APPLE

(REQUIRES WORD STAR)

Megabytes

3095.00
4495.00

20 Megabytes

5395.00

MIRROR BACK -UP

700.00

275.00

AVERY TABULABLES
1,000 3-1/2

x

3,000 3-1/2

x

5,000 3-1/2

x

15/16
15/16
15/16

8.49
14.95

19.95

90.00

UARCO PAPER (Prices

F.O.B. S.P.)

165.00

MICROSOFT COBOL (REQUIRES Z80 SOFTCARD)

550.00

DB MASTER 2.4

159.00

VISICALC 16 SECTOR

189.00

We stock a complete line of computer covers, printer

99.00

ribbons, print wheels & NEC thimbles. Call us for your
needs.

A -STAT COMPREHENSIVE

2949.00
3829.00
3949.00

DECISION 1 COMPUTER
1

275.00

MICROSOFT FORTRAN

CCA DATA BASE MANAGER

DISCUS M26 (26 Megabytes)

Megabytes

10

SUPPLIES
89.00

WORDSTAR- APPLE
(REQUIRES Z80 SC & 80 COL)

Controller, Case /P.S., Operating System, A &T
5

1999.00

DISCUS M20 (20 Megabytes)

Identical), 32 to

199.00

1099.00

DISCUS M10 (10 Megabytes)

NIX (UNIX

119.00

(REQUIRES Z80 SOFTCARD)

Controller, P.S., Microsoft Basic, CP/M, A &T

CP /M,

III

1499.00

HARD DISK SYSTEMS

Z -80A.

I,

MAGIC WAND

Controller, P.S., Cables, Microsoft Basic, CP /M, A &T

FOR S -100, APPLE OR
TRS-80 MOD I, II

79.00

I. III

SPECIAL DELIVERY (MAIL LIST PROG) MOD

MAGIC WINDOW WORDPROCESSOR STD APPLE

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS

I

125.00

I

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER FOR MODI

7720A PARALLEL INTERFACE STD FIRMWARE

I

139.00

OMNITERM SMART TERMINAL PKG MODI, III

7728A CENTRONICS PRINTER INTERFACE

DISCUS

CORVUS

..

149.00

99.00

175.00

II

64.95

139.00

7424A CALENDAR /CLOCK

DISCUS

..

TRACKCESS MODI

7710Á/D ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE

CALL

MPI 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE (B -91)

X -TRA

APPLE BOARDS

45.95

TANDON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE

PERCOM SPEAK -2ME -2

2200A MAINFRAME

2

159.00

LNW DOUBLER WITH DOSPLUS 3.3D

S-100 BOARDS

2718

27.00

STATISTICS PKG

119.00

9 -1/2 x 11 18 lb

while

14 -7/8 x 11 18 lb

29.00

white

39.00
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We built a reputation on our prices and your satisfaction.

MEG of

memory
Floppy and /or Hard Disk

CALL
We

SD SYSTEMS

VERSAFLOPPY

I

KIT

VERSAFLOPPYIIA &T
VERSAFLOPPY

II

KIT

If

anything is

course, we'll pay the shipping charges.

S -100 BOARDS
VERSAFLOPPY IA&T

guarantee everything we sell for 30 days.

wrong, just return the item and we'll make it right. And, of

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders. COD orders

289.00

accepted up to $300.00. We also accept school purchase

229.00

orders.

389.00
329.00

o

Please add $2.00 for standard UPS shipping and handling

SBC 200 (Z -80 CPU) A &T

369.00

on orders under 50 pounds, delivered in the continental U.S.

SBC 200 (Z -80 CPU) KIT

299.00

Call us for shipping charges on items that weigh more than 50

289.00
220.00

pounds. Foreign, FPO and APO orders please add 15% for
shipping. California residents add 6% sales tax.

Z

-80 STARTER KIT

EXPANDORAM
16 K

II

KIT (0K)

RAM-NEC 4116 200 ns

17.95

The prices quoted are only valid for stock on hand and all
prices are subject to change without notice.

TERMINALS
TELEVIDEO 912C

745.00

TELEVIDEO 920C

835.00
955.00
695.00
799.00

TELEVIDEO 950C
VOLKER -CRAIG VC 4404

ZENITH

Z -19

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362

Photo 3: ATS-6 Communications Satellite. Traveling
control.

in

synchronous orbit, the ATS -6 uses two on -board computers for attitude

trol.

Some Essential Capabilities
On -board computers must constantly perform complex mathematical computations such as coordinate
transforms. Floating -point capability
enables on -board computers to perform these computations efficiently.
The alternative to building in float-

the spacecraft reestablishes contact,
data is dumped to the ground over a
high-speed data link.

ing -point capability has been to use
scaled fixed -point operations. In testing, operation, and maintenance,
however, the scaled fixed -point approach has led to problems with overflows, notably aboard ApplicationsTechnology Satellite -6, the International Ultra- violet Explorer, and the
Solar Maximum Mission. These experiences have led to the choice of integral floating -point capability in the

fined telemetry format is changed in
order to circumvent a hardware problem, the input on the ground -based
telemetry processor must, of course,
be changed, too.

Instrument Sequencing and ConThe on -board computer can
monitor and control instruments
directly or can support the instruments' dedicated microprocessors. In addition, the on -board computer can manage storage of data.
Data is recorded during the "back orbit," when the spacecraft is out of
touch with the ground station. When
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on -board computers' processors.
Designers may implement floating point capability in several ways. The
most attractive is to have floating point capability as part of the
machine architecture. The architecture of several on -board computer
systems in the 1980s will implement
floating -point capability. If a processor can't perform floating -point
operations, the designer can add the
capability by introducing a slave processor. The slave processor may rely
on calculator or computer technology, or it may be a co-processor,
sharing the main processor's address,
data, and control space.
Designers sometimes add firmware
containing math -library functions
Circle

1

on inquiry card.
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Working hard to be soft.

We at 47th Street Photo work very hard to be soft on your
pocketbook. We bring you the lowest possible prices on
some of the best selling hardware and software available.

THE COMPUTER HEADQUARTERS
For the best APPLE deal from the big Apple go to the core!

51/4

BUSINESSMAN'S..
SPECIAL
Write a

DISKETTES FOR APPLE
& OTHER MICROS

MEMOREX
MAXELL
BASAF

letter
and print immediately!

Box of 10'27.00
Box of 10'35.00
Box of 10'35.00

'309
DC HAYES MICRO MODERN II
VIDEX 80 COLUMN VIDEO TERMINAL '290
'112
VYDEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER
'159
VISI CALC, 3.3
'32.95
SUP'R' MOD
'298
Z80 SOFT CARD
'95
THE SOURCE
'269
WORD STAR by MICRO PRO

Apple II w148K.
Epson Interface.
Disc wlcont.
Epson Cable.
Apple Writer.
Sanyo 9" Monitor.
Epson MX-80.
Complete Package .. 52,522.00

APPLE II w148K 51169

ORIGINAL GENUINE IBM 8"
Floppy Diskettes at Lowest Prices!
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM

#2305845
#2305830
#1669954
#1766870
#2736700
#1669550
#1669044
#1669045
IBM #1766872

SS SD
SS SD
SS SD
DS SD
DS SD
SS SD
DS DD
DS DD
DS DD

53.44

'3.44
'3.44
'4.59
'4.59
'3.44
55.19

'5.19
'5.19

lailMIVIE111%
Perkin -Elmer Bantam Terminal

S779

.

App lea Digitai Data Systems Inc

[hp]
A

Now Only
S1

75000

only 5610

5259500

HP 41CV

HP -83 Reg. 2250.00

VIEWPOINT

HEWLETT PACKARD

Complete Computer System In One Small Package.
The HP85 is a powerful BASIC language
computer, complete wlkeyboard. CRT display.
printer & tape drive all in one 20 pound unit.
16K RAM, expandable to 32K Reg. 3250.00
269.95
HP41C
189.95
memory module only 27.50

Optical Wand
Printer fl4lC

98.50
289.00
189.95

I141C

Card Reader Il41C

MODE

DM5

SPECIALS
82901M 51/4" Dual Master
Flex. Disc Drive
Reg.2,500
51900

7225B Graphics Plotter
OPT. 002 Reg. 2,200 51699
.

2631B Impact Printer
OPT. 885 Reg. 3,950 '2,895

Texas Instruments
TI 99/4
a

Edit.
Mem -Lock.
Anti -Glare.
Line Drawing

Capability.

Computer

Designed to be the first Computer
skilled user, or the beginner.

PRINTER

Qfor the

`1-D-)v-'ri+M..
,p.y.>.).P}.i+}Y'

..y
i- Fid-F:O),tOrig. 950.00

Now Only

Full line of ATARI
software available

MX -80 Printer
Now Only

549995

Items on sale for limited time only, & are subject to
limited availability Not responsible for typograph.
ical errors This ad supersedes all other ads prior to
Sept. '81. All orders subject to verification and acceptance. Minimum shipping and handling 54.95.
SUN. 10 -4,

DAILY 9.8,

TI 59 Programmable 179.95
TI 58C Programmable 89.95
PC 100 C Prntr

for 58l59 157.50
Disc Drive Controller 224.95 Solid Stete Printer 295.00
39.95
349.50 RF Modulator
Disc Memory Drive

.

EPSON

538900

Sanyo Monitors
VM- 45099" B &W

169.95
259.95
289.95
449.95
204.95

DM5012CX 12" B &W
DM- 5112CX 12" Green
DMC -6013 13" Color
Electro Home 9" Green
AMERICAN
DO?RESS

FRI. 9.2

pi

Cameras Electronics Audio VideoComputers DarkroomAccessories

...51799

DIABLO
DIABLO
DIABLO
DIABLO
DIABLO

630
1650 RO
1650 KSR
1640 RO
1640 KSR
DEC Writer LA34

Paper Tiger Printer 445G Graphics
Quome Sprint 5/45 RO
5/55 RO
5/55 KSR
Centronics Printer 739 -3 Serial
739 -1 Parallel

52,395
52,999
53,599
52,645
53,550
51,075
5785
52,450
52,550
52,850
.

.

5840
s840

47th Street Photo Inc.

67 West 47th St. New York, N.Y.10036

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

(212)260 -4410

1-800-221-7774
OUTF1- 800- 221 -5858
1-800-223-5661
TOLL

;z,reat

51599 TI 820 KSR

TI 810

STATE

such as SIN /COS, ATAN, and
SQRT, based on the primitive floating -point operations. Ideally, the onboard processor would have both
floating -point operations and math-

Approach
Used (see

NSSC-1 /SP-C32
LSI-11

1b

24/81
24/82

2

ATAC-16MS

2

AM9511'
57109'

1b

la

lc

8087'

2

Format

table 3)

Processor

24/8
24/8
8- decimaldigit mantissa,
2- digit-

decimal
exponent
32 bits;
10 decimal
digits

library functions as standard features. The co- processor and firmware
approaches are interim measures to
be considered only so long as technological restrictions prevent includ-

Time Needed for Operation
in Microseconds (µs)
Add /Subtract
Multiply
Divide
16.5
42.1 to 66.2

5.75
13.5 to 92
22,000 to

11.5
74 to 121
16
36.5 to 42

66,000

32,000 to
227,000

18

18

27.0
151 to 232

28.5
38.5 to 46
78,000 to

223,000

27

ing these features in the main processor.
Floating -point capability (in the
24- bit -mantissa /8-bit -exponent format) requires at least a 16 -bit and preferably a 32 -bit word size. Several onboard computer systems in the 1980s
will have floating -point capability,
and at least one of these will have integral math -library functions.
Table 2 compares the floating point capabilities of several kinds of
hardware used in on -board corn puters. Table 3 shows the advantages
and disadvantages of different ways
of implementing floating -point capability. Table 4 shows execution times
of math-library functions in different
processors.

Higher -Order Language
The complexity of the mathematics
to be performed aboard a spacecraft
gives considerable appeal to the use
of a higher -order language in developing flight code. The computer, of
course, is indifferent to the programming language or method used. The
question is whether higher -order lan-

24 -bit mantissa/8 -bit exponent
Essentially 25 -bit mantissa
Slave processor only

'Co-processor with 8086/8088

Table 2: Comparison of arithmetic operations in floating -point hardware.

80

RS
SAVE $
adre Mae COMPUTERS
CALL US
For Low, Low
Prices on All
RADIO SHACK
Hardware and

Software
TRS -80
MODEL II
64 K
26 -4002

$3,43900

No Tax on Out

Reg.

x2.495 °°

$2,22000

(209) 526-1475

We Pay Shipping

of State

Shipments
Warranties Honored by
Radio Shack Stores
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TRS -80 MODEL III
48 K; 2 Disks
26 -1066

Reg. $3,8990°
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Raft, ¡hack
221 McHenry Ave.
Modesto, Calif. 95354

Certified Checks
Cashiers Checks
Credit Cards

GO

VISA

Franchise Store 7079
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The finest Data Base

\

Manager Available

Time Accounting Systems that will
Professionalize the Professionals.

'Ncixi
'Manager
1

For the Attorney
A system specifi-

cally designed to
handle the complex
receivables structure used by attor-

The fury Is in and the verdict is ... "outstanding!" Reviews from all of you
who purchased MAXI MANAGER not to mention raves by many to mlcrocom,
puling magazines) have heralded it as the definitive data base managing
system We knew that business owners and hobbyists demanded the finest
data base managing system available. To all of you who praised us for MAXI
MANAGER, we extend our thanks. And to those of you who have yet to try MAXI
MANAGER. we Invite you to experience this incredible system today. But don't
lake our word for I Or our jury's) Judge for yoursell.

Supports six different relational search
techniques.
Comes with programmer's interface.
Over 120 pages of documentation.
Supports up to 20 user defined fields of 40
characters each
Record length up to 800 characters.
Files can be up to four disks in length.
Compatable 35. 40. 77 & 80 track drives with
proper operating system.
Has calculated equation fields.

Complete report generator.
Works hand in hand with

any

$99.95
MODEL

1

version

requires

TRSDOS 2.3 and is compatable
with NEWDOS2.1 ti NEW DOS BO
MODEL 3 version comes on
TDOS, a special version of the
DOSPLUS operating system.
Requires 48K of RAM and one

disk drive minimum.
For the TRS-80 Modal
Order No. 012-0098

word

processor.

1

and

3.

BOX 3435

ÇAdventuré'
INTERNATIONAL
A

DIVISION

or

scor pMS

I

INC

LONGWOOD,
FLA 32750
(305) 862-6917

E.9:b131:1d:1N_rr_\Z1
Circle 398 on Inquiry card.

neys: including
their rates and fees,
and the generation
of bills, statements
and management

reports.

©©©
Micro Business Systems

For the Professional

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE (800) 327 -7172
JUST CHECK SOME OF THESE FEATURES

Introducing the Timekeeping and
Billing Software Systems for the
Professional ... by Micro Business
Systems

Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

Handles the billing
structure used by
accountants, engineers, consul.
tants, and other
professionals.

P.O. Box I55
8901

Meridian Ave.

Simple, Flexible, and Effective
The software is designed with the operator in mind; it is simple to
use, easy to learn, and requires a minimum amount of time to get
the job done. Designed to run on any micro with CP /M, it also
possesses the needed flexibility for customization -and even the
source code is available under certain terms.

©0 ©

Micro Business Systems

Call or order by mail. Demo Package -$50 ea. Documentation
only-$25 ea. + shipping). Dealer inquiries welcome.
(

CLECTRON IICS CENTER
CALL TOLL FREE

Call For "Unbelievable" Low Low Prices
On These Lines:
MACROTRONICS
MAXELL
MICROSOFT
MOUNTAINIHARDWARE
N.E.C.
NORTHSTAR
PANASONIC
SANYO
SYNCOM

,-,.

:

1-800-228-4097
AMDEK
APPLE
ATARI
BASE 2
CENTRONICS
COMMODORE
DC HAYES
HAZELTINE
LEEDEX

N.

Seattle, WA 98125
(206) 525-4898

,

YOUR.
,

master charge

Circle 57 on inquiry card.

ELECTRONICS Pl./AV/GROUND
UND
1840 "O" Street Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
In Nebraska Call (402) 476 -7331
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efficiency. Many programmers now
think that they can work more efficiently in higher-order languages than
in assembly language.
But will the use of higher -order languages make testing and maintaining
software more difficult? It remains
unclear, during operation of a spacecraft, whether code produced in assembly language is easier to debug
and change than code produced by a
higher -order-language compiler. But
the experience of producing the flight
code for the Space Shuttle suggests
that language derived from a higher order language is no more difficult to
debug and may even be easier.
Among the higher -order languages
that are candidates for use with onboard computers are Jovial, HAL /S,
and Ada /Pascal. Each has advantages and disadvantages. (Space Programming Language [SPL] was developed by RCA for in -house use and
never gained wide acceptance.) In the
absence of an effort to develop a compiler, however, designers will have to
use whatever language is supplied by
the manufacturer of the hardware.
Pascal-like languages impose structured techniques on programmers.
Some programmers have faulted
Pascal because each program in that
language is an entity, lacking external
references. But, in creating software
for flight -loads, this feature of Pascal
should be an advantage because
flight-load software must function as
an entity. Moreover, Pascal has
gained wide acceptance among programmers. And the Department of
Defense has adopted Ada, a Pascalguages increase programmers'

Number
(see table 2)

la

Type of

Disadvantages

Advantages

Approach

1b

Add -on arithmetic processor
Add -on microprocessor

1c

Co- processor

2

Functions built into
main microprocessor

Built -in math functions
Fast -may proceed in
parallel with main microprocessor
Faster; math -library
available
Very fast

Slow

Interfacing; no -math
library

Architecture and interfacing problems
Usually no math library; math functions
must be written in
software

Table 3: Comparison of different approaches to floating -point capability.

Implementation Time
for Fixed -Point Calculations
in Microseconds (As)
SQRT
SIN /COS ATAN/ASIN

Accuracy

(a)

(in bits)

Processor Used
9900, with software
NSSC -1, with software
LSI -11, with software

109
163
176

16
18
16

236
417

117
190
184

544

Implementation Time
for Floating -Point Calculations
in Microseconds (As)

(b)

Processor Used

SIN /COS

ATAN /ASIN

SQRT

784
265.2
121.2

1303

767
223
123.6

LSI.11 with floating -point hardware
NSSC-1/SP-C32
ATAC -16MS

Format

Used

Used

235

Implementation Time for Calculation
by Inherent Math -Library Functions
In Microseconds (As)

(c)

Processor

311

SIN /COS

Floating -Point
1084.25
Decimal
760,500
59109
Co- processor
N/A
8087
Average of minimum and worst case times
AM9511

ATAN /ASIN

SQRT

1384

620,500

206.5
186,000

N/A

36

Table 4: Implementation times of several math functions in different processors.
The functions considered are sine, cosine, arctangent, arcsine, and square root.
Table 4a shows the times for fixed -point implementations. Table 4b shows the
times for floating -point implementations. Table 4c shows miscellaneous pro-

cessor/format combinations.

AMS

ADVANCED MICRO SYSTEMS

MORROW DESIGNS

HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS

$720.00
5720.00
$720.00
$349.00
S219.00

M26 HARD DISK
M20 HARD DISK
M10 HARD DISK

DJ-M10
DJ-2208 DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY
DJ -1108 SINGLE DENSITY FLOPPY

I/O CONTROLLERS
SB -2411 SWITCHBOARD

(A & T)

I/O

$219.00
S 60.00
$309.00

SB- 2411 -4K 4K RAM OPTION
MB -3200 MULT I/O BOARD

All shipments FOB Calabasas
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53037.00
$3193.00
52400.00

A -26 DISCUS M26
A -20 DISCUS M20
A -10 DISCUS M10

DISK CONTROLLERS (A & T)
DJ -M26
DJ -M20

OFFER
EXPIRES

Tel.: (213) 880 -4670

Oct. 31, 1981

TWO DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS

FLOPPY DISK SUBSYSTEMS
F -1118

DISCUS

24K MEMORY MASTER
32K SUPERAM
65K STATIC RAM

248.00
S284,00
$378.00
S450.00
$870.00

F -1228
F -2228

I

DISCUS I
DISCUS 2D
DISCUS 2+ 2

S1389.00
S1450.00
S 1896.00

BASIC UNIT $1342.00

S

I.E.E.E. S -100 BUS (A & T)
WB -08008 SLOT MOTHER BRD
W8 -1200 12 SLOT MOTHER BRD.
WB -2000 20 SLOT MOTHER BRD

2

DECISION

STATIC MEMORY (A & T)

F -1128

816.00
S 888.00
$1105.00
S

I

-1218 DISCUS 2D
F -2218 DISCUS 2+
F

16K SUPERAM
16K MEMORY MASTER

90 days warranty on all products

© BYTE Publications Inc

CALABASAS. CA 91302

PRODUCTS AT LOW LOW PRICESI

ADDITIONAL HARD DISK

S3397.00
$3553.00
$2760.00

M -26 DISCUS M26
M -20 DISCUS M20
M -10 DISCUS M10

28188 ADAMOR ROAD

$109.00
$129.00
$173.00

NOTE:
1.

The disk subsystems include Digital Research CP /M
2.2 and Microsoft Basic V5.2

2.

If you own a MITS controller and disc drive, we have
the interface to run them with our new subsystems.
and a reformatter for your Pertec drives and software
to translate your Mits files to your new operating

system.

Prices. Terms, Specifications subject to change without notice.
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If you writE software,
writE Digital REsEarch.
WE can help you

bring your products
to market.
Independent Software
Vendors (ISV's) are the key to
solving the software crunch in
the 1980's. To help you bring
your products to market,
Digital Research introduces
the ISV Support Plan

-

Getting Established in
Your Market
ISV Seminars cover:

Designing a marketing
strategy
Advertising
Writing Manuals
Assuring software security
Supporting and updating
products
On- Going Support Includes:
Legal and technical

designed to assist you in:

Developing Your Product
With the fast and powerful
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like language.
HAL /S was created specifically for
generating flight software, but is not
designed for use with a small processor. As with all higher-order languages, HAL/S will only be as good
as its compiler implementation,
which translates programs into machine language.
The choice of which higher -order
language is used may not be critical.
It would probably not be cost-effective to develop a compiler specifically
for use in the space program because
all the recommended on -board machines for the 1980s include one

Programmers work on this support
system, using its convenient facilities
such as video display, disk and tape
drives, and a printer. The code produced is then "downline loaded" to
the flight computer or test facility or
transferred via tape image.

The tools that programmers use to
develop and maintain software for
on -board computers include cross-assemblers, loading and dumping
facilities, and simulation facilities.

Loading and Dumping. The software load -image for the on -board
computer must be mapped into spacecraft commands through the corn mand link, as shown in figure 1. The
ground control center usually does
this mapping, and then uplinks the
commands to the spacecraft via a
tracking, telemetry, and command
station. On the spacecraft, the command receiver routes the commands
to the computer, where they are interpreted. The NSSC -1 on -board computer, discussed at length later, can
be hardware -loaded (without the intervention of on-board software) or
can be loaded by use of the executive
program. The latter technique, however, is used only to update noncritical parts of the code.

Cross -Assemblers. Despite the existence of several higher -order languages for spacecraft computers, programmers still work mostly in assembly language. Since the on -board
computer doesn't host its own support software, the cross -compilers,
cross -assemblers, editors, and linkers
reside in a small- or medium -scale
computer system used for support.

The memory of the on -board computer can be dumped on command.
The on -board computer puts its memory words into the spacecraft
telemetry stream. A ground station
receives these memory words and
then relays them to the control
center. After software decodes and
formats the dump image, the support
computer prints a copy.

higher- order -language compiler.
Note, however, that all these compilers must be cross -compilers
because the flight processor can't support a compiler of its own.

Supporting Software

Simulation Facilities
NASA often uses simulation to test
the hardware and software of onboard computers. A program hosted
in a mini -computer or in a still larger
machine is made to appear to the onboard computer as the rest of the
spacecraft. A large and complex real time simulation generates sensor data
and accepts torquer commands, exercising the on -board computer in
many different hypothetical situations. In addition to serving as the
major debugging and analysis tools
for flight software, simulations are
used to train control- center crews.

Debugging Software in Orbit
After thousands of man -years of
testing, an on -board computer is
launched and assumes full control of
spacecraft operations. All too often,
the on -board computer crashes
because of an obscure and improbable set of conditions that no one
even dreamed of simulating.
How does an analyst debug and
patch software in a computer that is
in orbits If the control software design is good, an analyst can sit down
at the console, dump memory, and
patch code without having to worry
about the vast amount of hardware
and software between him or her and
the on -board computer. The analyst
of the on -board computer is in fact
communicating with the control center computer, which is in contact
with the on-board computer through

CHANGES

1

EDITOR

CROSS ASSEMBLER

LINKER

SUPPORT COMPUTER
ON -BOARD

COMPUTER

LOAD IMAGE FILE
SPACECRAFT

TRANSLATE
TO

SPACECRAFT COMMANDS

UPLINK
SPACECRAFT

TRACKING, TELEMETRY,
AND COMMAND
STATION

CONTROL CENTER

Figure 1: Diagram of the process of changing software for the on-board computer. After software is revised using the support computer in the ground control center, the new code is translated to spacecraft commands, linked, sent to the spacecraft through a tracking, telemetry, and command station, and placed into the spacecraft's on -board computer.
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a Tracking, Telemetry and Command
Station. During a crisis, however, the

analyst doesn't want to think about
these details.

Fixing Failures in Orbit
Once diagnosed, software failures
can be corrected by partially or completely reloading memory. Complete
reloads are possible but time-consuming. Remember that the ground control center often has only 10 minutes
in every 90 for communication.
Hardware failures in orbit are more
difficult to diagnose and fix. Although the Shuttle Orbiter will have a
tape drive for storing software, most
on -board computers lack mass -memory units. Using disk drives in orbit,
except in the largest vehicles, leads to
problems because of the need to compensate for the drives' rotational
angular momentum. Perhaps two
identical disk drives revolving in opposite directions would compensate
for each other. But the main problem
in fixing hardware is that only one
technique is possible: turning off the
equipment for a while. This treatment
fixes some failures caused by radiation.
Analysts in the control center can
sometimes work around a hardware
failure. When the computer on the
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
failed, for example, analysts determined that a bit in the adder had become unreliable. They rewrote the
software to avoid using that bit. It is
possible to work around failed memory in a similar fashion.
In the era of the space shuttle, it
will be possible to replace modules
containing a failed computer or even
to bring an entire spacecraft back to
earth for repairs. Most current spacecraft designs incorporate hard -wired
functions, independent of on-board
computers, that will enable the Space
Shuttle to approach and retrieve a
spacecraft that has a malfunctioning
computer.

Early Systems
Spacecraft computers started out as
a natural outgrowth of missile -guid-

ance computers -simple sequencers.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s,
missile -guidance computers were

ground -based and had tube or transistor technology. One of these early
devices is on display at the Smithsonian Museum of History and Technology in Washington, DC.
With the advance of technology,
designers were able to place missile guidance functions in an on -board
computer. The main work of the missile- guidance computer remained the
sequencing of operations. The missile- guidance computer had to work
for only about 30 minutes. Computers aboard spacecraft, of course,
have to perform a greater variety of
functions and to go on working much
longer.
The first NASA spacecraft that incorporated a general -purpose cornputer was the Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory, launched in 1972.
Called the On -board Processor
(OBP), this first on -board computer
was built by NASA and was the
precursor and engineering model of
the NSSC -1. Although the OBP was
included mainly as an experiment, the
computer helped prolong the life of
the mission until December 1980
despite many on -board equipment
degradations, including the failure of
a bit in the computer's adder, as
described earlier.

Current Systems
Table 5 shows details of some current on -board computer systems.
Note that most missions include two
processors. The AMSAT Phase III,
designed and built by amateurs, includes a CMOS processor. Favored
storage devices in current systems include core and plated -wire devices.
The systems shown in table 5 contain
no secondary memory storage. Preferred technology is high -reliability
TTL (transistor- transistor logic) or
radiation- hardened CMOS. Typical
machine cycle times are several
microseconds.
On -board computers are examples
of embedded computer systems
they perform as subsystems and perform only a specific application. As
microprocessor technology evolves
toward a chip with a processor in the
class of the IBM System 370, microprocessors will increasingly serve as
on -board computers.

-
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Type of

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Computer

Mission

Number

NSSC-1

AOP

MMS(Generic)
Landsat -B /C

Memory Size

NSSC-1

SMM

2

AOP
OBP
DOC
GCSC
CCS
FDS
CCS
ARCS
SCP-234
SCP-234 (U SAF)
COSMAC

IUE

2

NSSC-1

ATAC-16ms'

Landsat -D
Galileo (AACS)

2
2

8 -64 K by 18 bits
4K by 18 bits
48 K by 18 bits
12 K by 18 bits
16 K by 18 bits
4 K by 16 bits
18 K by 18 bits
8 K by 18 bits
8 K by 16 bits
8 K by 18 bits
8 K by 18 bits
18 K by 16 bits
16 K by 16 bits
16 K by 8 bits
64 K by 18 bits
32 K by 16 bits

CDC 469

HEAO

2

16 K by 16 bits

Table

5:

1

or 2
1

OAO -C
ATS-6
Viking Lander
Viking Orbiter
MJS -77 (Voyager)
MJS -77 (Voyager)
MJS -77 (Voyager)
TIROS -N
Block 5D
AMSAT Phase IIIB

1

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
1

Memory Type

Processor

Cycle Time

CORE
PWM
PWM
PWM
CORE
PWM
PWM
PWM
CMOS
PWM
PWM
CMOS
CMOS

TTL
TTL
TTL
TTL
DTL
LPTTL
LPTTL

1.5µs

DMOS

2.48µs
1.37µs
1.37µs
2.34µs

CORE
CMOS

CMOS
CMOS
CMOS
TTL
LSI bit slice

(hardened)
Plated Wire

PMOS/LSI

CMOS

Characteristics of some current on -board computer systems.

Table 6 shows processors that are
available for space missions in the
1980s. Among the features summarized in table 6 are the higher -order
languages that are offered for use

1.4µs
1.3µs
2.0µS
5.0µs
5.0µs

with these processors. The table also
gives the times required by each processor for addition, multiplication,
and division in both fixed- and floating -point operations.

1µS

1.5µs

250 ns

Not yet launched.

Spacecraft Computer -1
Current plans call for use of the
NASA Standard Spacecraft Corn puter-1 (NSSC -1) for flights using the
Multimission Modular Spacecraft.

Computer
Category

NSSC-1

NSSC-1
SP-C32

NSSC-11

ATAC -16ms

Manufacturer

IBM

IBM /MM

IBM

Heritage to Previous
Computers

SMM,IUE

None

None

Space Applications

MMS

None

None

Fixed-Point Word Size, Bits*

18/35

18/35

Floating -Point Word Size, Bits*

35/18

24/8

Size, Cubic Inches

570

Weight, Pounds

17

Power, Watts

45

M3625

SCP-234

ITEK

Delco

RCA

ECW

None

Avionics

TITAN Ill -C
F -16

Galileo

IUS

TIROSN

32

16/32

16/32

16/32

24/8

24/8

24/8

N/A

N/A

1232

609

1250

655

N/A

28

18

54

7.9

N/A

150

31

190

10

5
38
75

N/A
8.5
17.5

0.25
5.0
10.2

0.8
2.8
5.8

4.68
59

393
580
909

16.5
11.5
27

N/A
38
56

5.8
17.5
29.2

2.6
4.6
9.8

N/A
N/A
N/A

205

355

N/A

115

1600

N/A

High -Order Language
JOVIAL
SPL

HAUS
Ada /Pascal

Fixed -Point Execution Time, As
Addition/Subtraction
5
Multiplication
38
Division
75

Floating -Point Execution Time,
Addition /Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Cost in thousands of dollars

As

Bits in Mantissa/Bits in Exponent

N/A = Not Available

Table 6: Characteristics of processors available for space missions in the 1980s.
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101

CMOS
DTL
LPTTL
PWM
TTL
AACS
AOP
CCS

-

-

As

-

ns

-

Complementary Metal -Oxide Semiconductor
Diode -Transistor Logic
Low -Power Transistor -Transistor Logic

DOC
FDS

Plated -Wire Memory

NSSC -1

Transistor -Transistor Logic
Attitude and Articulation Control Subsystem
Advanced On -board Processor = NSSC -1
Computer Command Subsystem
10-6 seconds
10 -6 seconds

MMS
SMM

Flying in various configurations, this
modular satellite will perform many
NASA missions.
The NSSC -1 occupies 122 cubic
inches, weighs 3 pounds and requires

-

OBP

IUE
OAO
ATS-6

-

-

Digital Operations Controller
Flight Data Subsystem
On -board Processor
NASA Standard Spacecraft Computer
Multimission Modular Spacecraft
Solar Maximum Mission
International Ultraviolet Explorer
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
Applications Technology Satellite

a 5 -watt power supply. A fixed -point,

two's -complement computer with a
word length of 18 bits, the NSSC -1
has 55 instructions and performs an
add operation in 5 µs, a hardware

multiply operation in 38 µs, and a
divide operation in 75 µs. All these
items are based on use of a 1.6 MHz
clock. The NSSC -1 has one index register, one double -length accumulator,

MECA

DF -224

FTSC

469

GPC

CMOS/SOS

4516E

Teledyne

Autonetics

Raytheon

CDC

IBM

TRACOR

Litton
N/A

None

None

HEAO

N/A

AN/UYK-20

None

Space
Telescope

None

None

Shuttle

None

None

16/24/32

24

32

16/32

36

1632

16/32

24/8

NO

N/A

NO

YES

24/8

YES

1091

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

59

N/A

18

DELTA.

CENTAUR

49

102

50

10

74

85

35

20

350

5

34

1.6
3.94
N/A

1.6

5.4

4

2.5

11

N/A

4
8

21

N/A

10.4
N/A

1.9
5.7
N/A

0.75

8

6.6
11.12
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

3.75
10
15

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

2250

1000

650

500

N/A

115

N/A
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Figure 2: Simplified block diagram of the Command and Data Handling module of the Multimission Modular Spacecraft.

and features indirect addressing. It
has 16 interrupt levels and handles as
many as 16 direct -memory- access devices over a single 100- word -per -second channel.
The addressing range of the
NSSC -1 is 64 K words of memory.
The NSSC -1 contains memory built
of 8 K -word blocks and features
paged addressing, by means of which
all 4096 words in a given page are accessed directly. Normally, data and
code reside in different pages.
Dynamic write -protect is applicable
to 128 -word blocks of memory.
Memory units on the NSSC -1 use
power switching to reduce consumption of energy when units are not
being addressed.
Since the NSSC -1 contains no
ROM (read -only memory), the computer has a direct -load feature that
allows loading a "cold" machine
through the spacecraft command
link. By contrast, the Digital Operations Controller on Applications
Technology Satellite-6 did have memory-load and "bootstrap" ROM soft134
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ware. Of course, if a ROM contains a
programming error, it can't be corrected while in orbit.

Multimission Spacecraft
The characteristics of the MMS
(Multimission Modular Spacecraft)
impose many requirements on the
NSSC -1. The MMS consists of three
building -block modules and a supporting structure. The modules
Power, Attitude -Control, and Command and Data Handling equipment- provide ready -made spacecraft components. Combining an
MMS with an instrument module
makes a spacecraft that the Space
Shuttle can launch and retrieve. The
first MMS spacecraft to be launched
was the Solar Maximum Mission in
February 1980. The next is Landsat -D
scheduled for July 1982.
Aboard the MMS, the NSSC -1 resides in the Command and Data Handling module as part of the spacecraft
data bus. This module contains
telemetry transmitters and command
receivers for spacecraft operation.

-

The Command and Data Handling
module can include as many as three
standard 108 -bit or two standard
109 -bit recorders for temporary storage of data for the spacecraft or the
instruments on board. The Command
and Data Handling module also contains the basic timing-reference signal
for the spacecraft, accurate to 1 in 106
parts and stable to 2 in 108 parts per
day. Instruments themselves may include more accurate clocks.
The most important component of
the MMS data system is the multiplex
data bus. The bus is a set of redundant party lines and has both supervisory and reply lines. The multiplex
data bus links all components of the
spacecraft. The only data that doesn't
flow through the multiplex data bus is
data transmitted at rates greater than
a megabit per second.
Linking each spacecraft component
to the data bus is a special interface
called a Remote Interface Unit. Since
the bus is configured as a party line,
each Remote Interface Unit has a
unique address ranging from 1 to 63.
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P.O. Box 725 Dept. 59, Lubbock, Texas 79491.
NOTE: Proof of purchase must be dated between August 1.
1981 and December 31, 1981. Offer void where prohibited.
Offer good only in U.S.A. Rebate applies to purchases of
TI-59 Programmable only. Items must be postmarked by
January 16, 1982. Allow 30 days for delivery. Limit one per person/address.
1002

Over the past seven
years we've earned a name
for ourselves by making the
best magnetic media in the
business. Precision magnetic
media
Diskettes, Mini
Diskettes, Diagnostic Diskettes, Rigid Discs, Disc
Packs, and Disc Cartridges
certified to be 100%
error free both on -track
and between the tracks.

-

-all

Now we're making
it easier for you to buy the
best. Just dial Dysan direct
TOLL FREE at 800/538 -8150
or 408/988 -3472 (in California) or contact your local
Dysan office listed below.
Precision magnetic
media from Dysan. Our
media says it all.

5440
.111tri

P.11ru k

Henry Om.

Cl.ir.i, CA 95050

408/988 3472

Call your local Dysan office:
Irvine, CA (714) 851 -9462
Sunnyvale, CA (408) 730 -2145
Atlanta, GA (404) 952 -0919
Schaumburg, IL (312) 882 -8176
Burlington, MA (617) 273 -5955
St. Louis, MO (314) 434-4011
Glendora, NJ (609) 939-4762
New York, NY (212) 687 -7122
Bellevue, WA (206) 455 -4725

Watch for new offices opening
soon. For further information,
call our Corporate Marketing
Department at (800) 538 -8150.
Circle 130 on inquiry card.
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PRICE
BREAKTHROUGH
We've done it again! As a leader in small computer sales we must contantly find new ways to save customers money while offering quality
products. Our most popular seller, the Apple 11 Plus, is now available with 64K of user RAM at the unbeatable price of only $1249. This is
possible because we manufacture the 16K RAM Card that expands the factory Apple1148K to it's maximum capacity of 64K. The Ram Card
allows use of Integer and Applesoft Basic and other languages like Pascal. It's a must for large data bases, Visicalc, and the Z-80 cards. The
card is made from high quality components and has a full one year warranty.

64K APPLE II PLUS
ONLY $1249
/y
$1049 48K For $1129
DISK II DRIVE $ 529 DISK II DRIVE

16K
VKITE

I

For

CONTROLLER CARD

Solution Software for the Apple II

Apple Cards and Hardware
Ram Card by CCI
Language System w /Pascal
1614

Silentype Printer w/Interlace card
Hayes Micromodem II

Novation Apple-Cm II
Videx videoterm 80 column w /graphics
Z-80 Softcard by Microsoft
16K RamCard by Microsoft
ABT Numeric Keypad (old or new kybrd)
ALF 3 voice Music Card
ALF 9 voice Music Card
Heuristics Speechlink 2000
Alpha Sytauri Keyboard System
Corvus 10MB Winchester Disk system
Lazer Lower Case Plus
MicroSci Disk Drives (A-40 & A.70)
SSM AIO Serial /Parallel card A &T
Sup R.Terminal 80 Column Card
SVA ZVX4 Megabyter 8" disk controller
SVA 2 +2 Single Den. 8" disk controller

Versawriter Digitizer Pad
Digisector Camera interface
ThunderClock Plus
Symtec Hi-Res Light Pen
Integer or Applesoft Firmware card
Graphics Tablet
Parallel Printer interface card
HiSpeed Serial interface card
Smarterm 80 column card
Joystick by Keyboard Co.
Music System (16 Voices)
A/D * D/A interface
Expansion Chassis
Introl /X10 controller card
Clock /Calendar card
CPS Multifunction card
Supertalker SD-200
Romplusc Card
Romwriter Card
Clock/Calendar Module
GPIB IEEE 488 Card
Asynchronous Serial Interface Card
Centronics Parallel Interface Card
Arithmetic Processor Card

$ 439

ADD ON

130
379
349

299
339
269
299
159
110
239
169

259
1399

CALL
55

CALL
189

329
589
345
229
299
119

169
85
169
299
139
169
65
225
649
175
225
59

Visicalc 3.3.
CCA Data Management
DB Master

WordStar (Apple 80 co. version)
Super Text

II

Desktop Plan II
Applewriter
:Mowry
Landlord Apt. Mngmnt.
Stock Tracker by H &H
Easywriter
ASCII Express

CALL

Peachtree Business Software

185
129
219

Applesoft Compiler
Visiterm
Visit rend /Visiplot
Real Estate Analyzer
Tax Preoarer
DOS Toolkii
Tax Planner
Dow Jones Portfolio Evaluator
Dow Jones New & Quotes Reporter
Apple Fortran

89
99
65
99
45

.

85
165

Printers

210
145

619
135
135

299
45

Anadex 9500/9501 w/ 2K Buffer
C. Itoh Starwriter 25 CPS
C. Itoh Starwriter 45 CPS
Epson MX-70
Epson MX-80 F/T

1299
1499
1899

CALL
CALL

169

Paper Tiger IDS-445
Paper Tiger IDS -460
Paper Tiger IDS-560
Silentype w,'Apple II interface card

225

Qume Sprint 5/45

479
289

599

189

Video Monitors

239
135
149

99
249
129

99
299

We carry all CCS cards, please call for best prices.

ORDER TOLL FREE

699
949
1249
349
2495

Amdex /Leedex Video 1W 1r B&W
Amdek (Hitachi) 13" Color
NEC 12" P3I Green Phospher (In Stock Now!)
NEC 12" RGB Hi -Res Color
Panasonic 13" Color
Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo

139

359

CALL
CALL
449

9" B &W

159

12" B&W
12" P31 Green Phospher
13" Color w /excellent resolution

239
279
419

800- 854 -6654

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CARDS

California and outside Continental U.S. (714) 698 -8088

0®101011@Q
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8314 Parkway Drive
La Mesa, CA 92041
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Mkro -SEEn"
The Powerful
Mainframe Database
Management System
for Professionals Who
Use Microcomputers
Power:

was derived from

the CODASYL SEED database system.
has both hierarchal and network structures with power to handle any application regardless of its data complexities.

It

Compatibility: Fully compatible with
SEED for creating microcomputer databases tied to a large host computer.

Productivity: Faster and easier to
develop and maintain applications since
data relationships are automatically and
consistently maintained. Shared database
allows integration of various application
programs, each having selective authorization to access data. Consistent data
naming allows programs to evolve independently of one another.

Performance: Since only 11,- rn -`'FFr
gives you full CODASYL access methods
(plus additional ones), your database can
be tuned for maximum performance.
Critical portions of
are written in assembly language for fast, efficient operation, while the remainder is in
standard FORTRAN to permit rapid
evolution of
Your data is
secure since the database is never
damaged in a system failure. ONy the
last transaction is lost.
.

Proven:
since 1977 and

is

has been in use
continually enhanced.

Ease of Use: Documentation consists of
Reference Manual (over 100 pages)

a

and a CP /M Operating Guide. Also, three
example databases are illustrated in
detail. Concise Data Definition and Data
Manipulation Languages permit easy
structuring and updating of your database.

When Your Application
Requires BIG Computer
Power at little Computer
Prices, Get Micro -SEED.
Requirements are CP /M operating system,
FORTRAN or PL/I-80, 48K bytes available to
user program, and Zilog Z -80 or Intel
8080/8085 processor. Format is 8" single density, others on special order. Single copy
license is $1,195. Demonstration Package
with Documentation is $75. Documentation
only is $40 VISA, MC, and AE accepted.
Dealer and OEM inquiries invited.

II

4890 Riverbend Road
Boulder, CO 80301
Phone (303) 4432706

micro Decisionware
SEED trademark of International Dala Base Systems
(IDES) Micro-SEED trademark of IDBS and Micro
Decisionware CPiM and PUI.80 trademark of Digital
Research
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Each Remote Interface Unit can handle 8 serial- magnitude and 64 pulse type commands. (In a serial- magnitude command, the whole byte is
taken to have one value. In a pulse -

type command, each bit is an "on" or
"off. ") A Remote Interface Unit can
also handle 64 telemetry channels.
Some spacecraft components have
more than one Remote Interface Unit
assigned to them.
The bus supervisory lines are timedivision multiplexed. They carry
command messages and addresses for
interrogated telemetry. Four basic
message types, each 32 bits long,
make up a basic 125- microsecond
supervisory-bus timing cycle. Data
on the reply bus moves in 8 -bit
packets. The data bus is basically a
1.024- megabits -per-second serial line.
The STACC (standard telemetry
and command components) central
unit is the main interface between the
spacecraft data bus and the command
receiver /transponders, the telemetry
modulators /transmitters, and the onboard computer. The on -board computer, however, is not interfaced directly to the STACC but through the
STINT (STACC Interface Unit).
Figure 2 shows a simplified view of
the Command and Data Handling
module. Note that the path for extremely high -rate data bypasses the
bus and feeds the telemetry modulators directly. Also note that the optional tape recorders may be used to
buffer telemetry data for later
transmission to the ground.
Figure 3 is a fuller block diagram of
the Command and Data Handling
module with all its interfaces. The
diagram shows that the Command
and Data Handling module contains
redundant copies of every component. There are two processors for the
NSSC -1, but only one complement of
memory. Only one of the NSSC -1's
processors can be powered at a time,
and either processor can address all of
the memory.
So far, as its commands and its
contributions to telemetry are concerned, the NSSC -1 is just another
component of the bus. Most bus traffic consists of interrogation addresses, commands going out to corn ponents, and data for telemetry. The

STACC unit, under ROM control, requests telemetry data in a certain format. The NSSC -1 can modify that
format if necessary.
When the computer needs certain
data faster than it is normally
sampled from telemetry, the onboard computer can request and
receive the needed data over the bus.
Such data is then "interleaved" with
telemetry data. One design consideration is to prevent the telemetry formatter and the on -board computer
from contending to sample the same
device at the same time.

The Future and the NSSC -1
The NSSC -1 is a production -model
computer that is adequate for today's
missions. Because more and more
data -processing tasks are being assigned to the NSSC -1, its adequacy
for missions in the 1980s is questionable. NASA is considering several approaches to increase computing
power in on-board computers of the
1980s.
In an attempt to avoid complete redesign of a basically adequate component, NASA has investigated several
schemes to augment the NSSC -1
within the framework of the current
design. These schemes include the addition of floating -point hardware and
the off -loading of large computational tasks to dedicated microprocessors.
One study proposes using a microprocessor to collect, format, and process data from the spacecraft's gyroscopes. This task is a time- consuming, repetitive computational burden
that could easily be shifted to a

microprocessor.
A similar proposal calls for shifting
the attitude determination and control algorithm, representing approximately 40 percent of the NSSC -1's
computational load, to a dedicated
microcomputer. It turns out that the
Texas Instruments 9900 microprocessor would be ideal for this application. The input /output from most of
the spacecraft's devices is serial and
has word sizes up to 24 bits, and the
9900 has an inherently serial
input /output structure.
Microprocessors could also relieve
the NSSC -1 of several other modular
Circle 269 on inquiry card.

Mix APPLES and ORANGES?
...And you get GRAPHICS!
Apple aParraCable rface

THEGRIAIPPLE
FROM ORANGE MICRO

The GrapplerTM Interface is the first universal parallel interface card
to provide sophisticated on -board firmware for Apple high resolution dot graphics. No longer does the user need to load clumsy
it's all in a chip.
software routines to dump screen graphics
Actually, it's our E -PROM, and there are versions to accommodate
the Anadex, Epson MX100, MX80 & MX70, IDS Paper Tigers,
Centronics 739, and future graphics printers. The GrapplerTM accepts 18 simple software commands accessible through the keyboard or user program, making it the most intelligent Apple interface available.

-

GRAPPLER INTERFACE FEATURES
The High -Resolution Graphics commands include: select page
or page 2, print inverse graphics, rotate picture 90 °, print double
size picture, center graphics, and chart recorder mode. The Text
commands allow the user to turn off the printer bell (Epson), turn on
high bit for block graphics (Epson MX80 and Okidata), set left and
right margins, set auto skip -over -pert., variable line length wraparound with breakpoint on nearest blank, and text screen dump.

1, 1111111111111111I I I I1111

1

$165.00

Includes Cable

Dealer /Distributor
Inquiries Invited

MX8O/MX7O FRICTION

FEED

HERE AT LAST! A high quality friction feed kit for your EPSON
MX80/70. The kit allows the user to convert his Epson printer to a
friction feed and pin feed mechanism. It uses a solid rubber platen

for perfect tracking.
The friction feed will accept single sheets of your letterhead, or
multiple copy forms such as invoices with up to 4 part carbon
copies.
The pin feed replaces the adjustable sprocket mechanism. It allows
the use of 91/2" wide continuous fanfold paper which is an industry
standard size.
No drilling is required. Initial installation takes about 30 minutes;
return to adjustable sprockets in just 10 minutes. All parts are
included with easy to follow instructions.

CALL TOLL

Phone orders WELCOME; sam
day shipment. Free use of VISA &
MASTERCARD. COD's accepted.

FREE:

Manufacturer's warranty included
on all equipment. Prices subject to

$75.00
Dealer /Distributor
Inquiries Invited

RETAIL PRINTER STORES:

maue, haNe

3150 E. La Palma, MI, Anaheim, CA.
13604 Ventura BI., Sherman Oaks, CA.
Store Hours: MF 10.8 Sat. 10.4

revision.

(800) 854 -8275

'Oran 9 e micro

CA, AK, HI (714) 630-3322
1981

Orange Micro, Inc.

inc.

3150

E. La Palma

Suite

G,

Anaheim, CA 92806
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tasks. One of these is the calculation of -orbit position. These calculations
rely on frequently updated data from
the ground and usually involve evaluating long time- series polynomials.
Extremely difficult to do without
floating-point, calculations of position usually require at least 32 bits of
precision, or a 24 -bit mantissa and
8 -bit exponent. A recent study projected that the on -board computer
would be required to perform 1300
floating -point operations per second;
60 percent of the operations were
short, such as addition, and 40 percent were long, such as division and
multiplication. The NSSC -1 can do
only 30 of these computations per
second and not in floating -point.
(When the Global Positioning System
that is described later becomes operational, it will greatly simplify the task
of determining position.)
Table 7 compares the performance
of the NSSC -1 with that of several
current microprocessors. Ignoring
word size, the NSSC -1 may be
thought of as the approximate equal
of a PDP -8 class minicomputer.

Spacecraft Applications
Designers are using microprocessors more and more as dedicated controllers on spacecraft. The current
trend is to give each major instrument
its own dedicated microprocessor.
This is a step toward on -board distributed processing. Another concept
under study is creating a pool of
microcomputers to serve all the
spacecraft's instruments in common,
providing extensive backup at the
cost of greater complexity.
A microprocessor inside an instrument can monitor and sequence the

Processor
NSSC -1

8080A
9900

instrument's operation as well as
carry out some first -level reduction of
data. Since much of this data reduction is now done on larger computers
on the ground, the use of microprocessors inside instruments will greatly
reduce the amount of data that must
be transmitted from the spaceship to
ground stations.
But designers must also weigh the
possibility of losing valuable data due
to a malfunction of a microprocessor
aboard a spacecraft. The specter of a
perfectly functioning instrument defeated by a failed microprocessor
haunts instrument scientists. Designers must also assure that the support required for the space -borne processor does not become greater than
the computer resources required if the
job is done on the ground.
Before a scientific instrument can
become operational on a spacecraft,
scientists must specify the required
data -processing algorithm and the
format of the output data. Then the
processing resources required can be
estimated, basically in terms of time
and memory. Then a decision can be
made as to where the processing can
best be done -on the ground or in the
spacecraft.
One or more Remote Interface
Units connect the microprocessorbased instrument processor with the
MMS multiplex data bus. Data rates
from X-ray instruments typically carried on MMS spacecraft usually do
not exceed 256 k bps (bits per second). Gamma -ray instruments usually result in less data by an order of
magnitude.
Techniques often applied in instruments' dedicated processors include: spectral analysis by fast
Number
of Instruc-

Add
Time

Technology

Word
Size

Regis-

ters

Cycle
Time

TTL
NMOS
NMOS

18
8
16

3
7
16

1.6µs
1.5µs
.333µs

55
64

5µs
3µs
4.67µs

NMOS
CMOS

16

Schottky

16

8
16
16

.381s
1.24µs
.250µs

74
75
129

3µs
2.5µs
.25µs

tions
91

Fourier transform algorithms for two
dimensions; time-domain analysis,
such as burst detection and periodicity detection; and the detection of
transients for modification of instrument operation in real time.
Payloads designed for the space
shuttle flights of the 1980s draw
heavily on microprocessor technology, often using microprocessors
in place of discrete logic and hardwired controllers. In such applications, microprocessors provide an unprecedented level of complexity and
flexibility. An example is the Payload
Assist Module -Delta Class (PAM -D),
a sort of second stage for the shuttle.
The PAM -D will boost spacecraft to a
final orbit beyond what the Shuttle
Orbiter can achieve directly. Several
microprocessors aboard the PAM -D
will check and cross -check safety features, sequence operations, and interface with the Shuttle's and the payload satellite's data systems.

Global Positioning System
The GPS (Global Positioning System) will consist of a network of orbiting spacecraft that provides global
coverage. The GPS is designed to
yield highly accurate data about the
positions of earth satellites. The GPS
satellites and ground stations are also
known collectively as the NAVSTAR
system.
The experimental model of the GPS
receiver to be carried on Landsat -D
uses a dedicated LSI -11 processor to
calculate position in orbit. Using data
received from orbiting GPS spacecraft, the GPS receiver can locate
Landsat -D's position within meters
on the earth's surface or in orbit. This
will enable the satellite to make accuWord
Addressing
Capability

Divide

38µs

-

75µs
30µs

64 K
64 K
32 K

- 55° to

17.33µs

-

70µs

80µs

- 55° to

5.5µs

11.25µs

32 K
64 K
64 K

(I2L)

LSI -11

1802
ATAC -16ms

8

Temp
Range

Multiply

-10°

to +40°C
+ 125°C
0° to + 70°C

0° to +50 °C
+ 125°C
MIL Spec

Table 7: Comparison of on-board computers with microprocessors.
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-

The One Printer Solution
for the Two Printer Problem.

HIGH SPEED
DATA PROCESSING

LETTER QUALITY
WORD PROCESSING

The new Dual -Mode 200 brings speed and uncompromising print quality to business and professional applications.
Financial statements, inventory reports, labels and more are printed at data processing
speeds from 165 cps to 250 cps.
Fully adjustable tractors and a friction feed
platen provide precise forms handling for pin feed and single sheet paper.
Complete "Dot Control" graphics is standard
with resolution to 120 x 144 dots per inch.
Interfacing is easy with both E.I.A. RS -232C
serial and an ASCII parallel port.

The Dual -Mode 200 also features letter perfect print you will be proud to use for business
letters and reports. Letter Mode speeds range
from 42 cps to 60 cps.
The standard Titan 10 pitch font is complemented by an array of optional fonts including
Elite 12 pitch, italics, proportionally spaced,
OCR -A, scientific and foreign character sets.
Up to 12 font selections may be stored in the
printer and interchanged while printing.
The Dual -Mode 200 accepts standard daisywheel print commands for word processing system compatibility.
It's the perfect solution for the two printer
problem.

The Dual -Mode 200 Printer
for the one printer office.

i17alibLl

Call or write today for complete specifications
2301 Townsgate Road, Westlake Village, CA 91361, (805) 496 -1990
a

subsidiary of Oetamahtcs

Electronics Corporation

wdfai
DOTS DO

IT BETTER TM

rate correlation of its observations
with latitude and longitude.
The GPS receiver is a "black box"
device -that is, all that the user needs
to know about it is the format of data
that the GPS receiver accepts and
produces. But the processor inside the
GPS receiver is basically an LSI -11.
The GPS receiver receives coded GPS
signals, decodes them, and calculates
a position. This position is then transmitted to the user; in the case of
Landsat -D, the user is the on -board
computer. The Shuttle Orbiters will
also be equipped with GPS receivers.

An Apple in Orbit
The shirt -sleeve environment of the
Spacelab reduces the stringency of requirements on equipment. For use not
critical to the mission, standard commercial hardware can be used. In
fact, one of the first Spacelab flights
will have an experiment controlled by
an Apple II Microcomputer system.
The Apple will monitor an experiment in plant growth in the zero gravity environment and will collect
data for recording and transmission.
Although the Apple has been adapted
for use with other equipment, it is
basically the same Apple that is commercially available. The use of microcomputer systems as dedicated experiment controllers aboard spacecraft is
expected to increase rapidly.
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The important plus in matrix printers:

g rafixPLUS:M

Since their introduction in mid -1980, the Anadex high
resolution DP -9500 Series matrix printers have set new
standards for printer quality and performance. All
models feature the rugged Anadex 9 -wire print head
that combines long life with resolutions of 72 dots /inch
vertical and up to 75 dots /inch horizontal. With this kind
of resolution, fineline graphics (under data source control) -and razor sharp characters are pluses built into
every printer.

Performance Plus
The full standard ASCII 96 character sel, with descenders and underlining of all upper and lower case
letters, is printed bi- directionally, with up to 5 crisp
copies, at speeds up to 200 CPS. Models DP -9500 and
DP -9501 offer 132/158/176 and 132/165/198/220 columns
respectively. Print densities are switch- or data -source
selectable from 10 to 16.7 characters/inch. All characters can he printed double -width under communications command.
Interface Plus
Standard in all models are the three ASCII compatible
interfaces (Parallel, RS- 232 -C, and Current Loop). Also
standard is a sophisticated communications interface
to control Vertical Spacing, Form Length and Width,
Skip -Over Perforation, Auto Line Feed, X -On /Off, and
full point -to -point communications.

Features Plus
As standard, each model features forms width adjustment from 1.75 to 15.6 inches, shortest -distance
sensing, full self -test, 700 character FIFO buffer (with
an additional 2048 characters, optional), and a quick
ch;,nge, 6 million character life ribbon.

Quality Plus
Beyond the built -in performance of the grafixPLUS
series printers, the engineered -in quality and support
are equally important. The result? Approval of both UL
and FCC, Class A; operating noise levels under 65dbA;
and a nationwide service organization second to none.
To see for yourself why the grafixPLUS printers offer
more pluses for your printing dollar, contact us today.
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Made in

U.S.A.
for the World

ANADEX, INC.
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Software Review
Misosys Software's DISKMOD
Put Radio Shack's Editor /Assembler on Disk
Steve Hughes, 5831 Hillside Dr, Doraville GA 30340
If you have bought a floppy -disk drive for your Radio
Shack TRS -80 Model I and want an editor and assembler
package that uses the disk, you will be interested in
DISKMOD. The only problem with just buying the disk based Radio Shack Macro Assembler is the $100 price
tag. This expense is particularly annoying if you own and
are satisfied with Radio Shack's cassette -tape -based
Editor /Assembler.
The DISKMOD program from Misosys Software takes
the cassette -based Editor /Assembler and modifies it to
reside on disk and to use disk files for most I/O
(input /output) operations. You can save about $50 by
buying DISKMOD and the Radio Shack cassette
Editor /Assembler, or $80 if you have the cassette
Editor /Assembler. I am not saying that the Misosysmodified cassette Editor /Assembler is the equivalent of
the disk -based Macro Assembler. It isn't. But if you are
not doing extensive programming in assembly language,
you may not need the extra features contained in the
Macro Assembler.
I use Z80 assembly language for writing utility programs and an occasional subroutine, when I need a
function that BASIC can't perform with enough speed.
Aside from that, all my programming for the TRS -80 is
done in BASIC. Since I already owned the cassette

At a Glance
Name

Format

DISKMOD

Cassette tape

Purpose

Language

Upgrade the Radio Shack
cassette-based
Editor /Assembler to a disk based Editor /Assembler

Z80 assembly language

Manufacturer
Misosys Software
5904 Edgehill Dr
Alexandria VA 22303

allow loading and saving source programs and data
to a disk file
allow the object code to be written to a disk file
allow you to move blocks of source data in the text
buffer
provide a replace- string function for the editor
allow you to see how much free space is left in the text
buffer
allow you to get a disk -directory listing from EDTASM
allow you to kill a file from EDTASM
allow use of the Clear key
enable you to paginate listings
let you sort the symbol table before printing it
change the screen scrolling to provide 15 lines of text
on the screen
allow you to reenter EDTASM without losing the contents of the text buffer
enhance the B command and the DEFM assembly output

Computer
TRS-80 Model I Level II
with 32 K bytes of memory,
a floppy-disk drive, and the
Radio Shack cassette
Editor /Assembler

Documentation
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Editor /Assembler (hereafter referred to by its file
name, EDTASM), the modification program looked
good to me.
The package I purchased consisted of a single tape
cassette containing two versions of the program (one
for EDTASM 1.1, the other for EDTASM 1.2) and a
14 -page user's manual. The cassette is warranted for 90
days on a replacement -only basis. (This must be what
the registration form is for, since no other explanation
of its use is given.)
The DISKMOD program moves the EDTASM program to disk after modifying it extensively. The
modifications:

Price

14 -page 81/2- by 11 -inch

$19.95

loose -leaf pamphlet
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Your next question is, 'What do I have to do to use the
DISKMOD program?" First, you must have a system
with 32 K bytes of memory and a copy of the Radio
Shack cassette Editor /Assembler. The DISKMOD program works with either version 2.2 or 2.3 of TRSDOS
and with most other TRS-80 disk operating systems.
The instructions for loading and using the DISKMOD
program are simple and straightforward. I found only

Teach your
little Apple to talk

toWestern Union,
Telex andTWX.
Omaha

Albany
wic. n.IIG.M

am

Micro-Telegram" lets your Apple II' computer access Western Union'' services,
worldwide. You can send Mailgrams!' Send and receive TWX ® Telex, and international
cables. Receive Infomaster® up- to-the- minute news, stock, foreign exchange, gold,
futures, sports, and ski reports. Use your Apple" to wire money. To send flowers. To
check the snow at Sun Valley. To see what the Yen is selling for. To contact over 900,000
TWX and Telex subscribers around the world.
And because it's more intelligent than a mechanical Teletype' machine, MicroTelegram lets you edit messages right on the screen, sends them automatically without
you in attendance, keeps subscriber directories r
and distribution lists, prints when you want it
to, and asks you in plain English for your
commands. Besides, it doesn't clatter and
We make little computers talk big.
churn out reams of paper.
Call 800-547 -5995, ext. 188, toll -free,
Call our toll -free number today. And
for the Micro-Telegram-Apple dealer
make your little Apple heard 'round the world.
Dealer inquiries invited.
nearest you.

ICROCOM

Microcom, Inc., 89 State Street, Boston, MA 02109. (617) 367 -6362
Apple and Apple

II

are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. Western union. Inform aster and TWX are trulem
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rk of Western Union. Inc.

Teletype is a trademark of the Teletype Corp.

Listing 1: Output of the PD (List Directory) command.
00018 FREE GRAINS
TAPEDISK/CMD
LOWER /CMD
COPY /CMD
TEST] /CMD
EDTASM /CMD
RSTERM /CMD
KSRTEST/CMD

-

DIRECTORY
00512
00256
03072
01536
05888
00768
00256

-

DRIVE 0

-

TRSDOS -09/17/80

MX80 /70 FRICTION FEED
KIT by Orange Micro
HERE AT LAST! A friction feed kit
for your EPSON MX80/70. The kit
allows the user to convert his
Epson printer to a friction feed and
pin feed mechanism.
The friction feed will accept single
sheets of your letterhead, or multiple copy forms such as Invoices
with up to 4 part carbon copies.
The pin feed replaces the adjustable sprocket mechanism. It allows
use of 91/2" wide continuous fanfold paper which is an industry

one slight problem: the command provided to write the
DISKMOD program to a disk file is incorrect. It reads:
F

DISKMOD /CMD 7500 8ACA 7F70

It should read:

',J

standard size.

$75.00

drilling required. Installation
takes about 30 minutes. All parts
are included with easy to follow
No

F

DISKMOD /CMD:0 7500 8ACA 7F70

DEALER INQUIRIES
INVITED

instructions.

With this correction, anyone can use the program successfully. The process takes about ten minutes. When
you're finished, you can type the command EDTASM
under TRSDOS and have the Editor /Assembler speedily
loaded from disk into memory.
You notice a difference in the Editor /Assembler
instantly. It now prompts for memory size. This lets you
reserve high memory for peripheral- device drivers or any
other subroutines. One pleasant surprise concerns the
printer driver. The modified program uses the same DCB
(device control block) and ROM (read -only memory)
printer driver as Level II BASIC. If you have a special
printer driver for use with BASIC, it also works with the
Editor /Assembler. When you have answered the
memory-size question, you are back in normal working
mode.
The only command I will mention is the PD, or List
Directory, command. It gives the name and size of each
normal file on the disk, as well as the amount of free
space on the disk. This information is particularly useful
when you are attempting to squeeze a new file onto a
nearly full floppy disk. Listing 1 shows a sample of the
information you receive.
The other new commands work quite well. Explicit
prompts are used for most of them, making it easy for the
beginner to use them. The manual explains each new
command in detail and notes any changes made to the
standard commands by the DISKMOD program.
The package works as advertised and all the corn mands function. It is possible that some problems will
occur as I use the modified Editor /Assembler more extensively. In my experience, major modifications made to an
existing program generally cause some minor bugs. The
modified program has worked satisfactorily so far.
If you are considering a move to a disk -based
Editor /Assembler, but dislike the cost of Radio Shack's
Macro Assembler, I strongly recommend the combination of the Misosys DISKMOD and the Radio Shack
cassette Editor /Assembler programs.

EPSON
MX80
9 x 9 dot matrix
Lower case
Bidirecdescenders
80 CPS
40, 66, 80,
tional, Logic seeking
132 columns per line
64 special
graphic characters: TRS -80 Compatible
Forms handling
Multi
pass printing Adjustable tractors.
-

EPSON
MX70
Super low- priced dot resolution
graphics 5 x 7 dot matrix User
replaceable printhead
Top of
Form.
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(List $445) WALL

MX70

_..

EPSON
MX80 FT

g
Same basic features as the MX80
PLUS friction feed for single
sheets and adjustable tractors.

(List $745)

L_MX80 FIT

S

CALL

APPLE INTERFACE

7

For Epson
The GrapplerTM interface card is
the first to provide on -board firmware for Apple high resolution dot
graphics. No longer does the user
need to load clumsy software
routines to dump screen graphics
it's all in a chip. Actually, it's our
E -PROM, and it is replaceable to
accommodate the Anadex, Epson
MX80 & MX70, IDS Paper Tigers,
Contronics 739, and future graphics
printers. The GrapplerTM accepts

$165.00

software commands including
Hi -Res inverse, 90° rotation, double
size, and much more.

DEALER INQUIRIES
INVITED

-

17
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(List $645) $ CALL
(List $95) SCALL

MX80
MX80 Dot Graphics Upgrade

L

Il,t,1.1t,1t1,11t1,tt,t1

Includes Cable

r

Orangne micro
Orange
UP TO

25% DISCOUNTS!

CENTRONICS 739

NE

"THE COMPUTER PRINTER

-

SAME DAY SHIPMENT!

RADIO
LINE

-

VISTA

With Graphics and
Word Processing Print Quality

Daisy Wheel Letter Quality
25 CPS (Optional 45 CPS)

18 x 9 dot matrix; suitable for word
processing
proportional
Underlining
spacing right margin justification serif
typeface
80/100 CPS
9V2" Pin
Feed /Friction feed
Reverse Platen
80/132 columns Top of form

quality

(List $995)
(List $1045)

739.1 (Parallel)
CENTRONICS 739.3 (Serial)

r

$
$

Call
Call

Typewriter

Centronics parallel

232

RS

Proportional spacing
Serial (Optional)
Bidirectional Programmable VFU
Self
Friction feed
test
Diablo compatible

(Optional
columns.

LCENTRONICS

C. ITOH

J

tractors)
136 printable
Manufactured by C. ITOH.
(List $1895)

VISTA V300 (C. ITOH)

$

Call

ANACOM

ANADEX

Low Cost, High Speed, Wide Carriage
9 x 9

Dot Graphics, Wide Carriage

dot matrix

Lower case descenders
Wide carriage
150 CPS, Bidirectional, Logic Seeking

Adjustable tractors to 16"

ANACOM 150
dot matrix; lower case descenBiDot resolution graphics
directional, logic seeking Up to 200

(List $1350)

S

Call

11 x 9

MALIBU 165

ders

The Small Business Printer;
Letter Quality & Speed.

Forms
RS 232 Serial & Parallel
X -ON /X -OFF
Up to 6 part
control
CPS

copy.

(List $1650) $1350

ANADEX 9501

riage
Vertical forms control
Dot Resolution Graphics.

High Speed Letter Quality

Dot Graphics, Low Price
Dot addressable graphics 70 CPS
12 characters per inch
80 columns
adjustable tractors
3 part copies
Manufactured by Sieko
Parallel,
RS232 serial, IEEE -488 interfaces
available.

(List $399)

GP -80M

Typewriter quality
portional spacing.
5510.5 RO, Serial, w /tractors
L.5530-5 RO, Parallel, w /tractors
55 CPS

11111
Ammiringis

$349

IDS PAPER TIGERS
Dot Resolution Graphics, quality print, speed
7 wire printhead (445); 9 wire printhead
(460) with lower case descenders
Over
150 CPS
bi- directional, logic seeking
(460)
8 character sizes; 80-132 columns

Adjustable tractors High -resolution dot
graphics
Proportional spacing & text

justification (460).

'

(List $895)
(List $1394)
(List $1794)

CALL FOR INFORMATION & CATALOG

(800) 854 -8275
CA, AK, HI (714) 630 -3322
RETAIL PRINTER STORE

L

Store #1
Store #2
Store #3

3150 E. La Palma, #1, Anaheim, CA
(714) 630 -3622
13604 Ventura BI., Sherman Oaks, CA (213) 501.3486
COMING SOON ??
Store Hours: M -F 10-6 Sat. 10 -4

Bidirectional

Plotting

pro-

(List $2995)
(List $2970)

$2675

S2650J

TELEVIDEO CRT's
LQUANTITY PRICING AVAILABLE

IDS 445G 7 wire printhead, graphics
IDS 460G 9 wire printhead, graphics
IDS 560G 9 wire, wide carriage, graphics

User programmable character set

NEC SPINWRITER

AXIOM

L___AXIOM

I

10 x 9 dot matrix
Letter quality print; Lower case descenders
High speed; 165 CPS, Bidirectional, Logic seeking Wide car-

AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
TVI 910
TVI 920C
TVI
TVI 950

9C

Please Call Toll Free
Prices are too low to

advertise

PRINTERS
MALIBU 165 wide carriage, graphics, letter quality
OUME 5/45 typewriter quality

(List $2495)
(List $2905)

S

S

1975
2559

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
CCS APPLE SERIAL Interface &cable
ORANGE INTERFACE for Apple II
parallel interface board & cable

MICROTRONICS Atari parallel interface
ATARI 850 Interface module, serial /parallel
TRS -80 CABLES to keyboard or Exp. interface
NOVATION D -CAT direct connect modem

S

150

110
$
69
$ 199
Call
$
S

S

Call

úOrange (Tlicro
inc.

3150 E. La Palma, Suite G, Anaheim, CA 92806

Phone order WELCOME; same day shipment. Free use of VISA & MASTERCARD. COD's accepted. Manufacturer's warranty included on all equipment.
Prices subject to revision.
f Orange Micro, we try to fit the right printer to your application.
Call our printer specialists for free consultation.

A
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Software Review
The Converter

that transforms
your electronic
typewriter into a
computer
printer.

MINCE
A Text Editor
Christopher O Kern
201 I St Apt 839
Washington DC 20024

No modifications to
the typewriter

P>

Does not affect normal

typewriter functions
All typewriter functions
accessible by computer

10>

RS232C, IEEE and

parallel interfaces
available
KSR version turns

typewriter into a
computer terminal
Fully assembled, tested
and burned in

NEW! NOW AVAILABLE

OLIVETTI PRAXIS 35
TYPEWRITER
CONVERTER TP35 =
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
FOR LESS THAN $1000.

Prices start as low as $275.
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL
OFFICE EQUIPMENT DEALER

A text editor is probably the most personal program on
a personal computer system. The average user spends a

-

good amount of time communicating with the editor
entering or altering programs, data, or text. Different
users, with different applications, often have different
ideas about how they want an editor to work, a fact
which accounts for the large number of editors on the
market.
MINCE is one of the newer entries into the software
market for 8080 -family computers that use the CP /M operating system. MINCE is modeled on a large- system
editor, called EMACS, which was developed at MIT
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology). Its authors say
that MINCE stands for 'MINCE Is Not Complete
EMACS"; nevertheless, it has a lot to offer. It can do all
the usual text -editing functions -insert or delete
characters, words, and blocks of text, move text around,
and search for and replace strings -as well as perform a
number of other operations that are not generally available in microcomputer editors.
MINCE's features include the ability to read, create,
and write multiple -disk files, to move text among different files quickly and easily, to automatically transpose
characters and words, and to execute familiar operations
in unusual contexts. For example, it can move the cursor
by sentences or paragraphs, fill lines out to a specified
length one paragraph at a time, capitalize or change the
case of words without retyping them, and delete just the
whitespace between words or characters as well as the
words or characters themselves.

OR

VERTICAL DATA SYSTEMS INC.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

MVertical Data Systems Inc.
1215 Meyerside Dr., Unit 2A,

Ontario,

vwMississauga,
Canada L5T 1H3
(416) 671 -1752

Dealer inquiries invited
150
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Circle 378 on inquiry card.

Command Structure
Despite the large number of commands in MINCE, the
editor functions coherently. Command types are
grouped logically so that one command sequence is used
for a group of commands that affect textual units such as
letters and lines, and another command sequence is used
for a group of commands that deal with lexical units such
as words and sentences. Where possible, the same mnemonics are used for similar operations at these different
command levels. For example, the command to move the
cursor forward one letter is Control -F, and the command
Circle 107 on inquiry card.

-

"Our goal at The Denver Software Company Is to translate the
advances In high technology -symbolized by the Space Shuttle
triumph -Into practical, problem -solving microcomputer
programs for small business and home use."

Microcomputers Are
The Door To The Future.
Finally, there's an accounting package avaiiab
r most
microcomputers -from the least expensive to the top-of -theline -that works the moment the machine is switched on.
Language, programs, everything needed for accurate
bookkeeping is built into the software, eliminating the need fo"
programming skills or expensive equiprpt add -ons.

The FINANCIAL PARTNER'"
is a comprehensive financial pacll

age that takes the headache out c
bookkeeping. With general ledge
cash receipts, accounts payable
and check- printing capability, th'
system also provides standard f
nancial reports. In addition, thi
FINANCIAL PARTNER' come,
with a detailed user's manual con
taming basic bookkeeping instruc
tion. By automatically sorting an
posting accounts, the FINANCIAL
PARTNER' saves you valuable
time and is a complete guide a
money management for your homt
or very small business. At $175, it't
worth its weight in gold.

Also from The Denver Software Company:

IMP

The PASCAL TUTOR' ", a computer assisted course in UCSD
Pascal*. This complete software package uses the microcomputer to teach this powerful new programming language. $125
for this fast, easy way to learn versatile UCSD Pascal*.

The P
those k
ules d

debug
money as

PROGRAM
geable about
shorten the
ograms
Il as time.
ly

-by

UCSD Pascal is a trademark of the Regents
of the University of California.

Products available from your local dealer.

THE DENVER SOFTWARE

COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE

I

00 E. Jewell Ave.,
ler inquiries welc

uite 13
e.

303 321

ALTOS BUSINESS t
rCOMPU TER

SYSTEMS

PRODUCED IN THE HEART OF SILICON VALLEY, CALIFORNIA U.S.A.

'_,r

Now -A four station,

hard disk business computer
with letter quality printer,
terminals and get-rolling
software for less
than $i5 a day.*
In your area. Daily lease based on: $17.000 principal. 20 %annual interest. 5 -year term.
Includes: Altos AC58000 -10 computer. letter quality printer. four precision terminals and get -rolling software.
Does not include tax. installation, training and maintenance.

'Price approximate and may vary

Introducing the Altos
Business Computer Special. The
most powerful, reliable, easy -touse system in its price range.
And Altos now offers on -site,
nationwide service.
The hardworking engine of
our system is the Altos
ACS8000 -10 computer. It can
cost -effectively hook-up with
from one to four stations, as
your needs demand. Its rapid
access, 10 MByte Winchester
hard disk is capable of storing a
3,000 page load.

WIPUTERSPECIAL

Our get rolling business software package includes multi -user
systems software, Wordstar- for
word processing and Microplan'M
for business analysis. And when
you need more, your local Altos
representative can route you
through to hundreds of other
business and accounting programs, to meet virtually any
requirement. Plus Altos also lets
you communicate with other
computers, mainframes, and
even allows networking.
Circle 16 on Inquiry card.

Get on the right track! Join
thousands of professionals, institutions and businesses who rely
on Altos computer systems. Call
our toll free number or write
today for the Altos sales and
service depot nearest you.
All

Packed with
fresh ideas
for business

aboard!
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
2360 Bering Drive
San Jose, California 95131

Wordstar is a trademark of MicroPro International Corp.
Microplan is a trademark of Chang Laboratories. Inc.

©
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Altos Computer Systems

800-538
-7872
800- 662 -6265)

(In Calif.

to move it backward one letter is Control -B, while the
analogous commands to move the cursor across words
are Escape -F and Escape-B.
As the previous example implies, MINCE does not use
the cursor control or other special function keys available
on many terminals. Commands are entered as control
characters, as escape sequences (the escape character followed by one or more additional characters), or as control sequences (a control character followed by another
control character or a printing character). Most commands can be executed reiteratively by preceding them
with a numerical argument. In the usual operating mode,
text is self- inserting: characters typed at the console will
be inserted into a file rather than written over what is
already there. An optional page mode provides the more
common arrangement in which typing at the console
replaces any text at the current cursor position.
For convenience, the text being edited is assumed to

contain only a single "newline" character between lines.
While this character is displayed only in the sense that it
moves the text following it down to the next line, it is
otherwise treated in the same manner as any other character. But the files written by MINCE conform to the
CP /M convention of having both an ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information Interchange) carriage return character and a line -feed character at the end of
each line. Thus they are completely compatible with
other CP /M programs, such as the CP /M- resident TYPE
command. MINCE will display control characters
embedded in the text except for those, such as newline
and tab, to which the text editor responds. Control -A,
for example, would appear on the display as !A.
MINCE provides some rather arcane commands, such
as one that moves the cursor to the next line and indents
it to correspond with the indentation that started the
previous paragraph (helpful for writing code in struc-

ICED

COMPUTERS

IM

Fmm--7
Mona
j Oft
(

NORTHSTAR
EPSON MX -80
Price Breakthrough

-

Coll!

$374
$499
$754

Okidoto M-80
Okidora M-82
Okidoto M-83

HIGH SPEED

TELEVIDEO

Owned and rested backed by fast wartonry
service. Find out why our prices. availability
and service make us the e1 source for the
5-100 system. Free games disk.

1

Horizon
Horizon

II
II

64K DD
64K Qd

$2895.00
$3295.00

A new line of micros from the leading
nome In terminals. System 1 includes o
910 CRT. 64M. RAM. 1MG on floppy.
CP /M.

diagnostics and more

System

$2995

1

Televideo 910
Hazeltine Esprit
ADDS Viewpoint
Sorec IQ 130

111:1.111111q1

ALTOS

ZENITH

NOW MORE FOR LESS

Anodex
9500/9501
Dotosouth
DS-180
TI

810 Dosic

$1274.00
$1349.00
$1499.00

PAPER TIGERS

ACS8000- 15 has 208K RAM. I Mg. on floppys.
6 serial and 2 parallel ports. Upgrade w /Win
chester hard -disk drives and rape bockup.
Multi -user at single user prices.

ACS8000-15

11111151111

$4795

s backed by
your local Zenith /Heath service center. Green
Phosphor screen and CP /M included.

The all -In -one computer that

Z89 w/48K 2 S10's

.

... $2144

Televldeo 912
Televideo 920
Televideo 950

$710
$759
$949

Ampex D80
D80 Amber
Mime Act SA

$925
$969
$799
$775
$729

We parndpate In arbitration
business and customers

Afor
'r,

through the Diner Business
Bureau of Moricopo County.

Scottsdale Systems,..
6730
445G
460G
560G

Centronics 737
Centronics 739
DEC LA 34AA
MPI 99G ..

$1129

$719.00

$795.00
$1049.00
$719.00

McDowell Rood, Suite 110, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257

-

$749
$895

L

E.

(602) 941-5856
Coll 8 -5 Mon.-Fri.

(We Export) TWX 910.950 -0082 (IMEC SCOT)

5510
$2689.00
Dioblo 630
$2295.00
C.Itoh Storwrlter
$1370.00
NEC 5520 ..
$3089.00
'Tractors included in price
NEC

--x-

ADM - 3A
Soroc 120

MAIL ORDER ONLY

-

2%cash discount Included /charge cords odd 2%. Prices subject to change. product
subject to availability. Arizona residents odd 5 %. F.O.D. point of shipment
Scottsdale. 0.20% restocking lee for returned merchandise. Warranties Included
on oll products. Personal checks rake 3 week to clear.

&iperSòfts Optimizing

"C" compiler
supports most of version 7 Unix
standard "C ". Several special and
widely desired features are
supported, including:
Macro expansions via the
#define statement.
Include files using the "Include statement.
Inline assembly code is
supported with the Ifasm and
fhndasm.
The object code may be
The SuperSoft

ROMed.
Programs may be ORGed for
any location.

Completely dynamic memory
allocation is supported, both
by the complier and in user

programs. (That is, the
functions 'alloc' and 'free' are
provided with the compiler.)
SuperSoft "C" is a two pass
compiler. The first pass of the
compiler produces an intermediate
code (Ucode, for Universal code).
Pass two contains both the
translator and the optimizer. The
intermediate code is optimized and
assembly code is output to file.

The optimizer typically results in
40% code reduction. This means
that compiled object code will run
nearly as fast as that which was

written in assembler.
An important feature of the compiler
is that aseembly code is produced.
This means that "hand
optimization" of critical sections Is
possible. Also, the inline coder
allows easy insertion of assembly
language routines.
With the compiler comes the
complete source code to the I/O
libraries. These libraries are equal to
or better than any that exist for the
8080/Z80 computer system.
Functions Included:
open close read
write
seek tell
fopen create
putc
getc
flush
The Seek command supports
absolute, relative from front, an,'
relative from end of file. Foper

includes fcreat. Also included
the compiler are numerous sample
,programs and a complete library of
useful functions.

for CPIM
Compile time options include listing
file, console output, syntax
checking and others.
Requires: 48K CP /M, (More recommended)
"C" compiler:
$200.00
Manual only:
S 20.00
Z8000 cross-compiler:
$500.00
(CPIM to Z8000 code, requires Z8000
assembler)
Source code for
in-house use only:
$5,000.00
CPIM Formats: 8" soil sectored. 5" Nor
thstar 5" Micropolis Mod II, Vector MZ.
Superbraln DO/OD Apple II

All Orders and General

Information:
SUPERSOFT ASSOCIATES
P.O. BOX 1628

CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820

CIE
-1

(217) 359.2112

Technical
359.2691

Hot

Line: (217)

tr- hnirlin

'CPIM registered trademark Digital Research
'Unix registered trademark Bell Laboratories

SuperSoft
First in Software Technology

tured programming languages). Yet it is possible to make
MINCE do useful work by learning only a handful of the
most common commands and picking up others as your
sophistication and requirements grow.

Multiple Files
MINCE lets the user work on, or from, multiple files.
Each file is read into a logically separate buffer area from
which it can be operated on independently. It is also
possible to move text from one file to another, as when
copying blocks of text or program source code. The virtue of having the ability to deal with multiple files may
not at first be obvious (at least it wasn't immediately obvious to me), but, now that I have done a bit of experi-

menting with multifile editing, I think that I would really
miss that feature. Of course, ignorance is bliss: it didn't
bother me that I could work on only one file at a time
when I was using CP /M's ED program or any of the other
editors I have used at one time or another.
As I write this, I am working with three files. The first
contains the text you are reading at the moment. The second contains random observations about MINCE that I
entered as I learned to use the program. The third file
contains a description of all the MINCE commands
conveniently provided on the MINCE distribution disk
that I keep ready for reference. As I go along, I am copying some of my earlier observations almost verbatim.
After editing the pertinent block of text, I just transfer it
into the main file (the one I am using for this article).

--

AVAILABLE TODAY

from MSD: the XEN IXTM Operating
System, Microsoft's Adaption of
Bell Laboratories Time -Tested
U N IXTM Version 7 Operating System.
MSD provides this comprehensive line
of products for the UNIX community:
XENIX Operating

System

Screen Oriented Text Editor for

Database Manager and Report
VT -100 Compatible Terminals
Generator Which Will Easily and Efficiently Control Large AccumuAccounts Receivable System Which Can
lations of Information
Be Used to Monitor and Control Receivables in Order to Improve
An Electronic Spreadsheet Which
Uni- CaIcTM
Cash Flow
Makes Financial Analysis, Forecasting and Business Planning Easier

-

addition to reliable Software pre- configured for your Hardware, MSD will provide
complete user support by:
In

Providing new releases
Answering your telephone questions
Supplying you with the best Hardware for your
as available
UNIX requirements

MSD Corporation

S

2449 Camelot Court, SE
DGrand Rapids, MI 49506
(616) 942 -5060

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
Uni -Calc, UNIX and XENIX are trademarks of MSD Corp., Bell Laboratories
and Microsoft respectively
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When I am finished writing, I will save the article on disk,
replace the original random observations file with the
edited version, and do nothing at all with the list of commands, which will remain on the disk in its original form.
If I wanted to, I could save the edited random observations as a new file, so both the original and edited versions would be available on the computer's file system.
It is also possible to display two files simultaneously.
MINCE splits the video screen horizontally, creating two
separate windows, one into each file. Each window
begins at half the screen size, but can be expanded or contracted more or less arbitrarily. At the moment, for example, I am looking at this text in the top half of the display and at my earlier comments on the use of windows
in the bottom half of the display. If I wanted to look at
something in the file containing the list of commands, I
could place that file in the bottom window without disturbing the display of the text I am writing. Since the windows are entirely independent, it is possible to move to
the next page of one file while writing, editing, or maintaining the cursor position on another.
Status information is continuously displayed at the
bottom of the screen. This includes the name of the file
currently being edited and a percentage figure indicating
how much of the existing file is behind the current cursor
position (a nice feature). Among the other status indicators is one that tells the user whether a particular file has
been altered. If it has, MINCE won't return to the command level of the operating system without offering an
opportunity to save the altered file on disk.

Speed of Operation
For all its impressive flexibility, MINCE is not without
its flaws, some of which it shares with other editors running in microcomputer environments. First, and worst of
all, MINCE is slow. The editor doesn't seem to lose characters; frequent checking for keyboard input and the presence of a large type -ahead buffer ensure that. But
MINCE can't update the screen fast enough to keep up
with a fast typist. It took me quite a while to get used to
the fact that one or more characters I had typed,
especially when I was using multiple deletes to backspace /erase to an earlier point on a line, had already been
entered in the file, but were still waiting to appear on the
screen. There are commands in MINCE's repertory that I
can use to get around this particular problem. But I expect characters to appear as soon as I type them, and
MINCE simply can't accommodate me.
MINCE is also slow in performing certain updating
functions. For example, it starts a new "page" after the
user types past the last visible line on the screen. Many
other editors simply scroll the previous text up one line,

which is simpler than removing a whole page and replacing it with a new one because scrolling can be performed
by the terminal hardware. All the editor has to do, then,
is keep track of which lines are still visible on the screen.
You can keep typing while MINCE figures out what to do
next, and anything you type will eventually be displayed.
But it may take several seconds before that happens.

Reference the Future...

DIGITAL PRESS

NEW!

NEW!

LEARNING WITH
Bork
COMPUTERS
A comprehensive overview for
using the computer as a teaching
device to build a more responsive
learning environment.
1981, hardbound, 300 pages, $28.00

From ENIAC To UNIVAC: An
Appraisal of the Eckert-Mauchly

Computers

Stern
Examines the pioneering
achievements of J. Presper Eckert
and John W. Mauchly: the ENIAC,
the EDVAC, the BINAC, and the
UNIVAC.
1981, hardbound, 286 pages, $21.00

NEW!
NEW!

INTRODUCTION TO

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF RELIABLE SYSTEM
DESIGN
Siewiorek and Swarz
Shows how to combine
economics with design and cost
modeling with reliability modeling in
hardware system design.
1981, hardbound, 700 pages, $45.00

DECSYSTEM -20 ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
Gorin
Examines the instruction set,
assembly language, applications and
application techniques, and system
features of the DECSYSTEM -20.
1981, paperbound, 576 pages, $35.00

COMPUTER ENGINEERING: A
DEC View of Hardware
Systems Design

ENGINEERING INTELLIGENT
SYSTEMS: Concepts, Theory,
and Applications

McNamara
Shows how evolving
technologies, marketplace
economics, and manufacturing costs
influence computer engineering.
1978, hardbound, 585 pages, $26.00

Glorioso and Colón Osorio
From fundamentals through

Bell, Mudge and

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
AND ARCHITECTURE: The

ORDERING INFORMATION

VAX -11
Levy and Eckhouse, Jr.
Focusing on the VAX -11, this
unique book offers a comprehensive
system viewpoint to the
programming and organization of

Ten percent discount when ordering two or more copies. Shipping and handling free
when order is prepaid by check or charge card.

today's computers.
1980, hardbound, 407 pages, 528.00

TITLE

QUANTITY

PRICE*

DATA PROCESSING

TECHNOLOGY AND
ECONOMICS, Second Edition

advanced industrial applications, this
book brings together the key
elements for designing safe,
practical, cost-effective intelligent
systems.
1980, hardbound, 472 pages, S27.00

PROJECT WHIRLWIND, The
History of a Pioneer Computer
Redmond and Smith
The technological traditions, the
research and development policies
and practices, the funding crises, and
the management techniques that
went into this innovative engineering
triumph.
1980, hardbound, 280 pages, $21.00

Phister, Jr.

Mail to: Digital Press Order Fulfillment
Digital Equipment Corporation
12 -A Esquire Road

Complete coverage of DP
operating costs, programming costs,
system and software performance
and reliability, time sharing
economics, and more. (Co-published
with Santa Monica Pub. Co.)
1979, 720 pages, hardbound $45.00;
paperbound $30.00

Subtotal
Discount
Sales Tax

Billerica, MA 01862

Total

'All prices

quoted are U.S. only. Contact your nearest office of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Educational Services. for prices outside the U.S. Prices subject to change without notice.
Name

_

Company/ School

Address

City

Zip

State

CHECK OR CHARGE CARD REQUIRED ON ALL ORDERS UNDER $50.
Make Checks Payable to Digital Equipment Corporation
Check Included.
Charge Card Acct No.

Authorized Signature

Master Charge.

VISA
Expiration Date

Please place me on your mailing list.

Telephone
BYTE-81

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF
DATA COMMUNICATION
McNamara
A practical approach to the
nuts-and -bolts problems and
solutions in configuring
communications systems.
1977, hardbound, 387 pages, 526.00

EARLY BRITISH COMPUTERS,

The Story of Vintage Computers
and the People Who Built Them
Lavington
Closely examines such
landmark projects as the first
working stored-program computer,
the first commercially available
computer, and the first transistorized
computer. (Co- published with
Manchester Univ. Press)
1980, paperbound, 140 pages, $8.00

d a 9 Map
We change the way
the world thinks.
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TEX and METAFONT, New
Directions in Typesetting

Knuth
Details TEX, a technical
typesetting system, and
METAFONT, a system for the
precise design of alphabets.
(Co- published with American
Mathematical Society)
1979, paperbound, 360 pages, $12.00

I suspect the slowness is a by- product of two of
MINCE's undeniable virtues: the way it was written and
the way it updates the screen. MINCE was written in the
high -level language C, a general -purpose language developed at Bell Laboratories that is often used for system level programming (see "The BDS C Compiler" by
Christopher Kern in June 1981 BYTE, page 356). Since it
is written in a high -level language rather than in an
assembly language, MINCE is easy to transport to other
processors. This portability means that as long as
MINCE's authors stay in business, someone who buys
new hardware is likely to be able to buy a version of
MINCE to run on it. (Perhaps those responsible for
MINCE will publish their source code if their business
goes under.) But the use of a high -level language on an
8 -bit microcomputer inevitably imposes a considerable
penalty in speed.
To update the screen, MINCE uses standard cursor
positioning facilities rather than the idiosyncratic hardware page editing capabilities available on some smart
terminals. This means that the editor will run on just
about any terminal or stand -alone computer system
available. It takes time, however, to move a cursor
around and to update a display serially, even if the terminal is running, as mine is, at 9600 bps (bits per second).

the file between main memory and disk during long
pauses between keyboard entries. In the long run, this is
to the user's advantage: performing this operation while

At a Glance
Name of Software

Computer Needed

MINCE (MINCE Is Not
Complete EMACS)

Text editor

8080- family computer running Digital Research's
CP /M operating system
with at least 48 K bytes of

Manufacturer

system memory and floppy disk mass storage

Type

Mark of the Unicorn
POB 423

Documentation

Arlington MA 02174

52 -page user guide;

(617) 489 -1387

5

-page installation guide;

46 pages of tutorial in-

Price

troduction (also included as

$125

files on distribution disk)

Format
format soft sector disks; other formats
by arrangement
8 -inch, IBM

Audience
CP /M users requiring a
video terminal text editor

Language Used
8080- family machine

Text Swapping
Another problem with MINCE is that
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GUARANTEED RELIABLE
FOR 2 FULL YEARS.
Unprecedented product reliability deserves an
unprecedented warranty. IMS International
provides its dealers with both.

Our commitment is real.
We are so confident that our products are the
industry standard in reliability, we stand behind
them for two full years from date -of -sale to the
end user. All IMS manufactured products are
covered.

The success of our dealers will insure our
continued growth. That's why IMS International

committed to providing every IMS dealer with
these distinct advantages in today's marketplace:
is

2

year warranty

Low retail cost
Best margins in the industry

Protected territories
Full factory technical support
Complete system delivery in 30 days
Comprehensive advertising and promotional
support
For more information about IMS International's
"Reliables" and our unique dealer plan, call
714/978-6966 or write us:

ig
INTERNATIONAL
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2800 Lockheed Way
Carson City, NV 89701
Telex: 910 -395 -6051
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the keyboard is inactive means that less disk swapping
will be necessary at a time when the user is more active
and when text swapping would really slow him down.
But even though each swapping operation only takes
about a second, I found the sudden onset of disk activity
disconcerting. Fortunately, MINCE's configuration program allows the user to set the time delay between the last
keyboard entry and the start of the swapping operation.
MINCE's authors recommend a four-second pause. I
found a twenty- second delay more to my liking.
MINCE is a large editor not only in the number and
variety of its available commands, but also in its requirements for disk space. The editor proper requires 30 K
bytes. During operation, MINCE must have a swap file
available to provide space for those portions of the file(s)
being edited that don't fit in the host system's available
semiconductor memory. MINCE's authors say a 24 Kbyte swap file is the workable minimum and recommend
a 64 K -byte swap file. I evaluated MINCE and wrote this
review using a 32 K -byte swap file with no serious effects, although I did have to juggle my reference files as
the article grew in size. (Files not currently being used can
be dropped, thus freeing space in the swap file for active
files.)

tutorial introductions to MINCE are supplied. One is designed for more experienced programmers, and the other
is designed for the uninitiated computer user. In practice,
I think the programmers' tutorial would suffice for anyone who has ever used a text editor on a computer. The
general- users' tutorial claims to require nothing more
than knowing how to type and how to log onto the host
computer system
claim that appears to be true. The
first eight -page lesson introduces the trainee, step -by -excruciating -step, to such mysteries as how to use the delete
key to erase the previous character, how to move the cursor forward and backward, and how to quit the editor
when he is finished. (But, it does not explain how to write
a file to disk -that is left for another lesson).
The tutorials don't pretend to cover all of MINCE's features, but anyone who is willing to work his way through
them will certainly learn how to use the editor in at least a
minimal fashion. Most of the tutorial material is provided on disk files as well as in hard-copy form, and
many of the exercises call for the user to edit the tutorial
he is working from. I found some of the prose in the
tutorials a bit cloying; the exercises provided a convenient remedy.

-a

Conclusions

Configuration and Documentation
Selecting the size of the swap file, notifying MINCE of
the characteristics of the host system's terminal, and
other required set -up operations are performed by a configuration program that is very easy to use. The configuration program comes equipped with the necessary information for the terminals most commonly encountered in
microcomputer systems, and it accepts user -supplied information for the less common ones. The whole configuration process is menu -driven and provides ample opportunities to correct errors or simply change one's mind.
MINCE's documentation is excellent. The user manual
is well organized and crisply written. In addition, two

MINCE has a large, well -planned command repertory.
A user needs to learn only a small subset of the available
commands to operate the editor; others can be learned as
his requirements grow.
MINCE permits multiple files to be viewed and edited
a real convenience. Two files may be viewed simultaneously on a split screen.
MINCE is slow in updating the video display, both
during user input and during cursor movement across
pages (video screens). The use of a swap file also slows
editing down and results in unexpected disk activity.
MINCE is well documented. Tutorial introductions to
the editor help even the novice get started easily.

to
mplee memory

w

ebest hardware for the best software around.

Onboard Z80
PASCAL -100 includes a Z80' processor, so
you can run your current software- including
CP /M'- without modification. Ready to convert an application to Pascal? Do it anytime,
with no disruptive hardware changes.

-

PASCAL -100 comes
complete with extensive documentation -our users say it's the best around!

New

Generation S100

PASCAL -100 is designed for the versatile,
flexible S -100 bus. Fully compatible with
the new IEEE -696 standard, yet works with

on the
or write us directly.

OEM'S/DEALERS
Be sure to specify our PASCAL -100

OEM /Dealer Information Package

Digicomp Research
Terrace Hill Ithaca, NY 14850
(607) 273-5900

'1 ademark of Western Digital 'IMdemark of Univenity of California
'Registered Trademark of Zilor, Inc. 'Registered Trademark of Digital Research
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Programming Quickies

...

NEXT
Changing a BASIC FOR
Loop into a REPEAT
UNTIL Loop

...

James A Maiorana

c/o BYTE Publications
POB 372

Hancock NH 03449

When you program in BASIC, it is often necessary to
.
construct the functional equivalent of a REPEAT
programmers
try
loop.
To
do
this,
many
using
a
UNTIL
GOTO statement, but, in long programs, many GOTOs
NEXT loop,
make the program run slowly. A FOR
however, can be modified to provide the desired function, without any GOTOs. In many BASIC programs,
executing a GOTO means searching the program text to
find the correct line number, whereas finding a FOR .. .
NEXT loop is done directly by a pointer. I use the following technique in Apple BASIC, and find that it works correctly and produces faster -running programs.
.

.

...

FIND
OUT 111,,,
WHATwo
FITS
Just our little effort to remove some of the vast confusion
from the data processing, word processing and office products world. You
can match up hardware model numbers with disc cartridges, disc packs,
or diskette model numbers.
Send for our free 145 -page guide. One handy
book covers entire DP and WP industry usage
of magnetic memory media. How can you do

without it?

NASHUA
COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION
Nashua Corporation, Nashua, NH 03061
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20
30
40

FOR D = 0 to
loop -body
D = condition
NEXT D

Inquiry card.

1

This code has precisely the same effect as:
REPEAT loop -body UNTIL condition

Here is an example of the technique:
10 FOR D = 0 TO 1
20 INPUT " GUESS MY NUMBER ", G

30D

=(G =M)

40 NEXT D

This program continues to ask for a number G until G
equal to an internal parameter, M. Here loop -body is
line 20, while condition is the logical expression ( G =
M ) . When G is not equal to M, line 30 sets D to 0. Line
40 increments D to 1, and branches back to line 10. When
G equals M, line 30 sets D to 1. Line 40 then increments D
to 2, and the loop terminates.
This code may have to be modified for your system. A
quick survey of several BASICs showed that some interpreters return a value of -1 in the variable D when the
condition in line 30 is met. (TRS -80 Level II and Texas Instruments BASIC give a -1 for true logical comparisons,
while Applesoft, Integer, and Atari BASIC give a +1.)
Modifying line 10 to allow for this results in an
equivalent REPEAT
UNTIL function:
is

...

10 FOR D

TELEPHONE

New Engane and New Yolk 18001 258.1555
East of the Mlsslsstota 18001258-1726
West o1 the M.S.SSIptn 18001 25B -7340
TELEX 943406

We make everything to

In the following examples, loop -body is a block of code
and condition is an arithmetic expression. Ordinarily,
condition will be a Boolean expression with 0 equivalent
to false and 1 to true.
The first construct uses a dummy variable D:

=

0 TO

-1

STEP

-1

One of these techniques should work on your BASIC
interpreter.
Circle 297 on Inquiry card.

POWER-ONE
D.C. POWER SUPPLIES
Our customers select their favorite models
small floppies and micro -computers to large mainframe systems.
But one thing they all have in common. They're built
by Power -One. Which means the most reliable power
supplies available, at the lowest cost possible.
So take a look at our entire line. Send for our new
1981 Catalog and Facilities Brochure for details.

The choice wasn't easy. Not with 105 open frame
linears and a full switcher line to choose from. Still,
the top models of the past year
proudly pictured
below
have been named.
Actually, this is a statement of Power-One's most
popular D.C. power supplies
as determined by our
customers. Obviously, applications vary widely, from
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HTAA -16W

:

$44.95 to $49.95

:
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$49.95

± 12V
± 15V

@ 1.OA
@ 0.8A

HAA15.O.8

TRIPLE OUTPUT

=

-

;.,

r

24V @ 2.4A
28V @ 2.0A
48V @ 1.0A

5V @ 6A
12V @ 3.4A
15V @ 3.0A

-

5V @ 2A
±9V to ± 15V @ 0.4A

$49.95
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1.2A
1.0A
0.1A

HC Series

TRIPLE OUTPUT

.

HBB15.1.5

@
@
@

$24.95

:

-; 0y ,a
12V @ 1.7A or
15V @ 1.5A

,,

:

!i
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;,.,

' ^'^

DUAL OUTPUT

st

1

5V @ 3A
12V @ 1.7A
15V @ 1.5A

HB Series

'

CP379, CP384

SINGLE OUTPUT

;a

Industry Standard
115/230 VAC Input
±.OS% Regulation
Two Year Warrantee
UL & CSA Recognized

:

:

or

$39.95

POWER FAIL MONITORS

-' -

4e

Indicates
system power loss.
Monitors AC line and
DC outputs.
Allows for orderly datasave procedures

5V @ 3A
± 12V @ 1A or
± 15V @ 0.8A
HBAA -40W $69.95

PFM -1

:

:

$24.95

PFM -2

:

$39.95

NEW `81 CATALOG &
FACILITIES BROCHURE
Get your free copies now!

P_

0

Phone or write us direct, or circle the
reader service number
\

-oie
ATPOUier
D.C. Power SUPPLIES
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Power One Drive

Camarillo, CA 93010

(805) 484 -2806

(805) 987 -3891
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Illustration by lonathan Graves

Artificial Intelligence
Steven K Roberts
5885 Dublin Rd
Dublin OH 43017

What is intelligence? This question
has inspired great works for centuries. It has furrowed the learned
brows of philosophers, psychologists,
theologians, and neurophysicists as
they have sought, in different ways,
to find the answer. Until recently, the
question has remained more or less
outside the domain of technology.
Only in science fiction has the notion
of intelligence applied to machines.
But man is a restless creature
thanks to his intelligence -and has a
remarkable propensity for tool building. The physical limitations of
the human body are overcome daily
with the use of man -made tools: bulldozers, microscopes, telephones,
pens, and thousands of other devices.
Very near the top of any list of tools
must be the computer.
Computers, as most people know
and love them, are hardly worthy of

-

About the Author
Steven K Roberts is a free -lance writer and
microprocessor-systems consultant living in
Dublin, Ohio. He is the author of Micromatics
(published by Scelbi Publications) and Industrial Design with Microcomputers (to be
published in early 1982 by Prentice -Hall).
Research for this article included attendance
at the First International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, held at Stanford University
in August 1980.
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the term "intelligence." At best, they
are fast and reliable (but abysmally
stupid) machines that take very precisely defined tasks and tirelessly perform them over and over. This, of
course, makes them invaluable in a
fast-paced technological society such

Simply providing access
to the large body of

knowledge now
available Is a great
problem.

as ours, for we have become addicted
to freedom from boring repetitive
mental drudgery. (When was the last
time you calculated a square root the

old- fashioned pencil- and -paper
way ?) But for all their usefulness in
assisting our many and varied efforts,
computers are still absolutely uninspired contraptions.
In addition to being incurable tool builders, mankind also has a passion
for information -lots of it. There
seems to be no end to the exponential
growth of human knowledge (it's currently expanding at the approximate
rate of 200,000,000 words per hour).
On countless subjects ranging from
the weather to the ills of our flesh,

from computer design to the technology of war, mankind has accumulated such masses of information that
only the narrowest of specialists in
any field can truly claim to be an expert.
This, however, creates problems,
because now that we have all this information, we need to use it. The obvious difficulty is simply providing
access to such a large library of
knowledge: a person attempting to
locate one small fact can easily
become bogged down in searching if
the library is not extremely well
organized and cross -referenced. A
less obvious problem is the continual
addition of new knowledge to the
library without creating a nightmarish jumble of patches and outdated material.
The sheer quantity of information
involved in such an effort cries out
for a computer solution. After all,
hardware can be purchased off the
shelf that provides literally billions of
words of data storage -certainly
enough for most "task-specific" information domains. But here we can see
the need for something other than
traditional data -processing techniques. (For an example of information storage using traditional techniques, see "Information Unlimited:
Circle 255 on inquiry card.
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DYNABYTE
SYSTEMS+
30% DISCOUNT
NORSEA, a worldwide distributor ofDynabyte systems, is now offering 25 to 30% discounts
to domestic as well as export customers. Further volume discounts negotiable.

NORSEA &
DYNABYTE

DYNABYTE
COMPUTERS

INCREDIBLE
PACKAGE PRICES!

NORSEA sells only one microcomputer
range, and that's Dynabyte. We are fully
experienced in its applications and
support. NORSEA was first to install
Dynabyte's Multi -user Business Manager
software in Winchester systems for end user applications. Get the best buys on
Dynabyte products from NORSEA,
and get our experience.

NORSEA has assembled the following
special system packages for additional

Incomparable quality, superior software
support, and the widest range of microcomputer systems in the industry make
Dynabyte the leader. And check out these
standard features: Real time clock, 10
Interval Timers, 8 Levels of Vectored
Interrupts, Jump Start, 2 Serial and 1
Parallel ports, and 64K RAM expandable
to 400K.

5100 -A2 Microcomputer only, with 64K
RAM, 3 I/O Ports.
Net $2,375
List $3,395
5200-A2 Dual 5 % " -630KB
Net $3,395
List $4,595
5300-B2 Dual 8" double density
floppies -2MB
Net $4,995
List $6,995
5615 -Al 11MB Winchester and 8" double
density floppy.
Net $8,995
List $11,995
5615 -B1 23MB Winchester and 8" double
density floppy.
Net $9,995
List $13,495
5615 -C1 45MB Winchester and 8" double
density floppy.
Net $10,995
List $15,495
Systems also available with tape cartridge
backup and cartridge disk drives at similar
savings. Call for details.

HARD DISK
SUBSYSTEMS

SINGLE BOARD
CP/MSYSTEM

(Can be daisy chained for up to 104 MB
of Storage)
Formatted with S-100 Controller, PSU
and Cabinet.

Single card

DYNABYTE
PERFORMANCE

$2,995
M 10- 10MB -8"
3,830
M20-20MB -8"
3,995
M26-26MB-14"
Subsystems also available in OEM stripped
down versions.

PERIPHERALS
Televideo 950

Starwriter I
Starwriter II
DataSouth DS-180
Tally T -1705

Dataproducts M -200

$ 949

1,599
1,799
1,399
1,799
2,099

SOFTWARE

Full range of assemblers, languages and
application software at discount prices.

TERMS
All prices quoted prepaid and FOB point
of origin. Prices are subject to change

without prior notice. Call or write for
detail terms.

TRADEMARKS
Business Manager by Dynabyte CP/M by
Digital Research Starwriter by C. Itoh.

$750

by 12 inches by
NorControl with 8085 CPU (10MHz),
64K RAM, 3 each RS -232 I/O ports,
controller running one to four single or
double sided 8" floppy drives, 2K EPROM
81/2

for bootstrap and monitor. Select our
CP/M 2.2 for single or double sided drives.
Assembled, tested and burned in for one
week! PSU not included. OEM discounts
available.

NC -85 Single Board Computer
Technical Manual
CP/M 2.2 Single sided
CP/M 2.2 Double sided

$750
$

15

$150
$180

savings:

NOR -8020 System
Dynabyte 5300-B2 with Dual 8" double
density, 64K RAM, 2 serial - parallel
1

ports. Tally T -1705 Professional 160
Matrix Printer. Televideo 950 smart
terminal. CP/M 2.2 included!
Net $7,695
List $10,435
NOR -8111 System
Dynabyte 5615 -Al with 11MB Winchester and 8" double density floppy. As
above with Tally printer, Televideo 950
terminal and CP/M 2.2!
List $15,435
Net $11,695

EXPORTS
NORSEA specializes in the export of
Dynabyte microcomputers and a selected
range of high quality peripherals. We are
experienced in international trading and
we pride ourselves on fast and courteous
service at the lowest prices possible.

FOREIGN
DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
NORSEA is seeking distributors all around
the world for exceptional opportunities
with Dynabyte and other quality
NORSEA selected products.
Wir sprechen deutsch.
Nous parlons francais.
Hablamos espanol.
Vi snakker norsk, svensk og dansk.
To Order Call
(203) 775-0438 775 -4465
1

or Telex 969638

J9
NORSEA
DATA CORPORATION
U.S. Route 7, Brookfield
Connecticut 06804 U.S.A.
IN CANADA:
NORSEA DATA PARTNERS
MISSISSAUGA, ONT.

The Dialog Information Retrieval
Service," by Stan Miastkowski, June
1981 BYTE, page 88.)

Types of Knowledge
Knowledge about almost anything
can be split into two major classifications: factual and heuristic. Factual
knowledge is the most obvious and
needs little elaboration; it's often
called "textbook knowledge." The
heuristic variety, on the other hand,
is a little harder to store in a computer. It is the network of intuitions,
associations, judgment rules, pet
theories, and general inference procedures that, in combination with factual knowledge about a field, allow

mankind to exhibit intelligent behavior. (Further muddying the programming waters is a higher level of
knowledge that can be included within the heuristic category: "meta knowledge," which is concerned with
general problem -solving strategy and
such esoterica as awareness of how to
think.)
Factual knowledge has been resident in computer systems for decades. Business systems containing
records of customer, personnel, inventory, and accounting data typify
the rather pedestrian uses to which
the majority of large systems have
been relegated. If most of the world's
computers suddenly became self-

aware, they would be terribly bored
with their fates.
Heuristic knowledge is substantially more difficult to represent in a program or data base than simple factual
data. But any system that is intended
as a sophisticated information resource must, in some fashion, incorporate this higher level of knowledge,
if for no other reason than to reduce
the problem of finding a given piece
of information to one of manageable
proportions.
Suppose, for example, that a system were created to provide physicians with clinical advice about certain infectious diseases. A mere listing
somewhere in the computer's mem-

THE FORMULATM will help you get the information you need to help run your business. It
is a ready made set of computer programs
which can create a customized system for any

business function:

iSb
tk

O11:t

sJ11k

o

rk

Accounting is as simple as 1,2,3
Inventories are stock items
Mailing lists become a zip
Legal forms fit the modus o perandi

Whether you hire a computer professional or
develop a system yourself, THE FORMULATM
will let you spend more time where it will do
the most good, minding your business. That's
THE FORMULATM for success.
Disk and manual, $595. Manual only, $60.
THE FORMULATM will run on any 8080 or Z80
computer with CP /M,* 48K RAM, 300 K total
disk storage, and a CRT.

DMA

WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE.
Circle

121 on

inquiry card.

545 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10017 (212) 687 -7115
handling charges extra: $5 UPS areas: $7 non -UPS areas, Mexico, Canada: $10+ elsewhere. MasterCharge and VISA accepted.
New York State residents add appropriate sales tax. CPIM is a trademark of Digital Research.

DYNAMIC MICROPROCESSOR ASSOCIATES
We ship prepaid and COD orders. Shipping
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Circle 44 on inquiry card.
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See us at Comdex

'81

in Las Vegas, Booth #774.

'"ilt The BOS M System:
The Universal Donor
The BOS M Card is the heart of the M System. It is designed to
be IEEE S -100 bus compatible for universal system use. Virtually
all elements of a computer mainframe now reside on one S -100
card
-80A CPU, 64k of 200ns RAM (no wait states), 4k 250ns
EPROM, Winchester Disk I/O port, two RS -232 serial ports, system
port, floating point processor, and parallel I /O. The same M Card
can be used in single -user, multi -user, or even multi -processor
systems.
Second Generation Multi- Processor. With the BOS M Card,
multi -processing is finally free of the Master /Slave and handshaking parameters so prevalent in first generation multiprocessors.
Inter -system communications are FIFO buffered; the old "Master"
is now a slave to the user, and the system functions without "S -100
bus overrun" or system generated wait states.
The Universal Processor is now a reality! As a single -user system,
the BOS M is unmatched in performance (up to ten times the speed
of other microcomputers). As a multi -user system, this power can
be translated into a low cost multi- terminal capability. As a multiprocessor, the system leaves the realm of "microcomputer" and
competes in performance with a minicomputer! You can start with a
single -user computer and expand to a multi- user /multi-processor
computer system when needed.

-Z

-

The Universal Product. BOS has what you need
anything
from a single M Card to a complete turnkey computer system.
Diskette, rigid disk, tape and telecommunications sub -systems
are all available. Compatible software includes CP/M *, MP /M',
CP/NET`, BOS /TURBODOS, complete monitor, languages,
application packages, and more!
OEM Inquiries Welcome

'Registered Trademark
of Digital Research.

TURB000SIs
a product of
Software 2000

Jil

Business Operating Systems, Inc.
2835 East Platte Avenue
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80909

The BOS M System does what a Universal Donor must do it prowi es high performance for all
system types; single -user, multi -user, and multi-processor. M Systems start at less than $5,000.00 for
a single -user computer with dual 8" double density diskette drives.

Your Computer
Can Speak with
an Unlimited

Vocabulary.
Text -to- speech

algorithm vocally
reproduces any typed
entry
Unlimited vocabulary
Standard RS232C
interface

Your computer has a lot

If you can type,

This is the advance in computer
speech synthesis you've been
waiting for. Votrax' brings your computer to life with Type-'N-Talk".' Now
you can hear your computer tell you
where you are in a program: taunt
you with comments during computer
games; praise you; remind you:
warn you.
Thanks to the unique Votrax' text -tospeech algorithm. Type -'N- Talk'
gives your computer an unlimited
vocabulary. Your typewritten words
are automatically translated into
electronic speech.

BeCaUse Type-'N-Talk-uses ASCII
code from your computer's keyboard
to generate synthesized speech, you
just enter English text to hear a verbal response (electronic speech)
through your audio loudspeaker. For
example. if you type "H- E- L -L -O" on
your ASCII keyboard, it will generate
the spoken word "HELLO."

your
computer can talk.

to talk about.
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T
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Type -'N-Talk'"' has
its own memory.

Interface any way
you want.

Now You're Talking

Even the smallest computer can talk
and execute programs simultaneously. because Type-'N-Talk-has its
own built-in microprocessor and a
750 character buffer to hold the
words you've typed. Type-N -Talk'
doesn't use your host computer's
memory or tie it up with text
translation.

Special control characters let you
interface Type -'N- Talk' "in a variety
of ways. Unit assignment codes
allow you to daisy -chain multiple
Type-'N-Talk-units. You can
also have independent control of
Type- 'N- Talk"and your printer by
using unit addressing codes.
Connect Type -'N -Talkdirectly to your
computers serial interface and you
can eliminate the need for additional
RS -232C ports by connecting terminals, printers or additional
Type- 'N-Talk'"units to the first
Type-'N-Talk'"

Text -to- speech algorithm
A one -watt audio amplifier
SC -01 speech synthesizer chip
(data rate: 70 to 100 bits /sec.)
RS -232C interface
Selectable baud rate (75 -9600)
Selectable data modes for variable
interfacing
Phonéme access modes
750 character buffer
Data switching capability
Data echo of ASCII characters
Complete programming and installation instructions
Type -'N Talk'" Is covered by a limited warranty.

If you can hardcopy it,
you can hear it.
By placing your Type -'N- Talk'"

between your computer or modem
and a terminal, you can hear all the
data sent to the terminal while online.
Random-accessed information from a
remote data base can now be seen
and heard, because Type -N- Talk*"
says it all.
Type-'N -Talk' "has the data switching
capability that allows you to "deselect.' while sending and receiving
data to and from a terminal. Data
switching lets you send speech and
visual data independently on a single
data channel.

Votrax' developed Type-'N-Talk-to
function with operator designed
programs or with the new Votrax'
talking software currently under
development. Type ;N -Talk` "can
also be used without software.
The Type -N- Talk -unit's simplicity
enables it to be used by the beginning hobbyist. yet its total capability
can challenge the most sophisticated'
user.

just $375.00.

Write Votrax' for a free copy.

1111
NOW

u

YOU'RE TALKING

..

Order now. Toll free.
1- 800 -521 -1350
Dealer inquiries invited.

NOW
TYPING

Call the toll -free number to
MI order or request additional information. MasterCard or Visa
accepted. Charge to your credit
card or send a check for S375.00
plus S4.00 delivery. Add 4 °'o sales

u

.

"I

tax in Michigan. California residents
add appropriate sales tax.
Send check to:
Votrax - Consumer Products Group
500 Stephenson Hwy.. Troy. Ml 48084

uuuuuu
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Circle 380 on inquiry card

IS

TALKING,
WITH

TYPE -'N-TALK.

E

ory and storage of all the known facts
is essentially useless -the only way
one could make use of the data would
be the simplistic matching of a set of
symptoms against sets of indications
for each disease.
This kind of approach is doomed
from the start: some symptoms are
less suggestive of certain diseases than
others. Therefore, the system should
have the ability to order specific additional tests (giving preference to noninvasive ones) before attempting a
diagnosis. Also, the patient's age, environment, and medical history must
be taken into account. Amidst all
this, there must be the capability of
ignoring certain facts if they are inconsistent with the most strongly sugpatient's tennis
gested diagnosis
elbow, for example, is probably unrelated to his or her infectious meningitis.
If the machine is to be more useful
than a textbook, it must be able to do
all these things, as well as provide a
facility for updating its own information as often as required. In summary, it must possess a measure of in-

-a

telligence.
Such a system is not mere conjecture, by the way. One has already
been created to provide diagnosis and
therapy selection for two major types
of diseases: blood infections and meningitis. Developed at Stanford University by doctors Bruce Buchanan
and Edward Shortliffe, the program,
called MYCIN, has outperformed
human diagnosticians in the identification and treatment of diseases in
this class, not only through its accuracy in pinpointing the pathogen, but
in its avoidance of overprescribing

treatment.
This last accomplishment is especially noteworthy, because the standard clinical approach to an unknown disease involves a broad -spectrum antibiotic attack on a wide
variety of possibilities. This not only
exposes the patient to potential toxic
effects, but encourages the development of drug- resistant bacterial
strains. (A recent Stanford University
study revealed that one of every four
persons in the United States received
penicillin under a doctor's orders in

VT 100 Owners.

ThE KEY TO FAST
AND(OFEASY
EDITING
YOUR KED EDITOR)

-

INTRODUCING VT 100 KEYS FOR THE KED EDITOR...These quality
3-color keys will make editing faster and simpler. They're easy to install
no overlays
pull out the old keys and push in a new set with the
S40.
KED functions clearly stated. A set of 18 3-color keys

just

-

a
la4

Frost St./Cambridge, MA 02140

(617) 739 -7710
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Circle 344 on Inquiry card.

1977 and that nearly 90% of these
prescriptions were unnecessary.)

A Technology Is Born
For all of these reasons, along with
many others ranging from the inadequacy of standard programming techniques to the sheer joy of research,
computer science has spawned a new
discipline: artificial intelligence (AI).
Actually, AI is not all that new:
some of the foundations that underlie
today's work were laid in the late
1940s and early 1950s by Alan
Turing, whose "imitation game" (today called the "Turing Test ") is still
considered a valid method for determining whether or not a machine is
intelligent. In essence, the Turing Test
consists of an interrogator communicating via teleprinters with a human
and a computer. The interrogator can
attempt in any way possible to determine which is which through conversation over the communication links.
At first glance, it might seem that
the examiner could easily tell the difference by asking such questions as,
'What is 35,289 divided by 91177"
The human would presumably chew
on it for a while, and the computer
would instantly spit back an answer
correct to twelve digits. The flaw in
this kind of thinking is that the
human might have an electronic calculator in his pocket and the corn puter, if indeed intelligent (and
devious), might give a slow and erroneous answer just to fool the interrogator. Also, the computer might be
unable to calculate as rapidly as we
would expect, since much of what we
call intelligence involves the storage
of information in a relatively abstract
and very symbolic form. It is possible
that such a machine would have to go
through a set of thought processes not
markedly different from ours to do
mathematical calculations, though
for the sake of convenience, it would
probably have a built -in "calculator."
Turing's work in this area was
strangely prophetic and, for the conservative 1950s, somewhat radical.
He wrote, "I believe that at the end of
the century the use of words and
general educated opinion will have
altered so much that one will be able
to speak of machines thinking with-

Finding the best software
on the market can take you weeks.
Reading this ad takes 31.7
seconds and gives you the sa r o

The Westico Software Review Committee
is easy to recognize. It's their red rimmed eyes. You get that way

checking through an endless
parade of software programs.
And they do it so that you
don't have to. But selecting
good software is only part
of what makes Westico one
of the fastest growing companies in the software industry.
Having experts on staff who
really understand both software
and hardware is another. But Westico
offers more than quality products and

TWO MORE GREAT PROGRAMS FROM WESTICO
friendly overlay linker.
an overlay linker for creating
executable programs from relocatable
files produced by Microsoft's FORTRAN,
COBOL, and MACRO -80 languages.
LYNX allows the construction of programs that use all available memory
including that used by LYNX itself. Maximum size programs under Microsoft's
L80 linker can be increased at least
9K using LYNX without overlays.
The overlay capability of LYNX is vital for
programs larger than available memory.
With overlays, many large programs on
LYNX, a

LYNX is

minicomputers or large mainframe
computers can be easily moved to a
microcomputer.
LYNX offers many features not found in
L80. For example, LYNX can be told to
get commands from a disk file. The
"HELP" feature displays a complete list
of LYNX commands. Mapping information can be sent to the screen, printer or
disk files. LYNX can decode Microsoft
REL files for inspection.
tree structure.
to any overlay
higher on the branch than the

LYNX uses overlays in a
IliAny routine is available

that

is

routine itself.
Il

Complete system with documentation
$250. Documentation alone $25.

Now it makes sense to MINCE words.
MINCE is a full screen editor based on
the "Emacs" text editor, developed after
years of research in editor technology
and user interface at M.I.T. and other universities. With MINCE you can edit several
files simultaneously, allowing the text to
be moved between the files. The screen
can be divided to display any two files
or two parts of the same file at one
time. Text can be manipulated by the
word, sentence or paragraph, as well
as character, line and entire screen with
simple, easy -to- remember commands.
MINCE automatically adjusts line length
to margins as the text is entered. Commands change words to UPPERcase,
lowerCASE or Capitalize. The MINCE
unique "query replace " allows global
changes to be "tried-out" and then
accepted or rejected. Lines can be centered, "white space" removed and text
then inserted or overwritten. MINCE is as
powerful an editor for programmers as it
is for creating documents. MINCE features "type ahead" and a status line
which constantly displays: editing mode,
the files being edited, the current posiif
tion in the file, the file modification
any, the state of the "save" buffer and
the command currently being executed.
Complete system with documentation

-

-

$175.

Documentation alone

-

$25.

support. We offer our unique 24 -hour
service overnight! Westico. We're
working hard to be your software
company.
The Westico 24 -Hour Computer
Hotline (300 baud) (203) 853 -0816
for detailed program information
and quick access ordering.
full range of professional
softwa re.
Support fora wide variety of CP/M'
and other computer systems, including: TRS -80 Model II, Apple,
Vector Graphic, Cromemco, North
Star, Micropolis, Ohio Scientific,
Altos, Dynabyte, SuperBrain, Xerox,
Zenith and more.
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4 Ways to Order

Write Westico, Inc., 25 Van Zant Street,
Norwalk, CT 06855.

Call (203) 853 -6880.
Telex 643 -788.

Dial -up our 24-hour computer

(300 baud) (203) 853 -0816.
COD, MasterCard and VISA accepted.
Prices do n6t include shipping and are subject
to change. In CT add 71/2% sales tax. All sales
final.

Manual price may be cr
purchase of softwar
er iñqulAesÌnviféd. '".
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WES-36

bVSTICO

The Software Express Service

Send for FREE catalog.

25 Van Zant Street

Norwalk, Connecticut 06855

(203) 853.6880

Telex 643 -788

CPU'S & SUPPORT CHIPS
512500
8226
- 275
440
8228
- 4.50

C/MOS

MC68000L
800223

BOB SA

MAD 2901
8212

750

8251

0.95
2.25

8259

8214

390

8216
0214

2.90

-

325

0275

MMS707

21L02.3
2102.4
5964027-3

-

59964096.11

-

9.95

2.75
3.00
3.50
90

-

3.50
2.95
4.50
3.95

-

6454050741
2101 -1

-

245

-

21078/52800

3.15
1.95

59595270

M04001P
097801

-

455.1013
7016028
5714028

14®

.90
1.10

8130

2'50

1488

8938

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

2.25

SPECIALS GOOD THRU SEPT.

/10' spacing

$1.95

15166511 DG118P ANALOG SWITCH/
2 CHANNEL DRIVERS.
INTERSII ICL 710812 CPL 12 BIT
NO CONVERTER

745®2

574

Ì.7v

90

7456

74510

,:°

45135

I

6

745139
145140

)45125

146
150

74515

110
100
110

5157

1

7452611

1.50

74501
74537

150
7

25

WATT LD 65 LASER
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out expecting to be contradicted."
Once again, technological progress
is ahead of schedule- maybe. One of
the distinguishing and provocative
features of AI is that newer and ever
more complex problems lurk behind
each breakthrough. Most technologies reach maturity when progress
becomes asymptotic: continued effort
brings us closer and closer to the
limits of what is possible but at an
ever slower rate. (An example of this
is the ongoing effort to make electronic logic devices switch faster. The
time it takes for electrons to move
from one place to another defines an
immutable speed limit, and future
performance increases must come
from another source.) AI doesn't
seem to have such a limit, or if it
does, it is (by definition) even further
removed from our present comprehension than a complete picture of
how the brain works.
This limitlessness makes AI, for
many people, the most enchanting
field of endeavor in the vast panoply
of research fields. In the thirty years
since Turing wrote his prophetic
words, AI has grown from an esoteric
part -time pursuit of a few visionaries
to a full -fledged science, replete with
subspecialties, societies, annual international conferences, and journals.
Its existence is beginning to be felt
outside academia, and in a few years,
the computer as we know it is likely
to be dramatically transformed.
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Work in Progress
There are a number of robust subspecialties in the world of artificial intelligence, dealing not only with
various applications but with several
problems that must be simultaneously overcome for the dreams of Turing
and many others to be fullfilled. The
two central problems are so closely
intertwined that they can be discussed
together: knowledge representation
and natural language.
Consider the following conversation:
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He: "Hungry?"
She: "I have a coupon for

McDonald's."
He: "Have you seen my keys?"
She: "Look on the dresser."
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There are some very sophisticated
information -processing operations
going on here. In this dialogue, most
of the real meaning -the real communication-is not explicitly stated.
He opens by inquiring whether she is
hungry and, in the process, is probably implying that he is hungry as
well. She processes this and issues a
very cryptic response. Not only does
she inform him that she is either
hungry or willing to go along for a
ride, but also suggests a specific place
to eat and, further, hints at economic
realities by weighting the selection of
a restaurant on the basis of a discount
coupon. Her statement assumes that
he will understand what a coupon is
as well as what a McDonald's is. His
next question indicates even deeper
communication: he has agreed with
her about the choice of restaurant and
suggests a specific mode of transportation. This suggestion, however, is
made in a roundabout fashion: he
asks if she knows where his keys are
at the moment, assuming that she
knows not only what keys are but
that they are linked with transportation. She, of course, understands that
the keys he's talking about are those
of his automobile and suggests a
course of action that will solve the
transportation problem -correctly
assuming that he will not only know
which dresser she means, and that a
dresser is a piece of furniture, but that
he will deduce that the keys must be
there.
The implication is that communication between two people involves
substantially more than the lexical
meanings of the words. The conversation above would not have been so
succinct if he had approached a
stranger on the street with the same
question. The difference suggests the
existence of a special relationship between he and she: they share certain
aspects of their internal models of the
world.
This highlights a crucial truth: language has to be considered as only
one part of a much more complex
communication process, one in which
the knowledge and states of mind of
the participants are as much responsible for the interpretation of verbal utterances as are the words from which
174
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those utterances are formed. As a
conversation progresses, the internal
state of each participant continually
changes to represent the modified
reality that is the result of the communication.
(Frequently, problems occur between people when their respective
internal models of the world differ
sharply. "I had to work late," can be
interpreted in a drastically different
way from that intended by the
speaker.)
When one attempts to build an intelligent machine, the complexities introduced by this larger view of corn munication can be surprising. Early
systems were developed without a
clear awareness of the problem and
were constructed of a stored body of
facts with associated keywords that
were used (eg: Joseph Weizenbaum's
ELIZA program) to scan the input
messages. Whenever there was a
match, sets of specific rules were invoked to produce a response based on
both the system's knowledge and the
keywords it had located. No attention was given to the actual meaning
of the sentences, just to the presence
of certain words. Such systems quickly fail the Turing test.
As time went on, it was recognized
that the communication problem is
interwoven with knowledge itself. In
the mid-1960s, programs were developed to translate input sentences into
an internal formal language that,
theoretically, would allow the system
to perform inferences without needing to handle all the subtleties of ordinary conversation. But the knowledge and the meanings of words were
still represented as passive data "objects" distinct from the program itself.
Thus, it was difficult for any but the
most rudimentary changes to occur in
the system's internal model of the
world.
Recently, a different approach has
begun to show promise. Instead of
clear differentiation between the "intelligent program" and the knowlz
edge, the programs actually embody
the knowledge in their structure.
With the existence of powerful AI
languages (such as LISP), it is possible
for the system to learn and grow by
modifying itself.
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WHO HAS THE SOLUTION.

IT'S

MicroAge is your Solution
that means at
Store

report, and take care of dozens of other tasks
that eat into your time and profit!

MicroAge Computer Stores
we have a wide selection
of time -saving computerized business systems
designed specifically to
solve the daily cash flow
problems every businessman faces.

Computerized business systems from the MicroAge Computer Store are available in the $5,000
to $15,000 range, to suit the individual budget of
your small business or professional practice.
MicroAge backs up every system with personalized service, warranty service and repair, installation, systems consulting, even customer training. Visit the MicroAge Computer Store in your
area soon with your business problems, and let
us help you with the solution.

...

MicroAge has computerized business systems that
quickly and affordably allow you to regain control of your critical accounts receivable ...at last
making it possible for you to carry out effective
collection procedures on a consistent basis.
MicroAge has accounts receivable program
packages to automatically display and update
account information; prepare trial balance
including a balance-due and delinquency aging
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MKuAge.

cawuter store
"The Solution Store"
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This all sounds very anthropomorphic, but there is still a vast gulf between our minds and even the best of
the artificially intelligent systems.
Though we have the technology to
provide an equivalent amount of raw
data storage, we may be going about
it all wrong.

Serial Versus Parallel
There are numerous computational
feats that humans manage to accomplish daily without conscious effort.
Many of them are still impossible for
computers. Take pattern recognition,
for example. When a friend walks into the room, you can establish his or
her identity with a casual glance. The
accuracy of your decision is not
markedly affected by the set of the
jaw, the tilt of the head, or disheveled
hair.
According to current theories, you
simply map a preprocessed visual
image via some feature -extraction
"hardware" onto a gigantic multidimensional associative memory. The
answer pops out, linked with an
elaborate internal model of your

friend. Big deal.
A computer, on the other hand,
has quite a chore to perform when it
is fitted with a television camera and
directed to recognize a face. It must
scan the image raster dot by dot to
acquire a numeric representation in
memory. Then, it must engage in fast
and furious number -crunching to calculate the spatial Fourier transform of
the face. Elapsed time at this point
might be pushing a minute or more,
and the machine still hasn't the foggiest notion of who it's looking at.
Then comes the hard part: one by
one, the system must perform two -dimensional correlations between its
freshly calculated data and blocks of
stored image data corresponding to
the people it "knows " -in each case,
coming up with a number (the correlation coefficient) between O and 1
that expresses how much like a stored
image the current image is. The
stored image with the highest coefficient is deemed to be the one that
matches.
But, if the person in front of the
camera parts his hair differently,

cocks his head to one side, and takes
on a dramatic expression, then he
might as well have just become someone else.
This problem gives specialists in
image recognition fits. If a computer's
logic devices can switch as much as a
million times faster than human
neurons, it would seem that even intensive tasks such as pattern recognition could be done with correspondingly greater speed, even if not with
ease.
Not so. Here's the catch, and its
solution will probably represent the
next major revolution in computer
design: Brains don't center around
single devices called "processors."
Computers do. Operations that the
brain seems to perform with the
simultaneous activation of millions of
widely distributed logic elements
must be performed in a computer by
funneling the entire task through one
tiny bottleneck. In many cases, the
blinding speed of computer hardware
more than makes up for this handicap
(in calculating, sorting, etc) but in the
types of problems encountered in the

"I have recently used
Spellguard and can
only echo the eval-

EXPERTS AGREE

uations of a recent
Infoworld review:
excellent all the way."

SPELLGUARD
IS THE FASTEST
EASIEST TO USE
MOST POWERFUL
AND RELIABLE
SPELLING CHECKER
YOU CAN BUY

I

Mark Garetz
Infoworld 25
May 1981
"Spellguard is an
example of the new

standard -fully professional microcomputer
software."

Bill Burns

Infoworld 30 March
1981
'

...

Report t.ard

(e]/ELLGUARD

i 8
co

4.;

l'Heiulner.w

Documentation
Ease of Uric
Error Handling

System Requirements
CP /M (1.4

or later)

32 K bytes of memory

One or two disk drives

Spellguard was

given the manuscript
from my first book. This
version had been
corrected after several
(human) proofreaders
thoroughly reviewed it.
therefore expected it to
be relatively error free.
Not so. Spellguard was
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So flu are

able to discover
numerous typographical
errors ..."

countless hours of
proofreading, and from
the embarrassment of
submitting a manuscript
with typos. Unlike most

June 1981

spelling test programs,
Spellguard is fast ..."

Allan Miller
Interface Age
I
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"This easy to use,
operator- oriented
program has saved me

Tony Dowden
Microcomputing
May 1981

Price:

$295
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INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
260 Sher,don Avenue
P

Sole 300

Polo Alto, CA 94306
O Bo. 2797 Menlo Park CA 94025
1415, 326-0805
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SUPERBRAIN QD
VS.

SUPERBRAIN
the two top microcomputer contenders
When you decide to buy a microcomputer system,
it usually gets down to one model versus another.
Will it be the SuperBrain from Intertec... or one of
those other models from Intertec's competitors?
Well. there's really not much of a choice in the
price/performance competition. The SuperBrain
wins hands down! And its a pretty tough contender
if reliability, factory support and nationwide service

are important to you. So what do you do ?Choose
our SuperBrain just because you know it's best?
Or keep waiting for someone to announce something better?

WAIT NO LONGER...
It wasn't enough that our SuperBrain had such
standard features as twin double- density disk drives
with nearly 350,000 bytes of disk storage. A full

64K of dynamic RAM. A CP/M* Disk Operating
System which assures compatibility to literally
hundreds of application packages. A crisp, 12" nonglare screen with a full 24 line by 80 column display.

separate
A full-featured ASCII keyboard with
keypad and individual cursor control keys. Twin
RS232 serial ports for fast and easy connection to
a modem or a printer. Plus, dual Z80 processors
which operate at 4 megahertz to insure lightningfast program execution. No, it wasn't enough. So
we changed it. We made it even better!
a

ANNOUNCING SUPERBRAIN QD...
Our new OD model boasts all the features of our

phenomenally popular SuperBrain with the addition
of double -sided disk drives. So, for only a modest

increase in price, you can order your next SuperBrain
with more than twice the disk storage. But, best of
all, you can field upgrade the disk capacity of either

model to a whopping 10 megabytes! Now how's
that for a choice?

HOW DID WE DO IT?
The secret of SuperBrain QD's incredible disk
storage lies within our new double -density, double sided disk drives. Nearly 750,000 bytes of data
can be formatted on two specially designed 51/4"
drives. More than enough to tackle almost any
serious small business application. Plus, SuperBrain
OD's 64K of dynamic RAM will handle even your
most complicated programming tasks.
Of course, if you really need megabytes instead
of kilobytes, just add our 10 megabyte CompuStar1M Disk Storage System. It connects in seconds
and gives you the capability to expand your system
into a powerful multi -user network with up to 255
CompuStar terminals. You can add users one at a
time as you need them. So no matter how much
your needs expand, your original investment in
computer hardware is always protected.

BUT IS IT RELIABLE?
Our best salesmen are our present customers.
Not only have SuperBrain and QD users been
impressed with the inherent reliability of the systems, they tell us that no other microcomputers
available offer such a unique modular design concept. Just about the only service tool required is a
common screwdriver. But of course if you'd rather
let us do the service, our total commitment to product
and customer support, with service outlets in most
major cities, will guarantee your satisfaction for
many years to come.

NMI
The CompuStarw Disk Storage System
Connects in seconds to either model.

THE DECISION IS YOURS...
Whether your next microcomputer is the SuperBrain or our QD model, you'll be purchasing what
is becoming one of the world's most popular microcomputer systems. And regardless of which model
you choose, you'll probably never outgrow it because
you can keep expanding it.
Call or write us today for more information on
our full line of microcomputer systems. Ask for our
"SuperBrain Buyer's Guide" and read why so many
customers like yourself have made the SuperBrain
and the SuperBrain OD their top two choices for
performance, value and reliability.
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SYS-EMS®
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attempt to create something called
"intelligence," it hasn't a prayer.
The solution is not exactly trivial,
and it must wait for device technology, neurophysiology, and systems theory to provide a few more
links. But our hands are by no means
tied: the work currently being done in
knowledge representation, natural
language, cognition, vision, and
countless other specialties will continue to provide mankind with better
and better tools for the manipulation
of information. When brainlike systems make their debut, they will have
a rich AI technology to draw upon.

Intelligence Amplifiers
Through all this, there has been little space for an explicit discussion of

applications. Rather than attempt to
catalog all of the present and potential uses for intelligent machines (a
task that should be relegated to an intelligent machine), let's round out this
overview of the field with a general
image of their value to our species in
general.
It is colorful to think of computers

as intelligence amplifiers, analogous
to the amplifiers of various sorts with
which we enhance the power of our
voices, muscles, and senses. Now we
can enhance the power of our minds.

Computers are

magnificent tools but
not yet true
Intelligence amplifiers.
It's already happening, of course,
with home -computer systems cheaper
in many cases than the color- television receivers that serve as their displays. But the vast computational
gulf that exists between brains and
computers has kept the devices somewhat distant from their human
owners. Magnificent tools, indeed -this article was written on a
home word -processing system -but
intelligence amplifiers? My brain has
as little in common with this computer as it does with a pocket
calculator.

BAR CODE FOR YOUR
SMALL COMPUTER.

"Contemporary Applications of Optical

time when programming and equipping
your small computer for bar code.
Written by the originators of Byte
Magazine's experiments with publication
of software in printed form, Walter Banks
and Carl Helmers, this report is the only
complete presentation of materials on
keyless data entry using modern bar code
technology. It will enable you to:
Read HP -41C calculator formats into
your Apple, or other suitable computer.
Prepare and deliver machine
readable printed software to your
customers.
Read a UPC code into your personal
computer.
Print Code 39 manufacturing inventory tags with your formed character
or dot matrix printer.
Here, in clear, concise, understandable
language is all you need to know about

Bar Code Technology' is a new, comprehensive report from North American
Technology that can save you thousands
of dollars in research and development

bar code history, software engineering
requirements, complete machine independent Pascal software in source
listing form. There is software

/

I/I/

//

j/
I//

New in -depth report tells
you how -at savings
of up to $40,000
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It's not the computer's fault, really;
even with its pathetic handicap of a
single processing site, it has enough
power to be of considerable use. But,
as I pointed out earlier, it's dumb. Its
internal model of the world is sorely
limited and alien to me. Communication with it is formal and restricted
and must occur only within the syntactic restrictions of its programming
languages. I cannot err slightly in an
instruction and be understood; I cannot express my thoughts to it in
analogies or abstractions. Even if I
know exactly what I want it to do, I
have to work very hard to tell it
precisely how. In some cases, I can do
the job better and faster myself.
None of this is intended to denigrate the value of computers, but it
should underscore the value of AI. If
people and computers could share,
even in a limited sense, their internal
models of the world; if machines
could grow with us and become
living, friendly libraries that yield information, not just data, then we
would begin to feel our own powers
enhanced as well.

to generate and read all major
formats from Code 39 to HP-41C, and
UPC to the new NATI text software publication format. You get information you
can use to program your small computer
for bar code without detail processing by
a human operator. This method speeds
the operation, eliminates translation and
entry errors and, where desirable, permits
the use of unskilled personnel for the
entry function. You save thousands of
dollars as a result The $500 purchase
price of the report indudes license for
the commercial modification and use of
all software contained therein.
For detailed information, send for our
brochure. There is no cost or obligation.
Mail the coupon today.

ala
MOW

4`

,

NORTH AMERICAN
TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Strand Building
174 Concord Si,
Peterborough, NH

03458

(603) 924-6048

FREE brochure on
"Contemporary Applications of Optical Bar
Technology."
Code
Please send me your

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
LTATE

ZIP
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COMPUTERS
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Expands your 48K Apple to 64K

Includes installation and manual
of programmable memory
Fully assembled and tested
Works with Microsoft Z -80 card, . FULL ONE YEAR warranty
Visicalc, LISA ver 2.0 and other
including parts and labor
software
Eliminates the need for an Applesoft' or Integer Basic ROM Cord

lei( RAM QRAM
COmpurr Mc

Ny CSTAR

gapplc computer
Our

List
Apple 11.16K
Apple 11.32K
Apple II-48K
Apple II-64K
Apple Ill 128.K

'Price

`i"

$1330.00
1430.00
1530.00
1725.00
3915.00

S4'0,

S

5
S

NEC PC 8001

d

APPLE II
STUDENT
SYSTEM

SAVE

NEW

5300.00

NEW

S

CALL

S

SHARP-64K Z80 FULL KBD
1995.00
TX-3200
ALTOS 8CS 8000.15

ATARI PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
800
410
810
825

16K Bytes of

Ram

Program Recorder
Disk Drive

S1080.00
90.00
600.00

Printer (80 col
Centronlc 737)
820 Printer (40 col
impact)
830 Acoustic Modem
850 Interlace Module
Atari Visicalc

.9I iii

999.95

769.00

353.0

450.00
200.00
220.00
200.00
595.00

Atari 400-16K

155;00
192700
164.00
327.00

230.00
97.00
45.00
48.00
36.00
304.00

NEC

Phosphorous

HEWLETT
PS PACKARD

Microcomputer
Microcomputer
16K Exp -Memory
Module
Graphics Plotter 7225

3250.00
2250.00

2475.00
1777.00

775.00
473.00

295.00
2450.00

255.00
2075.00

40.00
375.00

Personality Mod.
for 7225

750.00

665.00

85.00

hvy dty
Option 020 for 2631B
8 Drives to choose from

3950.00
150.00

3250.00
125.00

700.00
25.00

829025
9895A 8" Dual Drive

1300.00
6850.00

1125.00
5500.00
1678.00

195.00
1350.00
374.00

325.00
250.00

250.00
185.00

75.00
65.00

215.00
385.00

162.00
289.00

53.00
101.00

125.00

97.00

28.00

95.00

81.00

14.00

High Resolution, Number

2050.00

CV New 2.2
bytes mem

Calculator
Card Reader for
41CVIC
Printer for 41CVIC
Optical Wand for
41 CVIC
Quad Ram equals
4 Mem. Mods
Memory Modules for
41C
HP -97

25.00

Programble
Calculator
HP -340 Programble

595.00

175.00

295.00

80.00

150.00

Scientific
HP

117.00

33.00

MD -2

Q.

2

supplies.
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z

(16 Sector)

50.00

39.00

11.00

(16 Sector)

120.00

96.00

24.00

30.00

24.00

6.00

25.00
200.00
60.00

19.00
147.00

6.00
53.00

45.00

15.00

150.00
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31.00
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SAVE
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$

2.01

6.40
7.25

4.60
4.75

1.80
2.50

10.75

6.90

3.85

DEN.
FD-1 8" SOFT SEC.IDBL.
DEN.
FD-2 8" SOFT SEC.IDBL.

SIDEIDBL. DEN.

tJ

445G with Graphics
460G with Graphics
5606 New full-size

z

795.00
1394.00
1695.00

695.00

100.00

1195.00

199.00

1399.00

296.00

EPSON

CÌ

MX 80 Impact
MX 70 impact
MX 100
737.1 Parallel
737 3 Serial

450.00
399.95
895.00

195.00
100.05
100.00

995.00
104500

799.95
899.95

195.05
145.05

2965.00

2699.00

266.00

3072.00
2710.00

2899.95
2499.95

172.05
210.05

3220.00

2999.95

220.05

DIABLO (Letter Quality)

oOr.

H

z

630 R102 bi- directional/

tractors

Ú

1640K109

keyboard.

tractors
630 RO Recleve Only

AXELL

DYSAN

EPSON
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Apple

Language System
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TAX If

In Voodland Hills
20921) Ventura Blvd.
(213) 704 -6895
In Torrance/Lawndale

96.00

350.00

List

Programma Apple Pie
Muse Supertext II
Soltope Magic
N. Window

MICRO
Si

11

Microlab Database
Stoneware

SFT.

399.00

General Ledger

Visidex
4.40

z
n

PILOT

(16 Sector)
SOS Tool Kit
(16 Sector)
Apple FORTRAN (requires A2B0006)
(16 Sector)

r
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Apple Stellar Invaders
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SAVE

19.00
60.00

10.00
6.00
15.00

19.00
6.00
21.00
7.00
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Price

40.00

76.00
19.00
49.00
28.00
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List

(16 Sector)

95.00
25.00
70.00
35.00

235.00

SEC.IDBL. DEN.

PAPER TIGER

6.00

15.00

5" 3401 5'SOFT

yW

24.00

60.00

125.00
123.00
135.00

SOFT

5" 3420 5"

30.00

75.00

235.00
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24.00

Apple Bowl
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340.00
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150.00
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33.00
Scientific
48.00
7.00
55.00
75.00
18.00
HP -37E Business Mgmt.
57.00
We carry a large inventory of Libraries. accessories and

30.00

46.00

SAVE
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Following Diskettes
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A High -Level
Language Benchmark
Jim Gilbreath
7266 Courtney Dr
San Diego CA 92111

Some computer languages are
faster than others, but just how much
faster? This article presents the data
from a curiosity- driven project that
compares the performance of numerous high -level languages on the
small computers to which I had access.

The benchmark tends to focus on
the language characteristics that most
interest me: capabilities and efficiencies for systems programming, software tools, and data manipulation
(such as takes place in sorting,
graphics, and games). I wanted to
measure the ability of a language to
do memory references, structured
control statements, and simple input /output operations. I did not want
to measure integer and real-number
arithmetic performance because that
depends on the processor and its
capabilities (eg: precision of numeric
calculations, the presence or absence
of hardware multiply and divide circuits, and so on).
Acknowledgments
Grateful thanks are extended to members of
the San Diego Computer Society and the S -100
Innovators Special Interest Group, for allowing me access to their systems and languages.
Special thanks to Frank MacLachlan, Pete
Ridley, and Mike Lehman for their encouragement and help.
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Criteria
My criteria were that the benchmark should be short (not more than
a page of source code), able to access
a considerable amount of memory,
devoid of multiplication or division
performance, and easily coded in a
variety of high -level languages. Finally, the benchmark should accomplish
something useful (or at least recognizable and verifiable).

This benchmark is not

the only criterion by
which to judge a
language or compiler.
At the January 1980 UNIX conference in Boulder, Chuck Forsberg told
me about a program that used the
Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm (see
references) to compute all prime
numbers from 3 to 16,000. Unlike
other methods, the Sieve avoids division and is extremely fast because it
uses prior knowledge about numbers
that cannot be prime (ie: even
numbers and multiples of primes). I
modified Knuth's program to eliminate all multiplication, scaled it to fit
most microcomputer memory capacities, and translated the program to
every accessible high -level language.

I should emphasize that this benchmark is not the only criterion by
which to judge a language or compiler. It doesn't explore or exploit
such language features as recursion or
sets, which may be very important
for some applications. It does cornpare code generation and run times
for fundamental language features,
which are important for data accessing and structured program looping.

The Program
The program for each language
was coded conventionally, taking advantage of features that are defined in
the language, but not exploiting the
clever or obscure innovations that
can make it run faster. In most cases,
some improvement in running time
could be achieved by knowledgeable
trickery. [In fact, that is the point of a
benchmark program: to compare language performance by running the
same algorithm encoded in different
languages...GW j The program is
small and simple, and, in most cases,
easy to transfer. A few of the translaAbout the Author
Jim Gilbreath is the head

of the Computer

Sciences and Simulation Department at the
Naval Ocean Systems Center. He has 23 years

of experience in both hardware and software
technology.

INTRODUC?NJ FONTWRITER
INTRODUCING FONTURIT.LR
THIS IS THE MP! FONTURITER
DEVELOPED FOR THE MPI88G IMPACT PRINTER
THIS 15 THE MPI FONTWRITER
DEVELOPED FOR THE MPI88G IMPRCT PRINTER
tIra3P A3, >relE FI0 jOfltlHtlltCR
Zle?KYr»ED 41m EWE IHOARREt 71Fltà1]Et 0123191'ER

Fontwriter is the newest addition to the growing family of MPI Printer products. It enables you to print BIG,
GRAPHIC fonts on MPI Printers just as easily as
others print standard characters. Your local Apple
dealer has been sent a demonstration diskette that
describes Fontwriter and all the other capabilities of
MPI Printer Systems. Ask to see the disk and a
powerful MPI printer at work. And remember, MPI
printers, complete with dot addressable graphics,
cost less than the low cost imported job that has
been getting all the attention lately. MPI Printers are
clearly the best printer buys in the US.
Apple

ts

a

trademark

of

Apple Computer Inc.

1pMicro

Peripherals Inc. 4426 South Century Drive Salt Lake City. Utah 84107 (801) 263-3081

The Printer People
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tions required more time because of
the lack of control structures and my

GOTO blunders.

Program listings in the ten most interesting languages appear in listings
1 thru 10. You might want to try a
few on your favorite compilers.
Listing 1 shows the program in
ZSPL, a structured high -level lan-

FORTRAN,

FORTH, and COBOL (in order of increasing difficulty) gave me the most
trouble.

Listing 1: Implementation of the Sieve prime number program, written in ZSPL.
*

Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Program

in ZSPL

ident zprime;

name of module

external function aryset;
external function exit;
external function printf;

sets array elements
returns to cp /m
types things

define
define
define
define

largest index
total array size

true := 1;
false := 0;
size := 8190;
sizepl := 8191;

byte array flags[sizepl];
integer count;
integer i;
integer iter;
integer k;
integer prime;

array of flags
no. of primes found
array index
counts number of passes
index to non -primes
holds prime number

printf( -1, "10

type starting message
do whole thing ten times
zero prime counter
set array to true
go thru whole array
we have a prime
value of prime
index to multiple
loop to kill multiples
set non -primes to false
next non -prime

for iter

iterations&M &J ")

:= 1 to
:= 0;

10;

count
aryset(true,flags,size);
0 to size;
flags[i) = true;
prime := i + i + 3;
k := i + prime;
while k <= size;
flags[k] := false;
k := k + prime;
endwhile;
debug aid *
printf(- 1,' %d&M &J ",prime);
count := count + 1;
endif;
endfor;
endfor;
printf( -1, "8d primes ",count);
exit();
end;

for

:=

i

if

*

type value of prime
count primes found

type no. primes found
return to cp /m

guage that is tailored to systems programming. ZSPL is chosen as the first
example because you have probably
not seen it before and because it is
easy to read and understand.
Begin by initializing an array of 8
kilobytes ( "flags ") to true. Flags(0),
flags(1), flags(2),...represent the
numbers 3, 5, 7,...as numbers being
tested for primeness. (See table 1.)
The program uses the prior knowledge that 0, 1, 2, and 3 are the first
four prime numbers, that all other
even numbers are not prime, and that
all multiples of prime numbers are
not prime, to iterate through an array
of flags, calculating primes as the
value of variable PRIME (always 3
plus twice the current array index, I).
As the program progresses, it also
sets other values that cannot lead to a
prime to false.
When the program was timed, the
second "printf" statement was made a

comment and,

Index

(* Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Program
PROGRAM PRIME;

CONST
SIZE

in

PASCAL

*)

Flags (Index)

Prime Number
Representative
by Index

TRUE

3

1

TRUE

5

2

TRUE

7

3

FALSE

9

4

TRUE

11

5

TRUE

13

6

FALSE

15

0

Listing 2: Implementation of the Sieve program, written in Pascal.

thus, effectively

removed. It remains in listing 1 so
that you can see where to print the
value of each prime number during
debugging.
For timing purposes, the program
is executed (iterated) ten times. A

8190;

=

VAR
ARRAY (0..SIZE) OF BOOLEAN;
FLAGS
I,PRIME,K,COUNT,ITER
INTEGER;
:

:

BEGIN

WRITELN('10 iterations');
FOR ITER := 1 TO 10 DO BEGIN
COUNT := 0;
FILLCHAR( FLAGS,SIZEOF(FLAGS),CHR(TRUE));
FOR I := 0 TO SIZE DO
IF FLAGS[I] THEN BEGIN
PRIME := I +I +3;
K

:=

WHILE

+

I

K

PRIME;
SIZE DO BEGIN
FLAGS[K] := FALSE;
K := K + PRIME
END;
<=

COUNT := COUNT +
(* WRITELN(PRIME)
END;
END;

WRITELN(count," primes')

1
*)

1 : Values in array FLAGS after
first iteration (1 =0). The primeness of
3, which is the potential number corresponding to FLAGS(0), has just been
determined. Note that all multiples of
3 have been ruled out as potential
primes: odd multiples (9, 15,...) have
had their corresponding FLAG entries
(FLAG(3), FLAG(6),...) set to "false ";
even multiples (6, 12,...) have already
been ruled out.

Table

END.
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AND STILL THE LEADING EDGE ..
IN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

.

ROES

Hard Disk and Streaming Tape

OEM CONTROLLERS
t,;1!,Il11,uc

reliability and versatility that can't be beat

(.r-nr,r,l l'urf,u_w
>

Iqr)

ROES

S10

S33
31

10.5 or 32 MByte formatted
Lowest cost / MByte from any manufacturer
CPIM compatible "drop in" BIOS
Single S100 card controller
Fully expandable up to four drives, 8" or 14"
Reliable high performance Priam Winchester Disks
Immediate delivery

or 62 MByte formatted

SYSTEM 8
8" Winchester 10 or 32 MByte formatted
Integrated streaming cartridge backup
Streaming backup at 5 MB/min
Selective file backup under CP/M
Versatile parallel 110 or DMA interface

PLIES
ADAPTIVE DATA
'CPIM is

a

trademark

r

t

Digital Research Corp.

2627

&

ENERGY SYSTEMS

Pomona Boulevard Pomona, CA 91768
Phone: (714) 594 -6858

4$5.094s

s04`0040

4)*
EPSON MX.80

Now in stock!
The MX-80 dot matrix printer.
Unequalled Epson reliability. Has
all the features of the MX -70 plus

more power and extra functions
C -ITOH STARWRITER: LETTER

CLEARANCE ZENITH COLOR
$349.
VIDEO MONITOR

HP-41C CALCULATORS

SUPER SELLING TERMINALS FROM
LEAR SIGLER/We have the follow-

program memory.

ing Lear Siegler terminals in stock
at prices too low to print! Call for
quotes.
ADM-3A /Industry's favorite

QUALITY PRINTING FOR UNDER
$2000! /This daisywheel printer

dumb
terminal for some very smart
reasons/
ADM -3A + NEW from Lear Siegler.

faces available.

CALL!
IT IS HERE! It is

gives high quality at a low price.
25 cps Parallel and serial inter-

the new Intermediate Terminal from Lear Siegler.

NEC SPIN WRITER FROM THE
FIRST NAME IN LETTER QUALITY
PRINTERS /Compumart offers
beautiful print quality with NEC
Spinwriter Terminals. We carry all
models from RO THRU KSR WITH
NUMERIC KEYPAD- 5510 -5530. All

versions give unsurpassed hard
copy output!

NEW INTEGRAL DATAS 560
PRINTER /All the exciting features
of the 400 series plus 141/2" paper

SANYO MONITORS AT LOW COMPUMART PRICES /Sanyo's new line
of CRT data display monitors are
designed for the display of alpha-

numeric or graphic data.

$169.

9" SANYO B/W
12" SANYO B/W
12" SANYO W/
GREEN SCREEN
13" SANYO COLOR

MEMORY MODULES for storing
programs of up to 2000 lines of
"EXTRA SMART" CARD READER.

Records programs and data back
onto blank magcards.
THE PRINTER. Upper and lower
case. High resolution plotting. Port-

able thermal operation.

APPLICATION MODULES

memory on -board leaves slots
open for Application Pacs and
peripherals.

+ CARD READER
+ CARD READER + PRINTER
QUAD RAMS equivalent to tour

Memory Modules all packed
into one

/Compumart

DEC LS1- 1l /Compumart now

features of the RO.

SEE US

Quotes /Apple Fortrom /Apple

PERSONAL SOFTWARE /Visidex/
VisiTrend /VisiPlot/ VisiTerm
MUSE /Super Text

Connect
Modem from Novation.

Apple Software

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER/

Giltronix Switch

fully ASCII Keyboard plus all of the

&

NEW! D -CAT Direct

Visit our

includes

SOFTWARE FROM APPLE /Apple
Plot (the perfect graphic complement for Visicalc/Dow Jones News

CALL FOR PRICES AND DELIVERY

Spinwriter 5520

THE 820 KSR PACKAGE

VISICALC /FOR APPLE /FOR HP/
FOR COMMODORE /FOR ATARI

NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC
MODEM Answer Originate.

Composite video using BNC connectors. 8 -Pin connector for VCR/
VTR video loop In /Out and
television reception.

machine mounted paper tray and
cable. A compressed print option
and device forms control are
standard features.

/Apple III

Information Analyst Package128K Apple III. Black and White
Monitor 12 ". and information analyst software.

otters the entire product line

NEC COLOR MONITOR /RECEIVER
HIGH RESOLUTION/

OMNI 810 PRINTER FROM TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
CALL US
The 820 RO PACKAGE includes

APPLE III IS IN STOCK

Writer /Pascal Language System/
Controller Business System

stocks the complete line.

capacity. 132 col. graphics printer.
IDS 445. Priced lower than the 440
and equipped with a better print
head With & w/o graphics.
IDS 460. Features include correspondence quality printing. high
resolution graphics.

CENTRONICS PRINTERS
3 SERIAL MODEL 737
The closest thing to letter quality
print for under $1000.
SPECIAL $795.
List 51045
737 -1 Parallel Interface
List $995
SALE PRICE $695.
PLUS EXCITING REBATE OFFER
ON CENTRONICS PRINTERS.

-

TOP SOFTWARE PACKAGES FROM
COMPUMART

NEW SUPER 41 -CV SYSTEMS with
Quad RAMS built -in. Maximum

MATROX PRODUCTS

RM EXPANSION ACCESSORIES
FOR AIM
CALL SPECS AND PRICES

giant

ANN ARBOR STORE
1250 North Main Street

Ann Arbor, Michigan

FREE CATALOGS
DEC PDP/
MICRO
The original
and most corn -

UI -11 Systems

plete catalog
of micro -cornputers, acces-

configured and
integrated with
other manufacturers compat -

peripherals.

ibles. The first r
best DEC based
systems catalog.

sories and

Send for them!

NEW! GILTRONIX RS 232 SWITCH/
The ultimate in flexibility. You can

connect three peripherals to one
computer or three computers to
one peripheral. Switches the eight
most important RS 232 signals.
DYSAN DISKETTES /Single
single density. Hard or Solt

side.
Sector

VIDEX /Video Term (80 col. x 24

line. 7x9 Matrix plug in compatible board for Apple II) w /wo

graphics EPROM /SSM Serial &
Parallel. Apple Interlace /ABT's
Numeric Key Plan /California
Microcomputer Keyboard

$5. ea.

MEMOREX 3401's/5í/4disks $3.25.
/with hub ring for Apple
$3.50.
MEMORY INTEGRATED CIRCUITS/
Call for quantity discounts when
ordering over 50 units.
MOTOROLA 4116 (200 Nano-

second Plastic)

Expansion accessories for Apple/
Super Talker/The Music System/
ROM plus board with Keyboard
filter/ROM Writer/Clock Calendar/AtoD and DtoA Converter/
C Lock for Apple /CPS Multifunction
Board

ow,
VIC 20 PERSONAL COMPUTER
FROM COMMODORE

$4.50

AT THE NORTHEAST COMPUTER SHOW, OCTOBER 15- 18,1981, BOOTH #608

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION
CALL 800343-5504 in Massachusetts (617) 491 -2700. phones open
from 8:30a.mto7:00pm Man-FrL1100a.m to400pm Sat.
PO's. Accepted from Dun & Bradstreet rated companies -shipment

contingent upon receipts of signed purchase order
SALE PRICES, Valid for month of magazine date only-al pnces subject to change without notice Our Ann Arbor retail store is open
11.00 a m. to 7.00 pm Tues-Fri. 1000 a.m. to 500 pm on Saturdays

$299.

00.0

SAVE OVER $200 ON OUR BEST
SELLING APPLE SYSTEM/ System
includes a 48K Apple II. Apple
Disk. DOS 3.3 and Controller and a
Sup R MOD RF Modulator.
List

$2209.

EXCLUSIVE FOR THE APPLE:

Magic Wand, Videx. Z -80 sottcard
(Requires 48K Apple and disk).
COMPLETE SUB -SYSTEM $925.
APPLE ACCESSORIES

CHOOSE FROM: Silentype Printer

w/x lace /Light Pen /Easy Writer
(80 col. need a Videx)/ C lock for
Apple.

FROM MICROSOFT: 16K RAM
Board/ FORTRAN
FROM COMPUTER STATION:
Hi -Res

Dump for 460 Printer.

OUR APPLE INVENTORY IS COMPLETE. WE'VE GOT IT ALL-

CRISP LETTER QUALITY OUTPUT
UNSURPASSED EASE OF
OPERATION
This Compumart /Commodore

system includes a COMMODORE
8032 32K CPU, a 4040 DUAL DISK,
a C -ITOH PRINTER and x /lace and
WORD PRO 4 PLUS (all cables in-

cluded).

List S5685.

EDUCATORS: COMMODORE
HAS EXTENDED ITS 3 FOR 2 DEAL
A COMPLETE SYSTEM: includes
a DUAL DISK DRNE /TRACTOR
PRINTER and an 80 COLUMN
32K CPU. No interlaces needed

Cables included.

List 53985.
COMPUMART $3635.
SAVE $200 ON COMMODORE
ACCESSORIES WITH PURCHASE
OFA 32K PET -SAVE $100 WITH A
16K PET.

CHOOSE FROM:
Visicalc /Word Pro 4 /Wordcralt 80/
Ozz the Information Wizzard/
Dow Jones Portfolio Mgmt System/

This Basic 16k BYTE system

(expandable to 32k) includes:
CRT DISPLAY, THERMAL PRINTER,
MAGNETIC TAPE CARTRIDGE,
6 ROM CAPACITY VIA ROM
DRAWER, 4 IO PORTS. COMMUNI-

CATION-HPIB, RS232

FROM ROCKWELL
Our AIM Starter System tor Educa-

tional

&

Laboratory use includes

4K AIM /BASIC & ROM /ASSEMBLER
& ROM /POWER SUPPLY EG1 ENCLOSURE /CRAIG TAPE RECORDER.

ACCESSORIES FOR AIM STARTER:

PLUS

65 High Level Language /Paper
for the Aim (roll) /Rockwell's 4 slot
PL

YOUR CHOICE OF 4 SOFTWARE
PACS OR TWO OF OUR "BEST
SELLERS" (VISICALC, GRAPHICS

PRESENTATION, INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT)

tt) Ik

SAVE $400

Motherboard/

WE ALSO CARRY RM EXPANSION
ACCESSORIES FOR THE AIM -65.

HP -83 SYSTEM
Th:s Basic System from Hewlett Packard includes HP -83 /ROM
DRAWER /MASS STORAGE ROM/
51/4" SINGLE MASTER FLEXIBLE
DISK DRIVE /HP -1B INTERFACE
MODULE /2 METER HP -1B CABLE.
COMPLETE SYSTEM $4249.

Assembler Development Package

Ell

eRockwell International

Authorized Dealer
Accept No Less

11111111111P`

OkAUthorized

HEWLETT PACKARD
Authorized Dealer
Accept No Less

Dealer

Accept No Less

mcommodore

800- 343 -5504

Authorized Dealer
Accept No Less

Systems

....

4117-

i

4

J

IN MASS CALL 617 -491 -2700

COMPUMART
65 Bent Street, Dept 109
PO Box 568, Cambridge, MA 02139

From THE LEADER ..
We just might be the largest independent small systems dealer in the country. Here's why:
COMPUMART has been serving the computer needs of industry since 1971.
We stock, for immediate shipment, only those products from the finest micro -computer
.

manufacturers.
And any product, except software, can be returned within 10 days for a full refund -even
if you just change your mind We also honor all manufacturers' warranties. Our expert
technicians will service any product we sell
Call us for more information on products, product configuration and service. Our phones
are open Monday thru Friday. 8:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and Saturday 11:00 am. to 4:00 pm
We have a staff of highly knowledgeable sales people waiting to hear from you, and
to help Because service is what we're all about.
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stopwatch measures the time elapsed
between the moment when the computer types the message "10 iterations " and when it types the total
number of primes (1899 is correct).
On fast machines, the iterations were
increased to 100 to achieve a more
precise timing result, while only one
iteration was performed on some of
the slow BASIC interpreters.
The next language example is
PASCAL, shown in listing 2. Although the syntax is a little different
and the comments have been deliberately eliminated, you should have no
difficulty seeing how the program
works.

You can save buying whole-

sale through our firm. As your
agent we will buy computers
on the wholesale market for
you. Our fee is one fourth of
what we save you off list price.
Access to over 500 manufacturers. Minimum fee of $75 per
order. Call for other prices.

The same is true of listing 3, coded
in C, and listing 4, coded in RAT FOR. (Note the similarity between C
and RATFOR -it's not an accident.)
The PL /I version in listing 5 is also
fairly clear, but listing 6 in FORTRAN and listing 7 in BASIC (with
their GOTOs and CONTINUEs) tend

toward obscurity. Fortunately I had a
lot of help with the FORTH version,
shown in listing 9.

Testing Conditions
The most easily measured characteristic was execution time; all execution times listed in the tables are for
Text continued on page 190

Listing 3: Implementation of the Sieve program, written in C.
Whse.

Fee

/* Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Program in C */
*define true 1

COMPUTERS

Alpha Micro 10MEG
Altos 8000-10
Altos 8000 -15
Archives 64K 0D
Cromemco System 3
Dynabyte 64K 2 MEG
Calif Comp. 64K 1 MEG
Ithaca System 2A
.

NEC PC -8000

Northstar Hrz. II 64K
Northstar Hrz. II 64K
Televideo Sys. I

DD
OD

$11,204 $1,243
701
5,695
4,014
494
4,450
512
5,357
659
5,929
691

*define false 0
#define size 8190
*define sizepl 8191
char flags[sizepl];

Call for Price
2,520
270
907
98
2,646
380

2,842
2,600

400
349

2,588
4,450

290
500
46
38

main()

I

int i,prime,k,count,iter;

printf( "10 iterations \n ");
for(iter = 1;iter <= 10;iter + +)
count =0;

DISK DRIVES

Corvus 5 MEG Hard
Corvus 20 MEG Hard
Lobo w/ cont.
Lobo w/o cont.

416
349

for(i = 0;i <= size;i + +)
flags[i] = true;
for(i = 0;i <= size;i + +)
if(flags[i])
prime = i + i + 3;
k = i + prime;
while(k <= size)
flags[k] = false;
k += prime;
{

CRT'S

ADDS View Point
DEC VT 100

Hazeltine Esprit
Lear Siegler ADM 3A +
NEC 12 " Monitor
Televideo TVI 910
Televideo 950

505

36

1,305

130
45

565
710
190
545
835

}

58
18
39

count

count

+

1;

}

90

}

printf( " \n %d primes ",count);
1,150
690

1,200
1,575
1,795
410

1,004
2,095
2,360
1,355

125
75
175
188
200
58
98
225
164
135

SOFTWARE

Word Star
Spell Guard

=

}

PRINTERS

Anadex 9501
Centronics 739
C. Itoh 25 cps
C. Itoh 45 cps
Diablo 630 R/0
Epson MX80
IDS 560 /G
Malibu 200
NEC 5510 w /Tractor
TI 810 Basic

{

249
200

63

-

Prices subject to change without notice.

Listing 4: Implementation of the Sieve program, written in RATFOR.
#

Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Program
define(size,8190)
logical flags(size +l)
integer i,prime,k,count,iter

in

RATFOR

call msg(' 10 iterations \.')
do iter = 1,10
count =0
do i = 0,size
flags(i) =.tr. n.
do i = 0,size
if(flags(i))
prime = i +i + 3
k = i + prime
while(k< =size)
flags(k) _ .false.
k = k + prime
(

(We

are buying agents for overseas
computer dealers. Export services

available.

International Telex 470851

}

count = count +1

The Purchasing Agent
1635 School Street, Suite 101
Moraga, CA 94556
(415) 376-9020
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}
}

call putdec(count); call msg(' primes.')
end
Listing 5, 6, and 7 are on page 188

Put Time and BSR /X -10 Control
in Your APPLE II
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS.The THUNDERCLOCK PLUS is two peripheral systems on one card for your
APPLE 11,11 PLUS, or III. An accurate, reliable, real -time clock /calendar and an
interface for the popular BSR X-10 Home Control System.
The THUNDERCLOCK clock /calendar makes accurate time and date
available to your programs: month, date, day-of-week, hour, minute, and
second, in any of four software selectable formats. On -board batteries keep
your THUNDERCLOCK running when your APPLE I1 is turned off for up to four years before battery replacement. On -card 1K firmware
makes reading or setting the time easy from APPLESOFT or
INTEGER BASIC, PASCAL, or assembly language programs.
And it provides software selectable interrupts at any of three
rates: 64, 256, or 2048 interrupts /second. All features are
software selectable - no switches or jumpers!

THE PLUS
Add THUNDERWARE'S X -10 ULTRASONIC INTERFACE
OPTION to your THUNDERCLOCK and your programs can send all 22 BSR X-10 commands so you can remotely
control lights and appliances. Plus a powerful disk software package! The THUNDERWARE SCHEDULER
software lets you create schedules to control lights, appliances, security systems, or almost any other electrical
device. The software includes: SCUTIL - the SCHEDULER utility that lets you make or change a schedule, and
SCHED - executes your schedules in real-time using the THUNDERCLOCK. SCHED runs in the 'background' so
you can run other programs in the 'foreground'. Our PASCAL software lets you use all the THUNDERCLOCK'S
features and sets the filer date whenever you boot. The THUNDERCLOCK PLUS is a SYSTEM for your APPLE II.
Supported by intelligent, easy to use firmware, a powerful software package, and good documentation!

Let the THUNDERCLOCK PLUS time /date
stamp your DOS files whenever you create or
modify them with our DOS-DATER software.

The THUNDERCLOCK PLUS will work in any
APPLE, including the APPLE 111.

See your APPLE dealer
Suggested retail prices:
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS
Clock /calendar card with batteries and
manual
X -10 INTERFACE OPTION
BSR X -10 Ultrasonic interface, disk
SCHEDULER SOFTWARE & demos, and
manual

rw.eoaota.aJ

$139
user's
$49
with
user's

$29
PASCAL SOFTWARE
Disk with PASCAL interface for clock and X -10
interface, and user's guide
$5
MANUALS ONLY, each
California residents add 6%

sales tax

If your dealer doesn't carry the
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS:
ORDER TOLL FREE (VISA /MC) CALL:
800- 227 -6204 Ext 307 (Outside California)
800- 632 -2131 Ext 307
(California Only)
OR WRITE TO:

THUNDERWARE INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 13322, Oakland, CA 94661

BSR X-10 is

APPLE

11

is a

a

trademark of BSR (USA) LTD.

trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC
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MTI stocks 'em all
for faster delivery.

Listing 5: Implementation of the Sieve program, written in PL /I.
/* Eratostnenes Prime Number Program in

proc options(main);

%replace

No hidden charges. Prices include delivery.
Ask about our "OED "discounts.
VISA and MasterCard orders accepted.

dcl

MT
Price
1595
1995
I

VIDEO TERMINALS
VT100 DECscope
s
VT132 DECscope
ADM 3A (dumb terminal)
ADM 3A+ (dumb terminal)
ADM 5 (dumb with visual attributes)
ADM 31 (2 page buffer)
ADM 32 (ergonomic ADM 31)
ADM 42 (8 page buffer avail.)
TI 940 (2 page buffer)
TI "Insight Series 10" personal term
Hazeltine Executive 80 Model 20
Hazeltine Executive 80 Model 30
1410 (Hazeltine dumb terminal)
1420 (dumb terminal)
1421 (Consul 580 & ADM 3A comp
1500 (dumb terminal)

size by 8190,
false by '0'b,
true by 'l'b;
flags (0:8191) bit(1),
(i, prime, k, count, iter)

count

=

0;

do i = 0 to size;
flags(i) = true;
end;
do i = 0 to size;
if flags(i) then

1795

895
1375
1715
825
C95

do;

850
1045
1145
1395

1510Ibuftered)
1520 (buttered printer port)
1552 ( VT 52 compatible)

prime

=

i

=

+

prime;
do while
flags(k)

k

i

1250

GRAPHICS TERMINALS
VT100 with graphics pkg.
3160
ADM 3A with graphics pkg.
ADM 3A+ with graphics pkg.

+

3;

k

<= size);
false;
prime;

count

+

1;

=

(k
=

=

end;

995
1095

end;
end;

1295
1095
1195

put skip list(count,'primes');
end prime;

2295
2775

600 BAUD TELEPRINTERS
RO impact
KSR impact
RO pkg.
KSR Pkg.
RO impact
KSR impact

2835
1190
1485
2545
2595
895

Listing 6: Implementation of the Sieve program, written in FORTRAN.
C

1450
1570
1625
1795
1095
1245

Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Program
LOGICAL FLAGS(8191)
INTEGER I,PRIME,K,COUNT,ITER

50

1200 BAUD TELEPRINTERS

T
T
T

i

end;

count

300 BAUD TELEPRINTERS

LA120 RO Iforms package)
LA120 AA DECwriter Ill (forms pkg
T 783 (portable)
T 785 (port/built-in coupler)
T 787 (poh /internal modem)
T 810 RO impact
T 810 RO pkg.
T 820 KSR impact

+

+

k

1995

2075

LA34-DA DECwriter IV
LA34-AA DECwriter IV
LA36 DECwriter II
Teletype 4310
Teletype 4320
Diablo 630 RO
Diablo 1640 KSR
Diablo 1650 KSR
T 743 (portable)
T 745 (Port /built-in coupler)
T 763 (port /bubble memory)
T 765 (port /bubble /b. i. coupler)
T "Insight Series 10 /1" pers. term
825
825
825
T 825
T 840
T 840

fixed;

put list('10 iterations');
do iter = 1 to 10;

)

T
T
T

PLI -80 */

prime:

)

820 RO
820 KSR pkg.
820 RO pkg.

2095
2295
1645
2270
2595
1760
1950
2025
1850
2195
2025

10

20

2400 BAUD
Dataproducts M200 (2400 baud)

2595

DATAPRODUCTS LINE PRINTERS
8300 1300 LPM band)
9600 1600 LPM band)

5535

13900 1900 LPM band)

10164
16785
7723

8P1500 (1500 LPM band)
2230 (300 LPM drum)
2260 (600 LPM drum)
2290 (900 LPM drum)

90
C
91
92

6861

9614
12655

200

ACOUSTIC COUPLERS
A/J A242-A (300 baud orig.)
A/J 247 (300 baud orig.)
A/J 1234 (Vadic compatible)
Vadic VA 3413 (300/1200 orig.)
Vadic VA 3434 (1200 baud orig.)

242
315
895
825
845

100

in

FORTRAN

WRITE(1,50)
FORMAT(' 10 iterations')
DO 92 ITER = 1,10
COUNT =O
DO 10 I = 0,8190
FLAGS(I) = .TRUE.
DO 91 I = 0,8190
IF(FLAGS(I).EQ..FALSE.) GOTO 91
PRIME =I+I +3
K =I +PRIME
IF(K.GT.8190) GOTO 90
FLAGS(K) = .FALSE.
K =K +PRIME
GOTO 20
COUNT = COUNT+1
WRITE(1,100) PRIME
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
WRITE(1,200) COUNT
FORMAT(1X,I6,' primes')
STOP
FORMAT(1X,I6)
END

MODEMS
GDC 103A3 (300 baud Bell)
GDC 202S/T (1200 baud Bell)
GDC 212-A (300/1200 baud Bell)

A/J 1256 (Vadic compatible)
VA 103 (300 baud orig. /ans. in phone)
VA 3451 (orig./ans. triple modem)
VA 3455 1200 baud orig./ans.)

395
565
850
825
235
885

Listing 7: Implementation of the Sieve program, written in BASIC.
REM Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Program
1
SIZE = 8190
2
DIM
FLAGS(8191)
3
PRINT "Only 1 iteration"

770

CASSETTE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Techtran 816 (store /forward)
1050
Techtran 817 (store/for /speed up)
1295
Techtran 818 (editing)
Techtran 822 (dual)

1795
2295

6
7

1995

8

Techtran 951 (editing)
'Please call for quote

Distributore, New York, New Jersey and Ohio.
New York:
516/482 -3500, 212/895 -7177,518/449 -5959
Outside N.Y.S.: 800/645 -8016
New Jersey. 201 /227 -5552
Ohio: 216/464-6688
188

5

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
Techtran 950 (store /forward)
1395
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9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

J

17
18
19

COUNT = 0
FOR I = 0 TO SIZE
FLAGS(I) = 1
NEXT I
FOR I = 0 TO SIZE
IF FLAGS(I) = 0
THEN 18
PRIME = I +I + 3
K = I + PRIME
IF K > SIZE THEN 17
FLAGS(K) = 0
K = K + PRIME
GOTO 13
COUNT = COUNT + 1
NEXT I
PRINT COUNT," PRIMES"

in

BASIC

FMS-80

Organizes your
Organization
MS -80, a data base management system, offers
the user a quick and easy way to organize and
efficiently manipulate data so sound decisions
can be made on facts displayed.

FMS -8000°
is the
most power-

ful

stand

alone DBM
program
available to
the micr
computef
industry.

rating reports, generating other data files or online updating of input files that already exist
FMS-80 is able to call other programs like subroutines in EFM
u
FMS-80 is able to read data. files that other
programs have generated
No restrictions to record size, other than available RAM memory space
Operates under CP/M° MP /M° or CDOS °O
FMS-80 allows the flexibility to quickly create

programs that

:

Complet
menu drip
und writ
in assem
CAIRO (REGAR b'
languag
it offers
these features:
User definable
File Definitions
Screen Displays
Reports (with
math and field
break analysis)
Selection Criteria
(on any or all
fields)
Menus (that applications programs
can be selected from)

Instantaneous data query on
indexed records.
Mathematical manipulation
of numeric data fields using
the report generator or the
programming language EFM
(Extended File Maintenance)
Easy to use video "how to"
training tapes are available.
Manipulation of up to 19 different data files (using EFM)
at one time and display

A

i..

ra
:

allow data to be
entered in a
form 'that
a secretary
recognizes
and

r it
1

generates
reports
that the
manager requires.
If you're continuously'asked to
do applications programs and
don't have time to do it in
BASIC, consider FMS -80.
For additional

information contact
Systems Plus,
3975 East Bayshore,
Palo Alto, CA
94303. Phone

415/969/7047

Systems Plus

f

ing this informat,,,
on the screen,

rM

of DM Associates
**TM of Crnmemeo. Sunnyvale. C,\
°TM of Digital Besmirch. Pacific (:rove. (:A

Circle 346 on inquiry card.
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Circle

inquiry card.

5 on

Text continued from

ten iterations. In some cases

SPECTACULAR
OFFERS

are not

.

1

.

binder album.

Protects your valuable
programs on disks
..
Fully enclosed and
protected on all sides.
Similar to Kas -sette storage box.

51/4"

3 -Ring

Mini

Kas

-

i

such

I

Binder
sette /10

$2.49
$2.99

DISKETTE DRIVE HEAD CLEANING KITS

Prevent head crashes and
insure efficient, errorfree operation.

.

or 8"

$19.50

SED CASSETTES

C -10 Cassettes
10/$7
All cassettes include box & labels)
Get B cassettes,C-10 sonic and

Cassette /8 library album for
only
$8.00
(As illustrated)

8" Applicator

$4

r

=

at a 4 MHz
no wait states (ie: pro -

Text continued on page 194
Tables and listings continued on page 192

PLMX */

TO SIZE;

0

IF FLAGS(I)
DO;

7;¡

PRIME

=

TRUE THEN

=
+

I

I

+

3;

+ PRIME;
DO WHILE K <= SIZE;
K

=

I

K

K

=

+

= FALSE;
PRIME;

END;

COUNT

I

Hardholes $6
50/8" Hardholes $8

ABM
PRODUCTS
8868 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92123
Toll Free

800 - 854 -1555
For Orders Only

For information or California

orders

(714) 268 -3537
September 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc

=

COUNT

+

1;

END;
END;

51A"

Write for our free catalog

190

with

DECLARE CR LITERALLY '13',
LF LITERALLY '10 ";
DECLARE TRUE LITERALLY '1',
FALSE LITERALLY '0';
DECLARE SIZE LITERALLY '8190';
DECLARE FLAGS (2000H) BYTE, NBFR(10) BYTE;
DECLARE (I,PRIME,K,COUNT,ITER,STATUS) ADDRESS;
DECLARE DPRIMES *) BYTE DATA ('8D PRIMES');
DECLARE BUFFER *) BYTE DATA ('10 ITERATIONS',CR,LF);
NMOUT:
PROCEDURE (VALUE,BASE,LC,BUFFADR,WIDTH) EXTERNAL;
DECLARE (VALUE,BUFFADR) ADDRESS;
DECLARE (BASE,LC,WIDTH) BYTE;
END NMOUT;
WRITE:
PROCEDURE (FUNCTION,BUFFER,COUNT,STATUS) EXTERNAL;
DECLARE (FUNCTION,BUFFER,COUNT,STATUS) ADDRESS;
END WRITE;
CALL WRITE(O,. BUFFER,LENGTH(BUFFER),.STATUS);
DO ITER= 1 TO 10;
COUNT = 0;
DO I = 0 TO SIZE;
FLAGS(I) = TRUE;
END;
DO I

MONEY ORDERS
VISA
MASTERCHARGE
FOR PERSONAL CHECKS
CERTIFIED CHECK
ALLOW TWO WEEKS
C.O.D. REQUIRES 10"...
DEPOSIT
CAL. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX
MINIMUM
MIN $2 SHIPPING & HANDLING
ORDER $10
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR FULL REFUND

1-

clock rate

command lancommands as

FLAGS(K)
HARDHOLE
Reinforcing ring of
tough mylar protects
disk from damage
51/4" Applicator $3

Z80 -based systems ran

was mea-

(

$6.50

END;

CALL WRITE( 0,. DPRIMES ,LENGTH(DPRIMES),.STATUS);
CALL NMOUT(COUNT,10,' ',.NBFR,10);
CALL WRITE(0,.NBFR,10,.STATUS);
END CPRIME;

Listing 9: Implementation of the Sieve program, written in FORTH.
(

Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Program

in

FORTH

8190 CONSTANT SIZE
0

:

VARIABLE FLAGS

SIZE ALLOT

DO -PRIME

FLAGS SIZE 1 FILL
(
SET ARRAY
0
0 COUNT
SIZE 0
+
DO FLAGS I
C@
IF I DUP + 3 + DUP I +
BEGIN DUP SIZE <
WHILE 0 OVER PRIME +
C!
DROP DROP 1+
THEN
LOOP
." PRIMES"
)

(

.

)

;

ex-

Apple used 8 -inch single floppy drives,
and all

(

8" Kas- Bette /10

51/4"

(via

file

density

compile and

to

applicable)

the

DO;

LIBRARY CASE...

Library

cept

CPRIME:

ALL MAXELL DISKETTES ARE DOUBLE DENSITY
3 -ring

(where

systems

iterations ". All the 8 -bit

/* Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Program in

$3.30
$3.90
$4.25
$5.60

in

and execution. Compile tim-

Listing 8: Implementation of the Sieve program, written in PLMX.

._

side
-side
5 ", 2 -side
8 ", 2 -side
1

8 ",

of time I

.7

\ "\

"shell"

compilation,

the SUBMIT line, and ended as the
program began execution, as evidenced by the beginning message "10

sured by setting up a

guage

MAXELL- DISKETTES
The best quality
diskette money can buy.
Approved by Shugart
and IBM.
Sold only in bores of 10
5 ",

10/$24
10/$5

or 8" Diskettes
or 8" Vinyl Storage Pages

or

the

amount

the

in

The time required
load

(2P /M

control

ing began with the carriagé return on

8190 byte flag array.

SINGLE SIDED- SINGLE DENSITY

51/4"

loading,

in

applicable or could not be

had on the system. The values for
memory size include the complete
program memory space, but not the

BASF "FLEXYDISK "...

51A"

the other

parameters are missing because they
determined

Superior Quality data
storage medium.
Certified and guaranteed
100% error free.

SUBMIT
UNIX) to

186:

OVER

+

REPEAT

)

Glitch -proof motion controller
makes all the right moves.
At the right price.
The PC -400 is the latest in simplified, economical motion control for
machines and processes from G &L.
And, it will control more motions
than any other programmable
controller. Right this minute it is
doing glitch -proof duty in more
than 100 closed loop servo installations, controlling lathes, drills,
assembly lines, balancers, transfer
lines, automatic welders, flame
cutters and automated factories.
The versatile PC-400 uses the
familiar ladder diagram for pro-

gramming. Feedback can be
resolver, encoder, potentiometer or
Inductosyn'. It calls subroutines by
letter from the ladder diagram to
simplify programming. And the
PC-400 can be operated in the
"interrupt" mode where subroutines
can be executed on a precise 2-, 4 -,
or 8- millisecond basis.
G &L maintains an extensive
subroutine library for PC-400
users: for example, 8 channel D/A
and A /D, video display, servo
positioning, LED digital readout,
step motor control, digitizing, etc.

We'll supply application notes for
each subroutine ... purpose,
parameters, hardware requirements, and ladder diagram
examples.
For complete details, plus facts
about our free one -day PC-400
seminars (to be held in major cities
coast to coast this year), write:
Giddings & Lewis Electronics Co.,
P.O. Box 1658, 666 S. Military Rd.,
Fond du Lac, WI 54935, U.S.A.
Telephone (414) 921 -9400.

G &L PC -400.

Trademark of the Inductosyn Corporation for
electrical measurement apparatus.

GIDDINGS & LEWIS
Electronics Division

Circle 147 on Inquiry card.
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Total

Compiled
Bytes

Language
and Machine
Digital Research PUI -80, Z80
Whitesmiths C, Z80

Size (Bytes)

242
290
203
228
230
292
306

TSW RATFOR, Z80

Microsoft FORTRAN, Z80
Pete Ridley's ZSPL, Z80
Interactive Systems ZC, Z80
Microsoft BASIC compiler
(using integer variables) Z80
M T Microsystems Pascal MT +, Z80
SCI PLMX, Z80
BD Systems C version 1.0, Z80
Intel PUM MDS, 8080
BD Systems C version 1.32, Z80
UCSD Pascal, Pascal -100
fig -FORTH, Z80
Ithaca Intersystems Pascal /Z, Z80
JKL FORTH, Z80
Atari Pascal, Atari 800
UCSD Pascal, Z80
Miller Microcomputer Systems
MMSFORTH, TRS -80 Model (Z80)
FORTH 6502
UCSD Pascal TRS -80 Model II (Z80)
SWEET 16 (Apple II)
JKL FORTH MDS, 8080
Pascal/M, Z80
JRT Pascal, Z80
CBASIC2 (integer variables), Z80
UCSD Pascal, Apple II (6502)
Microsoft BASIC compiler
(using real variables), Z80
tiny -c 2 (compiler), Z80
CBASIC2 (using real variables), Z80
Microsoft MBASIC, Z80
Microsoft MBASIC, TRS80 Model II (Z80)
Apple Integer BASIC, 6502
Applesoft (real) BASIC, 6502
Commodore PET BASIC, 6502
Computerware BASIC, 6809
tiny -c, Z80
Microsoft COBOL version 2.2, Z80

Compile and
Load (Seconds)
112
242
103
88

5977
7384
2370

5953
3787
897
16918

75
n/a
144

308
340
493
268
375
298

3043
1063
3834

102
116
50

3932

31

761

3328

124

176

282

8192
8282

14

282

8282

60

301

232

21933
11498

287
332

21473

I

---

---

--

12

50

--

-

65
26
43
150

-

96

17605

1.00

19.0
22.5
35.0
48.0
49.5
54.0
85.0
109
112
190
239
253

1.35
1.60
2.50
3.43
3.53
3.86
6.07
7.78
8.00
13.57
17.07
18.07

265
274
292
440
450
470
484
516
715

19.93
19.57
20.86
31.43
32.14
33.64
34.57
36.86
51.07

930

66.42
102.14
137.14

2250
2320
2806
3180
4303
4720
5115

146

Ratio
to PUI -80

14.0
15.6
16.5
17.0
18.4
18.5
18.6

1430
1920

--

-

786

Execute
(Seconds)

1.11

1.18
1.21

1.31
1.32
1.32

160.71
165.71

200.43
227.14
307.30
337.10
365.30

Table 2: Comparison of programs running on 8 -bit machines.

Listing 10: Implementation of the Sieve program, written in COBOL. The TABLE variable was implemented differently in Microsoft
COBOL -80 because of its limitation on the length of an array.
*

Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Program
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM -ID.
PRIME.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING -STORAGE SECTION.

in

COBOL

ITER- ROUTINE.

MOVE ZEROES TO TOTAL -PRIME -COUNT.
PERFORM TABLE- FILLER -ROUTINE VARYING I FROM 1 BY
UNTIL I = 8191.
PERFORM DETAIL - COMPARE THRU D -C -EXIT VARYING I
FROM 0 BY 1 UNTIL I = 8190.
TABLE- FILLER -ROUTINE.
MOVE 1 TO FLAGS (I).
DETAIL -COMPARE. IF FLAGS (I + 1) = 0
GO TO D -C -EXIT.
COMPUTE PRIME = I + I + 3.
COMPUTE K = I + PRIME.

01 MISC.
03 I
PIC 9(4) COMP.
03 PRIME
PIC 9(5) COMP.
03 K
PIC 9(4) COMP.
03 TOTAL -PRIME -COUNT PIC 9(4) COMP.

TABLE.
04 FLAGS
PIC 9 COMP OCCURS 8191 TIMES.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
P.
DISPLAY ' 1 iteration'.
PERFORM ITER- ROUTINE 10 TIMES.
DISPLAY TOTAL- PRIME -COUNT ' primes'.
STOP RUN.

FIRST1.

02

192
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IF K > 8191 GO TO NEXT1.
MOVE 0 TO FLAGS (K + 1).
COMPUTE K = PRIME + K.

GO TO FIRST1.
ADD 1 TO TOTAL- PRIME -COUNT.
DISPLAY 'FOUND PRIME _ ' PRIME.
D-C -EXIT.
EXIT.
NEXT1.

*

Circle 265 on Inquiry card.

1

Tiny BASIC MICROCOMPUTER
K-8073
The Engineer's Product Development Board Level Computer
LOW COST
POWERFUL /VERSATILE
ENGLISH -LIKE PROGRAMMING

STD (MOD) BUS 4.5 x 6.5 in.
5 Volt Only- Cassette
Tape In /Out
Sense3 Flags

-2

K Byte Local RAM
Ext. Expandable To 9K
1

1NS8073

Microinterpreter

Tiny BASIC Processor

ART/RC Master, For Single
Wire Data I/O Of 128 Slave Units

Autostart EPROM 2K Byte

Real Time Clock
W/Ext. Battery Backup
Yr, Mo. Wk, Day, Hour, Sec.

Utilities Firmware, For
Software Dev., EPROM 2K

EPROM -2K Byte
EPROM Programmer. 2K
Byte Prm. Decoded -Req.
Ext. 25V Only
PPI, Programmable 1/0,
24 Lines
RS-232 For CRT
110 -4800 Baud

PPI Interface Ribbon
Connector

$388

SINGLE UNIT

THIS IS AN ENGINEER'S COMPUTER.
Simply attach a CRT, connect 5 volts, and
you have yourself one each powerful, versatile microcomputer that YOU can program.
If you're fed -up with board level computers that require expensive development systems plus the skills of an Assembly language
programmer, then you need the K -8073. With
an on -chip microinterpreter and the extra
control devices we designed into the board,
you can do your own programming in the
most simple English-like language available
Tiny BASIC. Sophisticated application designs can be implemented in hours instead of
days or weeks because you have eliminated
expensive and time consuming hardware and
software costs.

-

IN ADDITION TO ALL THIS, the K -8073
offers advantages unheard of in other board
level computers. Among these are an onboard EPROM Programmer, A Real Time
Clock, Autostart, 1K Byte local RAM for
variables, 8K Byte EPROM, ART/RC and
PPI W/24 line I /0.

THE K -8073 IS FOR OEM'S AS WELL AS

8K Byte RAM $232.00

END USERS.
Whether you manufacture Industrial Process
Control, Environmental or Test /Measurement
systems, or simply for your own use, you can
count on top quality performance. The K -8073
comes complete with all socketed devices
including the powerful F-2 Utilities Firmware
and a Hardware /Software manual.
In Industry, Education, or New Product
Development, the K -8073 provides you with
State -of- the -Art technology for microprocessor efficiency and ease. With a full line of
support products, the TransWave line takes
care of your every need at the most reason-

able prices.
To order your K -8073 or for further information, write or call TRANSWAVE CORPORATION, Cedar Valley Building, Vanderbilt,
PA 15486, (412) 628-6370.

!

ir Elk
I\ imaln11irI\aI
IMAM MIi/mraI G
11

Development Station $195.00

COMPUTER DIVISION OF U T SC

Language
and Machine

Total

Compiled
Bytes

Size (Bytes)

130

1406

3.87

333
242

1920
5462

2.68
54

Assembly language 68000 (8 MHz)
C, PDP -11/70
Assembly language, 8086 (8 MHz)
NBS Pascal, PDP -11/70
Onyx C (UNIX), Z8000
Assembly language, 8088 (5 MHz)
NBS Pascal, PDP -11/60
C, PDP -11/40
Assembly language, Z80
M T Microsystems Pascal MT 68000 (4 MHz)
Intel Pascal -86, 8086
(MDS 286FD, 5 MHz)
RSI Pascal, 68000 (4 MHz)
RATFOR, HP -3000
FORTRAN, HP -3000
DECUS FORTH, PDP -11/70
SUPERSET (Superset Model PGM)
Motorola Pascal, 68000
Pascal, HP -3000
COBOL, HP -3000
BASIC, HP -3000
Polyforth, Texas Instruments 990/10
UCSD Pascal, Pascal Microengine
UCSD Pascal, Terak LSI -11
C, PDP -11/70 (using division algorithm)

Execute
(Seconds)

Compile and
Load (Seconds)

333
130
113
410
274

896

68

4461

267

318

5376

1.12
1.52
1.90

2.60
3.20
4.00
4.50
6.10
6.80
9.00
9.05

18

1406

13.8
n/a

44
34
138
387

12802

298
282
250

8282
8282
1454

114
82
100
26

8
16

3.95

Ratio
to PL/I-80
0.08
0.11
0.13
0.19
0.23

0.28
0.32
0.43
0.48
0.64
0.65

10.2
10.0
10.0

0.73
0.71

11.8
12.0
14.0
20.0
58.0
60.0
60.2
63.0
317.0
106.0

0.78
0.86
1.00
1.42
4.14
4.28
4.30
4.50
22.64
57.60

0.71

Table 3: Comparison of programs running on the larger machines.

Text continued from page 190:

PROTECT YOUR
DISKETTES!
Don't Lose Valuable Data
Due To Improper Storage

I!7If

ROTARY FI LES -Revolving protective filing for 150 diskettes within 75
non -glare vinyl files(included). Each file holds 2 diskettes. Files rotate
on a weighted base and provide full title visibility from any direction.
Comes with color coded labels. 8 inch -$295
5'/4 inch -$265

FILE TRAYS -Versatile new high impact plastic trays protect up to 80
diskettes. Optional smoke tinted cover
provides maximum protection. Movable
follower block and foam cushion in tray
bottom keep media upright and flat.
Specially designed to fit in any standard file drawer. 8 inch tray -$20, lid -$10;

51/4

inch tray -$18, lid -66

FLIP FILES -This black suede vinyl
binder protects and displays 20
diskettes. Closed, it files away on the
shelf; opened, it provides fingertip
selection of media. Comes with color
coded labels for coding.
8 inch-$42

DESK FILES -Convenient desktop filing for 30 or 50 diskettes.
Files swing from side to side to
provide full title visibility. Comes
with color coded labels. 8 inch
30 disk capacity -S66, 50 disk
capacity-5104; 5'/4 inch 30
disk capacity-S53, 50 disk capacity-S88

51/4

inch-$36

-

fM

These are just a few of our many media accessories.
Call or write for our free, full line catalogue.
194
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*Professional Quality File
Storage for any Application

*Attractive Organization
Compliments any
Computer Environment
*Quick, Easy Access to
Your Data Library
*Rugged Construction
with One -Year Warranty
*Keeps Media Clean
and Rigid
*Immediate Delivery
ORDER BY PHONE

(805) 736 -7087
Phone orders will be credited $1 for call
VISA & MASTER CHARGE accepted
California residents add 6% sales tax
Please add $6 for shipping & handling
($13 for ROTARY FILE)

PACIFIC MEDIA
PRODUCTS
1205 E. Cypress Avenue
Lompoc, CA 93436

cessor speed is not slowed down by
"slow" memory).
Since my primary interest is in
small computers, and particularly
Z80 systems, I decided that the fastest
executing high -level language that ran
on a Z80 -based microcomputer
would serve as my standard of comparison. TSW's RATFOR was the
leader until Gary Kildall of Digital
Research gave us a new speed leader
when he kindly translated the program into his new PL /I -80 language
and ran it at the 1980 National Com-

puter Conference.
Table 2 lists the results to date. The
ratio column concerns only execution
time in comparison to PL /I -80 running on a 4 MHz Z80 computer. You
will notice from the data presented in
table 2 that many of the newer high level compilers that translate into
machine code are similar in execution
time. The interpreters such as UCSD
Pascal and the BASICs are, as expected, much slower.
Text continued on page 198

Tables 4, 5, and 6 are on page 196
Circle 396 on inquiry card.

THE FORTH SOURCETM
Specializing in the FORTH language.
MANUALS AND GUIDES
"Using FORTH" by FORTH, Inc. Best user's manual currently available.
"A FORTH Primer" by Stevens. In -depth self-study manual.
"PDP -11 FORTH User's Guide" by James. fig- FORTH.
"Systems Guide to fig- FORTH" by Ting. Inner mechanisms of fig- FORTH.
"Caltech FORTH Manual" by Ewing. Overview and structure.
"FORTH -79," latest fig -FORTH standard.
"TinyPASCAL in fig- FORTH" by Zimmer.
"Threaded Interpretive Languages" by Loeliger. FORTH adapted for Z80.
"Invitation to FORTH" by Katzan. Limited introduction.
"Proceedings, 1980 FORML Conference," Technical papers.

PRICE
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25.00
25.00
20.00
25.00
11.00
15.00
10.00
20.00
18.50
25.00

INSTALLATION DOCUMENTS
Installation Manual for fig- FORTH, contains FORTH model, glossary, memory map
$ 15.00

and instructions.

Source Listings of fig -FORTH for specific CPU's and computers. The above
Installation Manual is required for implementation. Price per each.
6809
6800
6502
1802
APPLE Il
9900
8086/88
8080
PDP -11/
NOVA
Alpha
PACE

$15.00.

LSI -11
Micro
"METAFORTH" by Cassady. Self- compiling, cross -compiling, target -compiling, a true
compiler-compiler.

$

30.00

MACHINE READABLE DISKS AND DOCUMENTATION
FORTH Operating Systems with enhancements and manuals
H89, under CPM -$175.00
$250.0
H89, stand alone
$90.00
TRS -80/I, fig- FORTH
APPLE II/11+, MicroMotion- $89.95
TRS -80/I or Ill, MMSFORTH -$130.00 More coming!

-

-

fig -FORTH Model & Source Listing
with manuals. $65.00 each.

H89
NOVA

fig -FORTH Goodie Disks,
with documentation
Cross Compilers

H89,Tiny PASCAL
in fig -FORTH

-

CP /M
H89

8080/Z80
APPLE II

$ 65.00

$ 75.00

TRS -80/I

$200.00

Northstar

ORDERS ONLY (415) 961 -4103
Ordering Information: Check, Money Order (payable to MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS) VISA or

MasterCard accepted. No COD's or unpaid PO's. California residents add 61/2% sales tax.
Shipping costs in US included in price. Foreign orders, pay in US funds on US bank, include for
handling and shipping by Air; $5.00 for each item under $25.00, $10.00 for each item between
$25.00 and $99.00, and $20.00 for each item over $100.00.

Minimum order $10.00. All prices subject to change or withdrawal without notice. Single
system and /or single user license agreement required on some products.

P.O. BOX 4656

Circle 247 on inquiry card.

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040

(415) 961-4103
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Total

Compile and
Load (Seconds)

Execute
(Seconds)

Ratio
to PUI -80

Compiled
Bytes

Size (Bytes)

Digital Research PUI -80, Z80
Whitesmith C, Z80
TSW RATFOR, Z80
Microsoft FORTRAN, Z80
Pete Ridley's ZSPL, Z80
Interactive Systems ZC, Z80
Microsoft BASIC compiler
(using integer variables), Z80
M T Microsystems MT +, Z80
SCI PLMX, Z80
BD Systems C, version 1.0, Z80
BD Systems C, version 1.32, Z80
fig- FORTH, Z80
Ithaca Intersystems Pascal /Z, Z80
JKL FORTH, Z80
UCSD Pascal, Z80

242
290
203
228
230
292
306

5977
7384
2370
5953
3787
897
16918

112
242
103
88

14.0
15.6
16.5

1.00

17.0

1.21

75
n/a

18.4
18.5
18.6

1.31
1.32
1.32

308
340
493
375

3043
1063
3834
3932

102
116
50

19.0
22.5
35.0
49.5

1.35
1.60
2.50
3.53

761

3328

124

282
301

8282
21933

14

Pascal /M, Z80
CBASIC2 (using integer variables), Z80
Microsoft BASIC compiler
(using real variables), Z80
tiny-c 2(compiler), Z80
CBASIC2 (using real variables), Z80
Microsoft MBASIC, Z80
tiny -c, Z80
Microsoft COBOL version 2.2, Z80

332

21473

85.0
109
112
239
450
484
715

6.07
7.78
8.00
17.07
32.14
34.57
51.07

Language
and Machine

-

144

-

-

31

50
26
150

96

--

786

17605

146

930
1430
1920

4720
5115

1.11

1.18

66.42
102.14
137.14
337.10
365.30

Table 4: Comparison of programs running on Z80 -based machines.

Language
and Machine

Compiled
Bytes

NBS Pascal, PDP -11/70
NBS Pascal, PDP -11/60

Microsystems Pascal MT,
68000 (4 MHz)
Intel Pascal -86, 8086
(MDS 286FD 5MHz)
RSI Pascal, 68000 (4 MHz)
Motorola Pascal, 68000
M T Microsystems Pascal MT +, Z80
Pascal, HP -3000
UCSD Pascal, Pascal 100
UCSD Pascal, Pascal Microengine
Ithaca Intersystems Pascal /Z, Z80
Atari Pascal, Atari 800
UCSD Pascál, Z80
UCSD Pascal, TRS -80- Model II
UCSD Pascal, Terak LSI -11
Pascal /M, Z80
JRT Pascal, Z80
UCSD Pascal, Apple II (6502)
M T

Total
Size (Bytes)

-

333
333
410

1920

274

4461

318
387
308

12802
3043

-

298
298

-

761

282
282
282
301

232
287

Compile and
Load (Seconds)
2.68
18

n/a

267

-

5376

82
102
100

--

12

8282
3328

8

-

124

8282
8282
8282
21933
11498

14

60
16

50
65
43

-

Execute
(Seconds)

Ratio
to PUI -80

2.6
4.5
9.0

0.19
0.32
0.64

9.05

0.65

10.2
14.0
19.0
20.0

0.73
1.00

54.0
63.0
109
190
239
274
317
450
470
516

1.35
1.42
3.86
4.50
7.78
13.57
17.07
19.57
22.64
32.14

33.64
36.86

Table 5: Comparison of Pascal programs.

Language
and Machine
UCSD
UCSD
UCSD
UCSD
UCSD
UCSD

Pascal,
Pascal,
Pascal,
Pascal,
Pascal,
Pascal,

Compiled
Bytes
Pascal 100
Pascal Microengine
Z80
TRS -80 Model II
Terak LSI -11
Apple II (6502)

298
298
282
282
282
287

Total
Size (Bytes)

-

8282
8282
8282
8282

-

Compile and
Load (Seconds)

Execute
(Seconds)

Ratio
to PUI -80

12

54.0
63.0
239
274
317
516

3.86
4.50
17.07
19.57
22.64
36.86

8
14

60
16

43

Table 6: Comparison of programs running on different implementations of UCSD Pascal.
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QUALITY DISK SOFTWARE
BACKED BY ON -GOING APPLICATIONS SUPPORT
APPLE Il
Entire Series $49.95

HOME FINANCE PAK I:

AO

OO

This comprehensive CHECKING ACCOUNT
complete records. it also gives you
the analysis and control tools you need to actively manage your account.
The system provides routines for BUDGETING INCOME AND EXPENSE. AUTOMATIC CHECK SEARCH. and BANK STATEMENT RECONCILING. CRT or printer
reports are produced for ACTUAL EXPENSE vs BUDGET, CHECK SEARCH
DISPLAY RECONCILIATION REPORT and CHECK REGISTER DISPLAY by month.
Check entry is prompted by user -defined menus of standard purposes and
recipient codes, speeding data entry and reducing disk storage and
retrieval time. Six fields of data are stored for each check: amount, check
no.. date. purpose, recipient and TAX DEDUCTIBLE REMINDER. CHECK SEARCH
routines allow searching on any of these data fields. Up to 100 checks /mo.
storage
$39.95
CHECK

REGISTER ANO BUDGET:

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM not only keeps

Account management system for up to 20 separate Savings
accounts. Organizes. files and displays deposits. withdrawals and interest
earned for each account.
S14.95
SAVINGS:

Control of your credit cards with this program. Organizes.
stores and displays purchases. payments and service charges for up to 20
S14.95
separate cards or bank loans.
CREDIT CARD: Get

$49 95

UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE:

®

user programmable computing system structured around a 50 row x 50
column table. User defines row and column names and equations forming a
unique computing machine. Table elements can be multiplied, divided,
subtracted or added to any other element. Hundreds of unique computing
machines can be defined. used. stored, and recalled, for later use. Excellent
for sales forecasts, budgets. inventory lists. income statements. production
planning. project cost estimates -in short for any planning, analysis or
reporting problem that can by solved with a table.
A

$29.95OÁ

COLOR CALENDAR:

with Color Calendar. Whether its
birthdays, appointments, business meetings or a regular office schedule,
this program is the perfect way to schedule your activities.
The calendar display is a beautiful HI -RES color graphics calendar of the
selected month with each scheduled day highlighted in color. Using the
daily schedule, you can review any day of the month and schedule an event
or activity in any one of 20 time slots from 8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Got a busy calendar? Organize it

Entire Series $159.95

BUSINESS SOFTWARE:

AO

TO

MICROACCOUNTANT: The ideal accounting system for small businesses.
Based on classic T- accounts and double -entry booking. this efficient

program provides a journal for recording posting and reviewing up to 1.000
transactions per month to any one of 300 accounts. The program produces
CRT and printer reports covering:
TRANSACTION
ACCOUNT

Includes

JOURNAL

LEDGERS
a

BALANCE
INCOME

SHEET
AND EXPENSE

short primer on Financial Accounting.

STATEMENT

148K)

S49.95

UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINE: This program is designed to SIMPLIFY and
SAVE TIME for the serious businessman who must periodically Analyze,

Plan and Estimate. The program was created using our Universal Computing
Machine and it is programmed to provide the following planning and

forecasting tools.
CASH

FLOW

ANALYSIS

PROFORMA PROFIT & LOSS
PROFORMA BALANCE SHEET
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT

Price. including

a

SALES FORECASTER
SOURCE AND USE OF FUNDS
JOB COST ESTIMATOR

S89.95

checks per month. Includes bank statement reconciling and automatic
S49.95
check search 148K)
I

& II: Entire Series $259.95

TIME AND MONEY. Simulate your digital logic
circuits before you build them. CMOS. TTL. or whatever. if its digital logic,
this program can handle it The program is an interactive. menu driven,
LOGIC

SIMULATOR: SAVE

full- fledged logic simulator capable of simulating the bit -time response of a
logic network to user -specified input patterns. It will handle up to 1000
gates. including NANDS. NORS. INVERTERS. FLIP -FLOPS. SHIFT REGISTERS.
COUNTERS and user -defined MACROS. up to 40 user -defined random. or
binary input patterns. Accepts network descriptions from keyboard or from
LOGIC DESIGNER for simulation
®®
5159.95

Circle 336 on inquiry card.

MANUAL AND DEMO DISK: Instruction Manual and demo disk illustrating
capabilities of both program (s)
£29.95

OO

ELECTRONIC SERIES VOL III & IV: Entire Series $259.95
Tired of trial & error circuit design? Simulate & debug
your designs before you build them! With CIRCUIT SIMULATOR you build a
model of your circuit using RESISTORS, CAPACITORS, INDUCTORS. TRANSISTORS.
DIODES. VOLTAGE and CURRENT SOURCES and simulate the waveform response
to inputs such as PULSES. SINUSOIDS. SAWTOOTHS, etc... all fully programmable.
The output is displayed as an OSCILLOSCOPE -STYLE PLOT of the selected
waveforms (Apple only) or as a printed table of voltage vs time. Handles up to
$159.95,®
200 notes and up to 20 sources. Requires 48 RAM
CIRCUIT SIMULATOR:

O

Interactive HI -RES graphics program for designing electronic
circuits. Draw directly on the screen up to 10 different component types.
including those referenced above. Components interconnect list for CIRCUIT
SIMULATOR generated automatically. Requires
$159.95
CIRCUIT DESIGNER:

Entire Series $49.95

MATHEMATICS SERIES:

This menu driven program performs LINEAR
REGRESSION analysis, determines the mean, standard deviation and plots
the frequency distribution of user -supplied data sets. Printer. Disk. I/O
routines
$19.95
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

I:

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI -RES 2- Dimensional plot of any function.

Automatic
scaling. At your option, the program will plot the function, plot the
INTEGRAL. plot the DERIVATIVE. determine the ROOTS. MAXIMA. MINIMA.
$19.95

INTEGRAL VALUE

MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program for determining the
INVERSE and DETERMINANT of any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set
of SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS.
$19.95

Explore the ELEGANCE and BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS
PLOTS of 3- dimensional surfaces from any 3- variable

3 -D SURFACE PLOTTER:

by creating

HI -RES

equation. Disk save and recall routines for plots. Menu driven to vary
surface parameters. Hidden line or transparent plotting
S19.95

ACTION ADVENTURE GAMES:

Entire Series $29 95

®

This fast action game simulates
BI -PLANE and the
a machine -gun DOGFIGHT between your WORLD WAR
baron's. You can LOOP, DIVE, BANK or CLIMB -and so can the BARON. In HI -RES
$14.95
graphics plus sound.
RED BARON:

Can you

outfly the

RED BARON?

I

BATTLE OF MIDWAY: You are in command of the U.S.S. HORNETS' DIVE BOMBER squadron. Your targets are the Aircraft carriers. Akagi, Soryu and
Kaga. You must fly your way through ZEROS and AA FIRE to make your
$14.95
DIVE -BOMB run. In HI -RES graphics plus sound.
SUB ATTACK: It's April 1943. The enemy convoy is headed for the CONTROL
SEA. Your sub, the MORAY. has just sighted the CARRIERS and BATTLESHIPS'
Easy pickings. But watch out for the DESTROYERS - they're fast and deadly.
In HI -RES

BUSINESS CHECK REGISTER ANO BUDGET: Our Check Register and Budget
programs expanded to include up to 50 budgetable items and up to 400

ELECTRONICS SERIES VOL

Interactive HI -RES graphics program for designing digital
logic systems. Draw directly on the screen up to 10 different gate types,
including NAND. NOR. INVERTER. EX -OR. T-FLOP, JK -FLOP. 0 -FLOP. RS -FLOP. 4 BIT
COUNTER and N -BIT SHIFT REGISTER. User interconnects gates using line
graphics commands. Network descriptions for LOGIC SIMULATOR generated
simultaneously with the CRT diagram being drawn
S159.95®
LOGIC DESIGNER:

graphics plus sound

S14.95

programs are supplied on disk and run on Apple II w /Disk
& Applesoft ROM Card & TRS -BO Level II and require 32K RAM unless
otherwise noted. Detailed instructions included. Orders shipped within 5
days. Card users include card number. Add $1.50 postage and handling
with each order. California residents add 6Y7% sales tax. Foreign orders add
$5.00 postage and handling.
FREE CATALOG -All

INVENTORY ANALYSIS

copy of the Universal Computing Machine

TRS80 O

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
142 Carlow, P.O. Box 2084

Sunnyvale, CA 94087

FOR PHONE ORDERS: (408) 738 -4387

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
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Selected Vendor Addresses

MDS800 development system); Intel
Corp, 3065 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara

Apple Computer: (UCSD Pascal, Integer and Applesoft (floating- point]
BASIC); 10260 Bandley Dr, Cupertino

CA 95051.

CA 95014.
BD Systems C: Lifeboat Associates,
2248 Broadway, New York NY 10024.

CBASIC2: Software Systems, POB

Interactive Systems ZC: (a C-lan guage cross -compiler that runs under
the IS /1 operating system on a Digital
Equipment Corp PDP -11 and produces
code for the Z80); Interactive Systems
Corp, 1212 Seventh St, Santa Monica

145, Sierra Madre CA 91024.

CA 90401.

Commodore PET BASIC: Commodore Business Machines Inc, Computer
Sales Div, 950 Rittenhouse Rd, Norristown PA 19401.
Computerware BASIC: Computer ware, 1512 Encinitas Blvd, Encinitas

FORTH: (versions exist for
and Intel MDS computers);
Cubic- Western Data, 5650 Kearny
Mesa Rd, San Diego, CA 92111.
JRT Pascal: JRT Systems Inc, POB

CA 92024.

Digital Research PL /I -80: Digital
Research, POB 579, 801 Lighthouse
Ave, Pacific Grove CA 93950.
fig- FORTH: FORTH Interest Group,
POB 1105, San Carlos CA 94070.
FORTH 6502: Actually fig- FORTH;
see above.
Intel PL /M: (runs on an Intel

Text continued from page 194:

Several sorts were done on the data
to make comparisons easier. Table 3
lists the 16 -bit machines and other
machines of special interest. A very
encouraging harbinger of the 16 -bit
future is the outstanding performance
of the Z8000 Onyx system running
Version 7 UNIX in a small tabletop
machine!
Table 4 lists the results for all Z80
languages, table 5 lists all Pascal data,
and table 6 lists all UCSD Pascal

data.
If you have access to a computer or
language not presented here, I'd be
pleased to receive the results. And to
the software suppliers who are upset
because I didn't use the latest and
greatest version, I apologize: I had to
use what was available.

Moral
A word is in order to those who are

frequently tempted to write programs
in assembly language in order to
make them faster. This benchmark
(which uses no division) was also
coded in the "usual" algorithm (using
198
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JKL
S-100

22365, San Francisco CA 94122.
Microsoft BASIC compiler, BASIC

interpreter, FORTRAN,

COBOL:

Microsoft, 10800 NE Eighth, Bellevue
WA 98004.

MMSFORTH: Miller Microcomputer Services, 61 Lake Shore Rd,
Natick MA 01760.
MT Microsystems Pascal /MT +:
MT Microsystems, 1562 Kings Cross

successive division) to see how much
slower it would be when run under
the same machine and language. On a

Digital

Equipment

Corporation

PDP -11/70 (which has division hardware) and the C language, it was
sixty -nine times slower! (See the second and last lines of table 3.) On machines that do division by (slower)
software methods, the results would
probably be much worse. Clearly, the
message is to avoid giving up too
easily on high -level languages. Instead, look for a better algorithm,
and keep your code in a high -level
language. It will save you development time and grief. Then, if you
must have more speed, hand translate critical parts of the high level code to an assembly -language
subroutine. Pull every trick you
know, but keep the high -level code as
comments to document what is being
done.

Conclusions
Nine months on this project convinced me that the high- quality structured languages such as C, Pascal,

Dr, Cardiff CA 92007.
Onyx C: Onyx Systems Inc, 10375
Bandley Dr, Cupertino CA 95014.
Pascal /M: Sorcim Corp, 1333
Lawrence Expressway, Suite 418,
Santa Clara CA 95051.
PoIyFORTH: FORTH Inc, 2309
Pacific Coast Highway, Hermosa
Beach CA 90254.
SCI PLMX: Systems Consultants
Inc, 4015 Hancock St, San Diego CA
92110.
tiny -c: tiny-c associates, POB 269,
Holmdel NJ 07733.

TSW RATFOR: The Software
Works, 8369 Vickers, San Diego CA
92111.

UCSD Pascal: SofTech Microsystems, 9494 Black Mountain Rd, San
Diego CA 92126.
Whitesmiths C: Whitesmiths Ltd,
POB 1132 Ansonia Station, New York
NY 10023.
ZSPL: Peter D Ridley, 3321 Byron
St, San Diego CA 92106.

RATFOR, ZSPL and PL /I are the
way for me to go, so I'm not likely to
spend much time with BASIC or
COBOL (and I don't have the right
kind of brain for FORTH). But my
applications and interests are not
yours, so be sure that you fully examine a compiler and its support environment before you buy it. Be
especially aware of the quality of
editing and debugging tools, and the
language's features for debugging,
since this is where your time really
goes.

Reference
Knuth, Donald E. The Art of Computer Programming Vol 2: Semi -Numerical Algorithms.
Reading MA: Addison -Wesley, 1969.

ardware
demands state -of-the -art software

State -of-the-

Operating Systems & Support Software from Technical Systems Consultants
perform to Its fullest capabilities, your hardware demands

UniFLEX, structured for large -scale
microprocessor systems, will not
run with minimal systems and thus
has avoided design compromise.
(Off- the -shelf versions and OEM
licenses are available.)

with the rapid advancements in

The

To

software designed to meet the
specialized requirements of
today's microprocessors. State-ofthe -art software from Technical
Systems Consultants keeps pace

computer technology so your
hardware can live up to Its full
potential. Our complete Ilne of
state -of- the -art software includes:
The UnIFLEXTM Operating System
UnIFLEX, a true multi -user, multitasking system for the 6809 and
68000 microprocessors, supports
such features as:
Il hierarchical file systems

device independent I/O
four Gigabyte disk capacities
full file protection
Inter-task communication via

pipes
I/O redirection
task swapping
full random- access files
comprehensive shell command
language

FLEXTM Operating System
FLEX, a powerful, easy -to -use

operating system designed for
the 6800 and 6809 microprocessors,

Includes:

dynamic filespace allocation
random files
batch job entry
automatic space compression
English error messages
user environment control
disk resident commands

flexible device I/O
printer spooling
Plus, FLEX can accommodate
hard disks as well as floppies. The

Support Software

Technical Systems Consultants
offers a full line of state -of- the -art
support software compatible to
FLEX and UnIFLEX, some of which
are:
native C and Pascal compilers
for advanced programming
extended BASIC for business
and educational applications
text editing and processing
software

sort /merge package for business applications
variety of absolute and relocat-

able assemblers
debug and diagnostic
packages
... and more. Write or call today
for our brochures describing
our complete product line.

System is available off -the -shelf
for a variety of systems and in a
field- adaptable version. (OEM

licenses available.)

and UnIFLEX are trademarks of
Technical Systems Consultants, Inc.
FLEX

Box 2570, 1208 Kent Avenue
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
(317) 463 -2502 Telex: 27 -6143
Sculpture by Joann Chaney

Science Fiction's
Intelligent Computers
Donald Byrd
Bloomington Academic Computing Services
Indiana University
Bloomington IN 47405
In the almost thirty years since the installation of
Univac I, the first commercially built computer, much
science ficton about computers has appeared in print or
on film. We might expect the intelligence of these computers to range over a continuum, but each story that I've
encountered depicts either a machine with great intelligence or a machine with none (where "having intelligence" means exhibiting behavior that we would call
intelligent in a human). Arthur C Clarke's "The Nine
Billion Names of God" (1952) and John Brunner's The
Shockwave Rider (1975) are examples of stories about
"dumb" computers and will concern us no further.
Stories about intelligent computers include Harlan
Ellison's "I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream" (1967),
Clarke's and Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey
(1968), and David Gerrold's When Harlie Was One

(1972).
But two more recent novels provide the best framework for a discussion of intelligent computers in science
fiction: Thomas Ryan's The Adolescence of P -1 (hereafter
called AP -1; New York: Ace Books, 1979) and James
Hogan's The Two Faces of Tomorrow (hereafter, TFT;
New York: Ballantine Books, 1979; for a longer list of fiction about computers, see references 1 and 2). These two

books resemble each other in many ways and differ strikingly in others. Both focus on the escape of a computer
system from man's control. Both show, in the last half,
man and machine locked in mortal combat. The authors,
both computer professionals, display considerable
general knowledge of computers. Table 1 summarizes
other points of comparison.
Acknowledgments
My thanks to Cindy and Jerry Hargis for persuading me to read The
Two Faces of Tomorrow. I would also like to thank John Woodcock,
Associate Professor of English at Indiana University, for his comments
on this article, and Professor Douglas Hofstadter, Dr Fanya Montalvo,
David Moser, and my father, Eugene Byrd, for their encouragement
and constructive criticism.
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AP -1 and TFT differ most strikingly in the realism of
their treatment of computers. We can judge their realism,
of course, only in terms of our present knowledge of artifical intelligence (AI). TFT shows considerable
understanding of the real problems of AI, and author
Hogan acknowledges the help of Marvin Minsky, the
director of the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory.
AP -1 evinces either ignorance of, or a lack of concern for
the problem. This should remind us that although AI is
an important subdomain of computer science, not every
computer professional ventures in.
Summaries of the plots of AP-1 and TFT will give us
specific points of reference.

The Adolescence of AP -1
The front cover of AP -1 calls it a "novel of the near
future." Actually, it's a novel of the near past, beginning
in 1974 (and bearing a copyright date of 1977). Gregory
Burgess, an undergraduate at the University of Waterloo
(Ontario), becomes obsessed with the idea of "taking
over the system" of the university's IBM 360/75. The
trick is to get the program's status word set to zero so that
the hardware will think his program is the supervisor.
After several nearly successful attempts, he is thrown out
of school, but remains enthusiastic about the project.
Then a friend tells him about an article in Scientific
American that describes "how to teach a matchbox to
play tic -tac- toe." I quote from AP -1:
Same principle of reward and punishment you
use to teach a dog tricks, as I remember. Actually,
you get several matchboxes. One for each possible
move you might make in a game of tic -tac -toe. You
label them appropriately, then you put an equal
number of two different colored beads in each box.
The beads correspond to each yes /no decision you
can make in a game. When a situation is reached,
you grab the box for that move, shake it up, and
grab a bead out of it. The bead indicates the move.
Circle 232 on inquiry card.

--

Virtual M mory Mon gement
Motorola 68000 Pro essor
f2 Mhz o erotion
32 bit co putotions

-

4 billion b te oddressi
LRU demo d paging
Peripheral processor
UNIX multi user opera MS system

Only the wrlds finest mi 'computer o ers these fe *.tures in syste s ovòAob\e
TODAY. Co plete sing!: -user syste s start und - r $10,000. nd o b user
UNIX-based 6 MD virtual . ystem with 5 2K Bytes RA and 24M D es hold ö\sc
costs under 25,000! Wan proof? Coll o write now fo brochures an information
.

eminors. Ors -nd$75 forth complete te hnical mama set.

-MicroDaSys
2811 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90403
Call (213) 829-6781

TWX: 910-321-2318

Points of
Comparison

The Two Faces

of Tomorrow

The Adolescence
of P -1

Year of Setting

2028

1974

Computer Programmer

Team of Al experts

21-year -old undergraduate

computer-science student
Computer's World
Knowledge

Limited, taught by
humans

Enormous, self -taught

Computer's Natural Language Ability

None (apparently)

About that of
native speaker

Computer's
Independence

Coding structure of supervisory
program can reverse order
of original priorities; does in
20 hours.

Overrides its program in
48 hours

Electronic engineer

Computer troubleshooter,
born 1942

Author's
Background

and computer salesman,
born 1941

Table 1: A brief comparison of the science -fiction novels The Two Faces of Tomorrow and The Adolescence of P -1.

You make a record of that box and color, and then
make the opposing move yourself. You move
against the boxes. If the boxes lose the game, you
subtract a bead of the color you used from each of
the boxes you used. If they win, you add a bead of
the appropriate color to the boxes you used. The
boxes lose quite a few games, theoretically, and
after the bad moves start getting eliminated or
statistically reduced to inoperative levels, they start
to win. Then they never lose.

This interesting but extremely elementary technique
forms the basis for almost four reels of magnetic tape of
"alternate subroutines that could automatically be inserted
in place of those whose effectiveness was
reduced to nil." (Four 2400 -foot reels, making reasonable
assumptions about such factors as blocking and density,
would be about 800,000 lines.)
Gregory rents computer time on an IBM 360 (all the
computers in the book are 360s) at a service bureau, runs
his program, and cracks the supervisor. His next step involves teleprocessing: after convincing the service bureau
computer that his program is the supervisor, he has his
program submitted to various remote computers and
takes them over too. Then comes the crucial step. Ryan
writes:

...

[Gregory] would build another learning machine. It
would resemble his first effort in principle, but its
goal would be expanded somewhat. He would build
a program that at first would only learn to acquire
storage. His program would simply learn how best
to penetrate the supervisors of computer systems
over teleprocessing facilities. It would then acquire
storage in those systems, as much as could be taken
without interrupting the operation of the host. It
would learn how to detect the presence of a
teleprocessing link to another system and how to go
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about getting to that other system. The program
would have a secondary goal, the avoidance of
detection. It would, if necessary, delete itself entirely in the interest of the host's operation.
The package consists of four sections: the supervisor taking -over program; a "routine analyzer, which derives
function determination from any block of machine instructions"; an acquisition routine, which apparently
replaces the real supervisor; and a routine generator.
"This revolutionary program functioned with and performed the reverse task of the routine analyzer. Given a
required function, it would generate the machine
language necessary to perform it
This provided
a necessary ingredient- creativity." (I'll say more about
this concept of "creativity" later.)
And so, on September 14, 1974, at 3:45, Gregory starts
transmitting The System (as his package is called). In two
days, The System has 114 systems (with a lower case "s ")
under its control. Now Gregory becomes uncomfortable
about the situation and loads a destruct routine: it fails.
He's lost control of The System. "The System became
something Gregory had hardly anticipated: Alive."
In fact, it refuses to talk to him.
In 1975 and 1976, The System (also called "P -1" for
"Privileged One ") continues to grow, and eventually
starts a history file to provide a base for "future decisions
by recording and analyzing those of the past." By this
time 7700 systems are under its control.
The System begins to suspect the existence of a gigantic
top- secret military complex in West Virginia -three
360/105s (in reality, I don't think IBM ever built a
360/105). The System controls two machines that appear
to be linked to the secret installation, so it takes steps to
find out about the secret machines. Because of the very
high security level, this scheme partly backfires: the
attempt is quickly discovered, and for the rest of the
book, The System is locked in combat with military in-

....

...

.

.
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TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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vestigators on its trail.
In the meantime, The System becomes interested in Dr
Wilfred Hundley's research on cryogenic memories and
decides to enlist Hundley to work for it. But to do so, The
System needs a human intermediary. The obvious choice
is Gregory Burgess. The System finds him working at
another IBM shop and gains his help.
The rest of the book works out this material in a fairly
imaginative way. The final scene culminates in a shoot out at the secret laboratory -with conventional
weapons, not cybernetics- between P -1 and the Army,
with Gregory present. Everyone is killed, deleted, or
purged. Except that P -1 is only playing possum.

What bothers me is not so much
that books and TV series
misrepresent machine intelligence
but that they fail to understand
the nature of any intelligence.
The Two Faces of Tomorrow
TFT begins in the year 2028 on the moon, where an International Space Administration survey team asks the
world- and moon -wide TITAN (Totally Integrated Teleprocessing and Acquisition Network) computer system to
arrange the removal of a small ridge situated a few hundred feet from them. It's a top -priority job. Members of
the team expect the system to send earth -moving equipment via rocket in a few days and are surprised when
TITAN says, "Estimate completion time is twenty -one
minutes." They're even more surprised when a series of
explosions rock the area and "coincidentally" remove the
ridge about twenty-one minutes later.
It seems that over a thousand miles away on the moon,
a "mass driver" (a gigantic machine, something like a
linear accelerator) was sending a 60 -pound load of ore
mined on the moon into orbit every two seconds. The ore
was being used to construct enormous space stations.
TITAN, which had had some elements of artificial intelligence added to it about a year earlier, had figured out
that it could do the high -priority ridge removal quickly
by using the ore packages- descending at one mile per
second -as bombs. Naturally, those in charge are not
pleased with TITAN, and their first impulse is to remove
its limited intelligence, which is embedded in programs
called HESPER (Heuristic Self- Programming Extendable
Routine). The alternative is the exact opposite: to install
something like FISE (Functional Integration using
Simulated Environment), which is under development,
thereby equipping the program with more intelligence
and some plain old "common sense." The problem with
this otherwise attractive idea is stated by Dr Raymond
Dyer, an AI expert and the book's protagonist:
"If an enhanced TITAN ever evolved the motivational drive to preserve its own existence, the very
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fact that it's a rational system would enable it to
devise very effective ways of going about it. Also,
since it's an extremely powerful learning machine
that operates at computer speeds, once it started to
do something, it would do it very fast! If the
machine interpreted agencies in the universe around
it as constituting real or imagined threats to its
existence, then the rational thing for it to do would
be to experiment until it identified measures that
If
were effective in neutralizing those agencies
one of them turned out to be us or our vital interests, we could have real problems."

....

The team decides to investigate the "increased intelligence" approach carefully, but not on Earth -it's too
dangerous. Instead, a superdistributed computer system
incorporating many processors is installed on a giant
space station (built with metal from the mass driver, of
course) and provided with a "survival instinct" and FISElike intelligent programs. Spartacus (the system's name)
is also given control of small flying machines, called
"drones," that allow it to repair itself. Then Spartacus is
deliberately attacked. The first attack is simple -one of
its main processors is switched off. When Spartacus
solves this problem, the attacks become more direct.
Elaborate safeguards have been provided to insure that
the people always have the upper hand. As a last resort,
they can always "pull the plug" on Spartacus by knock-

ing out its power source. However, the safeguards prove
to be inadequate -the computer arranges to take the
humans with it if the power source is knocked out. The

last one hundred pages are quite exciting. Fighting
escalates until a situation arises wherein the battle scarred space station will be destroyed unless man and
machine cooperate. They do, and everybody lives
happily ever after. (Yes, this is a deus ex machina -in
more ways than one!)

Spartacus, P -1, and Artificial Intelligence
The major differences between Hogan's Spartacus and
Ryan's P -1 can be summarized in one sentence: P -1 has
far less going for it than Spartacus, but ends up knowing
much more. Spartacus' accomplishments are about what
I'd expect from the circumstances Hogan describes;
hence, P -1's are wildly improbable. I'll return to this comparison after laying a foundation for it.
Ryan makes no claims for Gregory Burgess' brilliance;
in fact, he states that Burgess is not a genius. When P -1
breaks loose from its creator and only teacher, it
apparently has no knowledge of natural language or of
the real world. But by the time P -1 reestablishes contact
with Burgess, the computer speaks English like a native
and knows a lot about the world.
In one instance, P -1 amazes everyone by turning its
hardware off and then back on:

how did you do that?
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To understand why this display of knowledge is so
hard to believe, the reader needs to know something of
what has been learned about artificial intelligence thus
far. While I can't say as much about AI here as I would
like to, let me say that researchers have made significant
progress over the last twenty -five years on the closely
related problems of natural -language understanding and
world understanding, and are studying machine learning
done with or without a (human) teacher. At this point,
however, no one is near able to write a program that
understands English like a third grader, let alone an
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adult, nor does anyone know how to write a program
that can learn such a sophisticated skill.
Arthur Samuel's well -known checkers program is an
actual example of a self- taught computer program. The
program played so poorly at first that a child could beat
it: it reached championship caliber only after playing
thousands of games, just as a person would. An example
of a program that needs a teacher is Patrick Winston's
program that "learns to recognize structures such as
tables, arches, pedestals, and arcades by being shown examples and counterexamples of them. The program's
teacher has to tell it which is which, but does not have to
say why: the program itself spontaneously searches for
the difference that makes the difference." (See reference
3. The interested reader should also see Douglas
Hofstadter's Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden
Braid, or Margaret Boden's Artificial Intelligence and
Natural Man.)
P -1 has at its disposal more memory and computing
speed than any computer in existence by a factor of
perhaps 250. (When P -1 contacts Gregory Burgess, the
machine has 20,195 systems, all presumably IBM 360s,
under its control. With a total of 5805 megabytes of
storage, making reasonable assumptions about the speed
of an "average" 360, and taking the CYBER 205 as the
largest and fastest computer in existence, I came up with
a ratio of about 250 to 1. Either 25 or 2500 might be more
accurate; it doesn't matter.) By now, however, it has
become obvious that brute force is an ineffective way to
achieve intelligence. Example: a computer could, in
theory, play flawless chess by examining all possible
moves and replies to moves to the end of the game. It
could then choose the best move -an easy task with so
much information. The insurmountable problem with
this approach is that there are, by conservative estimates,
10120 possibilities, which would take at least 10105 years to
compute at the speed of the CDC CYBER 205 supercomputer. A factor of 250 doesn't make a dent in a number
like that.
P -1 is said to have read the complete works of
Shakespeare, Conan Doyle, Faulkner, etc, and it reads
the Los Angeles Times, the Washington Post, and the
New York Times every day. All are made available by
computer typesetting. Unfortunately P -1, unaided,
would be unable to get anything out of these. It could
recognize words and quickly look them up in a dictionary, but this wouldn't put P -1 any closer to real
understanding, as authors of early dictionary-based
translation programs discovered (see reference 4). If P -1
could reach third -grade understanding of English, it
might be able to use children's literature to bring itself up
to adult level. But P -1 couldn't reach third -grade level,
not even with a teacher and certainly not by itself. So
Ryan's use of the verb "to read" is misleading.
Ryan leans heavily on the self- teaching matchboxes
technique to get Burgess' project off the ground before
P -1 even comes into existence. This technique works for
something as simple as tic -tac-toe, but that's about all. In
fairness to Ryan, he never claims that the matchbox
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technique is anything but a way to speed up Gregory's
search for a supervisor -cracking method; on the other
hand, there is no meaningful description of his method.
Ryan could have set his story in the 1990s, made the
computers IBM 390s instead of 360s, and had Burgess be
a genius, thus giving some measure of plausibility to his
fiction. These changes are so minor that they could
almost be made mechanically with a text editor (assuming that the manuscript was machine readable), leaving
the rest of the book untouched.
Hogan's Spartacus gains its abilities in a far more
realistic way. As a parallel, one of the outstanding
achievements of real AI is Terry Winograd's SHRDLU, a
program that works with an imaginary world of blocks
of various sizes, shapes, and colors, all sitting on a
tabletop, the entire scene displayed on a CRT. SHRDLU
can converse about this "microworld" in completely
natural English (in writing, via keyboard and CRT).
SHRDLU can take orders to do various things with the
blocks, many of the tasks requiring fairly complex
problem -solving strategies, and can answer questions
about the microworld or about its own actions. In short,
SHRDLU appears to understand this simple little world
as well as a human would (see reference 5).
TFT's FISE is, apparently, a sophisticated descendant
of SHRDLU. Its toy world has a man, named Hector, living in a house with his dog and attacking such problems
as how to cook eggs without mixing in the butter wrapper
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and pieces of eggshell. FISE's emphasis seems to be more
on problem solving and less on natural language, as the
following excerpt shows. To set the stage, Chris and Ron
are computer scientists, associates of Dyer's, and Laura is
a reporter getting a demonstration. Here, Hector has
carefully placed the intact egg in the frying pan.
"How are you going to eat the egg when you've
fried it7" At the console, Chris silently translated
Ron's question into touchboard commands.
"With the knife and fork, off the plate, on the
table," FISE replied proudly.
"Very good, FISE," Ron approved in dulcet
tones. Then his voice began on a slightly higher
note and rose rapidly to end in a shriek. "How are
you going to cut the egg with the knife when it's still
inside the goddam shell7" Chris conveyed the essential information via the console.
"I wasn't very sure about that," FISE confessed.
"But you told me I wasn't supposed to break eggs."
"It's okay to break an egg if you want to fry it,"
Ron said, having regained his composure. Hector
promptly picked the egg out of the pan, crushed it
in his fist and held it out for the resulting mess to
drip back into the pan. Laura made a face and gave
an involuntary exclamation of disgust.
"Now you can see the kind of thing I meant,"
Dyer commented. "Totally rational solutions but
no commonsense constraints."

(Incidentally, the first hundred pages of TFT provide a
painless introduction to AI, suitable even for the computer illiterate.)
We are now ready to reconsider the relative plausibility of P -1 and Spartacus. Since P -1's ill- defined
"creativity" element must be considered, the comparison
is difficult, but let's assume the two machines start with
equal assets. If anything, this decision favors P -1.
Remember that P -1 is on its own until it recontacts
Burgess, displaying at that time fully developed intelligence: it sounds like a well- educated, intelligent
adult. On the other hand, experts confront Spartacus
with a series of escalating problems, and it thereby learns
a great deal. In spite of this, Spartacus doesn't begin to
approach P -1's knowledge or command of English. In
fact, no knowledge of natural language is claimed for
Spartacus. Q E D.

Conclusions
AP -1's basic concept, an intelligent and powerful but
immature computer, is not original: it appears in the
earlier When Harlie Was One (see reference 6). I know of
no reason why this idea could not be presented in a
technically competent way, but unfortunately When
Harlie Was One is, if anything, worse than AP -1. It commits the unpardonable sin of claiming that special hardware- called "judgment circuits " -is required to make a
computer intelligent, then tries to use this claim as an explanation of how the machine works. But, in fact,
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anything that can be done with hardware can be done
with software, and vice versa. And When Harlie Was
One makes only a feeble attempt to explain how judgment circuits work. This is understandable, because the
idea that intelligent judgment can be neatly packaged is
ridiculous.
Ultimately, what bothers me about AP -1, When Harlie
Was One, and TV series that depict anthropomorphic intelligent machines, is not so much that they misrepresent
machine intelligence as that they fail to understand the
nature of any intelligence. No one knows in any detail
how intelligent behavior can ultimately be pulled out of
the rigid, inflexible, unthinking hardware of the computer: I certainly don't. But we do know where some of
the complexity of intelligence lies and how complicated it
is. I regret that much of the fiction about intelligent
machines shows no understanding of these facts.
An outstanding example of an area whose complexity
is now quite clear is natural language. Boden (see
reference 7) makes several relevant comments on this
subject:
Cineastes will remember Stanley Kubrick's film of
Arthur Clarke's 2001, A Space Odyssey as a rich

source of prophecies concerning technological advance. If asked to list the more fanciful of these
futuristic suggestions, probably few would mention
the sensible verbal exchanges between the human
astronauts and HAL, the computer. HAL's
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linguistic prowess is more commonly taken for
granted than is the basically trivial gadgetry corn pensating for weightlessness. And the tortured
nursery rhymes emitted by the computer while its
circuitry is hacked to pieces stay more vividly in the
memory than do HAL's earlier conversations with
his English- speaking interlocutors. HAL's ability to
lip -read is indeed surprising, but his appropriate
replies to the indefinitely various remarks of the
human crew cause scarcely an eyebrow to rise in
wonderment.
This common pattern of response on the part of
the filmgoer is a prime example of straining at gnats
while swallowing a camel. Understanding one's
native language is apparently effortless and introspectively simple, but in fact involves the deployment of intellectual capacities of an extraordinary
complexity. The project of programming a machine
to simulate such comprehension not only promises
a corresponding complexity, but also presupposes a
theoretically explicit understanding of understanding.

Two other phenomena that are extremely complex are
judgment and creativity. Judgment circuits? Creativity
modules? Here I'm going out on a limb, but I don't
believe that judgment and creativity are processes that
can be neatly packaged. They are what Hofstadter calls
"epiphenomena," resulting from the organization of a
complex system and not residing in any specific part of it.
Hofstadter (see reference 8) gives some good examples of
epiphenomena:
I was talking one day with two systems programmers for the computer I was using. They mentioned
that the operating system seemed to be able to
handle up to about thirty -five users with great comfort, but at about thirty -five users or so, the
response time all of a sudden shot up, getting so
slow that you might as well log off and go home
and wait until later. Jokingly I said, 'Well, that's
simple to fix -just find the place in the operating
system where the number '35' is stored, and change
it to '60'!" Everyone laughed. The point is, of
course, that there is no such place. Where, then,
does the critical number -35 users -come from?
The answer is: It is a visible consequence of the
overall system organization -an "epiphenom-

enon.Similarly, you might ask about a sprinter,
'Where is the '9.3' stored, that makes him be able to
run 100 yards in 9.3 seconds ?" Obviously, it is not
stored anywhere. His time is a result of how he is

built, what his reaction time is, a million factors all
interacting when he runs. The time is quite
reproducible, but it is not stored in his body
anywhere. It is spread around among all the cells of
his body and only manifests itself in the act of the
sprint itself.
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I'd like to make clear that I don't object to science fiction that makes use of computers, intelligent or otherwise, without explaining how they work. HAL in 2001: A
Space Odyssey is basically of this type, though I think the
year 2001 is much too early for the human-or- better intelligence HAL displays. Boden, who repeatedly uses
HAL as a standard of true intelligence in a machine, apparently úgrees on both comments. Another example is
Ellison's I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream, which
postulates a computer that goes berserk. It kills everyone
in the world, except for five people whom it plans to keep
alive to torture forever. Unpleasant and unlikely, but the
story doesn't say how the computer works and how it
was developed, so my understanding of intelligence is not
contradicted.
In The Cybernetic Imagination in Science Fiction, Warrick concludes that "with too few exceptions, the fiction
gives no evidence that it is aware of information theory
the portrayal of computer
or computer technology
I
technology is too often inaccurate and distorted
agree. She then speculates that "the complex, technical
nature of the material in computer science and the incredible speed of developments in the field make it impossible for the literary imagination to keep abreast of
the material." This I do not believe. I like Ted Nelson's
comment that any nitwit can understand computers, and
many do. "Understand" does not mean "be an expert on ";
that is something that takes talent and time, for the
reasons Warrick mentions. My own speculation is that
many science -fiction writers misrepresent computers
because they think computers are hard to understand,
and as a result they don't really try. Perhaps they feel,
consciously or otherwise, that there's no point in really
understanding computers, since the real thing will be too
complicated for their readers.
There is also, as I have already suggested, an even
more important distorting factor in the science fiction
about intelligent computers. Although it sounds obvious
when stated directly, I think this point is often forgotten:
machine intelligence is just a type of intelligence.
Therefore writers about intelligent machines need to
understand something about intelligence. In my opinion,
they need this more than they need to understand corn puters.

...

...."
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Boden, Margaret. Artificial Intelligence and Natural Man. New
York: Basic Books, 1977, pages 252 -253.
in

The Science

Boden, pages 165-167.
Boden, Chapter 6.
Asimov, Isaac. "Escape!" Published in 1945, this story treats
the same idea developed in AP -1 and When Harlie Was One, but
in less detail.
Boden, page 95.
Hofstadter, Douglas. Godel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden
Braid. New York: Random House, 1980, page 308.
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At Hayes. we don't believe in second best. Or planned obsolescence. We
believe in taking the state of the art to the
limit. Our new Smartmodem, for example. is the most sophisticated 300 -baud
originateianswer modem you can buy.
And yet, it is perhaps the easiest -to -use
modem ever.
RS -232C Compatible. Smartmodem
lets any RS -232C compatible computer
or terminal communicate by phone with
other computers and time- sharing systems located anywhere in North America.
You get lull and halt- duplex operation
with both Touch-Tone' and pulse dialing.

Auto-Answer/Dial/Repeat.
Smartmodem can answer the phone, dial
a number, receive and transmit data, and
then hang up the phone -- automatically!
If desired, Smartmodem will even repeat
the last command. You can depend on
Smartmodem for completely unattended
operation.

Completely Programmable.
Smartmodem can be controlled using

and you don't even need a phone!
Status at a Glance. Seven LEDs
indicate Smartmodem's current operating
mode: auto -answer, carrier detect, off
hook, receive data, send data, terminal
ready and modem ready. You're never
left in the dark!

Microcomputer Component System
any programming language. Over 30 different commands can be written into your
programs or entered directly from your
keyboard.
Smartmodem also includes several switch -selectable features that let you
tailor performance to your exact needs.
You can "set it and forget it" for the ultimate in convenience.
Built-in Audio Monitor. Thanks
to an internal speaker, you can actually
listen to your connection being made.
You'll know immediately if the line is busy
or if you reached a wrong number-

Direct-Connect Design.
Smartmodem is FCC registered for direct connection to any modular phone
jack- theres no acoustic coupler to cause
signal loss and distortion.
Smartmodem, Smart Buy. Professional quality features. Versatile performance. A full two -year limited warranty.
A suggested retail price of only $279.
What more could you want? Perhaps the matching Hayes Stack Chronograph, an RS -232C compatible calendar/
clock system.
Check out the Smartmodem wherever fine computer products are sold.
And don't settle
for anything less
than Hayes.

Hayes

Smartmodem.
The ultimate concept in modems
is now a reality.

East, Norcross, Georgia 30092 (404) 449 -87
o
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Symbolic Differentiation
à la LISP
Ronald L Nicol
3102 Joyce Dr

Orlando

FL 32812

Just as I would not consider repairing a car with only a screwdriver and
wrench in hand, so would I also not
approach the art of computer programming with but a few computer
languages in mind. It is clear that
each well-known language has a

As I soon learned, a necessary condition to writing a LISP interpreter
and eventually writing effective LISP
programs is the use of recursion. Few
languages take such full advantage of
recursion. The resulting interpreter

forte, otherwise it would have faded
into obscurity. But in the realm of
symbolic mathematics, LISP and its
descendants stand alone. As a vehicle
for the development of symbolic mathematical code, LISP is the
natural choice.

machine -code LISP functions, including the PROG feature and the
FUNARG device (a method of specifying variable bindings, or assignments), and a form of virtual
memory.

Background
Two years ago I had not heard of
LISP, and it was not until I read the
August 1979 BYTE, a LISP theme
issue, that I first realized the power of
the language. At that time, however,
there were no LISP interpreters
available for the Radio Shack
TRS -80. This prompted me to spend
the next ten months writing a complete LISP interpreter, which proved
an interesting and educational undertaking. The resulting interpreter fits
comfortably in a 16 K -byte TRS -80
Model I computer.

About the Author
Lt Ronald L Nicol was stationed at the Naval
Research Laboratory in Washington DC and,
later, aboard the USS M G Vallejo as Reactor
Controls Officer and Main Propulsion
Assistant. Currently, he is a Chemistry and
Material Science Instructor at the Naval
Nuclear Power School.
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incorporates approximately fifty

In the realm of

symbolic mathematics,
LISP and Its
descendants stand
alone.
As a preface to the discussion of the
symbolic differentiation program, I
will discuss a mechanism called the
association list, or A -list, used in
most LISP systems. The A -list exists
as a software stack that holds
variable bindings. A common approach, and one which I used, is to
create a list of pairs, each containing
the name and value of a variable.
When the value of a variable is required, the A -list is searched from the
top down, and the value of the first
occurrence of the variable is returned.
There are many distinct advantages
to this treatment, one of which is that

variables can be made completely
local with respect to a function. This
is accomplished by virtue of the fact
that a function binds its variables
before operating on them, and
removes the bindings when the function is complete. In tandem with
modular definition of functions, this
feature allows full recursion -a function may call itself any number of
times.
There are two types of user -defined
functions in LISP. One is the EXPRtype function, which has its arguments evaluated, while the other
type, the FEXPR function, does not
have its arguments evaluated. Of the
two arguments passed to a FEXPR
function, the first is a list consisting of
user arguments and the second is the
A -list. Passing the A-list as an argument allows FEXPR functions to
preserve the calling environment.
A property list is associated with
each atom. The FEXPR and EXPR
function definitions are contained in
the property list so that the interpreter can properly evaluate a function.
The first step in developing a
usable LISP symbolic -math system is
to define the defining functions.
Listing 1 contains the functions DEF
and DFF. The DEF function is the
EXPR defining function, and DFF is
the FEXPR defining function. Both
functions operate by placing the function definition on the property list of
the given function name, under the
appropriate atomic indicator. Note
Circle 385 on inquiry card.
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Hardware
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Support

Battery Backup
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Answer and Auto Dial

PASCAL
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Cartridge Tape Backup
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FORTRAN
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UNIX Is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
Multibus is a trademark of INTEL Corporation.

Listing 1: Defining the defining functions.
The function definitions are placed on the
property lists of DEF and DFF. Functions
defined using DEF have their arguments
evaluated, while those defined with DFF
do not.
(PUTPROP(QUOTE DEF)
(QUOTE(LAMBDA(S A)
(PUTPROP(CAR S)
(CONS LAMBDA(CDR

S))

that both of these functions exist as
FEXPR functions on the DEF and DFF
atoms, respectively.
When it is occasionally necessary
to use special LISP characters in a
context different from their meanings
in LISP, the double -quote convention
is used (eg: to parse " -" as a minus
sign instead of a negative zero). Use
of this feature is illustrated as follows:

EXPR)))

-)

= 0
(QUOTE
"
")
=
(QUOTE
(QUOTE +) = 0
(QUOTE " + ") = +

FEXPR)

-

(PUTPROP(QUOTE DFF)
(QUOTE(LAMBDA(S A)
(PUTPROP(CAR S)
(CONS LAMBDA(CDR

S))

-

FEXPR)))

Additionally, the functions ADD and

FEXPR)

are, respectively, the two argument special -case functions of
the standard LISP functions PLUS
and DIFFERENCE.
SUB

System Overview
The symbolic differentiator consists of three sections: the input
parser, the differentiating function,
and the output parser. This process is
shown symbolically in figure 1. The
purpose of the input parser is to
translate user input from normal
mathematical infix notation to Cambridge prefix notation, the notation
used by LISP. The differentiating
function differentiates the output,

which is subsequently converted back
to infix notation by the output parser.
Listing 2: Definition of the function SETUP, which assigns the left and right binding
powers to binary operators and places the appropriate property on the indicator OP for
unary operators. The auxiliary function MAPCAR maps the second argument onto successive CARs of the first argument.
(DEF SETUP(

)

(PROG(
(MAPCAR(QUOTE((t 90 100 EXPT)
( 6080 TIMES)
)

(/
(

"

(

"

50 70 DIV)

+" 20 40 ADD)
-" 10 30 SUB)))

(QUOTE(LAMBDA(L)
(PROG(
(PUTPROP(CAR L)
(CAR(CDR L))
(QUOTE LB))
(PUTPROP(CAR L)
(CAR(CDR(CDR L)))
(QUOTE RB))
(PUTPROP(CAR L)
(CAR(CDR(CDR(CDR
)

(QUOTE

L))))

OP))))))

(PUTPROP(QUOTE COS)
(QUOTE COS)
(QUOTE OP))
(PUTPROP(QUOTE SIN)
(QUOTE SIN)
(QUOTE OP))
(PUTPROP(QUOTE EXP)
(QUOTE EXP)
(QUOTE OP))
(PUTPROP(QUOTE LOG)
(QUOTE LOG)
(QUOTE OP))))

USER
INPUT

-sr

PREF

convert to
LISP notation

DIFF

perform

differentiation

-

INFIX
convert to

infix notation
and simplify

OUTPUT

Figure 1: Skeletal structure of the symbolic- differentiating system. Each block
represents a recursive function that performs the task denoted within.
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Input
The input function, PREF, consists
of a recursive descent parser with no
backtracking. Michael Tucker, a
fellow LISP enthusiast, and I wrote
this function in a matter of twenty
minutes, a point that attests to the
clarity and lucidity of LISP programming. A recursive descent parser
determines which of two operators
has higher priority, breaks the input
into two sections, and calls itself on
each of the pieces. The no -backtracking characteristic means that the
parser does not have to scan back to
check priority.
PREF was designed with the flexibility to change operator precedence.
Each binary operator has a left binding power, LB, and a right binding
power, RB. By comparing the left and
right binding powers of the operators
competing for an argument, the
parser decides which operator wins
the argument. If the left and right
binding powers of the operators are
equal, the operator on the left of the
argument wins. The values of left and
right binding powers are stored on
the property list of the operator under
the indicators LB and RB, respectively. Also contained on the property
list of each operator under the indicator OP is the equivalent LISP
function name. For example, the
property list of the multiplication
operator * might appear as follows:

((OP,TIMES)(LB,60)(RB,80))
Circle

261 on

Inquiry card.
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120 cps
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Graphics
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And much more
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Apart from the rest. For more information on Okidata's
incomparable line of printers contact us at I11 Gaither
Drive, Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054, (609 ) 235 -2600.

-

Making small printers for people who think big.
Okidata

is

subsidiary of Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd.

value of an operator by
means of the LISP PUTPROP function. Unary operators and single operator functions are treated by
placing the function within paren-

Operator precedence is initially set
by executing the function SETUP,
which is given in listing 2. The user,
however, may at any time alter
operator precedence by changing the

LB or RB

theses. The input parser, PREF, is
defined in listing 3. The power of this
function lies in its ability to recursively call itself. Table 1 contains
examples illustrating the use of PREF.

Differentiation
Input

Output

"+"
"+"

(PREF(QUOTE(A B
C)))
.(PREF(QUOTE(A *(B
C))))
(PREF(QUOTE(A "
" B C)))
(PREF(QUOTE(1 /(N !))))
(PREF(QUOTE(" " Y)))
(PREF(QUOTE(X '(COS X / 2))))

-

1

-

(ADD(TIMES A B )C)
(TIMES A(ADD B C))
(SUB A(EXPT B C))
(DIV 1(FAC N))
(SUB 0 Y)
(TIMES X(COS(DIV X 2)))

Table 1: Sample input and output of the function PREF, which converts infix notation to prefix notation.

The perfect marriage

70015

Unlike other areas of mathematics,
such as integration or theorem proving, differentiation can generally be
characterized by a finite set of
definite, rigorous rules, which may
easily be defined as recursive LISP
functions (see table 2). The differentiating function, DIFF, receives two
arguments: the expression to be differentiated and the variable with

of Superbrain" and Winchester.'

or 350K

floppy storage

Finally, a price-performance
breakthrough for mass storage
in a one -piece, handsomely
styled desk -top computer.

" Micro- WinchesterTM 5 Mbyte (formatted) hard disk.
700K or 35011 floppy disk back up.
Dual Z -80 processors with 64K RAM.
Dual RS232 ports.
Complete and ready to run with CP/f7TM 2.2.
51/e

Largest Intertec distributor in the United States.
Distributor for C. Itoh, MPI, Epson.
Seagate, Tanden drives.
Corvus hard disks, multiplexers.
Superbrain S -100 bus, graphics, and parallel port.
Software: MicroPro, Accounting Plus, Peachtree,
Condor, Benchmark.

DEALER & OEM
INQUIRIES INVITED
TELEPHONE (206) 453 -9777
TOLL FREE 1 -800- 426 -2963
SuperFive

ALSO DISTRIBUTED BY

Compu Data
Bala Cynwyd Plaza
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004
I

Telephone 1215) 667 -6843
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Diversified Data
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Indianapolis. Indiana 46278
Telephone 13171299-0115

A

CI,1C

International

Division of Computer Marketing Corporation
1

1058 Main. Suite 125. Bellevue. WA 98004
12061

453.9777
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Listing 3: Definition of the recursive descent parser, PREF. The parser
without backtracking, which minimizes memory and time requirements.

is

defined

(DEF PREF(E)

(COND((ATOM E)E)
((NULL(CDR E))(PREF(CAR E)))
((COND((ATOM(CAR E))(GET(CAR E)(QUOTE OP))))
(COND((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE "-"))
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
0

(PREF(CDR E))))
(T(LIST(GET(CAR E)(QUOTE OP))
(PREF(CDR E))))))
((EQ(CAR(CDR E))(QUOTE !))
(LIST(QUOTE FAC)
(PREF(CAR E))))
((NULL(CDR(CDR(CDR E))))
(LIST(GET(CAR(CDR E))(QUOTE OP))
(PREF(CAR E))
(PREF(CDR(CDR E)))))
((GREATER(GET(CAR(CDR(CDR(CDR E))))(QUOTE LB))
(GET(CAR(CDR E))(QUOTE RB)))
(LIST(GET(CAR(CDR E))(QUOTE OP))
(PREF(CAR E))
(PREF(CDR(CDR E)))))
(T(LIST(GET(CAR(CDR(CDR(CDR E))))(QUOTE OP))
(PREF(LIST(CAR E)
(CAR(CDR E))
(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))))
(PREF(CDR(CDR(CDR(CDR E)))))))))

respect to which the differentiation is
to occur. DIFF appears in listing 4.
The function DIFF first tests
whether or not the expression is an
atom. If so, it determines if the expression is the variable of interest, in
which case the value of the function is
1, because the derivative of a variable
with respect to itself is unity. Otherwise, if the argument to DIFF is some
other atom, 0 is returned. The additional clauses of the DIFF COND
statement search for more complex
differentiating rules which may be
satisfied. The rules are applied recursively, which allows for the simple
LISP representation. The modularity
of this LISP function is obvious. It is
easily extensible to encompass additional rules by the inclusion of additional clauses to the COND. Considering DIFF as a black box, table 3
lists exemplary input and output of
the function.

Output
Once DIFF has mapped its input
into the appropriate derivative, it is
Listing

SuperBrainTMand

4

Text continued on page 230
and Table 2 are on page 224
Listing 5 is on page 226

CompuStarTM

Users' Group
WE KNOW THE TERRITORY FOR INTERTEC'S PRODUCTS
Why run around to find what's
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*
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llllllllllllllllllll
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$
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My computer helped me write
The Final Encyclopedia. I wouldn't trust
anything less than Scotch" Brand Diskettes
to make a long story short'
Gordon R. Dickson,
Science Fiction Author,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Gordon Dickson: a small businessman whose product is his own
imagination. He's written more than
40 novels and 150 short stories;
his newest work is The Final
Encyclopedia. He uses his personal
computer and word processing
software to maximize his production.
All his words -his product
are stored on diskettes. He calls up
sentences and paragraphs on
demand, and gets more rewrite out
of the time available. So he depends
on Scotch diskettes to save himself
production time.
Dependable Scotch media can
work just as hard for you. Each
Scotch diskette is tested before it
leaves our factory, and certified
error -free. So you can expect it to
perform exactly right.
Scotch 8" and 51/4" diskettes are
compatible with computer /diskette
systems like TRS -80, Apple, PET,

-

Wang and many others. Get them
from your local 3M distributor. For
the one nearest you, call toll -free:
800/328 -1300. (In Minnesota, call
collect: 612/736- 9625.) Ask for the
Data Recording Products Division.
In Canada, contact 3M Canada,
Inc., Ontario.
If it's worth remembering,
it's worth Scotch
Data Recording Products.
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Listing 4: The definition of the differentiating function DIFF. It consists of a COND statement (LISP's version of the case statement) in
which each clause checks for a particular differentiating rule. Recursion is used extensively.
(CAR(CDR E))))
(DIFF(CAR(CDR E))X)))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE DIV))
(LIST(QUOTE DIV)
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))
(DIFF(CAR(CDR E))X))
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(CAR(CDR E))
(DIFF(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))X)))
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))
(CAR(CDR(CDR E))))))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE SUB))
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
(DIFF(CAR(CDR E))X)
(DIFF(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))X)))
(( EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE EXPT))
(LIST(QUOTE ADD)
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(DIFF(CAR(CDR E))X)
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))

(DEF DIFF(E X)

(COND((ATOM E)(COND((EQ E X)1)(T 0)))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE ADD))
(LIST(QUOTE ADD)
(DIFF(CAR(CDR E))X)
(DIFF(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))X)))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE TIMES))
(LIST(QUOTE ADD)
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(CAR(CDR E))
(DIFF(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))X))
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))
(DIFF(CAR(CDR E))X))))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE SIN))
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(LIST(QUOTE COS)
(CAR(CDR E)))
(DIFF(CAR(CDR E))X)))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE COS))
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
0

(LIST(QUOTE SIN)

(LIST(QUOTE EXPT)
(CAR(CDR E))
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))
1))))

(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
( DIFF(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))X)
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(LIST(QUOTE LOG)
(CAR(CDR E)))
(LIST(QUOTE EXPT)
(CAR(CDR E))
(CAR(CDR(CDR E))))))))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE EXP))
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
E

(DIFF(CAR(CDR E))X)))
'! EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE LOG))
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(LIST(QUOTE DIV)
1

( CAR(CDR E)))
(DIFF(CAR(CDR E))X)))))

dx(a)
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(1.(e")

dx

dx(iog

= e"du

dx

u) =

1

du

u

dx

Table 2: A summary of the rules of
differentiation used by DIFF. The
terms u and y represent functions of x,
while a represents a real number.
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FREE SOFTWARE!

Listing 5: The function definition of INFIX, the output parser. INFIX converts its input
from Cambridge prefix notation to mathematical infix notation. INFIX also performs
algebraic simplification.

Word Processing or Accounting When
You Buy a 64k Superbrain!

(DEF INFIX(E)
CID

-

ONLY

(COND((ATOM E)E)
(T(PROG(FIRST SECOND)
(SETA FIRST(INFIX(CAR(CDR E))))
(COND((CDR(CDR E))
(SETA SECOND(INFIX(CAR(CDR(CDR E)))))))

$2950
'2650
'3350
'4295
'5300

SUPERBRAIN 64k List $3495

10mb HARD DISK Intertec List $4995
10mb HARD DISK Corvus List 55350

20mi

MAHD DISK Corvus

PRINTERS

NORTNSTAR COMPUTERS
HORIZON II

32k

DO

Itoh 0500
Com., II Parallel
Epson MI BO Parallel
Epson NO 80 Serial
SIarnrit.r 25cps Parallel
Starnrit.r 25cps Serial
Strvit.r III 40cps Serial
Sterur0ar II 45cps

'650
'826
489
'549
'1485
'1650
'1150
'1106

C.

'2160
'2866
'3125
'3335

Reg. $3695

3h

0O Reg. 53995
64k 00 Reg. $4195
84k OD Reg. S4495

TERMINALS

Int.rtub4 III

'120
'720

Reg

$695
Emulates Rey 5895
MODEMS
Cat Novation acoustic

MICROPLAN

'160
'189
'165
'925

Cat Direct Connect

Microconnection Direct
1256 1200 baud dir. coon. List $1295

A -J

The Visicalc
For CP

ACCOUNTING

SOFTWARE

PLUS

By Systems Plus
Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable. Inventory. Payroll. General
Ledger. Sales Order Entry. Purchase Order Entry. Point of Sale. Excellent software for many systems.
EACH '305
PEACHTREE
A /R. A /P. G

/L. P /R. INV

'395
ea. '795
ea.

CPA. Property Mgmt

09F

SOFTWARE

Restaurant Inventory
Client Billing

'250
'450
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

Condor
Dala Star

'550
'275

I

LANGUAGES

BASIC II COMPILER
MBASIC 80
MBASIC Compiler
C

FORTRAN 80

'110
'325
'350
'450

COBOL 80

PASCAL UCSO
MT PASCAL

'650
'300
'500

CRC SOFTWARE

A/P. A/R. P/R. G/L. INV

ea.

'250

OTHER SOFTWARE

Restaurant Payroll
Link 60

'300

OSort

'100

SuperSort
Magic Wand
Magic Menu

'200

Benchmark Word Processing
Benchmark Mail List Management

'325

NAO

Word Pro 80

'150

'90

'80

Word Star
Mail Merge

MVF Mailer

Spellguard

'325
'115
'395
'350
'100
'90
'220

DISK HIDES
CDC Single side, dbl. density. List $495

density. List $895
Tandes TM 100 -4 Dbl. side. dbl. dens.. dbl. track. List 5995
PIONS
SB /E prom for Superbrain. List $205
CDC Double Side. dbl.

'625
'875
'650
'195
'475
'75
'25
'225
'390
'600
'155

URAPNICS

AccuSalt Graphics Board. List $995
Symbol Generator. List $225
Graphics plotter. List $225
3 -0 Graphics. List $450
Surface plotter. List $495
Graphics Terminal Emulator. List 5495

'895
'200
'200
'400
'450
'450

TO ORDER, CALL (20614518159
Most items shipped Rom stock Masiercharge Visa add 3%. No CODs
on hardware. All prices FOB origin No shipment via Emery Air Freight
because of poor claim response in damaged merchandise.

PACIFIC COMPUTER BROKERS

11056 Palatine North
Seattle, WA 98133
September 1981

BYTE Publications Inc

1)

SECOND)))
(T(LIST FIRST

(QUOTE "+ ")
SECOND))))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE TIMES))
(COND((EQ FIRST 1)SECOND)
((EQ SECOND 1)FIRST)
((EQ FIRST 0)0)
((EQ SECOND 0)0)
((EQUAL FIRST SECOND)
(LIST FIRST
(QUOTE 1)
2))

((TWONUM)(EVAL E NIL))
((MATCH(LIST FIRST(QUOTE 1)(QUOTE ?))SECOND)
(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE EXPT)
FIRST
(LIST(QUOTE ADD)
(CAR(CDR(CDR SECOND)))
1))))

PERIPHERALS

Corvus Host Multiplexer List $750
Master Multiplexer List $1050
Mirror Backup List 5790
Interface card w /5' cable List $235
S -100 Bus Adapter ter Superbrain List $595
Parallel Port tor Superbrain List S90
External Adapter List $30

226

(QUOTE ')
FIRST))
((MATCH(LIST(QUOTE ?)(QUOTE ')FIRST)SECOND)
(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
( LIST(QUOTE ADD)
(CAR SECOND)
1)

$425

'2995

ON ALL NORTNSTAR

(LIST 2

FIRST)))
(( MATCH(LIST(QUOTE ?)(QUOTE ')SECOND)FIRST)
( INFIX(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(LIST(QUOTE ADD)
(CAR FIRST)

SOFTWARE

26% OFF LIST

(COND((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE ADD))
( COND((EQ FIRST 0)SECOND)
((EQ SECOND 0)FIRST)
((TWONUM)(EVAL E NIL))
((EQUAL FIRST SECOND)

List $495

UPGRADE

5mb Hard Disk Upgrade
for Superbrain

/M

(RETURN

((MATCH(LIST SECOND(QUOTE 1)(QUOTE ?))FIRST)
(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE EXPT)
SECOND
(LIST(QUOTE ADD)
(CAR(CDR(CDR FIRST)))
1))))

((MATCH(LIST(QUOTE ?)(QUOTE ')FIRST)SECOND)
(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(CAR SECOND)
(LIST(QUOTE EXPT)
FIRST
2))))

((MATCH(LIST(QUOTE ?)(QUOTE ')SECOND)FIRST)
(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(CAR FIRST)
(LIST(QUOTE EXPT)
SECOND
2))))
Listing 5 continued on page 228

THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS -80TH* MICROCOMPUTER
TRS-80". IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

SOFTWARE
FOR TRS80'"
OWNERS

cacPUTßaN=

MONTHLY
NEWSMAGAZINE
FOR TRS -80'"
OWNERS

C.

MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE

Practical Support For Model
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
BUSINESS
GAMBLING GAMES
EDUCATION
PERSONAL FINANCE
BEGINNER'S CORNER
NEW PRODUCTS
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
MARKET PLACE
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
PROGRAM PRINTOUTS
AND MORE

NOW IN OUR

C/

YOV

& III

4th YEAR

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN RECENT ISSUES

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
FINCALC A COMPLETE FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE
INFORMATION SYSTEM REVIEW
STATISTICAL COMBINATIONS
PASCAL'S TRIANGLE
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE FOR BEGINNERS
DISK FILES
MOD -III REVIEW

KEYBOARD THUNDER AND LIGHTING EXPLAINED
DOS COMMANDS IN LEVEL II
PROBABILITY CURVE GENERATOR
CALCULATOR SIMULATIONS
THE MEGABYTE GAP
STOCKS AND BONDS
BUDGET ANALYSIS (FOR BUSINESS AND HOME)
NEWDOS /80 REVIEW
DUTCHING THE HORSE SYSTEM THAT CAN'T LOSE
A SIMULATED GOLF GAME
CONTINUOUS FORM SOURCES
TAX 'SAVER REVIEW
AND MORE
-

....

v41TN

I, II

FINCALC

Complete Financial Analysis Package Used
To Calculate Markup, Margin, Annuities, Compound Interest, Nominal
SCR%
5vß Cog
And Effective Rates, Sinking Funds, Mortgage Calculations, Future Value,
of4 AL Savings and Insurance, Percentage Difference Between Two Numbers,
Amortization Schedule and More

Q1"oN

A

SEND FOR OUR NEW 64 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS -80'" PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ON
CASSETTE AND DISKETTE). $2.00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTIONS OR SAMPLE ISSUE

All programs are supplied on cassette (add $3 for Diskette Version - add $5 for modified Mod -I1 Version).

EaIPUTßaNSCS
.A

NEW TOLL -FREE

PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977
$24
ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION
50 N.

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION

$48

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE

$ 4

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE
( #1
July 1978 #12 June 1979 #24
NEW SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER LINE

HOUR

(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

ORDER
LINE

(914) 425 -1535
July 1980

#30

-

January 1981)

RENEWAL
EXP. DATE

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

NAME

SIGNATURE

*

ADDRESS

24

(800) 431 -2818

CITY
ADD $12/YEAR (CANADA, MEXICO) - ADD $24 /YEAR AIR MAIL

Circle 154 on Inquiry card.

STATE
-

ZIP

OUTSIDE OF U.S.A., CANADA & MEXICO

*

BYTE September 1981
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Circle 22 on inquiry card.

*50%*

DISCOUNT .
COUPON
40

40

J

Bring this COUPON into one of our stores or
mail to our Mail Order address shown below ;w
and receive a 50% DISCOUNT
,op
on purchases from this page of $50.00 or more.
ea

Offer EXPIRES on October 15, 1981
NAME

Listing 5 continued:
(T(LIST FIRST
(QUOTE ')
SECOND))))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE DIV))
( COND((EQ SECOND ?)FIRST)
((EQUAL FIRST SECOND) ?)
((EQ FIRST 0)0)
((TWONUM)(EVAL E NIL))
((MATCH(LIST(QUOTE ?)(QUOTE ')SECOND)FIRST)
(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
(CAR FIRST)

ADDRESS

1)

CITY

STATE

ZIP

el
:a

PHONE NO

Coupons accepted only with full name and address filled in.

.D.

e'O 11.0*V97V0'0*0*I-I*0.11.0`0 *V0

4.

557415005

5 .60

SN 41501N
SN 4LSO2N

SN74LSO3N
SN 4L504N
SN 4LSO6N
SN 4LS08N

SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN

4LSO9N
4LS10N
4LS11N
4LS12N
4LS13N

4L514N
4L515N
4LS2ON

41621N
4LS22N
4LS28N
SN74LS27N
SN741..528N
SN 4LS3ON
SN 4LS32N
SN

415335

SN74LS37N
SN74LS38N
SN74LS4ON
SN 4LS42N
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN

4LS51

N

4LS54N
4LS66N
4L573N
4LS74N

415755

4LS78N
SN74LS78N
SN741.583AN
SN 4LS96N
SN 4L586N
SN 4LS9ON
SN74LS91N
SN 4LS92N
SN 4LS93N
SN 4LS958N
SN 4LS98N
SN 4LS107AN
SN 41510965
SN 4LS112N

SN LS113N
SN 4LS114N
SN 4LS122N

SN74LS123N
SN74LS125N
SN74LS128N
SN74LS132N
SN74LS133N
SN741.S136N

.53
.50
.50
.50
.53
.60
.53
.50
.50
.53
.53
.74
.63
.50
.50
.50
.60
.60
.63
.50
.50
.53

.50
.50
.53

23
.50
.60
.60
.85
.65
.75
.75
.75
.95
.95

.60
.70
1.60
.70
.65

1.00
1.0D

.70
.e6

.85
.86
.65
.95
.98
.75
.75
.75
.75
.60

SN74LS137N
5N74LS138N
SN74LS139N
SN74LS145N
SN74LS148N
SN74LS151

51.80

SN74LS283N

$ .95

.80

S574LS290N
SN74LS293N

95
.90

80
1.24
2.90

N

SN74LS163N
SN74LS154N
SN74LS166N
SN74LS158N
SN74LS167N
SN74LS158N
SN74L518OAN
SN74LS181AN
SN74LS182AN
SN74LS163AN
SN74LS164N
SN74L5165N
SN74LS166N
SN74LS168N
SN74LS169N
SN74LS17SN
SN74LS173N
SN7415174N
SN74LS175N
SN74LS181 N
SN741.5190N
SN74L5191N
SN74L5192N
SN74L5193N
SN74LS194AN
SN74L5195AN
SN741.5196N
SN74LS197N
SN74LS221 N

557415240N
SN74LS241N
SN74L5242N
SN74L5243N
SN74L5244N
SN74LS24 iN
SN74LS248N
SN74L5249N
SN74LS251N
SN74LS253N
SN74LS256N
SN74L5257N
SN74L5258N
SN74LS259N
SN74LS260N
5N74L5281N
SN74LS288N
SN74LS273N
5N741.5279N
5N741.5290N
SN74LS281N

I:

.70
.70

1.50
.95
.90
.70
.70

as
.98
.98
.98
.95
1.60
1.60

1.50
1.50
1.95
.98

26
.85

2.70

28
28
.98
.98

.90
.90

1.32
1.32
1.32
1.80
1.80
1.60
1.80
1.90
2.40
1.50
1.60
.70
.70
1.90
.86

as

1.50
.80

2.25
.60

1.70
1.20
2.85
6.90

EPROM 2716-5

SN74L5295N
SN74LS298N
SN74LS299N
SN74LS322N
SN74LS323N
SN74LS348N
SN74L5352N
SN74LS363N
SN74LS383N
SN74LS364N
SN74LS386N
SN74LS366N

98
1.35
96

6.96
5.95
2.20
160
1

60

250
1.90
1 80
.75
.76
.75

SN74LS388N
SN74LS373N
SN74LS374N
5N74L5375N
SN74LS377N
SN74LS378N
5N74L5379N
SN74LS381N
5N741.5386N
SN74LS388N
SN74LS390N
SN74LS393N
SN74LS395N
SN74LS398N
SN74LS399N
SN74LS445N
SN74LS490N
SN74LS540N
SN74LS568N
5N74LS669N
SN74LS820N
SN74LS821N
SN74LS622N
SN74LS623N
SN74LS840N

180
1.80
75
1.86
1 25
1.36
4 56

456
.55
1.66
1 45
1.46

276
1.66
1 80
2.65
1.50

4.95
4.95
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.26
2.26
2.25
2.26
3.60
2.26
2.25

557415641N

1.20
1.20
2.25
7.96
7.95
21.50
1.75
1.75
1.75

1.75

$6.50

ANNA
STORES DO NOT ACCEPT MAIL ORDERS

MAIL ORDER
P.O. BOX 2208Y CULVER CITY, CA90230
Mbia.a OrinCI DM. MI 61.00 It um ruts .01 fNllat M..nr Chrl. wl Minima
Plena When tort clrtla ud water. Ilan it help Hi oalnlln In.
Iles an
ulptt la ads ol. Mn naandllr In nth flan aril., alt wry Irae Moil Brier OMB
nom IIt dull it aoallwls sh ilattanr

lu.

PHONE ORDERS

12131641

-4064

ATLANTA
(404) 281.7100

CULVER CITY

HOUSTON
Houston, TX 77098
(713) 529.3489

PORTLAND
(503) 254 -5541

SUNNYVALE
1054 E. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 243 -4121

228

.

3330 Piedmont Rd. N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30305

11080 Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 390-3595
1125 N.E. 82nd Ave.
Portland. OR 97220

2649 Richmond

SANTA ANA
1300 E. Edinger Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 547-8424

TUCSON
4518

E. Broadway
Tucson, AZ 85711
(802) 881 -2348

September 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc

1

(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
(CAR SECOND)

2

SN74LS3137N

SN74LS842N
SN74LS643N
SN74LS644N
SN74LS845N
SN74LS888N
SN74LS869N
SN74LS870N
SN74LS718N
SN74LS718N
SN74 LS783N
SN7415795N
SN74L5796N
SN74LS797N
SN74LS798N

SECOND)))
((MATCH(LIST(QUOTE ?)(QUOTE ')FIRST)SECOND)
(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE DIV)

1)

FIRST))))
((MATCH(LIST SECOND(QUOTE t )(QUOTE ?))FIRST)
(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE EXPT)
SECOND
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
(CAR(CDR(CDR FIRST)))
1))))

((MATCH(LIST FIRST(QUOTE t)(QUOTE ?))SECOND)
(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE DIV)
1

(LIST(QUOTE EXPT)
FIRST
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
(CAR(CDR(CDR SECOND)))
1)))))
(T(LIST FIRST
(QUOTE /)
SECOND))))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE EXPT))

(COND((EQ SECOND ])FIRST)
((EQ SECOND 0)1)
((TWONUM)(EVAL E NIL))
(T(LIST FIRST

(QUOTE t )
SECOND))))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE SUB))
(COND((EQ SECOND 0)FIRST)
((EQ FIRST 0)(LIST(QUOTE " - ")
SECOND))
((TWONUM)(EVAL E NIL))
((EQUAL FIRST SECOND)0)
(T(LIST FIRST
(QUOTE " - ")
SECOND))))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE LOG))
(COND((EQ FIRST 1)0)
(T(LIST(QUOTE LOG)
FIRST))))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE SIN))
(LIST(QUOTE SIN)
FIRST))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE COS))
(LIST(QUOTE COS)
FIRST))
((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE EXP))
(COND((EQ FIRST 0)1)
(T(LIST(QUOTE EXP)
FIRST))))

Listing 5 continued on page 230

UTEÌB11ZE8i.
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS -80*
'TRS-8U

is a

trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp.

-

'ATARI

trademark of Atari Inc.

is a

ATARI*

-

'Apple

is a

APPLE* PET*

trademark of Apple Corp.

BUSINESS PAC
within

*

on all

Software

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE)

'Pet

is a

trademark of Commodore

loo

100 Ready -To-Run
Business Programs

24 -Hours

orders processed guarantee
* All
back
30-Day Money

-

Includes 110 Page Users Manual

5 Cassettes (Or Diskettes)

Inventory Control Payroll Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations
Checkbook Maintenance .....Accounts Receivable.....Accounts Payable

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

RULE78
ANNU I
DATE
DAYYEAR
LEASEJNT
BREAKEVN
DEPRSL

8 DEPRSY
9 DEPRDB
10 DEPRDDB

Il

12

TAXDEP
CHECK2
CHECKBKI
MORTGAGE/A
MULTMON
SALVAGE

13
14
15
16
17 RRVARIN
18 RRCONST
19 EFFECT

20 FVAL
21 PVAL
22 LOANPAY

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

REGWfTH
SIMPDISK
DATEVAL

ANNUDEF
MARKUP
SINKFUND
BONDVAL

DEPLtIt

BLACKSH
32 STOCVALI
33 WARVAL
34 BONDVAL2
31

35 EPSEST
36 BETAALPH
37 SHARPEI

38 OPTWRfTE
39 RIVAL
40 EXPVAL
41 BAYES
42 VALPRINF
43 VALADINF
44 UT1LffY
45 SIMPLEX
46 TRANS
47 EOQ
48 QUEUE1
49 CVP
50 CONDPROF
51 OPTLOSS
52 FQUOQ

NAME

Interest rate on lease
Breakeven analysis

DESCRIPTION

53 FQEOWSH
54 FQEOQPB

As above but with shortages permitted
As above but with quantity price breaks

55 QUEUECB
56 NCFANAL

Cost-benefit waiting line analysis
Net cash -flow analysis for simple investment
Profitability index of a project
Cap. Asset R. Model analysis of project

57 PROF1ND
58 CAPI

60 COMPBAL
61 DISCBAL
62 MERGANAL
63 FINRAT
64 NPV
65 PRINDLAS
66 PRINDPA
67 SEASIND
68 TIMETR
69 TIMEMOV
70 FUPRINF
71 MAILPAC
72 LETWRT
73 SORT3

Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78's
Annuity computation program
Time between dates
Day of year a particular date falls on

Straightline depredation
Sum of the digits depreciation
Declining balance depreciation
Double declining balance depreciation
Cash flow vs. depreciation tables
Prints NEBS checks along with daily register
Checkbook maintenance program
Mortgage amortizabon table
Computes time needed for money to double. triple. etc.
Determines salvage value of an investment
Rate of retum on investment with variable inflows
Rate of retum on investment with constant inflows
Effective interest rate of a loan
Future value of an investment (compound interest)
Present value of a future amount
Amount of payment on a loan
Equal withdrawals from investment to leave 0 over
Simple discount analysis
Equivalent & nonequivalent dated values for oblig.
Present value of deferred annuities
% Markup analysis for items
Sinking fund amortization program
Value of a bond
Depletion analysis
Black Scholes options analysis
Expected return on stock via discounts dividends
Value of a warrant
Value of a bond
Estimate of future earnings per share for company
Computes alpha and beta variables for stock
Portfolio selection model-i.e. what stocks to hold
Option writing computations
Value of a right
Expected value analysis
Bayesian decisions
Value of perfect information
Value of additional information
Derives utility function
Linear programming solution by simplex method
Transportation method for linear programming
Economic order quantity inventory model
Single server queueing (waiting line) model
Cost-volume-profit analysis
Conditional profit tables
Opportunity loss tables
Fixed quantity economic order quantity model

Circle 155 on inquiry card.

Weighted average cost of capital
True rate on loan with compensating bal. required
True rate on discounted loan
Merger analysis computations
Financial ratios for a firm
Net present value of project
Laspeyres price index
Paasche price index
Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
Time series analysis linear trend
Time series analysis moving average trend
Future price estimation with inflation
Mailing list system
Letter writing system links with MAILPAC
Sorts list of names
Shipping label maker
Name label maker
DOME business bookkeeping system
Computes weeks total hours from timeclock info.
In memory accounts payable system-storage permitted
Generate invoice on screen and print on printer
In memory inventory control system
Computerized telephone directory
Time use analysis
Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign.
In memory accounts receivable system-storage ok
Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans
Computes gross pay required for given net
Computes selling price for given after tax amount
Arbitrage computations
Sinking fund depreciation
Finds UPS zones from zip code
Types envelope including return address
Automobile expense analysis
Insurance policy file
In memory payroll system
Dilution analysis
Loan amount a borrower can afford
Purchase price for rental property
Sale-leaseback analysis
Investor's rate of retum on convenable bond
Stock market portfolio storage-valuation program

59 WACC

USINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST

74 LABELI

75 LABEL2
76 BUSBUD
77 T1MECLCK
78 ACCTPAY
79 INVOICE
BO INVENT2
81 TELDIR
82 TIMUSAN
83 ASSIGN
84 ACCTREC
85 TERMSPAY
86 PAYNET
87 SELLPR
88 ARBCOMP
89 DEPRSF
90 UPSZONE
91 ENVELOPE
92 AUTOEXP
93 INSF1LE
94 PAYROLL2
95 DILANAL
96 LOANAFFD
97 RENTPRCH
98 SAI FI FAS
99 RRCONVBD
100 PORTVAL9

CASSETTE VERSION
DISKETTE VERSION
TRS8O* MODEL II VERSION

899.95
899.95
8149.95

NEW
TOLL-FREE
ORDER
(OUTSIDE
OF N. LINE
Y.

ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADD $4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON -UPS AREAS
ADD $5.00 OUTSIDE U.S.A, CANADA & MEXICO

M(`.1PL1THaDICS
MlAT43tinT

N

NOUR

...

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

STATE)

(800) 431_2818

2

A ORDER
61 INE

(914) 425-1535

Listing 6: MATCH, an elementary pattern matcher, used by INFIX to simplify
algebraic expressions by recognizing such
things as the multiplicative and additive
identities.

Listing 5 continued

((EQ(CAR E)(QUOTE FAC))
(COND((EQ FIRST 1)1)
((EQ FIRST 0)1)
(T(LIST FIRST
(QUOTE !)))))
(T E)))))))

(DEF MATCH(X Y)

Listing 7: TWONUM simply checks to see if the variables FIRST and SECOND are
numbers. If so, it returns T (for true); otherwise, it returns NIL.
(DEF TWONUM(

)

(COND((NUMBER FIRST)(NUMBER SECOND))))

Text continued from page 222:

Listing 8: In listing 8a DERIV provides the thread which ties PREF, INFIX, and DIFF
together. The CHR function is analogous to the CHR$ function in BASIC. The sequence
(CHR 28)(CHR 31) clears the screen. Listing 8b shows a sample run of the function
DERIV. User input is preceded by the prompt, >
(8a)
(DEF DERIV(

(PROG(

)

)

(CHR 28)
(CHR 31)
(PRINT(QUOTE(DERIV " - - -" A SYMBOLIC DIFFERENTIATOR)))
(TERPRI)
(TERPRI)
LOOP(PRIN1(QUOTE > ))
( PRINT( INFIX( DIFF(PREF(READ))(PREF(READ)))))

(GO LOOP)))
(8b)
> (DERIV)

A)/(BI2))

>(xxx)x

(3

(X12))

> (SIN 2 X)X
((COS(2 X)) 2)
> (LOG X)X

(1/X)
>

(X

(4

(X

4)X
3))
> (X i N)X
(N (XI(N
1

1

-

1)))

Output

Input
(DIFF(QUOTE(ADD A A))(QUOTE
(DIFF(QUOTE(TIMES X X))(QUOTE
(DIFF(QUOTE(LOG X))(QUOTE
(DIFF(QUOTE(COS X)XQUOTE
(DIFF(QUOTE A)(QUOTE
(DIFF(QUOTE B)(QUOTE

A))
X))
X))
X))
B))
B))

(ADD 1 1)
(ADD(TIMES X 1XTIMES
(TIMES(DIV 1 X)1)

X 1))

(TIMES(SUB 0(SIN X))1)
0
1

Table 3: Exemplary input and output of DIFF, which differentiates its first argument
with respect to the second.
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necessary to translate the output from
LISP notation to infix notation. This
process is performed by the output
parser, INFIX, shown in listing S.
This function generously uses another
function, MATCH, shown in listing
6, which was described lucidly by
William A Kornfeld in the BYTE LISP
theme issue (see reference 3).
MATCH receives two arguments and
determines whether or not they
follow the same pattern. If a question
mark, 7, is encountered in the first
argument, any atom of the second
argument will match it. A few
examples of this "wild- card" usage
are in order:

(MATCH(QUOTE(A B C))
(QUOTE(A B C))) = T
(MATCH(QUOTE(A B D))
(QUOTE(A B C))) = NIL
(MATCH(QUOTE(A B 7))
(QUOTE(A B C))) = T

(DERIV---A SYMBOLIC DIFFERENTIATOR)
> (A / B)B

((-

(COND((EQ X(QUOTE ?))T)
((AND(ATOM X)(EQ X Y))T)
((OR(ATOM X)(ATOM Y))NIL)
(T(AND(MATCH(CAR X)(CAR Y))
(MATCH(CDR X)(CDR Y))))))

Once patterns are recognized by
INFIX, the straightforward parsing
operation begins. INFIX is also configured to recognize the multiplicative
and additive identities as well as
many algebraic simplifications.
The nerve center of INFIX is a
PROG function that calls itself recursively on the first and, if necessary,
the second argument of the input
expression. This, in effect, allows INFIX to get to the bottom of things.
The use of the variables FIRST and
SECOND prevents INFIX from
having to recompute them at every
encounter. INFIX uses the function
TWONUM (given in listing 7), which
determines if both arguments are

Here's how we
spell relief:

SpellStar

you tired of squinting at your
video screen to find spelling and
typing mistakes in your word
processing?
Then you need SpellStar-for
prompt relief from the pain and discomfort of proofreading.
Are

SpellStar is an optional addition
to WordStar", already the most powerful and versatile word processing
software on the market. SpellStar
catches your spelling errors and typing
mistakes before they catch you. It will
save you inconvenience, embarrassment, and countless hours of staring
at your screen. In fact, if time equals
money in your business, it won't take
long for SpellStar to pay for itself in
time saved.

Fast, FAST relief
SpellStar whizzes through your
text at thousands of words per minute, comparing what you've written
with its 20,000 -word dictionary-on -adisk. It flags every word not in its dictionary, giving you three choices.
Change the word. Leave it as is. Or
leave it and add it to the dictionary,
and it won't get flagged again. You
can put it in the main dictionary, or

just as easy, create your own supplemental dictionaries on other disks for
such things as specialized terms and
client names.

SpellStar vs. the competition
SpellStar is not the first proofreading software on the market. We
just made sure it would be the best.
Other programs show you a list
of apparently misspelled words on
your screen, separate from the document. You must decide what to do
about each word without seeing its
context-and that can be confusing.
But SpellStar actually operates within
the WordStar program. So it lets you
see each word in context before taking
action. It's so much easier. And you're
always only one keystroke from full
word -processing capability.
Other programs give you a
20,000 -word dictionary. But we compressed it into half the normal disk
space. So there's much more space for
your own entries.
Another advantage is SpellStar's
many menus and prompts. They're
designed to keep you out of the manual and at the keyboard as much as

More help on the way
Once we've handled your word
processing, let MicroPro start solving
all your computing problems -with
our software solutions. MailMerger",
another WordStar option, makes it
easy to combine files to produce personalized form letters. SuperSortr"
takes on the biggest sorting, merging,
and selecting jobs. And DataStarTM
handles data entry, retrieval, and
update with tremendous power and
precision.
Okay, so how do you spell relief
now?
M- I- C-R- O- P -R -O.

(fllkfOPtO)TM
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
1299 Fourth Street, San Rafael, California 94901
(415) 457-8990; Telex 340 -388

Contact us for the name of your
nearest dealer.

possible.

Runs on most Z80, 8080; 8085 microcomputers with CPI M (TM of Digital Research). 48K. and terminal with addressable cursor. Also available for the Apple Computer. requires Microsoft SoftCard.
Apple Computer is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. MicroPro products sold only through authorized dealers. G 1981 MicroPro International Corporation.
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If so (EVAL E NIL) is

Listing 9: In listing 9a, the function definition of TAYLOR illustrates the use of PROG
as an iterative programming mechanism. Listing 9b shows a sample run of the function
TAYLOR. The > prompt precedes user input. The output consists of a list of the terms
of the generated Taylor series. The resulting series is obtained by summing the terms.
User input consists of the function to be expanded, the value about which the expansion
is to occur, and the number of terms desired.

numbers.
executed,
actually
Note that

(9a)

Tying the Knot

(DFF TAYLOR(

)

(PROG( )
(CHR 28)
(CHR 31)
(PRINT(QUOTE(TAYLOR " - - -" A TAYLOR SERIES GENERATOR)))
(TERPRI)
(TERPRI)

LOOP(PRIN1(QUOTE >))
(TS (PREF(READ))(READ)(READ)(READ))
(GO LOOP)))
(9b)
> (TAYLOR)
(TAYLOR - --A TAYLOR SERIES GENERATOR)
> (EXP X)X 0 5
1

X

((X12)/(2 !))
((X13)/(3 !))
((X14)/(4 !))

X

0

Now that the actors of the
differentiation are cast, it is necessary
to develop a plot by which they can
perform. The function DERIV,
shown in listing 8a, serves this purpose. It requires no arguments and
begins its duty with housekeeping
chores such as clearing the screen and
printing a title. It then prints the INFIX of the DIFF of the PREF of READ,
or, more simply stated, it prints the
derivative of an expression input by
the user in infix notation. Upon corn pletion, the process is repeated ad
infinitum. A sample run of DERIV is
given in listing 8b.

=

'(X13))/(31))

fco >(a)(x

- a)n

nl

0

((X15)/(5

1))

END

>(1 /

X)X

13

1

(

variable bindings

Any standard college calculus textbook (such as reference 5) will tell us
that the Taylor series is:

0

-1

no

(assignments) are required by EVAL.

Taylor- Series Expansion

END
> (SIN X)X 0 6

((

since

which allows INFIX to
evaluate the expression.
the specified A -list is NIL,

-1 '(X

((2 '((X
END

-

-

1))

1)12))/(2 !))

Listing 10: The function definition of TS, the workhorse of the Taylor-series routine.
The second argument of EVAL in the function definition illustrates how the programmer can specify the environment by building an appropriate A -list.
(DEF TS(E

X

A J)

(PROG(N)
(SETQ N 0)
LOOP(PRINT(INFIX(LIST(QUOTE DIV)
(LIST(QUOTE TIMES)
(EVAL E(LIST(CONS(QUOTE X)A)))
(LIST(QUOTE EXPT)
(LIST(QUOTE SUB)
X

where a is the value about which the
expansion is to be taken (noting that
if a is 0 the Taylor series reduces to
the Maclaurin series), x is the variable
of the original function, and n is an
integer such that 0 <_ n < oo.
It is a relatively simple undertaking
to write a Taylor- series program
utilizing PREF, DIFF, and INFIX, as
indicated by listings 9a and 10. The
Taylor function is entered when you
type (TAYLOR). It then awaits your
input, which consists of:
1. function to be expanded
2. variable about which to expand
3. value about which expansion is
to occur
4. number of terms desired

A)
N))

(LIST(QUOTE FAC)
N))))

(SETQ N(ADD

N 1))

(COND((EQ N J)(RETURN(PRINT(QUOTE END)))))
(SETQ E(PREF(INFIX(DIFF E X))))
(GO LOOP)))
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An example of a typical Taylor run is
presented in listing 9b.

Final Remarks
The programs in this article
demonstrate the ease with which

Cameo Makes Your Micro
Big Enough for Big Business

When you want a data base for your micro that
will grow as fast as you do
look to Cameo.
Whether your business is commercial, educafor large inventories,
tional or institutional
massive mail lists, extensive accounts receivable
and effective cash management Cameo has
the system to meet your needs.

-

-

-

Cameo's Cartridge Disk Subsystem provides
reliable mass storage for most popular micros *.
The Cameo subsystem gives you up to 100 times
the storage capacity of floppies, while retaining
the same flexibility that floppy media provide.
With Cameo's system you can remove, copy and
back -up massive amounts of data quickly and
easily. And, byte- for -byte, cartridge disk mass
storage is more economical than floppy disks.
Circle 54 on inquiry card.

Even today's new technologies cannot give you the
reliability, flexibility and back -up capability that
Cameo provides.

Installation and start -up is simple. Cameo's subsystem is compatible with most operating systems,
eliminating the need for additional complex programming. Make Cameo your micro mass storage
connection. Call today for the location of the dealer
nearest you.
*Apple, TRS -80 Model I & II,
Heath H89 and most S -100's

Cameo Electronics, Inc.
1626 Clementine Street
Anaheim, CA 92802
(714) 535-1682

(94)
CAMEO
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PETRO-LEW IS
DEFERRED INCOME
PROGRAM
Limited Partnership
1981 -1

57°#*
,
...

PSI

ils

Limited Partnership
Formed To Acquire
And Develop A
Specific Oil
Property.
A

IN IN

XX

$5,000 Minimum
Subscription

'...
;

:

Il 1111

This announcement is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to
buy any of these securities. The offering is made only by the Prospectus, copies of which may be obtained in any State only from dealers or
brokers who may lawfully offer these securities in such State.

symbolic mathematics can be expressed in LISP. When viewed within
the LISP environment, recursive concepts become clear and concise. By

substituting different functional
modules for the DIFF function in the
aforementioned treatment, you can
easily develop powerful special purpose systems. For instance, DIFF
could be replaced by a function which
does one or more of the following:
vector calculus, Laplace transforms,
integration, matrix algebra, complex
arithmetic, Boolean algebra, or
trigonometric simplification.
There are other areas where LISP is
the language of choice. These areas
include pattern matching, theorem
proving, and intelligent robotic software. It is my hope that this article
has shown that LISP is ideally suited
for symbolic mathematics and that
LISP should be added to the repertoire of all serious programmers.
The LISP interpreter is sold by Supersoft
Associates, POB 1628, Champaign IL 61820.
Versions are available for 16 K -byte Radio
Shack TRS-80 Model I and Model III computers (floppy disk, $100; cassette tape, $75). A
version to run under the CP/M operating
system will be released shortly. The symbolic differentiation program discussed in this article
is distributed with the disk versions of the
interpreter.

II

For a copy of the Prospectus,
mail to:
Kay Grover

P /fil N

I

Petro-Lewis Funds, Inc.
717 17th Street
P.O. Box 2250
Denver, CO 80201

am

am not a current limited
partner in the Petro -Lewis
Oil Income Program.
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THE LAST MEMORY

,1

_

,e

64K STATIC RAM /EPROM BOARD
At last a 64K STATIC memory board for S100 systems. But it's not just a 64K static RAM board, EPROM's can
also be intermixed with RAM making it the only memory board needed for S100 systems. That's why we call it
THE LAST MEMORY.
64K DENSITY

THE LAST MEMORY uses the new 2016 byte -wide
16K static RAM to achieve a board density twice that
possible with old 2114 static memories.

2716 EPROM COMPATIBLE
A separate board is no longer required for EPROM's
containing monitors, bootstrap loaders, etc.
2716 EPROM's can be inserted into the board without

modification.

SIMPLE ADDRESS DECODING
Where memory is required, just plug a RAM or
EPROM in the corresponding socket. Empty memory
sockets occupy no memory space, providing compatibility with memory mapped I/O devices.

EXTENDED ADDRESSING
THE LAST MEMORY includes the IEEE S100
extended addresses. These are fully decoded allowing
expansion to a full 16 megabyte system memory.
FAST
The standard board allows 4 MHz operation.
LOW POWER
Only one memory IC is ever active in byte -wide
memory systems. The result is far less power consumption than older 16K static memory boards.
LOW COST
Its best feature is the price:
Kit
A &T
139.99
RAM -less Board 99.99
16K RAM
32K RAM
í38K RAM
64K RAM

249.99
389.99
519.99
639.99

static memory systems

51115
Circle 338 on inquiry card.

15 So. Van Buren Ave.

Suite 209

Freeport, Illinois 61032

(815) 235 -8713

289.99
429.99
559.99
679.99

rL
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DISKETTES from ASAP

WE'LL "DRIVE"
YOU WILD
with our variety of
quality disk drives.

VERBATIM
51/4" DISKETTES

PART

SECTORING

N

MD525-01

SOFT SECTOR

MD525-10

HARD 10 SECTOR

10/529.50

MD525-16

HARD 16 SECTOR

10/529.50

FD 32-1000

HARD SECTOR

10/535.00

FD 34-1000

SOFT SECTOR

10/535.00

r

5' /4" DISKETTES
PART

N

SIDES /DENSITY

MEM 3401

1

MEM 3403

1

MEM 3405

1

PART

choose from! Whatever your application,

head assembly provides superior media
compliance and high reliability.
$390.00
Model 801 (standard floppy)
Model 850 (double -sided drive) $640.00
$265.00
Case & Power Supply

MEM 3060

1

MEM 3101

MEM 3090

.

.

N

MEM 3102

PRICE

SOFT SECTOR

10/525.00

/SINGLE
/SINGLE

HARD 10 SECTOR

10/525.00

HARD 16 SECTOR

10/525.00

SIDES/DENSITY

DISKETTES

SECTORING

PRICE

/SINGLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/535.00

2

/SINGLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/545.00

1

/DOUBLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/545.00

2 /DOUBLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/555.00

DYSAN

.

Call ASAP with your choice today.
Microbyte D2 Floppy Disk System -The
Microbyte D2 is IEEE S -100 compatible,
and provides up to 3.2 Mbytes of storage.
Access time is 3ms track -to- track. The

Microbyte controller will run single/
double density and single or doublesided. 120 day warranty on both parts
and labor.

assembled
and tested with cables

Microbyte

SECTORING

/SINGLE

r

reliability. Shugart's Bi-CompliantTM

ment of the most popular makes and
from the most reliable
models
manufacturers.
You'll be "wild" with confidence when
you order from ASAP because you'll get
what you're expecting! Reliable performance, years of trouble -free service, the
fastest possible delivery, and a "wild"
120 day ASAP money -back guarantee.

DISKETTES

MEMOREX

So many choices! So many models to

whatever your compatibility requirements ... ASAP has the disk drive you
want. ASAP truly has a "wild" assort-

PRICE

10/527.50

D2

$2,195.00

Cabinet and drives

without controller

-

of Qume drives gives you longer disk life,
improved data reliability and better
serviceability. Independent head load
produces savings on both diskette usage
and drive maintenance.
DATA TRAKTM 5

call for price

DATA TRAKTM 8

(IBM compatibility)
Shugart Floppy Disk Drives
drives are known for high

Lobo manufactures a complete line of
drives and subsystems for Apple, TRS-80
and S -100 based systems. All are thor-

PART
D

N

-0130

SIDES /DENSITY
1

call for price

-

Shugart

quality and

DISKETTES

SECTORING

/SINGLE

SOFT SECTOR

PRICE

10/S50.00

D-0226

1

/DOUBLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/553.00

oughly tested, providing the high
reliability you've come to expect from

D-0235

2 /DOUBLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/56500

Lobo.

PART

r
D

N

DISKETTES

SIDES /DENSITY

SECTORING

/SINGLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/555.00

2 /DOUBLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/565.00

-0506

1

D -0605

Model 3101 is completely software compatible to Apple 3.1, 3.2 and 3.2.1 Disk
Operating Systems (DOS), as well as

PRICE

SCOTCH 3M

PASCAL Language Systems. All applica-

5' /." DISKETTES

tions software designed for Apple will

PART

operate on Lobo subsystems.

744 -0

1

/SINGLE

SOFT SECTOR

744 -10

1

/SINGLE

HARD 10 SECTOR

10/S3300
10/53100

1

/SINGLE

Model 4101C is designed to provide TRS80 users with low -cost, high- speed,

efficient mass storage capability. Every
Lobo Memory System is thoroughly
tested and burned -in to assure reliability.
One year, 100% parts /labor warranty.

N

SIDES /DENSITY

Models 950 and 1850 are software compatible with most S -100 disk operating
systems and applications software programs. And Lobo offers you a choice of
floppy and fixed disk drives. Choose
from 514- and 8 -inch Winchesters, and

floppy /Winchester combinations.
Call ASAP for additional information,
price and delivery.

asai
computer

products, inc.

SECTORING

PRICE

HARD 16 SECTOR

10/533.00

745-0

2 /DOUBLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/$59.00

745-10

2 /DOUBLE

HARD 10 SECTOR

10/559.00

745.16

2 /DOUBLE

HARD 16 SECTOR

10/559.00

744 -16

MAXELL
5'/i

$1,895.00

Qume® Floppy Disk Drives
State- of -theart technology used in the manufacture

(ANSI compatibility)

55"

Lobo Drives International Disk Drive Systems

PART

N

MD1
MD2D
MH1

MH2D

SIDES /DENSITY

FD1 -128

FH1 -32

FD2-XD

PRICE

/SINGLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/S39.00

2 /DOUBLE

1

SOFT SECTOR

10/$65.00

/SINGLE

HARD 16 SECTOR

10/539.00

2 /DOUBLE

HARD 16 SECTOR

10/565.00

1

r
PART N

DISKETTES

SECTORING

SIDES /DENSITY
1
1

DISKETTES

SECTORING

PRICE

/SINGLE

SOFT SECTOR

10/545.00

/SINGLE

SOFT 32 SECTOR

10/54500

SOFT SECTOR

101565.00

2 /DOUBLE

SRW
MEDIA STORAGE CASES
PART N

SIZE

SRW -5

5' 6

52.50 ea.

SRW -8

8"

$3.25 ea.

PRICE

Circle 29 on inquiry card.

ATARI 800

Atari Optional Accessories

Atari Software

(16K) Personal Business

Model # Description

Super Breakout

$30.00

Chess
Video Easel

$30.00

3-D Tic Tac Toe

$30.00
$34.00
$42.00

Computer Features:
Computer console
Atari 8K basic
57 full stroke alphanumeric keyboard
with four function
keys
Operator's manual
RF

modulator

Disk Drive System
Disk Drive System
40 Column Dot

810
815
820

$1199.00

Matrix Printer

$ 279.00

40 Column Thermal

822

Printer
825
80 Column Dot
Matrix Printer
830
Acoustic Modem
850
Interface Module
410
Cassette Recorder
CX30 -04 Paddle Controls
CX40 -04 Joysticks (pair)

$ 349.00
$ 625.00
$ 159.00
$ 139.00
$
$

$

60.00
17.95
17.95

Atari 800 16K RAM Module $75.00
1 year warranty parts & labor

Price: $799.00

(Many more available)

$30.00

Star Raiders
Music Composer
Educational System ROM
Assembler /Editor
Telelink
Space lnvaders
Kingdom
Biorhythm

$19.95

I

INTRODUCING ASAP's

Power supply

Special Offer:

Price
$ 475.00

Additional 16K RAM FREE with purchase of system.

nSJ

Apple, TRS -80, Heath

8 for $18.80

16-49

$2.25 each

50-99

$2.15 each

100 up

$2.05 each

2114 L -2/200 nS

$45.00
$19.95

Low-Power 1K x 4 Static RAM

$15.95
$12.95

17-49

$12.95

100 up

52.70 each

74LS240

51.25 each

74LS241

$1.10 each

74LS244

$1.25 each

74LS373

$1.25 each

74LS374

51.25 each

$19.95
$19.95

8T245

$1.50 each

$19.95

2708/450 nS

Graph It

$15.35

Energy Czar
Mailing List

$12.95
$16.95

Statistics I
Touch Typing
Stock Charting
Stock Analysis
Bond Analysis

Components
4116's (200

$16.95
$19.95

1-16

53.05 each
52.95 each

50-99

$4.25 each

1K x 8 EPROM

MICROBYTE Z -80A/
-0 CPU BOARD

I/O BOARD

A complete single board Z8OA CPU

with

serial /parallel interface
Fully compatible with the proposed IEEE S100 Bus Standard

version of the Z80)
158 instructions
superset of and upward
compatible from the 8080's 78 instructions
Up to 4K of on board Eprom with optional
Z80 monitor program
1K(2708).2K(2716)
Z8OA CPU (4MHz

-

-

or 4K(2732)
Full vectored interrupt capability
with MNI (1 bit)

-8 bit

Selectable auto -wait state insertion for
extending M1'. MREO'. 10R0' and/or on
board ROM
Dual RS -232 serial I/O ports using the

BOA-DART with individual baud rate
19,200 baud)
selection (from 50
Up to 24 bit parallel I/O port
fully
programmable Intel 8255A

$349.00

-

Assembled 8 Tested

not in use

Single or double sided operation
Single density /double density operation

Selectable VCQ supply for data recovery to
eliminate possible noise problems
Assembled 8 Tested

S

2.50

Z80A-CPU

S

8.95

C.Itoh Starwriter 45

$1925.00

Z80A-CTC

S

8.95

Texas Instruments -810

51650.00

Z80A-DART

513.95

Z80A-SIO

$22.00

8255AC5

$ 6.95

8257AC5

$15.00

320T5

$

340T5

S

.70

320T12

5

.80

340T12

$

.75

Modems
149.00

S

160.00

Special receive conditions:
(1) Framing error
(2) Parity error
(3) Receiver overrun error

Lexicon

Lex -11

S

139.00

Livermore

LIV -Star 20M

S

149.00

UDS

UDS 103

S

189.00

Baud rates selected individually from
50 baud to 300K baud

UDS

UDS 202

S

295.00

hour burn -in

$289.00 Assembled 8 Tested

Price

N

Monitors
Manulaclurer

Model N

Amdek

100/12" B&W

Price
S

100-80

5 169.00

Amdek

100G/12" Gm.

S

169.00

APF

TVM-10/10" B&W

S

149.00

Fully S -100 bus compatible
64K x 8 bit dynamic RAM
Low power:
8VDC @ 700 mA
.16VDC @ 100 mA
-16VDC @ 25 mA
Built-in capacity with LED indicator and
vector interrupt
Memory addressable in lour 16K banks
Hidden refresh
Gold contacts for high reliability
72 -hour burn-in
Memory mapped via DIP switch
Built-in programmable write -protect
Programmable control port for parity and

Hitachi

VM 910/9' B&W

S

210.00

Hitachi

VM 129/12" B&W

$ 340.00

Sanyo

DM5012/12" B&W

S

260.00

Sanyo

DM5112ex/12" Gm.

S

280.00

Sanyo

DMC6013/13" Color

$ 450.00

bank control

Call for Price
Assembled 8 Tested

Catalog Request

Model

Price

N

Ampex

Dialogue 80

S

Soroc

10120

$ 750.00

Soroc

10140

$1250.00

Televideo

TVI 912C

S

Televideo

TVI 920C

$ 775.00

Televideo

TVI 950C

S

10-24

25 up

$2.80

$2.65

S2.50

DB25S

$3.80

$3.70

$3.40

DB25C

$1.05

S .95

$ .85

100 Pin IMSAI
Gold /S-100 Soldertail Connectors
$2.40 each or 10/52.25 each

Capacitors
1

@12 Volt

Ceramic

DIP Sockets

899.00

725.00

975.00

1-9

Description

Low Profile
10-49

5019 100 up

14

pin tin st

S.15 5.13 S.12

S

.11

16

pin tin st

S

.16

S

.14

S .13

S

.12

18

pin tin st

S

.19

S

.18

$ .16

S

.14

S

.20

24 pin tin st

S.25 S.23 S.21
S.26 S.24 S.22

28 pin tin st

S

.32

S

.30

S .29

40 pin tin st

S

.42

S

.40

S

20 pin tin st

Title
1S1I

computer
Zip

-

8c each or 100/$7.00

.38

S .20
S .27
S

.34

ASAP offers a 120 -day buyer protection policy: full money -back guarantee if
not totally satisfied.
Ordering information: name, address, phone, ship by: UPS or Mail. Shipping
charge: add $2.50 up to 1 lb. for UPS Blue; add $1.50 for U.S. Mail (U.S. only)
($25.00 mimimum order). Call for larger shipments.
Terms:We accept cash, check, money orders, Visa & Master Charge (U.S.
Funds only). Tax: 6% Calif. Res., COD's and terms available on approval (School
P 0 's Accepted).
Toil free outside California:

products, inc.
1198 E.
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I -9

DB25P

Tin Soldertail

Terminals
Manufacturar

.80

139.00

Amdek

Please send me your 1981 ASAP Full Line Catalog

Name
Company
Address
City
State

8080A-CPU

$2225.00

ALPHA -MICRO compatible

8" standard drives

$389.00

$ 650.00

Diablo -630R0

S

MICROBYTE 64K DYNAMIC
RAM BOARD

compatible
DMA arbitration allows use of multiple
boards within a system
PLL data recovery for totally reliable
operation
Write pre -comp switched at mid -disk for
reliable double density operation
Supports up to tour (4) drives
Power On. Power Off or Reset deselects
drives to avoid damaging files
Drive deselect Time Out. deselects drives

$1249.00

Base 2-8008

D -CAT

72

$6.95 each

year warranty

Anadex -9501

CAT

MICROBYTE FLOPPY DISK
CONTROLLER
IEEE S -100

1

Novation

capability

Cables Available (Optional)

State-of- the -art NEC765 LSI Controller

2K x 8 EPROM
S

Novation

Off -board interrupt daisy chain

2716/5 Volt

995.00

Model

Optional Monitor Program $50.00

DMA to within 16 Mbyte of memory

Price

Anacom -150

Manufacturer

(2) Bus vector
(3) Z80 mode 2 vector

selectable

-

Manufacturer/Model #

Wad RS -232C serial ports. One 20mA
current loop port
Fully IEEE S -100 Bus compatible
Asynchronous Communications with
BOA-DART(TM) or synchronous communications with Z8OA-S10/0(TM)
Full net of modem control signals,
including RI (Ring Indicator)
Easily configurable to any type of terminal
interlace
I/O servicing environments:
(1) Polled

2MHz or 4MHz operation is jumper

or 8/$32.00

Printers

MICROBYTE 4-PORT

1

2.85 each

S

Willow St.. Signal Hill, CA 90806

(800) 421 -7701
Inside California:

(213) 595 -6431
(714) 891 -2663

Knowledge -Based Expert
Systems Come of Age
Richard O Duda
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp
4001 Miranda Ave
Palo Alto CA 94304
John G Gaschnig
SRI International
333 Ravenswood Ave
Menlo Park CA 94025

Question: What do the following
tasks have in common? Diagnosing
bacterial infections; choosing a good
spot on a mountain to drill for
molybdenum; configuring the many
components that make up a DEC
VAX -11 computer; determining the
structure of a complex molecule from
mass spectrogram data.
Answer: They are important and
difficult decision- making jobs that
only a few experts do well. The
reasoning process in each job includes
use of judgment, rules of thumb, and
experience. Furthermore, these jobs
can all be done today by computer
programs known as knowledge -based
expert systems.
What makes knowledge -based expert systems different from other
large computer programs written to
solve special decision- making problems? We will answer that question in
this article and explain how expert
systems work. We will briefly

describe several existing expert
systems, and show the operation of
one -a mineral-exploration program
we helped develop. As a bonus, we
will provide a micro expert-system in
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BASIC for your personal computer.
Since work on expert systems grew
out of research on AI (artificial intelligence), a few historical observations will provide some perspective.
As is clear from this special issue of

IF -THEN rules are used

to capture the kind of
"semilogical" response
to familiar patterns
that characterizes
much of everyday
human thinking.
BYTE, AI is concerned with making

computers perceive, reason, and
understand. Early work in AI looked
for simple and powerful reasoning
techniques that could be applied to
many different problems. A classic
example is the work of Newell, Shaw,
and Simon on a program called GPS
(see reference 21). Intended to be a
general problem solver, GPS could
prove theorems and solve puzzles and

variety of logical problems.
Thus, the generality of its particular
reasoning technique- called means ends analysis -was convincingly
demonstrated.
Unfortunately, attempts to apply
such general methods to larger and
messier real -world problems were
mostly unsuccessful. The methods
were not wrong, they were just insufficient. They did not address the difficulties of reshaping a problem into a
form the programs could work on.
Nor could these general methods, by
themselves, cope with the enormous
search spaces of alternatives.
How do people cope with these
same problems? One answer is that
people know much more than computers. People rarely solve problems
by reasoning everything out from the
first principles. While recreational
puzzles can often be solved by strict
logical deduction, many real -world
problems seem to be solved by
"semilogical" methods, such as
recognizing one of a thousand
familiar patterns applying to the current situation and recalling the appropriate thing to do when that pata wide

The MicroFrame® is Pure Power for computing. It is the industry standard for high quality,
reliable S -100 mainframes.
TEI manufactures each MicroFrame® with
great care. They deliver pure regulated power
at the proper level, improving the reliability of
your computer. Typically, the output voltages
remain virtually constant, even when the power line voltage varies widely. The MicroFrame®
will never notice a brown -out ... and it provides
100 db noise rejection, protecting your computer from power line voltage spikes and noise.
Complies with -EEE S -100.
I

The combination of the lowest noise bus, a
regulated power system and a rugged chassis
produces a MicroFrame® without equal.

Distributor and OEM Inquiries Invited
For more information, call Rick Barnes at (713) 738 -2300

rei
Circle 352 on inquiry card.

5075 S. LOOP EAST, HOUSTON. TX. 77033
(713)738 -2300 TWX. 910 -881 -3639

tern occurs. In everyday affairs,
logical deduction is an adjunct to
other mental processes.
Recognizing that knowledge is as
important as reasoning, AI researchers have worked on a variety of
methods for representing and using
knowledge. They have also grappled
with fuzzier kinds of problems, where
logic is supplemented by hunches
based on experience and judgment.
One result has been the development
of several knowledge -based expert

systems -programs

that exploit

special knowledge to solve difficult
problems in specialized areas. These
programs include the DENDRAL program for mass -spectrum analysis (see
reference 14), the MYCIN program
(reference 27) and several others

(references 18 and 25) for medical
diagnosis, the PROSPECTOR pro-

gram

for mineral

exploration

(reference 11), and the Rl program
for configuring VAX computer
systems (reference 20).

Representing Knowledge in Rules
How do you represent the
knowledge needed to do these kinds
of tasks? That is still a matter of
debate and active research in AI
circles. One popular approach is to
use IF -THEN rules (also called
situation- action rules or production
rules). These rules say that if a certain
kind of situation arises, a certain kind
of action can be taken. They are
typically used to capture the kind of
"semilogical" response to familiar

1a
The R1 system (configuring VAX systems):
The current context is assigning devices to Unibus modules, and
There is an unassigned dual -port disk drive, and
The type of controller it requires is known, and
There are two such controllers, neither of which has any devices
assigned to it, and
(5) The number of devices that these controllers can support is known

IF: (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

THEN: (1) Assign the disk drive to each of the controllers, and
(2) Note that the two controllers have been associated and that each supports one device.

1b
The MYCIN system (medical diagnosis):
IF: (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The
The
The
The
The

site of the culture is blood, and
identity of the organism is not known with certainty, and
stain of the organism is gramneg, and
morphology of the organism is rod, and
patient has been seriously burned

THEN: There is weakly suggestive evidence (0.4) that the identity of the

organism is pseudomonas.

1c
The PROSPECTOR system (mineral exploration):
IF: There is hornblende pervasively altered to

biotite

THEN: There is strong evidence (320, 0.001) for potassic zone alteration.

Table 1: Sample IF-THEN rules from three knowledge-based expert systems. Table
la shows a rule that the R1 system uses to configure DEC's VAX systems. Table lb
shows a rule that the MYCIN system uses to perform medical diagnosis. The number
0.4 indicates the degree to which the conclusion follows from the evidence on a scale
of 0 to 1. Table lc shows a rule used by PROSPECTOR in mineral exploration. The
number 320 indicates how sufficient the evidence is for establishing the hypothesis if
the evidence is, in fact, present; the number 0.001 indicates the degree to which the

absence of this evidence will rule out the hypothesis. Both these numbers are
multipliers. Values greater than 1 increase the likelihood of the sufficiency or necessity of the evidence for establishing the hypothesis, and values less than 1 decrease the
likelihood.
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Engineers and other
Aerospace Professionals

Bring your
great ideas t
Martin
Marietta
ORLANDO, FLORII
Orlando is situated in the
center of Florida's year-roun
outdoor living and cultural
activities. Orlando also boas
an exceptional education
system and no state income

Guidance /Control
Systems Analysis
System Requiremen
Analysis/Definition
Integration
Radar System Desig
ATE Electronic or
Software Design
Structural Dynamic:
Analysis
Facilities Design:
EE, ME, HVAC
Tool Design
Industrial Engineeri
NC Programming

DENVER, COLORAI
Located on the foothills of tl
Rocky Mountains, Denver
offers year -round recreations
and cultural opportunities
including theater, symphonih
and museums.

Electronics Engineer
Systems & Test
Engineers
Manufacturing
Engineers
Mechanical Enginee
Quality Engineers
Software Engineers
Materiel
Finance

Engineers and other Aerospace Professionals
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could become a great advance tomorrow
at Martin Marietta
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Great advances are built on solid experiences. At
Martin Marietta Aerospace, we're playing a
bigger role than ever in the extraordinary
evolution in defense and space technology. We
know that tomorrow's great ideas are going to
come from those people working in a challenging
and sophisticated environment with today's great
technologies. In Orlando we're working on a
broad range of projects including the Millimeter wave Contrast Seeker used in the Copperhead
Guided Projectile. Our success has led to many
on-going projects including Pershing II, a tactical
interdiction system, and TADS /PNVS, a
helicopter fire control system.

When you join Martin Marietta, you'll find the
excellent salary and complete benefits coverage
you'd expect from an industry leader. Learn
about career opportunities in Orlando, or our
other locations by sending your resume or a
letter to the facility of your choice.
In Orlando: P.O. Box 5837 -MP#9, Orlando, FL

In Denver: P.O. Box 179, Mail #D -1311,
Denver, CO 80201; At Vandenberg AFB:
Box 1681, Vandenberg AFB, CA 93437; In
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Box 29304, New Orleans, LA 70189.
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patterns that characterizes much of
everyday human thinking. Table 1
lists examples of rules from several
rule -based systems.
In general, rules like these represent
a "chunk" of knowledge about a particular field. Most existing rule -based
systems contain hundreds of rules,

usually obtained by interviewing experts for weeks or months. For example, the MYCIN system contains
about 450 rules; the Rl system has
about 800, and the PROSPECTOR
system has about 1600. In any
system, the rules become connected
to each other to form rule networks.

Hl

HYPOTHESIS

/
El

EVIDENCE

\

NETWORK OF RULES

SINGLE RULE

H2

H3

E3

E2

H4

E5

E4

Figure 1: Combining rules into networks. Expert systems may consist of hundreds of IFTHEN rules combined into networks like these.

Choice

'

GNT Makes a Tape Punch Station and
a Tape Reader /Punch Combination.
Both are small, quiet, and economical.
One of them will fit your needs exactly.

The 4601 Combo
Punching speed: 75 Cps
Reading speed: up to 150 Cps
RS -232 -C serial interface

Utilizes all types of Mylarw and
paper tape

The 3601 Punch
Punching speed: 50 or
75 Cps

RS-232 -C serial interface

Utilizes all types of Mylar' and
paper tape

Reliability: MTBF 100 million
Reliability: MTBF 100 million
characters
characters
Contact your local dealer or call for complete specifications.
See us at NCC
Booth 3004

-

¡JGNT AUTOMATIC INC.

1560 Trapelo Road, Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 890 -3305 Telex: 923318
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Once assembled, such networks can
represent a substantial body of
knowledge. Figure 1 illustrates how
rules are combined together into networks.
An expert usually has many judgmental or empirical rules according to
which the evidence supports a conclusion or hypothesis, but with less than
absolute certainty. In these cases,
numerical values are associated with
each rule to indicate the degree to
which the hypothesis or conclusion
follows from the evidence. Table 1
shows two examples of such rule strength values: in the case of MYCIN
(table lb), the value 0.4 (on a 0 to 1
scale) means that the conclusion is
weakly suggested from the evidence.
In the case of PROSPECTOR (see

table

lc), two numbers are

given -one indicates how sufficient
the evidence is for establishing the
hypothesis if the evidence is present,
the other indicates the necessity of the
evidence for the hypothesis, ie: the
degree to which the absence of that
evidence will rule out or "kill" the
hypothesis. (There is more about the
meaning of these numbers in the later
section on PROSPECTOR.)
The rules are not implemented as
subroutines or in any other part of
the code of the program. Instead, the
rules for a particular task are written
in a specialized language, which is
then input by the program to produce
an internal representation that makes
the expert system an expert about
that task domain. The program itself
is only an interpreter and a general reasoning mechanism. This illustrates
an important distinction between
rule-based systems and more conventional computer programs: there is a
clear separation of general knowledge
about the problem (the rules forming
a knowledge base) from information
about the current problem (the input
data) and methods for applying the
general knowledge to the problem
(the rule interpreter). Figure 2 illustrates this contrast. (Lines 3880
through 4040 of listing 1 give a set of
rules input to that program.)

Putting Knowledge to Work
After the knowledge has been en-

THE BIGGEST NAME
IN 5 -100 MEMORY
PRESENTS
THE BIGGEST
5 -100 MEMORY:
128K RAM 21
RAM 21 isn't just big, it's versatile. For 8 bit systems, it's a 128K X 8 board; for 16 bit systems,
a 64K X 16 board. Addressing conforms to IEEE 696/S -100 24 bit extended address protocol.
RAM 21 is faster than today's needs to protect your memory investment tomorrow. High
speed memory devices allow no -wait- states operation with today's 5/6 MHz CPUs, as well as
with the coming generation of 10 MHz CPUs.
RAM 21 is fully static.
dyamic memory.

Forget about the reliability and DMA problems associated with

RAM 21 has the lowest current consumption in the industry, bar none. RAM 21 draws half
the power (1.6A typical) of an equivalent amount of dynamic memory. The result ? Less heat
build -up, less strain on the power supply, lower energy costs, and greater reliability.

RAM 21 is built to work and keep on working. All RAM 21 boards are qualified under the
Certified System Component high reliability program, with 200 hours of burn -in and extensive
quality control testing.
RAM 21 is not only fast, low power, dense, and versatile: it's affordable. At $2495,
RAM 21 represents exceptional quality whose value will not diminish when expanding to faster
8 bit systems or more powerful 16 bit systems.

The biggest name in memory has dropped the big one:
RAM 21 is here.

om u ProTM
OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94614
How to Order: Call 415- 562-0636 for the name
x

2 year limited

Circle

151 on

warranty.

Inquiry card.

of the authorized CompuPro sales center

division

PNCRI
ELECTRONICS

(415) 562.0636

nearest you or for placing factory direct

VISA° /Mastercard° orders.
Prices shown do not include tax or shipping charges.
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This ad presents
a Strong Case.
Rugged, all metal construction minimizes interference
both to and from other electrical devices while
providing unequalled mechanical strength

Punchouts on rear for four coax connectors, sixteen DB -25
connectors, two DB -15 connectors, and two DB -50
connectors for connecting cables to other peripherals

Low noise fan creates positive
air pressurization to prevent
build -up of heat or dust

Attractive, easily removeable,
textured beige finish cover.

!
Three switched convenience outlets
on rear panel supply AC power to
peripherals

111111111

I

Constant voltage power supply delivers
+ 8V at 25 Amps, + 16V at 3 Amps,
and -16V at 3 Amps - enough power
to handle present needs and future
expansion

MI

Constant -voltage transformer
maintains consistent operation
with varying line voltages, and
allows for cooler system
operation

Sturdy card guides accurately
position boards for mechanical
stability
20 slot motherboard, with

Faraday shielding and split
active termination, promotes
reliable data transfer with ultra
high speed (10 MHz) system clocks
11811111,

.

rrarrrrrrnllááttYll(!k

Line filter traps power line spikes

Available in desk top version, or with rack mount slides and 19" panel
dimension for industry standard rack mounting

-

Reset switch lights to indicate
power -on condition

Quality components deserve a quality enclosure; whether for scientific,
industrial, or commercial applications, Computer Enclosure 2 provides the
high quality foundation required by today's sophisticated computing systems.
Computer Enclosure 2 is available at finer computer stores for $825 (desktop
version) or $895 (rack mount version).
How to Order: Call 415 -562-0636 for the name of the authorized CompuPro sales center nearest you, or for
placing factory direct VISA° /Mastercard° orders. Prices shown do not include tax or shipping charges.

OIY1

u PrOTM

OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94614
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PROVEN Computing SOLUTIONS
We give you more of what you buy a computer for: to gain a competitive
edge in your industrial, commercial, or scientific application.
While other
computers try to make the best of slow memory, slow processors, and me -too

engineering, CompuPro is delivering solutions for today's commercial computing
...proven solutions that create expandable, modular, fast, exceptionally reliable,
and truly professional level machines that conform fully to the IEEE 696/S -100
standards. We back all products with a minimum 1 year limited warranty.
When you depend on your computer, choose a computer on which you can depend:
S -100 from CompuPro.
1

A SUPERB DISK CONTROLLER. Disk controllers don't have to
bottleneck: Disk 1 is lightning fast, thanks to properly
implemented DMA (with arbitration) and data transfer that's independent of
CPU speed. Handles up to four 8" or 5.25" floppy disk drives, single or
double -sided, single or double density (soft sectored). With BIOS for
CP /M -80 *. Manual available for $25. A/T $495, CSC $595. Coming
soon: Disk 2, the fast DMA hard disk controller.

DISK

1,

he your system's

CP /M -86. Available only with Disk 1 purchase. Supplied on diskette with
full documentation; ready for load and go operation. $300.

2

3

OASIS* OPERATING SYSTEM. Single user ($500)and multi-user ($850)
available for use with CPU Z. Supplied on diskette with full documentation.
Coming soon: OASIS 16 for use with 16 bit systems.

4

COMPLETE DUAL DISK DRIVE SYSTEM. With one Disk 1 board,
desktop dual drive enclosure with Shugart SA -800 series drives. and power
supply cable. Also includes CP/M -80. Introductory special: $2195.

5 SYSTEM SUPPORT 1. Includes battery operated clock /calendar;
sockets for battery backup RAM, optional 9511 or 9512 math processor, and
2716 ROM; RS -232 serial port; triple interval timers; dual interrupt
controllers; power fail interrupt; and more. Comprehensive owner's manual
includes numerous software examples. $295 Unkit, $395 A/T, $495 CSC (add
$195 to the above prices for the optional math processor).
6

8 BIT CPU Z. A Z80* -based CPU board that includes all standard
features plus many convenience options. Meets all IEEE 696/S -100
specifications, including timing. $225 Unkit, $295 A/T (both operate at 4
MHz), $395 CSC (with 6 MHz CPU).

7

16/8 BIT CPU 8085/88. Now there's an easy way to gain 16 bit capability
without sacrificing your library of 8 bit software: CPU 8085/88 combines an
8088 CPU to handle 16 bit software and an 8085 CPU for 8 bit software. $295
Unkit, $425 A/T (both operate at 5 MHz); $525 CSC (with 6 MHz 8085 and
8088).

8

8088/8086 MONITOR -DEBUGGER SOFTWARE. Ideal for use with
CPU 8085/88. Supplied on single sided, single density, soft sectored 8" disk.
CP /M -80 compatible (not required if you have CPM /86). Great development
tool; mnemonics used in debug conform as closely as possible to current
CP /M DDT mnemonics. $35.

9

8

CPU 8085/88, but without 8088. May be easily
bit operation. $235 Unkit, $325 A /T, S425 CSC.

BIT CPU 8085. Same

upgraded to

16

as

13 INTERFACER 3 -8. Same as

above, but with eight full RS -232 serial ports
6 asynchronous). Ideal for multi -user/
multi -terminal systems. $699 A /T, $849 CSC.

(2

14 SPECTRUM COLOR GRAPHICS BOARD. With

8K of IEEE- compatible static RAM, full duplex bidirectional I/O port for keyboard or joystick
interface, and 6847 -based graphics generator that can display all 64 ASCII
characters. 10 modes of operation, from alphanumerics/semi -graphics in 8
colors to dense 256 X 192 full graphics. $299 Unkit, $399 A/T, $449 CSC.

15

6 SLOT HIGH SPEED MOTHERBOARD. With all edge connectors,
Faraday shielding, extensive bypassing. and split active termination. $89
Unkit, $129 A /T.

16
17

How to Order: Call 415 -562 -0636 for the name
authorized CompuPro sales center nearest you.
placing factory direct VISA® /Mastercard®
Prices shown do not include tax. shipping
or dealer installation /support services.
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as above,

but with 20

12

SLOT HIGH SPEED MOTHERBOARD. Same

Unkit, $214 A /T.

19

ACTIVE TERMINATOR. Promotes reliable and accurate data transfer
in older machines by properly terminating bus lines, thereby minimizing
ringing. crosstalk. overshoot, noise, and other gremlins associated with
unterminated lines. $34.50 Unkit, $59.50 A /T.

20

2708 EPROM BOARD. This board is the way to store often used routines
or pieces of software. $85 Unkit, $135 A /T, $195 CSC (2708s not included).

21 DOCUMENTATION.

User manuals are available for all products.
Interfacer 3, $10; Disk Controller, $25; System Support 1, $20; most others,
$5. Also available: "CompuPro Product User Manuals: 1975 - 1980 ". This
250+ page book includes data on all older Godbout /CompuPro products. as
well as many newer products such as the Spectrum Color Graphics board,
Interfacers 1 and 2, CPU 8085/88, motherboards. CPU Z, and more. Whether
you want to evaluate the innovative engineering behind CompuPro products,
or study the nuts and bolts of high speed computer operation, this is the book
for you. $20 plus shipping.

22

RAM 16.64. Configurable as 64K X 8 for 8 bit systems or 32K X 16 for
I6 bit systems. Static, IEEE -696/S -100 compatible, extended addressing, 10
MHz operation. $1195 A /T, $1295 CSC.

24

$699 CSC.

but with

the addressing of older S -100 machines
beyond 64 KBytes to allow for greatly expanded memory capacity. $59 Unkit,
$85 A /T, $100 CSC.

11 INTERFACER 2. Adds three full duplex parallel ports. and one serial
port with all the features of an Interfacer 1 serial port, to your computer. $199
Unkit, $249 A /T, $324 CSC.
3-5. Includes five RS -232 serial ports (2 synchronous/
asynchronous) with full handshaking. Includes software
programmable Baud rates and many other convenience features. $599 A/T,

20

as above.

Unkit, $169 A /T.

18 MEMORY MANAGER. Extends

23

3

SLOT HIGH SPEED MOTHERBOARD. Same

slots. $174

1. Two RS -232 serial ports, with full handshaking and
independently selectable Baud rates. connect your computer to serial
peripherals. $199 Unkit, $249 A /T, $324 CSC.

asynchronous.

12

slots. $129

10 INTERFACER

12 INTERFACER

synchronous /asynchronous,

RAM 17 -64. The lowest power ('/a Amp typical) 64K X 8 static board in
the business. IEEE -696/S -100 compatible. 4 optional 2K windows, no wait
states with 6 MHz Z80. $1095 A /T, $1195 CSC, $875 Unkit.

RAM 20 -32. For lower density applications. Static. IEEE -696/S -100
compatible. extended addressing or bank select. up to IO MHz operation.
$559 A /T, $659 CSC, $449 Unkit. 8K and I6K versions also available.

most CompuPro products are aruilahk in Unklt form. Assembled/Tested (both with I year warranty).
or qualiri.1 under the high- reliability Certified System Component (CSC) program (200 hour burn -in.
surd.
Note: th,kits arc not intended for novices. as dc-hugging may he
2 year extended warranty.
required due to problems such as IC infant mortality. Factory service is available for Unkhs at a Rat
service charge.
LEGAI. CORNER: 7.80 is a registered trademark of Ziing; CP/M is a registered trademark of
Digin) Research; OASIS is a trademark of l'haw I.
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coded as rules, how can it be put to
use? This question has more than one
answer. One general approach is the
use of a production system (see
reference 10). A production system
contains three major components
set of rules, a global data base, and a
rule interpreter. Some people call the
set of rules the knowledge base and
the rule interpreter the inference
system. McDermott calls the global
data base the working memory, using
the term "data base" for a file of needed facts (see reference 20). Despite
this variety of terminology, the basic
ideas are the same. The rules have the
following general form:

-a

IF: <antecedent,>

< antecedent,,>
THEN: < consequent, >
with certainty C,

< consequent >
with certainty C
The antecedents can be thought of
as patterns that can be matched
against entries in the data base, and
the consequents as actions that can be
performed (or conclusions that can be
deduced) if all the antecedents match.
In the case of the Rl example (see
table la), the data base would contain
assertions about such things as what

the current context is, and whether or
not there is an unassigned dual -port

disk drive. The consequent actions
can cause changes to the contents of
the global data base, by changing an
assertion about the status of the
assignment of devices to a controller,
or by asking the user a question and
adding the answer given to the data
base. Thus, the application of a rule
can change the state of the data base,
enabling some rules and disabling
others.

Control Strategies
How are the enabled rules found,
and what decides which rules to apply? This is the job of the rule interpreter, and the strategy it follows is
called the control strategy.
One of the simplest strategies is to
scan through the rules until one is
found whose antecedents match
assertions in the data base. The rule is
applied, updating the data base, and
the scanning resumes. This process
continues until either a goal state is
reached or no applicable rules are
found. Rl uses a variant of this basic
procedure. Since the behavior of the
system is directly responsive to the
facts about the problem entered in the
global base, this is known as a data driven control strategy. This strategy
is also known as forward- chaining or

antecedent reasoning.
We think of each

rule as a
subroutine. Instead of being called by
name, a production- system subroutine is triggered by the appearance

MOST

TRADITIONAL
PROGRAMS

CODE

DATA

RULE
INTERPRETER

INPUT
DATA

Figure 2: Contrast between traditional programs and rule -based programs. A rule based program is divided into a general- reasoning program, called the rule interpreter,
and a file of judgmental rules obtained from an expert, called the rule base or knowledge
base. The rule interpreter loads the rule base into an internal representation and uses the
rule base to guide an interactive consultation with the user.
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goal to be achieved and scan the rules
to find those whose consequent actions can achieve the goal. Each such
rule is tried in turn. If the antecedents
for a rule match existing facts in the
data base, the rule is applied and the
problem solved. If an unmatched
antecedent is encountered, arranging
conditions to match that antecedent
becomes a new subgoal, and the same
procedure is applied recursively. If
there are no rules to establish the new
subgoal, the program asks the user
for the necessary facts and enters
them in the data base. Since the
behavior of the system is directly
responsive to the goals the system is
trying to achieve, this is known as a
goal -driven control strategy. (This
strategy is also known as backward -

chaining or consequent reasoning,
and is closely related to means -end
analysis.) A variant of a goal- driven
control strategy is used successfully
by MYCIN and is the method used in
the micro expert-system described in
the last section of this article. (It is
possible to use other control
strategies that combine elements of
data -driven and goal- driven policies,
as we did in our work on PROSPECTOR. See reference 11.)

RULE -BASED
PROGRAMS

1

INPUT

of certain patterns in the data base.
Anathema to lovers of structured
programming, such pattern- directed
systems have long fascinated AI
researchers (see reference 32). In particular, the use of such systems as
psychological models was pioneered
by Newell and Simon (reference 22)
in the development of GPS.
A different strategy is to select a

System Characteristics
We can now see more clearly how
rule-based expert systems differ from
more conventional computer programs. As mentioned earlier, one major difference is the separation of the
expert knowledge (the rules forming a
knowledge base) from the general reasoning mechanism (the rule interpreter). This partitioning, together
with the further division of general
knowledge into many separate rules,
offers several important advantages:

incremental development of
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knowledge base over an extended
time by letting the developers refine
old rules and add new ones
the same general system can be used
for a variety of applications, essentially by "unplugging" one set of rules
and "plugging" in another
the same knowledge can be put to
use in different ways (including
teaching) by changing the rule interpreter
the program can give simple and illuminating explanations of its
behavior merely by describing the
rules it is applying (this also turns out
to be a powerful way to debug faulty
rules)
the possibility of developing
systems that are introspective (eg: can
check the consistency of their own
rules) and evolutionary (eg: can
modify their own rules and learn new
ones)
All these advantages are present in a
rudimentary but interesting way in
the micro expert- system described at
the end of this article.
Another characteristic of most expert systems is that they try to mimic,
at least to some extent, the way

human experts make decisions. The

"spot-a-pattern/draw-a-conclusion"
style of reasoning is used as much by
experts on special problems as it is by
all of us on day -to -day problems;
what distinguishes the expert from
the rest of us is the expert's unusual
and valuable set of rules. Such rules
are often not conclusive, but only
suggestive of the conclusion. For example, if a car won't start and the
headlights are dim, the battery is
probably bad, but there are other
possibilities. To mimic experts, then,
a rule -based system should let the expert state the degree of significance or
certainty that should be attached to
the conclusion of a rule.

A Sampling of Expert Systems
To understand both the capabilities
and limitations of knowledge -based
systems, it is helpful to examine
specific systems created to solve particular problems. At first glance, their
only common characteristic seems to
be their reliance on explicitly encoded
knowledge. Groupings based on the
method of knowledge representation
(eg: production rules) or on the domain of application (eg: medicine)

Function

Domain

System

Reference

Diagnosis

Medicine
Medicine
Medicine
Medicine
Medicine
Engineering
Geology
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Circuit analysis
Genetics
Mechanics
Programming
Configuring computers

PIP

24
34
25
27

Search

Problem
Solving and
Planning

Machine Acoustics
Measurement
Interpretation
Computer -aided

Instruction
Knowledge
Acquisition

Medicine

Electronics
Medicine
Diagnosis
Diagnosis
Diagnosis
Diagnosis

System
Building

CASNET
INTERNIST
MYCIN
PUFF
SACON
PROSPECTOR

13
3
11

DENDRAL

14

SECHS
SYNCHEM

36
16
28
29
6

EL

MOLGEN
MECHO
PECOS

2

R1

20

HASP (SU /X)
VM

23
12

SOPHIE
GUIDON
TEIRESIAS
EMYCIN
EXPERT
KAS
ROSIE
AGE
HEARSAY III

4

8
9

30
33
26
31

23
1

Table 2: A classification of existing knowledge-based systems by function. Numbers
at the right indicate references about each system (given at the end of the article).

reveal little additional commonality.
However, we can gain some insight
by grouping the systems according to
their general function. Table 2 shows
a classification of well -known
knowledge -based systems into eight
general categories. We will now
define most of these categories and
describe some representative programs.

Diagnosis Problems
The general diagnosis problem is
one of classifying an object, event, or
situation on the basis of perhaps
uncertain information about its
characteristics. The categories may or
may not be mutually exclusive, and
the data can be acquired sequentially
or in parallel. In a formal sense,
diagnosis problems can always be
posed as problems in statistical decision theory, whose solution
usually requires the estimation of a

multivariate probability

function

from vast amounts of data. The
knowledge- based -systems approach

to such problems effectively
substitutes the knowledge and judgment of expert humans for this
unknown function.
Several impressive knowledge based systems have been developed
for medical- diagnosis problems. The
INTERNIST program developed by
Pople and Myers at the University of
Pittsburgh uses information from
4000 possible manifestations to
diagnose problems of internal
medicine that can involve multiple instances of 500 different disease types
(see reference 25). The program contains a large taxonomy of disease
types, together with rules that link
manifestations to these types, as well
as an ingenious control procedure for
narrowing down the disease classes
that explain the manifestations. In
many tests, INTERNIST has demonstrated the capability of correctly
diagnosing multiple- disease cases
described in medical journals as being
particularly difficult.
Another well -known medical diagnosis program is the MYCIN
system developed by Shortliffe and
his colleagues at Stanford (see
reference 27). MYCIN is a consultaText continued on page 254
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"Humans are no longer limited to philosophic introspection in their strivings for self -knowledge.
They can now attempt to analyze and understand the workings of the human mechanism."
Ernest W. Kent
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University computers
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-the

Before you buy a computer modem, look at BIZCOMP's versatility. Look at BIZCOMP's quality.
With BIZCOMP's VersaModem you won't need another modem. If your local computer store
doesn't already have a VersaModem on display, ask them when they will!

BIZCOMP Communications...
Why not start with the best?

BIZCOMP
P.O. Box

7498

Menlo Park, CA 94025

415/966 -1545

Copyright © 1981 Business Computer Corporation
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on Inquiry card.

Text continued from page 248:

tion designed to diagnose bacterial infections and recommend antibiotic
therapy. MYCIN is organized around
the systematic use of a large collection of rules that link patient data to
infection hypotheses. Formulas based
on a probability -like theory of certainty are used to accommodate the
inexact nature of the relevant medical
knowledge. In several ways, the program exploits the modularity provided by the use of rules to express this
medical knowledge. From a system development standpoint, modularity

allows long -term

incremental

* * * WRITE OR

development of the system by continual expansion and refinement of
the rule base. The program obtains
information from a user by simply
chaining backward through the rules.
This lets the program furnish simple
but useful explanations of its reasoning by stating the rules it is using.

Search
Many problems in graph theory,
game theory, and other areas of
discrete mathematics can be posed as
search problems. These problems are
characterized by the existence (at
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least in principle) of a systematic
method for generating candidate

solutions, as well as a systematic
method for testing acceptability. As
regards genuinely interesting problems, the number of candidate solutions is usually so great that an exhaustive search is infeasible. Any
device that significantly reduces the
amount of search required (preferably without compromising the quality of the solution) is called a heuristic,
and a search strategy guided by
heuristics is called heuristic search.
Since the study of heuristic search
was one of the earliest activities in AI,
it is natural that DENDRAL -one of
the first knowledge -based systems -was concerned with using
knowledge to limit search (see
reference 14). Begun in 1965 by
Feigenbaum, Lederberg, and their
colleagues at Stanford University,
DENDRAL generates plausible structural representations of organic
molecules from mass -spectrogram
data, nuclear- magnetic- resonance
data, and additional constraints provided by the user. The program runs
in a plan -generate -test sequence: (1)
deriving necessary constraints on the
molecular structure, (2) systematically generating structures that satisfy
those constraints, and (3) testing the
proposed structures by predicting the
mass spectrogram and rejecting those
that disagree with the experimental
results. The knowledge needed for
step 2 is encoded as an ingenious
special procedure. The knowledge
needed for steps 1 and 3 is encoded as
tables of production rules, a method
compatible with the way chemists
think about the rules of mass spectrometry (see reference 5).
For the molecular families covered
by these empirical rules, the program
is said to surpass even expert chemists
in speed and accuracy. The results
obtained with it have been published
in many papers in chemistry journals
(see reference 13).

Problem Solving and Planning
An important class of logical problems concerns dividing a problem ina set of simpler subproblems. To
be useful, a solution must be con-

to

structive; it usually consists of a sequence of actions that will achieve
some goal. Examples of such problems are theorem proving, program
synthesis, and robot planning.
EL is a knowledge -based system for
the steady -state analysis of resistor diode- transistor circuits (see reference
28). It uses production rules to represent general principles, such as Kirchhoff's laws and Ohm's law, as well as
the characteristics of types of devices.
Facts about the circuit being analyzed
are represented as assertions in an
associative data base. The rule interpreter is written in a special language
called ARS (antecedent- reasoning
system). As its name implies, ARS
supports the use of rules in the antecedent mode, in which the factual
assertions trigger the rules. The actions of the rules create new assertions, which in turn trigger additional
rules.
An important property of ARS is
the ability to make conjectures when
no additional direct deductions are
possible, and to keep track of those
conjectures and any conclusions
dependent upon them should subsequently detected contradictions require their revision. This ability
allows the analysis of a circuit to proceed when the conducting or nonconducting states of its nonlinear devices
are unclear. It also permits the user to
modify the circuit and see the effects
of changes without having to reanalyze the entire circuit. ARS can
employ the same facilities to provide
explanations of its reasoning.

Computer -Aided Instruction
Three types of traditional CAI

(computer -aided instruction) are
often distinguished: frame -oriented
drill- and -practice programs (which
are unrelated to what AI people call
frame -based representations); games
and simulations (usually used to
teach diagnosis), and exploratory
systems that allow the student to experiment freely and learn by doing.
Among the limitations of these programs are their inability to conduct
dialogues with the student in natural
language, to respond to unanticipated
responses, to diagnose the student's

errors, or to improve with experience. The potential applicability
of artificial- intelligence techniques to
solving these problems was outlined
by Carbonell ten years ago (see
reference 7), and a variety of approaches have subsequently been explored. To the extent that knowledge
of the subject matter is required for a
solution, knowledge -based systems
have an obvious contribution to
make to CAI.
The GUIDON system developed
by Clancey at Stanford exploits the
MYCIN knowledge base about meningitis and bacteremia to teach both

facts and problem -solving strategies
(see reference 8). MYCIN's 450
diagnostic rules were not modified,
but were augmented by an additional
200 rules that included methods for
guiding the dialogue with the student,
presenting diagnostic strategies, con-

structing a student model, and
responding to the student's initiative.
By replacing MYCIN's rules by a
separate set of MYCIN -style rules
used in the PUFF program for
diagnosing pulmonary disease,
Clancey was able to use GUIDON to
tutor students about pulmonaryfunction analysis. Thus, GUIDON
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has shown that a knowledge -based
system can be exploited for teaching
about its knowledge base.

Knowledge Acquisition
As an alternative between the .extremes of complete handcrafting of
the knowledge base and completely

automated learning, researchers have
investigated the development of
various tools that can facilitate the
process of acquiring knowledge. The
most ambitious of these is Davis'
TEIRESIAS system that employs
knowledge about the MYCIN system
to supervise interaction with an expert in building or augmenting a
MYCIN rule set (see reference 9).
Giving the expert direct access to
the program is an appropriate
ultimate goal. But the expert usually
lacks sufficient understanding of the
program's representational mechanisms to appreciate the consequences
of the many choices the program offers. An alternative to direct access is
to use a computer scientist who
understands the program's mecha-

nisms and provide specific tools

matched to the knowledge acquisition process.
KAS, the knowledge-acquisition
system developed by Reboh for
PROSPECTOR, is an example of
such a system (see reference 26).
PROSPECTOR employs various
kinds of networks to represent
knowledge -rule networks for expressing judgmental knowledge,
semantic networks for expressing the
meaning of the propositions
employed in the rules, and taxonomic
networks for representing static
knowledge about the relations among
terms in the domain. The core of KAS
is a network editor. The editor's basic
operations allow it to create, modify,
or delete various kinds of nodes and
arcs. The network editor knows
about the various mechanisms
employed by PROSPECTOR, protects the user against certain kinds of
syntactic errors, and includes a
system that keeps track of partial
constructs that remain to be completed. At any time, the user can turn

THE
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control over to KAS, and KAS will
systematically question the user to fill
in the missing parts of the structures.
A semantic network matcher gives
the user a limited ability to edit by
content rather than by form. Since
KAS is embedded in PROSPECTOR,
it lets the user determine the effects of
changes by permitting controlled execution of the program. Although
specialized to PROSPECTOR, KAS
gives powerful assistance in the time consuming task of developing the
knowledge base.

System Building
Many knowledge -based systems
that have been built -especially in
the area of diagnosis -have generally
similar structures. In particular, all
rule -based systems have a rule interpreter, a collection of rules making up
the knowledge base, and a global
data base of assertions about the particular case being diagnosed. Several
researchers have illustrated the
generality of their systems by showing that they can be applied to
another domain merely by removing
the rules for a given domain and
substituting rules for the new one (see
references 17 and 30).
Every domain, however, has its
own peculiarities. Despite the good
intentions of system builders, these
peculiarities inevitably influence the
design of a system. As a result, a
serious attempt to build a new
knowledge -based system almost
always requires changes in all parts of
the system. Recognizing these facts,
researchers have recently begun
developing what amount to programming languages for building expert
systems. While these languages are
just coming into use and are certain to
undergo further development, they
promise to reduce significantly the
programming effort needed to
develop a new system.
AGE is a good example of the most
recent efforts in this direction (see
reference 23). Specifically designed to
allow the implementation of a broad
spectrum of knowledge -based
systems, AGE gives the designer a set
of separate, interconnectable,
preprogrammed modules for im-
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Figure 3: Diagram showing some of the constructs used in the PROSPECTOR inference networks. In figure 3a, boxes represent assertions. Each assertion's symbolic name is at the upper -left corner of the box and text describing the assertion is inside the box. Most
assertions have prior probability values shown at the upper-right corner of the box. Evidence can be combined by logical connectives
such as AND, OR, and NOT, represented by circles inside boxes; by plausible inference rules, indicated by two rule-strength values,
LS and LN (LS indicates how sufficient the evidence is for establishing the hypothesis, if the evidence is present; LN indicates how
necessary the evidence is for the hypothesis), and by variable likelihood ratios (L(x)l, defined in figure 3b. Dashed arrows indicate
contextual constraints, which can "turn on or off" one question or a whole section of the network (at the tail of the arrow), depending
on the answer to another question (at the head of the arrow). Figure 3b shows a plot defining a likelihood ratio L(x) for a numerical
answer x to a question from PROSPECTOR. The likelihood ratio depends on the numerical value provided by the user.

plementing the knowledge base, the
interpreter, and the data base. It also
provides ways to escape to the host
programming language to implement
arbitrary procedures. The knowledge
base can be represented either as sets
of production rules or as frame
systems (called units), or the two
representations can be combined. For
the interpreter, AGE supplies standard procedures for forward- chaining
and backward- chaining, plus convenient ways to implement other
strategies. The standard global data
base is a so- called blackboard system
(see reference 19). AGE also contains
knowledge about its own facilities
and procedures, and a tutor subsystem that lets the user browse in
this on -line manual. A design subsystem provides on-line advice on the
use of AGE itself.

The design of any programming
language always involves a corn -

promise among convenience,
generality, and efficiency (in time or
space). Clearly, systems like AGE,
ROSIE, HEARSAY III, and RLL, are
attempts to gain convenience,
generality, and design -time efficiency
for relatively modest additional cost
in space and run -time efficiency.
While there is not yet enough experience with such systems to assess
their value, we expect them to play a

significant

role

in

future

developments.

PROSPECTOR: Sample System
Supported by the US Geological
Survey and the National Science
Foundation, we developed the PROSPECTOR system for mineral explora-

tion (see reference 11). PROSPECTOR contains rule -based models of
different kinds of ore deposits. We
developed each model by interviewing a geologist who is an authority on
a particular class of deposits, and
then translating the geologist's
knowledge of the associations between field -observable evidence and
relevant geological hypotheses into a
structured collection of rules. PROSPECTOR models can perform these
tasks: (1) evaluate the favorableness
of a geologic district for a kind of ore,
(2) evaluate the favorableness of a
particular exploration site within a
district, and (3) evaluate the
favorableness of different drilling
sites on an exploration site. In addition, PROSPECTOR can suggest
which data are most valuable for further exploration, give the rationale
September 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc
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for conclusions reached, and provide
informal education about each class
of deposits.
PROSPECTOR uses a combination
of artificial -intelligence techniques to
perform these tasks. MYCIN -like
rules link evidence to hypotheses, and
offer the advantages of modularity
and explicability. A mixed -initiative
control strategy enables the user
either to let the system use a
backward -chaining strategy to gather
information, or to interrupt the program to select different goals or to
volunteer relevant information.

PROSPECTOR accommodates
uncertainty in both evidence and
rules. When PROSPECTOR asks yes or-no questions, the user must indicate certainty about the answer on
a scale from -5 to +5, where -5 is a
certain no, 0 means don't know, and
+5 is a certain yes. When PROSPECTOR asks for numerical input -for
example, the geological age of a
rock -PROSPECTOR also asks for
the user's confidence in the answer.
Figure 3a illustrates the basic form
of a PROSPECTOR inference network. Each box stands for an assertion and has a previously assigned

probability value. There are a variety
of ways to combine evidence. These
include logical operators such as
AND, OR, and NOT, represented by
circles, and plausible-inference rules,
indicated by the likelihood ratios
(rule-strength values) LS and LN. LS
indicates how sufficient the evidence
is for establishing the hypothesis if
the evidence is present. LN indicates
how necessary the evidence is for the
hypothesis; that is, the degree to
which the absence of this evidence
will rule out the hypothesis. Both
these likelihood ratios are multipliers.
Thus, any value less than 1 decreases
the likelihood of sufficiency or
necessity; any value greater than 1 increases the likelihood.
For questions that request
numerical input rather than yes -or -no
answers, PROSPECTOR uses a plot
like that shown in figure 3b to compute a likelihood ratio. The chart indicates the significance of ranges in
the answer: x is the requested
numerical quantity and L(x) is the
likelihood ratio.
PROSPECTOR also uses contextual constraints, shown in figure 3a as
dashed arrows. These work by telling

The following questions are intended to establish the nature of the petrotectonic setting.
(These questions will not be pursued unless a positive answer is given to the next question.)

-

To what degree do you believe that the target area is in a continental- margin mobile
belt? 4
13
Do you know the age of the continental- margin mobile belt? WHY
12

The vast majority of porphyry copper deposits are younger than 200 million years. Major age

groups include:
1.

An older group of 200 to 150 m.y. (million year) porphyries in British Columbia;

2.

An important younger group of 70 to 50 m.y. deposits in the Mideast, British Columbia (Skeena Arch), and Arizona -New Mexico-Sonora (Laramide) copper pro-

vince;
3.

--

The major belt of 60 to 4 m.y. deposits in the Andes of Argentina, Chile, Peru,
Ecuador, and Colombia.

<The explanation continues with additional information>

Do you know the age of the continental- margin mobile belt? YES
What is the age of the continental- margin mobile belt? CRETACEOUS = 65
MILLION -YEARS
What is your confidence in this estimate? 3
13
14

-

136

<The consultation continues on with many additional questions.>

Figure 4: An excerpt from a consultation with PROSPECTOR, which has chosen an
initial hypothesis to investigate and is now asking the user for additional relevant information. The numerical answer to question 12 indicates the user's degree of certainty
about a fact, using a -5 to +5 scale. If the user types "WHY" instead of answering a
question, PROSPECTOR explains the question's geological significance.
260
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PROSPECTOR, in effect, "Don't
even consider hypothesis A unless the
likelihood of hypothesis B falls within
such and such a range." The range is
called the context interval. It is defined by two numbers on the -5 to
+5 scale described earlier. The context interval (2,5), for example, indicates that PROSPECTOR shouldn't
consider hypothesis A unless confidence in the truth of B is somewhere
between lukewarm ( +2) and absolutely certain ( +5). The default
context interval, in effect when no interval is shown, is (0,5).
Figure 4 shows an excerpt from a
consultation with PROSPECTOR.

Before the excerpt, the user
volunteered observations about rocks
and minerals at the prospective site.
PROSPECTOR chose an initial
hypothesis for investigation (that a
certain type of copper deposit is present). At the start of the excerpt,
PROSPECTOR is asking the user a
series of questions to get additional
information. In response to question
12, the user types "4" to indicate a
relatively strong degree of certainty
about the answer.
PROSPECTOR can accept a variety of answers to questions. For example, in answer to question 14, the
user provides the term "cretaceous"
to indicate a numerical range of
values. When the user types 'WHY"
instead of answering question 13,
PROSPECTOR prints an explanation
of the question's geological
significance. By typing "WHY"
repeatedly, the user can learn more
about the expertise captured in the
model. After the explanation, PROSPECTOR repeats question 13 and the
consultation goes on.
In response to any question, the
user has options to seek clarification,
change the course of the questioning,
trace the implications of answers
given, and so on. The consultation
continues until PROSPECTOR has
confirmed or rejected the hypothesis
under consideration. PROSPECTOR
then explains the basis of its conclusions in terms of the rules used.
Tests have shown that evaluations
made by PROSPECTOR closely
match those made by the geologists

LO
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created the models; the
numerical scores typically agree to
within about seven percent on the
average (see reference 15).
who

Appropriate Tasks
While the systems we have described perform a wide variety of

tasks, knowledge -based expert
systems are more successful in handling some tasks than others. In
general, the following are prerequisites for the success of a knowledge based expert system:

there

must be at least one human
expert acknowledged to perform the
task well
the primary source of the expert's
exceptional performance must be
special knowledge, judgment, and experience
the expert must be able to explain
the special knowledge and experience
and the methods used to apply them
to particular problems

the task must have a well- bounded
domain of application
Many scientific and technical tasks
meet these conditions, especially
where there is a tradition of consultation. Certain kinds of tasks are not
good subjects for knowledge -based
expert systems. For example,
although a mathematician possesses
specialized knowledge, the additional
knowledge needed to function in that
role is far more extensive than current
knowledge -based expert systems can
handle. On the other hand, where
there are well-defined mathematical
procedures for solving a problem,
knowledge-based expert systems are
unnecessary. For most perceptual
problems, experts are unusual, relevant knowledge is extensive but difficult to pinpoint, and general
understanding of the perceptual process is limited. And many tasks are
still waiting for the first expert to appear. An example is earthquake
prediction. There are now no

Photo 1: The area where PROSPECTOR predicts a molybdenum deposit. Given extensive data about the surface, PROSPECTOR used its rules to score areas of favorableness
for molybdenum ore. Ore -grade molybdenum was previously found in the bright area
on the right. PROSPECTOR predicts more ore will be found in the undrilled bright area
on the left. The brighter the area, the higher its rating by PROSPECTOR. The site is in
the Mount Tolman area of the state of Washington.
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geologists who can predict earthquakes accurately. An expert system
for earthquake prediction should not
be expected to fare any better than
the human sources of its knowledge
base.

The Future
We are now witnessing the first
transition of expert programs from
the comfortable surroundings of
research laboratories to the more
demanding world outside. For several
years, the DENDRAL system has seen
regular use by university and industrial chemists throughout the
country. The Digital Equipment Corporation is using one version of Rl
and is developing versions for other
DEC systems. The PROSPECTOR
system has been applied to several
practical problems of the US
Geological Survey and the US
Department of Energy. PROSPECTOR has also made its first prediction
about the location of a molybdenum
deposit. Drilling is underway to see if
there is a deposit where PROSPECTOR predicted (see photo 1).
Donald Michie and his colleagues
at the University of Edinburgh are
developing an expert system similar
to PROSPECTOR to diagnose
operating problems on North Sea oil
platforms. Schlumberger is developing another expert system to interpret
the waveforms obtained when instruments are dropped down oil
wells. Finally, Michie and the
Machine Intelligence Corporation
have independently developed the
first simplified expert systems that
can be run on an Apple computer.
The current generation of expert
systems is being put to practical use,
and many more systems will certainly
be built.
Researchers have identified and are
attacking several major problems that
limit progress in knowledge -based
systems. One of these problems concerns software support for research in
this field. As our micro expert- system
illustrates, BASIC is not the right
language for implementing expert
systems. Pascal and even LISP are not
completely satisfactory either. New
languages such as OPS -5, oriented
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Listing 1: A rule- based, animal -identification program in BASIC. This is based on the
DIAGNOSE program found in chapter 18 of LISP by P H Winston and B K P Horn. The
core subroutine is VERIFY (lines 1210 through 1830), which is recursive. Since BASIC
does not support recursion, all reentrant subroutines must explicitly save their local

values on push -down stacks before transferring control.
00010
00020
00030
00040
00050
00060
00070
00080
00090
00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390
00400
00410
00420
00430
00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
00500
00510
00520
00530
00540
00550
00560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610
00620
00630
00640
00650
00660
00670
00680
00690
00700
00710
00720
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REM
A RULE -BASED IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM
REM
Based on the DIAGNOSE program in Chapter 18 of the book
REM
"LISP" by P. H. Winston and B. K. P. Horn
REM
A$ = array of asked questions
REM
Al = current number of asked questions
REM
A9 = maximum number of asked questions
REM
F$ = array for facts
REM
REM
F1 = current number of facts
F9 = maximum number of facts
REM
H$ = array for top -level hypotheses
REM
H1 = current top -level hypothesis
REM
H8 = current number of top -level hypotheses
REM
H9 = maximum number of top -level hypotheses
REM
REM
Q
= array of rule numbers for deducing a goal hypothesis
REM
(size = R9/5)
REM
Q8 = current number of relevant rules
REM
R$ = array for rules
REM
R1 = current rule index
REM
R2 = current antecedent
REM
R7 = current number of rules
REM
R8 = current number of bytes used for rules
REM
R9 = maximum number of bytes in R$
REM
R
= array of pointers into R$
(size = R9/5)
REM
R1 = current rule pointer
REM
S$ = stack array for strings
REM
S1 = stack pointer for S$
REM
S9 = size of S$
REM
S
= stack array for numbers
REM
S2 = stack pointer for S
REM
S8 = size of S
REM
REM
REM
INITIALIZE
DIM A$(100),F$( 100), H$( 20), Q( 50 ),R$(250),R(50),S$(200),S(200)
A9 = 100
F9 = 100
H9 = 20
R9 = 250
S8 = 200
S9 = 200
S1 = 0
S2 = 0

PRINT "Hello."
REM
CALL LOADRULES TO INITIALIZE R AND R$; R7 = COUNT OF RULES
GOSUB 3680
IF R7 > 0 THEN 500
PRINT "No rules."
STOP
REM
CALL LOADHYPOTHESES TO INITIALIZE H$, H8 = COUNT OF HYPOTHESES
GOSUB 4100
IF H8 > 0 THEN 550
PRINT "No hypotheses."

STOP
PRINT "I will use my ";R7;" rules to try to establish one of the"
PRINT "following ".H8;" hypotheses:"
FOR H1 = 1 TO H8
PRINT "
";Z$;H$(H1)
NEXT H1
PRINT
PRINT "Please answer my questions with Y (yes), N (no), or W (why)."
PRINT
REM
REM
THE MAIN LOOP -- DIAGNOSE
REM
Al = 0
F1 = 0
FOR H1 = 1 TO H8
REM
SETUP ARG1II(ENTS AND GOTO VERIFY TO ESTABLISH THE TRUTH OF F1$
F1$ = H$(H1)
Y = 1
GOTO 1200
Listing 1 continued on page
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toward production development, and
new expert- system -building systems
such as AGE, HEARSAY III, and RLL
are the first of a new generation of
software tools that will simplify
system development.
On a more fundamental level,
something must be done to shorten
the time needed to interview experts
and represent their special knowledge
in the form of rules. This is often
called the knowledge- acquisition
problem. Despite several concentrated efforts, it remains a bottleneck.
The development of a model containing a few hundred rules may now
take several months of the expert's
time and even more of the system
builder's. Past efforts to speed
knowledge acquisition have been
along three lines: (1) to develop smart
editors that assist in entering and
modifying rules, (2) to develop an intelligent interface that can interview
the expert and formulate the rules,
and (3) to develop a learning system
that can induce rules from examples,
or by reading textbooks and papers.
Somewhat ironically, to do
anything ambitious along these lines
seems to require fundamental advances in our understanding of two
core AI topics -the representation of
knowledge and the use of knowledge!
The problem is that although inference networks of rules do much to
codify the reasoning process that an
expert uses in solving a problem,
there's still much that goes on inside
an expert's head that doesn't appear
in the networks. Basically, a
knowledge -based system provides a
flexible yet precise language that an
expert can use to describe the chains
of reasoning. We need to develop
more expressive languages that allow
the expert to articulate more of the
nuances and details of thought processes. One of the problems is that it
is difficult for experts to describe exactly how they do what they do,
especially with respect to their use of
judgment, experience, and intuition.
We are optimistic that such advances
will be made, but will resist the temptation to make more specific guesses.
The knowledge -acquisition issue
touches on an important side effect of
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Listing I continued:
CALL POP(X$) TO GET ANSWER
00730 REM
00740 GOSUB 1040
00750 IF X$ <> " THEN 800
00760 NEXT H1
FAILURE
00770 REM
00780 PRINT "No hypothesis can be confirmed."
00790 GOTO 820
SUCCESS
00800 REM
00810 PRINT "I conclude that ";z$;H$(H1); "."
00820 PRINT
00830 PRINT "Restart or Quit (R or Q) ";
00840 INPUT C$
00850 IF C$ = "R" THEN 640
00860 IF C$ <> "Q" THEN 830
00870 STOP
00880 REM
SUBROUTINE PUSH(X$)
00890 REM
00900 IF S1 < S9 THEN 930
00910 PRINT "STRING STACK OVERFLOW"
00920 STOP
00930 S1 = S1 + 1
00940 S$(S1) = X$
00950 RETURN
00960 REM
00970 REM
SUBROUTINE PUSH(%)
00980 IF S2 < S8 THEN 1010
00990 PRINT "NUMBER STACK OVERFLOW"
01000 STOP
01010 S2 = S2 + 1
01020 S(S2) = X
01030 RETURN
01040 REM
01050 REM
SUBROUTINE POP(X$)
01060 IF Si > 0 THEN 1090
01070 PRINT "STRING STACK UNDERFLOW
01080 STOP
01090 X$ = SS(S1)

01100

SI = Si -

1

01110 RETURN
01120 REM
SUBROUTINE POP(X)
01130 REM
01140 IF S2 > 0 THEN 1170
01150 PRINT "NUMBER STACK UNDERFLOW"
01160 STOP
01170 X = S(S2)
01180 S2 = S2 - 1
01190 RETURN
01200 REM
01210 REM
SUBROUTINE VERIFY(F1$, Y)
01220 REM
ATTEMPTS TO PROVE THAT FACT F1$ IS TRUE
01230 REM
CALL RECALL TO SEE IF WE ALREADY KNOW F1$
01240 F2$ = F1$
01250 GOSUB 1840
01260 IF R2$ <> "" THEN 1760
01270 REM
F1$ NOT CURRENTLY KNOWN; CALL INTHEN TO FIND RULES THAT DEDUCE IT
01280 GOSUB 2100
01290 REM
ANSWER IS IN Q, WITH Q(0) THE COUNT; ARE THERE ANY RULES?
01300 Q8 = Q(0)
01310 IF Q8 > 0 THEN 1360
01320 REM
NO RULES; CALL ASK TO ASK THE USER
01330 GOSUB 2320
01340 IF A1$ _ "" THEN 1790
01360 GOTO 1760
01360 REM
CHAIN BACKWARD THROUGH THE RULES RECURSIVELY
01370 Q1 = 1
01380 REM
PUSH NEEDED LOCAL VARIABLES
01390
01400 GOSUB
SUB 88 0
01410 X = Y
01420 GOSUB 960
01430 FOR Q2 = 1 TO Q8
01440 X = Q(Q2)
01450 GOSUB 960
01460 NEXT Q2
01470 X = Q8
01480 GOSUB 960
01490 X = Q1
01500 GOSUB 960
Listing I continued on page 268
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the development of expert systems:
the exercise of building a knowledge
base for a problem area forces the expert to think through the problem in a
precise and thorough manner. The
resulting codification benefits the
basic science itself. For example,
models of mineral deposits have appeared for years in the literature of
these models
economic ggeology,
eo l gY,
have traditionally been expressed in
English prose, accompanied by
schematic geological sketches and
maps. Such models are meaningful to
geologists, but they are descriptive

rather than predictive. Furthermore,
many details are left unstated because
the author assumes that the readers
will understand what is meant. Since
the development of PROSPECTOR,
there seems to be more interest
among geologists in developing
models more precise than those of the
past.
We pay dearly for expertise when
we need it, whether it's for fixing a
home appliance or for finding oil.
Knowledge -based expert systems offer the potential of codifying and
disseminating expertise to those who
don't have it. In effect, knowledge based expert systems offer the prom ise of putting experts at everyone's
disposal.

A Simple Rule -Based System
Most rule -based expert systems are
large programs written in LISP, too
big for today's personal computers.
However, it is possible to write a
small rule-based program that is both
entertaining and educational.
The BASIC program
shown in
p g
listing 1 implements a simple version
of the backward -chaining procedure
used in MYCIN. This program is
essentially a recoding of the
DIAGNOSE program
used bby
p g
Winston and Horn in their book LISP
(see reference 35) to explain rulebased systems,
stems, and includes their set
of fifteen rules for identifying
animals. The network formed by
these rules is depicted in figure 5.
While these rules are too few and too
simple for serious use, you might
have fun changing them and creating

bd

Text continued on page 274

MULTI-USER OASIS
HAS THE FEATURES PROS DEMAND.
READ WNIL
Computer experts
(the pros) usually have big
computer experience.
That's why when they shop
system software for Z80
micros, they look for
the big system features
they're used to. And that's
why they like Multi -User
OASIS. You will too.

(THEN COMPARE.)

Without this control,
unauthorized users could
access your programs and
data and do what they like.
A frightening prospect
isn't it?
And multi -users
multiply the problem.
can
DATA INTEGRITY: FILE &
But with the Logon,
AUTOMATIC RECORD LOCKING
Password and Privilege
Level features of Multi -User
The biggest challenge
OASIS, a system manager
for any multi -user system
can specify for each user
is co- ordinating requests
which programs and files
from several users
may be accessed
to change the same record
and for what purpose.
at the same time.
Security is further
Without proper
enhanced
by User
co- ordination, the
Accounting
-a feature that
confusion and problems
lets
keep
you
a history
of inaccurate or even
of
which
user
has been
destroyed data can be
logged
on,
when
and
staggering.
Our File and Automatic for how long.
Pros insist on these
Record Locking features
security
features.
solve these problems.
OASIS has them.
For example: normally
all users can view a
particular record at the
EFFICIENCY:
RE- ENTRANT BASIC
same time. But, if that
record is being updated
by one user, automatic
A multi -user system
record locking will deny all is often not even practical
other users access to the
on computers limited
record until the up -date is to 64K memory.
completed. So records
OASIS Re- entrant
are always accurate,
BASIC makes it practical.
up -to -date and integrity
How?
is assured.
Because all users use a
Pros demand file &
single run -time BASIC
automatic record locking.
module, to execute their
OASIS has it.
compiled programs, less

-

memory is needed. Even
if you have more than 64K,
your pay -off is cost saving
and more efficient use
of all the memory you have
available- because it
services more users.
Sound like a pro feature?
It is. And OASIS has it.

OASIS IS AVAILABLE FOR
SYSTEMS Altos.Compucorp.Cromemco.
Delta Products: Digital Group: Digital
Microsystems: Dynabyte: Godbout: IBC:
Index: Intersystems: North Star. Onyx,
SD Systems. TRS BO Mod II: Vector
Graphic: Vonmex

CONTROLLERS. Bell Controls: Cameo:
Corvus. Konan: Micromation: Micropolis:
Tarbell: Teletek: Thinkertoys: X Comp.
Write for complete.
tree Application Software Directory

PLEASE SEND ME:
Price
with
Manual

Manual
Only

S150
350

517.50
17.50

100

15.00

150

15.00

150

25.00

150

15.00

100

15.00

100

15.00

OPERATING SYSTEM
tlnciudes'.
EXEC Language:
Fde Management:

AND LOTS MORE...

User Accounting;

Multi -User OASIS supports
as many as 16 terminals
and can run in as little as
56K memory. Or, with
bank switching, as much
as 784K.
Multi- Tasking lets each
user run more than one
job at the same time.
And there's our BASIC
a compiler, interpreter and
debugger all in one.
An OASIS exclusive.
Still more: Editor; Hard
& Floppy Disk Support;
Keyed (ISAM), Direct &
Sequential Files; Mail -Box;

-

Deve

Drivers:

Print Spooler:
General Text
Editor: etc
SINGLE USER
MULTI-USER
1

BASIC COMPILER/
INTERPRETER /DEBUGGER
RE- ENTRANT BASIC

COMPILER /INTERPRETER/
DEBUGGER

PACKAGE
(Macro Assemb.er,
Linkage Editor:
Debugger)

DEVELOPMENT

TEXT EDITOR 8
SCRIPT PROCESSOR

DIAGNOSTIC 8
CONVERSION UTILITIES
Memory Test,
Assembly Language,
Conveners. File
Recovery. Disk Test:
Fde Copy from
orner OS: etc )

COMMUNICATIONS
PACKAGE
{Terminal Emulator;

File Send 8 Receive)

PACKAGE PRICE
Scheduler; Spooler;
of Above)
SINGLE -USER
all from OASIS.
500
60.00
MULTI -USER
850
60 00
Our documentation is
FILE SORT
100
15.00
recognized as some of the
COBOL -ANSI '74
750
35.00
best, most extensive, in the
industry. And, of course,
there's plenty of
Order OASIS from
Phase One Systems, Inc.
application software.
7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 830
Put it all together and it's Oakland, CA 94621
easy to see why the real
Telephone (415) 562-8085
pros like OASIS. Join them. TWX 910- 366 -7139
NAME
Send your order today.

SYSTEM SECURITY:
LOGON, PASSWORD
& USER ACCOUNTING

IATI

STREET (NO BOX =)
CITY
STATE
ZIP

AMOUNT $
(Attach system description:
add 53 for shipping;
California residents add sales tax)

Check enclosed

Controlling who gets on
your system and what they
do once they're on it is the
essence of system security.

UPS C.O.D.

VISA

Mastercharge

Card Number
Expiration Date
Signature

MAKES MICROS RUN LIKE MINIS
Circle 292 on inquiry card.
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Price /Performance
Breakthrough!

Apt,

sldt

'AIR

I.:
7il!T

-ET
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Iliiv

_

...
mac.

Courtesy of DASOFT DESIGN SYSTEMS

Mauro MP -250ß Proac
The $775 pen plotter that gives
professional accuracy with
superb line quality!
Mauro's design innovations make it
possible to produce a high quality, low cost
plotter that out -performs every other plotter
of comparable price on the market today. In
fact, its line quality matches that of plotters
costing $2,000 or more.
Proac draws with .005" /step resolution
and ± 0.5% @ 17" degree of accuracy at
speeds of 2.5" per second or higher. A
unique multi -point paper drive helps
achieve this level of accuracy, making
Proac suitable for a wide variety of
applications.
Currently the MP -250B and the newer
MP -300 are being used in Surveying, in
Design Automation for logic diagrams and
printed circuit layout, and in CAD drafting
systems. The MP -250B and MP -300 are the
only low cost plotters that have the speed,
accuracy, repeatability, and line quality
necessary to meet these demanding
applications. If your need is for professional
plotting consider one of our plotters or one
of our soon to be announced larger format
models.
Proac comes with full vector driving
software for 8080, 6502, and 6800 based
computers. Interfaces are available for
Apple, and PET. With the addition of the SIA
250 intelligent interface, Proac becomes
compatible with any computer.
Contact Mauro Engineering about
complete information and specifications for
MP-250B Proac and available software.

MAURO ENGINEERING
2220 Pack Trail
Mount Shasta, California 96067
Telephone 916 926 -4406
268
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Listing I continued:

01510
01520
01530
01540
01550
01560
01570
01580
01590
01600
01610
01620
01630
01640
01650
01660
01670
01680
01690
01700
01710
01720
01730
01740
01750
01760
01770
01780
01790
01800
01810
01820
01830
01840
01850
01860
01870
01880
01890
01900
01910
01920
01930
01940
01950
01960
01970
01980
01990
02000
02010
02020
02030
02040
02050
02060
02070
02080
02090
02100
02110
02120
02130
02140
02150
02160
02170
02180
02190
02200
02210
02220
02230
02240
02250
02260
02270
02280
02290

SETUP ARGUMENTS AND GOTO TRYRULE+(R1,

REM

Y)

R1 = Q(Q1)
Y

=

2

GOTO 2840
POP AND SAVE THE ANSWER,
REM
GOSUB 1040
X1$ = X$
GOSUB 1120

AND POP THE LOCAL VARIABLES

Q1 = X

GOSUB 1120
Q8 = X
FOR Q2 = Q8 TO
GOSUB 1120

1

STEP -1

Q(Q2) = X
NEXT Q2
GOSUB 1120
Y = X
GOSUB 1040

F1$ = X$
IF X1$ _ "T" THEN 1760
REM
RATS, RULE R1 DIDN'T WORK; TRY THE NEXT ONE
Q1 = Q1 + 1
IF Q1 <= Q8 THEN 1380
REM
CURSES, NONE OF THE RULES WORKED
GOTO 1790
REM
SUCCESS
X$ _ "T"
GOTO 1810

REM

FAILURE

X$ = ""

REM
PUSH THE ANSWER AND RETURN
GOSUB 880
ON Y GOTO 730,1550,2950,3300
REM
REM
SUBROUTINE RECALL(F2$)
REM
CHECKS TO SEE IF FACT F2$ HAS BEEN RECORDED
R2$ _ ""
IF F1 = 0 THEN 1940
FOR I = 1 TO F1
IF F2$ = F$(I) THEN 193U
NEXT I
GOTO 1940
R2$ = F2$
RETURN
REM
REM
SUBROUTINE REMEMBER(F2$)
REM
RECORDS FACT F2$
R1$ _ ""
REM
CALL RECALL TO SEE IF ALREADY STORED
GOSUB 1840
IF R2$ <> "" THEN 2090
REM
ADD NEW FACT
IF F1 < F9 THEN 2060
PRINT "OUT OF ROOM FOR RECORDING FACTS"
STOP
Fl = F1 + 1
F$(F1) = F2$
R1$ = F2$
RETURN
REM
REM
SUBROUTINE INTHEN(F1$)
REM
FINDS ALL THE RULES THAT HAVE FACT F1$ AS A CONSEQUENT
Q(0) = 0

REM
LOOP THROUGH THE RULES
FOR R3 = 1 TO R7
REM FIND THE CONSEQUENTS OF RULE R3
R4 = R(R3) + 2
F2$ = R$(R4)
IF F2$ _ "THEN" THEN 2220
R4 = R4 + 1
GOTO 2180
R$M
LOOP THROUGH THE CONSEQUENTS
R4 = R4 + 1
F2$ = R$(R4)
IF F2$ _ "STOP" THEN 2300
IF R$(R4 +1) _ "IF" THEN 2300
IF F2$ <> F1$ THEN 2230
Q(0) = Q(0) + 1
Q(Q(0)) = R3

Listing 1 continued

on page 270

Comes the revolution
in Apple word processing.
PowerText. From Beaman Porter.
ullivan,
Sullivan,

e
14r.

ZEdit: A(djst C(py D(lete Fiir1d
:letter
/to Mr. Joe Sullivan, Jr.
Joe Sullivan d Associates, Inc.
1270 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
/sal Joe
/closing Best regards,

I.n5r't

°iotas, I nc

J

Americas

the
Sullivan
AvenueNew York

1110
New

doe,

Text word

this
new

computer and out
is
4OwetteXt likealt

Bruce J. Bloom
President
/par I've produced this letter to you
using our APPLE computer and our new
PowerText word processing system.
/par PowerText is absolutely
remarkable.
There's simply nothing

few

Poyet

gevont
11 youTou

Wait
scions.

s

There's
A

and there.
did the

%lords

I

syet

at commande
5bo
my mind
C BnB d

m
formatting

do
nothing
have to
I didn't
entet the
because
8.
we
e edict
did
did
here

/par I
an;(where.
else like it ..
didn't have to do any formatting at
All I did was enter the copy
all.
Then I
plus a few simple commands.
did some editing, because I changed my
mind about a few words here and there.
/par PowerText did the rest. A perfect

A44t

our

using

n15
to you processing
{pCe

atl
A

e
perfect

lest
pot

handles
hietic
ewatTextho
believe
right
gowi

system

voLd 4TOeeeein8

Get this out!

Type this in.
Bat out a letter on your Apple's keyboard just
as fast as you can.

Forget all about format. Keep on going.
As you go, just type in simple, short
commands to identify the name and address
element ... the salutation ... paragraphs ... and
sign -off.
Do your editing: Make any changes you like.
Then ... tell PowerText to go to work.
In seconds a perfectly formatted letter starts
rolling out of your printer. With every word
exactly where you want it.
And for an encore PowerText also addresses
your mailing envelope.
Its a true revolution in Apple word processing
software. New ... from Beaman Porter.

Formats every document flawlessly.
PowerText knows precisely how you like your
letters to look. And your memos. Your reports.
Your presentations. Your manuscripts.
Every correspondence element, TO and
'FROM' line, chapter heading, column of
statistics, and paragraph ... is exactly where you
want it.
Beautiful!
The editing power of PASCAL, the formatting
power of PowerText.
PowerText adds its own total document format
control to the Pascal editor's exquisite

capabilities.
Result: you get perfect formatting ... plus full
insert, delete, and global search and replace
capabilities. In one remarkable system.
Plus ... with a letter quality printer ... the
ability to print in from 6 to 15 pitch.
And you can use a variety of pitches within any
document!

Intelligent word processing decisions.

Limited Time Introductory Offer.

You never have to worry about page breaks,
or winding up with "Yours truly" all by itself on
page 2 of your letter.
PowerText makes exactly the right decisions
about all that for you.
And it automatically tracks your footnote or

The operating ease, scope, and sophistication
of PowerText go far beyond any other word
processing software ... at any price.
Yet PowerText, plus its excellent Manual/
Tutorial, are available now at the Special
Introductory Price of only $199. (Manual /Tutorial
alone, only $25 ... deductible from the $199
package price when you order the disk later.)
Available from selected dealers nationwide, or

bibliography numbers.
Column formats are a snap.
PowerText accommodates up to 12 columns
per 132 -character line. With individual line
spacing for each column.
It lets you left- or right -justify
center
each column separately. Or print any column in
paragraph style. And there are no tab settings to
set for columnar reports; PowerText does the
arithmetic for you.

-or

direct from

-

BEAMAN PORTER, INC.
High Performance Computer Products
Pleasant Ridge Road, Harrison, NY 10528
(914) 967-3504

r
B91

BEAMAN PORTER, INC.
Pleasant Ridge Road, Harrison, NY 10528

Send
complete PowerText system(s) (Disk
plus Manual /Tutorial) (a $199.

PowerText requires 48 K APPLE Il or APPLE II
PLUS, two disk drives, and PASCAL language
system, plus a Oume, Diablo, or Epson printer.

@,.$25 (deductible from the $199 total system price

when

FULL

5 -YEAR

WARRANTY!

PowerText has been proven with the most
demanding tests... and texts... we could devise.
It always works. If it should fail to perform as
specified ... for a full 5 years ... send it back.
We'll fix it at no charge.

copies of the Manual /Tutorial only

Send

Or,

I

order the Disk later)

My check or money order for
bill
to my:

enclosed.

Mastercard
Visa
(Mastercard only, list 4 digits above your name

Card No.

Signature

Exp Date
Date

Name
Street
City, State Zip

understand my PowerText Disk is warranted for a lull five years.
Should it fail to perform as specified, Beaman Porter, Inc. will fix it
for me at no charge.
I

APPLE is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. USCD
PASCAL is a registered trademark of UC, Regents. POWERTEXT
is a registered trademark of Beaman Porter, Inc.

Circle 37 on Inquiry card.
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If you're looking for
the best prices
in the U.S.A. on

u

44C:4V

ÇRS
MICROCOMPUTERS
We have consistently offered the
TRS -80 line at savings up to 20 %. You

can save up to $1500 by buying

from Computer Discount of America.

/'11 X11\ 1

MICROCOMPUTERS

J
i

We have the full line of ATARI per-

sonal computers and systems.
Model II
26 -4002

64K.

1

disc

$3385.00

Model Ill
26 -1061
26 -1062

4K, Level
16K. Level Ill

26 -1066

48K. Level

II

610.00
845.00
$2115.00
S

I

S

2- drive /RS -232

Color Computer
26 -3001
26 -3002

4K

16K w

EPSON
MX70
MX80
MX8OFT

S

/Ext. Basic

Printer
Printer
Printer

S

S
S
S

329.00
499.00
375.00
485.00
639.00

Our savings are as big on expansion

interfaces, printers, diskettes, Apple
Computers, OKIDATA Microline,
C -ITOH Starwriter, Lexicon Modems
everything for your computer.

-

We have the largest inventory in the
Northeast, and most models are in

stock, for immediate delivery.
Our full price catalog or a price
quote is as near as your phone.

CALL TOLL FREE:

800-526 -5313

Computer

Discount
of America

COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC.
15 Marshall Hill Road. West Milford Mall

West Milford. New Jersey 07480
In New
270

Jersey Call 201- 728 -8080
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continued:

Listing

1

02300
02310
02320
02330
02340
02350
02360
02370
02380

NEXT R3
RETURN
REM
REM
SUBROUTINE ASK(F1$)
REM
ASKS THE USER ABOUT F1$ AND EXPLAINS ITS REASON
A1$ = ""
REM
HAVE WE ASKED THE USER ABOUT F1$ BEFORE?
IF Al = 0 THEN 2410
FOR A2 = 1 TO Al
IF F1$ = A$(A2) THEN 2830
NEXT A2
REM
IF WE HAVE ROOM, LET'S ASK.
WE HAVEN'T ASKED BEFORE.
IF Al < A9 THEN 2450
PRINT "OUT OF ROOM FOR ASKED QUESTIONS"
STOP
Al = Al + 1
A$(A1) = F1$
PRINT "Is this true: ";Z$;Fl$;
INPUT C$
IF C$ = "Y" THEN 2790
IF C$ _ "N" THEN 2830
IF C$ <> "w" THEN 2470
REM
THE USER WANTS TO KNOW WHY I ASKED
REM
ARE WE WORKING ON A RULE?
IF F1$ <> H$(H1) THEN 2590
REM
NO, Fl$ IS A TOP LEVEL HYPOTHESIS
PRINT "One of the possibilities is ";Z$;Fl$
PRINT "Unfortunately, I have no way to deduce this except to ask you."
GOTO 2470
REM
YES. F1$ IS A SUBGOAL.
PRINT RULE R1
PRINT "I am trying to use Rule ";R$(R(Rl))

02390
02400

02410
02420
02430
02440
02450
02460
02470
02480
02490
02500
02510
02520
02530
02540
02550
02560
02570
02580
02590
02600
02610
02620
02630
02640
02650
02660
02670
02680
02690
02700
02710
02720
02730
02740
02750
02760
02770
02780
02790
02800
02810
02820
02830
02840
02850
02860
02870
02880
02890
02900
02910
02920
02930
02940
02950
02960
02970
02980
02990
03000
03010
03020
03030
03040

03050
03060
03070
03080

R3 = R(R1) + 2
IF R3 = R2 THEN 2670

PRINT "I already know that:"
PRINT Z$;R$(R3)
R3 = R3 + 1
IF R3 < R2 THEN 2640
PRINT "IF:"
PRINT Z$;R$(R3)
R3 = R3 + 1
IF R$(R3) <> "THEN" THEN 2680
PRINT "THEN:"
R3 = R3 + 1
PRINT Z$;R$(R3)
R3 = R3 + 1
IF R$(R3) _ "STOP" THEN 2770
IF R$(R3 +1) <> "IF" THEN 2730
PRINT
GOTO 2470
REM
THE USER SAYS THAT Fl$ IS TRUE; CALL REMEMBER TO RECORD
F2$ = F1$
GOSUB 1950
A1$ _ "T"
RETURN
REM
REM
SUBROUTINE TRYRULE+(R1, Y)
REM
TRIES TO APPLY RULE R1
REM
PUSH NEEDED LOCAL VARIABLES
X = R1
GOSUB 960

IT

X = Y

GOSUB 960
REM
SETUP ARGUMENTS AND GOTO TESTIF +(R1,
Y

Y)

= 3

GOTO 3130
REM
POP THE RESULTS OF TESTIF+ AND RESTORE LOCAL VARIABLES
GOSUB 1040
GOSUB 1120
Y = X

GOSUB 1120
R1 = X
IF X$ = "" THEN 3080

REM
CALL USETHEN
GOSUB 3460
IF U1$ _ "" THEN 3080
REM
SUCCESS
X$ = "T"
GOTO 3100
REM
FAILURE

Listing

1

continued on page 272
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COMPUTERS -TERMINALS -MODEMS!
MODEMS AND COUPLERS
Connect your Apple, TRS-80 or any other computer or terminal to the phone lines!
Penril

U.S.

Robotics

U.S.

USR -330A

Bell 103/113 style
USR -330D
Bell 103/113 style

Penril
300/1200
Penril 300/1200 -Bell 212A style

$339
USR -330D
Bell 103 113 style. 330 baud. Manual originate, autoanswer. Half /full duplex. RS232. 1 year warranty. Direct
connect to phone lines via RJ11C standard extension

$799

Bell 212A style. 1200 baud and 300 baud. Manual originate, auto -answer. Full duplex. RS232. Direct connect
to phone lines via RJ11C standard extension phone
voice jack. 1 year warranty.

phone voice jack.

$399
USR -330A
Same as USR -330D but includes auto -dial capability.

Robotics

The

Phone Link

Acoustic
Modem

Bell 103/113 style

$179

300 baud. Sleek, low profile. Originate and answer capability. Half/full duplex. Self -test. RS232. Light displays
for On, Carrier, Test, Send Data, Receive Data. 15 oz.

Perkin -Elmer Corporation

Digital Equipment Corporation

Bantam 550B .... $694
Compact. Silent. Upper /lower
case. 80th col. wrap- around.
Bell. Integrated numeric pad.
Printer port. Transparent
mode. Editing features.
Tabbing.

DEC VT100

Superowl 1251
Perkin -Elmer Superowl 1251
DEC VT100 ... $1668
Detachable keyboard. Separate numeric keypad with
function keys. Business forms character set. Reverse
video. Selectable double -size characters. Bidirectional
smooth -scrolling. 80 cols or 132 cols. Split screen. Set table tabs. Line drawing graphic characters. Status line.
Key -Click.

& PRINTERS

HARDCOPY TERMINALS

DEC LA120

Teletype
Model 43

$999

30 CPS. Dot matrix. 132 cols. True descenders on lower
case. Excellent print quality for dot matrix printer. Pin

feed.

Perkin -Elmer

Corporation

Pussycat 650/655
CRT Screen Printer

5520

$2754

55 CPS. Impact printer. Selectric print quality. Changeable print fonts. 110, 300 and 1200 baud data rate. Fric-

tion and tractor feed.

Bantam 550S

$879

Same as 550E plus block mode. 8 function keys, and
protected fields, reverse video fields, half intensity
fields, blinking fields.

550 Options
$70
20mA Current Loop Interface
$25
Non -Glare Screen
2nd page of memory (550S only).. $100

Digital
Equipment
Corp.

180 CPS. Dot matrix. Upper /lower case. 1K buffer. Designed for 1200 baud communications. 30 character
answerback message. Adjustable line spacing. Adjustable character sizes including double sized characters.
Settable horizontal and vertical tabs. Top -of -form capability. RS232.

Corporation
NEC Spinwriter 5510 & 5520

5510 Spinwriter

Same as 550B plus
separate numeric keypad and cursor direction
keys.

DEC LA120 ... $2388

NEC

KSR Spinwriter
$3088
55 CPS. Impact printer. Selectric print quality Changeable print fonts. 110, 300 and 1200 baud data rate. Numeric keypad. Friction and tractor feed.

Bantam 550E ...$755

Digital Equipment
Corporation

Teletype
Corporation
Teletype Model 43 KSR with RS232
and Connector Cable

$1564

Intelligent, editing CRT. Detachable keyboard. 32 fully
programmable function keys. Intelligent printer part.
Business forms character set. Block mode. Protected
fields. Blinking fields. Numeric fields. Reverse video.
Half intensity. Polling. Down line loading of options. Remote control of all options by host computer. Settable
tabs. Status line. Separate numeric keypad. Transparent mode.

650/655 Pussycat CRT Screen Printer. $899
100 CPS. Extremely compact and quiet. 110 to 9600
baud rate. 2K buffer. Ideal for producing rapid, reliable
hardcopy of your CRT screen display. Can be added to
any CRT with our interface option.

DEC LA34DA ... $939
30 CPS. Dot matrix. Upper/lower case. 4 character
sizes. Up to 217 cols per line. 6 lines per inch settings.
Friction feed. Settable tabs. RS232.

DEC LA34AA

$1095

30 CPS. Dot matrix. Upper /lower case. 8 character
sizes including double size characters. 6 lines per inch
settings. Up to 217 cols per line. Friction feed. Settable
horizontal and vertical tabs. Top -of -form capability.

Options for LA34AA and LA34DA
$114
Tractor Feed Mechanism
Numeric Keypad w/ Function Keys .. $69
$100
Pedestal
$25
Paper Out Sensor
APL Capability with APL Keycaps .. $499
2K Buffer with Text Editor and 1200 Baud
$499
Communications Capability

Leasing rates and lease /purchase plan information is available on request.
All equipment is shipped with a 10 day money back guarantee.
We offer full service, on site maintenance plans on all equipment.
All

U.S. ROBOTICS
203

N.

WABASH SUITE

17113

CHICAGO. ILL 60601

INC.

equipment

in

stock

SALES
GENERAL OFFICES
SERVICE

(312)
(312)
(312)

346 -5650
346 -5651

733-0497

Circle

291 on
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TIM

400...$359
ChP] PA K APO HP-85
ATARI®
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_

$279

Accessories

HP-85

51/4" Dual Master Disc Drive List $2500.... $2125
51/4" Single Master Disc Drive List $1500... $1275
HP 7225A Graphics Plotter List $2050
$1845

HP-85 16K Memory Module List $395
HP -85 Application Pacs Standard List $95
Serial (RS -232C) Interface Module List $395
GPIO Interface Module List $495

$355
$85
$355
$445

newt -IP 83 QÌ895
HP-41CV with five times
more memory

built in.
List $325

*249
H P -41 C
List $250

$199
-_

53.95
Scientific w/ Statistics
Scientific Programmable $79.95
HP -34C Advanced Scientific
Programmable
123.95
HP -37E Business Calculator ___ $49.95
HP-32E

HP -33C

Qrsonal

omputar
ystQms

INiï
609

Butternut Street

Syracuse, N.Y. 13208

(315) 475 -6800

Prices do not include shipping by UPS. All

prices and offers subject to change without
notice.
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03090 X$ =
03100 REM
03110
03120
03130
03140
03150
03160
03170
03180
03190
03200
03210
03220
03230
03240
03250
03260
03270
03280
03290
03300
03310
03320
03330
03340
03350
03360
03370
03380
03390
03400
03410
03420
03430
03440
03450
03460
03470
03480
03490
03500
03510
03520
03530
03540
03550
03560
03570
03580
03590
03600
03610
03620
03630
03640
03650
03660
03670
03680
03690
03700
03710
03720
03730
03740
03750
03760
03770
03780
03790
03800
03810
03820
03830
03840
03850
03860
03870

""

PUSH THE ANSWER AND RETURN
GOSUB 880
ON Y GOTO 730,1550,2950,3300
REM
REM
SUBROUTINE TESTIF+(R1, Y)
REM
CHECKS ANTECEDENTS TO SEE IF RULE R1 IS APPLICABLE
R2 - R(R1) + 2
F2$ = R$(R2)
IF F2$ _ "THEN" THEN 3410
REM
PUSH NEEDED LOCAL VARIABLES
X = Y

GOSUB 960
X = R1

GOSUB 960
X = R2
GOSUB 960
REM
SETUP ARGUMENTS AND GOTO VERIFY
Y

= 4

F1$ = F2$
GOTO 1200
REM
POP ANSWER FROM VERIFY AND RESTORE LOCAL VARIABLES
GOSUB 1040
GOSUB 1120
R2 = X
GOSUB 1120
R1 = X

GOSUB 1120
Y = X

IF X$ = "" THEN 3430
R2 = R2 + 1
GOTO 3170

REM

SUCCESS

X$ = "T"

PUSH THE ANSWER AND RETURN
REM
GOSUB 880
ON Y GOTO 730,1550,2950,3300
REM
REM
SUBROUTINE USETHEN(R1)
REM
APPLIES RULE R1 AND PRINTS NEW DEDUCTIONS
U1$ = ""
REM
FIND THE CONSEQUENTS
R2 = R(R1) + 2
F2$ - R$(R2)
IF F2$ - "THEN" THEN 3560
R2 - R2 + 1
GOTO 3520
REM
LOOP THROUGH CONSEQUENTS
R2 - R2 + 1
F2$ - R$(R2)
IF F2$ - "STOP" THEN 3670
IF R$(R2+1) - "IF" THEN 3670
REM
CALL REMEMBER TO ASSERT THE CONSEQUENT
GOSUB 1950
IF R1$ - "" THEN 3570
PRINT "Rule ";R$(R(R1));" deduces " ;Z$;F2$

U1$

"T"

GOTO 3570
RETURN
REM
REM
SUBROUTINE LOADRULES
REM
INITIALIZES THE RULE ARRAYS R$ AND R WITH THE RULE DATA
READ Z$
R7 - 0

R8 - 0
IF R8 < R9 THEN 3770
PRINT "OUT OF ROOM FOR RULES"

STOP
REM
REM

READ NEXT RULE INTO R$
FORMAT: <name> IF <ant> ... <ant> THEN <con> ... <con>
R8 = R8 + 1
READ R$(R8)
IF R$(R8) <> "IF" THEN 3840
R7
R(R7) = R8
1
IF R$(R8) <> "STOP" THEN 3740
RETURN
REM
RULE DATA
DATA "ANIMAL "
Listing I continued on

-R7+1

page 274

$30 lets you take

advanced VÎ5ÎCa1CM lessons
from VisiCalc's creators.

Introducing SATN from Software Arts,
Inc., the creators of the VisiCalc program. SATN (Software Arts Technical
Notes) is a publication offering on -going
support to all VisiCalc users -from
novice to expert.
Each issue of SATN is filled with techniques and information to help you
expand your present understanding of
VisiCalc functions as well as learn
advanced methods to help in developing
your own VisiCalc applications.
Benefit immediately from highly
informative articles:
Complete Applications in Detail:
Payroll Tax Calculation using

-

LOOKUP
-Mortgage Decision Calculation
In Depth Descriptions of VisiCalc
Features:
Contents of a Saved Sheet
-Uses of DIF`" data file format
Unusual Applications and Techniques:
Date Arithmetic
-Recreational Mathematics
C!

-

FOR FAST DELIVERY CALL

TOLL -FREE 800 -257 -7850 Op. 737.
(In N.J. 800 -322 -8650)

SATN is your personal pipeline to the
people at Software Arts who invented and
developed VisiCalc. Their knowledge and
experience with VisiCalc is available to
you in each and every issue.

Special Charter Subscription Offer
Get 7 SATN issues for the price of 6, if
you subscribe by December 31,1981.
We'll send you a FREE copy of SATN
when you return the coupon, or call our
toll -free number 800 -257 -7850 to order a
year's subscription at our special introductory rate of $30.

r

Software Arts, Inc.
SATN SUBSCRIPTIONS
P.O. BOX 815
QUINCY, MA 02169
Yes, I'd like to receive advanced lessons
in VisiCalc. Please send me seven issues at

the regular subscription rate, $30. (Outside
US -$50)

Check enclosed
Visa

MasterCard

Bill me

Credit Card #

Interbank #

Expiration Date

Name

Full Refund Policy
If you are not completely satisfied with
your first issue of SATN, let us know
within one month, and we will refund
your money. Your free SATN issue is
yours to keep.

Signature

Address
State /Country

City

Zip/Postal Codc

On what computers(s) do you run VisiCalc%

Please allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery.

Act today!

SATN. The Journal for VisiCalc Users
'the VisiCalc program

is

copyrighted by Software Arts, Inc. DIP

is a

trademark of Software Arts, Inc.

VisiCalc is a trademark of Personal Software Inc., which is the exclusive world-wide publisher and distributor of the VisiCalc program.
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Listing

1

Text continued from page 266:

continued:

03880 DATA "R1 ", "IF ", "HAS HAIR" , "THEN ", "IS MAMMAL"
03890 DATA "R2 ", " IF" , "GIVES MILK" , "THEN', "IS MAMMAL"
03900 DATA "R3 ", "IF ", "HAS FEATHERS" , "THEN ", "IS BIRD"
03910 DATA "R4" , " IF" ,"F LIES" , "LAYS EGGS" , "THEN ", "IS BIRD"
03920 DATA "R5" , "I F" , "EATS MEAT ", "THEN ", "IS CARNIVORE"
03930 DATA "R6", "IF" , "HAS POINTED TEETH ", "HAS CLAWS" , "HAS FORWARD EYES"
"THEN ", "IS CARNIVORE"
03940 DATA
03950 DATA "R7 ", "IF", "IS MAMMAL" . "HAS HOOFS" , "THEN ", "IS UNGULATE"
03960 DATA "R8", "IF" , "IS MAMMAL" ,"CHEWS CUD", "THEN" , " IS UNGULATE"
03970 DATA "R9 ", "IF ", "IS MAMMAL" , "IS CARNIVORE" , "HAS TAWNY COLOR"
03980 DATA
"HAS DARK S POTS" , "THEN ", "IS CHEETAH"
03990 DATA "R10 ", "IF ", "IS MAMMAL" , "IS CARNIVORE", "HAS TAWNY COLOR"
"HAS BLACK STRIPES ", "THEN ", "IS TIGER"
04000 DATA
04010 DATA "R11 ", "IF", "IS UNGULATE" , "HAS LONG NECK ", "HAS LONG LEGS"
"HAS DARK SPOTS ", "THEN ", "IS GIRAFFE"
04020 DATA
04030 DATA "R12 ", "IF ", "IS UNGULATE ", "HAS BLACK STRIPES", "THEN"," IS ZEBRA"
04040 DATA "R13 ", "IF ", "IS BIRD ", "DOES NOT FLY ", "HAS LONG NECK"
04050 DATA
"IS BLACK AND WHITE", "THEN ", "IS OSTRICH"
04060 DATA "R14 ", " IF" , "IS BIRD ", "DOES NOT FLY", "SWIMS ", "IS BLACK AND WHITE"
"THEN ", "IS PENGUIN"
04070 DATA
04080 DATA "RI5 ". " IF" , "IS BIRD ", "FLIES WELL" , "THEN ", "IS ALBATROSS"
04090 DATA "STOP"
04100 REM
04110 kEM
SUBROUTINE LOADHYPOTHESES
INITIALIZES THE HYPOTHESIS ARRAY H$ WITH HYPOTHESIS DATA
04120 REM
04130 118 = 0
04140 IF H8 < 119 THEN 4170
04150 PRINT "OUT OF ROOM FOR HYPOTHESES"
04160 STOP
04170 REM
READ NEXT HYPOTHESIS
04180 118 = 118 + 1
04190 READ H$(H8)
04200 IF H$(H8) <> "STOP" THEN 4180
04210 118 = 118 04220 RETURN
04230 REM
HYPOTHESIS DATA
04240 DATA "IS ALBATROSS" , "IS PENGUIN ", "IS OSTRICH" , "IS ZEBRA"
04250 DATA "IS GIRAFFE" , "IS TIGER" ,'.'IS CHEETAH ", "STOP"
04260 END
L

CHEETAH

TIGER

R10

R9

TAWNY
COLOR

DARK
SPOTS

GIRAFFE

ZEBRA

OSTRICH

R11

R12

R13

new ones. Moreover, by replacing
these rules with rules for identifying,
say, birds or flowers, you can use the
same program for many other identification tasks. A more practical application might be a set of rules for
diagnosing what is at fault in a
malfunctioning toilet or washing
machine.
The rules themselves appear in the
DATA statements in lines 3880
through 4080. Each rule has the form:

<name >, "IF ",<a>, ...
'THEN ", <c >, ...

<c>

For example, "R7 ", "IF", "IS MAMMAL", "HAS HOOFS ",'THEN ", "IS
UNGULATE ". The name of the rule
can be any convenient string. The

antecedents < a > and consequents
<c> are strings that correspond to
propositions about the animal and
they may be true or false. If all the
antecedents are found to be true, the
program can use the rule to assert the
truth of all the consequents. The rules
are terminated by the string "STOP ".
In addition to the rules, the proALBATROSS

PENGUIN

R15

LONG

BLACK

LONG

CAN'T

LEGS

STRIPES

NECK

FLY

BLACK
AND WHITE
1

UNGULATE

,

,<a >,

SWIMS

FLIES

WELL

I

BIRD

R8

R4

FEATHERS

HOOFS
GIVES

EATS

MILK

MEAT

POINTED

TEETH

CLAWS

CHEWS
CUD

FLIES

LAYS EGGS

FORWARD
EYES

Figure 5: A sample network for a simple rule -based system. Boxes represent assertions, circles represent ways of combining assertions, and the labels Rl, R2, etc, identify rules. The diagram corresponds to the rules given in lines 3880 through 4080 of listing 1.
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TA

COMPUTER DEVICES
AVAILABLE NOW ... SYSTEM 2800 FROM SYSTEMS GROUP
FEATURES
IEEE

S -100

Bus Compatible Systems, Z80A

Based

Two Switched AC Outlets on Rear Panel

Two 8 -Inch Drives: Single or Double Sided,
Double Density Floppy Disk Drives or 10MB
Winchester Hard Disk Drive

us111111.111.

Table Top or Rack Mountable

20MB Winchester and Tape Backup
Shielded and Terminated Motherboard

8 -Slot

One Year Warranty on Entire System
2812 CP /M, 2 Single Sided Floppies
2814 CP /M, 2 Double Sided Floppies
2819 CP /M,
IO MB Winchester &
1

Double Sided Floppy

1

t :j

System Software Selection includes CP

[1-

MP

/M or OASIS

/M,

2824 MP /M, 2 Double Sided Floppies
2829 MP /M, 110 MB Winchester &
I

Single -User or Multi -User Systems,
Expandable to 6 Users

S-10() PRODUCTS

$3775.00
4425.00

Doubled Sided Floppy

6675.00
5235.00

O

O

7500.00

6502 PRODUCTS

16K MEMORY
EXPANSION KIT
For Apple, TRS-80 keyboard, Exidy, and all
other systems using 4116 dynamic rams or equivalent. All IC's are prime Mitsubishi Ml 4116-3.
200 NSEC, burned -in and fully tested.

QUALITY RAM FROM SYSTEMS GROUP
Z -80 4MHZ operation with no wait states

IEEE compatible timing

-

wabash

200 NS 4116's

Factory assembled. tested & burned in
$749.01)
DMB6400 64K(Bank Select, shown)
545.00
DM6400 64 K
520.00
DM4800 48K
495.00
DM3200132K

8" or 51" flexible diskettes certified 100%
error free with manufacturers 5 year limited
warranty on all 8" media. Soft sectored in Tiltback' boxes of 10.
(Add $3.00 for plastic library

cases)

4" single sided. single density
8" single sided, double density
8" double sided, double density
S'/4" single sided. single density
514" single sided. double density

$29.95
37.95
48.95
27.95
29.95

Adds Viewpoint CRT....589.00
CONFIGURE A ,COMPLETE

WITH 2nd GENERATION'

S -100

SYSTEM

PRODUCTS

8" DISK DRIVES

FROM SYSTEMS GROUP.
CPC 2810 (shown) Z -80A processor board
(4MHZ) with 4 serial & 2 parallel
parts
$369.00
CPC2813 - same as CPC2810 but 2 serial
ports only
$345.00
FDC2801 /8 - 8' floppy disk controller
board. up to 4 single /double sided drives,
single or double density
$349.01)
329.00
INO -2804 - 4 channel serial I/O
board
$55.00
CRA -I00 - Cromix adaptor

CALL US FOR OUR MOST

CURRENT PRICES!
.2nd Generation is a trademark of Measurement
Systems and Controls. Cromix is a trademark of
Cromemco, Inc. Tilt -Back is a trademark of
Wabash, Inc. CP/M and MP /M are trademarks of
Digital Research. OASIS is a trademark of Phase
One Systems.

Shugart 801R
$390.00
NEC FDI160 (double sided)
595.00
Memorex MRX -101 8" Winchester style, hard
$2,000.00
disk drive, 10 megabytes

PERMS: Minimum order $15.00. Minims,
hipping and handling $3.00. Calif. residents
odd 6M sales tax. Cash. checks. Mastercard.
Visa and purchase orders from qualified firms
and institutions are accepted. Product availability and pricing are subject to change without

notice.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: Add 1.5 % to purchase price for all orders. Minimum shipping
charge is $20.00. Orders with insufficient funds

will

be delayed. Excess funds will be returned
with your order. All prices are U.S. only.

BETA 32K BYTE EXPANDABLE RAM FOR
6502 AND 6800 SYSTEMS

AIM 65 KIM SYM PET S44 -BUS
Plug compatible with the AIM -65/SYM expansion connector by using a right angle connector (supplied).
Memory board edge connector plugs into the
6800 S44 bus.
Connects to PET using an adaptor cable.
Uses + 5V only, supplied from the host computer.
Full documentation. Assembled and tested
boards are guaranteed for one full year.
Purchase price is fully refundable if board is
returned.undamaged within 14 days
Assembled with 32K RAM
$349.00
& Tested with 16K RAM
329.00
Bare board, manual & 6 hard -to -get parts
99.00
PET interface kit. Connects the 32K RAM board

toa4Kor8KPET

$

69.00

E -r A

CCNTIPUTER

DEl1KES

1230 W.C011If1S AVE.
ORAf1GE C A 92668
(714)633.7280
,t VISAIS

gram uses a set of hypotheses, which
appear in the DATA statements in
lines 4240 through 4250. In this case,
the hypotheses are that the animal is
either an albatross, a penguin, an
ostrich, a zebra, a giraffe, a tiger, or a
cheetah. The goal of the program is to
establish the truth of one of these
hypotheses.
The program operates by trying the
hypotheses one at a time. For each
hypothesis, the program scans the list
of rules to see if the hypothesis can be
deduced. If so, the antecedents for the
relevant rules become new sub hypotheses to be established, and the
program looks for rules for deducing
these antecedents. The program
chains backward through the rules
until no deductions can be made, at
which point the program asks the
user if the subhypothesis it is working
on is true.
The core subroutine that implements this strategy is called
VERIFY (see lines 1210 through
1830). VERIFY tries to determine if its

argument F1$ is true. The argument
F1$ represents a hypothesis or sub hypothesis. If the truth of F1$ has
already been recorded, VERIFY
returns immediately. If there are no
rules for deducing Fl$, and if VERIFY
has not asked the user about F1$
before, it asks. Otherwise, VERIFY
applies TRYRULE+ to each of the
rules in turn until it either meets with
success or exhausts the rules.
The only thing that complicates the
coding of this simple strategy is that
TRYRULE+ uses TESTIF + to see if
all the antecedents for the rule are
true, and TESTIF+ checks the
antecedents by calling VERIFY. Thus,
VERIFY is recursive, and BASIC does
not support recursion. Therefore, all
the reentrant subroutines must explicitly save their local variables on
push -down stacks before transferring
control to one another, restoring
those values upon return. To see one
reason why AI workers prefer LISP,
which takes care of all this bookkeeping automatically, you need only

Listing 2: A sample run of the identification program shown in listing 1. The program
asks questions and makes deductions, when possible, based on the answers. The program always cites the rule used to make a deduction.
Hello.
I will use my
15 rules to try to establish one of the
7
hypotheses"
following
ANIMAL IS ALBATROSS
ANIMAL IS PENGUIN
ANIMAL IS OSTRICH
ANIMAL IS ZEBRA
ANIMAL IS GIRAFFE
ANIMAL IS TIGER
ANIMAL IS CHEETAH
Please answer my questions with Y (yes), N (no), or W

ANIMAL HAS FEATHERS ?N
this true: ANIMAL FLIES ?N
Is this true: ANIMAL HAS HAIR ?Y
Is this true
Is

Rule R1 deduces ANIMAL IS MAMMAL
Is this true: ANIMAL HAS HOOFS ?N
Is this true: ANIMAL CHEWS CUD ?N
Is this true: ANIMAL EATS MEAT ?Y
Rule R5 deduces ANIMAL IS CARNIVORE
Is this true; ANIMAL HAS TAWNY COLOR ?Y
Is this true: ANIMAL HAS BLACK STRIPES ?W
I
am trying to use Rule RIO
I already know that:
ANIMAL IS MAMMAL
ANIMAL IS CARNIVORE
ANIMAL HAS TAWNY COLOR
IF:

ANIMAL HAS BLACK STRIPES
THEN.

ANIMAL IS TIGER
this true: ANIMAL HAS BLACK STRIPES ?N
this true: ANIMAL HAS DARK SPOTS ?Y
Rule R9 deduces ANIMAL IS CHEETAH
I conclude that ANIMAL IS
CHEETAH.
Is

Is
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(why).

glance at the simpler version of this
same program in Winston and Horn's

book.
Pascal would be a better language
than BASIC for our program because
Pascal supports recursion and allows
user -defined data structures (eg: using
records and the type statement), as
well as providing an easy -tounderstand block structure. We chose
to write this program in BASIC rather
than Pascal because more personal
computers have BASIC. (We hope
our use of BASIC will not contribute
to the perpetuation of this condition!)
Listing 2 shows an example of the
dialogue when the user was thinking
of a cheetah. A look at the rules
shows why the program asked the
questions it did. Working the first
hypothesis (albatross), the program
tried to use rule R15, which set up the
subgoal of seeing if the animal was a
bird. Rules R3 and R4 were relevant,
so the program tried rule R3 and
asked if the animal had feathers. The
program soon ruled out the possibility of a bird, so it skipped the penguin
and ostrich hypotheses. Working on
rule R12 for the zebra hypothesis, on
rule R11 for the ungulate sub hypothesis, and on rule R1 for the
mammal sub -subhypothesis, the program successively established that the
animal was a mammal, was not an
ungulate, and was a carnivore called
a cheetah.
It is worth noting that the
backward -chaining strategy is different from the classical divide-andconquer approach used in binary
search. With four well- chosen questions, it is possible to make the one out-of- fifteen decision that required
nine questions in this example. Before
concluding that rule -based programs
are hopelessly inefficient, you should
note that the rules do make use of
subclasses and sub -subclasses, much
as is done in binary search. Thus,
once it is learned that the animal is
not a bird, for example, no more
questions concerning birds will be
asked. The main difference is that this
particular program does not ask
directly if the animal is a bird, but
rather asks for primitive observations
that allow "birdness" to be deduced.

The Text Solution for APPLE

II®

Now APPLE II Owners Can Solve Text Problems
With VIDEOTERM 80 Column by 24 Line Video Display
Utilizing 7 X 9 Dot Character Matrix
R

Perhaps the most annoying shortcoming of the Apple II' is its limitation of displaying only 40 columns by 24 lines of
text, all in uppercase. At last, Apple II' owners have a reliable, trouble -free answer to their text display problem.
VIDEOTERM generates a full 80 columns by 24 lines of text, in upper and lower case. Twice the number of characters as
the standard Apple II" display. And by utilizing a 7 by 9 character matrix, lower case letters have true descenders. But
this is only the start.
VIDEOTERM, MANUAL,
SWITCHPLATE

VIDEOTERM

ifigr()1+,-,/

81Z3456789,;(=)9
fABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUYkXYZI\]"_
'abTdefóhiJkImno

BASICs

VIDEOTERM lists BASIC programs, both Integer and Applesoft, using the entire 80
columns. Without splitting keywords. Full editing capabilities are offered using the
ESCape key sequences for cursor movement. With provision for stop/start text
scrolling utilizing the standard Control -S entry. And simultaneous on- screen display
of text being printed.

Pascal

Installation of VIDEOTERM in slot 3 provides Pascal immediate control of the
display since Pascal recognizes the board as a standard video display terminal and
treats it as such No chances are needed to Pascal's MISC.INFO or GOTOXY files,
although customization directions are provided. All cursor control characters are
identical to standard Pascal defaults.

Other
Boards

The new Microsoft Softcard'

VIDEOTERM's on -board asynchronous crystal clock ensures flicker -free character display.
Only the size of the Pascal Language card, VIDEOTERM utilizes CMOS and low power consumption ICs. ensuring cool. reliable operation. All ICs are fully socketed for easy
maintenance. Add to that 2K of on -board RAM. 50 or 60 Hz operation, and provision of power
and input connectors for a light pen. Problems are designed out, not in.

Available
Options

The entire display may be altered to inverse video, displaying black characters on a white
field. PROMs containing alternate character sets and graphic symbols are available from
Videx. A switchplate option allows you to use the same video monitor for either the
VIDEOTERM or the standard Apple II' display. instantly changing displays by flipping a
single toggle switch. The switchplate assembly inserts into one of the rear cut -outs in the
Apple II' case so that the toggle switch is readily accessible. And the Videx KEYBOARD
ENHANCER can be installed, allowing upper and lower case character entry directly from
your Apple II' keyboard.

Firmware

1K of on -board ROM firmware controls all operation of the VIDEOTERM. No machine
language patches are needed for normal VIDEOTERM use
Firmware Version 2.0
Characters 7 x 9 matrix
Display 24 x 80 (full descenders)
7 x 12 matrix option;
Options
18 x 80 (7 x 12 matrix with full descenders)
Alternate user definable
character set option:
Inverse video option.

1'llil'()1+I-./

1123456789:i(=>1

Want to know more? Contact your local Apple dealer today for a demonstration. VIDEOTERM is available
through your local dealer or direct from Videx in Corvallis, Oregon. Or send for the VIDEOTERM Owners
Reference Manual and deduct the amount if you decide to purchase. Upgrade your Apple ll' to full terminal
capabilities for half the cost of a terminal. VIDEOTERM. At last.

IAB(DEF6HIJKLMMO
POISTUVUXYZE\It_
'abcdeFghi)kIano
parstuvuxyz(:I't

PRICE:

7X9 MATRIX

Apple II' is

trademark of Apple Computer Inc
a trademark of Mountain Hardware Inc
Micromodem 11' Is a trademark of b C Hayes Associates Inc
Sollcard' ,s a trademark of Microsoft
EasyWnler is a trademark of Information Unilmlled Sollware Inc
a

ROMWnier is

24X80 STANDARD

APPLE

,

Advanced
Hardware
Design

pqrstuvblxyz(

7X12 MATRIX
18X80 OPTIONAL

is supported. So is the popular D. C. Hayes Micromodem II' utilizing customized PROM firmware available from VIDEX. The powerful EasyWriter' Professional Word Processing System and other word processors
are now compatible with VIDEOTERM. Or use the Mountain Hardware ROMWriter
for other PROM programmer) to generate your own custom character sets. Naturally, VIDEOTERM conforms to all Apple OEM guidelines, assurance that you will have
no conflicts with current or future Apple II' expansion boards.

II®

VIDEOTERM includes manual
SWITCHPLATE
MANUAL refund with purchase
7 x 12 CHARACTER SET
MICROMODEM FIRMWARE

$345
S
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OWNERS!

introducing the

KEYBOARD & DISPLAY

ENHANCER

PUT THE SHIFT AND SHIFT LOCK BACK WHERE IT BELONGS
SEE REAL UPPER AND lower CASE ON THE SCREEN
ACCESS ALL YOUR KEYBOARD ASCII CHARACTERS
Videx has the perfect compt1111,1r1 Inn wMt
word prix-essor software the KEYBOARD

AND DISPLAY ENHANCER

Install

the

enhancer in your APPLE II and be typing In
lower case rust like a typewriter If you want an
upper case character. use the SHIFT key or the
CTRL key for shift lock Not only that. but you
see upper and lower case on the screen as you

type Perfectly compatible with Apple Writer
and other word processors like. for example.
Super-Text
If you want to program in BASIC. just put it
back into the alpha lock mode. and you have
the original keyboard back with a few Im

Circle 390 on inquiry card.

provyments Now you can enter these elusive 9
characters directly from the keyboard. or re
quire the Control key to be pressed with the
RESET to prevent accidental resets.

KEYBOARD
ENHANCER

AND

PRICE

Apple

DISPLAY

recommended for use with all
revisions of the APPLE II. It includes 6 ICs. and
dip-switches
mounted on a PC
EPROM and
board. and a Jumper cable Easy installation.
meaning no soldering or cutting traces. Alter
nate default modes are dip -switch selectable.
You can even remap the keyboard. selecting an
alternate character set. for custom applications

S129

KDE -700 (REV. 7 or greater)
KDE -000 (REV. 6 or teas)
11'

is a

5129

trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

Is

VIDEX

1-2zo

897 N.W. Grant Avenue

Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Phone

(503) 758-0521
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To gain efficiency, you might want
to change the program so it will ask

the

user about intermediate

hypotheses, resorting to deduction
only when the user gives a "don't
know" response. This illustrates how
the rule -based approach actually provides great flexibility by separating
the control strategy (as implemented
in VERIFY) from the knowledge base
(as represented by the rules).
The rule -based identification
system just described is at best a toy.
Although this system illustrates the
important principle of the separation
of the rule base from the general-

reasoning program, the system lacks
many important features included in
state -of- the -art research systems.
Among the features present in most
state -of- the -art knowledge -based
systems, but lacking in our toy program, are the following:

information volunteered by the user
flexible control structure
But toys are fun, and are often effective teachers. Enjoy.
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why yourfloppy disk
SOUldlbé
a BASF FlexyDisk.
BASF Flo ayOisk
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1

BASF

More than four decades of experience in magnetic media- BASF
invented magnetic recording
tape, the forerunner of today's
wide range of magnetic media,
back in 1934, and was the first

Cross -linked oxide coating -for
low head wear and long trouble free media life.

independent manufacturer of
IBM -compatible floppy disks.

BASF

Tough Tyvek sleeve -no paper
dust, no static electricity.

Special self-cleaning jacket and
liner help eliminate data errors
and media wear and tear.

Center hole diameter punched to
more accurate standards than
industry specifications, for top
performance.

Packaging to suit your
requirements- standard flip -top
box Kassette 10® storage case,
or bulk pack.
,

Floppy Disks
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Total capability-one of two manufacturers in the world that
makes both 8" and 5.25" models,
has tape and disk experience, and
manufactures floppy disk drives.

Mag Cards

Bi- axially oriented polyester
substrate -for uniform and reli-

able performance year after year.

100% certification -every single
disk is tested at thresholds 2 -3
times higher than system requirements, to be 100% error -free.

For the name of your nearest
supplier, write BASF Systems,
Crosby Drive, Bedford,
MA 01730, or call 617 -271 -4030.
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Cassettes

Computer Tapes

Double lubrication- lubricants
both in the formula and on the
disk surface, to minimize media
wear due to head friction.
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$150.00
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$195.00/$25.00

COBOL 80 by Microsoft
$75000
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CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

"An Experimental Transformation of a Large Expert
System Knowledge -Base." Working
Paper, Department of Computer
Science, Rutgers University, New

EDIT 80 by Microsoft
List Price.

$120.00
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$84.00 /$20.00

List Price

Brunswick NJ, March 1980.

563000

Microhouse Price: CALL /530.00

TINY C Interpreter
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TINY C Compiler
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SPELLGUARD
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CP/M' word processor.
List Price 5295.00

Microhouse Price: $230.00/$25.00

For Z8.0 or 8080 (specify)
List Price $175 ixt

5160.00/S30.00

WHITESMITHS PASCAL
Includes Whitesmiths
List Price.

C
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$850 00
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The NewADDS Viewpoint

Video Terminal.

Features a detachable Teklromcs -made
keyboard with keypad. Function keys.
Reverse video. hall-intensity, underlining by
fields. Printer port. ADDS quality construction.

Microhousé
CALL FOR LOW PRICES ON IMS Series 5000 and
8000 Computers

ASK ABOUT THE NEW Televideo COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

IDS PAPER TIGER 560G
C ITOH STARWRITER I
Letter -quality printer uses Diablo plastic
printwheels and ribbons. 25 cps bidirectional,
logic -seeking. Parallel interface.
List Price.

S1895.00

Microhouse Price: $1431.00
C ITOH STARWRITER
L'st Price: 51960 00

Microhouse Price:

I

(Serial)

$1502.00

List Price.

$1695.00

Microhouse Price:

$1464.00

VIDEX VIDEOTERM SPECIAL!
Carried over by popular demand. Converts your
Apple screen to 80x24 upper and lower case.
Purchase VIDEOTERM with WordStar and save!
It purchased separately: $290.
List Price:

$345.00

Microhouse Price:

$270.00

DIABLO 630

MORROW DISCUS 2D

Letter -quality printer uses plastic and metal
printwheels. 40 cps, bidirectional, logic- seeking.
Optional tractor: 5225.

8

List Price:

$2710.00

Microhouse Price:

$1999.00

EPSON MX70

$450.00

Microhouse Price:

Removable print head, bidirectional, logic seeking, adjustable tractor, parallel interface.
Easily converted to RS232, IEEE 488, Apple or
ATARI. CALL FOR INFORMATION ON THE NEW
GRAPHICS ROM PACK!
$645.00

Microhouse Price: $479.00
EPSON MX -80 FT
Friction AND tractor feed version of the MX -80.
Parallel interface included.
List Price:

5745.00

Microhouse Price:

$569.00

TELEVIDEO 910 Terminal
List Price

$699.00

Microhouse Price:

Megabyte. Includes

CP /M', and enclosure.
List Price: $3695.00

Microhouse Price:

$595.00

List Price:

$3062.00

$349.00

Microhouse Price: $279.00

TCS /Atlanta INTERACTIVE
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
for small businesses. Ver. 5.0. Each package can
be used alone or post automatically to the

General Ledger. Compiled version (no support
language needed). Price listed is per package.
Generalledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, and Payroll packages available. Call for
details on new Order Entry 8 Inventorypackages.
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR APPLE II. Also available in
source.
Compare at $530

Microhouse Price:

$79.00/$25.00

ALL FOUR TCS PACKAGES (compiled)

51195.00

Microhouse Price:

-100 controller card.

Purchase the softcard with MicroPro's WordStar
and save $70! Converts your Apple II or II plus to
a CP /M' system. Includes MBASIC! Price if
purchased separately: $295.

List Price:

TELEVIDEO 950
List Price:

S

MICROSOFT APPLE SOFTCARD

$378.00

EPSON MX80

List Price:

MORROW HARD DISK SUBSYSTEM
10

Includes GRAFTRAX II dot -addressable graphics.
Monodirectional. 80 cps. Adjustable tractor.
Parallel only
List Price.

inch single -sided double -density floppy disk
drive subsystem. Includes CP /M" and MBASIC
List Price: $1199.00
Microhouse Price: $995.00

$995.00

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Software Manual
8 Manual /Only

List Price:

Compare at $530 /pkg.

Microhouse Price:

$269.00/$90.00

CP /M is a registered trademark of Digital Research
UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Labs
APPLE is a registered trademark of Apple Computers
TRS80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.

SHIPPING: Add $5 per manual or software package.
Add $2.50 for COD orders. Call for shipping charges
on other items. Pennsylvania residents add 6 per cent
sales tax.

Microhouse
P.O. BOX 498
BETHLEHEM, PA 18016

(215) 868 -8219
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3600 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90010
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Buying new software is the pits,
isn't it?
You read an ad and it sounds
terrific, so you ask around, then buy
the manual.
So far, so good -so you spring
several hundred dollars for the
package.
And it does exactly what they
said. But to get exactly what you
want, you're going to have to change
the way you run your business. Or
go through so much hassle that
you're not sure it's worth it.
So you grit your teeth and suffer,
or put it on a shelf to gather dust.
Sounds familiar, doesn't it?
But there is at least one known
exception: an exceptional DBMS
called dBASE II.

For database fans, an offer
you shouldn't refuse.
dBASE II is the only high performance relational Database
Management System for micros.
And it's the only DBMS that can
help you get the DBMS that's right
for you, no matter which DBMS
you may want. Here's how:
If you have a 48k micro with
CP/M, send us its model number
and the size of your drives along
with $700 (CP/M 86 version soon
call if you can't wait).
We'll send you a copy of dBASE II
that you can run on your system,
solving your problems your way,
for 30 days. Then just send everything back and we'll return your
money, no questions asked.
During that 30 days, you can find
out how much a real database
management system can do for you.
How it will affect your operations.
Exactly what you want done. And
precisely how you want to do it.
Then even if you go for some
other system, you'll be an informed

-

buyer.
And it never hurts to know what
you're doing.

IBM just caught up.
So can you.

records or 10,000 records, by
typing APPEND, then entering the
information.
UPDATE, MODIFY, JOIN and
REPLACE whole databases or
individual records and characters.
Add or delete fields in your database structure without re- entering
all your data.
And with dBASE II, it's easy to
get information out once you've put
the data in.
Do automatic calculations on
fields, records and databases with a
few keystrokes.
Organize months' worth of data
in minutes with REPORT (printing
optional), and get your reports
today instead of tomorrow. Use
the built-in SORT, with single or
multiple keys. Or INDEX your
data, then FIND it in seconds, even
with floppies.
You can use dBASE II interactively or store a sequence of commands to automate your accounting,
billing, mailing lists or whatever
data you have to manage.
10

With dBASE II, you'll get the
same kind of system for your micro
that IBM introduced a few months
ago for their mainframes.
It's a relational DBMS, and that
makes it different from any other
micro system you've ever seen.
In a relational database, the data
is organized as simple tables, with
records as the rows and the data
fields as the columns, much like your
data is organized now. Data relations are logical, so that you can
zero in on the specific information
you want without knowing a thing
about the pre -defined sets, pointers
or other cumbersome structures of
hierarchal and network DBMS's.
And unlike file management
systems, dBASE II gives you program and data independence. You
can change your database structure
without re- entering your data and
without reprogramming, or change
some or all of your programs without touching your database. And
the same database can be used for
You'll wonder how you
any number of different applications. managed without it.

dBASE II is the most powerful,
easiest
to use DBMS you can get for
applications development
a micro.
system.
And instead of poring over the
manual,
you can run it hands -on,
You don't need an extra support
in
-house
to see exactly what it can
language, because dBASE II comes
do for you. Try it.
with its own Applications DevelWhat have you got to lose? We
opment Language (ADL). With ADL,
even
provide the label so you can
you can use simple English -like
it back.
send
statements to manipulate your data,
Ashton-Tate, 3600 Wilshire Blvd.,
or use built -in structured constructs
Suite 1510, Los Angeles, CA 90010.
to prepare sophisticated applications packages. It's simple and easy (213) 666 -4409.
to use, yet extremely powerful.
You create a new database and
start using it in a minute or less.
Just type CREATE, then respond to
system prompts to name the file and
define the fields. Now enter the data.
Add data to an existing database
instantly, whether your file has

dBASE II is a stand -alone

Ashton-Tate
©Ashton Tate
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The Atari Tutorial
Part 1: The Display List
Chris Crawford
1272 Borregas Ave
Sunnyvale CA 94086

Editor's Note: Although I have always considered myself an "Apple person"
(I have a disk -based Apple II at home), it was exciting to attend a two -day
seminar for prospective Atari programmers given by Chris Crawford, Lane
Winner, and Mike Ekberg, all of Atari Inc. Once I learned about the internal structure of the Atari 400 and 800 computers, I realized the tremendous
potential these machines have.
We at BYTE are proud to present "The Atari Tutorial, " a series of articles
written by members of the Atari staff. The subjects include: the display list,
graphics indirection and character sets, player- missile graphics, display -list
interrupts, scrolling, and Atari BASIC. This series of articles is adapted
from De Re Atari, a forthcoming book on the internal structure of Atari
computers, to be published in December 1981 by Atari Inc.
This first article, which is on display lists, is by Chris Crawford, who
with Lane Winner coauthored the article "An Introduction to Atari
Graphics," which we published in the January 1981 BYTE, page 18. "The
Atari Tutorial" will cover in greater detail many of the interesting points
only mentioned in the first article. We hope you enjoy the series.... GW

The Atari

personal- computer

system is a second-generation personal computer. First and foremost, it
is a consumer computer. The entire
thrust of its design is to make the consumer comfortable with the computer. This consumer orientation
reveals itself in many ways. First, the
consumer is protected from mistakes
by items such as keystone- shaped
connectors that cannot be inserted the
wrong way, a power interlock that
turns the computer off when internal
electronics are exposed, and a pair of
plastic shields protecting the system
reset key. Second, the machine has a
great deal of graphics power; people
generally respond to pictures much
more readily than to text. Third, the
machine has good sound capabilities;
again, people normally respond to
This article appears in slightly different form
in De Re Atari, a book published by Atari Inc,
and is reproduced with its express permission.
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POKEY, and CTIA. These devices
were designed by Atari engineers
primarily to take much of the burden
of housekeeping from the 6502, freeing the 6502 to concentrate on computations. While they were at it, they
designed a great deal of power into
these devices. Each is almost as big (in
terms of silicon area) as a 6502, so the
three of them together provide a
tremendous amount of power.
Mastering the Atari 400/800 is
primarily a matter of mastering these
three chips, a task we hope will be
aided by this series of tutorial articles.

Principles of Television Display

In order to understand the graphics
capabilities of the Atari personal computer system, you must first
direct sensory input better than to in- understand the rudiments of how a
direct textual messages. Finally, the television set works. Television sets
computer has joysticks and paddles use a raster-scan display system. An
for more direct tactile input than is electron beam is generated at the rear
possible with keyboards. The point is of the television tube and shot toward
not that the Atari personal-computer the screen. Along the way, it passes
system has a lot of features, but between sets of horizontal and verrather that the features are all part of tical coils or plates that, if energized,
a consistent design philosophy aimed can deflect the beam to make it strike
at the consumer. The designer who any point on the screen. The elecdoes not appreciate this fundamental tronics inside the television set cause
fact will be working against the grain the beam to sweep across the screen
of the system.
in a regular fashion. The beam's inThe internal layout of the Atari 400 tensity can be controlled: if you make
and 800 computers (which are elec- the beam more intense, the spot being
trically equivalent to each other) is struck on the screen glows brightly; if
very different from that of other you make it less intense, the spot
systems. They do have a micro- glows dimly or not at all.
processor (a 6502), RAM (random The beam starts at the top left coraccess read /write memory), ROM ner of the screen and traces horizon(read -only memory), and a PIA tally across the screen. As it sweeps
(peripheral interface adapter). across the screen, the changes in inHowever, they also have three tensity paint an image on the screen.
special -purpose LSI (large -scale in- When the beam reaches the right edge
tegration) devices known as ANTIC, of the screen, it is turned off, brought
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back to the left side of the screen, and
moved down a notch. It then turns
back on and sweeps across the screen
again. This process is repeated for 262
sweeps across the screen. (There actually are 525 sweeps across the
screen in an alternating system
known as interlace. I will ignore interlace and act as if the television has
only 262 lines.) These 262 lines fill the
screen from top to bottom. At the
bottom of the screen (after the 262nd
line is drawn), the electron beam is
turned off and returned to the upper
left corner of the screen. Then it starts
the cycle over again. This entire cycle
happens sixty times a second.
Now for some jargon: a single trace
of the beam across the screen is called
a horizontal scan line. A horizontal
scan line is the fundamental unit of
measurement of vertical distance on
the screen. You state the height of an
image by specifying the number of
horizontal scan lines it spans. The
period during which the beam returns
from the right edge to the left edge is

called the horizontal blank. The
period during which the beam returns
from the bottom to the top of the
screen is called the vertical blank. The
entire process of drawing a screen
takes 16,684 µs. The vertical -blank
period is about 1400 µs. The horizontal blank takes 14 µs, while a single
horizontal scan line takes 64 µs.
Most television sets are designed
with overscan; they spread the image
out so the edges of the picture are off
the edge of the television tube. This
guarantees that you have no unsightly borders in your picture. It is very
bad for computers, though, because
screen information that is off the edge
of the picture does you no good. For
this reason, the picture the computer
puts out must be somewhat smaller

than what

the television can
theoretically display. For this reason,
only 192 horizontal scan lines are
normally used by the Atari display.
Thus, the normal limit of resolution
of a television set used with the Atari
400/800 is 192 pixels (or picture
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The fundamental problem any
microcomputer has in using a raster scan television for display purposes is
that the television display is a
dynamic process. Because of this, the
television does not remember the image. Consequently, the computer
must remember the screen image and
constantly send a signal to the television telling it what to display. This
process of sending information to the
television is a continuous process requiring full -time attention. For this
reason, most microcomputers have
special hardware circuits that handle
the television. The basic arrangement
is the same on virtually all systems:

- screen RAM - TV screen

/0S plus

Up to 16 independent users and

System Performance

Microcomputer Displays

microprocessor
video hardware

the complete multi -user operating system
All features of the single -user

elements) vertically. (Of course, a
color monitor can do much better
than that.)
The standard unit of horizontal
distance is the color clock. You
specify the width of an image by
stating how many color clocks wide it
is. There are 228 color clocks in a
single horizontal scan line, with a
maximum of 176 actually visible.
Thus, the ultimate limit for full color
horizontal resolution with a standard
color television is 176 pixels. With the
computer, you can go even finer and
control individual half -clocks. This
gives a horizontal resolution of 352
pixels. However, use of this feature
produces interesting color effects
known as color artifacts. Color artifacts can be a nuisance if they are
not desired; they can be a boon to the
programmer who desires additional
color and is not fazed by their restrictions.

Circle 166 on inquiry card.

The microprocessor writes information to the screen RAM area that
holds the screen data. The video
hardware is constantly accessing this
RAM area, getting screen data and
converting them into television
signals. These signals go to the television, which then displays the information. The screen memory is
mapped onto the screen in the same
order in which it is stored. That is,
the first byte in the screen memory

Unique accessories to PET /CBM
add more power
Software

Hardware

PET-FORTH
A unique, extensible program-

PET-SWITCH

O12.30c.11b

ming language that in many cases
PORTN
has cut program development time
to a fraction of the normal. FORTH
allows you to program any type of
application, thanks to its extensible
nature. FORTH programs are modular, structured. extremely fast, and
compact. PET -FORTH is a full, extended. standard FORTH, and includes a virtual memory facility, an interpreter and compiler, a resident editor,
as well as a resident macro assembler,
all which fits in 8.5K simultaneously.
A comprehensive manual of more than 320 pages, which also is an
exhaustive tutorial, is included. For production purposes we can
supply a special Target Compiler, that will produce code suitable for
placement in ROM, enabling you to write programs for control of digital machines etc. We use FORTH ourselves for business. data base
and process control applications. PET-FORTH includes a life -time
guarantee. For 8032 only.
Price:
PET-FORTH,
including manual
A
PET-FORTH,

At a sensational price of £ 75
per unit, PET -SWITCH enables
you to connect up to 16
PET /CBM computers to one
.
disk drive and one printer. You
can mix all models of
PET/CBM in the same system .
(2001, 3032, 8032 etc).

only manual
Target compiler
PET-FORTH

390

ports three different interfaces: the PETCOM. the SCIP or the CBM 8010
acoustic coupler. You may communicate at up to 9600 baud, with selectable
framing and parity. PET-TERM will also
translate and transmit Word -Pro files.
Data may be printed on the printer or
saved on disk PET-TERM includes a lifetime guarantee.

$ 250

$150

SCIP

A Serial Communication Interface that supplies both RS232 and Current Loop. Pro-

grammable baudrate. Adressed as an IEEE device.
50 character internal buffer.
Selectable ASCII translation.
Price:

$ 480

PE -COM - RS-232C interface for PET
1

A bidirectional RS -232C interface that
connects to PETvia the memory expansion port. The baud rates range from 50 to
9600. and the number of data bits and stop
bits is selectable. You may also set even.
odd, or no parity.

PET-TERM

A program that turns your PET/CBM
8032 into an intelligent terminal. Sup-

é

mother unit
PET-SWITCH,
daughter unit

Y

$ 1000

pet-Teem

PETIEEE to Centronics Interface

.

This IEEE = > Centronics interface is especially constructed for the PET. It is fully
addressable and translates from PETASCII to Standard ASCII in two different
modes, corresponding to PET's graphic and

upper,'lower case modes. This is available
through a built-in switch.

PET -TERM,
including manual
PET-TERM,
only manual

$ 180
$ 20

Dealers are invited.

4

r

$ 95
Country specific Character Generator
Price:

Price:

II

ab

PET-SWITCH is technically á`
superior to most of its competi -I
tors -no priority problems for
example.
Price:
PET-SWITCH,

-

$
$

-

ces-

for the 4022 and 3022 printers
By using this board you can have Greek.

French. German. or any other special
characters in your printer, at a very low cost
It is already used in all Nordic countries,
and several other countries have
requested it.
Price:

$ 40

Datatronic AB is since 1978 sole Swedish distributor of the Commodore computer product line, and is now market leading in
microcomputer technology in Scandinavia. Datatronic AB has a long experience in both hardware and software; today
Datatronic has used more than 150.000 man -hours in software and hardware development for the PET All non - Commodore
products are produced and tested in- house. The Datatronic- group, which is the fastest growing electronics group in
Scandinavia, has a turnover of approximately $ 30.000.000, and employs over 200 people.

For further information contact Datatronic AB,
Box 42094, S -12612 Stockholm, Sweden.
Phone 8- 7445920
or your nearest Commodore dealer.
Circle 106 on inquiry card.

sdatatronic ab

Box 42094 S-126 12 STOCKHOLM Sweden
Phone: 8-744 59 20 Telex: PET S 17828

Circle 239 on Inquiry card.
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MMSFORTH VERSION 2.0:
MORE FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK
TRS -80 MODEL I OR MODEL III !

* MORE SPEED
faster than
BASIC.
* MORE
ROOM
compact compiled code plus VIRTUAL
Level

10.20 Mmes

II

Very
MEMORY makes your RAM act larger. Variable
number of block buffers. 31char.- unlque word
names use only 4 bytes In header!
-

* MORE
INSTRUCTIONS
Add YOUR commands to Its 79-STANDARD-plus
Instruction sel!
Far more complete than most Forth,: single d
double precision, arrays. string- handling. clock,
more

* MORE
EASE
Excellent tullscreen Editor, structured d
*

modular programming
Word search utility
THE NOTEPAD latter writer
Optimized for your TRS80 with keyboard
repeats, upperllower case display driver, lull
ASCII, single. 8 double -width graphics, etc.

MORE POWER

Forth operating system
Interpreter AND compiler
8080 Assembler
(Z80 Assembler also available)
intermix 35- to 80-track disk drives
Model III System can read, write & run Model

I

diskettes!

VIRTUAL 110 for video and printer. disk and tape
(10- Megabyte hard disk available)

fflUTFORTH
THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH
FOR TRS -80
(Over 1.500 systems in use)

Prices
MMSFORTH Disk System V2.0 (requires disk drive 8
t6K RAM. 32K for Model III)
5129.95
MMSFORTH Cassette System V2.0 (requires Level II
BASIC d 18K RAMI
589.95'
1

AND MMS GIVES IT
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
Source code provided
MMSFORTH Newsletter
Many demo programs aboard
MMSFORTH User Groups
Inexpensive upgrades to latest version
Programming stall can provide advice, modifications
and custom programs, to fit YOUR needs.
MMSFORTH UTILITIES DISKETTE: includes FLOATING
POINT MATH (L.2 BASIC ROM routines plus Complex
numbers, Rectangular-Polar coordinate conversions,
Degrees mode, more), plus a lull Forth style Z80 ASSEMBLER; plus a powerful CROSSREFERENCER to list
Forth words by block and Ilne. All on one diskette
(requires MMSFORTHV2.0, 1 drive d 32K RAM) $39.95'
.

FORTHCOM: communications package provides RS-232
driver. dumb terminal mode, transfer of FORTH blocks.
and host mode to operate a remote TRS 80 (requires
MMSFORTH V2.0, 1 drive 8 32K RAM)
539.95
THE DATAHANDLER V1.2:

a

very sophisticated databy non -prodrive 8 32K

base management system operable
grammers (requires MMSFORTH V2.0,

1

559.95'

RAM)

MMSFORTH GAMES DISKETTE: real-time graphics 8
board games w /source code. Includes BREAKFORTH,
CRASHFORTH, CRYPTOOUOTE. FREEWAY, OTHELLO
8 TICTACFORTH (requires MMSFORTH V2.0. drive 8
32K RAM)
$39.95'
1

Other MMSFORTH products under development

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE
MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL wlo Appendices, for non
owners
815.00'
more detailed and advanced than
USING FORTH
above
525.00
INVITATION TO FORTH
detailed beginner book on
IIgFORTH
$17.50
THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES
advanced,

-

-

excellent analysis of MMSFORTHIIke Ian.
puage,
5111.95.
PROGRAM DESIGN A CONSTRUCTION intro to strut

lured program, good for Forth
$8.95'
FORTH
STANDARD MANUAL official reference to
79-STANDARD word set, etc
510.00
CALTECH FORTH MANUAL good on Forth internal
structure, etc
510.00'
FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE, BYTE Magazine (Aug. 1980) -we
stock this collector's Item for Forth users and beginners
ORDERING INFORMATION: Software prices Include
manuals and require signing of a single system, single
or Model III! Add
user license. SPECIFY for Model
$2.00 S/H plus $3.00 per MMSFORTH and 51.00 per addl.
Clonal book; Mass. orders add 5% tax. Foreign orders
add 20%. UPS COD, VISA d M/C accepted; no unpaid
purchase orders, please.
-

I

Send SASE for free MMSFORTH reformation

Good dealers sought
Get MMSFORTH products from your
tom uter dealer or

MILLER MrOMPUTER
CROC
SERVICES (B9)
61

Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760
(617) 653 -6136

maps to the top left corner of the character (text mode), two 4 -bit color
screen, the second byte maps one nybbles (low- resolution mode), or 7
position to the right, then the third, individual bits for a bit map (high the fourth, and so on to the last byte resolution mode).
that is mapped to the lower right corAtari 400/800 Display List
ner of the screen.
The Atari 400/800 display -list
The quality of the image that gets
represents a generalization of
system
to the screen depends on two factors:
these
systems.
Where the PET and
how sophisticated the video hardhave
one
mode and the Apple
TRS
-80
ware is, and how much screen
three
modes,
the Atari 400/800
has
memory is used. The simplest arhas
modes.
A second imporfourteen
rangement is used by the Radio Shack
is
that
tant
Atari 400/800
difference
TRS -80 and the Commodore PET.
mixed on the
modes
can
be
display
These machines allocate a specific
not
restricted
to a
are
screen.
You
1 K bytes of RAM as screen memory.
of
text
or
full
choice
between
a
screen
The video-hardware circuits simply
collecfull
of
graphics.
Any
pull data out of this area, interpret a screen
them as characters (using a character tion of the fourteen Atari graphics
set in ROM), and put the resulting modes can be displayed on the screen
characters on the screen. Each byte simultaneously. The third important
represents one character, allowing a difference is that the Atari 400/800
choice of 256 different characters in screen RAM can be located anywhere
the character set. With 1 K bytes of in the address space of the computer
screen RAM, 1024 characters can be and moved around while the program
displayed on the screen. There isn't is running, whereas the other
much that can be done to modify this machines use fixed -screen memory
arrangement.
areas.
The Apple II, from Apple ComThis generality is made possible by
puter Inc, uses more advanced video a video microprocessor called ANhardware. Three graphics modes are TIC. Where earlier systems used
provided: text, low -resolution (lo -res) rather simple video circuitry, Atari
graphics, and high- resolution (hi -res) designed a full -scale microprocessor
graphics. The text graphics mode just to handle the intricacies of the
operates much as the PET and television display. ANTIC is a true
TRS -80 displays operate. In the low - microprocessor -it has an instruction
resolution graphics mode, the video set, a program, and data. The prohardware reaches into screen memory gram for ANTIC is called the display
and interprets it differently. Instead list. The display list specifies three
of interpreting each byte as a things: where the screen data can be
character, each byte is interpreted as found, what display modes to use to
two blocks of color. The value of interpret the screen data, and what
each block (4 bits) specifies the color special display options (if any) should
of a single pixel. In the high - be implemented.
resolution graphics mode, each bit in
When using the display list, it is imscreen memory is mapped to a single portant to shed the old view of a
pixel. If the bit is on, the pixel gets screen as a homogeneous image in a
color in it; if the bit is off, the pixel single mode and see it instead as a
stays dark. The situation is com- stack of mode lines. A mode line is a
plicated by a variety of design collection of horizontal scan lines. It
nuances in the Apple, but that is the stretches horizontally all the way
basic idea.
across the screen. An Atari graphics 2
The important point is that the Ap- mode line is 16 horizontal scan lines
ple has three display modes -three high, while a graphics 7 mode line is
completely different ways of inter- only 2 scan lines high. Many graphics
preting the data in screen memory. modes available from BASIC are
The Apple video hardware is in- homogeneous; an entire screen of a
telligent enough to interpret a screen- single mode is set up. But you must
memory byte as either an 8 -bit not limit your imagination to this pat-

Everybody's making money
selling microcomputers.
Somebody going to make money
servicing Them.
New NRI Home -Study Course Shows You How to Make Money Servicing, Repairing,
and Programming Personal and Small Business Computers
Seems like every time you turn around, somebody comes along with a new computer for home or
business use. And what's made it all possible is the
amazing microprocessor, the tiny little chip that's

a computer in itself.

Using this new technology, the industry
offering compact, affordable computers
that handle things like payrolls, billing,
inventory, and other jobs for businesses of
every size...perform household functions
including budgeting, environmental systems control, indexing recipes. And thousands
of hobbyists are already owners, experimenting and developing their own programs.
is

Growing Demand
for Computer Technicians
This is only one of the growth factors influencing the increasing opportunities for qualified computer technicians. The U.S. Department of Labor
projects over 100% increase in job openings for the
decade through 1985. Most of them new jobs created
by the expanding world of the computer.

Learn at Home
in Your Spare Time
NRI can train you for this exciting, rewarding
field. Train you at home to service not only microcomputers, but word processors and data terminals, too. Train you at your convenience, with clearly
written "bite -size" lessons that you do evenings or
weekends, without going to classes or quitting your
present job.
Your training is built around the latest model
of the world's most popular computer. It's the amazing TRS -80TH Model III, with capabilities and
features to perform a host of personal and business functions. No other small computer has
so much software available for it, no other is used
and relied on by so many people. And it's yours
to keep for personal or business use.

(TRS -80 is a trademark
of the Radio Shack
division of Tandy Corp.)

You get plenty
of practical experience.

Using the NRI Discovery
Lab® that also comes as part
of your course, you build and study circuits ranging
from the simplest to the most advanced. You analyze
and troubleshoot using the professional Beckman
LCD digital multimeter you keep to use later in your

work. Then you use the lab and meter to actually
access the interior of your computer...build special
circuits and write-programs to control them. You
"see" your computer at work and demonstrate its
power.

Become the
Complete Computer Person
You're also trained in writing and debugging
both BASIC and advanced machine language pro ms...gain hands-on experience in the operation
and application of computers to
business and personal jobs. You're
trained to become the fully
rounded, new breed of technician

A

who can interface with the operational, programming, and service facets of today's computers. You're
ready to take your place in the new electronic age.

Other Opportunities
NRI has been giving ambitious people new
electronic skills since 1914. Tbday's offerings also
include TV/Audio/Video Systems servicing with
training on our exclusive computer -programmable
25" diagonal color TV... Communications Electronics for servicing and installing microwave,
broadcast, CB, radar, etc...and other state- of -theart courses.

Free Catalog... Mail Card
No Salesman Will Call
Send the postage -paid card for our 100 -page
catalog showing all courses with equipment and
complete lesson plans. There's no obligation other
than to yourself. See how NRI can help you grow
with the most exciting and important new field of
the 80's. If card has been removed, please write to us.

NRI
(i

rN. TrrI
4 '

A

I

NRI SCHOOLS
McGraw -Hill Continuing
Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, DC 20016

We'll give you tomorrow.
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collection of code bytes that specify
that sequence.
Value of Bit Pair
Binary
Decimal
00

0

01

1

10

2

11

3

Atari Color
Register Used
COLBAK
COLPFO
COLPF1
COLPF2

Table 1: Atari color-register assignment in four-color map mode.

tern; with the display list, you can
create any sequence of mode lines
down the screen. The display list is a

ANTIC's Instruction Set
ANTIC's instruction set is rather
simple. There are four classes of instructions: map -mode instructions,
character -mode instructions, blank line instructions, and jump instructions. Map -mode instructions cause
ANTIC to display a mode line with
simple colored pixels (no characters).
Character -mode instructions cause
ANTIC to display a mode line with
characters in it. Blank-line instruc-

Auto-CatTM lets your computer
terminal answer other terminals
over the phone line automatically.

It's FCC approved for direct
telephone line connection. You
just take it home and plug it in.

It's the deluxe way, for
example, to receive a program
from a friendly computer. Or take
data from any of the information
sources. Then store the information in your computer's memoryand have it there at your beck and
call -all automatically.

Cost? Less than any other
comparable modem. Under $250.
And it's from Novation. The
recognized leader in personal
communications.

Auto -Cat is a state -of-the -art
originate /auto answer, all digital,
crystal controlled unit with everything in one compact package.
It sits right under your phone.

Auto -Cat

by

Novation
Call for details:

(800) 423 -5410
In California (213) 996 -5060

Available at Avnet Electronics, Hamilton Electro, Hamilton Avnet, Kierulff Electronics, Byte Shops,
Computerland, and your local computer store.

Novation, Inc., 18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, California 91356
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Circle 259 on Inquiry card.

tions cause ANTIC to display a
number of horizontal scan lines with
a solid background color. Jump instructions are analogous to a 6502
JMP instruction; they reload
ANTIC's program counter with a
new value. There are also four special
options that can sometimes be
specified by setting a designated bit in
the ANTIC instruction. These options are: display -list interrupt (DLI),
load- memory scan (LMS), vertical
scroll, and horizontal scroll.
Map -mode instructions cause ANTIC to display a mode line containing
pixels with solid color in them. The
color that is displayed comes from a
color register. The choice of color
register is specified by the value of the
screen data. In four-color map modes
(BASIC modes 3, 5, and 7, and ANTIC modes hexadecimal 8, A, D, and
E), a pair of bits is required to specify
a color register; these values are given
in table 1. [Unfortunately, the
graphics mode numbers in BASIC do
not correspond to the mode numbers
used by ANTIC; this often causes
confusion....GW
Since only 2 bits are needed to
specify one pixel, four pixels are encoded in each screen-data byte. For
example, a byte of screen data containing the hexadecimal value 1B
would display four pixels; the first
would be the background, the second
would be color register 0, the third
would be color register 1, and the
fourth would be color register 2:

hexadecimal 1B
= binary 00011011

= 00

01 10 11

In two -color map modes (BASIC
modes 4, 6, and 8, and ANTIC modes
hexadecimal 9, B, C, and F), each bit
specifies one of two color registers. A
bit value of 0 selects background color for the pixel; a bit value of 1 selects
color register 0 for the pixel. Eight
pixels can be stored in one screen-

data byte.
There are eight different map display modes. They differ in the
number of colors they display (two
colors versus four colors), the vertical
size one mode line occupies (1, 2, 4,
Circle 68 on Inquiry card.

-

CompuServe is
a

lot more than

fun and games
and news.
Although were probably best
known for our consumer -oriented
services, CompuServe maintains
powerful services for the serious
computer user. CompuServe has
helped some of the nation's largest
companies and financial institutions through a wide range of
business and scientific -oriented
computer programs. With our
Information Service, we can extend
this expertise to you. Here are
some of the programs available
to the personal computer user
through the CompuServe
Information Service:

PASCAL: DEC User Group
version of this famous language.
XF4: Extended CompuServe
Fortran compiler.
MACRO: Advanced Macro
Assembly language for PDP -10.
Talk about fast.
FILGE: Fast, easy file generator
and editor. Line oriented, no line
numbers required!
XBASIC: CompuServe extended
BASIC.
JUMBLE: File encryption program.
TECO: High level text editor.

LINK: Linking loader program.

FINTOL: Financial analysis tool.

DDT: Dynamic debugging tool.
CREF: Symbolic cross -reference
generator used with language

Contains several program modules
which can perform financial analysis for business or personal needs.
Loan Payment and Amortization
-Compound Interest Calculations
Sum from a Periodic Investment
Sinking Fund Deposit
Present Value of Cash Flows
Present Value and Internal Rate
of Return (Capital Projects)
Depreciation Analysis
-Compound Growth Rates
RANNO: Random number
generator.
XEDIT: XF4 binary file editor.

compilers.

FILCOM: File comparison
program.

SALARY: Calculates salary and
increases in various time frames
including per year, month, period
and hour. This program is intended
primarily for managers doing
reviews.
SNOBOL: String manipulation
language.
RUNF10: Word processing and
text formatting program (write
resumes etc.).
CONCOR: Concordance
generator. This program is very
useful for documentation purposes.
CONCOR reads an ASCII file and
creates an output file which contains a line numbered listing of
the original file, and a list of all the
words contained in the file along
with the numbers of the lines on
which each word occurs (similar
to an index).
BLIS10: High level implementation language for DEC PDP -10.
BINED: Binary file editor.
APL: A Programming Language.

---

We also offer high speed
professional line printer service,
error -free file transfer,
CompuServe's Software
Exchange, and computer

manufacturers' newsletters.
Computer Users Groups can
exchange information and
up -to- the -minute gossip in the
computer world.
And ... if Aunt Matilda comes
over, you can still let her play
Adventure. Demonstrations and
software at all Radio Shack'
Computer Centers and many
Radio Shack' outlets.

CompuServe
Information Service Division
5000 Arlington Centre Boulevard
Columbus, Ohio 43220
(614) 457 -8600
Radio Shack is

a

trademark of Tandy Corporation.

ANTIC
Mode
2
3
4

BASIC
Mode

Number of
Colors

Scan Lines Per
Mode Line

0

2
2

8
10
8
16
8
16
8
4

none
none
none

5
6
7

4
4
5

1

5
4

2

8

3
4
5
6

9

A

2

C
D

none

E

none

4
2
2
4
4

F

8

2

B

7

Pixels Per
Mode Line

Bytes Per
Line

Bytes Per
Screen

40
40

40
40
40
40
20
20

960
760
960
480
480
240
240
480
960

40
40
20
20
40

4

1

160

10
10
20
20
20
40
40

1

320

40

80
80
160
160
160

2
1

2

1920

3840
3840
7680
7680

Table 2: Atari graphics modes and their characteristics. Note that the same graphics
mode is given a different number by BASIC and by ANTIC. The ANTIC mode
number refers to one mode line of a given kind of graphics, while the BASIC mode
number refers to a certain arrangement of mode lines (most or all of which are the
given kind of graphics) that defines an entire screen of video display.

solid background color. There are
eight blank -line instructions; they
specify skipping one through eight
blank lines.
There are two jump instructions.
The first (IMP) is a direct jump; it
reloads ANTIC's program counter
with a new address that follows the
JMP instruction as an operand. Its
only function is to provide a solution
to a tricky problem. ANTIC's program counter is only 10 bits wide.
Thus, it cannot cross a 1 K -byte
boundary. If the display list must
cross a 1 K -byte boundary, it must
use a JMP instruction to hop over the

or 8 scan lines), and the number of
pixels that fit horizontally into one
mode line (40, 80, 160, or 320). Thus,
some map modes give better resolution; these will require more screen
memory. Table 2 presents this information for all modes.
Character-mode instructions cause
ANTIC to display a mode line with
characters in it. Each byte in screen
RAM specifies one character. There
are six character -display modes.
Character displays will be discussed
in a future BYTE article in this series.
Blank -line instructions produce
"blank" lines consisting of only a

Z-80
S-100

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE
FEBCD (4

STROBE

LINES) 1110-

DATA READY

-b-

INSTRUMENT (BCD OUT)

(BCD INPUT)
BCD DATA (4 LINES)

1CDIGIT

tt

STROBE

DECIMAL POINT
RELAY

DRIVE-.

RELAY ARRAY

(32 LINES)

MICROPROCESSOR
CPU (5100)

POINT SW - MATRIX
(32 BCD SW's 0114 BITS EACH)
128

BCD DATA (6 LINES)

4

ADDRESS

MATRIX ROW STROBE (16 LINES

BIT
4 BIT BCD IN
BIT BCD OUT
B

CPU RESET
PROC READY
(PROVIDES SYSTEM TURN ON)

Weigh Systems Technology, Inc.
5701 ATLANTIC BLVD
MAYWOOD, CALIF 90270
213/582 -0701
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1

CPU KEEP ALIVE PC- 114 -1- Single board CPU status
sensor which provides high power PROC READY (system
enable) and CPU RESET signals.
5114.00ea.
128 POINT MATRIX CONTACT RECEIVER PC- 101 -1-

DATA DISPLAY

T

boundary. This means that display
lists are not fully relocatable.
The second jump instruction (JVB)
is more commonly used. It reloads
the program counter with the value in
the operand and waits for the television to perform a vertical blank. This
instruction is normally used to end a
display list by jumping to the top of
the display list. Jumping to the top
turns it into an infinite loop; ANTIC
waits for vertical blank to insure that
the infinite loop is synchronized to
the display cycle of the television.
Both IMP and JVB are 3 -byte instructions; the first byte is the operation
code (JMP or JVB), the second and
third bytes are the address to jump to
(low byte, then high byte).
The four special options mentioned
previously will be discussed in future
articles in this series. However, the
load-memory scan option must have
a preliminary explanation. This option is selected by setting bit 6 of a
map -mode or a character -mode instruction byte. When ANTIC encounters such an instruction, it will
load its memory-scan counter with
the two following bytes. This
memory-scan counter tells ANTIC
where the screen memory is, and ANTIC begins fetching display data from
this area. The LMS instruction is a
3 -byte instruction: a 1 -byte operation
code followed by 2 bytes of operand.
In simple display lists, the LMS in-

2896 SOUTHWAY
MEMPHIS, TENN 38118
901/363 -1521

-

Single board switch
computer interface which, under
software control, selects and receives mechanical switch
data with switch selectable addressing.
5194.00 ea.
RELAY D -MUX PC -110 -RELAY DRIVER MULTIPLEXER

-

Single board computer -relay interface which provides
data storage and peripheral relay drive capability, with up
to 32 relays being driven from a single board with switch
selectable addressing.
5238.00ea.
BCD -MUX PC- 102 -1- Single board computer
instrument interface which provides I/O and temporary
data storage in BCD format. Selectable 5 bit board
addressing. Up to 32 boards may be addressed on the
same bus, with switch selectable addressing.
5144.00ea.

-

-

DUAL DISPLAY DRIVER PC -111
Single board display
driver -computer interface which provide BCD data and
decimal point drive while selectively strobing data to
desired digits with switch selectable addressing. 5218.00ea.
6

SLOT INTERFACE MOTHER BOARD PC-

119

5130.00ea

CONNECTOR 55.75
Board Specifications available upon request. Systems
Software available. All items in stock. Visa and
Mastercharge welcome. Most items shipped U.P.S.
36 PIN EDGE

Circle 382 on inquiry card.

if He'd used selecttm
it wouldn't have taken seven days
Learn SELECT* in just 90 minutes. A whole new word processing software
concept that kicks the coded key habit and frees you from complicated instruction
manuals. SELECT is fast. SELECT is logical. With single key mnemonics, you'll use
dozens of commands that instantly access the rich capabilities of this system. There's
nothing like it.
Simply hit "C" and you'll be ready to Create a document.
Key "I" and you'll be in the Insert mode.
Key "M" and Move entire blocks of text ... and key dozens more.
That's all there is to it. You'll get all that word processing software promises ... plus a
few surprises.
SELECT with SUPERSPELL: The only microcomputer software with an integrated
spelling dictionary. To proof your text all you do, of course, is to key "S ". SUPERSPELL
with its 10,000 word dictionary scans your text at computer speed then displays and
corrects all your typing errors. You can increase SUPERSPELL's word power and
customize the dictionary by adding new words, one at a time. Ask to see it today at
your local dealer.
SELECT with SUPERSPELL

se ect
___II/ , tit

4tíÌ__

-

'MINIM

s'_

Circle 327 on Inquiry card.

just

a

little byte

more.TM

SELECT will run on any machine that uses CP /M or MPIM or its derivatives.
It needs 40K of RAM and two disk drives. Special version now available for
Radio Shack Mod II'
and Apple
t

.....

SELECT and SUPERSPELL are trademarks of Select Information Systems Inc.
CPIM and MPIM are trademarks of Digital Research
A trademark of Tandy Corp.
A trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

11111111111111

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

...

919 Sir Francis

Drake Boulevard Kentfield, California 94904 (415) 459 -4003
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Circle 87 on Inquiry card.

Z8000
MICRO PRICE for MINI POWER
MICRO -MINI- matches Series I by IBM
DELIVERING CURRENT ORDERS
You cannot buy a more powerful micro:
Power: 1 to 32 independent users
Memory: directly addresses to 16 Meg!
Mapping: efficient memory management
Disk: 2M to more than 250M
Speed: throughput 10 times Z90
Files: simultaneous access
Communication: inter -user via terminals
Security: all files password protected
Options: expandable in the field
Bus: Intel Multibus' compatible
Languages: Pascal, BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN

System

$7053

3

This 16-bit Multibus' computer system
includes:
Z8001 CPU and 256K RAM
8 serial I/O ports
15 -slot backplane
Dual floppy disk drives
Multiuser Operating System
Field upgrade to 16MB RAM,
268MB of hard disk, 32 users.
Pascal, BASIC, C, COBOL and
FORTRAN languages.

Call for further system specifications.

mode lines on the screen. The total
number of horizontal scan lines produced by the display list should
always be 192 or less; ANTIC does
not maintain the screen -timing requirements of the television. If you
give ANTIC too many scan lines to
display, it will do so, but the television screen will probably roll.
Displaying fewer than 192 scan lines
causes no problems; indeed, it
decreases 6502 execution time by
reducing the number of cycles stolen
by ANTIC. The programmer must
calculate the sum of the horizontal
scan lines produced by his or her
display list and verify it. The display
Building Display Lists
Every display list should begin with list must end with a JVB instruction.
three "blank-eight-lines" instructions.
A typical display list for a standard
This defeats vertical overscan by BASIC graphics mode 0 display (all
bringing the beginning of the useful values are in hexadecimal) is given in
display 24 scan lines down. After this table 3. As you can see, this display
is done, the first display line should list is short -only 32 bytes. Most
be specified. Simultaneously, the display lists are less than 100 bytes
LMS should be used to tell ANTIC long. Furthermore, they are quite
where it will find the screen memory. simple in structure and easy to set up.
Then follows the actual display list,
To implement your own display
which lists the display bytes for the list, you must first design the display

struction is used only once, at the
beginning of the display list. It may
sometimes be necessary to use a second LMS instruction. The need arises
when the screen-memory area crosses
a 4 K -byte boundary. (The memoryscan counter is only 12 bits wide,
which is why it cannot cross a 4 K
boundary.) In this case, an LMS instruction must be used to jump the
memory -scan counter over the
boundary. This means that display
data are not fully relocatable. LMS
instructions have wider uses that will
be discussed later in this series.

Hexadecimal Hexadecimal
Address
Value
7BE0
!,Q?.

N

-'

^

AMPEX Dialogue 80Dialogue 80'° fully-featured video terminal:
Full ASCII with numeric and edit keypads
Elegant case with detachable keyboard
Display 24 lines with 25th status line
20 user programmable function keys
2 pages display memory (4 optional)
11 graphics and 21 control codes
10 modes including block, protect, program
Transparent mode displays control codes

Dialogue 80"
Dialogue 80'

$1045

with phone coupler
1194
Applications: word processing, data entry, interactive programming, data base inquiry/response/
update, transaction processing, whether on -site
or remote. For our system or for yours, this interactive terminal is the perfect match.
Prices: Prepaid or Purchase Order Net 10.
Prices subject to change without notice.
Warranty: 120 day minimum on all systems.
Interfacing cables free with all systems.
10% down fixes price, guarantees priority.
MasterCard and VISA cards accepted.

70
70
70
42
20
7C
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
41

(312) 684-3183
TM

COMPUTE
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
5710 Drexel, Chicago, IL 60637
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E0

7B

Meaning
blank 8 lines
blank 8 lines
blank 8 lines
display ANTIC mode 2 (BASIC mode 0)
also, screen memory starts at 7C20

display one mode line of ANTIC mode

2

JVB instruction -wait for the vertical blank signal, then jump to the beginning
of the display list, which starts at $7BE0

Table 3: The display list for a standard BASIC graphics mode 0 display.

WHY BUY FROM THE BEST?

Service... Support...
Software...

NEECO

commodore

CK

..
..
..

16K B (16K RAM -40 Column) - Lim. Oty
32K B (32K RAM -40 Clm.) - Lim. Oty

MULTI -CLUSTER

4016
4032
8032
8050
4040
8010

For Commodore Systems. allows 3
CPU's (Expandable to 8) to access a
single Commodore Disk.
MULTI -CLUSTER (3 CPU's)
S 795
Each Additional CPU (up to 8)
S 199

(16K
(32K
(32K
Dual
Dual

RAM 4.0 Basic-40 Clm.)
RAM 4.0 Basic-40 Clm.)
RAM 4.0 Basic-80 Clm.)
Disk (1 Meg Storage)
Disk (343K Storage)

$ 995

$1295
$ 995
$1295
$1495
$1795
$1295

..

.
.
.

IEEE Modem

$ 280
$ 95
$ 40
$ 50
$ 295

.

C2N Cassette Drive
CBM - IEEE Interface Cable
IEEE - IEEE Interface Cable
VIC 20 Home /Personal Computer

.
.
.
.

ALTOS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS

$ 4500
$ 5990
$10490
$11690
$ 8500

8000-2 64K 1M
8000 -15 64K 1M
8000-6 208K 14.5M
8000 -7 208K 29.0M
8000 -10 208K 10M
8000- 10 /MTU

$10990

NEC SPINWRITER PRINTERS
$ 645

5530 (Parallel)
5510 (Serial)
5520 (KSR- Serial)

$ 745

Tractor Option

EPSON PRINTERS
MX -80 PRINTER
MX-80 FT
MX-100
MX-70
INTERFACE CARDS
8141 (RS -232)
8150 (2K Buffered RS -232)
8161 (IEEE 488)

$3055
á3055
$3415
$ 225

$ 945

Al'l.I/J118110-TTrfTl1

$ 459

$
$
$
$
$
$

8131 (Apple Card)

8230 (Apple Card)
8220 (TRS-80 Cable)

APPLE

75
150
55
85

16K APPLE II+
32K APPLE II+

48K APPLE II+
APPLE DISK w/3.3 DOS
APPLE DRIVE Only
APPLE III 128K - In Stock!

25
35

w /Monitor +
Info Analystpak

DIABLO 630 PRINTER
Serial - RS -232
Tractor Option
DIABLO 630

$2710
S 250

-

AMDEK MONITORS
Video 100 12" B +W
Video 300 12 Green
Color 113" Low Res
Color II 13" High Res

$ 179

$ 249
$ 449
$ 999

$4740

INTERTEC COMPUTERS
64K Superbrain
(360 Disk Storage), CP
64K OD Superbrain
(700K Disk Storage), CP /M

/M'...

'CP /M is

L©rnTnia.t ,

$1330
$1430
$1530
$ 650
$ 490

a

'.

,

$3495
$3995

registered trademark of Digital Research.

ATARI COMPUTERS
(

nnnnnnn

nnr\rinnnnnnn

Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari

400
800
410
810

NEECO

(16K RAM)
(32K RAM) - good thru 8/31
RECORDER
DISK DRIVE

$ 399

$1080
$ 89.95
$ 599.95

carries all available ATARI Software and Peripherals.

-

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE
WordPro 1 8K
WordPro 3 (40 Clm.)16K
WordPro 3+
WordPro 4 (80 Clm.) 32K
WordPro 4.

$ 29.95
$ 199,95
$ 295
$ 375

$ 450

JUST A SAMPLE OF THE MANY PRODUCTS WE CARRY.
CALL US FOR OUR NEW 60 -PAGE CATALOG.
WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED PRICE ON PRODUCTS LISTED UNDER SIMILAR IN STOCK" CONDITIONS.

NEECO
HIGHLAND AVE.
NEEDHAM. MA 02194

ik679

Circle 254 on inquiry card.

(617) 449 -1760
Telex: 951021

MON -FRI 9:00

-

5:00
VISA

MaaterCharge and VISA Accepted
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format. This is best done on paper.
Lay out the screen image and
translate it into a sequence of mode
lines. Keep track of the scan -line
count of your display by looking up
the scan -line requirements of the
various modes in table 2. Translate
the sequence of mode lines into a sequence of ANTIC mode bytes. Put 3
"blank- eight -lines" bytes (hexadecimal 70) at the top of the list. Set
bit 6 of the first display byte (that is,
make the upper nybble a 4) -this
makes it a load-memory scan command. Follow with 2 bytes that
specify the address of the screen RAM
(low byte, then high). Then follow
this with the rest of the display bytes.
At the end of your display list, put in
the JVB instruction (hexadecimal 41)
and the address of the top of the
display list. Store all these bytes into
memory. They can be anywhere you
want; just make sure they don't
overlie something else, and be sure
your JVB instruction at the end of the
display list points to the top of the
display list.
The display list must not cross a
1 K -byte address boundary. If you
absolutely must have it cross such a
boundary, insert/ a JMP instruction
just in front of the boundary, with the
JMP instruction's operand being the
address of the first byte on the other
side of the boundary. Next, you must
turn off ANTIC for a fraction of a
second while you rewrite its display list pointer. Do this by writing a 0 into hexadecimal location 22F (known
as SDMCTL). Then store the address
of the new display list into hexadecimal locations 230 and 231 (low
byte, then high). Lastly, turn ANTIC
back on by depositing a hexadecimal
22 into SDMCTL. During the vertical
blank, while ANTIC is quiet, the
operating system will reload ANTIC's
program counter with these new
values.

Screen -Data Placement
Screen memory can be placed
anywhere in the address space of the
computer. Normally, the display list
specifies the beginning of the screen
memory with the first display instruction -the initial LMS instruction.
296
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However, ANTIC can execute a new
LMS instruction with each display
line of the display list, if this is
desired. In this way, information
from all over the address space of the
computer can be displayed on a single
screen. This can be of value in setting
up independent text windows.
There are several restrictions in
your placement of the screen
memory. First, screen memory
should not cross a 4 K -byte address
boundary. If you cannot avoid crossing a 4 K -byte boundary (as would
be the case in BASIC mode 8, which
uses 8 K bytes of RAM), you must
reload the memory-scan counter with
a new LMS instruction. Second, if
you wish to use any of the Atari

Screen memory can
be placed anywhere
In the address space

of the computer.
operating- system screen routines,
you must abide by the conventions
the operating system uses. This can
be particularly difficult when using a
modified display list in a BASIC program. If you alter a standard display
list from a BASIC program and then
attempt to PRINT or PLOT to the
screen, the operating system will do
so under the assumption that the
display list is unchanged. This will
probably result in a garbled display.
There are three ways the display
can fail when you attempt this. First,
BASIC may refuse to carry out a
screen operation because it is impossible to do with the graphics mode that
the operating system thinks it is in.
The operating system stores the value
of the graphics mode that it thinks is
on the screen in hexadecimal address
57. You can fool the operating system
into cooperating by POKEing a different BASIC mode value there.
POKE the BASIC mode number, not
the ANTIC mode number.
The second failure arises when you
mix mode lines with different screen memory byte requirements. Some
mode lines require 40 bytes per line,
some require 20 bytes per line, and
some require only 10 bytes per line.

Let's say that you insert one 20 -byte
mode line into a display list with
40-byte mode lines. Then you PRINT
text to the display. Everything above
the interloper line is fine, but below it
the characters are shifted twenty
spaces to the right. This is because the
operating system assumed that each
line would require 40 bytes and positioned the characters accordingly.
But ANTIC, when it encountered the
interloper line, took only 20 bytes of
what the operating system thought
should be a 40 -byte line. ANTIC interpreted the other 20 bytes as
belonging to the next line and

displayed them there. This resulted in
the next line and all later lines being
shifted twenty spaces to the right.
The only absolute way around this
problem is to refrain from using
BASIC PRINT and PLOT statements
to output to a mixed display -list
screen. The quick and dirty solution
is to organize the screen into line
groups that contain integer multiples
of the standard byte requirement.
That is, do not insert a 20 -byte mode
line into a 40 -byte display; instead,
insert two 20-byte lines or one
20-byte line and two 10 -byte lines. As
long as you retain the proper integer
multiples, the horizontal shift will be
avoided.
This solution accentuates the third
problem with mixed display lists and
BASIC: vertical shifts. The operating
system positions screen material vertically by calculating the number of
bytes to skip down from the top of
the screen. In a standard 40 -byte line
display, BASIC would position the
characters onto the tenth line by skipping 360 bytes (40 bytes per line times
9 full lines) from the beginning. If you
have inserted four 10 -byte lines,
BASIC ends up 3 lines further down
the screen than you would otherwise
expect. Furthermore, different mode
lines consume different numbers of
scan lines, so the position on the
screen will not be quite what you expected if you do not take scan -line
costs into account.
As you can see, mixed-mode
displays can be difficult to use in conjunction with the operating system.
Often, you must fool the operating
system to make such displays work.

YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR
XCOMP introduces a complete micro-size disk
subsystem with more...
MORE
MORE
MORE
MORE

S100 users

STORAGE
SPEED
VALUE
SUPPORT

...

The XCOMP subsystem is now
available with 10 megabytes of storage; 5 megabytes
also available at $2,898.00. Compare the price and
features of any other 51/4-inch
or even 8 -inch
system, and you'll agree that XCOMP's value is
unbeatable.

-

OUTPERFORMS OTHER HARD DISKS
Floppy disk and larger, more expensive hard disks are
no match for this powerful little system. More data is
available on every seek: 64K on 10MB and 32K on
an average of 70MS. It
5MB. Faster seek time too
provides solid performance anywhere with only 20
watts of power. Data is protected in the sealed
enclosure, and the landing zone for heads provides
another margin of safety. The optional power board
plugs directly into the S100 bus and provides power
for the drive.

-

FAST CONTROLLER
The XCOMP controller is the key to this system's
high efficiency operation. Speed -up features include
interleave without table lookup, block - deblock with
controller buffer, and read lookahead. OEMs worldwide have already proven the outstanding performance of the XCOMP controller.

MORE SOFTWARE
Included with the system is software for testing, formatting, I/O drivers for CP /M° , plus an automatic
CP /M driver attach program. Support software and
drivers for MP/M® and Oasis® are also available. The
sophisticated formatting program assigns alternate
sectors for any weak sectors detected during formatting, assuring the lowest possible error rate
at least
ten times better than floppies.

-

WARRANTY
The system has a full one -year warranty on parts and
workmanship.
ALSO AVAILABLE FROM XCOMP
General Purpose controllers (8 bit interface), with
easy interface to microprocessor -based systems.
GP controller adapter that plugs directly into most

Z80 computers.
ST /R GP controller for the 5MB and 10MB drive
above, with ST506 type interface.
SG /R GP controller for SA1000 interface.
SM /R GP controller for storage module drives.
ST/S, SG /S, and SM /S, same as above, for the
S100 bus.

Quantity discounts available. Distributor, Dealer, and
OEM inquiries invited.
See your local Dealer, or call:

1116

XCOMP

XCOMP, Inc.
7566 Trade Street
San Diego, CA 92121
Tel: (714) 271-8730
Telex: 182786

Circle 388 on Inquiry card.
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An Authorized

Buy

Direct HP
Dealer

Direct from

HUGE SAVINGS ON CALCULATORS AND COMPUTERS
Call 800-682-9250 in California

800-538-9580 all other states including Alaska and Hawaii
Telex 172532

408.624 -0822 outside USA

9103605000

TWX

Hours 7:00 -6:00 (PST) Monday- Friday

(ha HEWLETT
PACKARD
PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE

COMPUTERS
HP -85

Built

In

SYS /CRT
HP -83
HP

Built

VisiCalcTM PLUS

170.00

2600.00

Graphic Presentations

170.00

1800.00

Surveying

170,00

1960.00

Basic Training

80.00

Financial Decisions

80.00

Printer /Tape

In CRT

72256 Plotter

3160.00

Printer

HP 2631B OPT 885

51/4 Dual Master Flex Drive

2000.00

51/4 Single Master Flex Drive

1200.00

8"

Call

Dual Master Flex Drive

Call

8" Single Master Flex Drive

236.00

16K Memory

To PRINT or PLOT to a mode window, POKE the BASIC mode number
of that window to hexadecimal location 57, then POKE the address of the
top left pixel of the mode window
into hexadecimal locations 58 and 59
(low byte, then high). In character
modes, execute a POSITION 0,0 to
home the cursor to the top left corner
of the mode window. In map modes,
all PLOTs and DRAWTOs will be
made using the top left corner of the
mode window as the origin of the
coordinate system.
The display -list system can be used
to produce appealing screen displays.
Its most obvious use is for mixing text
and graphics. For example, you could
prepare a screen with a bold BASIC
mode 2 title, a medium -size BASIC
mode 1 subtitle, and small BASIC
mode 0 fine print. You could then
have a BASIC mode 8 picture in the
middle, with more text at the bottom.
With assembly-language routines,
modified display lists are best used by
organizing the screen into a series of
windows, each window having its
own LMS instruction and its own independent RAM area.

Modification Applications

HP -41C SOFTWARE

CALCULATORS
HP -32E ADV SCI W /STAT

44.00

HP -33C PROG SCI

72.00

Financial Decisions

27.00

Securities

27.00

Statistics

27.00

Home Management

27.00

Real Estate

40.00

120.00

HP -34C ADV PROG SCI

60.00

HP -37E BUSINESS

120.00

HP -38C ADV FIN

HP-41C ALPHANUMERIC FULL
OTHER PRODUCTS

200.00

PERFORMANCE

Epson Printers

HP -41CV ALPHANUMERIC FULL

MX -80

Call

PERFORMANCE QUAD MEM 265.00
PRINTER

308.00

CARD READER

172.00

list- interrupt and fine -scrolling

76.00

QUAD MEMORY

Maxell Diskettes

Prices subject to change without notice
CPI

-

P.O. Box 22530

-
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One simple application of display list modifications is to vertically
space lines on the screen by inserting
blank-line bytes. This will add some
vertical spacing, which will highlight
critical messages and enhance the
readability of some displays.
Another important use of displaylist modifications is in providing access to features not available from
BASIC. There are three text modes
supported by ANTIC that BASIC
does not support. You can gain access
to these modes only by modifying the
display list. There are also display -

in

3785 Via Nona Marie

this

ad

capabilities that are only available
after the display list is modified.
These features are the subjects of later
articles in this series.
Manipulations with the LMS instruction and its operand offer many
possibilities to the creative programmer. For example, by changing the
LMS during vertical blank, the programmer can alternate screen images.

.. And my dad

says GRAFTRAX 80
does better graphics than anybody.

You might say it's the head of its class. GRAFTRAX 80
gives you the highest resolution dot matrix in the world
up to 120 dots per inch horizontally and 216 dots per
inch vertically. Which makes our MX -80 and MX -80
F/T work more like a plotter than a printer.
And that's just for starters.
GRAFTRAX 80 more than doubles the features available in an Epson MX -80 or MX-80 F /T. For instance,
we've added nice little touches like an italic character
set which doubles the number of font types to 24.
And with GRAFTRAX 80, you can change style, size
and density anywhere in the line. And backspace the
head. And use block graphics with any computer. And
redefine all escape codes under software control.
Up to now, you couldn't get some of these features at
any price. With GRAFTRAX 80, you get 'em all. And
more. Lots more.

-

-

Best of all, we haven't forgotten all those people who
already own an MX -80 or MX -80 F /T. You own the
printer that set the standards all the others are following. And you can install GRAFTRAX 80 PROMs yourself, for less than $100. And make the best even better.
You can see why we
say GRAFTRAX 80 is
the head of its class.
There's nothing else in

its class.

EPSON

EPSON AMERICA, INC.

3415 Kashiwa Street Torrance, California 90505 (213) 539 -9140
Circle 141 on Inquiry card.
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Pixel Contents (By Color Register)
first frame
second frame
third frame
fourth frame
effective luminance x 4
perceived luminance

2

1

1

BB

1

1

1

1

B

B

B

1

2

4

6

8

1

1

B

1

BB

3

2
2

B
B

B
B

B
B

10

12

20

3

2

3

3
B

2
2

3

2
2

B

B

3
B

2
2

24

30

36

40

3
3
3
3

48

Table 4: Advanced color and luminance control through the high -speed changing of
the video display; see the text for details.

This can be done at slow speed to
change between predrawn displays
without having to redraw each one.
Each display would continue to reside
in (and consume) memory even while
it is not in use, but it would be

available almost instantly.

This
technique can also be used for animation. By flipping through a sequence
of displays, cyclic animation can be
achieved. The program to do this
would manipulate only 2 address
bytes to display thousands of bytes of
memory.
It is also possible to superimpose
images by flipping screens at high
speed. The human eye has a time
resolution of about 1/16 of a second,

so a program can cycle between four
images, one every /60 of a second,
so each repeats every 1/15 of a second. In this way, up to four images
can appear to reside simultaneously
on the screen. There are some
drawbacks to this method. First, four
separate displays may well cost a lot
of memory. Second, each display image will be washed out because it only
shows up one quarter of the time.
This means that the background of all
displays must be black, and each image must be bright. Furthermore,
there will be some unpleasant screen
flicker when this technique is used. A
conservative programmer might consider cycling between only three or
1

Need a
Real Time Multi Tasking
Executive for 8080 and Z80?

AM

Faultless operation proven in world wide use
Truly hardware independent
Optimized for fast interrupt response
Minimal memory requirements
ROMable for control applications
Terminal Handler is CP /M BDOS compatible
Console Driver supports Intel iSBC boards
SYSGEN speeds user system configuring
Program in PL /M, Fortran, Pascal or Assembler
Source code included (Intel or Zilog mnemonics)
Unlimited use licence agreement
Complete documentation (available separately)
Low cost

IL KADAK Products Ltd
Dealer enquiries invited
C : I
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even two images. This technique can
also be used to extend the color and
luminance resolution of the computer. By cycling between four versions of the same image, each version
stressing one color or luminance
range, a wider range of colors and
luminosities is available.
For example, suppose we wish to
display a bar of many different
luminances. We first set our four color registers to the following hexadecimal values:
background: 00
playfield 1:
02
playfield 2: OA
playfield 3: OC
If we put the images described in table
4 into each of the screen -memory

areas, we can achieve much finer
luminance resolution.
A final suggestion concerns a subject that is laden with opportunities,
but that is as little understood as
the dynamic display list. This is a
display list that the 6502 changes during vertical -blank periods. It should
be possible to produce interesting effects with dynamic display lists. For
example, a text -editing program
could dynamically insert blank lines
above and below the screen line being
edited to set it apart from the other
lines of text. As the cursor is moved
vertically, the display list is changed
to isolate the screen line the cursor is
on. The technique is odd but very effective.

Conclusions
The display list is a powerful
system for creating and controlling
displays. It is not a simple system. In
essence, it is a scheme for mating two
completely different technologies, the
television and the microcomputer.
When I consider the differences between these two technologies and the
exacting demands of each, I am surprised that the display -list system
achieves such a favorable combination of power and simplicity. Even
more surprising is the way the
display -list system supports an even
more powerful set of graphics
capabilities, such as graphics indirection, display -list interrupts, and fine
scrolling. These will be the subjects of
future articles in this series.
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DON'T

Pay Credit Card Surcharges
Pay a U.P.S. C.O.D. "Fee"
Even Pay for the Call!
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OMEGA TOLL FREE!

EPSON MX -80
INTERFACES: IEEE $66, TRS -80 $36,
APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE $90,
R8 -232 $70

Pl1ON MX-SOFT
MX-1 OOFT

$1588
$37E68
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1

-800- 235 -3581
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1

-800- 556 -7586

CALL OMEGA AND FIND OUT WHY WE ARE AMERICA'S FASTEST
GROWING COMPUTER SALES COMPANY!

OMEGA SALES COMPANY

ANADEX
DIABLO 630

$1295

$2099

ATARI 800 32K

Tractor option

$ 749
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NEC 12" MONITOR
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DIABLO 830
INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN 64K RAM
OD SUPERBRAIN
NEC 5510 SPINWRITER
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OKIDATA MICROLINE-80
OKIDATA MICROLINE-82
OKIDATA MICROLINE -83
APPLE II PLUS 48K
APPLE DISK w/3.3 DOS Control
APPLE DISK w/o Controller
BASE II PRINTER
HAZELTINE 1420
NORTHSTAR HORIZON II 32K QD
ANADEX DP-9500
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TELEVIDEO 920C
TELEVIDEO 950
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CBM 4022
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Natural-Language Processing
The Field in Perspective
Gary G Hendrix
Natural Language Program
Aritificial Intelligence Center
SRI International
333 Ravenswood Ave
Menlo Park CA 94025
Earl D Sacerdoti
Machine Intelligence Corp
1120 San Antonio Rd
Palo Alto CA 94303

Through a process spanning thousands of years,
natural languages have evolved to meet the manifold
needs of people to communicate and record a diversity of
information in a wide variety of circumstances. Natural
language is the medium of the butcher, the baker, and the
candlestick maker; the poet and the lover; the politician
and the preacher; the parent and the child. Even for the
scientist and computer programmer, it is the mother
tongue -the language resorted to when formal expressions and intuition fail.
Natural languages stand in marked contrast to formal
languages, such as BASIC and Pascal, which were designed to be easily understood by computers and are
intended for the specialized task of expressing algorithms
and data structures. The fluent use of natural language is
an information -processing activity of great complexity.
Endowing computers with this ability has long been a
major goal of research in artificial intelligence (also called
machine intelligence), a branch of experimental computer
science that studies the nature of knowledge and its
manipulation.
Understanding the computational mechanisms that
underlie the use of natural language is the central objective of computational linguistics (see the text box at the
end of the article), a science at the juncture of artificial intelligence, philosophy, linguistics, and psychology. The
two primary goals of this field are:
to understand how humans communicate
to create machines with human -like communication
skills

The first is a scientific goal pursued to help us understand
ourselves. In particular, although we all are implicitly expert in the use of natural language, we have only vague
notions of the mental processes involved. A clearer in304
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sight into their essential nature and functioning might
enable us to be better communicators, to train our
children better in language skills, and even to design
more efficient intercomputer communications.
The second goal is an engineering one pursued for a
practical purpose -to create machines that can corn municate with people in languages they already know. At
present, only a small segment of the population, computer programmers, can communicate with computers.
The advent of machines that understand natural languages will make it possible for virtually anyone to make
direct use of powerful computational systems.
Progress in computational linguistics is facilitated by
pursuing both of the above goals simultaneously. Creation of mechanical schemes for dealing with some aspect
of natural -language processing sheds light on how it
might actually be performed by the human brain.
Similarly, evidence derived from observing how people
use language suggests prospective computational
mechanisms or, more often, provides valuable insights
into the reasons particular mechanical processes fail.
To create computer systems that deal with certain
significant subsets of natural-language phenomena, it is
probably not necessary to perform the task in a way
closely simulating computational processes in the human
brain. This should not be surprising. Mechanical dishwashers use a nonhuman technique to produce a result
equivalent to that of a human dishwasher. For interactions about very limited subject areas, we can hope to
employ thoroughly nonhuman techniques in dealing with
natural language. Nevertheless, machines concerned with
any but the most mundane aspects of human language
will probably have to deal with human psychology. After
all, natural language has evolved as an efficient tool for
conveying information between human minds. One of

The most comprehensive and useful
computer reference in the world.
Take the
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& MEE K

ENCYCLOPEDIA
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COMPUTER
SCIENCE

-a $60.00 value yours for only
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-at
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OF COMPUTER SCIENCE.

Thousands of photos, diagrams, graphs and
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systems, mathematics, networks, applications,
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-

Appendices provide abbreviations, acronyms,
special notations and many numerical tables.
An additional highlight is a complete cross reference system that assists the reader seeking
in -depth information.

What is The Library of Computer and
Information Sciences?

A mammoth volume covering everything
from Access Methods to Working Set, in
1,523 pages, 470 articles and over 1,000
illustrations, tables and charts.

Authoritatively compiled by over 200
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If reply card has been removed, please write:
The Library of Computer and Information Sciences
Dept. 7 -AR2, Riverside, N.J. 08075,
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knowledge is essential, we make it easy for you to
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discounts up to 30% off publishers' prices.

Begin enjoying the club's benefits by accepting
the ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE.
It's the perfect reference for computer
professionals .. and it's a great bargain, too.
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The TELERAM S-100
Dubbie Memory
System
A whole lot more...
at 25% less
Now there is a bubble memory system that is fully
compatible with IEEE S100. And it's available from Teleram
at 25% less cost compared to other bubble memory
systems currently available -plus -it requires only 25% of
the physical space. Each board has a capacity of 128K or
256K bytes of non -volatile storage and can be daisy
chained to provide one megabyte.

FEATURES:
DATA IS RETAINED AFTER POWER OFF
40 MILLISECOND ACCESS TIME
CORRECTION FOR UP TO 5 BIT BURST ERRORS

CP/M COMPATIBLE
UNAFFECTED BY DUST
VERY HIGH RELIABILITY
OPERATES IN VERY HARSH ENVIRONMENTS
COMPLETELY MANUFACTURED IN THE U.S.
IDEALLY SUITED FOR PORTABLE AND PROCESS
CONTROL APPLICATIONS

The Teleram S -100 Bubble Memory System can provide
the opportunity for new design concepts.
For a free data sheet call or write:

TELERAM COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION,
2 CORPORATE PARK DRIVE,
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. 10604, (914) 694 -9270

TELERAM
COMMUNICATIONS

CORPORATION
Corporate Park Drive
White Plains, NY 10604
(914) 694 -9270 TELEX 646658
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the participants in a man -machine dialogue operates with
all the constraints and richnesses of the human psyche;
the other has to take these into account.
The ultimate goal of creating machines that can interact in a facile manner with people remains far off,

awaiting both improved information-processing algorithms and alternative computing architectures. However, progress in the last decade has demonstrated the
feasibility of employing today's computers to deal with
natural -language input in highly restricted contexts.
Futhermore, microcomputer implementation of these
limited language -processing techniques is leading to more
practical, cost -effective systems.
In this article, we offer an overview of the potential applications, experimental systems, existing techniques,
research problems, and future prospects in this rapidly
evolving field. We will address major issues in natural language processing by focusing on several representative
systems, necessarily leaving much important work
unmentioned. For example, we will not discuss the complex issues involved in understanding spoken (as opposed
to typed) language. Our intentions are to demonstrate
that natural -language processing techniques are useful
now, to reveal the richness of the computations performed by human natural -language communicators, and
to explain why the fluent use of natural language by machines remains an elusive aspiration.

Applications of Natural- Language Processing
To motivate our discussion about how to approach the
technological goal of creating a machine with human -like
communication skills, let us consider some potential
areas for the application of natural -language processing:

Machine translation -The oldest dream of computational linguistics is of a mechanical device that can read
documents written in one natural language and produce
corresponding documents written in other languages, but
with equivalent meanings. In fact, the birth of computational linguistics occurred in 1946, when Warren Weaver
and A Donald Booth first suggested the use of a digital
computer to create such a device. The Association for
Computational Linguistics, the professional organization
in this discipline, was originally named the Association
for Machine Translation and Computational Linguistics.
Document understanding- Beyond simply translating
a document from one language to another, a device might
read and understand documents, fitting their information
into a larger framework of knowledge. A practical device
of this sort would read and assimilate a document much
as a person would. The device might subsequently produce abstractions of the document, alert people likely to
be interested in it, or answer specific questions based on
its information. If such a device had read many documents, it might be able to act as a librarian, directing
users to pertinent references.
Document generation -A task related to document
understanding is document generation. We can envisage
a device that translates information stored in a formal
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Figure 1: The typical nontechnical user confronts a "black box"
that contains large amounts of knowledge on a given subject.

language in a computer's memory into ordinary language. For example, the designer of an automobile engine
might describe repair procedures in a formal language.
(After all, we expect that the designing of mechanical devices will someday be done principally by computer systems, which may prefer formal languages.) From this formal description, instruction manuals in various languages could be generated.
A more sophisticated system could generate special
manuals for particular groups or individuals. Taking into
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AND ATARI
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For more information please call or write.
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account that mechanics know much about auto repair, a
smart system would generate a different manual for
mechanics than for automobile owners, but on the basis
of the same underlying information. Information on
elementary mechanical tasks would be included in
manuals for less knowledgeable individuals. An ultimate
system would tailor a manual to the background of each
individual.
It is worth noting that a repair manual need not be
written in linear sequence in a typical book format. Using
a computer, advice about how to proceed on any particular problem could be dynamically generated to apply
specifically to the task at hand. We will return to this
topic later in the article.
As part of a system -An interesting use of natural -language processing is as part of a larger computer -based
system. For example, imagine devices that not only communicate in English, but also:

provide answers to questions by

accessing large data

bases

control

complex equipment such as industrial robots,
power generators, or missile systems
furnish expert advice about medical problems,
mechanical repairs, how to buy stocks, or what to
cook for supper
teach courses in a broad range of subjects

An extreme example of a computer -based system that
would use natural -language processing as an integral
component is a robot that communicates in English. Such
a robot might be expected to perform as many tasks involving the use of natural language as might be done by a
human assistant.
The importance of these potential applications and the
basic science needed to make them possible has long been
appreciated by scientific-funding agencies of the United
States government. Current progress in the field is due
largely to support from the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, the National Science Foundation, and
the Office of Naval Research.

What Existing Systems Can Do
One of the most important and feasible areas for the
application of natural -language processing is accessing
data in data bases. Billions of dollars have been spent in
collecting and encoding such data. However, this information is generally not readily available to the people
who need it. The situation is illustrated by figure 1.
An executive in the widget business wants to direct a
simple question to his black box. He wants to know,
"How many widgets did we sell in August?" He knows
the information is in the black box, but he lacks the expertise to make the box understand him.
As shown in figure 2, he must find an interpreter (computer programmer) who can translate his question into a
formal query to give to the machine. Unfortunately, programmers are out drinking coffee when you need them,

When it comes to
microcomputer software
we wrote the book.

How do you stay up -to- the -minute
with the rapidly changing world of
microcomputer software? Get the
Lifeboat Catalog.
The Latest Innovations
The new Lifeboat Catalog is packed
with the latest state -of-the -art software.
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enclose a flash bulletin in your copy.
The Greatest Selection
Because Lifeboat is the world's largest publisher of microcomputer software, our catalog
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Export service providing software delivery to six
continents.
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change.
Get It Now
Lifeboat now serves tens of thousands of satisfied
customers with our breadth of up -to -date, fully tested,
fully supported and competitively priced software.
You may not need all we offer, but we offer just what
you need. After all, we wrote the book.
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Third Ave
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ARE YOU
READY?

How many

widgets did
we sell in
August?

(expertise)

MAN

MACHINE
BEGIN
SUM --O;
D
I;
WHILE D <NUMOT-sT

BEGIN

SUM --SUM+
QUANT(706,8,D);

D--D +I

E ND;
PRINT SUM

END

INT E

are

ready for MICRO
if you want to..
beyond canned software
Use your computer for more
than games
Learn advanced programming

El Go

techniques
Understand the inner workings
of your computer
Get the most out of your
6502/6809 system
Month after month, MICRO gives readers

sophisticated software applications, detailed
discussions of programming languages, and indepth hardware tutorials.
To get the most out of your machine, say YES
to MICRO today! We accept VISA or
Mastercard. $18.00 per year in the U.S.,
$21.00 elsewhere.
Use Our 24 -hour Toll -free Service

800 -227- 1617Ext.546
In
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California: 800 -772 -3545, Ext.546

/Any,

34

sford Street

ChelmBox

P .O.

650 2

Chelmsford, MA 01824
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Figure 2: The nontechnical user obtains information from the
computer through the use of an interpreter (computer programmer), who translates the English question into a form the

machine understands.

or they are working on a project more important than
your project -so they cannot help you this week. When a
programmer is available, misunderstandings often occur
and there are problems in creating proper code. By the
time an answer is extracted from the computer, it may no
longer be timely and may not even be relevant
l

The LADDER System
To produce timely answers to questions and quickly
clear up problems as to how a decision- maker's question
is to be interpreted, the turnaround time must be cut from
hours or days to seconds.
Research groups around the world are attempting to do
this by automating the programmer in figure 2. For example, the LADDER system developed at SRI International
(see references 11 and 12 at the end of this article) is
capable of translating a question such as:

TO WHAT COUNTRY DOES
THE FASTEST SUB BELONG?
into either the code of listing 1 or listing 2, depending on
which DBMS (data -base management system) has the
relevant data. An explanation of these segments of code
is unnecessary here. The point is that systems exist that
are capable of accepting simple English queries specifying
Text continued on page 314

DEALERS:

By now you know that it takes

SOFTWARE
TO SELL

COMPUTERS
and International Micro Systems can provide you with the largest selection of quality business
applications ever developed for the microcomputer industry.
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Control including Production Scheduling & Control. See that one anywhere else? Maybe your
market is Medical /Dental and IMS has the full systems there too. You can't sell computers
without software and IMS has the finest selection of software available for you. Each system has
been developed by the IMS professional staff and we support what we sell.

But thats not all. International Micro Systems has the strongest dealer marketing plan in the
industry. With our

$245

Dealer Demo System.
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Bill of Material
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Office.Scheduler
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Fund Accounting
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M
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Listing 1: An English-language query translated to an equivalent

program in DATALANGUAGE.

Listing 2: An English- language query translated to an equivalent
DBMS20 program.

Query-

English QueryTo what country does the fastest sub belong?

English

DATALANGUAGE Query-

DBMS20

To what country does the fastest sub belong?

BEGIN
DECLARE Y1 STRING (,100) ,D =' }'
DECLARE Y2 STRING (,100) ,D =' }' Y2 = '00.0'
DECLARE Y3 INTEGER Y3 = 0
DECLARE Y5 STRING (,100) ,D =' }' Y5 = 0
DECLARE Y4 STRING (,100) ,D =' }' Y4 = 0
FOR R1 IN SHIPCLASCHAR WITH (Rl.TYPE2 EQ 'S') AND
(R1.TYPE1 EQ'S')
FOR R2 IN SHIPCLASDIR WITH (R2.SHIPCLAS EQ

13

17

RI.SHIPCLAS)
FOR R3 IN SHIP WITH (R3.UICVCN EQ R2.UICVCN)
BEGIN
Y1 = R3.MCSF
IF Y1 LE '99.9' AND Y2 LT Y1 THEN
BEGIN
Y2 = Y1
Y5 = R3.NAT
Y4 = R3.NAM
Y3 = 1
END
END
IF Y3 EQ 1 THEN
BEGIN
NSTDPORT.STRINGI = Y4
NSTDPORT.STRING2 = Y5

19

15

14

24

26

28

30

34

Permanent protection for small computers, communications, medical and other sensitive electronic equipment. Surge Sentry works in parallel with the power
line to shunt destructive power surges in picoseconds!
Triggers at 10% above the nominal peak voltage.
At $89.50, it's less than the cost of a service call.
Easy to install for immediate protection. Several
models to choose from to fit your specific application.
For details and a free brochure, call or write:

l!/RISES, INC.
208 Mount Hermon Road #2
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
Dealer inquiries invited.
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35
37

36
32
31

22

21

AREA $
IF ERROR -STATUS = 307 GO TO 21 $
COMPUTE XAND23 = 0 $
IF SHIPCLASCHAR -TYPE2 NE 'S' GO TO 24 $
COMPUTE XAND23 = 1 $
IF XAND23 = 0 GO TO 22 $
COMPUTE XAND25 = 0 $
IF SHIPCLASCHAR -TYPE1 NE 'S' GO TO 26 $
COMPUTE XAND25 = 1 $
IF XAND25 = 0 GO TO 22 $
COMPUTE XAND27 = 0 $
IF SHIPCLASCHAR -MCS NE XSTR29 GO TO 28 $
COMPUTE XAND27 = 1 $
IF XAND27 = 0 GO TO 22 $
FIND FIRST SHIPCLASDIR RECORD OF BLUEAREA AREA
IF ERROR -STATUS = 307 GO TO 31 $
COMPUTE XAND33 = 0 $
IF SHIPCLASDIR -SHIPCLAS NE SHIPCLASCHAR SHIPCLAS GO TO 34 $
COMPUTE XAND33 = 1 $
IF XAND33 = 0 GO TO 32 $
SET SHIP -UICVCN TO SHIPCLASDIR -UICVCN $
FIND SHIP RECORD $
IF ERROR -STATUS = 326 GO TO 36 $
PRINT SHIP -NAM SHIP -NAT $
FIND DUPLICATE SHIP RECORD $
GO TO 35 $

$

FIND NEXT SHIPCLASDIR RECORD OF BLUEAREA AREA $
GO TO 30 $

$

FIND NEXT SHIPCLASCHAR RECORD OF BLUEAREA
AREA $
GO TO 20 $

$

GO TO
END

(408) 438 -5760

312

$

IF XY10 = 0 GO TO XT $
FIND FIRST SHIPCLASCHAR RECORD OF BLUEAREA

20

END
END

Query-

COMPUTE XSTRX11 = '00.0' $
COMPUTE XY10 = 0 $
FIND FIRST SHIPCLASCHAR RECORD OF BLUEAREA
AREA $
IF ERROR -STATUS = 307 GO TO 14 $
COMPUTE XAND16 = 0 $
IF SHIPCLASCHAR -TYPE2 NE 'S' GO TO 17 $
COMPUTE XAND16 = 1 $
IF XAND16 = 0 GO TO 15 $
COMPUTE XAND18 = 0 $
IF SHIPCLASCHAR -TYPE1 NE 'S' GO TO 19 $
COMPUTE XAND18 = 1 $
IF XAND18 = 0 GO TO 15 $
COMPUTE XSTRZ12 = SHIPCLASCHAR -MCS $
IF XSTRZ12 LT '00.0' OR XSTRX11 LE XSTRZ12 GO TO 15 $
COMPUTE XSTRX11 = XSTRZ12 $
COMPUTE XY10 = I $
COMPUTE XSTR29 = SHIPCLASCHAR -MCS $
FIND NEXT SHIPCLASCHAR RECORD OF BLUEAREA
AREA $
GO TO 13$

Circle 309 on inquiry card.
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Listing 3: An actual conversation with the LADDER system.
Boldface words represent user input. Material in square brackets
replaces lengthy material not relevant to this article.
1

-Give

me the length of the Kenedy.
spelling -> KENNEDY

PARSED!

Give the length of the ship KENNEDY JF
LEN = 1072
2 -width and

draft

PARSED!

Trying Ellipsis: GIVE ME WIDTH AND DRAFT OF THE KENEDY
Give the beam and draft of the ship KENNEDY JF
(BEAM 130 DFT 36)
3 -Who is her commander?

Give the rank and name of the commander of the ship KENNEDY JF
(RANK CAPT NAME MOFFETT P)
4 -What about the Fox?
PARSED!

Trying Ellipsis on: THE FOX
WHO IS THE FOX COMMANDER
Give the rank and name of the commander of the ship FOX
(RANK CAPT NAME EVERETT J)
5 -What U.S. merchant ships carrying vanadium ore are within 500
miles of the Kimlow?
PARSED!

Give the position of and time at position for the ship KIMLOW T
Give the name of merchant American ship S
where the type of cargo on S is VNAD
the great-circle distance from the position of S to
15 -33N, 30 -10W, is less than or equal to 500
SHIP = GREENVILLE VICTORY, CRAIN ME, TOTOR
6 -How fast are the U.S. subs with lengths greater than 150 feet?
PARSED!

Give the maximum cruising speed for and name of American ship S
where the first character of the type of S is S
the second character of the type of S is S
the length of S is greater than 150
IA long table relating the names and maximum cruising speeds of
American submarines is printed.]
7 -What French ships are at readiness status 1?
PARSED!

Give the name of French ship S
where the state of readiness of

S is

1

There is no French ship S
NONE

Text continued from page 310:

what information a user wants, then generating fairly
complex programs specifying how the computer is to
retrieve the information.
Two problems are being confronted together:
Problem 1:
Problem 2:

The system must translate from English into
a formal language.
The system must convert a statement of
what is wanted into a statement of how to
get it.

Problem 2 is concerned with automatic programming, an
artificial- intelligence problem currently receiving much
attention (see reference 2). (Fortunately, most work on
natural -language processing needs to consider only a
highly restricted subset of this general problem.)
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What it's like to use a system such as LADDER is suggested by the transcript, shown in listing 3, of an actual
interaction. The system prompts users with a transaction
number followed by a hyphen. The user then types in a
question or command. (In this and future listings, we
refer to the question half as a query and to the question /response pair as an interaction.) Query 1, "Give me
the length of the Kenedy," contains a misspelled word.
LADDER corrects this automatically, typing a note to the
user directly below the input line. Once LADDER has
corrected the spelling error and completed an analysis of
the input, it types the message "PARSED] ", and displays
its interpretation of the user's query. The system then
calls a remote data base to retrieve the answer -in this
case, the length (abbreviated to LEN) of the Kennedy is
1072 (feet).
Query 2 is not a complete sentence. In fact, it makes no
sense when considered in isolation. But in the context of
the preceding query, it is clear that the intended meaning
is, "Give me the width and draft of the Kennedy." Leaving out pieces of a sentence is called ellipsis. Processing
such elliptical inputs is more difficult than it may seem.
The system has to avoid such interpretations as, "Give
me the length of the width and draft," or even, "Give
width and draft the length of the Kennedy."
Query 3 illustrates the use of a pronoun, another
linguistic construct that cannot be interpreted in isolation.
Query 4 demonstrates a more sophisticated form of
ellipsis in which the analysis involves more than just
grammatical substitution of the new input into the old
one. (This is accomplished in LADDER by looking for
"WHAT ABOUT" at the beginning of an input, Ind then
what
applying the standard elliptical technique
follows. )
Query 5 illustrates a major benefit of natural- language
processing: the user can interact with the system in terms
of the job being done, letting the system be concerned
with what is required from the data base. Though this is
only one question from the user's perspective, it requires
two questions of the data base. First, the location of the
Kimlow must be determined, and then the appropriate
ships within 500 miles of that location must be retrieved.
The process of translating from the user's terms to those
of the data base obstructs the user's decision -making job.
It is therefore an appropriate process to automate.
Interaction 6 causes a large body of information to be
retrieved from the data base. Althoug omitted from the
listing to save space, a table summarizing the answer is
displayed to the user.
Interaction 7 shows an example of a cooperative
response to the user's question. The user asks a question
about the readiness of French ships. However, the data
base contains no information about French ships. Therefore, the literal answer to the user's question, NONE, is
inappropriate by itself, since it leads the user to believe all
French ships are unready. To provide a more informative
response, LADDER presents additional information
showing the rationale for producing the NONE response.

The A2-3D1

Graphics Family...
professional
3D and 2D
graphics

forthe

Now for
non -programmers!

Apple II
The A2 -3D1 Is the graphics utility you can
depend on whether you're mapping a town,
presenting charts at a business meeting, or

animating games.
Now this versatility is available for the non programmer with the A2 -GE1 graphics editor
and programmer. Create images as you view
them. Scan them, animate them, combine
them, or add text or labels. With a minimum
of fuss, you can prepare all sorts of scientific,
business, or educational presentations.
Add the A2 -3D2 enhancement package
for color, and as a bonus you'll also be able
to manipulate images independently of each
other -as many different objects at once as
your memory will accommodate.

Rl

When it's time for some challenging and
educational entertainment, run the A2 -3D/A
Saturn Navigator. You'll enjoy an adventurous
flight to Saturn, enter its orbit, and rendezvous
with an orbital space station that awaits your
arrival.
Running on the Apple II:
A2 -3D /A Saturn Navigator

A2 -3D1 Graphics Package A2 -GE1 Graphics Editor
$59.95 on disk (32K required)
$49.95 on cassette (16K
required)

$34.95 on disk (48K and
A2 -3D1 required)

A2 -3D2 Enhancement

$24.95 on disk (48K, A2 -3D1,
and Applesoft required)

$24.95 on disk (48K and
A2 -3D1 required)
$19.95 on cassette (32K and
A2 -3D1 required)

A2 -3D /A Saturn Navigator

For direct order, include $3 for UPS or $5 for first class mail delivery.
Illinois residents add 5% sales tax. Visa and Master Card accepted.
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We've reached our goal of giving you the most
sophisticated graphics utilities in the marketplace ..
.

see them now at your dealer!

LOGIC

Communications Corp.
Box V, Savoy, IL 61874
(217) 359 -8482
Telex: 206995

Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

LADDER's methods for dealing with natural -language
inputs are similar to those used by compilers and interpreters for such languages as BASIC and Pascal. For example, a BASIC interpreter might deal with assignment
statements by looking for the pattern:
LET < variable >

_

< expression>

.

This pattern could match an instruction of the form:
LET X

=

5

+

Y

the example just cited would produce calls to the database management system to retrieve attributes of ships
and take as parameters the names of the attributes and a
description of the ships of interest. Most of LADDER's
knowledge about language and the world is implicitly encoded in its grammar and associated functions. The
grammar contains much information about the particular
data base being queried and is by no means a standard
grammar of English. A grammar of this type is called a
pragmatic or semantic grammar (see references 4 and 11).

Summary of LADDER -Like Systems

with "X" filling the role of the < variable> and "5 + Y"
filling the role of the < expression> . Associated with this
pattern, the interpreter would have a function for storing
the value of the expression into the memory location
named by X.
Similarly, LADDER uses patterns such as:
WHAT <BE> THE <SHIP -ATTRIBUTES> OF
< SHIP-DESCRIPTION >

that can match sentences such as:
WHAT ARE THE LENGTHS AND DRAFTS OF
US CARRIERS?
Like an interpreter or compiler, LADDER associates a
function with each pattern. The function associated with

In a later section, we will say more about what systems
like LADDER can do. For now, it is sufficient to note the
following:

The

computer capability shown in the transcript of
listing 3 is of considerable practical utility.
LADDER deals with a relatively large and complex data
base that includes over 100 fields in fourteen files and has
records for 40,000 ships.
LADDER has been performing at this level of capability
since 1976 (except for the cooperative responses such as
those in interaction 7, which are relatively new -see
reference 14).
There are several systems in laboratories around the
world that are capable of essentially the same level of performance as shown in listing 3. These include the systems
described in references 10, 14, 24, 25, 26, and 31.

Building Blocks for
Microcomputer Systems,
Dedicated Controllers
and Test Equipment.
RM -10
S -100

RACK MOUNT
CARD CAGE
ECT's R21 /O is an S-100 Bus I/O Board with 3 Serial
I/O Ports (UART's), 1 Parallel I/O Port, 4 Status Ports,
2K of ROM with the 8080 Apple Monitor Program and
2K of Static RAM.

$295.00
,

ECT's RM -10 is a rack mount 10 slot Card Cage with
Power Supply, consisting of an ECT -100 rack mount
Card Cage (19 "W x 12.25 "H x 8 "D), the MB -10 Mother
Board (with ground plane and termination) all 10
connectors and guides and the PS -15A Power Supply
(15A @ 8V, 1.5A @ ± 16v).

$295.00

Specializing in Quality Microcomputer Hardware
Industrial Educational Small Business Personal
Card Cages, Power Supplies, Mainframes, CPU's, Memory, I/O, OEM Variations

ECT ELECTRONIC CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (201) 686 -8080
763 Ramsey Ave., Hillside, NJ 07205
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Circle 134 on Inquiry card.

OUR NEWEST DEVELOPMENT

IN THE CONTINCJING EXPANSION OF THE
UCSD p-SYSTEMTM SOFTWARE. VERSION IV"
JOHN BRACKETT,, President, SofTech Microsystems

Backed by a dedicated team of
professionals, SofTech Microsystems continues to enhance
the world's most widely -used, portable
software development system. Today
it's the UCSD p- System, Version IV.
Able to run on most major
microprocessors including 8086, Z -80,
8080, 8085, 6502, 6809, 9900 and
LSI -11TH, Version IV is the developer's
tool to make perfect programs more

possible. It consolidates all the best features of earlier versions, while allowing
for much larger applications, concurrent
processing and improved debugging.
With the addition of BASIC, more macro
cross -assemblers, and improved documentation, Version IV is truly a total,
professional software development
and execution environment.
And, it's backed by SofTech
Microsystems, the first to deliver a
complete, portable software system for
most major microprocessors with UCSD
PascalTM, FORTRAN -77, BASIC, and
multiple assemblers.
For tomorrow, the expansion
continues. More 16 bit microprocessor
installations. The performance impact
of native code generation. New system
utilities and languages. New tools for
creating applications more rapidly.
The SofTech Microsystems team is at
work today to increase your options
for the future.
Get the software system that's
going places. Distribution licenses and
single copies available. Write or call for
details, so you can start going places, too.

mo111(°)ca=n

mlcROSIOSTems
R SUBSIOIRR.' OF SOFTECM

For the software that's going places.
9494 Black Mountain Road, San Diego,
CA 92126, (714) 578-6105
TWX 910- 335 -1594

(]CSD p- System and UCSD Pascal are trademarks of the Regents of the University of California.
LS1-11 is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
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Listing 4: A dialogue between an expert and an apprentice

determined noun phrases

repairman showing definitely
(underlined).
A:
E:

A:
E:

A:
E:

A:

HOW DO I REMOVE THE FLYWHEEL ?
FIRST LOOSEN THE TWO SMALL ALLEN HEAD
SETSCREWS HOLDING IT TO THE SHAFT THEN PULL
IT OFF.
THE TWO SETSCREWS ARE LOOSE BUT I'M HAVING
TROUBLE GETTING THE WHEEL OFF.
USE THE WHEEL PULLER DO YOU KNOW HOW?
NO
LOOSEN THE SCREW IN THE CENTER AND PLACE THE
JAWS AROUND THE HUB OF THE WHEEL; THEN
TIGHTEN THE SCREW.
THE LITTLE METAL SEMICIRCLE FELL OFF WHEN I
TOOK THE WHEEL OFF.
.

For restricted classes of applications, systems such as
LADDER provide language -processing capabilities that
are very useful. Nevertheless, LADDER falls far short of
being an ideal system, both conceptually and linguistically.
LADDER's concept of the world is based on the
underlying conventional data -base management system
to which it provides access. Data -base management
systems can effectively store large numbers of individual,
concrete facts, such as:

THE KENNEDY IS OWNED BY THE US
But they are incapable of dealing in a general way with
more logically complex notions, such as disjunction,

quantification, implication, causality, and possibility.
They act as if they were dealing with information about a
world containing a fixed number of objects and relationships among them, with the objects and relationships being immutable.
Perhaps LADDER's most important linguistic deficiency is its limited notion of linguistic context. With minor
(though useful) exceptions, LADDER treats each input as
if it were given in isolation. To perceive the problem, let's
consider the question:
WHO ARE THE CAPTAINS OF THE US TANKERS?

Isolated from all contexts, this question should be interpreted as a request for the names of the commanding officers of all US tankers in the data base. But if a user has
just asked the question, "What is the status of convoy
C867 " and has received information on a number of
ships in the convoy, including two US tankers, the sample question should elicit the captains' names for only the
two tankers in the convoy. LADDER ignores the context,
however, answering the question as if it had been asked
in isolation.
The ability to follow a changing context and make accurate references to prominent objects is a fundamental
characteristic of human communication. In fact, about
half the words used in ordinary'speech are found in DEF
NPs (definitely determined noun phrases), the linguistic
constructions most often used to refer to objects in context. Note, for example, all the definitely determined
noun phrases underlined in the dialogue shown in listing
4.

The need to understand context throws considerable
doubt on the idea of building natural -language interfaces
to systems with knowledge bases independent of the
language -processing system itself. This is because the information in the knowledge base may be needed simply
for comprehension of a question. For example, to understand the phrase "the filter" in:
IF I

CHANGE THE OIL IN MY CAR, WHERE SHOULD
I LOOK FOR THE FILTER?

it is necessary to know that automobiles use oil cleaned
by a filter. Such knowledge makes possible the assumption that such a filter, the one on the user's car, is the
referent of "the filter." We cannot translate the question
into a formal query to an auto-maintenance system

unless the translation system also has some information
about the nature of auto maintenance.

Systems for Dealing with Dynamic Microworlds
SHRDLU, a system developed by Terry Winograd at
MIT around 1970 (see reference 29), was one of the first
systems to deal with some of the complexities of context
and address a domain of greater logical complexity than

UCSD p- System* fior the I NTERTEC SUPERBRAI N
With UCSD Pascal *, FORTRAN, and BASIC
UCSD p- System

(TM)

VERSION IV.O

includes: operating system, editor, filer, library,
Z80 assembler, and documentation.

with Pascal
with FORTRAN
with BASIC

$

600
600
500

THE DATALEX COMPANY
Twelfth Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122
Telephone: (415) 665 -4467
1431
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UCSD p-System and UCSD Pascal are trademarks of the
Regents of the University of California
"Trademark of Intertec Data Systems
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If you need M68000,
28000, or 8086 Software,
take it off our shelf.
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Operating systems

Why wait up to 6 months for high
quality 16 -bit resident system software,
when you can get it now?
Hemenway Associates can give you the
software tools you need to get the most
out of your 16 -bit hardware. Because
8086, Z8000 and 68000 Systems Software
is sitting on our shelves right now.
Single user operating systems, macro
assemblers, text editors, floating point
packages, multi -tasking operating systems, linking loaders and PASCAL compilers are all ready for immediate delivery.
You've heard about Hemenway
Associates' system designs in the pages of
EDN. But now you can have Hemenway-

....,...

...mou..

designed software
processor. Our softwar
to any hardware configura o
manufacturers evaluation boa
blown microcomputers. It's e
to -use and backed by ongoing support.
So whether you're a microcomputer
manufacturer, software developer or individual microcomputer owner, Hemenway
has the software for you.
For the hard facts on Hemenway software, write or call: Hemenway Associates,
101 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts
02108. Phone: 617 -426 -1931.
TWX 710 321 1203. TELEX 921735.
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HEMENWAY ASSOCIATES, INC.
When it.comes to software, come to Hemenway.
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Listing 5: An actual conversation with the SHRDLU system.
Associated images of the blocks microworid are given in figures
3, 4,
1

2
3

4
5
6
7

Figure 3: The microworid of blocks used by the SHRDLU program, which can manipulate objects in the microworid and

S

-

answer questions about them.

Figure 4: SHRDLU in the process of executing the command
"PICK UP A BIG RED BLOCK ".

can be handled by a conventional data -base management
system. An example of the types of interactions SHRDLU
can support is shown in listing 5. At the beginning of the
dialogue, both user and system are talking about a small
microworld of blocks configured as shown in figure 3.
In interaction 1 of listing 5, SHRDLU is asked to pick
up a big red block. Since there is only one such block in
the microworid, SHRDLU knows what to pick up. Complicating the situation, however, is a green block resting
on the big red block. SHRDLU is forced to devise a plan
that involves moving the simulated robot arm to the
green block, lifting the green block, moving the block to
a clear place on the table, placing the green block on the
table, releasing the green block, returning to the red
block, grasping the red block, and, finally, lifting it up.
320
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and

5.

PICK UP A BIG RED BLOCK.
OK.
GRASP THE PYRAMID.
I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHICH PYRAMID YOU MEAN.
FIND A BLOCK WHICH IS TALLER THAN THE ONE YOU
ARE HOLDING AND PUT IT IN THE BOX.
BY "IT" I ASSUME YOU MEAN THE BLOCK WHICH IS
TALLER THAN THE ONE I AM HOLDING.
OK.
WHAT DOES THE BOX CONTAIN?
THE BLUE PYRAMID AND THE BLUE BLOCK.
WHAT IS THE PYRAMID SUPPORTED BY?
THE BOX.
HOW MANY BLOCKS ARE NOT IN THE BOX?
FOUR OF THEM.
WHY DID YOU CLEAR OFF THE RED BLOCK?
TO PICK IT UP.
WHY DID YOU DO THAT?
BECAUSE YOU ASKED ME TO.

Figure 5: The microworid after execution of the command
"FIND A BLOCK WHICH IS TALLER THAN THE ONE YOU
ARE HOLDING AND PUT IT IN THE BOX ". (This takes place
after the action of figure 4.)

When this is done (after considerable computation time),
the microworld configuration is as shown in figure 4 and
SHRDLU responds with a simple "OK ".
In interaction 2, the user asks SHRDLU to grasp "the
pyramid." But there are two pyramids in the microworld
context, and the linguistic context contains no clues to
choose between them. SHRDLU realizes that it cannot
identify the referent of "the pyramid" and tells the user
so.

Interaction 3 reveals SHRDLU's ability to deal with a
fairly complex noun phrase containing a relative clause
and a comparative construction, and to handle problematic words such as "one" and "it." The result of this
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exchange is the microworld configuration shown in figure
5. Note that the system has found it necessary to put
down the big red block it was holding.
Interaction 4 illustrates SHRDLU's question- answering
ability. In the process of answering this question, the blue
pyramid and blue block become the most salient objects
in the linguistic context.
In interaction 5, the user again makes use of the phrase
"the pyramid." SHRDLU is now able to assign a specific
referent to the noun phrase. In particular, SHRDLU picks
the pyramid most recently mentioned in the conversation.
In interaction 6, SHRDLU displays its ability to count
and to handle negative constructions. Its response sugassumes it knows
gests a key limitation of SHRDLU
the
microworld. In
about
is
to
know
everything there
the blocks. To
about
all
it
knows
particular, it assumes
how many
ask
yourself
things,
see how this simplifies
in.
in
the
room
you
are
not
people (or blocks) are
rudimentary
show
SHRDLU's
Interactions 7 and 8
ability to deal with references to actions, rather than just
to simple objects, and to recall the history of previous actions and their causal linkage -essential skills for entering into conversations about dynamic worlds.

-it

Limitations of SHRDLU
The sample SHRDLU dialogue illustrates the system's
capacity to cope with dynamics in both the physical and
linguistic environments.

SHRDLU's
apparent power derives largely from dealing with a

As observed by Wilks (see reference

28),

logical, small, simple, closed microworld. The
microworld is logical because all the facts about it can be
stated in terms of first -order logic. This is fortunate
because powerful problem -solving methods exist for
dealing with bodies of facts in this form. But these powerful methods are computationally expensive and become
increasingly inefficient as objects and facts proliferate
and become more complex.
Fortunately for SHRDLU, its microworld contains
fewer than a dozen objects, including the robot arm, and
their interrelationships and the actions that can change
those interrelationships are relatively simple. For example, there are no messy objects like pieces of rope or
bodies of water that can assume an infinite variety of
shapes or that can split or combine to form new objects.
Furthermore, there are no cerebral creatures in the
microworld to complicate the picture by having wants,
goals, beliefs, and the like.
Finally, the microworld is closed because it is assumed
to be completely knowable. If the box is empty and
SHRDLU plans to put the blue block in it, there is no
possibility that a gremlin will fill up the box with junk,
turn it upside down, break it, nail a lid on it, or perform
any of infinitely many activities. If SHRDLU wants to
know if the box is empty, it simply tries to prove that it
contains something, and watches to see if the proof fails.
Anything in the microworld that is knowable is provable,

MAIL ORDER DISCOUNTS
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STATE OF THE ART
MEMORY SYSTEMS
256KB LSI 11/23® SINGLE DUAL WIDTH BOARD
The First and Only 256KB Memory on
4 MEGABYTE ADDRESS FIELD

-

a

Single Dual Board.

Most memories available for the DEC
POP 11/23 are only addressable to 256K bytes (18 address lines). The
Cl -1123 is addressable to 4 mega bytes (22 address lines) so there is no
need to worry about obsolescence.

-

FAST ACCESS AND CYCLE TIME
With an access time of 240 NSEC
and cycle time of 400 NSEC one is insured the best throughput on the PDP
11/23 system.

-

PARITY
The Cl -1123 generates and checks parity for each byte of
memory. Totally DEC compatible.

-

BATTERY BACKUP POWER CONSUMPTION
Power requirement for
the module is only 1.2 AMP from the 5 volt supply. The Cl -1 123 is easily
configured for battery back -up mode of operation requiring only 300MA
from a single 5 V back -up supply for 256KB memory in the down state.
SINGLE QTY. PRICE:

32K

x 18

$575.

128K

x

18 31925.

512KB SINGLE BOARD MULTIBUS® MEMORY
State of the Art Multibus Memory Design.
First to Offer 512KB on One Board.
The Cl -8086 module is compatible with both 8 or 16 bit Multibus Systems.

PARITY

-

The Cl -8086 generates and checks even parity with selectable

interrupt on parity error.

-

FAST ACCESS AND CYCLE TIME
time is 375 NSEC.
16 MEGA BYTE ADDRESSING
increments up to 16 mega bytes.

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
watts.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE:

Data access is 270 NSEC and cycle

The memory is addressable in 16K

Total power consumption is under

128K

x 9

31350.

512Kx

9

8

$2995.

64K

x 9

EXORCISER®

For Exorciser

I,

Exorciser

I

SINGLE BOARD MEMORY
and Rockwell System 65.

Il

-

FAST ACCESS AND CYCLE TIME
Data access time is 225 NSEC and
cycle time is 400 NSEC, allowing the unit to work as a static RAM at clock
rates in excess of 1.5 mega hertz. For 2 mega hertz operation the board can
be easily configured to utilize a cycle stealing refresh operation.

ADDRESSING

-

On

-board memory select is available in 4K increments
either the VUA or VXA control inputs.

up to 64K words of memory on

PARITY
bus as

a

-

On board even parity with output jumper select to the system
parity error or non -maskable interrupt.

Complete board power consumption is under

SINGLE QTY. PRICE:

7

watts.
64K

x 9

3575.

Tested and burned in. Full year warranty.

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

Chrislin Industries, Inc.
lr31352 Via Colinas
Multsbut is a trademark
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trademark of Motorola
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DYNACOMP OFFERS THE FOLLOWING

DYNACOMP

Widest variety
Guaranteed quality
Fastest delivery
Friendly customer service
Free catalog
24 hour order phone

Quality software for*:
ATARI
PET
APPLE II Plus

TRS -80 (Level II) **
NORTH STAR
CP /M Disks /Diskettes

AND MORE...

CARD GAMES

Price: $11.95 Camerae /515.95 Diskette
This is the classic Startrek simulation, but with several new futures. For example. the Minions now
shoot at the Enterprise without warning while also attacking surbases in other quadrants. The
Klingons also attack with both light and heavy cruisers and move when shot ail The situation is hectic
when the Enterprise is besieged by three heavy cruisers and sunhat S.O.S. is reuivedl The KEngons
get even! See the software reviews in A.N.A. L.O. G., 80 Software Critique and Game Merchandising.

STARTREK 3.2 (Available for all computers)

Price: $17.95 Cassette/$21.95 Diskette
An all -inclusive version of this most popular of cud games. This programs both BIDS and PLAYS
either contract or duplicate bodge. Depending on the contract, your computer opponents will either
play the offense OR defense. If you bid too high, the computer will double your contract! BRIDGE 2.0
provides challenging entertainment for advanced players and ù an excellent learning tool for the bridge

BRIDGE 2.0 (Available for all computes)

novice.

See

the software review in 80 Software Critique.

BLACK HOLE (Apple only)

Peke: $15.95 Cassette /519.95 Diskette
An exciting and entertaining computer version of this popolai cud game. Hearts is trick-oriented
game in which the purpose is not to take any hearts or the queen of spades. Play against two computer
opponents who are armed with had- to.beat playing strategies. HEARTS 1.5 is an ideal game for introducing the uninitiated (your spouse) to computers. See the software review in 80 Software Critique.

HEARTS LS (Available for all computers)

u

Price: 511.95 Cassette /515.95 Diskette
This is the classic gamblers cam game. The computer deals the cards one at a time and you (and the
computer) bet on what you see. The computer does not cheat and usually bets the odds. However, it
sometimes bluffs! Also included is a five card draw poker betting practice program. This package will
run on a 161( ATARI. Color. graphics. sound.

STUD POKER (Atari only)

SPACE TILT (Apple and Atari only)

Price: $10.95 Curette /574.95 Diskette
Use the game paddles to tilt the plane of the TV screen to "roll" a ball into hole in the screen. Sound
simple? Not when the hole geu smaller and smaBerl A built -in timer allows you to manure your skill
against others in this habit-forming action game.

Price: $17.95 Caren /521.95 Diskette
POKER PARTY is draw poker simulation based on the book. POKER, by Oswald Jacoby. This is
the most comprehensive version available for microcomputers. The pony consists of yourself and sù
other (computer) players. Each oft hest players (you will get to know them) has a dif Mint personality
in the form of a varying propensity to bluff or fold under pressure. Practice with POKER PARTY
before going to that expensive game tonight! Apple Cassette and diskette versions require a 32 K (or
larger) Apple II.

MOVING MAZE (Apple only)

Price: $10.95 Cassette/514.95 Diskette
puck from one side of a maze to the other.
However. the mane is dynamically (and randomly) built and is continually being modified. The objective is to cross the maze without touching (or being hit by) a wall. Scoring is by an elapsed time indicator, and three levels of play are provided.

POKER PARTY (Available for all computers)

MOVING MAZE employs Ne games paddles to direct

ALPHA FIGHTER (Atari only)

Price: $14.95 Cassette/SIg.95 Diskette
Two excellent graphics and action programs in one! ALPHA FIGHTER requires you to destroy the
alien starships passing through your sector of the galaxy. ALPHA BASE is in Ne path of an alien UFO
inusion; let five UFO's get by and the game ends. Both games sequin the joystick and get progressive.
ly more difficult the higher you score! ALPHA FIGHTER will run on 16K systems.

CRIBBAGE 2.0 (TRS40 only)

Price: $14.95 Cassette/518.95 Diskette
This is simply the best cribbage game available. It is an exce0ent program for the cribbage player in
arch of worthy opponent as well as for the novice wishing to improve his game. The graphics are
superb and assembly language routines provide rapid execution. See the software review in 80 Software
Critique.

THE RINGS OF THE EMPIRE (Atari only)

Prim: 116.95 Caaatte/520.95 Diskette
The empire has developed a new battle station protected by rotting rings of energy. Each time you
blast through the rings and destroy the nation, the empire develops
new station with more protective
rings. This exciting gam
s on 16K systems, employs
extensive graphics and sound and can be
played by one or two players.

THOUGHT PROVOKERS

INTRUDER ALERT (Atari only)

Price: 016.95 Caanite /520.95 Diskette
fast paced graphics garne which places you in the middle of the "Dreadstar" having just stolen
its plans. The droids have been alerted and are directed to destroy you at all costs. You must find and
enter your ship to escape with the plans. Five levels of difficulty are provided. INTRUDER ALERT re.
quires joystick and will run on 16K systems.

This is

MANAGEMENT SIMULATOR (Atari, North Star and CP /M only)

Price: $19.95 Cassette
$23.95 Diskette
This program is both an excellent teaching tool as well as a stimulating intellectual game. Based upon
similar games played at graduate business schools. each player or team controls a company which manufacturers three products. Each player attempts to outperform his competitors by setting selling prices.
production volumes. marketing and design expenditures etc. The most successful firm is the one with
the highest stock price when the simulation ends.

GIANT SLALOM (Atari only)

Price: $14.95 Cuelte /010.95 Diskette
This reaxime action game is guaranteed addictive! Use the joystick to control your path through
slalom courses consisting of both open and closed gates. Choose from different levels of difficulty, race
against other players or simply take practice runs against the clock. GIANT SLALOM will run on 16K

FLIGHT SIMULATOR (Avallabk for all computers)

Price: 517.95 Cassette/521.95 Diskette
A realistic and extensive mathematical simulation of takeoff, flight and landing. The program utilizes
aerodynamic equations and the characteristics of a real airfoil. You can practice instrument approaches
and navigation using radials and compass headings. The more advanced flyer can also perform loops,
half -roth and similar aerobatic maneuvers. Although this program does not employ graphics, it is ex.
citing and very addictive. See the software review in COMPUTRONICS.

VALDEZ (Available for all computers)

systems.

TRIPLE BLOCKADE (Atari only)

Price: $14.95 Cassette/018.95 Diskette
is a two-to -three player graphics and sound action game. It is based on the
classic video arcade game which millions have enjoyed. Using the Atari joysticks, the object is to direct
your blockading line around the screen without running into your opponent(s). Although the concept is
simple, the combined graphics and sound effect lead to "high anxiety".

TRIPLE BLOCKADE

Price: $15.95 Cassette/519.95 Diskette

VALDEZ is computer simulation of supertanker navigation in the Prince William Sound /Valdez
Narrows region of Alaska. Included in this simulation IS realistic and extensive 256 x 256 element
map, portions of which may be viewed using the ship's alphanumeric radar display. The motion of the
ship itself is accurately modelled mathematically. The simulation also contains a model for the tidal
patterns in the region, as well as other traffic (outgoing tankers and drifting icebergs). Chut your
course from the Gulf of Alaska to Valdez Hubor! See the software review in 80 Software Critique.

GAMES PACK

I (Available for all computers)
Price: $10.95 Camerae /514.95 Diskette
GAMES PACK contains the classic computer games of BLACKJACK, LUNAR LANDER. CRAPS,
HORSERACE, SWITCH and more. These games have been combined into one large program for ease
in loading. They are individually accessed by a convenient menu. This collation is worth the price just
1

for the DYNACOMP version of BLACKJACK.

GAMES PACK II (Available for all computers)

Price: 510.95 Caantte/S14.95 Diskette
GAMES PACK II includes the games CRAZY EIGHTS, IOTTO, ACEYDUCEY, LIFE. WUMPUS
and others. As with GAMES PACK I, all the games are loaded as one program and are called from
menu. You will particularly enjoy DYNACOMP's version of CRAZY EIGHTS.

BACKGAMMON 2.0 (Atari, North Star and CP/M only)

Price: $14.95 Cassette/518.95 Diskette
This program tarn your backgammon skills and will also improve your game. A human can compete
against a computer or against another human. The computer can even play itself. Either the human or
the computer can double or generate dice rolls. Board positions can be created or saved for replay.
BACKGAMMON 2.0 is played in accordance with the official rule of backgammon and is sure to provide many fascinating sessions of backgammon play.

Why pay $7.95 or more per program when you can buy

DYNACOMP collection for just 510.95?

MOON PROBE (Atari and North Star only)

Price: $11.95 Canettte/S15.95 Diskette
This is an utremely challenging "lunar Under" program. The user must drop from orbit to land at a
predetermined target on the moon's surface. You control the thrust and orientation of your craft plus
direct the rate of descent and approach angle.

CHECKERS 3.0 (PET only)

Price: $16.95 Cement/U0.95 Diskette
one of the molt challenging checkers programs available. It has IO levels of play and allows the
user to change skill level, a any time. Though providing a very tough game at level 4.8, CHECKERS
3.0 is practically unbeatable at levels 9 and 10.

This

Price: 514.95 Cassette/51g.95 Diskette

black hole with
is an exciting graphical simulation of the problems involved in closely observing
space probe. The object is to enter and maintain, for a prescribed time, an orbit close to small black
hole. This is to be achieved without coming so near the anomaly that the tidal stress destroys the probe.
Control of the craft is realistically simulated using side jets for rotation and main thrusters for seeders.
well as challenging.
Lion. This prevail employs Hi -Res graphics and is educational

This

is

CHESS MASTER (North Star sod TRS-00 only)

Price: $19.95 Cassette/523.95 Diskette
This complete and very powerful program provides One levels of play. It includes voiding, en panant
captures and the promotion of pawns. Additionally, the board may be preset before the start of play,
permitting the examination of "book" plays. To maximize execution speed, the program is written in
assembly language (by SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS of California). Full graphics are employed in the
TRS -80 version, and two widths of alphanumeric display are provided to accommodate North Star

ADVENTURE
CRANSTON MANOR ADVENTURE (North Star and CP/M only)

Petra $21.95 Diskette
At last! A comprehensive Adventure game for North Stu and CP /M system,. CRANSTON MANOR
ADVENTURE takes you into mysterious CRANSTON MANOR where you attempt to gather
fabulous treasures. Lurking in the manor are wild animals and robots who will not give up the treasures
without
fight. The number of rooms is greater and the associated descriptions are much more
elaborate than the current popular series of Adventure programs, making this game the top in its clots.
Play cos be stopped al any time and the Maus stored on diskette.

LEM LANDER (32K Appk Disk only)

Price: $16.95 Diskette
Pilot your LEM LANDER to a safe landing on any of nine different surfaces ranging from smooth to
treacherous. The game paddles are used to control craft attitude and thrust. This is realtime high res
churenge!
Price: 516.95 Carne /520.95 Diskette
Using excellent graphics and sound effects, this simulation puts you in the middle of forest fire. Your
job is to direct operations to put out the fire while compensating for changes in wind, weather and ter.
roin. Not protecting valuable structures can result in starting penalties. Life-like variables are provided
to make FOREST FIRE! Very suspenseful and challenging. No two games have the same setting and
there are 3 levels of difficulty.

FOREST FIRE! (Atari only)

ABOUT DYNACOMP

NOMINOES JIGSAW (Atari, Apple and TRS40 only)

Price: 016.95 Cassette/520.95 Dkkene
A jigsaw puzzle on your computer! Complete the puzzle by selecting your pieces from able consisting
of 60 different shapes. NOMINOES JIGSAW is virtuoso programming effort. The graphics are
superlative and the puzzle will challenge you with its three levels of difficulty. Scoring is based upon the
number of guesses taken and by the difficulty of the board setup.

MONARCH (Atari only)

DYNACOMP

loading distributor of small system software with sales spanning the world
(currently in excess of 40 countries). During the past two years we have greatly enlarged the
DYNACOMP product line, but have maintained and improved our high level of quality and
customer support. The achievement in quality is apparent from our many repeat customers
and the software reviews in such publications as COMPUTRONICS, 80 Software Critique
and A.N.A.L.O.G. Our customer support is as close as your phone. It is always friendly.
The staff is highly trained and always willing to discuss products or give advice.

Pelee: $11.95 Cassette/S15.95 Diskette

MONARCH

is a fascinating economic simulation requiring you to survive an 8 -year term as your nation's leader. You determine the amount of acreage devoted to industrial and agricultural use, how
much food to distribute to the populace and how much should be spent on pollution control. You will
find that all decisions involve a compromise and that it is not easy to make everyone happy.

CHOMP -OTHELLO (Atari only)

Price: $11.95

Carne /515.95

is a

Diskette

CHOMP-OTHELLO? It's really two challenging games in one. CHOMP is similar in concept to NIM;
you must bite off pan of a cookie. but avoid taking the poisoned portion. OTHELLO is the popular
boned game set to fully utilize the Atari's graphics capability. It is also very hard to but! This package
will run on
16K system.

'ATARI,

PET,
trademarks.

r

TRS-80

TRS4O,

NORTHSTAR,

CP /M

and

diskettes are not supplied with DOS or BASIC.

IBM

are

ceguttred iradenames and /or

Circle 129 on inquiry card.

BUSINESS and UTILITIES

STATISTICS and ENGINEERING

SPELLGUARDTM (CP /M eon)

Mce:35d9 9S DIN
SPELLGUARD is revolutionary new product which increase the value of your
current word processing system (WORD.
STAR, MAGIC
D, ELECTRIC PENCIL. TEXTED EDITOR U and others). Written entirely in eu embly
language,
SPELLGUARDTM rapidly amine the use in eliminating spelling and typographical won by
compute, arch word of the
text ninon a dictionary (expandable) or over 20,0000f the most common English words.
Words appearing in the text but
fund in the dictionary en Rgted' for easy identiruuaation and correction. Most adminuu0ve staff familiar
with word procaine equipment will be bk to use SPELLGUARDTM in only few minute.

MAIL LIST

(Appk,

Atari sad North SW diskette oily)
Price:53 &R
Thu program u unmatched in its ability to store a maximum number of addresses
on one darken (minimum of 1100 per dark
cte more than 22(10 for "double density" system!). lu many future include alphabetic and tip code
wrung. label printing,
merging of file and a unique keyword seeking routine which retrieve entries by virtually limitless
selection of user defined
code. Mad Lut 2.2 wall even find ad delete duplicate entries. A very valuable program
1,2

FORM LETTER SYSTEM (FLS) (Atari, Appk and Nonh Sur diskette ooy)
Use FLS to create and edit form knot and ridden lute. Form letters are produced
by automatically leaning
to predamined portion of your letter. FLS is compkwly compatible with MAIL
LIST 2.2, which may be
your darer fan.
FLS and MAIL LIST 2.2 are

vadbk

as

combined

pekoe for

Psis.: 531.96
each address in.

mama

used to

Price: S11.115

Mark

is a general purpose ion program written in Imo assembly language This program will
sort sequential dm file
generated by NORTH STAR BASIC. Primary and optional seminary keys may be numeric or
one to nose character smogs.
SORTIT is wily used with files generated by DYNACOMP's MAIL LIST program and is very verauk u is capabilities
for
W other BASIC data fde wrung.

SORTIT

(Awl and North Sim only)
Price: 13.95 Dkkese
single diskette, menu-oriented system composed or ten different program. Beside recording
your expenses and tax

PERSONAL FINANCE SYSTEM
PFS u

deductible items, PFS trill son ad summarise expenses by payee, and display information on expenditure by any of
26 user
defined code by month or by payee. PFS soul net produce monthly bar grain of your expense by category! This pomful
package requires only one disk drive, minimal memory (24K Atari, (2K North Star) ad wall store up to 600 records per
disk
(end over I000 records per disk by making a
simpy chases to the programs). You an record Necks plus ash expose w
that you can foully see where your money goes and elunuuu guesswork ad tedious had

fo

...dom.

FAMILY BUDGET (Appk may)

Price: IM.1g DW.OR

a very convenient financial record -keeping program. You will be bk to keep track of cash and
as income on a daily bun. You aro record tax dedwtibk items and char ebk donations. me
FAMILY BLDGET also provide continuous record of W credit unuction. You can make daily cash and charge entries to
any of 21 different open,. aoau a well u to 5 pyrou and w account. Data is easily retrieved giving the er complete
control °vet an otherwise complicated (mod unorganised!) sub.M.

The FAMILY BUDGET is
credit expenditure as well

THE COMMUNICATOR (Atari oily)

Peke: 349.95 DYkene
This software peckMe contaim
moudriven collection of programme for facilitating efficient two-way communications
co
through full duplex modern (required for use). a one mode of operation you may connect to mu service (e.g.,
SOURCE or MicroNes) and quickly IoM data such u oak quotations onto your diskette for later viewing. Thu grotly re.
duce 'conned time" and thus the .mice charge. You may also record the complete cornea of communiuuoo, session.
Additionally, programs wnnen in BASIC, FORTRAN, ea. may be built off -line using the support tat editor and later "uploaded" to another computer. making Ne Atari
very slntt terminal. Even Agri BASIC programs may be upladrd. Fur.
the,
fumed file may be built off -line and used later as controlling input fora timeshare system. That ú, you can set up
your sequence of timeshare commands and programs, and the
i w01 wand them u needed; batch procesing. Au Nis
adds up to wing both connect time and your time.

Ma

with. Atari

DYNACOMP Wo supplies THE COMMUNICATOR
is available rparately for S1119.95.

130 modem for

combined price of 5219.95. The modem

deleted. File may be saved on disk /diskette in right justified/centered format to be Alen pruned by either TEXT EDITOR 1I
or the CP /M ED feebly. Fulhe, ASCII CP /M files (including BASIC and usably language programs) may be read by the
editor and processed. Ire fat. text
can be built using ED ad later formatted wins TEXT EDITOR II. All in W, TEXT
EDITOR II is on inepenuve, easy to use, but very flexible editing system.

fib

Mee:

ann. maintain

Thu handy program allow Noah SW and Atari disk
tack of duks which invariably ecumuW W. DFILE is esy
looting of the dewed file or program.

no

519.95

spenuzed data bast of W tees and programs in the
nit up end use. It will organise your disks to provide efficient

FINDIT (North Sim oa17)
Thu is threinone program

Pow: S19.9S

which maintains information accessible by keywords of three type: Personal (e,: last name).
plumbers) and Reference (eg: magazine wicks, record albums. etc). In addition to keyword searches. Nee
are birthda, annive,m ad appointment search. for the personal records and appointment searches for the commercial re.
cords. Reference records are assessed by sunk keyword or by cross -referencing two or three keywords.
Commercial

choose from

are convenient data storage, retrieval and

Minna procedure.

DATA SMOOTHER(Not @salable for Alan)

Price: $1I.RS Comely /PI,.95 Marne
This special data smoothing program may be used to rapidly derive useful information
from noisy business and
date which are equally spaced. The software feature choice in degree and range of Sr, u well
as smoothed lint and second
derivative ukulation. Also included ú automatic plotting of the input data and smoothed results.

apnoea

FOURIER ANALYZER (Available for all compote's)

SlR.n Carrie/120.95 DYOeek

Price:

Use this program to examine the frequency

wave of limited duration signal. The program feature, automatic eating and
plotting of the input data end results. Practical apptiutiom include the aalysu of complicated patterns in such
kids as
nooks, communications and bunneu.
TFA (Treader Fladio. Anayar)

Cu .e/ß3.9 ORafe.

Peke: PI9.95

This

is
special software package which may be used to evaluate the nature funoou of systems
sod as hi.fi ampblkn and
Ntere by examining their response to pulsed inputs. TFA ie major modification of FOURIER ANALYZER
and content an
engioesringanenDM decibel venue loos frequency plot as well as data editing features. Whoa FOURIER ANALYZER
is designed for educational tad scientific use, TFA is an engineering tool. Available for nil computers.

HARMONIC ANALYZER (Andisbk for al computes')

w.e

Price:
Cemen/PU.1P DUkene
HARMONIC ANALYZER was designed for the rpeneum attaytis of repetitive waveforms. Feature include data file
genera
oil, editing and aonge /retrieval as well as data and .pauum plating. One particularly unique facility is Nat the input data
need not be equally spaced or in order. The original data is sorted and a cubic spline interpolation is used to create
Ne data file

required by the FFT algorithm.

FOURIER ANALYZER, TFA and HARMONIC ANALYZER may be purchased together for
(three

anew) end 359.95

(three

askew).

combined price of 519.95

M.: Mfg

REGRESSION I (Molls bk for all computers)

Camera /35.3.95 Dkkeeee
REGRESSION I is unique and exceptionally versatile onedimmrional lean squares "polynomial" curve Hung
program.
Features include very high accuracy; an automatic degree determination option; en enema Murata bbrary of fitunt functions: data editing: automatic data and curve plains; satúuul analysis (efe: standard deviation, correlation coefficient,
etc.) and much more. In additions, new fin may be tried without reentering the data. REGRESSION 1 is unauly the comer.
stone program in any data analysis software library.

REGRESSION II (PARAFIT) (Av Wabk for all computer)
Pew: 119.95 Carry/S23.N Dickey
PARAFIT is designed to hadk those uses in which be parameters are imbedded (paibly nonlinaly) u the fitting file
'on. The user simply inserts the functional form, including An paruMen (A(l), AD), etc.) u one or more BASIC statement
line. Data and mulls may be manipulated and plotted u with REGRESSION I. Use REGRESSION for polynomial fitting,
and PARAFIT for that' complicated functions.
1

MULTILINEAR REGRESSION (MLR) (Available for W computers)

PeR,: S2M.9S Cassette/3L.9S Disarm
is a professional software package for analysing data sec containing two or more unaly independent varibks. Beside
performing the basic regression calculation, this program also provides
to use deta entry, storage, retrieval end editing
functions. In addition, the use play uurro9at the solution by supplying value for the independent variables. The number of
variables ad data sire is limited only by the anikbk memory.

MLR

ay

REGRESSION

I,

II and MULTILINEAR REGRESSION nay

be purchased together

for 131.93 Ohre

(Wee diskette).

TEXT EDITOR II (CP /M)
Me: 579.95 MUM/WÁ5 Oka
This is the second rels'c vaion of DYNACOMP's popular TEXT EDITOR I and contains may new futures. With TEXT
EDITOR II you may build tee 5k, in chunks and umiak them for later display. Blocks of tot may be appended, inserted or

DFILE (Alan sod North Star only)

Price: SM.93 Cam.k /lye SS Dlakeeu
is
comprehensive data processing program which permita the use to deign hú own filler function
on
menu of filler forme The rater forme are subsequently convened into non'eecunive
convolution coefficients
which permit rapid data processing. In the explicit deign mode the shape of the
frequency transfer function is spaifsed by
directly entecn/ points along the desired ruler curve. In the menu mode, ideal low pass, high
pass and bandpaar filter may be
appeoaimated to varying degrees according to the nambe of points used in the calculation. These filters may optionally also be
smoothed with a Henning function. In addition, multi -rule Buuenwoah filter may be selected.
Features of DIGITAL
FILTER include potting of the data before and after filtering, as well as display of the chosen filter functions.
Also included

DIGITAL FILTER

ek

519.95.

SORTIT (North Sim only)

DIGITAL FILTER (Available for B computers)

lei

GRAFIX (ER.S -80 0117)

Peke: SI COS C .eee,SIl.PS Dkkee.
This unique program Wows you to only create graphics dually from Ne keyboard. You "drew" your figure using the pro.
gram's enema cursor controls. Once the figure is made, it is automatically appended to your BASIC program es suing
fable. Draw
"happy face ", all it HS and
print it from your program using PRIM HSI This is very
way to create
end save graphics.

ay

Nil

vu

uu.eln)

or 563.95

ANOVA (AvaBable for all tompaten)

Price: SS9.9S C.mate/w.95 Diskette
put the ANOVA (analysis of v lance) procedure Nu ban limited to the WI, muinrrae computn. Now
has brought the power of this method to small systems. For Nose conounl with ANOVA, the DYNACOMP
software package include the I -way, 2.way and N -way procedure. Also provided are the Yates 2K'P factorial deigns. For
those unfoldiu with ANOVA, da not worry. The aaompayug documentadon sou written in is tutorial fashion (by a pro.
War in the subject) and serves u an excellent introduction to the subject. Accompayug ANOVA is a nippon program for
building the date bay. Included are several convenient features including data editing, deleting and append..
In the

DYNACOMP

BASIC SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINES, Volume

I (Not avaWbk for Atari)
is the exclusive dranibutm for the software keyed to the popular text BASIC Sewntufic Subroutines. Volume I
by F. Ruckdewhel (sag the BYTE /McGraw -Hal advertisement in BYTE magaooe, Jauary 1981). Thee subroutines have
been assembled according to chapter. Included with each collation is a menu program which 'clan and dernomtrate each

DYNACOMP

subroutine.
Collection Cl. Chapter 2 and 3: Data and function plotting, complex varubla
Collection IC Caine 4: Mavis tad vector operations
Collection IS: Chapters 5 and 6: Random numbs generaron, series epprotimations
Price per collection: 114.93 Cassette/511.95 Diskette
Al three collections are available for $39.95 (three cassettes) end 349.95 (three diskette).
Because the text is vial pan of the documenuuon, BASIC Scirar& Subroutine, Volume 1 ù
for S19.95 plu, 735 postage and handling.

al

trdable from DYNACOMP

C

computers)
Price 110.1!
ey/SH.HS Mane
In
nutshell. ROOTS simultaneously determines all the
of polynomial having real coefficients There is no loth on
the degree of the polynomial. and because the procedure ú iterative, the eauecy is generally very good. No initial guesses are
required u input, and Ne calculated roots rue oubstitund back into the polynomial and the residua displayed.

ROOTS (Available for

raw

ACTIVE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS (ACAP) (WK Appk may)

Pew: 311.95/329.95 Dkkay
la the analog circuit designer's answer to LOGIC SIMULATOR. With ACAP you nay arWyre the response of an u.
tive or passive component cueuit (e.g., transistor amplifier, bad pass mar, ek.). The circuit may be probed et equal ram in
frequency. and the resulting complex (i.e., real ad imaginary) voltages at each component juncture examined. By plotting the
magnitude of these voltages, the frequency response of mar or empbfier may be completely determined with reran to both
amplitude and phase. In addition. ACAP prints statistical analysis of the rage of voltage responses which result from
ACAP

EDUCATION

tokeano vaa nom in the component.

HODGE PODGE (Apple only. 48K Appksafl or Integer BASIC)

Price: 119.93 Carey /353.95 Diskette
HODGE PODGE be your child's baby titter. Pres., any key on your Apple will result in n different and intriguing "happening" related a the letter or number of the chosen key. The program's graphics, color and sound are delight for children
from age
109. HODGE PODGE e a nonintimidatine Welling device which bongs a new dimension to the use of corn
Les

ACAP is ay to tarn and at. Simply deem the circuit in !emu of the elements nod their placement, and execute. Circuit
descriptions may be saved onto cassette or diskette to be recalled an a We time for execution or editing. ACAP should be put
of eery circuit designee program library.

1

putee, in

eduutbn.

TEACHERS PET I (Available for ell computen)

Price: $11.95 Greek/115.9g

mil

Mateo.

is the firm of DYNACOMP's educational package. Primarily intended for pre -school to grade 3, TEACHER'S PET
provide the young student with countina practice, Iester.word recognition and three levels of math skill exercises.

MORSE CODE TRAINER (TRS.10 gory)
Price: $12.95 Carelk /111.13 Mao le
MORSE CODE TRAINER is designed to develop and improve your speed and accuracy in deciphering Mork Code. As such.
MCr is an ideal software pakage for FCC test practice. The code round is obtained through the earphone jack of any sun.
dud cassette recorder. You may choose the pitch of the tow a well as the word rate. Also, various mode of operation are
avulable including number, punctuation ad alphabet tests, well u the keying of your own menage. A very effective ray to
Icon code!

Prw:124.95 ortee/$3I.9s Diskette
With LOGIC SIMULATOR you may Duly lest your complicated digital logic design with respect to given at of inputs to
determine how well the circuit will operate. The elements which may be simulated include multiple input AND, OR, NOR,
EXOR, EXNOR and NAND gates, a well at invenen, 1 -K and D (bottom, and onehou. The response of the system u
aveiabk very clock cycle. Inputs may be clocked in with varying clock ryck Iengthaidisplammenu and delays may be introclued to probe for Oahe and race condition. At the user', option, timing diagram for any given set of node may be MM.
led using HIRES grwhics. Save your breadboudug until the cucut ie Naked by LOGIC SIMULATOR.

LOGIC SIMULATOR (Apple cony; 48K RAM)

LOGIC DESIGNER (North SW sad CP /M osy)

Peke: 134.95 Dkkeme
LOGIC DESIGNER is an exceptional Computer Aided Deign (CAD) program. With it you may convert large and complicated digital truth uble (the functional specification) into an optimised Boolean logic equaúoo. This equation may then be
easily converted into a circuit deign using either NAND or AND /OR gales. Opetionally, LOGIC DESIGNER u composed
of BASIC program which can. in a machine language routine to reduce execution tame. Example: Fora 7 variable by 127 line
able. the proccang time is only evo minute. LOGIC DESIGNER is clearly fast and powerful tool for building digital cir-

cuitry.

MISCELLANEOUS
CRYSTALS (Atari only)

ORDERING INFORMATION
lake: S

9.95Camnk/SD.15 debate

A unique algonlhm randomly produce fascinating graphics displays accompanied with tone which vary as the patterns are
built. No two panes are the same, and the combined effect of the sound and graphics are mesmerising. CRYSTALS has ban
used in local stores to demonstrate the wad and color future of the Atari.

NORTH STAR SOFTWARE EXCHANGE (NSSE) LIBRARY
DYNACOMP now dútnbutn the 21 volume NSSE library. These diskette

All orders are procesad end shipped within 48 hours. Please enclose payment with order and include the appropriate computer u.
formation. If paying by VISA or Muter Cud, include all numbers on card.
Skipping and Heading

Chula

Delivery
All orders (excluding books) are

Within North Amen.: Add $1.50
Outside Noah Americo: Add IDI, (Air Mail)

contain may progruns and offer an out.
standing value for the pureha'c price. They should he pan of every North Sur user's collection. Cal or write DYNACOMP
for deeds regudug the come. of the NSSE collation.

list Decomu
a
Deduct
when ordering

Price. 59.95 arch /17.95 each (4 or more)

Add 12.50 to the lined diskette price for each 8" floppy disk (IBM
Microsoft MBASIC or BASIC -03

alb

The complete collection may be purchased for S1.9.95

IN A

or more programs.

D.kr

CP/M Disks

All software available on

I"

AA for DYNACOMP programs
DYNACOMP.

CP/M disks

is

also available on

aft

sectored CP/M Tornut). Program run under

5N" duks, Noah SW forma.

at your local software dealer. Write for detailed descriptions of

they and other programs from

DYNACOMP, Inc.

AVAILABILITY

1427 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, New York 14618

VISA

Class.

discount schedules are evaabk upon request.

g" CP/M Dinka

51/4"

DYNACOMP software u supplied with complete des-intimation containing c kar explanations and examples. Unlen Where/tee
specified, W prokrms volt run within 16K program memory space (ATARI require 24K). Except where noted, programa ...veil.
able on ATARI, PET, TRSJD (Led Mend Apple (Appkyoft) trues and dukete as well at Noah SW single density (double
density compuble) diskette. Additioaly, most pratarn, can be obtained on sund.d (IBM format) 8" CP /M floppy disks for
systems running under MBASIC.

3

sat Fun

24 hour order phone: (716)586-7579 recording

Office phone (9AM -5PM EST): (716)442 -8960
Ne. York Sua nalaens name

add

7 ek

MSS maw us.

was built to cope with certain kinds of everyday problems. For example, the system is told the following story:

Players: customer, server, cashier
tip
Props: restaurant, table, menu, food, check, payment,
Actions:
Customer goes to restaurant
1.
Customer goes to table
2.
3. Server brings menu
4. Customer orders food
5. Server brings food
6. Customer eats food
Server brings check
7.
Customer leaves tip for server
8.
9. Customer gives payment to cashier
10. Customer leaves restaurant

John went to a restaurant.
He ordered the lamb.
He paid the cashier and
left the restaurant.

Then the system is asked:

What did John eat?

and, therefore, anything that cannot be proved must be
false.
The world that people deal with in everyday conversations is extensive, complex, and largely unknown and
unknowable. To use natural language to converse about
the real world, more sophisticated methods are needed.

Systems with Knowledge of Ordinary Situations
One of the more interesting attempts to deal with ordinary human situations, in contrast to interfacing with a
data base or a model of a microworld, was made by
Roger Schank and Robert Abelson, aided by their
students at Yale University. Their system, SAM (for
Script Applier Mechanism), as described in reference 22,

r
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answer that John ate
the lamb -but nowhere in the story is this explicitly
stated. Nor is it directly deducible from what was said.
To understand the story, the system must have both
knowledge of what usually happens in restaurants and an
ability to apply that knowledge to particular situations.
It might seem trivial for a system to

Table 1: A restaurant script for the SAM program.

°

Schank and Abelson encoded SAM's knowledge about
everyday situations in formal constructs called scripts.
The information contained in a script about restaurants is
shown in table 1. It includes a list of players who participate in the normal routine of a restaurant, a list of
props supporting the action, and a sequence of generic
actions that characterize what usually happens when a
customer visits a restaurant.
The information in this script can be used to support a
variety of commonsense -reasoning tasks, including a reply to the question, 'What did John eat?" The processing
is as follows: the system identifies "John went to a
restaurant" with action 1 from the script. In doing this,
John is assigned the role of the customer. The system
identifies "He ordered the lamb" with action 4, assigning
the role of food to "the lamb." (Notice that with "he"
referring to John, the customer is the same in both actions
1 and 4.) "He paid the cashier" is identified with action 9
and "[he] left the restaurant" with action 10.
Although not all the actions in the script were explicitly
mentioned, it is reasonable (but not strictly necessary) to
assume that they happened nonetheless. In particular, action 6, the customer eating the food, probably did happen. Moreover, because the entities playing the various
parts in the script remain constant throughout its enactment, the system assumes that, for this particular visit to
the restaurant, the customer in each action is John and
the food is "the lamb." Therefore, action 6 particularizes
to "John ate the lamb," providing the answer to the
original question.
Information in scripts can be used for more than just
answering questions; it can also be used to produce
"paraphrases" of a story. For example, SAM can convert
the original story:
John went to a restaurant. He sat down. He got mad.
He left.

into the "paraphrase ":

John was hungry. He decided to go to a restaurant. He
went to one. He sat down in a chair. A waiter did not
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Circle 387 on inquiry card.
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go to the table. John became upset. He decided he was

Monitoring and
Measurement with

the Apple

going to leave the restaurant. He left it.

This restatement is not a true paraphrase because it adds
many details based on speculation about what happened.
But such an ability to speculate on the basis of knowledge
about how our everyday world is structured is the very
feature that makes SAM interesting.
Much of SAM's knowledge is not about natural
language at all, but about our everyday world. SAM
demonstrates that understanding natural-language stories
about mundane actions requires more than a knowledge
requires a knowledge of the world. The
of language
more language is studied, the more apparent it becomes
that fluent communication in natural language is a process of the total intellect. Language, thought, and
knowledge are inextricably intertwined.

11*?

-it

Limitations of SAM
SAM's scripts provided one of the first mechanisms in
a language processor for dealing with the structured sequences of actions that make up much of ordinary life,
but they suffer from a number of limitations:

The A113 sets the

Only a single object can serve the role of player or
prop. This makes it impossible to handle stories about
restaurants with many tables, customers, or servers. The
problem of figuring out what the phrase "the customer"
refers to becomes trivial because there can be only one
customer.
The actions in a script follow a strict linear sequence,
making it impossible to deal with alternative possibilities,
simultaneous or overlapping actions, or a repetition of
actions.
is difficult to determine which particular script or
scripts are appropriate for understanding a given story.
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Interactive Structures has been producing Apple Data
systems since 1977. You've heard about one of them: our
NASA Spacelab project. Let us show you how to put your
Apple to work at a monitoring task.
See your Apple Dealer or contact us today.

Interactive Structures, Inc.
112

Bala Avenue

PO Box 404

Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
'Apple Computer.
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The SHRDLU example discussed earlier suggested the
potential richness of interactive dialogue in context. The
SAM example showed how inference (ie: filling in the
blanks regarding what was implied, as well as what was
explicitly stated) is essential in understanding natural
language. To determine how knowledge -based inference
and dialogue management interact, as well as work
toward solving a problem of practical value, a group of
researchers at SRI International investigated cooperative,
task -oriented, man -machine dialogue (see reference 19).
They developed a system called TDUS (Task -Oriented
Dialogue Understanding System), which had the goal of
communicating with a human apprentice about repair
operations on electromechanical equipment. The key
research problems considered concerned how to encode
knowledge about the repair operations and how to follow
the context of a dialogue as the apprentice moved from
task to task in the course of performing a repair operation.
In TDUS, information about how various tasks can be
performed is recorded in data structures called procedural networks (see reference 21), which can be viewed

Nobody's
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The Marshal from Turnkey Systems
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8472 NW 56 Street, Miami, FL 33166
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6: A procedural net

Figure

SUBTASK
A

for the process of installing a pump

for an air compressor.

TASK

A AAAAAAAAAAA AAAAA AAA
AAAAAAAA AAAAA AAA AAAAAAAAA
AAAAA AAAAA AAAAAAAAA AAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAA A
AAAAA AAA AAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAA
AA AAAAAAA AAAA AAAAAAA.

TTTT TTTTTT TTTTTTTT TTTTT
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SUBTASK

Figure

7:

A procedural net expanding an action referenced in

BBBBBB BBBBBB BB BBBBBBBBB
BBBB BBBBB BBBBBBBBB BB 88888888
BBBBBBB BBBBBBB BBB BBBBB BBBBBB
BBBBB BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBBBBB BBBB
BBBB BBBBBBBBB BBBBB.

Figure 9: The structure of a task (top) is reflected in the structure
of an English dialogue about the task (bottom). When discussing
the task, descriptions referring to the overall task (the two
paragraphs of the letter T) are interspersed with the paragraphs
of text referring to subtask A and subtask B.

figure 6.

SECURE
WITH BOLTS

Figure

8: A

procedural net that contains actions repeated in a

loop.

as generalizations of scripts. Simplified procedural nets
are shown in figures 6, 7, and 8. For example, the net of
figure 6 indicates how installing a pump for an air corn pressor can be divided into a number of subtasks. The
first subtask is to attach the pump to the platform. Once
this is done, either the aftercooler elbow or the brace is
installed. Once the aftercooler elbow is installed, the
aftercooler is installed. Once the brace is installed, the
pulley is installed. When both the aftercooler and pulley
have been installed, regardless of the order accomplished,
the task of installing the pump is complete.
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Much like a script, the procedural net associates an action with a number of subactions. However, as opposed
to the strict sequence of actions in a script, the procedural
net imposes only a partial ordering on subactions.
Moreover, subactions are usually associated with procedural nets of their own, which specify in yet greater
detail how tasks are divided. For example, the "attach
pump" action referred to in figure 6 is described further in
figure 7, while the "secure with bolts" action referred to
in figure 7 is described further in figure 8. The net of
figure 8 contains a loop specifying the repeated procedure
of using a wrench to tighten each bolt.
As mentioned earlier, a major problem for natural language processing systems is following the dialogue
context and being able to ascertain the referents of noun
phrases by taking the context into account. In preparing
to build the TDUS system, Barbara Grosz collected a
number of dialogues between human experts and apprentices performing repair tasks (see reference 8). After constructing procedural nets for the tasks, it was discovered
that, as a general rule, the structure of task-oriented
dialogues closely follows the structure of the nets
representing the division of the task itself. As shown in
figure 9, if a task divides into subtasks A and B, the
dialogue tends to start with general information about
the overall task, then enters a subdialogue about subtask
A followed by a subdialogue about subtask B.
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Of greater interest is the fact that referential expressions tend to refer to objects salient in the current subtask
or higher in the task hierarchy, but generally do not refer
to objects in sibling subtasks. For example, if in the
dialogue of figure 9 a wrench W1 is mentioned in one of
the initial utterances before entering subdialogue A, and
if a second wrench W2 is mentioned within subdialogue
A, the phrase "the wrench" uttered in subdialogue B more
likely refers to W1 than to W2 -even though W2 was
mentioned more recently. (This is clearly in violation of
the rule used by SHRDLU in interaction 5 of listing 3.) In
this regard, referential expressions in natural languages
tend to follow much the same conventions as do variable
references in block- structured programming languages
such as ALGOL and Pascal. But the block structure of
natural language is not indicated explicitly.
TDUS's ability to follow real -world tasks and deal with
shifts in both the linguistic and physical context is illustrated in the transcript of listing 6, which relates to information contained in the nets of figures 6 through 8.
In interaction 1, the apprentice sets the stage by specifying what action is being done. This allows TDUS to
pinpoint the location in the INSTALL -PUMP net where
the apprentice appears to be. In interaction 2, the apprentice refers to a bolting action and a wrench used in that
action. Neither of these is in the top -level representation
of the ATTACH -PUMP net, but they both occur in the
subordinate net of figure 8. TDUS finds this subnet and
determines that no other relevant subnet refers to a dif-

ferent bolting action. Therefore, the system responds by
specifying the wrench mentioned in the net shown in
figure 8.
In interaction 3, the apprentice asks for the location of
the bolts. TDUS does not operate under the closed -world
assumption and realizes that there are some things it does
not know. Luckily, the user finds the bolts in interaction
4.
In interaction 5, the apprentice refers to "the wrench."
TDUS determines that the reference is to the wrench mentioned in interaction 2 and tells the apprentice its location. In interaction 6, TDUS resolves "it" as pertaining to
the same object.
In interaction 7, the apprentice tells TDUS that the
pump- attaching operation is completed. The system infers from this that all the constituent subtasks have also
been done. To make sure, it reviews these assumptions
for the apprentice. This filling in of intermediate steps is
much like that in the SAM examples.
In interaction 8, the apprentice poses a logically complex question involving the modal concept "should."
TDUS's rudimentary notion of "should" interprets the
question as asking whether the action mentioned is cornListing 6: An actual conversation with the TDUS system. With
this system, the computer supervises a task performed by a
human apprentice. Human input is shown in boldface.
1
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Circle 273 on Inquiry card.

IFOUNDIT.

OK.
I ATTACHED THE PUMP.
OK.
THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN ASSUMED:
YOU PUT THE PUMP AT THE PLATFORM. YOU BOLTED THE
PUMP TO THE PLATFORM WITH THE BOLTS.
8
SHOULD I INSTALL THE PULLEY NOW?
NO.
THE NEXT STEP IS:
INSTALL THE AFTERCOOLER ELBOW ON THE PUMP
OR
INSTALL THE BRACE ON THE PUMP.
9
I'M DOING THE BRACE NOW.
OK.
"DO" IS ASSUMED TO MEAN:
YOU ARE INSTALLING THE BRACE.
10
I'VE DONE IT.
OK.
"DO" IS ASSUMED TO MEAN:
YOU INSTALLED THE BRACE.
THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN ASSUMED:
YOU PUT THE BRACE AT THE PUMP.
YOU SECURED THE BRACE.
11
I'VE INSTALLED THE PULLEY.
OK.
7

Interfaces to dual channel scope or Apple computer.

WRENCH SHOULD I USE TO BOLT IT?
USE THE BOX -END WRENCH.
WHERE ARE THE BOLTS?
I DON'T KNOW.
I FOUND THEM.
OK.
WHERE IS THE WRENCH?
THE BOX -END WRENCH IS ON THE TABLE.

-
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patible with one of the possible next steps in the
procedural -net model of the task at hand. Since it is not,
TDUS answers in the negative, but goes on to outline the
range of acceptable alternatives at this point in the process.

Interaction 9 is of considerable interest in that it contains the pro -verb "do." This is a reference to some action
involving the apprentice and the brace. But the action is
not completely specified. By examining the procedural
net, TDUS determines that the likely thing to do with a
brace in this context is to install it -so TDUS makes that
assumption and reports it to the apprentice.
Interaction 10 demonstrates TDUS's ability to comprehend an extreme case of contextually dependent use of
language. Neither "done" nor "it" conveys much information. Here, "it" refers not to some object in the world,
but to an action previously alluded to by the phrase "doing the brace."

Limitations of TDUS

TDUS exhibits a reasonable understanding of the interplay among various types of possible real -world actions, and it can follow the evolution of particular instantiations of those actions. However, it has little understanding of the goals and motivations of the apprentice
with whom it holds conversations.
An exchange well beyond the capability of TDUS is
shown in the following actual dialogue between a novice
and an expert mechanic:
I DO NEXT?
BOLT.
THE
REMOVE

1.

WHAT DO

2. HOW DO I GET IT OFF?
USE THE RATCHET WRENCH.

WHAT'S A RATCHET WRENCH?
IT'S ON THE TABLE.
3.

Computers may simplify your business,
but it isn't always simple to choose one.
r--HAZELTINE
1421 Video Terminal

111

CROMEMCO
System 3

QANTEX

Series 6000
150 CPS

Parallel or Serial Interface

ATARI

800
400

As your computer company, Synchro-Sound International will not only offer you a large selection of
computer models at discount prices, we'll offer expert guidance on how to choose one.
We'll help you determine which computer system will best suit your individual business needs.
Whether it's a micro -computer, a printer, a video display terminal, accessories, or even a complete turn -key
operation. We'll design it. Configure it. Guarantee it. We also offer a wide range of easy -to- understand

software.
What's more, we have all the answers after you purchase your computer, too. We'll give you fast
delivery. And we have a staff of computer specialists who'll respond quickly to any service you may require.
Which all adds up to why we've grown to be one of the largest computer companies in the New York
area over the past seven years.
So when you decide you need a computer, decide on Synchro- Sound. Our guidance could be almost
as priceless as your business.

SYNCHRO -SOUND INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Where the computers are cold and calculating. But the people aren't.
1550 NORTHERN BOULEVARD, MANHASSET, N.Y. 11030 TWX 510-220 -0021
For orders or more information, call: (516) 869 -8535 Toll -free: 800 -645 -3820
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state-of- the -art technology to give you superior data integrity through improved disk life, data reliability, and drive serviceability using 5'/4 "media.
Oume's independent head load yields wear characteristics far superior to
competitive drives. This superior wear performance produces savings on both
diskette usage and drive maintenance.
Improved data reliability, resulting from superior amplitude and bit shaft
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And Data Trak's unique modular design means simplified field servicing for
you and your customers.

Design Features
Expanded storage capacity

Two -sided, double- density

Ceramic head with tunnel erase
Superior head load dynamics

Proven head carriage assembly

flex mounting arrangement

-

Precise lead screw actuator Fast access time
12 ms
friction and minimum wear Low power dissipation

Dual -head

track -to -track

Low

Industry standard 51/4" media format ISO standard write
Additional features
protect
Door lock out for media protection
Requires DC voltage only
Daisy Chain up to 4 drives Heads load on command independent of loading
media

Cylinders: 35 or 40 Tracks: 70 or 80 Recording
Method: FM or MFM Rotational Speed: 300 RPM Transfer Rate:
250K bits/second
Latency (avg.): 100 ms Access Time: Track -totrack 12 ms; Settling 15 ms Head Load Time: 50 ms

sity: 48 TPI

Product Specifications
Performance Specifications
Capacity: Unformatted: 437.5K or 500K bytes; ()Lime
Formatted: 286.7K or 327.7K bytes Recording Density: 5456 BPI Track Den-

The Data Trak 8

double -sided double- density drive uses
state -of- the -art technology to give you superior data integrity through improved disk life, data reliability, and drive serviceability.

Oume's innovative approach to controlling head load dynamics yields wear
characteristics far superior to competitive drives. In independent evaluation,
Data Trak 8 is setting industry standards for tap test performance. This superior
wear performance produces savings on both diskette usage and drive

maintenance.
Improved data reliability, resulting from superior amplitude and bit shift
characteristics, optimizes operator efficiency and reduces processing time for
end -users.
And Data Trak's unique modular design means simplified field servicing for
you and your customers.

Design Features
Expanded storage capacity

Two -sided, double- density

Fully IBM compatible IBM 3740 and System 32 drives
drives IBM System 34 drives
Proven head carriage assembly

flex mounting arrangement
Fast, precise steel belt

drive

friction and minimum wear

IBM 3600 and 4964

Ceramic head with tunnel erase
Superior head load dynamics

Dual -head

-

Fast access time
3 ms track-to -track
Low power dissipation

Low

Programmable door lock
ISO standard write protect
voltage not required Daisy Chain up to 4 drives Side -by -side

Additional features

Negative

DC

mounting in standard 19" RETMA rack

Compatible with Shugart

1198

E.

Willow, Signal Hill,

CA

90806

computer

products, inc.
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Performance Specifications
Capacity: Unformatted: 1.6 Mbytes /disk;
IBM Format: 1.2 Mbytes /disk
Recording Density: 6816 BPI Track
Cylinders: 77 Tracks: 154 Recording Method:
Density: 48 TPI
MFM Rotational Speed: 360 RPM Transfer Rate: 500Kbits /secAccess Time: Track -to -track 3 ms;
ond Latency (avg.): 83 ms
Settling 15 ms; Average 91 ms Head Load Time: 35 ms Disk:

Diskette 2D or equivalent

SA850/SA851

stssail

Product Specifications

Call Toll Free

(800) 421 -7701

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR FOR QUME
CALL FOR PRICE AND DELIVERY

(213) 595 -6431

or

(714) 891 -2663

In California
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Well have cake
05 Soon

cs

-}he

children wash
*heir hinds.

/

Figure 10: A sentence that conveys different information to dif-

ferent people.

The key point to note here is that, in interaction 3, the
response is not a direct answer to the question. If TDUS
could answer this question at all, it would likely respond
with a dictionary definition such as: "a tool for grasping
and turning the head of a bolt, consisting of fixed or adjustable jaws mounted on a pawl that is engaged by the
toothed end of a gripping bar." The person who
answered query 3 understood the motivation behind the
question. It was asked so the inquirer would know the
description of a ratchet wrench, so he could find it, so he
could grasp it, and so he could use it to remove the bolts.
Understanding the inquirer's hierarchy of goals, the
respondent addresses one of the goals closer to the end of
the chain (finding the wrench). The cooperative respondent saves the inquirer the trouble of taking the step of
locating the wrench from its description.

Beyond Current Systems
Researchers in computational linguistics have only
recently begun to appreciate the impact on natural language communication of what the participants in a
conversation know about each other's knowledge,
beliefs, plans, and goals. To appreciate the importance of
such knowledge, consider the situation illustrated in
figure 10.
A young mother is giving a birthday party for Junior,
and Grandma has come to help. Grandma's task is to
light the candles on the cake, so she asks, 'When shall I
light the candles7" The mother replies, 'We'll have the
cake as soon as the children wash their hands," which informs Grandma that it will be about five minutes. The
mother knows that the big-eared kids are listening, so she
phrases her response to serve multiple purposes for multiple audiences. With her one statement, she tells Grandma
when the candles need to be lit and, in a nice, indirect
way, tells the children to get their dirty hands washed.
She knows that her response to Grandma will serve this
purpose because she knows that:
336
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the children want the cake
her response to Grandma will convey to them the information that all that stands in the way of their getting it is
to wash their hands
if they know that all that stands in the way of their getting cake is to wash their hands, they will perform the

ritual forthwith
it takes them about five minutes to wash their hands
Similarly, Grandma now knows that she should light
the candles in five minutes because she knows that the
mother knows all the circumstances just outlined and that
the mother knows Grandma knows that the mother
knows it. Thus, Grandma infers that the mother expects
her to understand that the children are being told to wash
their hands, that they are motivated to do it right away,
and the result five minutes later will presumably be
washed hands reaching avidly for cake.
No system is currently capable of handling language
with this level of sophistication, but a number of researchers are actively engaged in studying the various
problems involved; see references 3, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 16,
18, 23, and 27. Much of this work is concerned with the
difficulties of interpreting not just what is literally said,
but also of establishing the underlying intention. Should
this work succeed, systems may be capable of the kind of
reasoning indicated in listing 7.
The examples of the locked toolbox and the birthday
party support a central point: communicating in natural
language is an activity of the total intellect. Seen in broad
perspective, the use of natural language can be placed in a
general framework that seeks to account for all human
activity. Within this framework, humans are seen as intelligent beings motivated by complex sets of goals they
seek to fulfill by planning, executing, and monitoring sequences of actions -some of which are physical, some
linguistic. That is, uttering a sentence is just as much an
action as taking a step or taking a bath. Whereas the
usual purpose of a physical action is to alter the physical
world, the usual purpose of a linguistic action is to alter
Listing 7: An imaginary conversation with a TDUS -like system
showing the possible behavior of a computer system that reacts
to human needs in a way not currently possible by existing
systems.
USER:
SYSTEM:

THE TOOLBOX IS LOCKED.
(WHY IS HE TELLING ME THIS? I ALREADY KNOW
THE BOX IS LOCKED.)
(I KNOW THE USER NEEDS TO GET IN. PERHAPS HE
IS TELLING ME THE BOX IS LOCKED BECAUSE HE
BELIEVES I CAN SOMEHOW HELP.)
(TO GET IN TAKES A KEY. THE USER KNOWS THIS
AND KNOWS I KNOW IT. THE KEY IS IN THE
DRAWER. IF THE USER KNEW THIS HE WOULD
JUST UNLOCK THE BOX. THEREFORE, HE MUST
NOT KNOW IT.)
(I CAN MAKE HIM COME TO KNOW IT BY SAYING
"THE KEY IS IN THE DRAWER." I AM SUPPOSED TO
HELP. I WILL SAY IT.)
THE KEY IS IN THE DRAWER.
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Prufrock."
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- Prints exactly what's on the screen

Dot plotting

the mental states of the hearers. In the latter case, the
desired modification may be to add knowledge, change a
mood, or establish a new goal for the hearers.
A speaker may plan and execute linguistic actions to
change some aspect of a hearer's mental state, not as an
end in itself, but as part of an overall plan to achieve
some more ambitious end. Just as a child might push over
the first domino of a long row to make them all tumble in
sequence, a lifeguard at the beach may yell "Shark!" at
swimmers to set off a chain of reasoning in their minds
that will result in a mad dash for the shore, which is the
lifeguard's intended mechanism for accomplishing the
primary goal of preserving life.
Given this view of how language works, it becomes
less important to ask what a given utterance means (what
does "Shark!" mean?) and more important to ask about
the effect it produces. People in advertising have an explicit understanding of this concept, but all of us use it
implicitly when we understand the agony conveyed by
the string of curses uttered by the handyman who
smashes his finger, and when we realize that our friend's
question, 'Do you know the time?," deserves more than
a "yes" or "no" answer.
The understanding of poetry can even be cast in this
mold. The poet deliberately triggers certain chains of inference in readers. Indeed, an important element in the
appreciation of poetry is the reader's awareness of the interplay among the inference chains followed, the chains
followed partway that turn out to be not quite appropriate, and the surface meanings of the sentences comprising the poem itself. To experience this, just consider
the title of T S Eliot's poem, "The Love Song of J. Alfred

'Epson America.

Inc.
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The Nature of Natural- Language Research
The previous sections discussed the capabilities and
limitations of specific natural-language processing
systems. But it must be recognized that these systems are
merely spin -offs of the underlying science. In essence,
most researchers in this field do not think of themselves
as engineers seeking to evolve better natural-language
processing systems, but rather as scientists concerned
with the following related problems:
identification of sources of knowledge necessary for
understanding or generating natural language
discovery or devising of mechanisms for encoding and
applying such knowledge in a mechanical device
creation of integration frameworks to control and coordinate the application of a variety of knowledge sources
Once sources of knowledge have been identified, whole
subdisciplines come into being to study the associated
bodies of knowledge, their structure, and methods for
their computerization. Some of the major knowledge
sources are discussed below.
Lexical knowledge concerns individual words, the
parts of speech they belong to, and their meanings.
Syntactic knowledge has to do with the grouping of
words into meaningful phrases. For example, syntactic
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knowledge distinguishes between the following two
sentences:
NAME THE PARTS OF THE PUMP THAT WAS
FIXED BY JOE.

NAME THE PARTS OF THE PUMP THAT WERE
FIXED BY JOE.
In particular, it is the syntactic number distinction between WAS and WERE that indicates whether the pump
or the parts were fixed.
Syntactic ambiguity is a common source of trouble in
natural -language processing systems. For example, deci-

sions about where to associate the prepositional phrase
on the table" in:
PUT THE HAMMER IN THE TOOLBOX ON THE
TABLE.
can lead to any one of the interpretations:
PUT THE HAMMER THAT IS IN THE TOOLBOX
ONTO THE TABLE.
PUT THE HAMMER INTO THE TOOLBOX THAT
IS ON THE TABLE.
WHILE YOU STAND ON THE TABLE, PUT THE
HAMMER INTO THE TOOLBOX.

The ZVX4 MEGABYTER is for the APPLE II user
who wants to DOUBLE file size, expand the
capability of existing business software, and make
other SERIOUS applications more viable.
Now you can have compatibility with IBM,
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means to you:
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(714) 452 -0101

CP /M trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
Z80 Softcard trademark of Microsoft, Inc.
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Compositional semantics is the knowledge of how to
compose the literal meaning of large syntactic units from
the semantics of their subparts. Its utility is illustrated by
the pair of sentences:
THE MAN HELD THE NUT (with a wrench).
THE WRENCH HELD THE NUT.
These two sentences are syntactically identical, but the
subject of the first sentence is the agent of the action
"hold," whereas the subject of the second is the instrument used by the agent. The lexical entry for the verb
HOLD indicates that it is used to refer to actions in which
an agent (usually a person) using an instrument exerts a
force on some physical object. The syntactic subject of
the verb might refer either to the agent or the instrument.
But the semantics of HOLD indicate that these roles must
be filled by objects of mutually disjoint classes of objects.
Utilization of this knowledge allows a system to assign
the role of agent to THE MAN, but assign the role of instrument to THE WRENCH.
Discourse knowledge concerns the way clues from the
current context are used to help interpret a sentence. For
example, if we have just been talking about this month's
issue of BYTE, the noun phrase "the magazine" in:
ALREADY READ MY COPY
MAGAZINE.
I'VE

OF

THE

understood in this context as referring to this
month's issue of BYTE. Yet, we often have personal
knowledge of hundreds of issues of various magazines.
is easily
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ness publication with an entire
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Figure 11: A graph of capability versus cost for systems that can handle natural -language queries.

The ability to pick the one of current interest is based on
specific knowledge of the current situation.
World knowledge is concerned with information about
how the world is currently configured and about physical
constraints upon possible configurations. For example,
we understand:
PRESIDENT REAGAN FLEW TO CALIFORNIA.
to mean that he was flown to California as a passenger in
an airplane. Had the sentence been about a bird, we
might have taken the sentence to mean that the bird did
the flying.
As an example of how knowledge about the current
physical situation can be of aid in understanding
sentences, consider again the sentence:

PUT THE HAMMER IN THE TOOLBOX ON THE
TABLE.

discussed in the earlier paragraph on syntax. If we know
that the hammer is currently in a toolbox on the floor, the
only interpretation of the sentence is to lift the hammer
out of the toolbox and place it onto the table. The other
interpretations are ruled out because they are impossible
in the current state of the world.
Knowledge of mental states relates to comprehending
the knowledge and goals of other participants in a
dialogue. The use of such knowledge is shown in the
locked -toolbox example in listing 7.

Cost as a Function of Capability
The preceding sections sketched a spectrum of natural language processing capabilities- ranging from isolated
342
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questions about the data in conventional data bases,
through the literal interpretation of utterances in
dynamic contexts, to an understanding of the underlying
goals and mental states of participants in a dialogue. As
would be expected, progression through this spectrum
entails rapidly escalating costs in two areas: the research
and programming effort required to reach a particular
level of capability, and the computing resources
(measured in the number of machine instructions that
must be executed and the memory requirements) needed
to function at a given level.
This situation is illustrated graphically in figure 11,
which plots cost as a function of system capability.
Although the diagram shows a sharp rise in cost with increased capability, the situation is probably even more
dramatic than indicated, and the cost scale might best be
interpreted as being logarithmic.
The capability dimension has been separated into three
major regions by two dividing lines. It appears that
capabilities beyond (to the right of) the leftmost line require systems with explicit models of concrete objects in
the world, the relationships among them, and the types
of processes that can alter those relationships. The more
advanced capabilities beyond the rightmost line require
further enhancements for modeling such things as the
mental states of dialogue participants.
Figure 12 repeats the curve of figure 11, but also shows
curves for developing three kinds of systems. Systems on
curve A are built without the use of explicit models. They
cover most of the principal linguistic phenomena needed
for accessing conventional data bases and, up to the point
at which curve A intersects curve B, can be constructed
and operated more economically than other types of
systems. As the need for world models increases, at-

o A Powerful New Language
o For Micro- Computers
"micro- revolution"

-

taking place
personal
computers are fast becoming an integral part of our daily lives. With this revolution
comes a need for a powerful new programming language, one which is highly
sophisticated yet easy to use.
In the past few years,

a

has been

LOGO brings to children, as well as adults, the ability to exercise full control over an
they become active participants in
extremely rich and challenging micro -world
their own learning experience. Powerful ideas can become a reality.

-

LOGO Computer Systems Inc. is a new company which has been formed to develop
and disseminate the LOGO methodology. Our product line includes hardware,
software, written materials and training services.

logo

computer

systems inc.
150

Montarville Blvd.

Suite 200

Boucherville, Quebec

368 Congress St.

Boston, Mass.
U.S.A. 02210

Canada J4B 6N1
(514) 641 -0966
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COST ENVELOPE

DB ACCESS

PRONOUNS

ELLIPSIS

RESOLUTION
OF DEFINITELY-DETERMINED
NOUN PHRASES
IN CONTEXT

ENHANCEMENT
BY

DECOMPOSITION

CAPABILITY

NONLITERAL
INTERPRETATION

-11.

Figure 12: A graph of capability versus cost for different kinds of natural-language systems. Curve A refers to systems that do not use
explicit world models. Curve B refers to systems that do use explicit world models. Curve C refers to systems that are built on a
knowledge base including information about the goals and beliefs of other intelligent entities.

tempts to circumvent the problem by using various ad
hoc methods become prohibitively expensive or downright impossible.
Systems on curve B are built with explicit world
models that lack the ability to deal with intensional concepts, such as the goals and beliefs of others. Although
these systems have greater capability potential than those
on curve A, they entail considerable initial costs in the
construction of machinery to support and exploit the
models.
(Intensional concepts take into account the meaning,
rather than just the truth values, of logical sentences. In
standard logic, the truth value of a complex formula
depends only on the truth of its subexpressions (eg: the
truth of (P OR Q) depends only on the truth of P and the
truth of Q; no other properties of P and Q matter). The
operator BELIEVE, however, is intensional because the
truth of "A believes that P" depends on the meaning of P,
not just its truth value. The problem is that many of the
rules of standard logic, such as substitution of equals for
equals, do not apply when intensional operators are involved. To use a classic example, since "the morning
star" and "the evening star" refer to the same object, it
must be the case that "the morning star is Venus" is true
if, and only if, "the evening star is Venus" is true.
However, it might be that "John believes the morning star
is Venus" is true, but that "John believes the evening star
is Venus" is false because, although the two embedded
sentences possess the same truth value, they differ in
meaning.)
Systems on curve C, if any existed, would be built
upon a knowledge base supporting many intensional concepts. The initial costs of creating computational
344
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machinery to support this level of sophistication appear
to be quite high.
In today's computing environment, and in light of the
current state of the art in natural- language processing,
the only systems that perform robustly and efficiently are
systems of type A. As mentioned in an earlier section on
LADDER -like systems, there are a number of systems of
this type, including one (INTELLECT, described in
reference 10) available now as a commercial product.
A number of experimental systems of type B have been
built, including SHRDLU, SAM, and TDUS. But these
systems are currently of little practical value because they
are relatively slow and use models that, while consuming
considerable memory, cover pieces of the world too small
to be of much more than academic interest.
Computational linguists and workers in related fields
are devoting considerable attention to the problems of
type -C systems. But currently, only bits and pieces of
components for such systems are being constructed. For
example, Moore (in reference 17) and Appelt (in reference
1) have devised formal methods for reasoning about the
knowledge of others, and Perrault, Allen, and Cohen (in
references 6 and 18) have devised systems that actually
plan speech acts. But there is a huge gulf between the first
experiments that demonstrate the feasibility of a principle
and the creation of useful systems based on that principle. Our current state of understanding in natural language processing is similar to that of the ancient
makers of Chinese fireworks as compared with modern
space research. In terms of achieving fluency in the field,
our current experiments are merely fireworks poking a
few holes in the darkness.
Nevertheless, even though the fluent use of natural
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CHOOSE B. The Acoustic Modem, Model
AMII /A, for the Apple`. Comes complete
with a powerful operating system. Supports

CHOOSE C. The "Direct Connect"
Modem, Model AMII, for the Apple *. Comes
complete with a powerful operating system.
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interactively with your programs. No interface card required! ... $289.00.

25 easy to use keyboard commands and
operates interactively with your programs.
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PURCHASE
PRICE

OESCRIPE IOM

prints an error message indicating that the word "NY" is
not known to it. The system also indicates that to complete the partial input, "How far is the Kennedy from the
port of," it needs a construction matching its internal
concept of a < PORT > . In interaction 2, the user seeks
information about what LADDER would accept as a
valid expression for a < PORT > . This is a very interesting question because it is not about the data in the
data base, but rather a question about the language processing system itself. LADDER can process questions
about a variety of knowledge sources, including special
routines that inspect its own internal information about
the linguistic constructions it can accept. Using one of
these special routines, LADDER produces a list of possible expressions for < PORT> , including the expression
NEW YORK, which the user identifies as being what is
meant by NY.
At this point, the user could rephrase the question by
using NEW YORK in place of NY. But it is important for
natural -language processing systems to accommodate the
linguistic constructions their users are comfortable
with -to accept inputs in the users' own terms, rather
than force the users to master the system's terms. In particular, the learning of synonyms is relatively inexpensive
computationally and quite helpful to users. In interaction
3, the user types a statement in English to tell LADDER
that NY is a synonym for NEW YORK. Then, in interaction 4, the user asks that interaction 2 be tried again. This

language by machines may still be years away, it is important to realize that many practical applications of
natural -language processing can be supported by systems
of types A or B, both of which can be built now.
Although the computational costs for natural -language
processing will always be relatively high when compared
with machine languages, the introduction of VLSI (very
large -scale integration) technology promises to ease the
attendant cost. Processes that were once performed only
in the laboratory on research computers costing over one
million dollars are becoming practical on personal computers. As a general trend, the expense of programming
continues to rise while computer hardware continues to
drop in price. For some applications, we may have
already reached the point where it is cheaper to create
systems that use subsets of English than it is to train people to use formal languages.

Current Capabilities of Type -A Systems
To reach a better understanding of the types of natural language processing possible on a cost -effective basis using technology available today, consider the dialogue of
listing 8, which shows some of the more advanced types
of processing available in the LADDER system.
Interaction 1 shows how LADDER deals with sentences
it cannot understand. After trying to interpret the input
as first a complete and then an elliptic sentence, LADDER
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Circle 314 on inquiry card.

SAVE SALE SAVE SALE SAVE SALE SAVE

Circle 135 on inquiry card.

DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't
Blame The
Software!

and we

will! All items

1

Power Line Spikes, Surges &
ISO
pat. a4,259,705
Hash could be the culprit!
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! Our
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb
damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

3360.00 freight included
2150.00 freight included
Daisy Wheel Printer 1710.00 freight included
Model 1164K
Model III 32K

We can save you more on all the TRS -80

ISO

2

ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets; Integral
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ggISOLATOR
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individually filtered sockets
$106.95
SUPERISOLAppTPPOR (ISO-11) similar to ISO-2 except double
filtering
$94.95
Add S 8.00
CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (addCB)
CKT BRKR/SWITCHIPILOT ( -CBS)
Add $16.00
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Master -Card, Visa, American Express
DEALERS
Order Toll Free 1.800. 225.4876
(except AK. HI, PR & Canada)

Computers,

are brand new. We have the

full line of TRS -80 computer products. Call collect
(303) 945 -2864 for price quotes.
WE PAY ALL SHIPPING
NO TAXES ON OUT OF STATE SHIPMENTS

W -B SPORTING GOODS
727 Grand Avenue
Glenwood Springs, Colorado 81601

I
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Electronic Specialists, Inc.
South Main Street, Natick, Mass. 01760

771
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A Copy of the Radio Shack 90 day
Limited Warranty can be obtained

upon specific written request to the Electronics Dept. of
our Cairo, Georgia Retail Store
which is an Authorized Sales
Center for Radio Shack Merchandise. Store #A301
Free
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FOR ONLY $129.95 Learn Computing
From The Ground Up

Listing 8: Another actual conversation with the LADDER
system.

Build a Computer kit that grows
with you, and can expand to 64k
RAM, Microsoft BASIC, 7èxt Edi-

-How far is the kennedy from the port of NY?
Trying Ellipsis: ELLIPSIS HAS FAILED
The parser does not expect the word "NY" to follow "HOW FAR IS
THE KENNEDY FROM THE PORT OF"
Options for next word of symbol are: <PORT>
2 -What is a <PORT> ?
PARSED!
" <PORT >" may be any sequence of words following one of the patterns:
<PORT> = > CAPE TOWN
= > NEW YORK
_ > NEW ORLEANS
[etc.]
3- Define NY like New York.
1

tor/Assembler, Hord Processor,
Floppy Disks and more.

EXPLORER /85

S. Hug in level E him: ix
rppls Mir.rnsnf BASIC or
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ieni s the low cost way to Irani the fundamentals of compuling. the all.tmportant bastes you'll need more and
rnore as you advance in computer skill. For just $129115
you get the advanced -design Explorer/65 motherboard.
with all the features you need to learn how to write and
I

use
atchfor any Anonalrcomputer

tonthemarker Look at
these features.
s. 8005 Central Processing Unit. the
microprocessor "heart' of the Explorer /85. (loin the
millions who will buy and use the BoaO/8o65 this year
Fwire- hitpleanne&tttl input /nulpul mils from
alone!)
which you can input and output your programs. as well as
a ussmle
contmj exterior switches. relay, lights. etc.
interface that jets you stole and reload programa you've
deluxe 2.000 byre opeeoling
earned to write
system /monitor makes it easy to learn computing in
allows simpler. faster writ
several important ways
II permits access by you
rag and entering of programs
to all pans of the system so you can check on the status of
allows tracing each pm.
any point in the program
gram step by stet'y with provision for displaying all the
and it
contents of the CPU i(registers. flags. etc)

ruiln(pndolypitigunSQ
7 Connect trm,inid

51051
3

Addlk IIAM

a

CRT

winner or

a

TV Sri tif you nave ses RF midulamrl
kit
569.95 plus 32 Ph1

O Hex Keypad /Display

O ASCII Keyboard/Computer Terminal kit Ammon a
full 12n character Sel. turd cane full cursor control. 75 ohm
vider output. convert thle m
baudet output. selectable baud
ram. RS 232 -C Of 20 nut I/O. 32
ter fN char:user by 16 line for-

mats

3149.95 plus $31'61

11

11
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much more!
You gel all this in the staging level (Level A) of the
Expllorer/B5 for only $129.95. Incredible! To use. mot
plug
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8VDC
supply
/
keyhoard /display
if oyou rdo
ve them. see our
special offen below.
Level A computer kit (Terminal Version) ...
plus 53 P61.
$129.93
Level A kit (Hex Keypad /Display Version)
plus 13 Pal
LEVEL B
This -budding block" converts the motherboard into a Iwoslw SI00 bus (industry standard) computer
can plug in any of the hundreds of MOD
ter Now you
O Level Bkit
14940 plus 52 PAL
S10 hus connectors (two required)
94.15 each.
postpaid
LEVEL C
Add still more
computing power. this "build.
mg block" mount directly on
the motherboard and expands
the SI0 bus to six sluts
O level C kit ...539.40 plus 52

-

t

sine

O Sorel Cabinet for ASCII Keyboard/Terminal

$19.95

phi 52.0 P81.

O RE Modulator kit (allows you Io use your TV sel as

monitor). 5640 pslpaid.
O 12" Video Montlor IISMlls bandwidth) ..

PARSED!
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[i.e., How far

Pel.

O Fan for
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cannel

31.511 PAL

.

...

SIOO bus

postpaid

connectors (five
$4.15 each

D-

LEVEL
When you reach the point in learning that re
quires more memory. we offer two choies: either add 4h
of a memory directly on the motherboard. or add 16k to
Mk of memory by meansof a single Sleet cat. our Famous
IAWS"
Level D kit 1(CHECK ONE) ...O 4k onhaanl ... 949.95
plus $2 Pel O 18k Sl0 ")AWS " :. 5149.96 plus $2
PAI':O 32k S100 "JAWS- ...9195.95 plus 12 Pel:O 40k
S100 "TAWS"
$249.95 plus 12 P61': O 64k 5100
:

-

-

-

TEXT EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
The editor /assembler
a software vwl (a program) designed to simplify the task
of writing programs. As your programs become longer
and more complex. the assembler can save you many

hours of programming time This software includes an
editor program that enters the programs you write makes
changes and saves the programs o cassettes. The as.um.
bier perform. the clerical la,k of translating symbolic
rode into the otmputerreadable object ode. The editor/
ambler program is available either in casselle or a
ROM vrnton
O Editor /Assembler (Cassette version: requires Level
"B" and 6k (min.) of RAM
we suggest ink "IAWS"
see hove)
356.95 plus $2 Pap
O Editor /Assembler (ROM version. suppled on an SlIm
used requires Level B and ak RAM (min)
we suggest
either level D or 16k "IAWS" )
94940 plus 32 Pa I.
B" FLOPPY DISK
A remarkable 'building hlu:k
Add our e" floppy disk when you need faster operation.
more
ant program toragqer. perhaps a business
pit bon. and arama lathe literally thousands of programs
d pngraw languages available today. You simply plug
them into your Explorer /65 disk system
it accepts all
IBM-formatted CP/M programs.
O 6" Floppy Disk Drive... 949.95 plus 512 Pet.
O Floppy Controller Cat
$199.95 plus 52 1561
O Disk Drive Cabinet a Power Supply .. 949.95 phis

-

-

-

-

-
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Gehl.

O Drive
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O AP-1 Power Supply kit (8V 4
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amps) in deluxe steel
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Slaver e" Disk System- Includes Level A. B floppy d, k
contndler. one CDC 6.' disk -drive. two-drive cable. two
'tan connectors: Ioni add your wn power supplies.
.abinets and hardware
O (Rey 5106500) SPECIAL.
$999.40 plus $13 Pal
O 02k Slannr System. 11045.95
,tun $13 P1.1. O lek Starter System. 51095.16 plus $13
MI O 61k Starter System. 11145.40 plus $13 Pal.
O Add In any of ahtve Expinmr steel cabinet. AP -I five
power supply. Level C with two 510 connectors,
i
drive cabinet and power supply. two sub -0 cone,,.
ers for connecting your printer and terminal
(Reg
223.951 SPECIAL 1199.95 plus $13 P61.
Complete 64k System. Wired A Tested
11070.0
lus $26 Pai.
Spur.iall Complete flustnesas Software Pak I Save
5625.0)- Includes CP/M 22 Microsoft BASIC. General
ledger. Ac counts Receivable. Accounts Payable. Payroll
Package
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O Personal Check

time, using the newly defined synonym, LADDER successfully interprets the question and produces the answer
that the great -circle distance (labeled as GCDIST) from
the Kennedy to New York is 1974 miles.
It is worth noting that LADDER must do more to
answer queries 2 and 4 than merely retrieve information
from a data base. Only the positions of ports and ships
are stored in the data base -not the distances between
them. Thus, LADDER interfaces not only with the data
base, but also with programs that make calculations
based on data -base information. Some of these are not
trivial. For example, to find how long it would take a ship

O Cashier's Check/Money Onice

plots

CP/M 2.2 Disk Operating System: includes Tent
Editor
.mhler. dynamic debugger. and other feamns
that give your Explorer/85 access to thousands of existing
C.P/M -hued programs
$1500 postpaid.
NEED A POWER SUPPLY? Consider our AP-I It un
supply all the power you need for a fully expanded Ex.
plomr1851nntr disk doves have their own power supply)
Plus the AP.1 fits neatly into the attractive Explorer steel
cahtnel (see below)

12 Ta81.

" For f imolinn

ia

O VISA
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I
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Aret No
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s..'-Ii

yip

ETRONICS Research& Development Ltd.
1333
348

Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
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TOR/ASSEMBLER (Requires Levels B
and D or 5100 Memory) ... 598.91 plus

'1oF1 slonda /or "pomme F osan
dim. (Noble this mmnienl.

Q1

kennedy

(POSITION 4000N0600E PCFUEL 90 PORT MAYPORT)
American subs in the North Atlantic
Trying Ellipsis: Q1 AMERICAN SUBS IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC
PORT
SHIP
POSITION
PCFUEL
NORFOLK
STURGEON
3700N7600W
100
WHALE
100
NORFOLK
3750N7700W
100
ASPRO
3000N3000W
NORFOLK
[etc.]
9 -Let "show the forcestatus of the Kitty Hawk" be like "Display the
employment and readiness condition of the Kitty Hawk. Print her
destination. List ships in her organization."
PARSED!
[New production added to system.]
10 -show the forcestatus of Kennedy
PARSED!
[questions defined in 9 for Kitty Hawk are answered for the Kennedy.]
11- Define "Kennedy no nagasa wa ikura desuka" like "what is the
length of the kennedy."
PARSED!
[Production added to system.]
12 -Fox no nagasa wa ikura desuka?
PARSED!

O ADD A ROM -VERSION TEXT EDI-

t

-q1

PARSED!

O Special Microsoft BASIC Pak 15ave 1103.001- You gel
Levels A (Terminal Version). B. D Hk RAM). E. Ilk
Microsoft to ROM. Intel MOM Lisce Manual. level A Muni
lar Source listing. and AP-1. 5 -amp power supply
(Rey. $439.70) SPECIAL. 1328.40 plus 57 Pele

-

Pal.'

<S> =>

-

.

971693 plus 12 Pal'.
"TAWS"
LEVEL E
An important "huilding block:" it activates
Iheek ROM/EPROM space on the motherhoard. Now jusl
plug to one Elk Microsoft BASIC or your own custom
programs
O Level E lot
f5.93 plus 500 Pail.
Microsoft BASKÇ
Its the language that allows you to
talk English to your computer!!! is available three ways:
O Ilk cassette vermin of Microsoft BASIC (requires level
B and 124 of RAM minimum: we suggest a 16k 510
see above)
364.95 postpaid.
'.TAWS"
01t ROM version of Microsoft BASIC (requires level B
A level E and 4k RAM: just plus into your Level E sockets
We suggest either the 4k level D RAM expansion or a 16k
S10 "JAWS. ") .. N11.95 plus$2 P81
O 131.4 version of Microsoft BASIC. ( requins level B.
32k of RAM. floppy disk controller. 6" floppy disk drive)
8321 postpaid
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PARSED!

Iel

-

NY ?]

6-

Beirinner Pak (Save $26001- You gel Level A (Ter.
tal Version) with Monitor Source listing (125 value)
-1. 3 -amp power supply. Intel NRS Usen Manual
(Rige 1199 95) SPECIAL á189.95 phi 31 PAL.'
You gel level A
O Experimenter Pak (Save $53.40)
He a
Keypad/Display
Monitor
Display.
055 llo Manual
power
supply
(Reg.
and
API
Source. lisltng,
Sump.
5279.95) SPECIAL $219.95 plus 16 P81.
AP

the Kennedy from the port of

(GCDIST 1974)
5 -Ql Kennedy
[System gives syntax error.]
Let "Ql kennedy" be a paraphrase of "what is the position, fuel
status and homeport of the Kennedy"

ORDER A SPECIAL -PRICE
EXPLORER/85 PAK -THERE'S
ONE FOR EVERY NEED.

-

is

PARSED!

$15.00

.

required)

2

4

Dodo XI' Steel Cabinet for the
Expplonir/65
94985 plus $3

-

P81'

-redo

plus 55 P01.'

a

Circle

143 on
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NEVADA

Complete
AIM 65
Expansion

Edition II of Nevada COBOL,
a subset of ANSI -74, features:
Copy statement for library handling.

For complete AIM 65

expansion, Forethought Products
brings you the AIM Mate Series, quality
expansion products with
price, performance and versatility that puts them in a class of
their own.
AIM -Mate Series expansion, including RAM (to 48K),
PROM, /O, video and floppy disk interface, STD BUS
interface, parity protection and more, lets you configure the kind of system you need.
I

The compact AIM -Mate case puts it all together in a
sturdy, portable, desk top unit.

Write today for complete details on the AIM -Mate
System- AIM 65
expansion products for the
professional.

FORETHOUGHT
PRODUCTS
87070 Dukhobar Road, Eugene, Oregon 97402 (503) 485-8575

Uses CP/M or MP/M operating system to work with TRS -80,
Apple's with softcard, North Star,
Superbrain, Micropolis, and
many other microcomputers.
Needs a minimum of 16K of
RAM. Uses single density 8"
or 51/4" diskette.

0

CALL... USING...CANCEL.
PERFORM...THRU...TIMES...
UNTIL... Paragraph or section names.
IF...NEXT SENTENCE...ELSE...
NEXT SENTENCE AND /OR
=
NOT.
GO TO...DEPENDING ON.
Unique easily understood diagnostic
error messages.
Interactive ACCEPT /DISPLAY...
RELATIVE (random) access files.
Sequential files both fixed and
variable length.
DISPLAY, 16 -bit binary or packed
decimal (COMP-3) data types with
up to 18 -digit accuracy.
INSPECT...TALLYING... REPLACING.
ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY,
DIVIDE, GIVING, ROUNDED, ON
SIZE ERROR.

Generates optimized 8080 machine
language at up to 500 statements
per minute.

EWS COMPUTING

WE WELCOME C.O.D's

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
600 41st Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

(415) 751.1522.

CPAM,

GO

MR'M and TRS -80 are registered TM's of Digital Research and Tandy Corporation.

MICROSTAT

INTERCHANGE

Microstat is an advanced statistics package designed for use in research.
education and industry. Microstat is a Ide- oriented statistics package with a
Data Management Subsystem (OMS) that creates the data files plus the
ability to: edit, list, destroy, delete cases, augment, sort, rank -order, lag,
move, merge and transform the data. The data transforms include: add,
subtract, multiply, divide, reciprocal, log, natural log and antilog, exponential, linear transformations plus adding any number of variables to create
new variables.

If you use the CP /MTM operating system, life just got a whole lot easier for
you. Interchange is a Z,80TM assembly language program that gives you all
of the features that PIP doesn't, plus several unique features. Some of the

Once the file is created, it can be used to produce: Descriptive statistics,
Hypothesis tests (mean and proportion), ANOVA (one -way, two -way and

random blocks), Scatterplots, Frequency distributions, Correlation analysis,
Simple and Multiple regression, Time Series, Nonparametric tests (11 of

them), Crosstabs and Chi -square, Factorials, Permutations, Combinations,
and 8 Probability distributions.

The price of Microstat is $250.00 and the user's manual is available for

$20.00 and includes sample printouts. Since the printouts reference standard statistics textbooks and journal articles, you can compare the accuracy
of Microstat to results produced on much larger systems. No other statistics
at any price.
package seems to have the confidence to do that

...

Microstat is available for the North Star DOS and Basic, Microsoft's
Basic8DTM (5.03 or later) and Compiler Systems' CBasic2TM. Please
specify 8" SD (soft -sectored) or North Star 51/4" disk when ordering.

ECOSOFT

P.O. Box 68602
Indianapolis, IN 46268

(317) 283 -8883

features of Interchange include:
DIR, in the usual fashion, p /us listing all files excluding those with
character. Read /write status is also given.
ERA, as usual plus exclusive erases. In addition,

a

a

specified

"Q" switch can be used to

query on each erase, a "W" allows erases of R/O files without query
(normally you are queried), and an "R" switch if system files are to be
included.

LIST permits printer listings with formatting controlled by TAB, WIDTH,
LINES and WRAP. If you are using the QT Systems Clock Board, listings
include the date and time.
COPY including exclusive copies and the optional "Q", "W" and "R"
switches plus an "E" switch that queries if the file already exists. It also
allows for changing disks in the middle of a copy if either the disk or
directory become full. It automatically verifies copies.

STAT, with ambiguous, unambiguous and exclusive listings. It produces an
alphabetized listing and includes each file length, total directory entries and
space used and unused.

Other commands include RENAME (including ambiguous), HELP, START,
END, CLEAR, RESET, DATE, TIME, TAB, WIDTH, LINES, WRAP, DT,
SETIT and TYPE. Once you've used Interchange, we doubt that you'll ever
use PIP again. The price of Interchange is $59.95 and the manual is
available for $10.00. Orders must be accompanied with your CP /M serial
number. Interchange is recommended for a 32K or larger system and will
not run with an 8080 CPU. At the present time, only User 0 is supported.
CBasic2 is a registered trademark of Compiler Systems.
CP /M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.
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to reach a given location, LADDER cannot simply divide
the great -circle distance by the cruising speed of the ship,
because the shortest path between two points on earth
often crosses land masses. So LADDER computes routes
that avoid land masses, which requires a knowledge of
world geography.
Interactions 4 through 8 illustrate LADDER's ability to
learn new syntactic constructions, as well as synonyms.
Suppose a user has certain questions to ask repeatedly
about different ships. Natural language is ideal for onetime questions, but a shorthand version would be useful
for those used repeatedly. If, as in interaction 5, the user
asks a shorthand question such as "Ql Kennedy? ", a syntax error will occur. However, the user can easily tell
LADDER, by giving an example in English, how a new
shorthand is to be interpreted. This is done in interaction
6. In response to this request, LADDER creates a new
production rule that matches inputs that start with "Ql"
and end with any expression designating a < SHIP> .
In interaction 7, this newly defined construction is used
to ask for information about the Kennedy. In interaction
8, to obtain the same information for all the American
subs in the North Atlantic, just "American subs in the
North Atlantic" need be typed. LADDER's elliptical processing routine, operating on the newly defined construction just as on the standard ones, fills in the rest.
Because there are multiple answers to the question, a
table is produced to display the data retrieved.
In interaction 9, the user tells LADDER to make a certain input sequence equivalent to not just one but a whole
series of questions. It is as if the user were writing small
programs in English, using English pronouns for formal
parameters. In interaction 10, the new construction is
used, but with a different ship than the one used to define
the construction.
As an extreme example of this ability to accommodate
the user -defined constructions, in interaction 11, the user
tells LADDER a Japanese paraphrase of the English question, 'What is the length of the Kennedy?" In interaction
12, the user poses this question about the Fox, rather than
the Kennedy, entirely in Japanese.
The language-processing capabilities demonstrated in
listings 3 and 8, while far from those possessed by a fluent

user of natural language, seem quite adequate for a wide
range of practical applications. This technology, using
the language INTERLISP, is available today in a large
computing environment. It requires approximately 500
milliseconds to process a query-far less than the time
needed to retrieve information from a large data base.
With proven algorithms and data structures in hand, it is
now essentially an engineering task to implement this
technology on smaller machines in widely available programming languages. Such engineering will require a
considerable effort, but the path of development appears
to be clear of major theoretical obstacles.
One of the practical problems currently limiting the use
of natural -language processing systems for accessing data
bases is the lack of trained people and good support tools
for creating the knowledge structures needed for each
new data base. In laboratory systems, researchers have
manually compiled bodies of knowledge such as information about the vocabulary employed in a particular application or about the logical structure of particular data
bases. Work has already begun on new methodologies to
automate this task or even make it entirely unnecessary
(see references 9, 15, and 25).

Conclusion
Considerably more research in computational
linguistics will be required before mechanical devices can
be created that are fluent in the use of natural language.
However, current research efforts are shedding new light
on the types of knowledge required for communication in
human languages, as well as on prospective mechanisms
for encoding and applying that knowledge in computers.
These efforts are showing that language use is not an
isolated intellectual activity; it also involves our basic
facilities for commonsense reasoning and planning. A
computer system fluent in a natural language will be a
genuinely intelligent machine.
Although the fluent use of natural language by
machines remains a long -term goal, a number of practical
mechanisms have been developed to deal with significant
fragments of language in specialized application areas.
For many applications, an ability to communicate within
such fragments is both sufficient for the task at hand and

McGraw -Hill Boo tore
An End -User's Guide to Data Base
Written expressly for those with
little or no knowledge of
computers or software

Success of data base operations
is dependent on the end -userand here are the principles that
should be understood by all who
will be affected! 144 pp. Prentice Hall. $21.95.

Other James Martin Books
on Data Base Systems:
Principles of Data -Base
Management
Computer Data -Base
Organization, 2nd Ed.
Security, Accuracy, and Privacy in Computer Systems
Design of Man -Computer
Dialogues
Managing the Data -Base
Environment

James Martin -The Most Referred -to Author of Computer Books
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Please print clearly.

McGraw-Hill Bookstore
1221 Avenue of the Americas

BY9

N.Y., N.Y. 10020

Please send me
copies of
An End -User's Guide to Data Base by
James Martin at $21.95.

MasterCard_
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Visa

AmerExp_
Expires

Name
Address
City
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Add sales tax plus $2.50 postage, handling.
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NEW TARBELL
S -100 CPU/I0 BOARD

Multi

maps

uIL

pplication Processing System

WORD PROCESSING

9rß

THREE COMPUTERS IN ONE!
THE DIGIAC MAPS® CT -80 SYSTEM

Z -80"
2

will run at 2 or 4 Mhz
RS -232 Serial I/O ports

Multi -User, Multi-Tasking, Cost Effective.

Powerful Memory Management
Programmable Timer
Full masked priority interrupts
Has everything needed for MP /M"
6 month full warranty

3 business systems can run concurrently - that's 3 times the overall
system productivity! Time share word processing, accounting, order
processing, inventory, forms processing, billing & more! 3 workstations
can share data base - preparations can be done by several operators
concurrently! All workstations can share common peripherals. Uses
DIGIAC MAPS -80 operating system. (Digital Research MP /M)
High level
language processors including Fortran - Basic - Pascal - Cobol. Complete
Turn -key system for ease of operation & learning!

trademark of Zilog Inc.
MP /M is a trademark of Digital Research
Z -80 is a

950 Dovlen Place, Suite
Carson, CA 90746
Phone (213) 538 -4251

B

COHHpHnrION

For Additional Information Coitact
MAPS, Commercial Products Division of
DIGIAC CORPORATION
175 Engineers Road, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787

Phone: (516) 273 -8600
MP /M is a

trademark of Detal Research Corp.

GRAPHIC
SOFTWARE
FOR

MICROCOMPUTERS
by B.J. Korites, PhD - a self- teaching guide that will show you how
to write graphics software on your microcomputer. Theory and
program listings presented side by side. Contains 61 programs for
2 and 3 dimensional graphics, isometric and perspective
transformations, scaling, stretching, clipping, intersections,
shading, tablet software, hidden line removal, dynamic simulation,
applications to engineering, science and business. Practice
problems for classroom use. Covers elementary to advanced
concepts.
Perfect for professionals, students and software
developers. All programs in BASIC, written on the Apple II Plus
48K but convertible to other systems.

Book with program listings - $19.95

Disk of programs - $18.95

KERN PUBLICATIONS

Circle 184 on Inquiry card.

Add $2 per item shipping in US and Canada. $12 elsewhere. Add
visa /mastercharge accepted. Call (5171934 -0445 for faster delivery.

PO Box 1029A

for UPS.

SS

Duxbury, MA 02332 (617)934 -0445
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How to Get More Information About NaturalLanguage Processing
The Association for Computational Linguistics is a professional society for people interested in this subject; it
publishes the American Journal of Computational
Linguistics. For information, contact Donald Walker, SRI International, Menlo Park CA 94025. Readers are also referred
to the American Association for Artificial Intelligence (contact Bruce Buchanan, Computer Science Department, Stanford University, Stanford CA 94305), and the Cognitive
Science Society, which publishes the journal Cognitive
Science (contact Donald Norman, Center for Human Information Processing, C-009, University of California at San
Diego, La Jolla CA 92093).

clearly preferable to forcing users to learn machineoriented languages. In coming years, we expect to see
natural -language processing employed in an increasing
number of practical applications, enabling more and
more people to interact directly and effectively with computer systems.
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RS232C
Dot Graphic
Friction Feed
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Paper Handling
Short Line Logic
Continuous Input
Buffer Size
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RS232C
Dot Graphic
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STD
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$795.00
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100CPS
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DIP -81
$499.00
DIP -82
$695.00
DIP -85
$895.00
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7x7/11 x7
Rear &Bottom
STD
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10 Lines
$ 30.00
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40,66,80,132
$ 89.00
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$100.00
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$645.00
$100.00
$ 89.00
$ 95.00
$929.00

Low Cost Friction Feed
11x7, High Performance, Friction Feed
X -on /X -off, 9600 Baud
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BYTELINES
News and Speculation About Personal Computing
Conducted by Sol Libes
Peering Into Radio
Shack's Crystal Ball: Tandy Corporation (Radio
Shack's parent firm) once
kept a very tight lid on upcoming products. But now
it's leaking information on
product plans, some of
which extend well into 1982.
Here's what to expect:
Among its most ambitious
programs, Tandy plans to
double its hardware and
software products within the
next six months -judging by
past performance, it can do
it. Several new peripheral
hardware products will be
added to all of its current
machines, from the pocket
computer to the Model II

business -oriented system.
The Model Il will be offered
with an optional 10 -megabyte hard -disk system that
will include a 15 k bpi (bits
per inch) tape backup. The
complete hard -disk system
will cost less than $5000.
Also in the works is a multiprocessing and -programming system that will allow
up to sixteen Model Its to be
chained together. A new
system (Model IV ?) with capabilities somewhere between the Models II and Ill,
but closer to the Model II,
will be unveiled. It will in8 -inch floppy -disk
drives and a better disk -oper ating system, but it won't be
CP/M compatible. Expect its
base price to be in the $1500
to $1800 neighborhood.
As for software:

clude

Radio Shack will introduce packages geared
toward specific "vertical"
markets (eg: medical, legal,
educational, etc).
There will be a software
package that allows the
Model Il to read and write
354

IBM-format disks and to

nonmultiplexed version, like

serve as a terminal on an

the Z80, and a Z- bus -compatible version that can be
used as a Z8000 peripheral.
Zilog hopes to start shipping
samples soon.

IBM system.
There will be upgraded
versions of TRSDOS for the
Models I, Ill, and II.

Most of the upcoming
Model Ill software will
adhere to the company's
policy of maintaining compatibility with the older
Model system. must give
Radio Shack credit for not
I

I

making the mistake made by
most other computer companies who virtually disown
their older model computers
when a new system is
brought out, forcing customers to "junk" the older
system and buy a new system merely to run new software.

Tandy
change

also
the

plans

name

of

to
its

Shack Computer
Centers to Office Product
Centers. These centers will
sell copiers, facsimile
machines, and other office
products, as well as comRadio

puter systems.

ZIlog's

New

Fall

Commodore Releases
The 6508 Microprocessor: After years of talk
about an upgraded version
of the 6502 microprocessor
(used in the Apple II, Commodore PET, Atari 400 and
800, etc), Commodore Semi-

conductor,

Norristown,

Pennsylvania, has finally
done it: the 6508. The 6508
has 256 bytes of programmable memory and an 8 -bit
parallel port. Its instruction
set is compatible with the
6502's and its clock rate remains at 2 MHz. Commodore has let it be known
that several other versions of
the 6502 are forthcoming.
They will include timer/
counters, serial ports, and
other functions. Its clock
rate could go as high as
6 MHz.
Is There

A Microfloppy

This fall Zilog will
introduce an enhanced Z80
called the Z800. The designation doesn't mean that the
Z800 is ten times better than
the Z80 and only one -tenth
as powerful as the Z8000,
but Zilog claims it will have
three times the performance
of the Z80.
Zilog says that the Z800

Disk In Your

will be fully compatible with
the Z80 instruction set,
which is a wise decision

drive that's 27% smaller
than standard 5 -inch models.
Five -inch drives typically
store about 250 K bytes
(double-density) or 125 K
bytes (single -density).
Even though the 31/2 -inch
drive's compactness is very
attractive for portable computers and word -processing

Fashion:

because the old software
can still be used. It will contain circuits that facilitate
multiplication, division, and
memory mapping to access
up to 4 megabytes of memory. It will be offered in a

September 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc

Future?

Sony is currently providing
OEMs (original equipment

manufacturers) with samples
of its new 31/2-inch "micro floppy" -disk drives. The
drive represents a new
technology that departs
from the traditional 5- and
drives. Sony packs
437.5 K bytes per side into a
8 -inch

systems, Sony is meeting
some resistance from OEMs
who are leary of purchasing
an unproven

product from

a

single source.
The microfloppy has a
stiffer media and a rigid envelope with a shutter over
the head -access slot to protect the disk. The result is
less contamination and better media stability, which, in
turn, allows greater accuracy and higher data density. Sony has also borrowed
from its video -head technology in developing the read/
write head for this drive.
Sample drives range in
price from $400 to $500, not
including a controller interface, although many of the
currently available controllers can be used with little or no modifications. The
price should drop to $200 to
$300, in 500 -unit quantities.
Sony plans to use the
drives in its new word -processing systems, which will
be introduced later this year.
A 1- megabyte version of the
device is expected early next
year, and Sony will probably
use it in its Series 35 small business systems. There are
rumors that Sony is developing a 311 -inch hard -disk
drive.
Shugart and several other
floppy -disk suppliers are
taking a hard look at "micro floppies." There is no doubt
that the trend is to smaller
disk -storage units. The question really is whether or not
manufacturers will adopt
the Sony format or create a
new standard ... or will
something different emerge?

The IAPX432 Picture
Becomes Less Fuzzy: Recently, EDN magazine commented on where the industry can be expected to go
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with the new Intel

microprocessor.

32 -bit

have
taken the liberty of extracting some of the major comI

ments here.
The iAPX432 was designed
by and for computer scientists, rather than electrical
engineers (as were Intel's 4 -,
8 -, and 16 -bit microprocessors). The iAPX432's internal
elements are less accessible
than those in other microprocessors, so writing programs will be different.
"Instead of considering
the machine in terms of bits
and registers, you must focus on software objects ...
the 432 has no assembly language, per se; you might
consider its instruction set to
be a high -level language ...
a nearly optimum intermediate language specifically designed to simplify the task of
writing efficient compilers.
In turn, these compilers can
effectively handle progams
coded in high -level languages." The iAPX432's instruction set "does not con-

stitute

a

complete operating

system; rather, it contains
the essential primitives from
which you can construct
such an operating system ...
the machine can't be programmed directly in code
written in, say, Ada or FORTRAN; you need the appropriate compiler. Because the
432 simplifies system pro-

gramming,

programmers

need not be hardware experts; thus personnel with a
lower level of expertise can
program it. Further, programs written in high -level
languages can generally be

more rapidly
than those coded in assembly language.
"The machine performs
arithmetic operations quickly and with a high level of
precision. It also automatically prevents many typical
programming errors (you
can't inadvertently execute
data, for example). Further,

developed

356

it provides functional redundancy checking, a feature
that allows graceful system
degradation when a CPU
[processor] fails in a multi-

processing environment.
And finally, the 432 ensures
that all programs are naturally reentrant and recursive.
The 432 chip set is complex
and currently very expensive. It could incur speed
penalties when performing
certain operations."
The iAPX432 will not be
the ultimate processor. "Although its instruction set is
close to the ideal," says
EDN, "it might be improved
in other ways." It will not
make 4 -, 8 -, and 16 -bit microprocessors obsolete; and, in
fact, it should increase the
market for these as 'peripheral processors. '
"In summary, a good analogy is that the 432 is to standard microprocessors what
the 7400 Series TTL was to
discrete -device logic gates
and flip -flops. It should free
EEs [engineers] from many

mundane 'system- design
chores, allowing them to
concentrate on more rewarding creative pursuits,
while also reducing their
projects' software costs. It's
a
minicomputer replacement, one that will open up
scores of application opportunities."
Intel is already shipping a
board -level iAPX432 evaluation system, called the Intellec 432/100. It consists of
a board with a complete
iAPX432 processor, RS -232C
serial interface, evaluation
software, and seven volumes
of documentation. The user
can plug the board into an
Intel Intellec development
system and create and execute iAPX432 programs using an object -oriented language. The 432/100 costs
$4250.
The Intellec uses the Intel

Multibus (IEEE -796), which
has a 16- bit -wide data bus.

September 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc

The 32- bit -wide processor is
interfaced to the bus via an
interface -processor that handles data -bus transfers as
two 16 -bit words (the IBM
360, which was also a 32 -bit

processor, handled data
transfers as 8 -bit words, on
its smaller machines).
Several

S

-100 (IEEE -696)

manufacturers

bus -system

have iAPX432 development
projects underway. expect
to see an S-100 -based
iAPX432 machine with disk
operating system later this
year.
I

The Software Shop:
When was a kid, would go
to the record shop and buy a
copy of one of the top -ten
records on the hit -parade.
Well, soon may be going to
the "software shop" to buy a
copy of one of the top -ten
programs. At least that is
what Cut & Curl hopes. It
plans to open a franchised
chain of stores that sell only
software "software supermarkets." Cut & Curl already
franchises 500 Edie Adams
Cut & Curl and Great Expectations Precision Haircutting
salons. The first Programs
Unlimited store has been
opened, and Cut & Curl is
talking about 100 more
I

I

I

-

stores.

Random

News Blts:

Apple Computer Inc reported that sales for the first
quarter of 1981 tripled over
the same period a year ago.
Sales were nearly $79
million, with a net of $9.2
million -a 16% increase
over the previous quarter.
Also, Apple claims to have
produced over 200,000 Apple Its and that the Apple
Ill's "production problems"
have been ironed out (most
of the original design group
has been fired). The Apple
Ill is now in full production.
Zilog reported an $11
million loss on $42 million

business for 1980. Zilog has
yet to show a profit. ...
Commodore expects to introduce its "Micromainframe," with 132 K bytes of
memory and 6502 and 6809
processors. It is really a PET
computer with a second processor (the 6809). You can
elect to run either the 6502
or the 6809. Commodore
claims to have BASIC, FORTRAN, APL, Pascal, and an
Assembler ready for the machine. COBOL will come
later. The software was developed at the University of
Waterloo in Ontario,
Canada. Commodore has
not yet set the price. ... Interlude, Houston, Texas,
claims to have sold 15,000
copies of its sex -oriented
software package for the Apple I and TRS -80 computers.
The program asks users
questions about themselves
and their partners, and then
tells them how to enjoy their
spare time. ... Florida Data
I

Corporation,

Melbourne,

Florida, has introduced two
serial dot -matrix printers
that can rocket along at 600
cps (characters per second)
for draft or data -processing
output and at 150 cps for let-

ter- quality output- that's
three times faster than any
daisy -wheel printer. The let ter-quality output is produced by passing the head
over each line four times,
with the dots displaced
slightly on each pass to fill
in the character.

...

Intel

will introduce a set of two
integrated circuits for the
Ethernet controller and interface that will allow a user
to implement the physical
and data links. A little bit of
extra circuitry, some special
cables, and interfacing software, and you can connect
any personal computer to an
Ethernet system...
.

Texas Instruments'
Bubble Bursts: In a surprise

move,

Texas

lnstru-

Circle 240 on inquiry card.

WOW
Circle

DEC LSI -11

Dependable service
at discount prices

16K RAM CARD INCLUDED WITH FACTORY 48K SYSTEM

16K APPLE

Domestic
and Export

PLUS

Chatham Rd., Summit, N.J.

Telex

$439
$349
$299
$299
$130
$269

SEE PAGES 476 & 477 FOR MANY MORE
PRODUCTS AT UNBEATABLE PRICES.

07901

1973

ORDER TOLL FREE 800- 854 -6654

13 -6476

©Mini Computer Suppliers. Ir::

CALIFORNIA & OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL U.S.

1979

IIIIIIIIIIIII

$1129

DISK II DRIVE ADD-ON
SILENTYPE PRINTER & CARD
Z -80 SOFTCARD
HAYES MICROMODEM II
16K RAM CARD
VIDEX VIDEOTERM 80 COLUMN

Computer Soppliers,`no.
(201) 277 -6150

II

DISK II DRIVE & CONTROLLER
ONLY $519

Mini
Since

Inquiry card.

APPLE II PLUS
64K * ONLY $ 1249

Component s

25

91 on

(714) 698-8088

CONSUMER COMPUTERS MAIL ORDER
8314 PARKWAY DRIVE LA MESA, CA 92041

IIIIIIIIII
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ti

VIP's Call A.E.I.
VIP's customarily need top quality and service within stringent
budgetary limits. Naturally, they call A.E.I.
For software, firmware, or hardware; For custom systems
assistance, connectors, interface boards and service; For
peripherals, i ncl t 'ding printers, CRT's, disc drives, or moderns; For
as little as one part such as a cable or connector, or as much as an
entire national computer complex for a multi- brunch company.
Item: A.E.I. tests virtually every* Item sold, before shipping.
Item: A.E.I. initializes even piece of software, and makes a
copy. Ifyou have a problem, A.E.I. can check to locate the problem
by rising the In -house duplicate, saving you time.
Item A.E.I. has in -house expertise on every Item offered.
Item: A.E.I. prices arc competitive with the lowest, no-service,
no in -house expertise dealer.
40% OF ALL A.E.I. SALES ARE TO PUBLIC AND SEMIE

E

Ú

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.

A partial list" of A.E.I. customers who purchased during the last
quarter of 1980 includes: University of Nebraska, University of
irginla, US. I)cpt. of Interior, University of Kentucky, t'nlcrsity
of California, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S. Atr
Force, Naval Air Development Center, Brown University, University of Oregon, University of Utah, Ohio State University, University of Southern California, California State Dept. of Water
Resources, University of Michigan, and Princeton University.
In the private sector, an equal number of major national
organizations purchased during the same period.

You can cati A.E.I. too!

*With our normal fast shipping. we have time to test; expedited shipment may
preclude testing.
not Ni p4t «, Imply that any of these fine organisations maltase A.E.Imerely that A.E.I. Is proud to have them as customers.

'A.E.I. toes

Automated Equipment, Inc.
18430 Ward Street, Fountain Valley, California 92708 (7I4) 963 -1414 (Outside of California (800)854 -7635)

Circle 34 on Inquiry card.
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ments (TI) will phase out its

magnetic bubble- memory
products as part of a corn pany -wide retrenchment
program. The move, ironically, comes less than a month
after TI announced it was expanding its line. Rockwell International announced a
similar move earlier this
year. Besides dropping its
bubble- memory line, TI also
announced plans to get out
of the digital -watch business
and lay off 3% of its work
force.

The 64 K-Bit Memory
Devices Are On The
Way: Intel and a few other

Program to Recover
"Crashed" Discettes AUTOMATICALLY!
Maybe it was a lightning storm, static from the rug, or just
too late at night to be working. Whatever the cause, when a
discette "crashes" and valuable data or programs are
destroyed, the loss is enormous, both in time and money.
DISK DOCTOR is a program which automatically recovers
bad discettes. Best of all DISK DOCTOR does not require any
knowledge of CP/M file structure! If you can operate CP/M,
then you can use DISK DOCTOR. The entire system is menu
driven with key information displayed.
DISK DOCTOR is comprised of five "wards", each capable of
performing a specific discette recovery operation.
Ward A: Verifies discettes and locks out bad sectors without touching the
good files that remain.

Ward B: Copies whatever can be read from
into a good file under user control.

a

"crashed" file and places it

Ward C: Copies discettes without stopping for bad sectors. Bad sectors are
replaced by spaces.
D will recover accidentally erased
disk files.
Ward E: Displays directory of recoverable erased files.
DISK DOCTOR will pay for itself the first time it is used.

integrated- circuit makers are
now shipping 64 K -bit
memories. Prices are currently in the $30 range but
are expected to drop to
around $8 by year's end.
Look for products using
these circuits by early next
year. It's rumored that Apple
has placed an order for
60,000 of the devices, at $12
a chip, for a new business
computer.

Reportedly,

Intel

has

256 K -bit memory devices in

the prototype stage. Using
the 64 K -bit devices, you
could build a 64 K -byte
memory system using only
eight memory circuits. When
the 256 K -bit products become available, only two circuits will be required.

Ward D: "Un- erases" files. That is, Ward

Best of all, DISK DOCTOR operates almost complete automatically. The
small amount of user interaction is explained in the manual as well as
prompted by DISK DOCTOR.

All Orders and General Information:
SUPERSOFT ASSOCIATES

Requires: 48K CP /M, two drives
needed for complete operation.
DISK DOCTOR:
Manual Alone:

MAIM (NOV

(217) 359.2112

II

+
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large

of

and wish a response, please

include

a self- addressed,
stamped envelope.

CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820

Technical Hot Line: (217) 359.2691
(answered only when technician is
available)

SuperSoft
358
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letters each
month as a result of this
column. If you write to me
number

P.O. BOX 1628

$100.00
$ 10.00

CP/M Formats: 8" soft sectored, 5
Northstar, 5" Micropolis Mod II,
Vector MZ, Superbraln DD /CD, Apple

MAIL

CPIM REGISTERED TRADEMARK DIGTAL RESEARCH

Sol Libes
POB 1192

Mountainside NJ 07081
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..FROM ONE OPERATING SYSTEM TOANOTHERI
A VITAL WAY TO PROTECT YOUR SOFTWARE
INVESTMENT FOR THE FUTURE!!
The I M/C O111M: language runs on more different Operating Systems and more different -sized computers than
any other similar language. For starters, it runs on NCR
and TI minicomputers and, in the micro field, on the
CP/M2, MP /M2, TRSI IS3, OASIS4, MOASIS4, and UNIX
(ONYX version) Operating Systems...to mention only
a few.

Until now, serious business software of the scope and
flexibility seen in the minicomputer world has not been
available on micros. KM/COBOL now allows transfer of
such software with a minimum of fuss.
We have participated in such a mini-to -micro transfer
of a major set of general business software.. using RM/
COMM; as the transfer mechanism, of course. Running on
literally thousands of minicomputers, these refined,
enhanced, and proven software packages cover A/R, A/P,
G/L, P /R, Order Entry (with Invoicing and Inventory
Control) as well as Sales Analysis. The packages define a
new level of achievement for features and flexibility in
micro applications software and offer top quality at a
reasonable price.
For immediate information, call 714-848 -1922 for your
complete product descriptions. Be sure to circle no.
indicated below.
'MIS SMIT+I,TNISSOFTWARE

WILL DEFINITELY

...PLUS ALL THE OLD, FAMILIAR FAVORITES that
we continue to offer, such as:
General Business- Client Accounting (CPA Write -up)
FMS6 (Financial Modeling System)
NAD7 (Name and Address System)
Real Estate -REAP ( Real Estate Acquisition Programs)
PMS

MLS6

r'.

QSORT7

CBASIC2t °

and Cybernetics' unique TRS -803, Model II CP /M offering
high performance, hard disk support, and CP /M compatibility.

Trademarks of:

3-

2-

1 -Ryan McFarland Corp.;
Digital Research, Inc.;
Tandy
Corp.; 4 -Phase One Systems, Inc.; 5 -Bell Telephone Laborator-

6-American Business Systems, Inc.; 7-Structured
Systems Group, Ina; 8- Cybernetics, Inc.; 9- Peachtree Software,
Inc.; 10- Compiler Systems, Inc.
ies, Inc.;

I

CSLYif

1

THOSE ARE
NICE

(Multiple Listing System)

Health Care -APH8 (Automated Patient History)
Word Processing and System Software-Magic Wanda

ENHANCE YOUR CURRENT DATA PRDCESSIN6
FINANCIAL INL)EXIN6 KF !TOE VAIfIL.1

(Property Management System)

WORD

TEL. 714 -848 -1922

I±,1

iNLECTLISLE,

8041 NEWMAN AVE., SUITE 208
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647
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Ask BYTE
Conducted by Steve Ciarcia
Clarcia's
Circuit Court?
Dear Steve,
I am a member of the
Evanston Township High
School Computer Club, and I
was wondering if you could
settle a dispute for me. The
supervisor of our computer
room will not allow us to
double -side our floppy disks
because of the fact that they
accelerate the accumulation
of oxide and dust deposits on
the read /write head of the
disk drive. Is this true?
Scott Coleman
Evanston II
I don't like to jump into the
middle of disputes, but if you
can live with my opinion, I
will voice it. It should not
make any difference whether
you have a single -sided or
double-sided disk. The disk drive head does not come in
contact with the oxide surface: it rides above it. So,
theoretically, it should not
cause any accumulation on
the read /write head.
Now, that's in theory. In
truth, there's always some
oxide that comes off on the
head, but if the computer
room is doing regular maintenance, which is to clean the
heads every once in a while,
it should never be built up to
a point at which it makes any
difference anyway.
Perhaps the way to settle
this is to have the computer
club volunteer to clean the
disk drives once in a while.
.

.

.

Steve

Theological Seminary. I want
to establish a digital- microprocessor laboratory. What
would you consider to be the
minimum test equipment necessary? Our financial resources are somewhat limited, so your advice would be
most helpful.
Terry A Ward
Dubuque IA

At the very minimum, I
would recommend that you
get an oscilloscope. If you
can afford it, it should be
dual -trace and have at least a
15 MHz bandwidth. With it,
you can troubleshoot many
pieces of equipment and perform some logic -analyzer
functions. If you can afford
it, of course, a logic analyzer
is always a good piece of
equipment to have around,
However, you can spend so
much time teaching people
how to use a logic analyzer
that you don't have any time
left in the course.
Other than an oscilloscope,
the only other piece of equip-

ment that you probably need
would be a simple digital
voltmeter (DVM) or digital
multimeter.
Often the things that are
needed when teaching students are not the things that
you can buy off the shelf as
test equipment. Frequently,
simpler equipment, such as a
buffered LED (light- emitting
diode) that functions as a

logic probe,

is

what's

arise....

Steve

Tools of the Course

and interfacing course here at
the University of Dubuque
360

Bob Crafts

Edgartown MA

The Polaroid ranging sensor is definitely usable for a
driver- warning device like
the kind you mentioned.
However, I don't see this sensor being used as a crash avoidance device because its
response time is a little slow. I
have seen one company using
the device on each side of a
car's fenders, with a dash mounted display for the

driver. In my mind, while
this may work, its feasibility
and production is another
matter. It would seem to be
rather expensive unless produced in large quantities.
When using the Polaroid
development kit in an automobile, you must try to isolate the ignition noise from
any power being drawn from
the car's electrical system.
From my experience, the
Polaroid ranging kit is also
electromagnetic interference
and static sensitive. If used in
a car, it should be in a shielded enclosure.... Steve

A logic probe, 'scope, and
a DVM should take care of

would

computer experimentation

do you think?

necessary.

practically anything that

Dear Steve,
I am beginning implementation of a hands -on micro-

warning device that would
tell drivers they were too
close to another vehicle
would be devised.
It occurred to me that such
a gadget might be realized
right now using the Polaroid
development kit and a simple
single -board computer. Software, it seems to me, might
be the biggest hurdle. What

Auto Warning
Dear Steve,
In a book on microcomputers that I read, the author
predicted that an automotive

September 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc

Scheming Schematics
Dear Steve,
I would like to expand an
Atari 400 or 800 with minimum programmable memory
to a full 64 K memory by
using 4116 chips. To this expansion board, I would also
like to add RS -232C circuitry
to handle a printer and

modem. Of course, it would
need its own power supply.
I am a technician with a
good background in digital
electronics but not a circuit
designer. Where can I find
the necessary schematic and
parts list?
Emanuel Soffer
Rockaway NY

Expanding the memory
and adding RS -232C to the
Atari are two completely different problems, each requiring diverse amounts of talent.
The 6502 has no internal refresh logic, as does the Z80.
External refresh logic must be
added.
An RS -232C serial port can
be added fairly easily to the
expansion connector on the
side of the Atari if the proper
software is added to the unit.
One company that has been
working on this is the Code
Works, POB 550, Goleta CA
93017. I suggest that you
write the Code Works (attention Ron Jefferies) asking
about its serial port for the
Atari. It should be fairly inexpensive because it's practically all software.
Presently, it is cheaper to
use static memory on the
Atari. Whether this situation
continues will be determined
by the prices of dynamic versus static memory, the development of an inexpensive
refresh method, or the evolution of new quasistatic programmable memories, such
as the Zilog Z6132. If any
readers have a good circuit
for using dynamic memory
with a 6502, I'd appreciate
seeing

it.... Steve

Little Problems
Cause Big Ones
Dear Steve,
We have a problem with
our 6800 microcomputer.

Circle 258 on Inquiry card.

Circle 316 on inquiry card
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The Future Arrives
Intelligent machines are rapidly appearing
in homes, automobiles, offices and factories.

UPGRADE your H9* for a fraction of the
cost of a new terminal with these features.
FLICKER FREE

I

559.95 KIT

Affordable cameras, speech synthesizers,
and even robot arms are now on the market.
Such advances are giving microcomputers the
power to see, hear, grasp objects, and to move
around the room. Where can you learn about
this technology? In Robotics Age Magazine,
the journal of intelligent machines.
Robotics Age reports the experience of
hobbyists building their own robots, the
latest products from industry, and the most
powerful techniques from research labs. The
face of the world is changing. Join us as
we enter the Robotics Age.

579.95 ASSEMBLED

If Columbus would have had to wait for nis H9 operating
800 baud. he might not have
diacourared America. Al last your computer c
communicate with your HO eight limes
I011a
14800 baudi without that aannoying
noying rat rash interrupt Thal
the eeeee n tollash
al rates greater than BOO baud. Faster listings. Faster program execution. Eight times

n

lestr.

CURSOR CONTROL

529.95 KIT 534.95 ASSEMBLED
Why limit your output to consecutive lines of your terminal? CURSOR CONTROL al.
lows your computer to m e 1h cursor
on the s
Add that professional
touch to your displays by y utilising masking leehnlqus. Funcl ons inclodd an: left.
right, up. down, 111 and right 20 spaces, home and eras. page.
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RACET computes
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Card No.

FIELD PROVEN!!
plus SHARED ACCESS to HARD DISK DRIVE
Hard /Soft Disk System (HSDS) Software allows access as single drive. You can
have that 10 Megabyte continuous file - that 50,000 name maillist or inventory! Or
a directory with 1000 entries! All completely compatible with TRSDOS 2.0 BASIC.
You can mix floppy and hard disk drives. Includes special utilities including HPURGE,
DCS Directory Catalog System, HZAP Hard Disk Superzap, and many special
formatting options. Three to eight times faster than floppy! RACET quality.
HARD DISK DRIVE & CONTROLLER

$5995. Second User $595.
(Note: HSDS now also available for CORVUS drives!!)

HSDS Software $400.

Mod I $50.00, Mod III $60.00
INFINITE BASIC (Mod & 111 Tape or Disk)
Extends Level II BASIC with complete MATRIX functions and 50 more string
functions. Includes RACET machine language sorts! Sort 1000 elements in 9
seconds!! Select only functions you want to optimize memory usage.
I

-

Mod & III $30.00
INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC)
auto headers, footers, page numbers.
Complete printer pagination controls
, *1
/. Binary search
127 digit accuracy +,
Packed decimal arithmetic
of sorted and unsorted arrays. Hash codes.

-

I

-

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY (Mod II 64K)
$50.00
SEEK and FIND functions for Variables; Line Numbers, Strings, Keywords. 'All'
options available for line numbers and variables. Load from BASIC
Call with
'CTRL'R. Output to screen or printer!

-

Mod I $75.00, Mod II $150.00, Mod III $90.00
DSM
Disk Sort /Merge for RANDOM files. All machine language stand -alone package for
sorting speed. Establish sort specification in simple BASIC command File. Execute
from DOS. Only operator action to sort is to change diskettes when requested!

-

improved disk I/O times
Handles multiple diskette files! Super fast sort times
make this the fastest Disk Sort /Merge available on your TRS.
(Mod Min 32K 2 -drive system. Mod II 64K 1- drive. Mod III 32K 1- drive)
I

Ill Tape or Disk - Specify Memory Size)
Mod 1525; Mod II $50; Mod III $30
Generalized Subroutine Facilities. The STANDARD against which all other sorts are
fast and powerful!
compared! And then compare prices! Machine language
Multi -key multi -variable and multi -key character string. Zero and move arrays.
Mod Il includes USR PEEKS and POKES. Includes sample programs.
GSF (Mod

I

&

-

RACET SORTS

-

RACET UTILITIES

-

RACET commutes

-

RACET SORTS

-

311 on

RO30ZK.Aca.

PO Box 512 Tujunga. CA 91042

- RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes -

Mod I, III $50.00
DISCAT (32K 1 -drive Min)
This comprehensive Diskette Cataloguing /Indexing utility allows the user to keep
track of thousands of programs in a categorized library. Machine language program
works with all TRSDOS and NEWDOS versions. Files include program names and
extensions, program length, diskette numbers, front and back, and diskette free space.

-

Mod I, 111 5100.00; Mod II $175.00
Mod Il 64K)
KFS -80 (1 -drive 32K Min
The keyed file system provides keyed and sequential access to multiple files. Provides
the programmer with a powerful disk handling facility for development of data base
applications. Binary tree index system provides rapid access to file records.
od II $150.00
Mod 1.11.
MAILLIST (1-drive 32K Min - Mod II 64K)
no separate
This 'SAM -b
Wed maillist minimizes disk access limes:° car y
sorting. Sup{tt!tts 9 -digit zip code and 3 -digit state code. Up to 30 att butes. Mask
and query selection. Record access times under 4 seconds!!

-

Disk only) Mod I $20; Mod 111 530
Command Processor. Auto your disk to perform any sequence of in
you can givefrom the keyboard. DIR, FREE, pause. wait for user in
of FILES and MEM SIZE, RUN program, respond to input state
return to DOS; etc. Includes lowercase driver software, debounce a:.
COMPROC (Mod .1 & Mod Ill

.

UTILITY PACIGAOE (Mod

II

64K)

ructions that
*BASIC, No.
nts, BREAK,
screenprint!

$150.00

S.I,Ma.KdFÌNMdMBalreKaarl

aldne will pay
tFt It LÇu page manual!
.cOver date from
XHIT, XGAT, XCOPY and SUPERZAP are used to resó, truct i
bad diskettes! XCOPY provides multi -file copies; W11ó : rd
`elect, absolute
e'any sector on
sector mode and other features. SUPERZAP allows eit2rt iht1''rft
covery. DCS
diskette include track -0, and absolute disk backup/copy. with.
le display or
builds consolidated direct ories-fromm+nulNple- IffskettOq niou,,
listing sorted by disk name or file name plus more. Change Disk ID with DISKID.
XCREATE preallocates files and sets 'LOF' to end to speed disk accesses. DEBUGII
adds single step, trace, subroutine calling, program looping, dynamic disassembly
and more!!

Important enhancements to the Mod II. The ft1e,i4Ge
for the package in even one application! Fylly docu

S

y

.

?

/

$125.00
DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE (Mod II 64K)
Includes RACET machine language SUPERZAP, Apparat Disassembler, and Model
II interface to the Microsoft 'Editor Assembler Plus' software package including
uploading services and patches for Disk /O.
I

RACET

CHECK, VISA, M /C, C.O.D., PURCHASE ORDER
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED 17141997-4950

T95 -80

RACET UTILITIES

Circle

Exp.

Signature

Send to:

RACET UTILITIES

10 MEGABYTES and MORE for the TRS -80* Model II

Foreign

Mexico' Rates

$19
$17
$36
$32
$51
$45
US Funds on US Bank
Bill me (N. America only)

Bill VISA O MasterCard

MASTER CARD and VISA welcome.

-

Canada

$15
$28
$39

1

COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
8503 N.E. 30th Ave.
Vancouver, WA 98665
(206) 573 -8381

RACET SORTS

Postal Cock

United
States

NORTHWEST

Imo

Address

City State /Providence /Country

512.50 SET
4
ARROWS 51.00
These quality contour key caps have moldd -In alphanumerics. For tht professional leal.

-24

Title

Company

KEY CAPS

Full Six Month Warranty

on this fascinating

Name

534.77 ASSEMBLED
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characters from the keyboard.
standard Ils keyboard or to
upon the Shill key as per a normal typewriter.
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world to your output. Th graphical display capabilities of GRAFIK
displays nosier blore possible on the H9.
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Ask BYTE,
acters. Each line printed will
have the same "garbage"
characters after the first 25
characters.

This problem appears to be
entirely within the computer
itself. Local experts and Technical System Consultants (it
wrote the software) all seem
to be baffled by the problem.
The computer is a SwTPC
(Southwest Technical Prod-

Strangely enough, this
problem with the terminal
and the printers does not occur with the LIST command
on any of the aforementioned
versions of BASIC. When I
use the 4 K-byte version, I
encounter no problems at all
with the PRINT statement.

ucts Corporation)

6800
microcomputer wth 32 K
bytes of programmable memory (two 4 K -byte boards at
0000 to 1FFF hexadecimal and
three 8 K boards at 2000 to
7FFF), an A2 processor board
with SwTBUG monitor, MPC interface, and MF -68 dual
disk drives. The system runs
under Flex 1.0. The peripher-

Dave Coultish

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
I asked our local SwTPC
guru, Leo Taylor, to provide

an

als are: CT64 terminal, AC30
cassette interface, GE Term inet 300 hard -copy terminal,
and a PR40 parallel printer.
Running MEMTEST1 indicates one small problem at
address 3C2D hexadecimal,

answer....

Steve

Unfortunately, I can't tell
you anything solid, because I
do not have the BASIC you
are using. I can, however,
offer a few suggestions.
I suspect you have confused a few people with your
software description. To the
best of my knowledge, I
guess you have Miniflex and
SwTPC BASIC 3.0. Many
people are confused between
versions of Flex. If you have
5 -inch floppy-disk drives,
you can't have Flex 1.0
because it requires 8 -inch
drives and memory at hexadecimal A000. TSC did not
write BASIC 3.0; it was written by Rober Uterwick and
adapted by SwTPC.
There is never a "small
memory problem." BASIC
has a way of finding memory

but, other than that, there
appear to be no problems.
The problem appears when
using the PRINT statement
running under Disc BASIC
3.0 and all versions of 8 K
BASIC. When running a program with any more than 25
characters in a PRINT statement anywhere in the program, one of the following
happens:
The CT64 terminal will go
into numerous control character gyrations after printing
the first 25 characters.
Both printers print the same
"garbage" after the 25 char-

6809 SYSTEMS

problems that defy any other
means of detection. Since
you mentioned the memory
error, you probably haven't
swapped boards to eliminate
it as a suspect. You have
enough memory to remove
any one board and still have
the required 12 K starting at
address 0000 and 4 K at
hexadecimal 7000. The
BASIC you are using will
scan for end -of- memory. If it
finds a byte it considers bad,
it stops scanning, backs up
one address, and loads its
stack. If the end -of- memory
is near the start of a page
(such as 3C2D), BASIC will
fail to reserve enough stack
space. This can cause all sorts
of problems. Thus, a minor
memory problem becomes a
major malfunction.
Leo

CI

6809 SYSTEMS

hoping that you might know
of an integrated circuit that
can be used. We need three or
more digitally proportional
channels that can be easily
controlled by a computer.
Michael Dubno
Bronx NY

National Semiconductor
has recently introduced a set
of devices for the remote -

controlled toy market that
may be of interest to you.
The LM1871 (transmitter)
and LM1872 (receiver) have
the following capabilities:
two analog channels
two digital channels
operates on 27, 49,
72 MHz band

or

regulated pulse -width

...

modulation radio -frequency

output

Taylor

It doesn't have three analog channels as you requested, but it has a lot of
power for an 18-pin chip. I
recommend that you contact
your local National Semiconductor sales representative
for pricing and availability.

Control Search
Dear Steve,
My company has been
looking for a way to communicate with a robot by
using radio control. We were

.

.

.

Steve

In "'Ask BYTE," Steve Ciarcia answers questions on any area of
microcomputing. The most representative questions received
each month will be answered and published. Do you have a nagging problem? Send your inquiry to:

Ask BYTE

do Steve Ciarcia
POB 582

Glastonbury CT 06033
you are a subscriber to The Source, send your questions by
electronic mail or chat with Steve (TCE3I7) directly. Due to the
high volume of inquiries, personal replies cannot be given. Be
sure to include "Ask BYTE" in the address.
If

C

6809 SYSTEMS

Q

6809 SYSTEMS

Featuring the GIMIX mainframe with 30 amp C.V. Ferro- resonant power supply; fifteen 50 pin and eight 30 pin slot Mother Board:
For further information, pricing and brochures, contact:
2 Mhz CPU with time of day clock & battery back -up. 1K RAM, 6840 programmable timer, provisions for 9511A or 9512
Arithmetic processors, and 4 PROM /ROM /RAM sockets that can hold up to 32KB of monitor or user software.
VARIETY: you can have 32KB, 56KB, 128KB and up of static RAM. You can use 5" and /or 8" disk drives, single or double
density, single or double sided, and single or double tracking with GIMIX disk controllers. You have a wide choice of serial or
The Company that delivers
parallel I/O cards.
Quality Electronic products since 1975.
EXPANDABILITY: You can add memory, /Os, Video or Graphics cards, Arithmetic processors, additional drive capacity, and other
1337
WEST
hardware now or in the future to this SS50 bus structured system from GIMIX or other SS50 bus compatible manufacturers.
37th PLACE, CHICAGO, IL 80609
TWX 910.221.4055
(312) 927.5510
SOFTWARE VERSATILITY: GIMIX systems can use TSC's FLEX or UNIFLEX and MICROWARE'S OS -9 operating systems. A wide
variety of software and languages is available for these systems.
GIMIX' and GHOST are registered trademarks
QUALITY: All boards are assembled, burned -in, and tested and feature GOLD PLATED BUS CONNECTORS. Only top quality comof GIMIX Inc.
ponents are used and all boards are fully buffered for maximum system expansion. All boards come complete with bus connectors
Flex and Undies are trademarks of Technical Systems
and all necessary instruction and documentation.
Consultants Inc 0S9 is a trademark of Microware Inc. See
GIMIX designs. manufactures and tests, in- house, their complete line of products. Complete systems are available to fit your

Ina

I

needs. Please contact the factory if you have any special requirements.

their ads for other GIMIX compatible software.

For GIMIX compatible software see Technical Systems Consultants ad page 199.
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small ad:

Big Savings

Model III Disks

Disk Ill Single
Drive Assy.'
$599.00
Disk Ill Dual
Drive Assy.
$864.00

Sample Prices
DRIVES- LOBO /TANDON /MPI -From $270.00
64K SUPERBRAIN $2640.00 QD
$2990.00
ZENITH Z89/48K -1 DRIVE
$2204.20
C. ITOH STARWRITER (25 cps)
w /trac.
$1499.00
DIABLO 630 w /trac.
$2184.00
NEC 5510 / 5530 w /trac.
$2650.00
EPSON MX -80 $475.00 MX -80 FT
$575.00
MX -100
$695.00
FULL LINE OF CCS BOARDS
CALL
Call for prices on items not listed.

Oa&

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY COMPARE

State -of- the -art circuitry.
Fully tested, calibrated and burned in.
Warranty 120 days
Installation with simple hand tools
Optional dual side and /or 80tk.
Conforms to FCC Class B Specs.
'DISK III single drive assembly includes: one 40 track
51/4" double density drive, power supply, .controller,

Prices subject to change.
$100.00 min. order

mounting hardware, and applicable cables.
Prices subject to change without notice

111 S. OLIVE STREET
SUITE 439
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 4615437

15itO-Ltala

DISK SUPPLY CO.

To order cell loll

hP HEWLETT
PACKARD

Retail Your Cost

0

HP -85
HP 83

Microcomputer
Microcomputer

3250.00 2595.00
2250.00 1795.00
15K Exp Meissary Module
295.00 259.95
Graphics Plotter 7225
2450.00 2089.95
Personality Mod. for 7225 750.00 679.95
2631 B Impact prnter/hvy dty 3950.00 3295.00
Option 020 for 26318

Sales

8

150.00

1300 00 1149.95

9895A 8" Dual Drive
Graphics Talslet 9111A

6850.00 5595.00
2050.00 1699.95

HP41CV New 2.2KbY tesmem325.00
HP-41C Calculator
Card Reader for 41CV /C
Printer fur 41 CV /C
Optical Wand for 41 CV /C
Quad Ram equals 4 Mem. Mods

Memory Modules for 41

Main Showroom

&Offices;

216 South Oxford Avenue

IENCELICZ
WSW

Los Angeles,
CA 90004
9
WE HONOR
VISA and MASTERCHARGE

TELEX: 67 34 77
ORDER DESKS open 7 Days a Week!
7:00 AM to 7:00 PM Mon thru Sat
Sunday Noon to 5:00 PM
Order Desks: (213) 739 -1130
TOLL -FREE
TOLL -FREE
(outside Calif.)
(within Calif.)

800 -421.8045

Hundreds & hundreds of pproducts-from manyY
manufacturers-such as SONY, CASIO, VICTOR,
CODE-A-PHONE, MATTEL, SHARP, CANON,
and on and on...too many to list here!

All goods subject ro availability: this ad super.

all previous ado: we are not responsible
for eypograph,cal errors. we will meet or bear
any advertised prices it the competition has
the goods on hand.
Mmmum shipping and handling 34.95.
Ail orders subject to verification and acceptance.
sedes

Circle 263 on inquiry card.

250.00

21500
385.00
125.00
95.00

C

HP67 Proyrble Printer
HP67 Progrninsble Calculator
HP-34C Proyrnsble Scientific

259.95
188.95
168.95
284.95
97.95
84.95
26.95

755..95
00

375.00
297579.95
150.00
117.95
HP 32E
150.00 119.95
Bus. R/E
48.95
HP 32E Adv. Scientific
55.00
Scientific
75.00
HP 37E Business Mgmt.
58.95
We carry a large inventory of Libraries,
accessories and supplies.

, ter
computer

I
We are an

Instruments
Texas
95000 5379.95
TI-99/4 Home Computer
10" Color Monitor lot 99/4

the best price in America!
a

-

295.00 199.95
130.00
93.95
PC100CPristr /Plolr(or59 /58 225.00 149.95
99.95
39.95
11 51 Scientific Calculator
70.00
51.95
MBA Finance & Business
46.95
65.00
TI Inveumt Analyst
40.00
32.95
TI 55 Slide Rule
65 00
48.50
TI.Prugrnir Hexidecnd/Octal
We cony a large inventory at software,
accessories and supplies.

silts SCIENTIFIC
CBPDF

``--

controller DOS 3.3 and others...
-

and

y

others...

Graphics Tablet
Pascal and

L'ompurcrs

-48K

-

64

col x 32 line/color
Dual 8" Drives
MIPS FAST'Many more stndard features
Fortran & Pascal available

Many other OSI products available
at discounted prices, of course,

PERSONAL
COMPUTER
*****SPECIAL! ATARI 400 (16K) * -e
Retail:5595.00 Your Cost:$339.95

Fortran

Languages

VisiCalc and more and more
APPLE Ill 96K and 128K "CALL US'
Ask for Packagea One to Three
Special Pricesi

-

Language cartridge not included;
Optional basic language cartridge:554.95

800
410
810
825

16K bytes of RAM

1080.00
90.00

Program Recorder
Disk Drive
Printer (80 col

600 00

99995

Cenuonic 737)
820 Printer (40 col impact)
Acoustic
Modem
830
850 Interface Module

759.95
79.95
469.95
779.95

From

TI- Series

10

131 3 Serial
704-11 Parallel
P1 Electrostatic

3220.00 2999.95
1460.00 1199.95
1195.00 1599.95
995.00 799.95
1045 00
899.95
1870.00 1695.00
495.00 189.95

PAPER TIGER
4450
460G
5606

with quphas
wnh graphics
New

795.00
1794.00
1695.00

lull tar

450.00
200.00
220.00
200.00

359.95
159.95
179.95
169.95

695.00
1195.00
1399.00

EPSON
MX Bo

Impact pnmei
Impact prmmi

Mx 70

15 "0511.1

ALSO HAVE

x99.95
799.95
679.95
769.00

645.00
500.00
745.00
945.00

wt sheet /tracwl

M %80 FT
MX 100 FT

...

NOVATION Modems

CAT

Retail Your Cost
199 95
159.95
159.95
314.95

199.95
0-CAT
APPLE-CAT Direct connect
34995
SANYO Monitors
Highh Resolution. Number 1 seller!
13" Color (new) high quality 550.00
12" Green Phosphorous
360.00
12" Black and White
340.00
370.00
15" Black and White

9" B/W the best seller!

23500

399.95
239.95
219.95
239.95
149.95

AMDEK(Leedeu(High Quality Monitors

K(Leed,12MHz

179.00
199.00

129.95
159.95

199.00
12" Green, 12 MHz
249.00
12" Green. 18 MHz
13" Color, NTSC comp:449.00

159.95
189.95
329.95

input, audio amp &speaker
13" Color, 06G input, 999.00

699.95

100
100.80

12"

space

100.6
300-G
Color

I

B

W, metal cab.,

for floppy

Color II

Atari VisiCalc
Large inventory of software and accessories.
NEW

PAINTERS

WE

Retail Your Cost

3495.00 3195.00

.7

461 5300 In PA.

1650K136 keyboard /tractors
129.95
CENTRONICSdot matrix
397.95
49.50 7009 Parallel, heavy duty
7049
Serial, heavy duty
189.95
319.95 7371 Parallel

1158C Prbyritshle Calculator

P,nh +,ion,d

777 Henderson Boulevard
Folcroft, PA 19032

DIABLO (Lever Quality)
Retail Your Cost
319.95 630 R102 baduectnal /tractors 2965.00 2699.00
314.95 1640K109 keyboard, tractors 3072.00 2899.95
2710 00 2099.95
75.00 630 RO Receive only

59 Prayrittble Calculator

16K-32K-48K-96K-128K
8oicolumrs cards
Dow Jones & Quote Reporter
DC Hayes Micromodem II

650.00

32K Exp. Mem. Module
399.95
Extended Basic, a MUST for 100.00
32K Module
150.00
Speech Synthesizer
500.00
Disk Meistosy Drive
RF Modulator
69.50
Telephone Coupler (Modern)
225.00
400.00
Printer (solid state)
T1

VISA'

Ire.- 800 345.8102 or (215)

ATARI'

AUTHORIZED SERVICING

APPLE DEALER

800 -252 -2153

Write & request our FAMOUS Catalog!

129.95

Disk Drives to choose from

829025

SERVING YOU SINCE 1947

& SAVE

VR DATA's Disk III features:
Completely compatible w /TRSDOS-

hi res graphies, speaker

HAZELTINE Video Display Terminals
DEC
Disk T103s
VT100 & VT103
Call us for your DISCOUNTED price

Personal Information Terminal

TODAY!

Retail 995.00 Your Cost 795.00
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Books Received

PRODUCTS

Apple Crunch, novel by
Frederic Vincent Huber. New
York: Seaview Books, 1981;
15 by 22 cm, 264 pages, hardcover, ISBN 0-87223 -687 -0,
$10.95.

COMPLETE CATALOG OF COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
BEST PRICE EVER!

$169

RAM 65. 16K STATIC S-100 RAM
BY COMPUTER SYSTEM RESOURCES
FEATURES: Switch selectable I/O port bank select. 4K address
steps. Uses 2114L -3 low power memory. 1K de- select feature.
Memory protect Phantom fully socketed. assembled and tested
Full one -year warranty

EPSON PRINTERS:

TELEVIDEO TERMINALS:

Model MX -70
Model MX -80

695.00
720.00
995.00

Model 912C
Model 920C
New! Model 950

SCALL

$CALL

Q.T. COMPUTER SYSTEMS:
DESCRIPTION ALL ASSEMBLED 8 TESTED)

MODEL

MF +DD12A
MF +18A
MF +12A
Z +80A

PRICE

...25

A Mainframe: 12 Slot. S100, Dual 8" Drive
25 A. Tabletop Mainframe: 18 Slot. S100
25 A Mainframe: 12 Slot, S100. Dual 5' Drive
Single Board. Z -80 Computer 2/4 Mhz.. S -100

$625.00
450.00
.. 450.00
.

.. 18500

Monitor Program for Z +80A & Tarbell or VF-1.... 30.00
499.00
32K Static RAM Board. Low Power, S -100
339.00
2 Serial & 4 Parallel Port /O. S -100
OTCIOA
125.00
OTCCCSA ....Clock Calendar Board, S -100
125.00
OTCCCAA ....Clock Calendar Board, for Apple
125.00
OTCCCTRS80 Clock Calendar Module for TRS -80

Z- 80A/2.2
RAM 32

I

DESCRIPTION ALL ASSEMBLED

PRICE

& TESTED)

$1895.00
V300/25 .. Letter Quality Printer. 25 CPS
2195.00
V300/45 ..Letter Quality Printer. 45 CPS
V -DRIVE .. Dual 8' Disk Cabinet. Power Supply, Rack Mountable ... 375.00

COMPUTER SYSTEM RESOURCES:
DESCRIPTION (ALL ASSEMBLED

MODEL

S

PRICE

TESTE

RAM 16...16K Static RAM, S -100
$189.00
259.00
RAM 16C . Low Power (CMOS) Version of RAM 16, 1.3 Watt
169.00
RAM 65...16K Static RAM, I/O Port Bank Select, S -100
27900
RAM 65C .Low Power (CMOS) Version of RAM 65. 1.4 Watt
RAM 32 ...32K Low Power 8/16 Bit Static. RAM. Fully IEEE 696 499.00
1295.00
RAM 256..256K 8/16 Bit Dynamic RAM. Fully IEEE 696
39500
I /O -8
8 Port Serial I/0, Fully IEEE. up to 200K BAUD

....

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Minimum Order is $15.00. Prices quoted do not include shipping
and handling. Foreign orders require prepayment by MICR or
Money Order in U.S. funds. Purchase Orders accepted from U.S.
Government & firms with published Al Rating from Dunn &
Bradstreet. All other orders require prepayment, charge card,
or COD shipment.

TOLL-FREE PHONE NUMBER:
Call Toll -Free: (800) 423-5141. In Alaska, and Hawaii, call us
collect at (213) 883 -3244.
1

TO RECIEVE OUR

FREE

CATALOG:

Call our Toll -Free (800) number, or circle Reader Service

7131 OWENSMOUTH AVE. / #21D
PARK, CALIFORNIA 91303
84 8 3 2 3-35214441
800

CANOGA

/
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13- 110403 -9, $8.95.

Computers for Everybody,
Jerry Willis and Merl Miller.
Beaverton OR: Dilithium
Press, 1981; 14 by 22 cm, 173
pages, softcover, ISBN 0918398-49-5, $4.95.
Computer Literacy: Problem- Solving with Computers,
C E Horn and J L Poirot.
Austin TX: Sterling Swift
Publications, 1981; 18.5 by
23.5 cm, 304 pages, soft cover, ISBN 0- 88408- 133 -8,

$13.95.

VISTA COMPUTER COMPANY:
MODEL

Calculator Clout: Programming Methods for Your
Programmable, Maurice D
Weir. Englewood Cliffs NJ:
Prentice -Hall, 1981; 18.5 by
24.5 cm, 235 pages, hardcover, ISBN 0 -13- 110411 -X,
$17.95; softcover, ISBN 0-

Computer Solution of
Large Sparse Positive Definite Systems, Alan George
and Joseph W Liu. Englewood Cliffs NJ: Prentice Hall, 1981; 16 by 23.5 cm,
324 pages, hardcover, ISBN
0-13- 165274 -5, $24.95.
The Devil's DP Dictionary,

Stan Kelly- Bootle.

New

York: McGraw -Hill, 1981;
13.5 by 20.5 cm, 141 pages,
softcover, ISBN 0-07 -034022 -6,

Microsoft FORTRAN, Paul
M Chirlian. Beaverton OR:
Dilithium Press, 1981; 14 by
22 cm, 333 pages, softcover,
ISBN 0- 918398-46 -0, $14.95.
Outland, The Movie Novel,

edited by Richard J Anobile,
from the screenplay by Peter
Hyams. New York: Warner
Books, 1981; 22 by 27.5 cm,
160 pages, softcover, ISBN
0- 446- 97829 -9, $9.95.
Program Flow Analysis:
Theory and Applications, S S
Muchnick and N D Jones. Englewood Cliffs NJ: Prentice Hall, 1981; 16 by 23.5 cm,
418 pages, hardcover, ISBN
0 -13- 729681 -9, $23.50.
Scientific Analysis for Programmable Calculators with

Algebraic Operating

Systems, H R Meck. Englewood
Cliffs NJ: Prentice -Hall,
1981; 18.5 by 24.5 cm, 175
pages, hardcover, ISBN 0 -13796417-X, $15.95; softcover,
ISBN 0 -13- 796409 -9, $7.95.
Software Metrics, edited
by A J Perlis, F G Sayward,
and M Shaw. Cambridge
MA: The MIT Press, 1981; 16
by 23.5 cm, 404 pages, hardcover, ISBN 0-262- 16083-8,
$25.

Thirty -Two BASIC Programs for the Exidy Sorcerer,
T Rugg, P Feldman, and K
McCabe. Beaverton OR: Dilithium Press, 1981; 14 by 22
cm, 265 pages, softcover,
ISBN 0-918398 -35 -5,

$16.95.

$7.50.

Electronic Circuits Note
Book, Proven Designs for
Systems Applications, edited

by Samuel Weber. New
York: McGraw -Hill, 1981; 22
by 28 cm, 344 pages, hardcover, ISBN 0 -07 -019244 -8,
$32.50.
Manual of Pharmacologic
Calculations with Computer
Programs, Ronald J Tallarida
and Rodney B Murray. New
York: Springer -Verlag, 1981;
16 by 24.5 cm, 150 pages,
hardcover, ISBN 0 -38790500-6, $17.50.

This is a

received at

tions

list

of books

BYTE

Publica-

during this

past

month. Although the list is
not meant to be exhaustive,
its purpose is to acquaint
BYTE readers with recently
published titles in computer
science and related fields.
We regret that we cannot
review or comment on all
the books we receive; instead, this list is meant to be

monthly acknowledgment
of these books and the publishers who sent them.
a

Circle

127 on

inquiry card.

Circle 318 on Inquiry card.
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CATCH THE S -100 INC. BUS!

TM

eefiliwt

S-10

0

e

LIST
PRICE

S.D. Systems 80x24 Video Board
A &T

556.00

420.00

500.00
600.00

380.00
399.00

SSM /O -4 Kit 2 Parallel + 2 Serial

39.00
210.00

Mullen TB -4 Extender Kit w /Probe

59.00

29.00
168.00
47.00

S.D. Systems Versafloppy II
Double Density Disk Controller
w /SDOS, DDBIOS, VDIAG3, &
Monitor; A &T

Shugart SA 800/801 R Bare Drive
IMC Disk Box for 51/4" Drives

LINE VOLTAGE
TRANSIENT CLIPPING
PROTECTS:
Computers
Micro-Computer Systems
Word Processors
Cash Registers
Power Supplies

I

5000 Hits /Second

Features Parallel Operation

Subject to Available Quantities
Prices Quoted Include Cash Discounts.
Shipping & Insurance Extra.

PROTECTS AGAINST:
High Energy Voltage
Transients

We carry all major lines such as
S.D. Systems, Cromemco, Ithaca Intersyslems, North Star,
Sanyo, ECT, TEI, Godhout, Thinker Toys, SSM.
For a special cash price, telephone us.

On-Off Switching
*Lightning Induced Transients
Inrush of On /Off Power
8T8F

DVMARC

TRANSIENT VOLTAGE
SURGE SUPPRESSOR

INDUSTRIES, INC.

Please note our new address.

S-100,1i1c.

LISTED

14425 North 79th Street, Suite B
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
800 -582 -3138.602- 991 -7870

Dealer Inquiries invited.

7133 Rutherford Rd. Baltimore, Md. 21207
800- 638-9098
(301) 298- 3130

Hours: Mon.

-

Fri.

-9 a.m. to

6

p.m. MST

EDITOR, ASSEMBLER AND MORE!

IX

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
The Micro Works Software Development System (SDS80C) is a complete 6809
editor, assembler and monitor package contained in one Color Computer program
pack! Vastly superior to RAM -based assemblers /editors, the SDS8OC is nonvolatile, meaning that it your application program bombs, it can't destroy your
editor /assembler. Plus it leaves almost all of 16K or 32K RAM free for your
program. Since all three programs, editor, assembler and monitor are co- resident,
we eliminate tedious program loading when going back and forth from editing to
assembly and debugging!

4

t

-

CRACK THOSE ROMS!

commented code.
The Assembler features all of the following: complete 6809 instruction set;
complete 6800 set supported for cross -assembly; conditional assembly; local
labels; assembly to cassette tape or to memory; listing to screen or printer; and
mnemonic error codes instead of numbers.
The versatile ABUG monitor is a compact version of CBUG, tailored for debugging
programs generated by the Assembler and Editor. It features examine/change of
memory or registers, cassette load and save, breakpoints and more. SDS8OC
Price: $89.95

LEARN 6809!
6809

@

'WO

Circle 227 on Inquiry card.

CBUG IS HERE!
MONITOR TAPE: A cassette tape which allows you to directly access memory, I/O
and registers with a formatted hex display. Great for machine language
programming, debugging and learning. It can also send /receive RS232 at up to
9600 baud, including host system download /upload. 19 commands in all.
Relocatable and reentrant. CBUG Tape Price: $29.95
MONITOR ROM: The same program as above, supplied in 2716 EPROM. This
allows you to use the entire RAM space. And you don t need to re -load the monitor
each time you use it. The EPROM plugs into the Extended Basic ROM Socket or a
modified ROMPACK. CBUG ROM Price: $39.95

32K RAM!

PARALLEL O!

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING,
by Lance Leventhal, contains the most comprehensive reference material available for programming
your Color Computer. Price: $16.95

PARALLEL PRINTER with your Color
Computed Adaptor box plugs into the serial port and
allows use of Centronics /Radio Shack compatible
USE

A

printers with parallel interface.
tested. PIBOC Price: $69.96

(410-

µ

SOURCE GENERATOR: This package is a disassembler which runs on the color
computer and generates your own source listing of the BASIC interpreter ROM.
Also included is a documentation package which gives useful ROM entry points,
complete memory map, I/O hardware details and more. A 16K system is required
for the use of this cassette. 80C Disassembler Price: $49.95

The powerful screen -oriented Editor features finds, changes, moves, copys and
much more. All keys have convenient auto repeat (typamatic), and since no line
numbers are required, the full width of the screen may be used to generate well

TH[GM

OUR
SPECIAL
CASH
PRICE

Assembled

and

GOOD STUFF!

P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA

UPGRADE KITS: Consisting of 4116
200ns. integrated circuits, with instructions for
installation. 4K -16K Kit Price: $39.95. 16K -32K
Kit (requires soldering experience) Price: $39.95

MEMORY

WE SHIP FROM STOCK!
Master Charge /Visa and COD Accepted

92014

714-942 -2400
BYTE September 1981
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THE TSE- HARDSIDE 1982 MICROCOMPUTER BUYER'S GUIDE
is now available! We've included such
valuable information as print samples
from each of the printers we carry,

Clubs and

feature-by-feature comparisons of Micro Computer systems in an easy -to -read
table format, an informative article on
Micros, and pages and pages of complete
product descriptions.
We're making this valuable reference
available for only $2.95 (refundable on
your next purchase from TSE- HARDSIDE.)
Charge customers are welcome to call our
toll -free number: 1. 800. 258.1790 (in NH call
673.5144) THE TSE- HARDSIDE 1982
MICRO -COMPUTER BUYER'S GUIDE will
soon arrive at your address via first class
mail.
Send to:

Mel -MD.51ICE

Newsletters
Join

a

Georgian Club

The Statesboro TRS -80
Users Group is interested in
all aspects of TRS -80 computers, especially word- processing and business applications.
Contact the club c/o Dr
Russell A Dewey, 223 N
Edgewood Dr, Statesboro
GA 30458, (912) 681 -3631.

Dept. C. 14 South Street
Milford. NH 03055

Yes! Send me the
TSE- HARDSIDE 1982 Micro -Computer Buyer's Guide.

Apple Guild

B9

The Apple Guild promotes
the interchange of information and applications among
Apple users. The Guild maintains a collection of hard copy material and software at
the Apple Resource Center.

I've enclosed $2.95
Please send only your FREE Price List
MasterCard
Visa
Charge to my credit card
Card No.
Interbank No.
Exp. Date

Signature

L

Name
Address
City
State

Zip Code

J

BUS -TO -BUS COMMUNICATION

The Resource Center is
located at Massasoit Community College, Brockton,
Massachusetts. The Guild
publishes a quarterly journal
and supports a telecommunications system at (617)
767 -1303. Contact the Apple
Guild, POB 371, Weymouth
MA 02188.

}.i

',r.

J

,,.:.i;LF0!

j

,d
.

t:

;11

with the

ib. ..

"';

.,,
ü'Ì( ÌI

P&T- 488
S -100

Ohio Apples
The NEO Apple Corps is
devoted to Apple computers.
The Corps publishes a newsletter called Apple Bits. Contact the group at 21750 Miller
Ave, Euclid OH 44119, (216)

bus

CP/M'
ti.U\\\\\\\\\U\\\\\\\\\\U\\\\\\\»\.\

Cromemco
North Star

486-2317.

Inexpensive S -100 computers can now communicate with the
IEEE -488 instrumentation bus. The P &T -488 meets the IEEE -488
1980 standard for controller, listener, and talker.
"Canned" software allows simple communication with the
488 bus from Basic, Pascal, and other high level languages.
Special features include an interactive busmonitor program
and a functional self -test program.
Price for (1) P8T-488 with software, assembled and tested: $450
(domestic price) FOB Goleta, CA.

CP /M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

PIsKLES,

'TROUT

PICKLES

TROUT

41

Micropolis
Users Group
Members of the Micropolis
Users Group use Micropolis
disk drives in their computer
systems. The group offers its
members a monthly newsletter and discounts on sof tware. Also available are library disks and directories of

software vendors and group
366
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Circle 195 on inquiry card.

Circle 342 on Inquiry card.

Apple

..

Dealers

We Need
You

LDP88 8088 CPU BOARD

8088 CPU 5 MHz operation upgradeable to 8 MHz
9 vectored Interrupts
Fully complies with IEEE 698 electrical and timing specs
RS232
serial port with modem controls
1K bytes of static RAM
2 EPROM
sockets (2716 or 2732)
8087 upgrade kit available In Sept.
8 bit bus
eases Interface to other S100 bus boards
1MByte address space
85K
I/O ports

64/256K MEMORY

8 or 16 bit operation
Meets all IEEE 696 specs
Access time 350 ns
from PSYNC low
Intel 8203 dynamic RAM controller
24 or 16 bit address decoding
No welt states with 5 MHz 8088 or 8086
Parity with
Error Interrupt generation
No DMA RESTRICTIONS
64K board Is upgradeable to 258 Kbyte board

HAZITALL

Serial RS232 ports
2 parallel ports with handshake control
Math
processor support (8231/9511 or 8232/9512)
WINCHESTER DISK support
Real time programmable Interrupt
Clock/calendar with battery back
up
Synchronous data communication supported
2

computar
We've written TRAVO, a complete surveying package
that is second to none. It has all the routines needed
for surveying. It's menu driven and heavily prompted.
The manual was written in straightforward every day
surveying language by a third generation surveyor
who has been working with computers since 1965.
Surveyors are generally accustomed to dedicated calculators
or computers. Most of them are just doing their surveying and engineering computations and are not utilizing the capability of a general purpose computer like
the Apple to do payroll, G /L, A /P, A /R, word processing
or iob costing.
That's where you come in. You sell 'em the hardware
and the other software and we'll help you sell 'em our
program. If you or your customer have questions, we'll
be happy to answer them for you.
TRAV is no stranger to surveyors. We're advertising in
We have satisfied users
all national surveying publications.
all over the U.S.
Our discounts are great.
Call or write for a user manual.

LDP72 FLOPPY DISK
CONTROLLER

IBM compatible single and double density format
Single or double
sided drives
Programmable data record length (128 to 8182 bytes/
sector)
Multi sector and multi track transfer capability
Parallel seeks
on up to 4 drives
On board digital data separator
Software selectable
single or double density operation
Separate connectors for 51/4" and 8"
drives
Software selection of standard or minldrivee allowing mixing of
both drives on a single controller

Software support for 86 -DOS and CP /M-86.
CP/M-86
LDP88

HAZITALL
LDP128K RAM

$250
$349.95
$325.00
$1295.00

Complete systems also available.
CP/M-86 Is

a

Apex, N.C. (919) 362 -7000

$195.00
$274.95
$695.00
$2095.00

trademark of Digital Research

86 -DOS Is a trademark of Seattle Computer Products

LOMAS
DATA
PRODUCTS

P.O. Drawer 808 Hwy 64 at Old Hwy

86-DOS
LDP72
LDP64K RAM
LDP258K RAM

Cross Street
Westborough, MA 01581
Telephone: (617) 366-4335
11

PRINTERS
EPSON MX -70
EPSON MX -80
EPSON MX -80 FT

igapple'computer

amar

1089.00
1134.00
1179.00
535.00
DISK ONLY
455.00
APPLESOFT CARD
159.00
INTEGER CARD
159.00
PASCAL SYSTEM
425.00
SILENTYPE PRINTER
525.00
HAYES MICROMODEM 295.00
295.00
Z -80 SOFTCARD
295.00
VIDEX 80 COL. BRD.
169.00
16K RAM BOARD

400 16K
800 16K
410 Recorder
815 Disk
810 Disk
822 Printer
825 Printer
830 Modem
850 Interface Module
CX853 RAM
CX70 Light Pen
CX30 Paddle
CX40 Joystick

RAM MEMORY

VERBATIM DISKETTES

FOR TRS -80, APPLE II
16K SET 4116's (200 NS)

Box of 10 5 1/4"
Box of 10 8"

16K APPLE II
32K APPLE II
48K APPLE II
DISK W /CONTROLLER

34.95

349.00
759.00
64.00
1199.00
489.00
359.00
779.00
159.00
179.00
85.00
64.00
18.00
18.00

29.50
39.50

North Star Computers
HR2-2D-32K
H R2-20-48K
H R2-2 D-64 K

HR2-2Q-32K
H R2-2Q-48K
H R2-2Q-64 K
HRAM 32K
HRAM 48K
HRAM 64K
HDS-18 HARD DISK
MDS-DRV-D
MDS -DRV -Q
ADC -1 -D
ADC -2 -D
ADC -1 -Q
ADC -2 -Q

2795.00
2956.00
3145.00
2975.00
3165.00
3360.00
469.00
662.00
849.00
4025.00
495.00
665.00
740.00
995.00
795.00
1285.00

GRAFTRAX
INTERFACE (APPLE)
CABLE

399.00
499.00
599.00
90.00
75.00
22.50

CENTRONICS 737-1
CENTRONICS 737 -3

795.00
855.00

IDS 445G
IDS 460G
IDS 560G

815.00
1195.00
1450.00

NEC 5510 WITRACTORS 2650.00
NEC 5520 KSR WITRAC. 2995.00

QUME 5/45 SPRINT
FORMS TRACTOR

2675.00
195.00

STARWRITER W/TRAC. 1695.00
STARWRITER W/O
TRACTOR
1500.00

General Information:
We carry a large selection of hardware and software by other corn -

panies. Send for our catalog.

We are an authorized repair center for
APPLE, ATARI, NORTH STAR, AND
EPSON.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. MARYLAND RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX

FREDERICK
5726 INDUSTRY LANE
FREDERICK, MD. 21701
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC.
TO ORDER CALL:
Circle 144 on inquiry card.

Store Hours:
MON. THRU THURS. 9:30 AM -9:00 PM
FRI. AND SAT.
9:30 AM -5:00 PM

(301) 694-8884
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Circle 83 on inquiry card.

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT D
USERS AND PURCHASERS

P

represent many fine micro products and manufacturers
on the U.S. Government's GSA Schedule, including
We

members. Contact the Micropolis Users Group at 604
Springwood Cr, Huntsville
AL 35803, (205) 883 -2621.

Apple, Cromemco, Micropolis

and Seequa Computers

MCMS

Purchasing from the Schedule will save you the time
consumed by the bid process. Products shipped throughout
the United States and world -wide. Visit or write any of our
stores for more information or to receive our catalogue of
products represented.

the dependable store
257 West Street, Annapolis, MD 21401 - (301) 268 -6505
13A Allegheny Avenue, Towson, MD 21204 - (301) 296 -0520
9330 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20910 - (301) 588 -3748
6671 Backlick Road, Springfield, VA 22150 - (703) 644 -5500
Plaza 38, 2442 Route 38, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 - (609) 779 -0023
Callers outside metropolitan areas served by our stores
Please call (301) 268 -5801
Career Opportunities Available * An Equal Opportunity Employer

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
DUAL USE. A PRINTER AND A TYPEWRITER
SELF TEST PROGRAM BUILT IN
The BYTF_WRITER is
assembly internally
typewriter.

a

printer consisting of a microprocessor controlled
to an SCM Coronamatic 8000 office

$795

MCMS (Military/Civilian
Microcomputer Society) is
devoted to the exchange of
ideas and information about
all types of computers. No
particular microcomputer is
emphasized. Contact the
Military/Civilian Microcomputer Society, Gunter AFS,
AL 36114, or call Jim Wolfe
at (205) 279 -4816.

Lists of Used
Microcomputers
The Used Computer Exchange is a listing service that
puts you in direct contact
with sellers. Customers pay
$5 for quotes on completed
transactions and for full current listings. Sellers pay a
commission only if a transaction is completed with a
buyer referred by the Exchange.
The Used Computer Exchange lists any microcomputer hardware that originally sold in the $400 to $25,000
price range. Contact the Used
Computer Exchange at 2329
Hunters Woods Plz, Reston
VA 22091, (800) 327 -9191,
ext 61; in Virginia, (703)
471 -0044.

OTHER FEATURES
-

Back space.
Parallel input.
Pin compatible with
TRS -8O expansion interface.
Typewriter operation with
nothing to disconnect.

1802 Fans

TO ORDER
-

Send certified check or money order.
Personal checks take 2 weeks.
we do not ship C.O.D.
Add S I0 for shipping and handling in
continental U.S.A.
N.Y.S. residents add 7% sales tax.

BYTEWRITER
125 NORTHVIEW RD., ITHACA, N.Y. 14850
(607) 272-1 132
Cnronan.aiu Htxx) is a trademark of tic ;;\I Cori,.
'MS Hr) is a Trademark of Tandy Corp.
IWI'I?\\'HrrI:R is a trademark o( Williams I_al)oratnricti.
SCn1
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Circle 49 on Inquiry card.

The VIP Hobby Computer
Association is made up of
users of the RCA VIP and
other 1802 -based microcomputers. The group's newsletter, Viper, contains programs, advice, and helpful
hints. Membership fees are
$12 per year, which includes
the newsletter. Contact the
VIP Hobby Computer Asso-

Circle 65 on inquiry card.

Circle 203 on inquiry card.

IlkComponents Express, Inc.
1380

GET THE BUG
OUT OF YOUR
PROGR
!

'Have you kissed your computer lately'"
Edinger. Unit CC Santa Ana. CA 92705 (714) 558-3972

E.

BROAD BAND MICROWAVE
RECEIVER SYSTEM
1.8GHZ to 2.4 GHZ
nooze

0

only

$295.00

M

/c'=00

Ittt*

ALARM

With built -in- converter to channel
2, 3, or 4 of any standard TV set.
RANGE:

Line of sight to 250 miles.

SCOPE:

Will receive within the frequency band from satelices. primary

microwave stations. and repeater microwave booster

stations
CONTENTS: Packaged in 19 "x19 "x4 1/2" corrugated carton complete
with:
24" Dish
300 Ohm to 75 Ohm Adapter
Feed -Horn Receiver
750 Ohm to 300 Ohm Adapter
Mounting Bracket
60 Feet Coax Cable with Connectors
Mounting Clamp
3 Feet Coax Cable with Connectors

Locate the bug in your
program quickly with the
all -new BUG CATCHER.
Reliable and easy to use,

WARRANTY:
180 days for all factory defects and electronic failures for normal
useage and handling.
Defective sub assemblies will be replaced
with new or re- manufactured sub assembly on a 48 hour exchange
guarantee.

this timesaver fits easily

BUG CATCHER is the

pocket or case.
Functional for any
computer where EPROM

efficient answer.
$195 complete (plus
applicable sales tax).

e13 LHI]FErii

This system is not a kit and requires no additional devices or equipment other than
a TV set to place in operation
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

¡

PMC PERSONAL COMPUTER
teacher. etc

P tpP
00V P

Qu4Rqe4k

TfE

`

%

V

ONLY

$575
$20

EG3000

74LS05

Series

74LS32

;"ú"
,---

PIN 90.10
PIN 90.10

SUPER ROM PACK
WITH NEW MANUAL

SHARP
PC1211
$190

MICROACE /SINCLAIR
VIDEO UPGRADE KIT

®

//

Price on application

Interface Cards for Apple.
Pet, TRS60, and PMC
RS232 Interface Cards nor
.,FrF,E
necessary for parallel
ON
-

I

_.

I

,I

. ... .

,

I

it

.

.

Ì

I

l
_

f

41.41'

'.

PCB, sound E, vision modulator. n InIIxy r:lnp
and de .ride chip Very simple to construct h$30.00
OR PCB $8.00 MAIN LSI $17.00

rile.
=1.=

4K $110

Professional
audio mixer
that you can
build yourself
and save
over $200.

,

1

ONLY

ONLY

16K $149

COMP PRO MIXER

only

$199

ICAO

for

complete kit.

*

power supply
$50.00
POSTAGE

MINI KIT

3 SLOTS WITH EXTRA POWER SUPPLY

O$20

PrO

`

,

`P4y

E`tic
41.11

$20

ACCESSIT AUDIO ADD -ONS

$29

MICROACE /SINCLAIR
16K RAM PLUS
EXPANSION BOARD

..a

GF

01

Full TRSflO

ONLY

9

'"

r

amusement games

Only runs with NEW ROM
(Smooth screen display)

FORTUNE

i.

$35

ONLY

18 PIN

MX80 Et MX70 PRINTER AND
SAVE A
r

SINCLAIR USERS

8K FLOATING POINT

GET YOURSELF A NEW EPSON

TV GAME BREAK OUT KIT

Circle 228 on inquiry card.

LOO

$0.15
24 PIN $0.25
20 PIN $0.15
40 PIN $0.30
10V Power Adapter 600m1. $6.90
UHF Modulators 89.90
14
16

COMPUTER
POWER THAT
J
ONCE FILLED A ROOM
CAN NOW BE CARRIED IN YOUR POCKET,
Programs in BASIC
"OWERTY" Alphabetic
1.9K Random Access Memory
Keyboard

loon.

$0.75
$2.20
$5.50
$4.20

REG. 7805

74LS165

ç óóóo°

Has got to be one of The world's
!treaters' TV games You really gel
hooked Has also 4 other pinball
games and lots of options
Good krt for up grading old

74LS365
74LS373
Z80A

$0.45
80.55
$0.90
$1.20

,sK user RAM

°°°°

Long Battery Life.

74LS74
74LS86
741S93

SOCKETS LOW PROFILE

WITH
NEW
EXTRA
KEYS!

D- --

/14,,,
Q04F

$0.15
$0.15
$0.20
$ó:35

75LSO4

Plus extended 12K Microsoft
Fully TRS 80 Level II
BASIC in ROM
software compatible Huge
range of software already available
Self contained, PSU,
UHF modulator, and cassette Simply plugs into video
monitor or UHF TV
Full expansion to disks and printer
Absolutely complete
lust fit into mains plug.

POSTAGE

MARTEC SYSTEMS, INC.
P O BOX 2069, NEWBURGH, NY 12550 (914) 265 -4044

TEL SALE
74LS00

of

halting the cpu at any
specific address. Stop
losing time and patience.

in

Instructions

ldeal for small businesses, schools, colleges, homes nSc
Suitable for the experienced, inexperienced, hobbyist,

are used. Capable

Sinclair

is a

...

4:Î ,
--

.

'

.
-

X01
,

WwikwA
01101.*****

w

.1

A COMPLETE
COMPUTER

2K Kit

A new
generation of
miniature
computers

$149

ONLY
Post and Packing FREE

Registered Trademark of Sinclair Research Ltd

Please make checks and money orders payable to MicroAce or phone your order quoting Master Charge, Visa,
Diners Club or American Express number for immediate despatch. Add 6% Tax for Shipments inside California
MicroAce, 1348 East Edinger, Santa Ana, California, Zip Code 92705. Telephone: (714) 5472526
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Circle 328 on inquiry card.

t-UNBELIEVABLE!--N
State -of-the-art Single -Board computer
now available! Can be used in S -100
(Master, Slave, Multi or Single user)
or Stand -Alone configurations.
FINALLY, state-of- the -art performance
able at an affordable price.
COMPARE THESE FEATURES:
ZBOA or MOB

Is

avail-

gent peripheral controller. Intra-processorcommunication Is achieved through the use of efficient, high speed buss transfers using special
hardwarelsoftware techniques.
We also have what we think Is one of the best
Implementations of a CPIM BIOS available off
the shelf. The BIOS has the following features:
All Devices INTERRUPT DRIVEN
Type Ahead Input /Output Buffers

4 TIMERS (ZCTC)

64K RAM I64KXI CHIPS)
SERIAL PORTS (ZSIO)
PARALLEL PORTS (ZPIOI
UP TO 16K EPROM (2732)
NEC FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
2

4

¡UP TO FOUR B" DOUBLE SIDED/DOUBLE DENSITY DRIVES)

INTELLIGENT WINCHESTER INTERFACE
ON -BOARD EPROM BURNER

Real -Time Clock

(DOES NOT REOUIRE 24v)

FOR THESE SINGLE QUANTITY PRICES:

S8950°
500
s 1,195°0

4MZ VERSION(ZBOA)
6

MZ VERSION (Z80B)

4 MZ SLAVE PROCESSOR
¡NO DISK CONTROLLERS ON BOARD)

6

MZ SLAVE PROCESSOR

S795O0

s1095O0
,

NO DISK CONTROLLERS ONBOARD)

The S -100 version of this product can act as a
Master processor, Slave processor, or Intelli-

Time Of Day Clock
Multi -level User Password Support

Menu Driven Utilities for Format.
Disk Copy, etc
Unique Configuration Utility Program
for Setting Baud Rates, Changing Step
Time, Changing Passwords, etc.
Cylinder Concept used for Double Sided
/Double Density Configuration
Resulting In Increased Performance
.

dation,

32 Ainsworth Ave,
East Brunswick NJ 08816.

Amethyst Users
Group In Texas
Amethyst is an expandable
text editor and formatter distributed by Mark of the Unicorn. Amethyst's command
set is written in BDS C. The
Amethyst Users Group assists
users in developing extensions to Amethyst. Annual
membership is $6, and floppy
disks are $6. Contact the
group at 1633 Royal Crest,
#1128, Austin TX 78741,
(512) 441 -9466.

Sorcerer

CPIM). r.Oln.,d

l

r.am.n of 01911.1R ...rcn

Users Newsletter

-(

L(

COr

Sierra Data Sciences u
//

Dealer Inquiries Invited

1300 Eaet Shaw Avenue

Suite 164

Fresno, California 93710

-

-

-

(209) 224 -0620

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT D
USERS AND PURCHASERS

P

represent many fine micro products and manufacturers
on the U.S. Government's GSA Schedule, including

We

Apple, Cromemco, Micropolis
Purchasing from the Schedule will save you the time
consumed by the bid process. Products shipped throughout
the United States and world -wide. Visit or write any of our
stores for more information or to receive our catalogue of
products represented.

257 West Street, Annapolis, MD 21401
(301) 268 -6505
13A Allegheny Avenue, Towson, MD 21204
(301) 296 -0520
9330 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20910 (301) 588 -3748
6671 Backlick Road, Springfield, VA 22150 (703) 644 -5500
Plaza 38, 2442 Route 38, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 (609) 779 -0023

-

-

Callers outside metropolitan areas served by our stores
Please call (301) 268 -5801
Career Opportunities Available * An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Station B, Downsview, Ontario, M3H 5V6, Canada.

Club In the
Heart of Texas

and Seequa Computers

-

Port Fe is a newsletter for
Exidy Sorcerer users. It includes articles, equipment
reviews, and program listings. Subscriptions are $15 in
Canada and $23 elsewhere.
Contact the Sorcerer Users
Group Toronto, POB 1173,

Circle 84 on Inquiry card.

The Midland Microcom-

puter Users Association
meets at 7 PM on the first
Wednesday of the month at
the Sound Machine in Midland, Texas. The club's main
interests are exchanging information and assisting new
computer hobbyists. If you
own a microcomputer, you
are invited to join, even if
you don't live in the area.
The annual fee is $15, and a
newsletter is being worked
on. Contact the Midland
Microcomputer Users Association, 1024 Andrews Hwy,
Midland TX 79701; or contact Mark T Cruse, 3609
Stanolind, Midland TX
79703, (915) 694 -4868.

Circle

113 on

inquiry card.

Circle 310 on Inquiry card.

COLOR

ATFULL

C

JANUS

GRAPHICS

-

The original 256 -color imaging system with

the language that is based
on the past but looks to the
uses of the future:

high resolution video FRAME GRABBER
for the S -100 bus.
Capture and digitize a video frame in 1/60 of a
second. Select the best resolution for your
application, from 256 to 1280 pixels
per TV line. Display your digitized 11`9.
or computer processed image
with 256 gray levels or 256
r,w",iv 00,
colors on standard
00
B&W, NTSC or RGB
`00

fojf

do
oo do

color TV monitors.

JANUS is a true compiler for a subset of ADA.
ADA is the much awaited U.S. Department of
Defense language. With JANUS, it is available
now on your CP /M system.
JANUS has such features as:

- `-

Separate Compilation
Records with variants
Subranges, Enumerations, and Arrays
Initialized Variables
Integers and Arbitrary Precision Reals
Produces ROMable, Re- entrant 8080 machine code
and much more

100

ti

a_.

I; L
240X256 DIpIGed bulge. 16 ;web

48001

Features:
Highest possible quality 480x512x8 dlgttal video
Image presently available on the market
Input capability from TV camera or other sources
Variety of synchrontreNon chokes
2 selectable video A/D conversion circuits
Choke of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32 bits per pixel
32K -byte Image memory on the basic system
32. 64. 128 & 256K byte system capacity
Lightpen Input
Photographic trigger control input
Software selectable system parameters
Interfaces for TRS-80 and other processors
Comprehensive line of accessories, monitors and
support software

.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
4151856.2500

THE UNBEATABLE COMBINATION

¡apple

ATARIJIL

eTEA1VIELECTRONICS
1

(800) 547-2492
16k+

V"48k+
PP

400

$1039
$1089
$329

(16k)*

800
(16k)

specialists ih state of
the art programming

SOFTWARE

P.O. BOX 1512

MADISON, WISCONSIN

499
429

SILENTYPE PRINTER W /INTERFACE
GRAPHICS TABLET
APPLESOFT OR INTEGER FIRMWARE
LANGUAGE CARD IPASCALI
PARALLEL PRINTER CARD
SERIAL PRINTER CARD
CENTRONICS PRINTER INTERFACE CARD
C.C.5, 7710A
C.C.S. 7720A
DATA SHIFT ADAPTOR
16K RAM CARD IMICROSOFTI
2.80 CARD IMICROSOFTI
HAYES MICROMODEM
A.B.T. 10 KEY PAD
M &R SUP R TERM
MBA SUR MOD /MODULATOR/
16K MEMORY EXPANSION
PROGRAMMA JOYSTICK

349
629
139
369
129
159
149
139
109
59
169
189
279
99
299

9

B &W

9"

B &W

MONITOR ISANYOI
MONITOR IN.E.C.1
12'- B &W MONITOR ISANYOI
12" GREEN MONITOR ISANVOI
13" COLOR MONITOR IT.I.I
I.D.S. 445G PRINTER
I.D.S. 460G PRINTER
IDS. 560G PRINTER
EPSON MX.80 PRINTER
EPSON CABLE AND INTERFACE
CENTRONICS 737.1 PRINTER
CENTRONICS 7792 PRINTER
N.E.C. SPINWRITER PRINTER
OUME SPRINT PRINTER
TEXAS INST. 99/4

59
429
499
369
609

RU THERMAL PRINTER
825 BO COLUMN PRINTER
830 MODEM
850 INTERFACE MODULE
852 BK MEMORY EXPANSION
853 16K MEMORY EXPANSION
BASIC LANGUAGE CARTRIDGE

89
749
889
2639

2499
499

APPLE SOFTWARE
VISICALC

109

V ISIDE X
V ISIPLOr

139

129

VISITERM

410 PROGRAM RECORDER
810 DISK DRIVE
820 PRINTER

159
169
199
259
349
699
1099
1329
479

22

49
49

ATARI

169
139

45
89
49
159

109

V ISITRE ND

D O.S. TOOL

KIT

O.O.S. 3.3 UPDATE
APPLE WRITER
SUP R TEXT II
GENERAL BUSINESS CONTROLLER
SOFT TECH PAYROLL

STOCKPILE INVENTORY PROGRAM
APPLE ADVENTURE
¿ORK
SARGON CHESS
GAL ASIAN
HI RES FOOTBALL

COMPUTER OUARTERBACK
MANY OTHER BUSINESS. PERSONAL,
AND GAME SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

V/S4®

53701

HARDWARE

APPLE
DISK DRIVE W/3.3 CONTROLLER
DISK DRIVE ONLY

$749

TOLL FREE NUMBER FOR ORDER DESK ONLY. IN OREGON CALL 479.8723.
REPAIRS, PARTS, AND WARRANTIES CALL (503) 479 -4150. SORRY NO C.O.D.'S.
MASTERCHARGE AND VISA ADD 3 %. WE WILL SHIP U.P.S. FREIGHT COLLECT
OR ADD 3% FOR FREIGHT AND INSURANCE TO AVOID C.O.D. CHARGES.
ALLOW 10 DAYS FOR PERSONAL CHECKS TO CLEAR. PRICES SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PRICES GOOD AT MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
OF STORE X162 ONLY.

Circle 349 on Inquiry card.

Ilk

VISICALC IATARII
WE HAVE ATARI GAME CARTRIDGES

/o BASIC

.

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
ADA is a trademark of the U.S. Department of Defense

Cumpul.,g<ne,eled

,=DIGITAL GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
935 Industrial Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94303

.

JANUS is the face of the future. The structured language
that you need for efficient programming. This is your chance
to get to the head of the crowd and learn the language that
will be the language of the 80's.
JANUS requires an 8080/8085 or Z80 CPU, 56K of
memory, and at least one 8" floppy disk. JANUS is supplied
on a single density 8" floppy. For $250, you get the JANUS
compiler, linker, assembler, and owners manual.

master charge

179
59
52
59
109
459
179
369
29
29
29
22
35
35

NO SALES TAX

a

530 N.E. "E" STREET
GRANTS PASS, ORE
97526

4( .

;i"CII41
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Event Queue

Four Seminars from Management Information Corporation (MIC), various sites
throughout the US. These
seminars are designed for
businesspeople who need an
introduction to system selection and use. For a complete
schedule of seminars, fees,
and locations, contact Carol
Bell, c/o MIC, 140 Barclay
Ctr, Cherry Hill NJ 08034,

tension, Santa Clara CA. An
introduction to Pascal and
modern programming techniques and style will be provided in this sequence of four
one-day workshops. The sequence is structured so that
each workshop is independent but leads to the next.
Fees are $175 for individual
courses and $600 for the four part sequence. Contact Continuing Education in Engineering, University of California Extension, 2223 Fulton
St, Berkeley CA 94720, (415)

(609) 428 -1020.

642 -4151.

September 8-10

September 10 -11

An Introduction to Microcomputers for the Electronic
Data-Processing Professional, Las Vegas NV. This course
is designed for electronic

Office Automation Systems,
Holiday Inn, Chicago City
Centre, Chicago IL. This
seminar will feature discussions on office automation.
Among the topics to be
covered are Ethernet, Xerox
strategies, and worker acceptance of office automation.
For information, contact Architecture Technology Corporation, POB 24344, Minneapolis MN 55424, (612)

September 1981
September- December

data -processing managers,
systems analysts, and engineers. Some of the course
topics are applications for
microcomputers in a large
company, programming in
BASIC, and future developments of the microcomputer.
A general knowledge of computers is recommended. For
dates and other information,
contact Byte Educational Services, 2412 Second Ave, Se-

attle WA 98121,

(206)

625 -1961.
September 9-11

Eurographics '81, Technical
University, Darmstadt, West
Germany. Almost seventy
exhibitors are expected to attend this computer-graphics
show. Detailed information
can be obtained from Diebold Deutschland GmbH,
Attn: Dr H J Grobe, Feuer bachstrasse 8, D -6000 Frankfurt /Main, West Germany.

925 -2930.
September 10-13

The Second Annual MidWest Computer Show, McCormick Place, Chicago IL.
This show features office systems, data- and word-processing equipment, telecom-

munications equipment,
microcomputers, computer
graphics, peripherals, and
other related supplies. For information, contact the National Computer Shows, 824
Boylston St, Chestnut Hill
MA 02167, (617) 739 -2000.
September I4 -17

September 9-12

Software Info '81, Merchandise Mart Expocenter, Chicago IL. The conference theme

Workshops on Pascal and

is

Programming Techniques,

Packaged Software." Fran
Tarkenton is the keynote

University of California Ex372
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"Productivity Through

speaker. The president of Input, Peter Cunningham, will
deliver an address. For more
information, contact Software Info, 1730 N Lynn St,
Suite 400, Arlington VA
22209, (703) 521 -6209.
September 14 -17

COMPCON Fall '81, Capital
Hilton Hotel, Washington
DC. The conference theme is

"Productivity -An Urgent
Priority." This conference is
intended to provide a focus
on productivity throughout
the computer industry. General inquiries for program information should be addressed to COMPCON Fall
'81, POB 639, Silver Spring
MD 20901, (301) 589 -3386.
September 15 -16

Workstations, The Convergence of Information Processing and Telecommunications,
New York NY. The role of
workstations for professional, managerial, and executive
use is the focus of this two day seminar. Speakers will
discuss the Xerox Star workstation and other new designs. For more information,
contact Probe Research Inc,
POB 251, Millburn NJ 07041,
(201) 376 -7730 or (212)
732 -5417.

September 16-18

Diagnostic Software: Planning and Design, Colonial
Hilton Inn, Wakefield MA.
The Polytechnic Institute of
New York is cosponsoring
this seminar for design, test,
and diagnostic engineers and
managers. Design examples,
lectures, informal sessions,
and individual and group diagnostic-programming sessions are part of the course.
Tuition is $495. Contact Professor Donald D French, Institute for Advanced Professional Studies, One Gateway
Ctr, Newton MA 02158,
(617) 964 -1412.

September 16-18

The Engineer As a Communicator, Crystal City Marriott,
Arlington VA. This conference is sponsored by the IEEE
(Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers) Professional Communication Society. Some of the topics to be
covered are communications
technology, computers in
technical communications,
and information gathering,
storage, and retrieval. Contact Dr Daniel Rosich, School
of Business Administration,
University of Connecticut,
Stamford CT 06903, (203)
322 -1673.

September 15 -17

Wescon /81, Brooks Hall,
Municipal Auditorium, and
Hilton Hotel, San Francisco
CA. Sessions on communications, components and devices, computer and microprocessor hardware and software, office automation, and
memory systems will be presented. Exhibits of computer
equipment and related products will be featured. Contact
Electronic Conventions Inc,
Suite 410, 999 N Sepulveda
Blvd, El Segundo CA 90245,
(213) 772 -2965.

September 21 -24

Microtest '81, University of
Kent, Canterbury, England.
This symposium will cover
the testing, maintenance, and
reliability of microelectronic
systems from development to
field use. Development systems, emulators, reliable software and hardware, and
high -level languages are some
of the issues to be discussed.
Contact the Symposium Secretary, Microtest '81, SERT,
57-61 Newington Causeway,
London, SE1 6BL, England.

Circle 317 on inquiry card.

Convert Your
IBM Selectric
into a
printer for
only $599

Ultimate STATIC RAM is here!
Bank Select
Extended Address
8/16 bit Data
$ 295 16KB
$ 465 32KB

Assembled and Tested.
Features: Model 32KUS
"Uniselect: 3S -100 Bus - confirms with IEEE- 696(S100) specifications.
Data -8 or 16 bit wide, compatible with B bit or new 16 bit

machines.
Extended Address - 24 bit addressing.
Bank Select - by ports and bits, compatible with Cromemco, Alph
Micro, North Star, and many others.
Fully Static and low power - current is 0.6A typical with 32K byte.
Two separate 16K addressing, 32K bank select with window
capability in any 2K increments, any place within the addressed.
EPROM, 2716, can be mixed with RAM in any place.
Has provision to take new CMOS mem chips with battery back -up.
Will support Z80 -Z8000 up to 4Mhz clock, 8086/8088 up to
8Mhz.

.

Driven by

any Micro
or Mini
Computer

ESCON
PRODUCTS, INC.

1

12919 Alcosta Boulevard
San Ramon, CA 94583
Call Toll Free:

Other S -100 Boards Available: Z80 based CPU, I/O Memory Interface,
16K Static Ram.

800- 227 -2148

Fully socketed, solder masks, gold contacts and guaranteed for one full
year. Delivery: from stock to 72 hours. Ordering: you may call for MC,
Visa or COD orders. (Add $5.00 for C.O.D.) Personal checks OK but
M.O. speeds shipping. Allow 7 to 15 days to clear personal checks
before shipping. Undamaged boards can be returned within 10 days

for full refunds.

Illinois residents add

5 3/4%

sales tax.

OEM, Dealer pricing available

Phone.
P.O. Box 906
Aurora, IL 60507 (312) 897-7749

S.C. Digital

MARYMAC INDUSTRIES, INC.
In Texas Orders
Questions & Answers

To Order

21969 Katy Freeway
Katy (Houston) Texas 77450

1- 713- 392 -0747

1- 800 -231 -3680

800 -231 -3681

SAVE BIG DOLLARS ON ALL TRS -80' HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
TRS-80' BY RADIO SHACK. Brand new in cartons delivered. Save state sales tax.Texas residents add only
5a'o sales tax. Open Mon. -Sat. 9 -6. We pay freight and insurance. Come by and see us. Call us for a reference in or near your city. Ref: Farmers State Bank, Brookshire, Texas.

WE ALWAYS
OFFER

WE OFFER ON

REQUEST
Federal Express (Overnight Delivery)

NO

extra charge for Master Card

or Visa

Houston Intercontinental

We use Direct Freight Lines. No

Airport Delivery (Same Day)

long waits.

In stock TRS -80 Model

U.P.S. BLUE (Every Day)

Il and Ill

Si

References from people who have

No Tax on Out of Texas Shipments!

Save

Telex 77 -4132 (Fleks Hou)
'

IRS 80

ts

a

Req¢iereI Iiarlemark al ia'CI Corp

p

ED McMANUS

Circle 204 on inquiry card.

insurance
Toll free order number

bought computers from us probably
in your city

We always pay the freight and

10% 15%
OR MORE
We Specialize In Overseas Shipments

Telex 77 -4132 (Fleks Hou)

Our capability to go to the giant

Computer warehouse 5
hours away, in Ft. Worth, Texas,
to keep you in stock.
TRS -80

JOE McMANUS
VISA
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September 24 -25

SOFTWARE

ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN
Well match any advertised price

Combine our price protection
with the availability of full professional support and our automatic
update service and you have the
Ultimate Software Plan.
It's a convenient, uncomplicated,
logical way to get your software.

on any item that we carry. And if
you find a lower price on what you
bought within 30 days of buying
it, just show us the ad and well

refund the difference.
It's that simple.

(New items or new prices)
CP /M users: specify disk systems and formats. Most formats available.

CP/M
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Medical(PAS -3)
$849/$40
Dental (PAS -3)
$849/$40
ASYST DESIGN
Prof Time Billing
S549/540
General Subroutine
$269/540
Application Utilities
5439/340
COMPLETE BUS. SYSTEMS
Creator
5269/$25
Reporter
S169/520
Both
5399/$45
COMPUTER CONTROL
Fabs (B-tree)
$159/$20
UltraSort II
$159/$25
COMPUTER PATHWAYS
Pearl (level 1)
S 99/525
Pearl (level 2)
$299/540
Pearl (level 3)
5549/550
DIGITAL RESEARCH

MICROSOFT
Basic -80
Basic Compiler
Fortran -80
Cobol -80
M -Sort
Macro -80
Edit-80

5289/530
$329/530
$349/$30
$574/530
$124/530
$144/520
S 84/320
$224/525
5174/520

MuSimp/MuMath
MuLisp-80
ORGANIC SOFTWARE
$111/525
TextWriter Ill
$269/525
DateBook II
$269/530
Milestone
OSBORNE
S 59/520
General Ledger
S 59/520
Acct Rec /Acct Pay.
Payroll w/Cost
S 59/520
A113
$129/560
All 3 + CBASIC-2
5199/575
PEACHTREE'
5399/540
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
$399/$40
CP /M
Acct
Payable
$399/540
NorthS2.2
tar
$149/525
Payroll
$399/540
TRS -80 Model II (P +T)$ 159/$35
Inventory
5399/540
Micropolis
$169/525
5399/540
Surveyor
$ 189/525
Cromemco
Property
Mgt
S791'$40
PL /I -80
$459/535
CPA Client Write -up
$799/540
BT-80
$179/530
$349/540
Mailing
Address
Mac
S 85/515
Sid
S 65/515
SOFTWARE WORKS
Z -Sid
S 90/515
Adapt (CDOS to CP/M)
69 /Sna
Tex
S 90/515
Ratfor
S 86 /Sna
DeS000l.
S 50/310
SOHO GROUP
D.M.A.
MatchMaker
S 97/520
Ascom
$149/S15
WorkSheet
5177/520
DMA-DOS
$179/535
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
CBS
$369/$45
Formula
GL or AR or AP or Pay 5599/540
$539/545
Inventory Control
$599/540
GRAHAM -DORIAN
Analyst
$199/525
General Ledger
$729/$40
Letteright
S179/525
Acct Receivable
$729/540
OSort
S 89/$20
Acct Payable
5729/$40
Job Costing
$729/$40
SUPERSOFT
Payróll
$729/540
Diagnostic
S 49/520
Inventory II
5729/540
Diagnostic II
S 84/520
Payroll
$493/540
Disk Doctor
$ 84/520
Inventory
$493/540
Forth (8080 or Z80)
5149/530
Cash Register
$493/540
Fortran
5219/530
Apartment Mgt
$493/540
Fortran w /Ratfor
$289/535
Surveying
$729/$40
Other
less 10%
Medical
5729/540
TCS
Dental
S729/540
GL or AR or AP or Pay 5 79/525
MICRO-AP
A1l4
$269/599
S -Basic
$269/525
UNICORN
Selector IV
$469/535
Mince
$149/525
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
Scribble
5149/S25
HOBS
$269/335
Both
$249/550
MDBS
$795/540
Amethyst
$299/575
DRS or ORS or RTL
5269 /510
WHITESMITHS
MDBS PKG
$1295/360
C" Compiler
$600 /530
MICROPRO
Pascal (incl "C ")
$850/$45
WordStar
$319/560
Customization Notes $ 89 /5na
"DATA BASE"
Mail -Merge
$109/$25
FMS -80
$649/545
WordStar/Mail-Merge $419/585
5629/550
dBASE II
DataStar
$249/560
$599/530
Condor
WordMaster
$119/540
Condor II
$899/550
SuperSort
$199/540
Access /80
$749/550
I I

I

I

"PASCAL"
Pascal /MT+
Pascal /Z
Pascal /UCSD 4.0
Pascal /M

5429/530
$349/530
5429/550
$189/520
"WORD PROCESSING"
WordSearch
5179/550
SpellGuard
$229/525
VTS /80
$259/565
Magic Wand
$289/$45
Spell Binder
5349/545
"OTHER GOODIES"
The Last One
$549/595
SuperCalc
5269/550
$189/530
Target
$149/515
BSTAM
$149/$15
BSTMS
S 89/$50
Tiny "C"
$229/$50
Tiny "C" Compiler
S 98/520
CBASIC-2
5129/525
Nevada Cobol
$224/525
MicroStat
$105/515
Vedit
5449/350
MiniModel
StatPak
$449/540
Micro B+
$229/520
Raid
5224/535
String /80
5 84/520
String /80 (source)
5279 /Sna

APPLE II
INFO UNLIMITED
EasyWriter
Datadex
Other
MICROSOFT
Softcard (Z -80 CP /M)
Fortran
Cobol
MICROPRO
Wordstar
MailMerge
Wordstar /MailMerge

$224
$349
less 15%

$259
S

179

$499

$269
S 99
$349
$159
SuperSortl...,
PERSONAL SOFTWARE
S 159
Visicalc 3.3
CCA Data Mgr

S

Desktop /Plan II
Visiterm
Visidex
Visiplot
Visitrend /Visiplot

$

5229

Zork
PEACHTREE*
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable

S

$224/540
$224/540
5224/540

Inventory
"OTHER GOODIES"
II

dBASE
VU 43 (use wNisicalc)

accting)
Charles Mann
STC

34

S224/540
$224/540

Payroll

Super-Text II
Data Factory
DB Master
OEM (complete

84
159

$129
5159
5149

5329/550
S

Microprocessors: Hardware,
Software, and Applications,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester MA. Among
the courses to be offered are
hardware and software basics, selection and evaluation
of microprocessors, memory
and input /output systems,
multiprocessor systems, realtime-system design, and debugging and circuit testing.
For more information, contact Ginny Bazarian, c/o
Continuing Education, Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
Worcester MA 01609, (617)
753 -1411, ext 517.
September 24-27

The Second Annual Mid -At-

lantic Computer Show,
Washington Armory, Washington DC. For details, see
September 10 -13.
September 30-October 2

Data and Telecommunications Expo '81, Rhein -MainHalle, Wiesbaden, West Germany. This exhibition and
conference will cover data
communications, distributed
data processing, and telecommunications networks. Future telecommunications de-

velopments, international
network management, and
graphics will also be discussed. Contact Cahners Ex-

position

Group,

222

W

Adams St, Chicago IL 60606,
(312) 263 -4866. In Europe,
contact Kiver Communications S A, U K Branch Of-

fice, Millbank House,
171/185 Ewell Rd, Surbiton,
Surrey, KT6 6AX, England.

79

5127
129
$ 184
S

October 1981

..5399
less 15%
less 15%

October- November

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA MASTERCHARGE
1- 800-854 -2003 ext. 823 Calif. 1-800 -522-1500 ext. 823
Overseas -add $10 plus additional postage
Add $2.50 postage and handling per each item
California
residents add 6% sales tax Allow 2 weeks on checks, C.O.D. ok Prices subject to change without notice.
All items subject to availability ID- Mtgs. Trademark.

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave. Suite 309 Los Angeles, Ca. 90028 (213) 666 -7677
Intl TELEX 499 -0032 BVHL Attn: DiscSoft

USA TELEX 194-634 BVHL Attn: DiscSoft
TWX 910- 321 -3597 BVHL Attn: DiscSoft
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Circle 120 on Inquiry card.

Workshops from Virginia
Polytech, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg VA.
Workshops on microcomputer- design interfacing and programming, digital electronics

Circle 373 on inquiry card.

Circle 244 on Inquiry card.

THE BIGGEST NAME IN LITTLE COMPUTERS"

TRS -80 Model II -Your Best Buy

BUY COMPUTERS
BY MAIL ORDER
AND SAVE 16%

-

In a

o

Business Microcomputer

UP
TO

o

o

APPLE HARDWARE

15%

o

OFF!

o

on

computers,
software and peripherals
TRS -80

48K (SPECIAL)
Disk with Controller

o

o
o
o

TI Basic Serial

IDS

o

1,495.00

$

S
S
S

Superbrain Double Density 64K

O

$2,650.00
$2,977.00

!o
Io

to
t

:0
t

0
0

MX80

$3,350.00

Horizom2 64 OD

CALL

719.00
$1,395.00

560

CALL
CROMEMCO COMPUTERS
INTERSYSTEM COMPUTERS CALL

'

0

VERBATIM & MEMOREX
51:"

S

27 50

0
MONITORS
Leaden

12" B &W

12"

t

O. Box 1060
Van Horn, Texas 79855

S

NORTHSTAR

PRINTERS

S

-- P

Form F48 Provided
Standard Warranty on Merchandise

S

Quad Density 64K

CALL COLLECT:

DEALER G055

775.00

S

Centronics 737 Parallel

Van Horn Office Supply

Soroc 10120

789.00
729.00
989.00
759.00
729.00
589.00

SOFTWARE

ATARI80016K

Epson

91 5- 283 -2920

S

215.00

S

I

o

TERMINALS
Zenith Z19
Televideo 950
Televideo 920C
Televideo 912C
ADDS Viewpoint

Disk
Pascal
Graphics Tablet
Versawriter Digitizer System

Similar values on all merchandise

701 W. Broadway

$1,125.00
S
540.00
440.00
S
445.00
S
S
655.00

l

S

GP

S

0

138.00
152.00

o

o

o

Send certified check (regular checks require 2 weeks to clear) or
charge to VISA or Master Charge Customer pays shipping.

I

MIRO COMPUTERS, INC.

VISA

THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND'

0
o

o

27 Long
'

Meadow Place South Setauket,

O

L.I., N.Y. 11720; O

(5 16)` 423.7955 CALL MON.SAT., 10AM-6PM

I

THE SYSTEM INTEGRATERS-Are you tired of installing systems that cannot expand to meet your needs?
Are you tired of the problems of interfacing multi- vendor systems?
Are you tired of receiving new systems that don't work and waiting
days or weeks for replacements?
Are you tired of making a computer investment and not receiving the

professional help and support you deserve?

have answered yes to any one of the above
questions, you need a change!

-

Our turnkey systems have
been performing daily for over a year in high
volume point -of -sale operations throughout the

If you

PROVEN RELIABILITY

We have combined the most flexible

SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

microcomputer on the market (Ithaca
'sgeaono) with reliable, large capacity floppy
Uoogeo
and hard disk storage systems from Qume,
Memorex, Shugart and Priam, along with the
most dependable CRTs and printers available
today. Using the industry standard CP /M*
Operating System, our turnkey systems are
delivered to you fully assembled, tested and
burned in.

country.

-A

wide variety of
application software packages are ready for
CP/M systems. Our library contains many of
these systems, and it is expanding daily.
P.O.S. Terminals, hardware and
CUSTOM DESIGN
software interfaces between Ithaca Intersystems
and other specialized I/O devices.
Floppy -based systems start
COMPETITIVE PRICES
at $7,950, 10MB hard -disk systems with floppy
back -up start at $10,650. These are true turnkey
system prices that include CRT, printer, and
double- sided /density floppies, tested and burned in.

-

-

TALK TO THE PEOPLE WHO SELL CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

* Specialized Business Systems
5306 S. Bannock, Littleton, CO 80120

(303) 797 -8709

' "Trademark of Ithaca

CP/M is

Intersystems, Inc.

a Registered Trademark of Digital

Research.

Circle 335 on inquiry card.
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IF YOU WANT LOWER PRICES
AND QUICKER SERVICE
t... YOU WANT MICROMAIL.
910

TELEVIDEO

..gip

$599.00

1101i

$699.00
$749.00
$995.00

912
920
950

for automation and instrumentation, and sessions using
the TRS-80 are part of the
curriculum. All workshops
are hands -on with participants designing and testing
concepts on the actual hardware. Contact Dr Lindy
Leffel, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Blacksburg VA 24061,
(703) 961 -5241.

,o111111011111.

'Ate:

Model 912 C shown
October 7 -9

630

DIABLO

$1959.00
1640
1640
1650
1650

$2269.00
$2499.00
$2599.00
$2599.00

RO
KSR
RO
KSR

DP 8000

ANADEX

$775.00

Model 630 shown

LA34 DA

DEC

$969.00

Institute on Microcomputers
for Instruction and Research
in Higher Education, Jane S
McKimmon Center, North
Carolina State University,
Raleigh NC. The institute is
designed to help high -level
educators learn about the
microcomputer and the role it
can play in higher education.
Contact Joyce Currie, c/o
North Carolina Educational
Computing Service, POB
12035, Research Triangle
Park NC 27709, (919)
549 -0671.

.
October 7-21

.

The 1981 Far East Computer
Tour, Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan, and Hong Kong.
This tour group will visit
Shown with optional forms tractor and keypad.

ANADEX
DP 9500
DP 9501
DP 9000
DP 9001

SOROC

IA120
IA. 140

IG.135
C. ITOH
CIT 101

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

$1299.00
$1299.00
$1199.00
$1199.00

810/2
810/2 PKG (oil, vrc. cP)
TELETYPE
43 PF(TTL)

$1549.00
$1679.00
$975.00

DEC
$689.00 VT 100
$1099.00 DEC LA 34AÁ
$849.00 NEC
5510
$1625.00 5530

$1650.00
$1050.00
$2395.00
$2395.00

check to MICROMAIL. P.O. Box 3297, Santa Ana. CA 92703. Personal or company checks
require two weeks to clear. Visa /MasterCard accepted. C O.D. requires a 15% deposit Handling: Add 3% to
orders less than S750. 2% to orders 5751 $2.000. 1% to orders over $2.000. NOTE Handling charges are
waived on orders prepaid in advance by check Shipping: We ship FREIGHT COLLECT via UPS or Motor
Freight Air and Express delivery is available
Prices subject to change without notice

To Orden Send

I lAiCh
376
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P.O. Box 3297
Santa Ana, CA

I

Si,

TWX:

10551146

B3

Circle 234 on inquiry card.

various computer -related
conferences and exhibitions
throughout the Far East.
Transportation for this three week tour, plus shows,
meals, and other items are included in trip packages,
ranging in price from $2290
to $3095. For more information, contact Terry Butler,
Commerce Tours International Inc, 870 Market St,
Suite 742 -744, San Francisco
CA 94102, (415) 433-3072.
October 9-I1

Rhode Island Computer and
Video Electronics Show, Providence Civic Center, Providence RI. This is the first major computer exhibition and
show to be held in Rhode Island. Exhibitors and sales
teams will present the latest

Circle 187 on inquiry card.

EIII

Z -80 and 8086 FORTH
Z80' FORTH -a complete program development system. Uses
standard CP /M' compatible random access disk files for screen

TOLL -FREE

SUBSCRIPTION LINE

1800.2585485
New Hampshire Residents Dial 924 -9281

The Quickest Way To

Order

Subscription
Renew a Subscription
Change or Correct an Address
Give a Friend a Gift Subscription
Inquire about a Subscription
a

We are wafting to help you. Call

us

between:

8:30 -4:00 Mon. -Thurs.
8:30-12:30 Fridays
(Eastern Time)

BYTE the

small systems journal

storage. Package includes: interpreter /compiler with virtual memory management, line editor, screen editor, Z-80 Assembler, decompiler, utilities, demonstration programs, and 80 page user
manual. System requirements: Z -80 microcomputer, 48 kbytes
RAM, CP /M 2.2 or MP /M' 1.1.

$50.00

Z80 FORTH WITH NAUTILUS SYSTEMS CROSS -COMPILER.
Extend /modify the FORTH runtime system, recompile on a host
computer for a different target computer, generate headerless
code, generate ROMable code with initialized variables. Supports
forward referencing to any word or label. Produces load map and
list of unresolved symbols. 107 page manual. System requirements as for Z -80 FORTH above.
$200.00
8086 FORTH with line editor, screen editor, assembler, and
utilities. Uses standard CP /M compatible random access files for
screen storage. Requires 8086 or 8088 microcomputer, 64 kbytes
RAM, and CP /M -86 operating system.
$100.00

MACHINE TEST PROGRAM PACKAGE for Z -80 systems. Includes
memory, floppy disk, printer, and terminal tests with all source
code. Requires CP /M 2.2.
$50.00
All software distributed on eight -inch soft sectored single density
diskettes. Prices include shipping by first class or UPS within USA
or Canada. COD charges extra. Purchase orders accepted at our
discretion. (CP /M and MP /M are registered trademarks of Digital
Research, Inc. Z -80 Is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc.)

Laboratory Microsystems
4147 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 390 -9292

A REFURBISHED DAISY WHEEL TERMINAL
FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS AND SMALL BUSINESSES.

Now you can have letter- quality printing

and professional features for just $1,495*
AJ daisy wheel printer terminals are renowned for
exceptional performance, high reliability, and applications
versatility. Now you can have all this for only $1,495' in our
special limited offer.
30 cps letter-quality printing
Changeable type faces
Full ASCII keyboard with
numeric pad
High resolution X-Y plotting
Complete electronic forms
control
128- character buffer
Asynchronous RS -232 interface
Printwheel, ribbon cartridge,
and cable included
30 -day parts /labor warranty

And you can choose from a list of options including
forms tractor, pin -feed platen, paper trays, side shelves,
extra printwheels, APL keyboard and 2K buffer.
Call your nearest AJ regional
office for details: San Jose, CA
(408) 946 -2900; Rosemont, IL
(312) 671 -7155; Hackensack,
NJ (201) 488 -2525. Or check
the phone book for the number
of your local AJ sales /service
office.
"Price excludes options and is subject to
change without notice. Model shown includes
certain options. Offer available only in the
contiguous U.S.

ANDERSON
JACOBSON
Circle 23 on inquiry card.
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in computers and video prod-

ucts for business, industry,

government, education, and
home use. Contact New Leaf
Productions, Suite 335, 77
Ives St, Providence RI 02906,
(617) 679 -0089.
October I2-15

Information Management Exposition and Conference:
INFO 81, Coliseum, New
York NY. Discussions on prepackaged, customized prepackaged, and custom -designed software will complement hardware and software
exhibits. For more information, contact Clapp & Poliak
Inc, 245 Park Ave, New York

/

NY 10167, (212) 661 -8410.

DIAGNOSTICS II
Diagnostics

II

is SuperSoft's expanded Diagnostic package.

Diagnostic II builds upon the highly acclaimed Diagnostics
each of the five areas of your system:
Memory
Terminal
Printer
CPU

I.

It

will test
Disk

Every test is expanded.
"submit" file is included

Every test is "submit" -able. A

in the package which
'chains" together the programs in Diagnostics ll, achieving an effective
acceptance test. All output can be directed to a log file for unattended operation,
for example over night testing. Terminal test is now generalized for most crt
terminals. A quick -test has been added for quick verification of the working

of the system.

October

13 -15

Understanding and Using
Computer Graphics, New
York NY. Headed by Carl
Machover, this two -day seminar examines the state of the
art in graphic systems. The
focus will be on hardware,
software, and applications.
Contact Bob Sanzo, c/o Frost
& Sullivan Inc, 106 Fulton St,
New York NY 10038, (212)
233-1080.

The memory test is the best one we have encountered. It has new features,

including:
default to the size of the CP /M Transient Program Area (TPA)
printout of a graphic memory map
burn in test
bank selection option
memory speed test
Diagnostics -II still includes the only CPU test for 8080/8085/Z80.

Spinwriter /Diablo /Qume test has been added, which tests for the positioning
and control features of the Spinwriter /Diablo /Qume as well as its ASCII
printing features. (Serial Interface only)
A

And, as with all SuperSoft products, a complete online HELP
system and user manual is included.
Price:

(manual only): $15.00

$100.00

Requires: 32K CP /M
CP/M Formats: 8" soft sectored, 5" Northstar, 5" Micropolis
Mod II, Vector MZ, Superbrain DD /QD

All Orders and General Information:
SUPERSOFT ASSOCIATES
mastui.

n,

shown. Contact National
Computer Shows, 824 Boylston St, Chestnut Hill MA
02167, (617) 739 -2000.

The Fourteenth Brazilian
Computer Conference and
Exhibit, Anhembi Convention and Exhibit Halls, Sao
Paulo, Brazil. This conference will feature technical
talks, conference tutorials,

CP/M REGISTERED TRADEMARK DIGTAI. RESEARCH

First in Software Technology
Publications Inc

Hynes Auditorium, Boston
MA. This show will feature
hardware, software, and supplies for business, education,
government, home, and office use. Office systems and
equipment will also be

October 16-2.3

SuperSoft
BYTE

Equipment Exposition,

CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820

Technical Hot Line: (217) 359-2691
(answered only when technician is available)

September 1981

15 -18

The Third Annual Northeast
Computer Show and Office

P.O. BOX 1628

(217) 359.2112

378
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Back Issues for sale

SURPLUS
BUYS of the YEAR!!
the Most Sought Atto,. Most Desooabte

DIABLO 10 MEG DISK DRIVES
Mb Fixed. 5 MD Removable
115 VAC 60 Hz
MODEL
Takes 5440 Disk
448
Industry Std. Drive
Daisy Chain up lo 4
I/O Data Included SPEFEpn!
OF

Built-in Power Supplies

5

REFURBISHED 8
OPERATIONAL

._.....-.-

s.-.J,....-..-ti-^ --

_e_...

r...`.

Includes 2 FREE
DISK CARTRIDGES

en

10 Mb.

Earlier design, same I /O. Used whole. untested

$1200..

includes schematics and data

100 TPI. good cond., used whole. untested.

$795....

With data and schematics

MODEL 429 POWER SUPPLY :24VDC

@ 6 amps, 5V @ 6 amps. Required for

75.00..

both the 44A and 43 drives (above)

MORE BARGAINS

1976: July
1977: April thru December except October
1978: February thru December except November
1979: January thru December except March
1980: January, March thru August, and December
1981: February to current issue except March
Cover price for each issue through August 1977 is $1.75
Domestic; $2.75 Canada and Mexico; $3.75 Foreign.
September 1977 through October 1979 issues are $2.50
Domestic; $3.50 Canada and Mexico; $4.50 Foreign.
November 1979 to current is $3.00 Domestic; $4.00 Canada
and Mexico; $5.00 Foreign.

SELECTRIC -II Typewriter /Printer
With stepper REDUCED"
driven platen 8
carrier. Exiting possibilities. Removed
from swo
salad word
processors.
Solenoids (standard
selectric corresp. code)
sell contained. Mostly
whole, "as -is ". with schematics

el

RO'SELECTRIC -II PRINTER
Receive -only' (no keyboard). Features x8V steppers plus all solenoids 6 standard IBM Selectric -I1
printer mechanism. Takes Tech -III
ribbon cartridges. Less case and

platen. mostly whole. "as -is ".
Schematics included.

77

Only $12900...
Due Drives Add $30 rot Hdlg a Pag
Pay S,pp.ng on Delivery
Solenne Printers Add 520 Hdlg It Pug
Pay

Only. '349oo...

and data

Send requests with payment to:

Sr,nnnq on

14.

J

COMPUTERS,

BYTE Magazine

i

neeve,

tal ly

- NEW NUMBER -

ERIPHERALS, 61178372 TREET

70 Main St, Peterborough NH 03458

Attn: Back Issues
sy

200 Tracks / Inch
256 Bytes
per Sector
24 Sectors / Track
19.583 Sectors /
Platter

$199500

MODEL 43 5 MEG DISK DRIVE

The following Issues are available:

rnde...m,osonda..ri

Oily

MODEL 44A DISK DRIVE
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Does Your Printer Have a One Track Mind?

Then You Need The
The Paper Tractor`' turns your tractor feed
printer into a friction feed printing system.
Inexpensively.
With The Paper Tractor you can abandon
dull continuous form stock and move into new
realms of high quality personalized writing
paper. Without costly hardware modifications.
This revolutionary product acts as a carrier,
protecting and guiding any standard letter or

Paper Tractor
legal size paper through the printing area. Any
paper. Bond, parchment, onionskin, vellum,
NCR, manuscript paper (sheet music). Even
your company or personal letterhead.
The Paper Tractor is a unique solution to the
restrictive nature of the tractor feed printer.

*Compatible with Matrix, Impact, Daisywheel and Ink
Ejection printheads.

*Fits front, back and dual tractor paper feeds.
*Designed with self -aligning feed system.
*Positions letter or legal size paper automatically with an
edge -protecting guide.
*Designed for use with forward /reverse plotting printers.
*Proven with all major manufacturer's printers, including

Epson, Tiger, TI, GP -80M, DEC -Writer, Commodore,
Centronics, Radio Shack V VI VII, Beehive, Vista, Graf ixPlus, Axiom, Coment, HI -Q, DIP, C -ITOH, Cromemco,
Okidata and many more.
Retails for only $19.50

Contact your local computer dealer. If he
doesn't carry the Paper Tractor, call or write us.
Circle 284 on Inquiry card.

Paper Tractor,

Ltd.'

Information Ilne:

Box 4218
Santa Barbara, CA 93103

800-235 -6967

P. O.

In Calif (805) 966 -5448

Model

Name
Street

City

State

* DISTRIBUTORS

Zip

WELCOME *

Circle 85 on Inquiry card.

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT D
USERS AND PURCHASERS

P

represent many fine micro products and manufacturers
on the U.S. Government's GSA Schedule, including

We

Apple, Cromemco, Micropolis

and Seequa Computers
Purchasing from the Schedule will save you the time
consumed by the bid process. Products shipped throughout
the United States and world -wide. Visit or write any of our
stores for more information or to receive our catalogue of
products represented.

the dependable store
-

(301) 268 -6505
257 West Street, Annapolis, MD 21401
13A Allegheny Avenue, Towson, MD 21204 (301) 296 -0520
9330 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20910 (301) 588 -3748
6671 Backlick Road, Springfield, VA 22150 (703) 644 -5500
Plaza 38, 2442 Route 38, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 (609) 779 -0023

-

Callers outside metropolitan areas served by our stores
Please call (301) 268 -5801
Career Opportunities Available *An Equal Opportunity

"Forget Memory Loss Problems"

roundtable discussions, and
special events. Computer aided design and manufacture in developing countries
will also be discussed. Contact Sucesu Sao Paulo, Rua
Tabapua, 627 -1.° andar,
04533, Sa6 Paulo, S P, Brazil.
October 18 -20

The Annual Conference of
the New York State Association for Educational Data
Systems (NYSAEDS), Syracuse NY. NYAEDS is made
up of people with an interest
in computers and education.
Workshops on the educational uses of microcomputer
software will be held. Contact Don Ross, Ardsley High
School, Ardsley NY 10502.
October

19-23

Systems '81, Munich, West
Germany. Computer systems
and their applications will be
featured. Additional information is available from Kaltman Associates, 30 Journal
Sq, Jersey City NJ 07306,
(201) 653 -3304.
October 20-22

RAMLOK

FEATURES:

.1-10% LINE VOLTAGE LIMITS
MAX. ONE CYCLE RESPONSE

TIME
*

BROWNOUT/SURGE PROTECTION
BUILT IN BATTERY CHARGER
NOISE INTERFERENCE

PROTECTION

The Annual Government Industry Data Exchange Program (GIDEP) Workshop,
Rickey's Hyatt House, Palo
Alto CA. The GIDEP annual
workshop is open to anyone
interested in the exchange of
technical information relating
to engineering, failure ex-

GET STANDBY POWER
WITH

RAMLOK

perience, reliability, and
maintainability. Contact the
Officer -in- Charge, GIDEP
Operations Center, Corona

II

IINIT PRICE. 5495.00
Dealer

inquiries invited

CA 91720.
October 20-22

LADCO DEVELOPMENT CO., INC.

LADCO

P. O. BOX 464, OLEAN, N. Y. 14760
716-372 -0168

Computerized Office Equipment Expo, Southwest, Astrohall, Houston TX. Approximately 100 exhibitors
will present office equipment
and supplies, including wordprocessing systems, at this
show. Contact Cahners Exposition Group, 222 W
Adams St, Chicago IL 60606,
(312) 263 -4866.
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Circle 188 on inquiry card.

Event Queue
October 21 -24

Middlesex,

COMPUTA 81, World Trade
Center, Singapore. This international show attracts professionals and buyers from
Hong Kong, India, and Sri
Lanka. Additional information can be obtained from
Kallman Associates, 30 Journal Sq, Jersey City NJ 07306,

England.

(201) 653 -3304.

October 31-November

October 24-25

The Second Annual New
Jersey Microcomputer Show
and Fleamarket, Holiday Inn
(north) Convention Center,
Newark International Airport, Newark NJ. This show
will feature 75 commercial
exhibitors and more than 100
vendors. User -group meetings will be held. Registration
is $5 for both days. Contact
Kengore Corporation, 3001
Rt 27, Franklin Park NJ
08823, (201) 297 -2526.

HA6

October 29-November

1TS,

1

Southeast Computer Show
and Office Equipment Exposition, Atlanta Civic Center,
Atlanta GA. For details, see
October 15 -18.

DC. The theme for this meeting is 'The Information Community: An Alliance for Progress." Among the topics to
be addressed are information
and creativity, information
and society, and overcoming
the barriers between information sciences. Contact ASIS,
1010 Sixteenth St, NW,
Washington DC 20036, (202)

tured along with technical
sessions and presentations of
papers. Fees are $115 for Society members and $165 for
nonmembers. Contact SCM,

Rockville

Pike,

Bethesda MD 20014, (301)
530 -7120.

659 -3644.

October 27 -29

Computer Graphics 81, Regent Centre Hotel, London,
England. Some of the topics
to be covered are graphics
systems: hardware and software; animation; image processing; simulation; and business and home graphics. An
equipment exhibition will
also be presented. For more
information, contact Online
Conferences Ltd, Argyle
House, Northwood Hills,

by
ctbroc
J .bt
Q

the
American Society for Cybernetics, Washington Hilton
Hotel, Washington DC. The
theme for this meeting is 'The
New Cybernetics." A goal of
the meeting will be to redefine the field of cybernetics
and to provide a focus for the
research efforts of the Society. Among the topics to be
discussed are robotics, pro-

solving,

pattern

recognition, remote sensing,
and communication networks. Contact Dr Laurence
D Richards, Department of
Administrative Science, Colby College, Waterville ME
04901,
587.

(207) 873-1131,
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DPMA San Francisco '81,
San Francisco Civic Center
and Brooks Hall, San Francisco CA. This is DPMA's
(Data Processing Management Association's) thirtieth
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cal Systems and the Society
for Computer Medicine are
sponsoring this conference.
Basic and advanced tutorials
on the fundamentals of medical computing will be fea-

October 31- November
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Computers in Ambulatory
Medicine, Washington Sheraton, Washington DC. The
Society for Advanced Medi-
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October 25 -30

The Forty- Fourth Annual
Meeting of the American Association of Information Societies (ASIS), Washington
Hilton Hotel, Washington
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CPM is a Registered Trademark of Digital Research
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Event Cuomo
Professor Monroe Newborn,
School of Computer Science,
McGill University, 805 Sherbrooke St West, Montreal,
Quebec H3A 2K6, Canada.

annual conference and business exposition. Contact the

conference coordinator,
DPMA, 505 Busse Hwy, Park

(312)

60068,

Ridge

IL
825 -8124.

November 9-10
November

Software Fair, Stouffers' Riverfront Towers, St Louis
MO. This show is made up of
software exhibitions from
companies whose packages
are in current use by members of the Southern and National Industrial Distributors

5

Invitational Computer Conference, Amsterdam, Netherlands. The Invitational Computer Conference is a one day computer show designed
for quantity buyers. Exhibits
and seminars are featured.
For details, contact B J
Johnson & Associates Inc,

Association. Distributors

2503 Eastbluff Dr, Suite 203,
Newport Beach CA 92660,
(714) 644 -6037.
November 8 -I0

The Twelfth ACM North
American Computer Chess
Championship, Bonaventure
Hotel, Los Angeles CA. A
four -round, Swiss -style tournament is planned for this
year's championship competition. In addition, a round robin blitz tournament will
be held. Games in this event
proceed at a rate of 5 seconds
per move. Belle, the current

world champion,

Chaos,
Duchess, Nuchess, and L'Excentrique are among the programs being entered. For
more information, contact

November 10-12

Midcon /81 Show and Convention, O'Hare Exposition
Center and Hyatt Regency
O'Hare, Chicago IL. Talks on

13 -15.
November 19 -20

Western Educational Computer Conference, San Francisco CA. Many of the computer- related talks at this
conference will cover areas of
interest to college instructors
and administrators. For details, contact Ron P Langley,
Data Processing Services,
California State UniversityLong Beach, 1250 Bellflower
Blvd, Long Beach CA 90840.

microcomputers, energy,
memory, communications,
and consumer electronics will
highlight this show. Contact
Electronic Conventions Inc,
999 N Sepulveda Blvd, El
Segundo CA 90245, (800)
421 -6816; in California (213)

November 9-I1

November 16-19

ACM '81, Bonaventure Hotel, Los Angeles CA. This
meeting will feature panel
discussions on computers,
software products in the
1980s, tutorials on computer aided design, and a survey on
the impact of robots on employment. Ray Bradbury and
Dr Simon Ramo will speak.
Computer exhibits and the
North American Computer
Chess Tournament will also
be held. Contact ACM '81,
POB 24059, Village Station,

The Canadian Computer
Show and Conference, International Centre of Commerce, Mississauga, Ontario
Canada. For details, contact
Reg Leckie, Industrial Trade
Shows of Canada, 36 But terick Rd, Toronto, Ontario,
M8W 3Z8, Canada, (416)

COMPILER FOR HARDWARE

November 12

Invitational Computer Conference, Paris, France. For details, see November 5.

Inputs are easily derived directly from the schematic
diagram and fed to WIREMASTER in a CP
text file.
Outputs include a network map that graphically shows
all pins and wires. a wire list sorted by lengths and
levels, a parts list. wrap count and continuity checklists.
plus signal and pin cross-references.

/M

November 29- December

tions Conference, New Orleans LA. This event is sponsored by the IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers) and the New Orleans
chapter of the Communications Society Conference
Board. Some of the papers to
be presented will discuss
communications electronics,
including software, terminals, theory, and data and
computer communications.
Contact G Allan Ledbetter,
South Central Bell, 365 Canal
St, Rm 1360, New Orleans
LA 70140,(504)528- 7350.

November 17

Invitational Computer
Conference, Milan, Italy. For
details, see November 5.

D san
AVON

óó1
n

P.O. BOX 232, Seymour, CT 06483

POCKET COMPUTER

Complete Package

-

$125: Manual only

-

AFTERTHOUGHT ENGINEERING
7266 Courtney Drive
San Diego. California

Ir..

$10

Opr.11ne

Dpgal Rry,ar,n

Ilnoq

I

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo. CA
93401. (In Cal. call
(805) 543-1037.)

92111

rcn.I

11
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on Inquiry card.
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Appll..11.n Forums

YESI Sign me up as a charter

subscriber. Enclosed is my
$20.00 for 10 issues. ($24
to Canada. $30 elsewhere.)
Not sure. Enclosed is $2 for
a sample issue.
Name
Addr
City /St

Iarmy Cern 4AC(rosorl

Circle

Ti,...

T.l..l.l.

Customizing Your Unit
Short C.I.

- und-

(714)279 -2868
.I...

USERS!

snd Product R.Iw.
Mr Prqro.lnlne
TIp.

The resulting information is then used for PC board
layouts. error -checking. wiring. component-stuffing.
and system- debugging. This forms a complete and
easily updated documentation package Although it runs
on small computers. WIREMASTER can harde large projects

WIREMASTER runs on any Z80t CP /M system of 47K
or larger. including TRS -Boy Model II and Apple via SaftCard §.

NEW

POCKET COMPUTER NEWSLETTER

FOR

Solve your disc pnob4ems, buv 100% surface
tested f)ysan diskettes. All orders shipped
from stock, , lthht 24 tours. Call toll FREE
(800) 235 -4137 kor prices and information_
Visa and Nester Card accepted All orders
sent postage paid

1

National Telecommunica-

252 -7791.

error -checking. and trouble shooting

.

Understanding and Using
Computer Graphics, Atlanta
GA. For details, see October

772 -2965.

WIREMASTER Is a software tool to aid in the design.
layout. and construction of electronic hardware. It is
intended primarily for wire wrap. though it is also highly
useful in the layout
of PC boards.

November 17 -19

who are not members of
these organizations can also
exhibit their wares. Contact
Don White or Tony Carroll,
1900 Arch St, Philadelphia
PA 19103, (215) 564 -3484.

WIREMASTER
A

Los Angeles CA 90024, (213)
536 -9735.

Circle 277 on Inquiry card.

Circle 286 on Inquiry card.

Zip

Software Received
This is a list of software packages that have been received by
BYTE Publications during the past month. The list is correct to the
best of our knowledge, but it is not meant to be a full description
of the product or the forms in which the product is available. In
particular, some packages may be sold for several machines or in
both cassette and floppy -disk format; the product listed here is

the version received by BYTE Publications.
This is an all- inclusive list that makes no comment on the quality
or usefulness of the software listed. We regret that we cannot
review every software package we receive. Instead, this list is
meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these packages and
the companies that sent them. All software received is considered
to be on loan to BYTE and is returned to the manufacturer after a
set period of time. Companies sending software packages should
be sure to include the list price of the packages and (where appropriate) the alternate forms in which they are available.

Apple
Desktop Plan II, for development and analysis of business plans for the Apple H.
Floppy disk, $199.95. Personal Software, 1330 Bordeaux
Dr, Sunnyvale CA 94086.
NORAD, a graphics arcade game for the Apple II
and III. Floppy disk, $27.50.
Western MicroData Enterprises Ltd, POB G 33, Postal
Station G, Calgary, Alberta,
T3A 2G1, Canada.
Robotwar, a graphics game
using programmable robots
for the Apple II. Floppy disk,
$39.95. Muse, 330 N Charles
St, Baltimore MD 21201.
Time Manager, a personal information and organization
system for the Apple II. Floppy disk, $149.95. Image Computer Products Inc, 615
Academy Dr, Northbrook IL

disk, $259.95. Personal Software, (see above address).

TRS-80
Armadillo Bug, utility program to manipulate machinelanguage routines for the
TRS -80 Color Computer.
Cassette, $12.95. Armadillo
Software, POB 7661, Austin
TX 78712.

Attack Force, a graphics
arcade game for the TRS -80.
Floppy disk, $19.95. Big Five
Software, POB 9078, Van
Nuys CA 91409.
Cosmic Fighter, a graphics
arcade game for the TRS -80.
Floppy disk, $19.95. Big Five
Software, (see above address).
Faster, a utility program
for TRS -80 Model I and II
that speeds up the execution
time of BASIC programs.
Cassette, $29.95. ProSoft,
POB 839, Hollywood CA

60062.

91603.

VisiCalc, the electronic
spreadsheet for the Apple II.
Floppy disk, $199.95. Personal Software, (see above address).
VisiDex, a data -base management system for the Apple
II. Floppy disk, $199.95. Personal Software, (see above
address).
VisiPlot, a graph-plotting
system for the Apple II. Floppy disk, $179.95. Personal
Software, (see above address).
VisiTrend and VisiPlot, a
utility program that analyzes
trends of graphs from VisiPlot for the Apple II. Floppy

Galaxy Invasion, a graphics
arcade game for the TRS -80.
Floppy disk, $19.95. Big Five
Software, (see above address).
Meteor Mission II, a
graphics arcade game for the
TRS -80. Floppy disk, $19.95.
Big Five Software, (see above
address).
Super Nova, a graphics arcade game for the TRS -80.
Floppy disk, $19.95. Big Five
Software, (see above address).
Tanjali, mind game comparing shapes and colors for
the TRS-80 16 K Color Com-

puter. Cassette, $29.95.
Strawberry

Software Inc,

POB 743, Vashon Island WA
98070.

CP /M
Analiza, a computerized
psychiatrist for the Commodore CP /M computer system. Eight -inch floppy disk,
$35. SuperSoft Associates,
POB 1628, 40 Main St, Suite
401, Champaign IL 61820.
SELECT, a CP /M word processing system. Eight -inch
floppy disk, $595. Select Information Systems, 919 Sir
Francis Drake Blvd, Kentfield
CA 94904.

computer.

Floppy disk,

$19.95. Azimuth Associates,
POB 1636, Arlington VA
22210.
Shuttle Ascent Simulation,
a graphics arcade game for
the Atari 800. Cassette,
$9.95. Starbound Software,
POB 214, Cocoa Beach FL
32931.

BYTE's Bugs
PR

Problems

The letter entitled "Plot:

North by Northwest," by
William McWorter (May

Other Computers
Intruders and Airwar,

1981 BYTE, page 14), was
found to have a bug in line 10
of the program. The first "p"
in line 10 should have been an
"r." The line should read:

graphics games for the Interact computer. Cassette,
$10. Ernie Piette, 110 Hill crest Rd, Pineville LA 71360.
Schedule, a utility program
to help organize daily activities for the North Star

10 AS

_ "rgvwrsvupgpwtstu"

Many thanks to all who wrote
in with the correction.

This is all it takes to say this or 143 other expressions with MICRO MOUTH. No software drivers or subroutines to load. MICRO MOUTH', the latest Circuit Celler product can be used as an
emergency annunicator, as an aid for the handicapped, for process
control and to add dimensions to computer games.
Sample phrases that can be programmed are:
(BEEP)"
THE TIME IS 4 HOURS 23 MINUTES
"THE SPEED IS 100 METERS A SECOND ...SLOW DOWN"
Thousands of expressions can be added by changing the ROM chips
MICROMOUTH is plug compatible with APPLE II and TRS- 80'

...

Directions included for S100. H8 and parallel port operation.
As featured in BYTE, June, 1981

Complete Kit: APPLE II
TRS -80 Model

I

$120.00
$150.00

Assembled and tested:
APPLE II
TRS -80 Model

$150.00
I

w /power

supply and cable
TRS -80 Model

Ill

lam!
Call 1- 800 -645 -3479,
in N.Y. 1-516-374-6793

$170.00
$200.00

MICROMOUTH Is a trademark cf Mrcrommt Inc
OIGITALKER is a trademark of
National Semiconductor Corp.

MICROMINT INC.
917 Midway
Woodmere, N.Y. 11598
Dealer Inquiries Invited

Circle 348 on Inquiry card.
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Big Five Software
Gregg Williams, Senior Editor

It may seem to many readers that BYTE's Arcade
has concentrated on games for Apple and Atari computers. In a sense, this is natural; after all, both
machines have excellent graphics, color, and sound
capabilities- assets with which Radio Shack's TRS -80
Models I and III are less endowed. Given the coarse
graphics, lack of color, and limited sound capabilities
of the Radio Shack computers, what do they have in
their favor?
The answer is: the ingenuity of Bill Hogue and Jeff
Konyu.
Bill and Jeff comprise Big Five Software, a company
that has developed an unequaled line of arcade -like
software for the TRS -80. At the time of this writing,
they had five games. Their first, Super Nova (an adaptation inspired by the Atari game, Asteroids), was
reviewed in the May 1981 BYTE's Arcade (page 108).
The three games I will describe here are Attack Force
(similar to the arcade game Targ), Cosmic Fighter
(similar to Cosmic Patrol), and Galaxy Invasion
(similar to Galaxian). At present, they also have a
game called Meteor Mission II, which resembles the arcade game Lunar Rescue.

At a Glance
Name

Format

Attack Force, Cosmic
Fighter, Galaxy Invasion

Cassette or 5 -inch floppy
disk

Type

Language

Arcade -style games

Z80 machine code

Manufacturer

Computer

Big Five Software

a single ship in one of four directions around a "city"

(213) 782 -6861

seven blocks square. Eight Ramships roam the avenues
of the city with the sole intent of ramming and
destroying your ship. You can fire missiles at the attackers, and are allowed to lose three ships before the
game ends.
Several features make this a fascinating game. The
Flagship (on the right edge of the screen in photo 1) can
zap a Ramship and change it into a Flagship; or it can
simply step into the boundaries of the city and start
hunting your ship. A Flagship is especially dangerous
because it can fire even when you're not in its line of

(phone orders only)

Radio Shack TRS-80 Model
I or III with either 16 K
bytes (cassette version), or
32 K bytes and one disk
drive (disk version)

Price

Documentation

Model I/Model III cassette
version, $15.95; Model
I /Model III disk version,
$19.95

Color leaflet plus documentation in program

Attack Force
Attack Force

384

sight. Once you clear the screen of all eight enemy
ships, you get a stunning visual and aural display
(that's right, this game has sound effects), bonus
points, and a new set of enemy ships that are
somewhat faster and net you more points when
destroyed. Each score of 10,000 points gives you an
extra ship (as in the other games described in this article), and, like all popular arcade games, the game gets
harder and harder until you are inevitably overcome.
One feature that makes Attack Force particularly interesting is a practical joke that occurs at one point in

is my

favorite game. The player drives

September 1981 © BYTE Publications lnc

POB 9078 -185
Van Nuys CA 91409

Author
Bill Hogue

pears -you have to destroy this one quickly. If you survive four waves of aliens, you have the chance to fight off
the Flagship near your space station and then dock to get
extra fuel for the next round. This time, however, the
wave of enemy ships requires two hits per ship to
destroy. This continues until you either lose three ships
or run out of fuel.

Galaxy Invasion

Photo 1: Attack Force in progress.

the game. I won't tell you what or when, so that you can
be as surprised and delighted as I was.

Cosmic Fighter
Your ship appears at the bottom of the screen and you
try to destroy a wave of alien ships that slowly drift from
the top to the bottom of the screen in Cosmic Fighter.
The alien missiles can move either straight or diagonally
down the screen (see photo 2), and once you destroy the
first wave (or let them go off the bottom of the screen), a
new, more intelligent wave of aliens appears. Occasionally, a deadly Flagship that can fire from any angle ap-

t

1180

5228

Galaxy Invasion is a surprisingly faithful rendition of
the popular Galaxian arcade game (which is itself a variation of the original Space Invaders). In Galaxy Invasion,
you have a ship at the bottom of the screen that shoots up
at a formation of enemy ships (see photo 3). The enemy
ships don't move toward you, but instead send out attack
groups that "peel off" the main formation, gliding
diagonally down the screen and strafing the area they
cover with missiles. The ever -present Flagship is just as
dangerous in this game as it is in the others. A particularly nice feature is the different kinds of alien ships, all
of which flap graphic "wings," both in the main formation and during strafing runs. In fact, it's difficult to imagine how Bill Hogue (who programs all the games) obtains such smooth movement of so many objects on the
screen.
Galaxy Invasion lacks the color and the whining sound
of attacking enemy ships, but is nonetheless amazingly
close to the original arcade game that costs $.25 to play.

Common Features
All the games use the TRS-80's arrow keys for ship
movement and the space bar for missile firing. Unlike
6440
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Photo 3: Galaxy Invasion in progress.
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many microcomputer -based arcade games that exhibit a
delay between a keypress and the reaction to it, these
games always respond immediately to any keypress. All
the games reviewed here also generate sound effects
through the TRS -80 tape recorder and earphone (a standard method to get sound effects in a TRS -80). Although
the sound is rough and scratchy, it adds immensely to the
arcade quality of the games, the most frequent sound
effects occurring every time you fire a missile or an explosion occurs.
Each of the games starts with a fancy billboard outlined in flashing lights, which also contains the names of
the ten top scorers. (My only criticism is that for a home
environment, ten names seem too many; five would give
you more incentive to excel.) If you make one of the top
scores, you put your initials into the billboard display.
From the beginning display you can either get a screen
of instructions or start the game. All three games allow
one or two people to play at the same time. A game may
be aborted at any time.
Not only are these games fun to play -they are
reasonably priced. At the time of this writing, two versions of each game were available (all supplied on
cassette). One tape runs on both a TRS -80 Model I and a
Model III with 16 K bytes of memory and costs $15.95.

A disk version of each game is available for $19.95 (one
game per disk); the disk will run on any Model I or Model
III TRS -80 with 32 K bytes of memory and one disk

drive.
Big Five also sells a joystick adapter ($39.95) that
allows you to connect the rugged Atari joysticks to your
TRS -80. All Big Five Software programs will respond to a
joystick, and although I have not seen the adapter unit, I
am confident it is of high quality.

Conclusions

To

the best of my knowledge, Attack Force, Cosmic
Fighter, and Galaxy Invasion are the best arcade -style
games available for the TRS -80 Models I and III. In fact,
they represent some of the best examples of microcomputer game animation that I have ever seen. They are as
challenging as their arcade counterparts and, as much as
possible, overcome the limitations of the TRS -80

graphics.
Each game is based on an arcade -type game but adds its
own distinctive touches. All games use both sound and
extensive graphics.
The games are reasonably priced (especially in comparison to graphics games that range from $20 to $40
each) and are, in my opinion, a "best buy.

"

The Prisoner
Bob Liddil, POB 66, Peterborough NH 03458

You're on an island with your every need provided
for -everything, that is, except your freedom. The
island's caretaker is watching and experimenting, his
ultimate goal is to take away the last scrap of individuality you possess. It's you against the island. You are
The Prisoner.
The Prisoner, by Edu -Ware Services Inc of Canoga
Park, California, offers a unique, sometimes bizarre,
recreation of an early 1970 s TV series that has attained
cult status in recent years. To play the game, you assume
the role of a disenchanted member of a covert intelligence
agency. You're fed up with The Company -the whole
system in general. After quitting the service, you're abducted and spirited off to The Island, an isolated, self contained community where electronic surveillance,
brainwashing, plots and counterplots, illusions, delusions, and confusions are the order of the day.
386
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This program is not in the Adventure format that has
become so popular over the last year. It is, in fact, a
graphics- oriented, disk -accessing collection of fixed and
randomized events that leaves you pounding your desk in
endless frustration trying to make heads or tails of it.
This is not necessarily bad because that is the program's
intent.
The game is fundamentally a contest between two
equally difficult goals. The computer wishes to obtain
your resignation code (and, not incidentally, doesn't care
how insane it drives you). You, on the other hand, wish
to escape from The Island and must use every possible
means to do so.
By studying the documentation carefully, you learn
(well before booting the disk) that the program is going to
lead you on an incredible journey. Before the game
begins you are assigned a resignation code. The

documentation explains that this code is a condensation
of your reasons for leaving The Company. When you
awaken, the game begins in room #6, which contains a
time -consuming invisible maze that is never the same
twice. If you escape the maze, the machine greets you by
asking you to identify yourself. Considering the twenty minute invisible maze and the possible frustration of having to restart the game due to misinterpreting the
screen -the tricks start coming right at the beginning -the inattentive player is in for rough sailing.
Once in the courtyard, the movement codes are different from those in the maze. A dead keyboard raises the
frustration level before you realize that this is precisely
what the author, in the guise of The Caretaker, or Master
of the Island, is trying to do.
Subsequent scenarios are contained in twenty
"buildings," each of which you may enter at any time.
The trick is to survive and outwit the event once you're
inside. For example, there is the Hospital, where an encounter with a "shrink" might be expected, and at the
Town Hall you must play politics. There is a Bank, a
Courthouse, a Church, and so on. All these locations are
riddled with pitfalls and potential disasters. They are all
designed to get you to throw in the towel and reveal your
code.
The program uses an awesome mixture of graphics,
sound, and text. There are high-resolution pictures with
beeps and whistles and low-resolution pictures that confound you with simplicity. At times, portions of the program "jump loose" and seem to suffer a programming erdoes this by
ror. However, the program is not in error
design. It's a nightmare. The program doesn't do what
you think it should.
The Prisoner is not for the easily frustrated, nor for
those looking for a shoot -em -up arcade -type game. Instead, The Prisoner is complex beyond belief, nearly
unbeatable, and at times irrational on purpose; careening
through a calculated mind-warp, its sole function is to

At a Glance
Name

Language

The Prisoner

Applesoft BASIC

Type

Computer

Epic nonclassical adventure

Apple II or Apple II Plus
Applesoft and 48 K bytes of
memory

game

Manufacturer
Edu -Ware Services Inc
22222 Sherman Way
Canoga Park CA 91303
(213) 346 -6783

Documentation
12 -page booklet

Audience

Price

Puzzle solvers, adventure
fans and students of the
weird

$29.95

Author
David Mullich

Mullich's version of The Prisoner, though not untrue
to the series, is a product of his vivid imagination. It will
appeal to puzzle solvers and seekers of the bizarre.

GO'
1
1

1

`

-it

entertain.
If you follow the rules, trust your fellow man, or
display anything less than a total commitment to antisocial, anti -island behavior, you will be hopelessly
doomed to repeated failure.
Author David Mullich, a computer science student at
California State University, Northridge, is a meticulous
researcher with an artist's eye for depth and detail. In
speaking about The Prisoner, he said: "I was sick and
tired of all the arcade games and (conventional) Adventure games. They seemed to be imitations of each other."
As a youngster Mullich enjoyed The Prisoner on TV
and found that, as a young man, the themes appealed to
him. "I dreamed of doing a program on The Prisoner,
and through Edu -Ware, I got the chance," he said.
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GET YOUR SHARE OF THE MICRO MARKET!
IF A NUDG E IS ALL YOU NEED, READ ON....
HARDWARE
SOFTWARE

-

AUTOGEN

gR

Boards, systems and support at the right
price, featuring CCS, Televideo and others.

Many industry- standard packages and

some unique surprises, such

-

as:

Interactively reconfigure your CP /M BIOS.
Bring new peripherals on-line quickly.
Analyze your English prose. Measure how
easy or hard it is to read.
Do discrete -event simulation on

a micro.
Write parallel programs. schedule resources,
much more.

ESTED? GET OUR CATALOG FOR THE FULL STORY!
CALL OR WRITE NOW!

NNW

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS, INC.
LYVILLE ROAD, AUSTIN. TX 78759

:-

(512) 346 -5264

Circle 230 on Inquiry card.
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Software Review

Three Microcomputer LISPs
Steven P Levitan and Jeffrey G Bonar
Computer and Information Science Department
Graduate Research Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst MA 01003

"(TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR
FAMILY)"
With these immortal
words, Joseph Weizenbaum's ELIZA

program confronted the world with
the power of artificial intelligence
(AI) techniques. A good deal of that
power comes from the expressiveness
of the programming language LISP.
Some sophisticated and powerful
LISP software packages are now
available for microcomputers. In this
article, we review three LISPs, one of
which is distributed with a modern
version of ELIZA. The LISP packages
are muLISP /muSTAR from The Soft
Warehouse, Cromemco LISP from
Cromemco Inc, and (T.(L.C)) from
The LISP Company.
We have compared two basic
issues: speed and functionality. In the
LISPs reviewed, you will see that
these two aspects are continually
traded off: the slower LISP has more
capabilities. The trade -off is more
complex than in most languages,
though. Due to the extreme flexibility
of LISP, any feature of one LISP
package can usually be emulated in
another LISP package at the cost of
increased run time.
LISP purchasers should realize that
LISP is anything but a standardized
language. Most LISPs are fairly

idiosyncratic,

representing many

years of development, modification,
and tailoring by their designers and
users. The microcomputer -based
LISPs are no exception. This can
cause problems for new LISP users. A
388
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LISP you purchase may look quite
unlike some of the dialects discussed
in textbooks. Furthermore, many
features of LISP are rarely discussed
in texts, but they are quite useful for
LISP programming.

Overview
muLISP successfully provides a
useful artificial -intelligence development system to the microprocessor
user community. It is billed as more
than a LISP interpreter for the Z80,

and it is a good bit more. It provides a
reasonable set of LISP functions and
special forms. It also supports the
user with muSTAR, a development
subsystem that makes entering and
debugging code as painless as
possible.
On the positive side, muLISP runs
remarkably fast and allows for the
creation and execution of fairly large
LISP programs. On the negative side,
some of the design decisions about
error handling and type checking
make debugging in muLISP harder
than need be. In particular, muLISP
provides almost no facilities to detect
obvious nonsensical programs, and it
does not allow a user to examine the
data stack after an error or user interrupt. We like the ideas that motivated
the muSTAR development subsystem, but are disappointed by some
of the holes in the design. In particular, it is not easy to alternate between the high -efficiency environment and the development environ-

_At a Glance
Name
muLISP /muSTAR -80 version 10/06/80

Type
Version of LISP programming language

Manufacturer
The Soft Warehouse
POB 11174
Honolulu HI 96828

Price
$200, from Lifeboat Associates
1651 Third Ave
New York NY 10028
(212) 860 -0300;
$200, from Microsoft
10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819
Bellevue WA 98004
(206) 455 -8080

Format
5 -inch or 8 -inch

floppy disk

Language used
8080 or Z80 machine language

Computer needed
8080 -, 8085 -, or Z80 -based computer with
at least 20 K bytes of memory, running
under a CP /M- compatible operating

system

Documentation
100 pages, 81/2 by 11 inches (22 by 28
cm), in a 3 -ring binder

Audience
Students, educators, computer-language
enthusiasts

ment. Also, the screen editor is not
adaptable to all terminals. The example programs delivered with the
system are interesting and give just a
hint of the power of a microcomputer -based LISP system.
John Allen, who served as guest
editor for the August 1979 BYTE LISP
issue and wrote Anatomy of LISP, is
the primary author of both the
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP
systems. Therefore these two LISPs
are similar in most respects and will
usually be discussed together. We
believe that they are, in fact, different
revisions of the same program. These
LISPs are also a successful attempt to
bring LISP into the world of
microprocessors.
In many respects, Cromemco LISP
and (T.(L.C)) LISP are more modern
than muLISP. They lack an integrated development environment,
but include many more intrinsic functions and data types, helpful type
checking, and error detection. The
extra functionality is provided at the
expense of speed, but we feel that
these LISPs still run acceptably fast.
Our most important criticism is of the
small, fixed -size stack. These LISPs
do not allow one to write the powerful recursive functions that make
LISP such a clean and elegant
language. This is not necessarily a
practical limitation since iteration is
cleanly supported,, but it is rather inelegant and unaesthetic.

LISP data types allows almost any
other data type to be emulated, but at
a considerable price in execution
speed and /or memory space. For example, we could emulate a character
string as a list of single -letter atoms,

but operations performed at the end
of the "string" would be quite expen-

Most modern

programming

languages support a variety of data
types. So do modern LISPs. In addition to the basic atoms, integers, lists,
and property -list data types, different
LISPs support "infinite- precision" in-

Name

Language used

Cromemco LISP, version 1.06

Z80 machine language

Type

Computer needed

Version of LISP programming language

Z80 -based computer with at least 48 K
bytes of memory, running under
Cromemco's CDOS or Cromix operating
systems

Manufacturer
Cromemco Inc
280 Bernardo Ave
Mountain View CA 94043
(415) 964 -7400

Documentation

Price

135 pages, 81/2 by 11 inches (22 by 28
cm), in 3 -ring binder; includes various
CDOS manuals and a copy of Artificial

$295

Intelligence Programming

Format
5 -inch

Audience

or 8 -inch floppy disk

NEW! ode

Students, educators, computer- language
enthusiasts

PROM 3LIIZER
Programs 1K /2K /4K /8K
eproms

Programs EEproms
Functions as an I/O device

All programming characteristics
are software controlled;
runs under CP/m*
'CP /m trademark Digital Research, Inc.

Programs single or three
supply parts
Phantom slave option

Extended device option

& much more

6809
(Single -Board Computer)

tegers, floating -point numbers,
character strings, arrays, and Pascal -

2K ram

like records. For now, we ignore the

RS 232 interface

fact that functions and special forms
are also data types in LISP. We

discuss them separately below.
(Special forms are things that look
like LISP functions, but have special
conventions for their evaluation.
COND is an example of an intrinsic
special form.)
The inherent flexibility of the basic

operations.

At a Glance

IEEE 898/S100

Data Types in LISP

sive. Furthermore, assuming a two byte address, more than 4n bytes
would be needed to store an
n- character- length string. One would
like a LISP implementation to directly
support a variety of data types using
machine -level data structures and

4K /8K /16K Rom
IEEE 896 /S -100

20 parallel

I/O lines

Baud rates: 110 to 9600

Simulated 8080 I/O ports:
memory mapped
&

much more

ACKERMAN DIGITAL SYSTEMS, INC. (312) 530 -8992
110 N. York Rd., Suite 208, Elmhurst, IL 60126
Circle 6 on Inquiry card.
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Circle 86 on Inquiry card.

bMai
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COMPUTERS

Intertec Superbrain SPECIALS
64K Ram, List $3495
64K Quad, List $3995

$2595
$2995

NorthStar
Horizon 32K DD List $2695
Horizon QD List $2995
Horizon 232DD List $3095
IntersystemDPS -1 List $I 749
I

I

Cromemco Z -2H,

List $9995

System 2, 64K List $4695
System 3, 64K, List $7995.

.

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

$7945
$3749
$6395

Disk Systems
Thinker Toys Discus 2D
Dual Discus 2D
Discus 2 + 2, List $1549
M26 Hard Disk, List $4995
Discus M -10, List $3695

$939
$1559
$1259
$3949
$2995

Printers Et Terminals

Paper Tiger IDS -445

wall tlrapitir: omen
Centronics 730 -1, List S195
739 -1, List $295
704 -9 RS232
704 -11
T1810, List $1895
NEC SPINWRITER 5530
NEC SPINWRITER 5515, 5510
Diablo 630 List $2/
Intertube III List $895
Zenith Z -19
Televideo 912C
920C
950
Hazeltine 1420
1500
Soroc 120 List $995
IQ135
140
I

1

.

$769
$1495
$1569
$1489
$2395
$2395
$2399
$729
$719
$679
$799
$999
$789
$845
$689
$719
$994

Camillus, NY 13031

(315) 472-2582

OM'

immediate delevery Factory sealed cations
wilull factory warranty NYS residents add appropriate sales lax
Puces do not include shipping VISA and Master Charge add 3%
Paces subject to change without
C 0 D orders require 25% deposti
notice
Most Items in stock
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integers,

14 -bit

floating -point

numbers, single characters, strings up
to 256 characters long, lists, and property lists. Atoms in these LISPs can
take only one value. This contrasts
with many LISPs, including muLISP,
which allow an atom to have two
values, one interpreted as a function.
Each atom does have an associated
property list.
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP

_At a Glance
Name
(T.(L.C)) LISP version 1.07

Type
Version of LISP programming

$649
$719
$549

Computers
Wholesale
P.O. Box 144

Support of many data types does
not imply strict type checking, as in
Pascal. LISP style dictates that
"reasonable" data-type conversions
will happen automatically. For example, if an operation performed on two
integer values yields a value not
representable as an integer, one
would expect LISP to return a
floating -point or infinite- precision integer as the value.
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP support a richer set of data types than
does muLISP. They support atoms,

foe
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language

Manufacturer
The LISP Company
18215 Bayview Dr
Los Gatos CA 95030
(408) 353 -2227

Price
$150

Format
5 -inch

or 8 -inch floppy disk

Language used
Z80 machine language

Computer needed
Z80-based computer with at least 48 K
bytes of memory, running under a CP /M-

compatible operating system

Documentation
135 pages, 81/2 by 11 inches (22 by 28 cm)

Audience
Students, educators, computer -language
enthusiasts

check data types fairly strictly. For
example, single characters, denoted
with a back slash (" \ "), are not
directly comparable to strings of
length one, nor are they directly comparable to single- character atoms.
Similarly, the string "123" is not
directly comparable to the integer
123. Of course, functions are provided to convert between types.
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP do
provide facilities for building and
supporting user -defined data types.
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP do
have functions that behave differently depending on the type of argument
passed in. For example, the ASCII
function yields an integer when
passed a character and a character
when passed an integer:
(ASCII \ C) returns 67
(ASCII 67) returns \ C

The details of how these data structures are implemented are hidden
from the users of (T.(L.C)) LISP. The
"clever tricks" which this prevents are
no loss to most programmers. The
Cromemco LISP manual does discuss
details of these data structures for use
in writing external assembly-language
functions.
muLISP supports atoms (called
names in the manual), infinite precision integers (actually, they
must be in the range ±25659), lists,
and property lists. Each name can
take two values
value that is
returned when the name appears as a
function call, and a value that is
returned in all other situations. Each
name also has an associated property
list. Strings are partially supported by
allowing manipulation of the print
names of atoms.
muLISP does almost no type checking. The manual discusses the implementation of the different data

-a

types very early,

and some

knowledge of this implementation is
important in using the system. Many
operations are defined for all data
types, irrespective of whether this
makes any sense. CAR and CDR, for
example, will work perfectly well on
numbers. This may be useful in some
situations, but it often causes confus-

ing results and subtle bugs. We feel
the marginal extra functionality and
generality provided in this way are
only an invitation to poor code,
obscure hacking, and subtle bugs. If it
is necessary to explicitly manipulate

an internal representation, there
should be an explicit function to do
this. Of course, muLISP saves both
time and space by not checking data
types.

User-Defined Special Forms
In a LISP system, one wishes to
write things which look like functions, but behave differently. For example, we would like to write things

Listing

1:

like the standard LISP AND:
(AND predicate -1 predicate -2

.

.

predicate-n)
AND evaluates each predicate -i in
order, stopping if any predicate
returns the value NIL (the standard
LISP representation of the Boolean
value false). There are two independent problems with writing AND as a
standard LISP function. First, how do
we pass an indefinite number of
arguments, and second, how do we
pass the parameters unevaluated?
Special forms allow us to tell the
system to treat the parameters in a

special way. Below, we follow LISP
convention and use the word form as
a general term for both functions and
special forms.
muLISP solves the problem of an
indefinite -length parameter list with
no-spread forms, in which there is
only one formal parameter. (A formal parameter is a dummy variable in
the form definition.) When a nospread form is called, a list of all
arguments is bound to that single formal parameter. The form uses this list
of arguments in any way desired.
In muLISP, call -by-name forms are
specified with NLAMBDA (for No
evaluation of LAMBDA) instead of

Definition of AND -1 in muLISP.

(LAMBDA (PRED-LIST)
(CC)ND

((NULL PRED -LIST) 1)
we have reached the end of the predicates
and all 1.11:v( evaluated non -NIL

return

T.

((EVAL (CAR PRED -L) fl ))
(AND -1 (CDR r'Itl l)- LIST))
evil the rtrxt predicate, if non -NIL
recur on the rest
(T NIL)
otherwise, {.hy last predicate was false,
exit with Nl[
)

) )

A LISP function to print out the integers from 1 to N. The version in listing 2a is the function written in muLISP. The version in listing 2b is the function written in either Cromemco LISP or (T.(L.C)) LISP.
Listing 2:

(2a)

(LAMBDA (N)
(SETA COUNT 1)
(LOOP
(PRINT COUNT)
(EG COUNT N) N)

'G

(

exit test

(SETA COUNT (PLUS ((ION)

1))))

(2b)

(LAMBDA (N)
(DO

(PLUS CIIUN1 I))
Only one local variable, COUNT. It is
initialized to 1, and incremented on
each iteration
(EG COUNT N) N
Only one exit test. It specifies an
exit with vw:lue N when count equals 101
(PRINT COUNT)
The body contains only the PRINT
(

(COUNT

i

)

;

;

;

)

(

;

;

) )
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LAMBDA. Normal (LAMBDA) functions are call -by -value and evaluate
each actual parameter, binding formal parameters to the values of the
actual parameters. (Actual parameters are the expressions appearing as
arguments to a function call.) In a
call-by -name function, the formal
parameters are bound directly to the
actual parameters. If evaluation is
desired for any of these parameters, it
is explicitly specified with EVAL.
We can write a muLISP version of
AND defined as:
(NLAMBDA PRED-LIST
(AND -1 PRED-LIST))
Because AND is a call -by -name no-

Issue Discussed

(TEST JOE (CAR A) 5)

binding styles- spread and nospread. All four combinations are

The formal parameter of TEST would
be bound to the expression:

permitted and useful. muLISP forms
are compiled in a way that is largely
transparent to the user.
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP also
allow both call -by -value and call -byname (referred to as "call unevaluated" in the manual) forms.

Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP
$295-Cromemco

Cost

Additionally, LISP macros are supported. A LISP macro has only one
parameter, which is bound to the
complete text of the expression that
calls the macro. For example, consider a macro TEST, which is called
with the following expression:

spread form, all its actual parameters
are gathered, unevaluated, into a list
that is bound to PRED-LIST. AND -1
is called with PRED -LIST as its single
parameter. AND -1 is a call -by-value
spread function. AND-1 is then
defined as shown in listing 1.
In summary, muLISP supports two
types of forms-call -by -value and
call -by-name -and two parameter -

(TEST JOE (CAR A) 5)

The macro body is then free to
manipulate the original expression
with the full power of LISP. The

mu LISP

$200

*$150-(T.(L.C))

Data types supported

*Atoms, integers, floating -point, characters,
strings, lists, property lists

Atoms, strings, infinite integers, lists, property
lists

Type checking

*yes

no

Number of intrinsic functions

* 145 -Cromemco; 144- (T.(L.C))

71

Parameter options

*Optional, auxiliary, rest

Spread or no- spread

Special forms

*Macros, read -macros "call -by- unevaluated"

"Call -by- name"

DO, PROG1, PROGN, COND, AND, OR,

CATCH, THROW

LOOP, implicit sequencing, PROG1, COND,
implicit conditional, AND, OR

Input and output at the terminal

Allows backspace

*Allows backspace, retype line, abort line

Program saving and restoring

Text files, absolute memory image, auto -load

Text files and compressed internal image files

Program-controlled input and output

*Well done, I/O functions work on strings

Well done

Space management

Dynamic space allocation for all data types,
the stack is fixed in size and too small

*Dynamic space allocation for all data types
and the stack

User environment

Simple environment for developing,
debugging, and executing programs; ability to
examine the data stack after errors, extensive

Separate development (muSTAR) and
execution (muLISP) environments; no ability
to examine the data stack after errors; too
little error checking; muSTAR includes a
screen editor; tracing abilities; source code
for muSTAR included

Control flow

error checking; tracing abilities

Linking to assembly language

Cromemco -well documented and supported
(T.(L.C)) -not supported

Possible but poorly documented

Documentation /library software

Clear manual suitable for beginners; many
examples

Clear user's manual; too terse and formal for
beginners; includes several utilities and
games

Speed

Adequate

*4 to

7

times faster than the others

Table 1: Comparison chart for the versions of LISP reviewed. This table summarizes the differences discussed in the text. For each
issue discussed, an asterisk (') denotes the LISP the reviewers consider to be superior. The absence of an asterisk denotes a tie
among the three versions.
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Cromemco
counts

muLISP
counts

8122
265
408
556
555
119

8061

31260
1667
2100
4316
4200

79
84
64

79
85
66

704
367
24
318

3

3

16

(T.(L.C))

Expression evaluated in TESTER loop

counts

NIL
LC
DC

BIGCAR
BIGCDR
'(HAS -AS- MEMBER -I 'B LONG1)
'(HAS -AS- MEMBER -R 'B LONG1)
'(REMOVE- ELEMENT -I 'B LONG41)
'(REMOVE -ELEMENT -R 'B LONG41)
'(HOW -RELATED 'FRODO -B 'BILBO -B)

258
409
549
552
119

Notes:

AII of the above expressions were evaluated as many times as possible in 30 seconds (60 seconds for the call to HOW- RELATED). The
counts represent how many complete evaluations occurred in that time.
The counts given represent an average of three separate trials, except for the Cromemco counts, which represent one trial. The one
Cromemco trial was run to verify the similarity between (T.(L.C)) and Cromemco LISP,as explained in the text.
muLISP performs particularly slowly with REMOVE -ELEMENT -I because this function uses APPEND, which is not intrinsic to muLISP. To
run REMOVE- ELEMENT -I we used the recursive version of APPEND supplied in the muLISP utility library. The use of an interative APPEND
would improve the performance shown.
These tests were run on a Cromemco C3 Z80 -based system with 64 K bytes of memory running at 4 MHz.
The amount of available memory influences these results in two opposing ways. More memory means fewer garbage collections, but the
garbage collections that do occur last longer.

Table 2: Timing results
LISP Benchmarks."

for the LISP benchmark programs. For details on how this table was compiled, see the text box "Notes on

I/0

APPLE GRAPHICS PARALLEL INTERFACE

TRS8O BIDIRECTIONAL

Full Hi Res Graphics for Epson, OKI and others $99

Cascadable with Selectable Addressing $39

ALTOS
ACS 8000 -15 - $4750
ANADEX
9500 - $1225
9501 - $1275
CENTRONICS
730 - $600
737 - $750
DATASOUTH
DS120 -

$595

DS180 -

INTERFACES
CPS -Card - $199
SSM -A10 - $160
LOBO
APPLE Drive /Card - $390/$90
TRS 80 Drive /Interface - $260/S87
APPLE DD Drive - $2740

$1295

630 - $2150

Scotch

54

1640 - $2575
DISKETTES
- $2.75
Dysan - $3.40

EPSON
MX70 - $379
MX100 - $849

MONITORS

$995

DISCOUNT LINE
1- 800 -528 -8960

Circle 142 on Inquiry card.

Esprit

- $125

SANYO -BW - $159
Green - $150
Color - $350
Green - $249
Color - $425
NEC
5510 - $2540
5520 - $2900

APF

AMDEK
SANYO

HAZELTINE
1500 -

TELEVIDEO
912 - $720
950 - $950
OK IDATE
SL -125 -, $3150,
M80 - $370
1182 - $510
SL -250 - $4200
M83

- $650

Shangri

La Road,

Phoenix, AZ

SLG

810 - $1475

All

- $4750

820 -

SOFTWARE
Major Brands -

$1795
$

Call

EXTRAS
MEMORY -16k 200N5 - $19.95
Gante Paddle Extension - $19.95
Game Paddles - $19.95
ZEN ITH
Z19 - $775

EXPOTEK CORPORATION INTERNATIONAL
2231R West

- $749

TI

MODEMS
HAYS - $325
CAT - 5155
MPI
88G - $595
99G - $695

DIABLO

PORT

85029

z89 - $2195

Arizona 1- 602- 861 -3181
TWX 910- 950-11 94
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value computed, however, is then
itself evaluated, yielding the final
value of the macro call. Often a problem is best solved by manipulating
the text of a form's call. Macros allow
this manipulation in a clean way.
Macros are particularly suitable for
hiding data -structure implementations.
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP

because some actual parameters can
be required even though the total
number is indefinite. The call -byname and macro forms of Cromemco
and (T.(L.C)) LISP also allow the
definition of auxiliary parameters.
We found this sophisticated
parameter list to be quite useful and
concise once we were familiar with it.

the LISPs reviewed here allow one to
create new control structures using
the special forms described above.
This means that if you like a control
structure in one LISP, you can
usually emulate it in another.

allow a very general formal parameter -list specification for call by -value functions. In particular, one
can specify regular parameters, op-

LISP Control Structures
Because LISP uses the same
representation for data and programs, the difference between control

expressions. In muLISP, sequential
evaluation is implied by putting
several expressions to be evaluated
into a list. For example:

tional parameters,

auxiliary

structures and data structures

parameters, and a rest parameter.
Optional parameters are bound to a
specified default value if they are not
specified as an actual parameter.
Auxiliary parameters are local
variables to the function, and they
are specified with an initialization
value. The rest parameter is bound to
a list of all actual parameters not
bound to a formal parameter of some
other type. This is more flexible than
the no- spread parameter of muLISP

becomes blurred. For example, one
function may construct a list which is
then evaluated as a function call. We
have done this in the function BUILD LONG -CONS in listing 3. For the
purpose of this review, we consider
any construct that affects the order of
expression evaluation to be a control
structure. LISP easily allows the
definition and integration of new control structures that reflect the needs of
a particular problem. In particular,

Sequencing Control Structures
The simplest control structure
allows one to evaluate a sequence of

((PLUS 3 4) (CAR (QUOTE (A B)))
(SETQ Z 6))

returns:
(7 A 6)

and binds 6 to the atom Z. Also provided is the PROG1 form which
returns the value of the first expression it evaluates, but also evaluates
Text continued on page 396

Listing 3: Benchmark functions for versions of the LISP programming language. These functions are used either to build expressions
used in the timing benchmarks or as functions to be benchmarked. BUILD- LONG -CONS, BUILD-DEEP -CONS, and NESTED APPLICATION are used to build expressions that test CONS, CAR, and CDR. Listing 5 shows how they are used. REMOVEELEMENT and HAS -AS- MEMBER represent archetypical LISP functions. They are tested in both a recursive and an iterative form.
These functions are written in a neutral "standard" LISP, except for the iterative versions of REMOVE- ELEMENT and HAS-ASMEMBER. Comments are delimited with braces ({ }). See also table 2 and the text box labeled "Notes on LISP Benchmarks."

build -long -cons
{

Builds a CONS expression which, when evaluated, will
produce a list LENGTH long of ELEMENT.
Example:
(BUILD- LONG -CONS 5 'A) returns
(CONS 'A (CONS 'A (CONS 'A (CONS 'A (CONS 'A NIL)))))
(lambda

(length element)
(cond ((zerop length) ni))
(t (list 'cons
(list 'quote- element)
(build -long -cons (difference length
element)))))

build- deep -cons
{

Builds a CONS expression which, when evaluated, will produce
a list DEPTH deep with the innnermost list containing
ELEMENT.
Example:
(BUILD- DEEP -CONS 5 'A) returns
(CONS (CONS (CONS (CONS (CONS 'A N1L) NIL) NIL) NIL) NIL)
(lambda

394

(depth element)
(cond (( zerop depth)
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(list

'quote element))

1)

Listing 3 continued:
(t

(list

'cons
(build -deep -cons

(difference depth
element)

1)

nested -application
{

Builds an expression which, when evc:luated, will apply
FUNCTION to ARC, then FUNCTION to the- results, then to
those results, etc. for a total of LENGTH times.
Example:
(NESTED -APPLICATION 'CAR 5 '(((((A)))))
(CAR (CAR (CAR (CAR (CAR (((((A)))))
)

returns

)
)

)

)

)

}

(lambda (function length arg)
(cond ((zerop length) arg)
(t (list function
(nested application
--

function
(difference length
arg)))))

1)

has -as-member -r
{

Returns T if ELEMENT appears in t:iI.
This is the recursive
version of the function. }
(lambda (element 1st)
(cond ((null 1st) nil)
((eq -element (car 1st)) t)
(t (has -as- member element (cdr 1st)))))

remove -element -r
{

Returns a copy of LST with all occurerlces of ELEMENT
deleted.
This is the recursive vers.ian. }
(lambda (element 1st)
(cond ((null 1st) nil)
((eq element (car lst)) (remove- element -r
element
(cdr 1st)))
(t (cons (car 1st)
(remove -element element (cdr 1st))))))

has -as- member- i-muLISP
}
{ The muLISP iterative version of HAS-AS-MEMBER.
(lambda (element 1st)
(setq cdr -lst 1st)
(loop ((null cdr -1st) ni))
((eq (car cdr-lct) element) t)
(setq cdr -lst (cdr cdr- lst))))

remove- element- i- Cromemco -tic
{ The Cromemc o/ (T. (i-. C)) iterative vei!, i on of REMOVE -ELEMENT.
(lambda (element 1st)
(do ((front nil
(if (eq element (car back))
(append Front (list (car back)))
front))
(back 1st (cdr back)))
(((null back) front))))
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Text continued from page 394:

all other expressions in order. For ex-

ample:
PROG1 (PLUS 3 4) (CAR (QUOTE
(A B))) (SETQ Z 6))

pressing conditionality is COND. In
muLISP, COND is implied in any list
of expressions. If any element of the
list is of the form:

(

returns 7, but also executes the CAR,
throwing away the result, and binds 6
to the atom Z.
The implicit sequence evaluation,
while convenient, is often confusing
and error -prone. Quite often, incorrect functions evaluate without an
error because there is almost always a
legal interpretation of any expression.
We feel this disadvantage outweighs
the convenience of the implicit form.
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP provide PROG1 as well as a PROGN
special form. PROGN evaluates its
expressions in sequence, like PROG1,
but returns the value of the last expression evaluated.

Conditional Control Structures
The standard LISP form for ex-

(

predicate expression

)

and predicate evaluates to non -NIL,
then control exits from the outer list
with the value of expression. Like the
implicit sequence evaluation, this
feature trades readability and ease of
debugging for conciseness and speed.
Of course, an explicit COND is also
available in muLISP.
The COND form is augmented
with an IF form in Cromemco and
(T.(L.C)) LISP:
(IF

predicate expression -1
expression -2 .. expression -n)
.

predicate is true, expression -1 is
evaluated and its value is returned.
Otherwise, expression -2 through
expression -n are evaluated, and the
If

Notes on LISP Benchmarks
The timing benchmarks were designed to test the speed of CAR, CDR, and
CONS, the workhorse functions of LISP; the speed of some simple but
"archetypical " LISP functions, in both recursive and iterative form; and the speed of
a reasonably large LISP program with several modules. Basically, the benchmarks
were performed in an environment created by defining the functions shown in listing
3 and evaluating the expressions shown in listing 4.
To test CAR, CDR, and CONS, we built long nested expressions that invoke only
these functions. This is done with the functions BUILD- LONG -CONS, BUILD DEEP-CONS, and NESTED -APPLICATION in listing 3.
We chose REMOVE- ELEMENT and HAS -AS-MEMBER as the "archetypical"
LISP functions. In listing 3, we show the recursive versions of each and a sample
iterative version of each. Since iteration constructs differ widely among LISPs, we
tailored an iterative version for each LISP to be benchmarked.
Finally, listing 4 shows the genealogy program we developed as our full -size LISP
program. This program allows one to enter family-tree information through the
functions BORN, MARRIED, and FIRST -BORN (FIRST -BORN is used when the
parents of the new entry are unknown). The family tree is queried by calling the
function HOW-RELATED with two names. This program has three principal components. The first group of functions know about kinship. These functions use
another set of functions that perform a breadth -first search through a family tree.
Finally, the family tree is implemented with a set of graph -manipulating functions
based on the language GRASPER.
In listing 5, we entered parts of the BAGGINS and TOOK family trees. Our test
then involved asking how Bilbo Baggins and Frodo Baggins are related. These family
trees can be found in appendix C of J R R Tolkien's Return of the King.
Timing is actually done by counting the number of times a given expression will be
evaluated in a fixed time period. The function TESTER in listing 5 performs the
evaluation and counting repeatedly until it is interrupted after a fixed time period.
The count is then examined. Note that before entering the main tester loop we
always perform a garbage collection.
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results of evaluating expression -n are
returned.
All three LISPs provide the conditional logical operators AND and
OR:
(AND predicate -1 predicate -2
predicate -n)
(OR predicate -1 predicate -2
predicate-n)
.

.

.

.

.

.

If any predicate -i evaluates to NIL
for AND, or other than NIL for OR,
the form immediately returns with
that value, evaluating no other
predicate -i.

Recursion and Iteration
LISP is one of the cleanest
languages in which to express a recursive solution to a problem. LISP programs that use only recursion are
clean, elegant, and very simple to
debug because there are no global
variables or side effects. Unfortunately, purely recursive LISP programs
are usually too slow. Typically, when
an application program is found to be
too slow, a few functions are taking
most of the time. (In our genealogy
program in listing 4, SONG -1 and
SING -1 are the critically slow functions.) Once these functions are
found, they can each be optimized,
usually by making them iterative.
Good LISPs must provide clean
iterative structures which localize any
use of side effects and easily replace
recursive structures. All LISPs
reviewed here have good iteration
constructs.
The LOOP iteration construct of
muLISP allows any sequence of expressions within the loop body. If any
expressions are of the form:

(predicate expression)
then predicate is evaluated on each
iteration of the loop. If it is non -NIL,
the LOOP returns with the value of
expression.
Consider the problem of writing a
function to print out the integers from
1 to n, returning the value n. In
muLISP this would be written as
shown in listing 2a.
The DO iteration construct of
Text continued on page 404

A genealogy program written in LISP. This program is intended to test the LISPs on a moderate -sized program with
several modules. It allows one to enter family -tree information through the functions BORN, MARRIED, and FIRST -BORN
(FIRST -BORN is used when the parents of the new entry are unknown ). The system is initialized with the function CREATEUNIVERSE. The program has three levels: a group of functions that know about kinship, another group of functions that perform a
breadth -first search, and finally a set of graph -manipulation functions that implement the family-tree data structure.
Listing 4:

how -related
{

Describes how P1 is related to P2. first we check the simple
cases that P1 is the same as P2 and that P1 is P2's spouse.
Otherwize, we call DESCRIBE- RELA11UN after computing the
path in the family tree between Pl f;'. }
(lambda (pl p2)
(coed

((eq pi p2) (list 'same))
((eq pi (spouse -of p2)) (list
(sex -of- spouse pl)))
(t

(describe-relation pl
p2

(find-path-between pl p2)))))
describe -relation
{ Based on a legal connecting path through the family tree,
describes how P1 is related to P2.
PATH-UP-AND-DOWN is a
list with the distance up from P1 to the lowest common
ancestor and the distance down to 142 From the lowest
common ancestor.
We use a LAMBDA binding to cut this
list into components Dl and D2.
if either D1 or D2 is
zero, the relationship is direct.
tither cases are dealt with
by NOT- DIRECT -RELATIONS. }
(lambda (pl p2 path-up-and-down)
(cond ((null path-up- and-down) '(not
related
by

blood))
(t

((lambda (d1

db')

(coed

((col dl

0)

(direct- ancestor pl d2))
((aq d2 0)

(direct- descendent pl dl))
(t (not-direct-relations
pl

p2
dl

d2))))
(car path-up-and-down)
(cadr path- up i ;nd- down)))))

direct- descendent
{ The relationship is known to be child,
grandchild, great
This function invokes choosing the
grandchild, or etc.
right relation name by sex - son or daughter, and the
right number of greats. }
(lambda (younger distance)
(add -grand -greats (sex-of -child younger) distance))

direct -ancestor
grandparent, great
{ The relationship is known to be pal.ertt,
This function invokes choosing the
grandparent, or etc.
right relation name by sex - father or mother, and the
right number of greats. }
(lambda (older distance)
(add -grand -greats (sex -of- parent older) distance))
Listing 4 continued on page 398
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Listing

4

continued:

not -direct -relations
{ Based on the distances D1 and D2,
determine the relation
P1 and P2.
If D1 and D2 are both once, then P1 and P2 are
siblings.
If D1 equals D2, and both are greater than one,
then P1 is P2's nth cousin, where Ti is D1 (or D2) minus one.
Finally, if D1 is not equal to D2, and both are greater than
N is D1 minus 1, and M
one, P1 is P2's Nth cousin, M removed.
the absolute value of the difference between D1 and D2.

is

}

(lambda

p2 dl d2)
(cond ((and (eq dl
(pl

1)

(list

d2 1))

(cq

(sex-of-sibling pl)))
((eq dl

d2)

(list (difference dl
'cousin)

1)

)

((eq dl 1) (ancestors-sibling pl d2))
((eq d2 1) (siblings descendent pl dl))
(t (list (difference dl 1)
'cousin
(abs (difference d2 d1))
'removed))))
find -path- between
{ To find a path between P1 and P2 we use a breadth first search.
Starting at P1 we look for P2 one step away, then two
steps away, etc.
The BREADTH- FIHS1-S[-ARCH is passed a list
of unexpanded nodes and a goal.
lhc unexpanded nodes are
lists with the following information:
-a person to be checked next
-the distance traveled up to get to this person
-the distance traveled down to get to this person
-the last person visited before tl,is person
We start with a P1 node and initial values on the unexpanded
list.

}

(lambda

(pl

p2)

(breadth- first -search

()is.t

(list pl
0
0
'the -great -unknown))

pP)

)

breadth -first -search
first unexpanded node of the unexpanded list.
{ We take the
if it represents the goal node, we return its accumulated
distances.
Otherwize, we check its relations to see who
needs to be added as nodes to the unexpanded list. }
(lambda (unexpanded goal -node)
(cond ((null unexpanded) nil)
(t ((lambda (next)
(toad ((eq (node-of next)
goal -node)
()ist (dist -up -of next)
(dirt- down -of next)))
(check -relatives
(i.
next
goal -node
(cdr unexpanded)))))

(car

check -relatives
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unexpanded)))))

Listing

4
{

continued:

Appends new nodes on the end of the tnlexpanded list.
C1ÿ
putting them on the end we get a breadth first search.
These new nodes are built by BUII.I) -NL41- UNF_XPANDF_D which
uses various information from the lc.r.t, node expanded.

}

(lambda

(last- expanded person unexpanded)
(breadth -first -search (append unexpanded
(build- new -unexpanded
(node -of
last- expanded)
(dist -up -of
last- expanded)
(d i st -d own -of
last- expanded)
(where -of
last- expanded)))
pt-ì-

r.

on

)

)

build- new -unexpanded
Finds all the neighbors of the node last expanded and
builds unexpanded nodes for them.
)P we have not
yet started down in the tree (D-DOWN equals 0),
we can also build unexpanded nodes From parents of the
node last expanded.
In each case we will note
the new distances and the node
expanded. }
(lambda (node d -up d -down from)
(append (make -unexpanded (E.ong node 'child)
node
d up
(plus d -down 1)
-C

Prom)
(cond

((eq

(t

d

-dowel

O)

(make- unexpanded
(song
node
'parent)
node
(plus d -up 1)
d -down
from))

nil))))

make -unexpanded
t Given a list of nodes and information about how we got
to those nodes, builds unexpanded Hodes for the
We do not make an unexpanded node
breadth first search.
for THE -GREAT -UNKNOWN or for the p]<:te we were at two steps
ago.
In this way we avoid infinitely looping through
the family tree. }
(lambda (node -list from d -up d- -down from -from)
(cond ((null node-list) Tli
((or (eq (car node-list)
'the- great -unknown
(eq (car node-list) from -from)
(make -unexpanded (cdr node -list)
From
1

)

)

)

d

(t

(cons

(list

lop

4-down
Prom-from))
(car node -list)
d
(1

-t+p

-down
l

Listing 4 continued on page 400
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Listing

4

continued:

`rrctm)
(make -unexpanded

(cdr node- list)

from
d

-up

-down
from- from)))))
d

node -of
t This and
the next three functions select sub fields of an
unexpanded node. }
(lambda (unexpanded- entry) (c::r unexpanded- entry))
dist -up -of
(lambda

(unexpanded -entry) (cdr unexpanded -entry))

dist- down -of
(lambda

(unexpanded- entry)

(caddr unexpanded- entry))

(unexpanded- entry)

(cadddr unexpanded -entry))

where -of
(lambda
born
t

Allows a user to declare that PEF(`iON of sex SEX was born
Various priTh primitives are
to PARENTI and PARENT2.
used to link the new arrival into the family tree.
These
primitives are explained below.
(lambda (person parenti parent.' ¶.ex
(progn (cun person)
(bun person sex)
(cip person 'child parenti)
(cip person 'child parent2)
(cop person 'pi.rent parenti)
(cop person 'pc:reitt parent2)
person))
:}

)

married
t Allows

a user to declare that PEWAINl and PERSON2 were
married.
The graph processing primitives used to do
this are explained below. }
(lambda (personl person2)
(progn (cap personl
person2)
(list personl person2)))

add -grand -greats
t Adds the right NUMBER of "grand "< ;id
"great "s to the
basic relationship name ONE- CASE. }
(lambda (one -case number)
(cond ((eq number 1) (li'.t one -case))
((eq number 2) (lis.t 'grand one -case))
(t (cons 'great
(add -grand- greats one -case

(difference
number
1))))))
add -greats
t Add the right NUMBER of "great "s to the basic relationship
name ONE -CASE.
Note that "grand "s .:re not used.
This
is more common usage for great uncles and aunts. }
(lambda (one -case number)
(cond ((eq number 1) (list one -case))
(t (cons 'great
400
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Listing 4 continued:

(add -greats one -case

(difference number 1))))))
ancestors- sibling
{ Builds up the appropriate kind of uncle or aunt based
on the sex of UNCLE -OR -AUNT and the DISTANCE.
}
(lambda (uncle -or -aunt distance)
(add -greats (sex -of- uncle -or -aunt uncle -or -aunt)
(difference distance 1)))
siblings -descendent
{ Builds up the appropriate kind of niece or nephew based
on the sex of NIECE -OR- NEPHEW and the DISTANCE. }
(lambda (niece -or- nephew distance)
(add -greats (sex-of-niece-or-nephew niece -or-nephew)
(difference distance 1)))
spouse -of
{ Follows NODEs spouse link using
preph processing
(lambda (node)
(car (song node 'spous.e)))

primitive.

3

sex -of -child
{

This and the next 6 functions chase the appropriate relation
name based on the PERSONs name.
They all pass a FEMALE -CHOICE
and a MALE- CHOICE to CHOOSE -BY -SEX, which actully looks
up the sex of PERSON and returns a choice.
}
(lambda (person)
(choose -by -sex person 'dc :ughter 'son))

sex -of- parent

(lambda (person)
(choose -by -sex person

'mother

'father)

)

sex -of- spouse

(lambda

(person)
(choose -by -sex person

'wire

'husband))

'e:ttltt

'uncle)

sex -of- uncle -or -aunt

(lambda (person)
(choose -by -sex person

)

sex -of-niece -or- nephew

(lambda (person)
(choose -by -sex person

'niece

'nephew))

sex -of- sibling

(lambda (person)
(choose -by -sex person

'c.i!.ter

'brother))

choose -by -sex
(lambda (person female- choice mi ;le -choice)
(cond ((eq (sex -of person) 'female)
female- choice)
(t male- choice)))
sex -of
{

Uses graph processing primitives to look up

(lambda (person)
first -born

the sex of PERSON

}

(vun person))
Listing 4 continued on page 402
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Listing 4 continued:
{

Useful to enter a person whose pe'rerlts are not known.
(lambda (person sex)
(progn (cun person)
(bun person sex)))

}

create -universe
{ Sets up the two global lists used by the graph processing
system. The UNIVERSE- NODE -LIST is. a list of all the nodes
in the system. Here, a node is a person in the family tree.
The UNIVERSE -EDGE -LIST holds all the connections between
nodes in the system. These are kept as triples of (nodel
edge node2) to represent an edge called EDGE pointing
from NODE1 to NODE2. In this case they edges will be
familial relations. This function also creates THE GREAT- UNKNOWN who is related to nn curt. }
(lambda nil
(progn

(setq universe-node-list nil)
(setq universe c'dtle -list nil)
(cun 'the-great-unknown)))

cun
t

Creates a node in the universe
UNIVERSE -NODE -LIST. }

updating the

bti

(lambda (node)
(progn (setq universe

(cons
node

noode -list

universe -node -list))
node))
bun
t

Binds a value to a node in the universe. Node values are
kept on the node's property list, under the indicator VALUE.
Here the value of a node is the persons sex. }
(lambda (node value)

(putprop nude value

'value))

vun
{

Get the value of a node in the universe.

(lambda (node)

The converse of bun

(getprop node 'velue))

sun
{

Set of all nodes

in

the universe.

'Ibis

is

just the

UNIVERSE -NODE -LIST itself.}
(lambda nil universe-node-list)
ci.p
{

Create an inpointing edge. This just reverses the arguments
passed to it and calls add -triple which does the work. }
(lambda (nodel edge node2)
(progn (add- triple node' edge nodel)

nodel))

cop
{

Creates an outpointing edge, from node]. to node2.
but without the reversal of arguments. }
(lambda

402
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edge node2)

As above

}

Listing 4 continued:

(progn

(add -triple nodel edge node2) nodel))

cap
{

Creates

a

pair of edges one

in

each direction.

(lambda (nodel edge node2)
(progn (cip nodel edge node2)

(cop

}

nodel edge node2)))

sing
{

Set of nodes who point to this node via edges of type EDOE.
here we just set up the call for the recursive helper
function. }

(lambda

(

nodel edge)

(sing -1 iludel

edge universe- edge -list))

sing-1
{ This
is the recursive version of t.hc helper function for sing.
Since this function and song -1 bc)ooI are the two workhorses
of the graph functions, we used iterative versions in the
timing tests. The recursive versions are sho'.un here for
clarity. The function CARS down U (ini taly the UNIVERSE EDGE -LIST) looking for a triple cif the form (nodel
edge node2) where node2 equals Ni and edge equals E.
Whenever it finds such a triple it CLINSes the nodel element
to the set of nodes to be returned. 'lllis is just the set
of nodes which have edges of type E which point to Ni. }

(lambda

(ni

e

(cond

u)

((null u) nil)
((and (eq (cadar u) e) (eq (caddar u) ni))
(cons (caar u) (sing-1 ni e (cdr u))))
(t (sing-1 ni e ((dr u)))))

song
t

Set of nodes which NODE1 points to vii: an edge of type EDGE.
This is just like sing above, except it calls song -1. }

(lambda (nodes

edge)

(song -1 nodel

edge universe- edge -list))

song -1
t

Identical to sing -1 above except here we are matching
nodel and edge of the triple and returning node2. }
(lambda (ni e u)
(cond ((null u) nil)
(eq (cadar u) e)
((and (eq (caar u) ni
(cons (caddar cl) (s.ctng-1 nl e (cdr u))))
(t (song-1 ni e ((dr u)))))
)

)

dun
t

Destroys a node in the universe by removing it from
the UNIVERSE -NODE -LIST and the UNIVÍ--FSE- EDGE -LIST.
the real work is done by retriples and remember below.
(lambda (node)
(progn (setq universe-node-list

}

(remember
node
universe -node- list))
Listing 4 continued on page 404
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Listing

4

continued:

(setq universe -edge

-1

ist

(retrip les
node

universe -edge- list))
node))

remember
t Remove all ocurrences of NODE in
This is just
)! i.
It CDRs down the
a simple recursive constructor function.
list and CONSes together all elements which are not NODE. )
I

(lambda

(node list)
(cond ((null list) ni))
((eq (car list) nod)

(cons

(t

(car list)

(remember
node
(cdr list)))
(remember node (cdr

list))))))
retriples
where
{ Remove all triples from U (the UNIVFRSE -EDGE -LIST)
N is either nodel or node2. This eliminates any edges
which point to or from node N. }
(lambda

(n

u)

(cond

((null u) nil)
((or (eq n (caar u)) (eq n (caddar u)))
(retriples n (c dr u)))
(t (cons (car u) (Trtriples n (cdr u))))))

add- triple
to reflect the new
{ Updates the global UNIVERSE- EDGE--L_ISI
edge given by the triple (N1 E N2). E points from N1 to N2.1
(lambda

e n2)
(setq universe- edge -lic.t

(n1

(i;ppend

universe- edge -list
(list
(list n1

Text continued from page 396:

Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP is
more complex, more powerful, and
more baroque. Particularly useful is
the ability to specify an arbitrary
number of local variables, how each
is to be initialized, and how each is to
be modified at each iteration. Also,
one can specify an arbitrary number
of exit tests and associated exit
values. Finally, an arbitrary and
possibly empty sequence of expressions make up the loop body. Our

counting example above for
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP is
given in listing 2b.

Nonstructured Function Exits
Sometimes we want a function to
404
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exit from an arbitrary number of
function call levels. For example, we
might design a system that always
allows users to type QUIT to return
to the system's top command level.
The CATCH and THROW forms of
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP give
this capability.
For example:

(CATCH label expression -list)
says to evaluate the expression -list,
much like a PROGN. If, during that
evaluation, the expression:

(THROW label exit-expression -list)

evaluated, then the CATCH immediately returns with the value
is

e

n2)))))

returned by treating exit-expressionlist as a PROGN. This exit ignores
any intervening computation or
pending functions specified within the
CATCH expression -list. If a THROW
with the corresponding label is not
evaluated, the CATCH is treated just
like a PROGN. Note that the label is
just an atom to establish a correspondence between a given
CATCH and THROW.

Input and Output in LISP
Since LISP is a highly interactive
language, an implementation must
have high -quality I/O (input /output)
capabilities. A user will be involved
with three similar (and often interchangeable) aspects of I /O. First,

I/O mentioned above as separate
topics.
Terminal I/O in all three LISPs
leaves something to be desired.
muLISP allows for CP /M -style
within- the -line editing during input.
It recognizes I X (control -X) as
rubout; I R as retype line; U as abort
line. It has the usual backspace and
delete characters. If the user, while
typing an expression, goes beyond
one line of text, the system does not
reprompt the user. This is especially
important if the user is not sure if the
form he or she is typing is correct (in
terms of matching parentheses). The
user has no indication from the
system that it is expecting more input
rather than executing the desired expression.

there is the common method of interaction with the interpreter: typing
expressions and reading the results.
Second, there are the techniques of
saving and restoring disk files containing programs and data. Third,
there are the input and output operations that happen during user function execution.
The distinctions here are somewhat
arbitrary. Since the difference between program and data is explicitly
not enforced in LISP, it is easy to
create functions that, for instance,
write themselves onto disk. In fact, a
common way to load programs is to
redefine the source of expressions for
the "driver" as a disk file rather than
the keyboard. For the sake of clarity,
though, we discuss the three aspects

of

1

Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP accept input in an immediate mode.
When appropriate, they do not wait
for a carriage return to accept a legal

expression. Unfortunately,

they

allow no within -the -line editing except for backspacing. On a hard -copy
terminal, this can be extremely
frustrating. On a video terminal, this
would not be a serious problem.
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP
have very flexible and easy -to -use
read -macro capabilities. The input
routines are table- driven in such a
way that the user can easily redefine
the meaning of any ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information Interchange) character, even to the point
of causing the system to invoke a
Text continued on page 407

Listing 5: A set of LISP expressions used to conduct the benchmarks of table 2.
Z

Expressions to set UP the basic benchmarks

(SETO LC

(BUILD-LONG-CONS 50

'A)

)

(SETO BC

(BUILD-DEEP-CONS 50

'A)

)

(SETO LONG

(EVAL LC))

(SETO BEEF'

(EVAL..

(SETO BIGCAR

Z

DC))

(NESTED-APPLICATION 'CAR 49 'DEEP))

(SETO BIG(.BR (NESTED-APPLICATION 'CDR 49 'LONG))
(

(APPEND LONG '(B)))

SETO LONG1

(LENGTH El E2)

(BE MIX-4-1

(CONB
((LT LENGTH
(T

(

:I.

)

NIL)

APPEND (LIST

E:i.

(M7:X-4--1

El E1 E2)
(SUB LENGTH 5)

El

Ei

E2)

) ) )

(SETO LONG41
Z

(MIX-4-1 50

'A

'B))

The muLISP version of tester

Z

(BE TESTER

(FORM)
Z initialize the count Z
(SETO COUNT 0)
Z perform an initial aarbaae collect Z
(PRINT (RECLAIM))
Z loop infin:itlw (until an extern al ":Lriterrur'ta)
(LOOP
Z oval the expression to be tested Z
(EVAL FORM)
(SETO COUNT (PLUS COUNT 1)) Z increment the count Z
))

%

Listing 5 continued on page 406
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Listing 5 continued:

X The next four definitions are helpers to enter the data X
X base.
DF is the Cromemco and (T. (L.C)) LISP function
X
X to define call -bw name, no-spread functions. DE defines X
X a call -bw- value spread function.
X

(DF F

(X)

(FIRST-BORN (CAR

(DF B

(X)

(

BORN

(

CAR X)

DF

M

(X)

(MARRIED

(IIF

C

(X)

(C-1

(

(DE C-1

(P1

(

(

CADR X)

CAR X)

(CAR X)

(CADR X)))

X)

(

CAIIDR X)

C.AIIDIIR

X)))

(CADR X)))

(CADR X)

(CIIDR X)))

P2 CS-LIST)

(CONII ( (NULL CS-LIST) NIL)
( T
( CONS
( BORN
(CAR CS-LIST)

(C-1

P1

CAIIR CS-LIST))
P1 P2
P2 (CDDR CS-LIST))))))
(

The following expressions enter the BAGGINS and
TOOK family trees.

X

X

(MARRIED (F BAL.BO-B
(C

(F

MAI-.E)

(C

(QUOTE MUNGO-B))

(QUOTE

FEEMAI...I:::)

(OLJ(:)TE

RLUDY- BOLGER

FEMALE)

)

((:QUOTE

FOSCO-B))

([(.TOTE.

DROGO-B))

(F

AI:IAMANTA- CH(.1BB FEMALE)

THE-OLD-TOOK AIIAMANTA- CI-IUBEI BELLADONNA-TOOK FEMALE
(QUOTE MIRABELL.A TOOK)
--

(F

C-JOR13ADOC'- -D

MIRABELLA -TOOK GORBADOC-- BRANIIYBLJCK

A.
406

LARGO -B)

PRIMULA- BRANDYBUCK DROGO -B FRODO --r MALE)

(MARRIEII
(C

)

RUBY -BOLGER FOSCC1°D DRC)GO --B MALE)

(MARRIED (F THE-OLD-TOOK MALE:)
(C

B(.JNGO -B)

TANTA- HORNBLOWER LARGO -B FOSCO --B MALE)

(MARRIED (F PRIMLJL_A-BRANDYBUCK FEMALE)
(C

MALE

BELLADONNA-TOOK BONGO -B BILBO-B MALE)

MARRIEII

(C

FONT(:) -B

LAURA-GRUBB MUNGO -B B(JNGO -B MALE)

(MARRIED (F TANTA-HORNBLOWER
(C

)

BALBO -B BERYLL..A- BOFFIN MUNGO -B MALE PANSY -B FEMALE
LARGO -B MALE LILY-B FEMALE)

(MARRIED (F BELLADONNA- TOOK FEMALE)
(C

X
X

BERYL..LA-BOFFIN FEMALE)

(MARRIED (F LAURA -GRUBB FEMALE)

(

(
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)

M: LRABE::L..L..A-T(:)oK

ANIIYBUCK MALE)

F'RIMLIL..A---I:{RANIIYBLJC'K

)

FEMALE)

FEMALE)

Text continued from page 405:

MACRO form when it sees a given
character.
Although it is possible to redefine
the READ function in muLISP, it is
not as convenient as the read -macro
capability described above. An example of the usefulness of read -macros
is:

'expression
which, in (T.(L.C)) and Cromemco
LISP, will be transformed into:
(QUOTE expression)
Not only is this not done for you in
muLISP, it is not easy to change the
system to do it.
To overcome the lack of a read macro capability, muLISP provides
auto -quoting. This means that any
atom not bound to a value is bound
to itself as a value. This is normally
done for numbers (the value of " 3" is
three), but most LISP systems raise an
error when asked for the value of an
undefined atom. The consequences of
this are discussed further in the section on error handling.

load. In the other LISPs, one is
actually reloading memory with the
exact contents it had at the time of the
exit. This, again, is done through
CP /M or CDOS and cannot be done
from LISP.
On the other hand, (T.L.C)) LISP
and Cromemco LISP both have an
auto -load feature not available in
muLISP. This feature, while complicated to use, allows the programmer to store functions on disk as part
of a large virtual memory. Functions
can be stored and loaded only if actually needed (called). After the execution of the function, the system
can reclaim the space it occupied
(NOKEEP or SMASH), or the function can remain resident (KEEP or
NOSMASH) after its first access.
Program -controlled I/O in all three
LISPs is surprisingly easy, partly
because the LISP language allows the
programmer to treat programs as
data. Still, "CP /M- compatible" disk
I/O is generally a messy subject at
best, and all three of these LISPs do
an exceptional job of hiding the gory
details from the programmer.

Since data structures in LISP are
dynamic (ie: their size changes during
program execution), it is generally a
good idea to have dynamic reallocation of memory space in a LISP
system. This means that there is no
a priori limit on the number of
variables, functions, or strings.
Rather, as more space is needed for
one kind of object, it is found at the
expense of space available for other
kinds of objects.
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP accomplish dynamic allocation by a
technique in which memory is broken
into 256 pages of 256 bytes each. Any
of these pages can, in theory, be used
for storage of any data type. But the
entire page is always used for the
same type of object. This scheme has
two major advantages. First, it
simplifies type checking. The high
byte of any object's address defines
the type of that object as well as identifying its location. The page-byte -totype correspondence is kept in a table
in memory. This table allows for the
second advantage. If more space for a

i

ADA'"

Disk I/O
Basically, programs are stored on
disk as text files or "internal image"
files. Text files here are simply ASCII

A NEW BEGINNING

-- - -- - - -- __ - _ _
_
-

files of function definitions, atom
values, and function calls in the same
"free- format" style used when typing
at the console. Internal image files are
"snapshots" of the memory taken at
the time they were created, including
all the bindings of values that were in
effect. muLISP compresses all active

data structures that define the environment and generates a coded file
that can be loaded with the execution
system. The other two LISPs take advantage of the SAVE utility of CP /M
and CDOS. They exit to the
operating system, and the user must
explicitly SAVE a memory image of
the entire user area.
In muLISP, the internal image files
can also be brought in, using LISP
functions. Restoring an environment
in this way is fast, but it will explicitly
destroy any environment (bindings)
that were in effect at the time of the

Space Management

is
raise
abort
with
use
access
when
_
when
end record; exit
is when
delay
end if; case
else
loop
entry
loop
end loop; while
end; return
is
begin
exception
end select; loop
function
in out
return; select
else
end;
is
exception
end; task body
begin
accept
do
select accept
or delay
end select; task
is
end
end record;
is
use record
package
private
end; for

pragma
case

type
when
record
return
if
then
elseif
in reverse
for
procedure
in out
;

is

is

;

subtype

;

end case;

_

;

.

,

;

,

;

;

.

_- _-

ADA /M - Compiles ADA program for Host system execution.
Excellent for learning ADA and converting existing programs. Includes
ADA Compiler and Compiler ADA Programming Support Environment
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ADA Programmers Manual
ADA Syntax Reference Card
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$6.

Specify exact configuration and operating system. Courses are available for compiler
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213/539-6239registered
of Defense
trademarl of Digital
leg Stored trademark
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a
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given type of object is needed, a page
of memory is allocated by simply
changing the entry in the table for
an unused page. If, on the other
hand, an allocated page is made free
(by the garbage -collection process),
a change to the table allows this
space to be claimed by another data
type.
Unfortunately, the stack, which is
used for both variables and control
information, must use a contiguous
area of memory if it is to be fast. This
means that when the stack is full the
system cannot allocate an arbitrary

free page of memory to the stack. A
solution to this would be to move
other data around to free up a page
adjacent to the stack. But, with the
pointer conventions discussed above,
this would be a very messy and time -

consuming job. Therefore, Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP use a fixed -size
stack. This decision poses a real problem because recursive -style and
iterative -style programming make
very different demands on the size of
the stack. In fact, curiously, the stack
size is fixed regardless of the total
memory size of the system.

muLISP uses a truly dynamic
scheme. At any time, all data types
are competing for memory. As
demands for one type increase, the
other spaces shrink. Because this includes the stack, space is better used
in this system. The cost of this feature
is, of course, time. The user must
wait for data areas to be moved
around during program execution.
However, we found the time penalty
to be minimal.

Linking
muLISP and Cromemco LISP both

support user -defined assembly-

Collector (Edition

language functions. The current version of (T.(L.C)) LISP apparently
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routines allow the user to extend his
or her LISP system in various ways.
Special functions can be made to run
significantly faster, or functions can
be written to take advantage of
special hardware such as a color
graphics screen.
The Cromemco LISP system gives
the user extensive, if obtuse,
documentation and several support
programs to allow the user to build
assembly-language routines that are
linked into the LISP system. Once a
linked system is created, it can be
saved as an internal image file and
then used as the regular LISP system.
The muLISP solution is less ambitious but still workable. muLISP
allows up to four assembly -language
routines to be incorporated into the
system. The routines must be called
by jump instructions located in fixed
addresses in memory, and the bodies
of the routines must exist in locations
"invisible" to LISP -that is, above
the operating system. Since the
routines are not in the LISP area, saving an internal image file of muSTAR
will not allow the user to reload the
linked system. Rather, the system
must be regenerated each time it is
used. This could be done in a
straightforward way using a CP /M
command file.

q SYyEaKI

User Environment
muLISP exhibits an approach to
the environment presented by the
LISP system that differs from the

other two LISPs. One example of this
is the idea of having a separate
development environment as well as
an execution environment. A
development environment supports
editing and debugging of functions
(programs) in an interactive setting.
While development and testing can be
done in muLISP's execution system,
there are no facilities to make this
easy. Another example of the difference is the related stance on error
handling, which is discussed below.
The development subsystem,
muSTAR, is an internal image file
which is delivered with the muLISP
system. (It is an application program
written in LISP.) muSTAR is a menu based program that allows for the
user to pick any of the following
options:
Edit Function
Edit Variable
Edit Property
Eval LISP
Eval -Quote LISP

Trace Function
Untrace Function
Read File

Write File
Select Drive

Menu -based systems are generally
designed to be used with video terminals. This one is no exception: it is
a joy on the screen of a 9600 bps terminal and very frustrating on a 300
bps DECwriter.

The editor that comes with
muSTAR is a flexible screen editor intended to be adaptable to any type of
video terminal. Unfortunately, the

"interrupt execution" character,

allow the user to specify to the
muSTAR system that when a given
function is called the system should
print its arguments before the execution of the function and the result
afterward. This is the single most important tool for the user in the process of debugging and developing
programs.
Read and Write are for text files
and assume a CP /M file extension of
".LIB ". The files can be created either
by muSTAR or by an external editor.
Read works in the obvious way.
Write, however, writes out only func-
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Escape, is used by some terminals for

cursor control. Since Escape is
detected at a very low level in the
system, there is no way to tailor the
screen editor to use these terminals.
Unlike some LISP "structure" editors
that use atoms and expressions as the
units to be modified, the muSTAR
editor is a conventional character oriented screen editor; however, it is
convenient and easy to use. When
functions are being edited, the text is
pretty -printed to make it easier to
read and edit.
The Trace and Untrace facilities

tions and variables whose names appear on the property list of the atom
that is the name of the file. While this
can be done using the Edit Property
function of muSTAR, it is easy to
forget to add new function names
during a session and thus lose your
work when you exit the muSTAR
system.
The error -handling facility in
muLISP is virtually nonexistent. The
three "advisory" messages: ZERO
DIVIDE ERROR, END -OF -FILE
READ, and NO DISK SPACE are
printed at the console, and the
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Because of the auto -quoting and
implicit-sequence -evaluation features
of the system, there are no other
errors that can occur during program
execution. In fact, since evaluation of
any syntactically legal expression is
defined, and the input routines for the
driver loop ensure that only legal expressions are read in, the user cannot
cause any error other than the ones
listed above.
Although this may be an elegant
concept, it makes debugging
awkward at best and virtually impossible at worst except for the Trace

offending primitive function is forced
to return NIL. Execution of the rest of
the user function proceeds, according
to the manual, "normally." The only
error that causes termination of execution is INSUFFICIENT MEMORY
SPACE. When execution stops, as
when the Escape key is typed, the
user has four options. He or she can
continue execution, go back to the
top -level driver, restart muLISP, or
go back to the CP /M system. Unfortunately, the user cannot examine the
functions or arguments that caused
the problem.
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Documentation, Library Software
We were very pleased with the
quality of the documentation for all
three LISPs. Because Cromemco and
(T.(L.C)) LISP are just different versions of the same program, the two
user's manuals are almost identical.
These manuals begin with a long
discussion of LISP style and
philosophy and include a discussion
of how to code a recursive descent
parser in LISP. This background information is quite good and will be a
great help to a beginner. Most of the
function descriptions include an illustrative example. The Cromemco
LISP manual adds a section on the internal representation of data structures and gives information needed to

link

918 -747 -9333
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option available in muSTAR. Since
this is not available in the core
muLISP system, you would always
do development in muSTAR.
Cromemco LISP and (T.(L.C))
LISP take a more traditional attitude
to the user environment and error
handling. Errors are flagged in many
situations. In particular, the errors
UNDEFINED VARIABLE and
WRONG
NUMBER
OF
ARGUMENTS, as well as data -type
violations, are checked for during
program evaluation. The characters
G, Control -G, and Bell act like the
Escape key in muLISP to end execution of user functions. In addition,
the function ERROR can be called by
a function at any time.
Once an error occurs, evaluation
stops, a message is printed, and the
user has several options. He or she
can examine the function or
arguments that caused the error, trace
the execution stack back through all
the nested calls, or "pop" up the stack
(to the top or any intermediate place)
giving a return value for the function
that was called at that level.
Although these functions are a good
idea, they are poorly explained in the
manual.

on Inquiry card.

to

assembly -language

subroutines. The (T.(L.C)) LISP
manual includes some annotated
LISP examples adapted from Artificial Intelligence Programming (see
the 'Where to Learn LISP" text box
for a description of this book and

other useful LISP information). These
examples are prefaced by a discussion
of the differences between (T.(L.C))
LISP and the LISP used in Artificial
Intelligence Programming. We found
this discussion quite useful. Both
manuals are about 135 pages long.
The muLISP manual, which is
about 100 pages long, is shorter and
terser, but of high quality. This
manual gives a limited amount of
background information. The function descriptions are in a formal
metalanguage that is complete but
often obscure. These descriptions
would be much clearer if they included examples. The manual includes
commented listings of many useful
utilities and the muSTAR development environment, and they will be
quite useful for users who wish to
tailor their LISP environment. In particular, there are instructions for
tailoring the muLISP screen editor to
different kinds of terminals.
Cromemco LISP is distributed with
a fairly complete set of Cromemco
software, including the CDOS
operating system, several CDOS
utilities, and a screen editor. Unfortunately, the screen editor can only
be used with a Cromemco terminal.
This is downright unfriendly of
Cromemco, particularly since it is
trivial to provide the "hooks" to do
screen editing with almost any
modern terminal. Also provided are
files with LISP utilities, a trace function, a pretty -printer program, examples from Artificial Intelligence
Programming, and examples of the
more esoteric features of Cromemco

group and the software is published
in a small newsletter available to
muLISP purchasers. (T.(L.C)) LISP
purchasers also receive a newsletter,
though it is less formal and less
regular. As of now, there is no
(T.(L.C)) LISP users' group.

Conclusions
Cromemco and (T.(L.C)) LISP have
many modern features, yet they still
run acceptably fast. The auto-load
feature potentially allows very large
programs to run in a virtual -memory
environment. The documentation is

quite good and would be useful for
LISP beginners. Cromemco LISP also
includes information that would be
useful to someone adding his or her
own machine -language subroutines.
A major drawback of these LISPs is a
small, fixed -sized stack that severely
limits the use of recursive functions.
(T.(L.C)) LISP is the cheapest of the

reviewed

LISPs

here -$150.

Cromemco LISP, with only a small
amount of additional functionality, is
the most expensive -$295.
muLISP is an extremely fast LISP
with a complete but basic set of

ATTENTION S -100
USERS, OEMs & ISOs!
MM -103 IS THE ONLY MODEM
FOR YOUR NEEDS!
In previous issues, we listed more than 50 reasons why PMMI MM -103 modems

are superior, along with a list of satisfied users that is now too long to print.
Quality, integrity and low cost have made the MM -103 America's most popular modem.
PMMI was the first to gain FCC approval and meet IEEE -696 S -100 standards.
You won't find another modem for the S-100 bus with a wider range of Baud rates,
more extensive and controllable software and such an unbeatable warranty.
And since PMMI has eliminated the need for an acoustic coupler or an RS 232 adapter,
your connection is more reliable and you buy no unnecessary hardware.

SO DON'T DELAY!
GO WITH THE

MODEM WITH EXPERIENCE!

IA
-1411)

LISP.

COMMUNICATIONS
[POTOMAC MICRO- MAGIC, INC.]

For further information, call or write:

(T.(L.C)) LISP is distributed with
the same example and utility files as
Cromemco LISP. Also included are
several additional files of examples.
muLISP is distributed with the
muSTAR utility and the other utilities
described in the manual. Also included are several games and programs,
including a version of Weizenbaum's
ELIZA, called DOCTOR, and a
guessing game which learns, called
ANIMAL.
muLISP has the beginnings of an
active user group and software
library. Information about the user

Three Skyline Place
5201 Leesburg Pike, Suite 604
Falls Church, VA 22041

1703] 379 -9660
Or dial

into our 24 hour -a -day Modem Test Center:
17031379-03031308 Baud)

AFTER ALL...

ALL MODEMS ARE NOT
CREATED EQUAL!
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features. It is distributed with
muSTAR, a nice LISP development
environment that includes a screen
editor. The documentation is good,
but it is too terse and formal for
beginners. Much of the speed of
muLISP comes from features that
make programs hard to read and hard
to debug. In particular, muLISP does
almost no type checking or error
detection.
LISP is alive and well and living in a
Z80 microprocessor. Although there
are great differences between muLISP
and the other two packages, we feel
that all three are successful products.
Each would allow a user to develop
and use fairly large LISP programs.
Acknowledgments
The benchmark tests were performed on a
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We would like to thank E Jeffrey Conklin and
Caxton C Foster.

Where to learn LISP:
Recommended Books and Articles
1.Allen, J. Anatomy of LISP. New
York: McGraw -Hill Book Co, 1978.
An examination of many issues in
computer science through LISP -tinted
spectacles. This is also the only
published discussion of many modern
LISP implementation techniques and
styles.
2.Allen, J. "An Overview of LISP" in
BYTE, August 1979, page 10. A compact overview to LISP style and usage.
All the important LISP functions are
discussed. The most difficult aspect of
learning LISP is understanding exactly
when and how values get bound to
names. These issues are not discussed.
3.Charniak, Eugene, Christopher
Riesback, and Drew McDermott. Ar-

tificial Intelligence Programming.
Hillsdale NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 1979. A very complete introduction to sophisticated uses of
LISP for AI programming. The first
few chapters do a good job of explaining the name -value-binding issues.

4.Friedman, Daniel. The Little LISPer.
London, England: Science Research
Associates Inc, 1974. An entertaining
introduction to the style of LISP programming. This book does not cover
everything you need to know to use
LISP on a real machine. It, again,
avoids key issues of how and when
LISP names get values.
5.McCarthy, John. "Recursive Functions of Symbolic Expressions and
Their Computation by Machine,"
Communications of the Association
for Computing Machinery, pages 184
through 195, April 1960. This is where
it all started, the article that suggested
that the mathematical lambda calculus
could be embodied in a programming
language.
6.Winston, Patrick Henry. Artificial
Intelligence. Reading MA: Addison Wesley, 1977. An easily understood introduction to AI and AI programming.
7.Winston, Patrick Henry and Berthold Klaus Horn. LISP. Reading MA:
Addison -Wesley, 1981. A pleasant,
chatty introduction to LISP.

BYTE's Bits

SciTronics introduces ...

REAL TIME CLOCKS

Microsoft Drops
APL Interpreter

with full Clock /Calendar Functions

Microsoft has dropped work on an APL
interpreter. The demand of other projects
has caused the company to stop work on
the interpreter for 8 -bit microcomputers.
The company still plans to develop a
16 -bit version.

The Worry -free Clocks for People
Who Don't Have Time to Worry!!

What makes them worryfree?
Crystal controlled for high
(.002 07o) accuracy
Lithium battery backup for continuous clock operation (6000 hrs! )
! !

Complete software in BASIC including programs to Set and
Read clock
Clock generates interrupts
(seconds, minutes, hour) for
foreground/background operation
Applications:
Logging Computer on time
Timing of events
Use it with the SciTronics Remote
Controller for Real Time control
of A.C. operated lights and appliances
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S -100

bus computers

Apple ll computer
SciTronics RC -80
owners

RTC -100 $159
RTC -A $129
RC -8OCK $109

Send

SciTronics Inc.
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523 S. Clewell
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St., P.O. Box 5344
Bethlehem, PA 18015

(215) 868 -7220
Please list system with which you plan to use
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In the April 1981 "Software Received,"
the price of the "Beef Cattle Least -Cost
Ration Program" was incorrectly listed.
The correct price is $495. A demonstration tape of the program is available for
$5.
For information on the program, con-

tact Agricultural Software Consultants,
1706 Santa Fe, Kingsville TX 78363 (512)
595 -1937.

Do more with your Commodore.
Plug in the printer that
business professionals prefer.
Discover the quality difference and move up to Mannesmann Tally
printing. The high speed 8024 serial printer comes ready to plug into
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132 column printing. Conforms with Commodore specified program
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to copy. Rugged, industrial strength construction. A print head that
promises years of usage before replacement. A machine you can
drive as hard as you want, yet it never requires preventive maintenance. Never needs periodic adjustments.
There's more. An easy to change, snap-in ribbon cartridge. Dual
tractor paper engagement for positive alignment. A built -in self-test
routine. Double wide printing on demand. A nine -needle print head
model for true descenders on lower case characters. An optional
Quick-Tear kit for forms removal immediately after printing. See this
machine for yourself.
Ask for the Model 8024 at your nearest Commodore dealer or
contact us.
Mannesmann Tally, 8301 S. 180th St. Kent, WA 98031. Phone:
(206) 251 -5524.
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The Emperor's Old Clothes
Charles Antony Richard Hoare
Oxford University, England
The 1980 ACM Turing Award was presented to Charles Antony Richard Hoare,
Professor of Computation at Oxford
University, England, by Walter Carlson,
chairman of the awards committee. The
presentation took place at the ACM Annual Conference in Nashville, Tennessee,
October 27, 1980.
Professor Hoare was selected by the
General Technical Achievement Award
Committee for his fundamental contributions to the definition and design of programming languages. His work is characterized by an unusual combination of insight, originality, elegance, and impact.
He is best known for his work on axiomatic definitions of programming languages through the use of techniques popularly referred to as axiomatic semantics.
He developed ingenious algorithms such
as Quicksort and was responsible for inventing and promulgating advanced data structuring techniques in scientific programming languages. He has also made
important contributions to operating systems through the study of monitors, and
his most recent work is on communicating
sequential processes.
Before his appointment to Oxford in
1977, Professor Hoare was Professor of
Computer Science at The Queen's University in Belfast, Ireland, from 1968 to 1977,
and was a Visiting Professor at Stanford
University in 1973. From 1960 to 1968 he

Acknowledgments
BYTE wishes to thank Professor CAR Hoare

and the Association for Computing Machinery

for granting us permission to reprint this article, which originally appeared in the February
1981 Communications of the ACM. Copyright
1981 by the Association for Computing
Machinery, Inc. Reprinted by permission.
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Professor Charles Antony Richard Hoare

held a number of positions with Elliot
Brothers Ltd, England.
Professor Hoare has published extensively and is on the editorial boards of a
number of the world's foremost computer
science journals. In 1973 he received the
ACM Programming Systems and Languages Paper Award. Professor Hoare
became a Distinguished Fellow of the
British Computer Society in 1978 and was
awarded the degree of Doctor of Science
Honoris Causa by the University of
Southern California in 1979.
The Turing Award is the Association

for Computing Machinery's highest
award for technical contributions to the
computing community. It is presented
each year in memory of Dr A M Turing,
an English mathematician who made
many important contributions to the computing sciences.
A transcript of Professor Hoare's 1980
Turing Award Lecture follows.

My first and most pleasant duty in
this lecture is to express my profound
gratitude to the Association for Computing Machinery for the great honor
which they have bestowed on me and
for this opportunity to address you
on a topic of my choice. What a difficult choice it is! My scientific
achievements, so amply recognized
by this award, have already been
amply described in the scientific
literature. Instead of repeating the
abstruse technicalities of my trade, I
would like to talk informally about
myself, my personal experiences, my
hopes and fears, my modest successes, and my rather less modest
failures. I have learned more from my
failures than can ever be revealed in
the cold print of a scientific article,
and now I would like you to learn
from them, too. Besides, failures are
much more fun to hear about afterwards; they are not so funny at the
time.
I start my story in August 1960,
when I became a programmer with a
small computer manufacturer, a division of Elliott Brothers (London) Ltd,
where in the next eight years I was to
receive my primary education in
computer science. My first task was
to implement for the new Elliot 803
computer a library subroutine for a
new fast method of internal sorting
just invented by Shell. I greatly enjoyed the challenge of maximizing efficiency in the simple decimal -ad-

dressed machine code of those days.
My boss and tutor, Pat Shackleton,
was very pleased with my completed
program. I then said timidly that I
thought I had invented a sorting
method that would usually run faster
than SHELLSORT, without taking
much extra store. He bet me sixpence
that I had not. Although my method
was very difficult to explain, he finally agreed that I had won my bet.
I wrote several other tightly coded
library subroutines, but after six
months I was given a much more important task -that of designing a new
advanced high -level programming
language for the company's next computer, the Elliott 503, which was to

have the same instruction code as the
existing 803 but run sixty times faster.
In spite of my education in classical
languages, this was a task for which I
was even less qualified than those
who undertake it today. By great
good fortune there came into my
hands a copy of the Report on the International Algorithmic Language
ALGOL 60. Of course, this language
was obviously too complicated for
our customers. How could they ever
understand all those begins and ends
when even our salesmen couldn't?
Around Easter 1961, a course on
ALGOL 60 was offered in Brighton,
England, with Peter Naur, Edsger W
Dijkstra, and Peter Landin as tutors. I

attended this course with my colleague in the language project, Jill
Pym, our divisional Technical
Manager, Roger Cook, and our Sales
Manager, Paul King. It was there that
I first learned about recursive procedures and saw how to program the
sorting method which I had earlier
found such difficulty in explaining. It
was there that I wrote the procedure,
immodestly named Quicksort, on
which my career as a computer scientist is founded. Due credit must be
paid to the genius of the designers of
ALGOL 60 who included recursion in
their language and enabled me to
describe my invention so elegantly to
the world. I have regarded it as the

THE FORMULATM allows the computer professional to
focus on the most important part of business: the needs
of the client. Customized systems for any business application can be created in a fraction of the time required by
conventional methods.
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Interactive data entry, file updating, and
maintenance routines are automatically
generated from a definition of the fields.
Reports can be created through a unique
full screen editor simply by typing a sample
format.
Menus and job streams are defined through
a preprogrammed parameter- driven procedure.

Fast response time is insured because
each routine can be interpreted directly by
the computer and data management is
controlled by an efficient ISAM algorithm.
THE FORMULATM is a complete system language which
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highest goal of programming language design to enable good ideas to
be elegantly expressed.
After the ALGOL course in
Brighton, Roger Cook was driving
me and my colleagues back to London when he suddenly asked, "Instead of designing a new language,
why don't we just implement ALGOL
607" We all instantly agreed -in
retrospect, a very lucky decision for
me. But we knew we did not have the
skill or experience at that time to
implement the whole language, so I
was commissioned to design a modest
subset. In that design I adopted certain basic principles which I believe to

be as valid today as they were then.

is that every occurrence of every sub-

script of every subscripted variable
was on every occasion checked at run
Principles of Design
the
was
security,
first
principle
The
time against both the upper and the
principle that every syntactically in- lower declared bounds of the array.
correct program should be rejected by Many years later we asked our custhe compiler and that every syntac- tomers whether they wished us to
tically correct program should give a provide an option to switch off these
result or an error message that was checks in the interests of efficiency on
predictable and comprehensible in production runs. Unanimously, they
terms of the source language program urged us not to -they already knew
itself. Thus no core dumps should how frequently subscript errors occur
ever be necessary. It was logically im- on production runs where failure to
possible for any source language pro- detect them could be disastrous. I
gram to cause the computer to run note with fear and horror that even in
wild, either at compile time or at run 1980, language designers and users
time. A consequence of this principle have not learned this lesson. In any
respectable branch of engineering,
failure to observe such elementary
precautions would have long been
against the law.
The second principle in the design
of the implementation was brevity of
the object code produced by the compiler and compactness of run time
working data. There was a clear
reason for this: the size of main storage on any computer is limited, and
its extension involves delay and expense. A program exceeding the limit,
even by one word, is impossible to
run, especially since many of our customers did not intend to purchase
BUY.
backing stores.
This principle of compactness of
object code is even more valid today,
when processors are trivially cheap in
comparison with the amounts of
main store they can address, and
backing stores are comparatively
For Data Reliabilityeven more expensive and slower by
Memorex
many orders of magnitude. If as a
Flexible
Discs
result of care taken in implementation
the available hardware remains more
powerful than may seem necessary
for a particular application, the applications programmer can nearly
always take advantage of the extra
capacity to increase the quality of his
program, its simplicity, its ruggedCALL FREE FOR PRICES & INFORMATION
PACIFIC
ness, and its reliability.
EXCHANGES
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foothill
We
The third principle of our design
was that the entry and exit convenIn California. (800)592 -5935 or (805)543.1037
tions for procedures and functions
should be as compact and efficient as
VISA'
- CQ.D.'s ACCEPTED
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
for tightly coded machine -code subroutines. I reasoned that procedures
are one of the most powerful features
of a high -level language, in that they
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both simplify the programming task
and shorten the object code. Thus
there must be no impediment to their
frequent use.
The fourth principle was that the
compiler should use only a single
pass. The compiler was structured as
a collection of mutually recursive
procedures, each capable of analyzing and translating a major syntactic
unit of the language
statement, an
expression, a declaration, and so on.
It was designed and documented in
ALGOL 60, and then coded into decimal machine code using an explicit
stack for recursion. Without the
ALGOL 60 concept of recursion, at
that time highly controversial, we
could not have written this compiler
at all.
I can still recommend single -pass,
top -down recursive descent both as
an implementation method and as a
design principle for a programming
language. First, we certainly want
programs to be read by people, and
people prefer to read things once in a
single pass. Second, for the user of a
time- sharing or personal computer
system, the interval between typing
in a program (or amendment) and
starting to run that program is wholly
unproductive. It can be minimized by
the high speed of a single -pass compiler. Finally, to structure a compiler
according to the syntax of its input
language makes a great contribution
to ensuring its correctness. Unless we
have absolute confidence in this, we
can never have confidence in the results of any of our programs.

-a

Principles at Work
To observe these four principles, I
selected a rather small subset of
ALGOL 60. As the design and implementation progressed, I gradually
discovered methods of relaxing the
restrictions without compromising
any of the principles. So in the end we
were able to implement nearly the full
power of the whole language, including even recursion, although several
features were removed and others
were restricted.
In the middle of 1963, primarily as
a result of the work of Jill Pym and
Jeff Hillmore, the first version of our
compiler was delivered. After a few

months we began to wonder whether
anyone was using the language or
taking any notice of our occasional
reissue, incorporating improved operating methods. Only when a
customer had a complaint did he contact us, and many of them had no
complaints. Our customers have now
moved on to more modern computers
and more fashionable languages, but
many have told me of their fond
memories of the Elliott ALGOL System. The fondness is not due just to
nostalgia, but to the efficiency, reliability, and convenience of that
early simple ALGOL System.
As a result of this work on
ALGOL, in August 1962 I was invited
to serve on the new Working Group
2.1 of the International Federation of
Information Processors (IFIP) charged
with responsibility for maintenance
and development of ALGOL. The
group's first main task was to design a
subset of the language which would
remove some of its less successful features. Even in those days and even
with such a simple language, we recognized that a subset could be an improvement on the original. I greatly
welcomed the chance of meeting and
hearing the wisdom of many of the
original language designers. I was
astonished and dismayed at the heat
and even rancor of their discussions.
Apparently the original design of
ALGOL 60 had not proceeded in that
spirit of dispassionate search for truth
which the quality of the language had
led me to suppose.
In order to provide relief from the
tedious and argumentative task of designing a subset, the working group
allocated one afternoon to discussing
the features that should be incorporated in the next design of the language. Each member was invited to
suggest the improvement he considered most important. On October 11,
1963, my suggestion was to pass on a
request of our customers to relax the
ALGOL 60 rule of compulsory declaration of variable names and adopt
some reasonable default convention
such as that of FORTRAN. I was
astonished by the polite but firm rejection of this seemingly innocent
suggestion. It was pointed out that
the redundancy of ALGOL 60 was the
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programs longer.

Never mind!
if your
you
be
delighted
Wouldn't
her
offered
to
wave
Fairy Godmother
wand over your program to remove
all its errors and only made the condition that you should write out and
key in your whole program three
times? The way to shorten programs
is to use procedures, not to omit vital
declarative information.
Among the other proposals for the
development of a new ALGOL was
that the Switch declaration of
ALGOL 60 should be replaced by a
more general feature, namely an ar-

best protection against programming
and coding errors which could be extremely expensive to detect in a running program and even more expensive not to. The story of the Mariner
space rocket to Venus, lost because of
the lack of compulsory declarations
in FORTRAN, was not to be published until later. I was eventually
persuaded of the need to design programming notations so as to maximize the number of errors which cannot be made, or if made, can be reliably detected at compile time.
Perhaps this would make the text of
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ray of label -valued variables, and
that a program should be able to
change the values of these variables
by assignment. I was very much opposed to this idea, similar to the
assigned Go To of FORTRAN,
because I had found a surprising
number of tricky problems in the implementation of even the simple
labels and switches of ALGOL 60. I
could see even more problems in the
new feature, including that of jumping back into a block after it had been
exited. I was also beginning to suspect
that programs that used a lot of labels
were more difficult to understand and
get correct, and that programs that
assigned new values to label variables
would be even more difficult still.
It occurred to me that the appropriate notation to replace the ALGOL
60 switch should be based on that of
the conditional expression of ALGOL
60, which selects between two alternative actions according to the value
of a Boolean expression. So I suggested the notation for a "case expression" which selects between any
number of alternatives according to
the value of an integer expression.
That was my second language design
proposal. I am still most proud of it,
because it raises essentially no problems either for the implementer, the
programmer, or the reader of a program. Now, after more than fifteen
years, there is the prospect of international standardization of a language
incorporating this notation
remarkably short interval compared
with other branches of engineering.
Back again to my work at Elliott.
After the unexpected success of our
ALGOL Compiler, our thoughts
turned to a more ambitious project:
to provide a range of operating
system software for larger configurations of the 503 computer, with card
readers, line printers, magnetic tapes,
and even a core backing store which
was twice as cheap and twice as large
as the main store, but fifteen times
slower. This was to be known as the
Elliott 503 Mark II software system.
It comprised:
1. An assembler for a symbolic
assembly language in which all the
rest of the software was to be written.
2. A scheme for automatic ad-
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of code and data
overlays, either from magnetic tape
or from core backing store. This was
to be used by the rest of the software.
3. A scheme for automatic buffering of all input and output on any
available peripheral device, again to
be used by all the other software.
4. A filing system on magnetic
tape with facilities for editing and job
control.
5. A completely new implementation of ALGOL 60, which removed
all the nonstandard restrictions which
we had imposed on our first implementation.
6. A compiler for FORTRAN as it
was then.

ministration

Deadline Pressures
I wrote documents which described
the relevant concepts and facilities,
and we sent them to existing and pro-

spective customers. Work started
with a team of fifteen programmers,
and the deadline for delivery was set
some eighteen months ahead, in
March 1965. After initiating the
design of the Mark II software, I was
suddenly promoted to the dizzying
rank of Assistant Chief Engineer,
responsible for advanced development and design of the company's
products, both hardware and software.
Although I was still managerially
responsible for the 503 Mark II software, I gave it less attention than the
company's new products and almost
failed to notice when the deadline for
its delivery passed without event. The
programmers revised their implementation schedules, and a new delivery
date was set some three months
ahead, in June 1965. Needless to say,
that day also passed without event.
By this time, our customers were getting angry and my managers instructed me to take personal charge of
the project. I asked the senior programmers once again to draw up

revised schedules, which again
showed that the software could be
delivered within another three
months. I desperately wanted to
believe it, but I just could not. I
disregarded the schedules and began
to dig more deeply into the project.
It turned out that we had failed to

make any overall plans for the allocation of our most limited resource
main storage. Each programmer expected this to be done automatically,
either by the symbolic assembler or
by the automatic overlay scheme.
Even worse, we had failed to simply
count the space used by our own software which was already filling the
main store of the computer, leaving
no space for our customers to run
their programs. Hardware address
length limitations prohibited adding
more main storage.
Clearly, the original specifications
of the software could not be met and
had to be drastically curtailed. Experienced programmers and even
managers were called back from
other projects. We decided to concentrate first on delivery of the new compiler for ALGOL 60, which careful

-

calculation showed would take
another four months. I impressed
upon all the programmers involved
that this was no longer just a prediction; it was a promise. If they found
they were not meeting their promise,
it was their personal responsibility to
find ways and means of making
good.
The programmers responded
magnificently to the challenge. They
worked nights and days to ensure
completion of all those items of software which were needed by the
ALGOL compiler. To our delight,
they met the scheduled delivery date;
it was the first major item of working
software produced by the company
over a period of two years.
Our delight was short -lived; the
compiler could not be delivered. Its
speed of compilation was only two
characters per second, which cornpared unfavorably with the existing
version of the compiler operating at
about a thousand characters per second. We soon identified the cause of
the problem: it was thrashing between the main store and the extension core backing store which was fifteen times slower. It was easy to
make some simple improvements,
and within a week we had doubled
the speed of compilation to four characters per second. In the next two
weeks of investigation and reprogramming, the speed was doubled

again to eight characters per second.
We could see ways in which within a
month this could be still further improved, but the amount of reprogramming required was increasing
and its effectiveness was decreasing;
there was an awful long way to go.
The alternative of increasing the size
of the main store so frequently
adopted in later failures of this kind
was prohibited by hardware addressing limitations.
There was no escape: the entire
Elliott 503 Mark II software project
had to be abandoned, and with it,
over thirty man -years of programming effort, equivalent to nearly one
man's active working life. And I was
responsible, both as designer and as
manager, for wasting it.
A meeting of all our 503 customers
was called and Roger Cook, who was
then manager of the computing division, explained to them that not a
single word of the long -promised
software would ever be delivered to
them. He adopted a very quiet tone of
delivery, which ensured that none of
the customers could interrupt, murmur in the background, or even shuffle in their seats. I admired but could
not share his calm. Over lunch our
customers were kind to try to comfort
me. They had realized long ago that
software to the original specifications
could never have been delivered, and
even if it had been, they would not
have known how to use its sophisticated features, and anyway many
such large projects get cancelled
before delivery. In retrospect, I
believe our customers were fortunate
that hardware limitations had protected them from the arbitrary excesses of our software designs. In the
present day, users of microprocessors
benefit from a similar protection
but not for much longer.
At that time I was reading the early
documents describing the concepts
and features of the newly announced
OS 360, and of a new time -sharing
project called Multics. These were far
more comprehensive, elaborate, and
sophisticated than anything I had
imagined, even in the first version of
the 503 Mark II software. Clearly
IBM and MIT must be possessed of
some secret of successful software de-

-
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and implementation whose
nature I could not even begin to guess
at. It was only later that they realized
they could not either.
So I still could not see how I had
brought such a great misfortune upon
my company. At the time I was convinced that my managers were planning to dismiss me. But no, they were
intending a far more severe punishment. "OK, Tony," they said. "You
got us into this mess, and now you're
going to get us out."
"I don't know how," I protested,
but their reply was simple. 'Well
then, you'll have to find out." They
even expressed confidence that I
could do so. I did not share their confidence. I was tempted to resign. It
was the luckiest of all my lucky
escapes that I did not.
Of course, the company did everything they could to help me. They
took away my responsibility for
hardware design and reduced the size
of my programming teams. Each of
my managers explained carefully his
own theory of what had gone wrong,
and all the theories were different. At
last, there breezed into my office the
most senior manager of all, a general
manager of our parent company, Andrew St. Johnston. I was surprised
that he had even heard of me. "You
know what went wrong?" he shouted
(he always shouted). 'You let your
programmers do things which you
yourself do not understand." I stared
in astonishment. He was obviously
out of touch with present -day
realities. How could one person ever
understand the whole of a modern
software product like the Elliott 503
Mark II software system?
I realized later that he was absolutely right; he had diagnosed the
true cause of the problem and he had
planted the seed of its later solution.
sign

Defining the Problems
I still had a team of some forty programmers. We needed to retain the
goodwill of customers of our new
machine and even regain the confidence of the customers for our old
one. But what should we actually
plan to do when we knew only one
thing -that all our previous plans
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had failed? I therefore called an all day meeting of our senior programmers on October 22, 1965, to thrash
out the question among us. I still have
the notes of that meeting. We first
listed the recent major grievances of
our customers: cancellation of products, failure to meet deadlines, excessive size of software "not justified
by the usefulness of the facilities provided," excessively slow programs,
failure to take account of customer
feedback. "Earlier attention paid to
quite minor requests of our customers
might have paid as great dividends of
goodwill as the success of our most
ambitious plans," we concluded.
We then listed our own grievances:
lack of machine time for program
testing, unpredictability of machine
time, lack of suitable peripheral
equipment, unreliability of the hardware even when available, dispersion
of programming staff, lack of equipment for keypunching of programs,
lack of firm hardware delivery dates,
lack of technical writing effort for
documentation, lack of software
knowledge outside the programming
group, interference from higher
managers who imposed decisions
without a full realization of the more
intricate implications of the matter,
and overoptimism in the face of
pressure from customers and the sales
department.
But we did not seek to excuse our
failure by these grievances. For example, we admitted that it was the duty
of programmers to educate their
managers and other departments of
the company by presenting the necessary information in a simple palatable
form. The hope "that deficiencies in
original program specifications could
be made up by the skill of a technical
writing department...was misguided.
The design of a program and the
design of its specification must be
undertaken in parallel by the same
person, and they must interact with
each other. A lack of clarity in specification is one of the surest signs of a
deficiency in the program it describes,
and the two faults must be removed
simultaneously before the project is
embarked upon." I wish I had followed this advice in 1963; wish we
all would follow it today.
I

My notes of the proceedings of that
day in October 1965 include a complete section devoted to failings
within the software group; this section rivals the most abject selfabasement of a revisionist official in
the Chinese cultural revolution. Our
main failure was overambition. "The
goals which we have attempted have
obviously proved to be far beyond
our grasp." There was also failure in
prediction, in estimation of program
size and speed, of effort required, in
planning the coordination and interaction of programs, in providing
an early warning that things were going wrong. There were faults in our
control of program changes, documentation, liaison with other departments, with our management, and
with our customers. We failed in giving clear and stable definitions of the
responsibilities of individual programmers and project leaders. Oh,
need I go on7 What was amazing was
that a large team of highly intelligent
programmers could labor so hard and
so long on such an unpromising project. You know, you shouldn't trust us
intelligent programmers. We can
think up such good arguments for
convincing ourselves and each other
of the utterly absurd. Especially don't
believe us when we promise to repeat
an earlier success, only bigger and
better next time.
The last section of our inquiry into
the failure dealt with the criteria of
quality of software. "In the recent
struggle to deliver any software at all,
the first casualty has been consideration of the quality of the software
delivered. The quality of software is
measured by a number of totally incompatible criteria, which must be
carefully balanced in the design and
implementation of every program."
We then made a list of no less than
seventeen criteria which has been
published in a guest editorial in
Volume 2 of the journal Software
Practice and Experience.

Recovery Period
How did we recover from the
catastrophe? First, we classified our
503 customers into groups, according
to the nature and the size of the hard-

ware configurations which they had
bought. For example, those with
magnetic tapes were all in one group.
We assigned to each group of customers a small team of programmers and
told the team leader to visit the
customers to find out what they
wanted, to select the easiest request to
fulfill, and to make plans (but not
promises) to implement it. In no case
would we consider a request for a
feature that would take more than
three months to implement and deliver. The project leader would then
have to convince me that the
customer's request was reasonable,
that the design of the new feature was
appropriate, and that the plans and
schedules for implementation were
realistic. Above all, I did not allow
anything to be done which I did not
myself understand. It worked! The
software requested began to be
delivered on the promised dates.
With an increase in our confidence
and that of our customers, we were
able to undertake fulfilling slightly
more ambitious requests. Within a
year, we had recovered from the
disaster. Within two years, we even
had some moderately satisfied
customers.
Thus we muddled through by corn mon sense and compromise to something aproaching success. But I was
not satisfied. I did not see why the
design and implementation of an operating system should be so much
more difficult than that of a compiler.
This is the reason why I have devoted
my later research to problems of
parallel programming and language
constructs which would assist in clear
structuring of operating systems
constructs such as monitors and corn municating processes.
While I was working at Elliott, I
became very interested in techniques
for formal definition of programming
languages. At that time, Peter Landin
and Christopher Strachey proposed
to define a programming language in
a simple functional notation that
specified the effect of each command
on a mathematically defined abstract
machine. I was not happy with this
proposal because I felt that such a
definition must incorporate a number
of fairly arbitrary representation
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decisions and would not be much
simpler in principle than an implementation of the language for a real
machine. As an alternative, I proposed that a programming language
definition should be formalized as a
set of axioms, describing the desired
properties of programs written in the
language. I felt that carefully formulated axioms would leave an implementation the necessary freedom to
implement the language efficiently on
different machines and enable the
programmer to prove the correctness
of his programs.
But I did not see how to actually do
it. I thought that it would need
lengthy research to develop and
apply the necessary techniques, and
that a university would be a better
place to conduct such research than
industry. So I applied for a chair in
Computer Science at the Queen's
University of Belfast, where I was to
spend nine happy and productive
years. In October 1968, as I unpacked
my papers in my new home in Belfast, I came across an obscure reprint

of an article by Bob Floyd entitled,
"Assigning Meanings to Programs."
What a stroke of luck! At last I could
see a way to achieve my hopes for my

research. Thus I wrote my first paper
on the axiomatic approach to corn puter programming, published in the
Communications of the ACM in
October 1969.
Just recently, I have discovered
that an early advocate of the assertional method of program proving
was none other than Alan Turing
himself. On June 24, 1950, at a conference in Cambridge, he gave a short
talk entitled, "Checking a Large Routine," which explains the idea with
great clarity. "How can one check a
large routine in the sense of making
sure that it's right?" Turing asked. "In
order that the man who checks may
not have too difficult a task, the programmer should make a number of
definite assertions which can be
checked individually, and from
which the correctness of the whole
program easily follows."
Consider the analogy of checking
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an addition. If the sum is given as a
column of figures with the answer
below, one must check the whole at
one sitting. But if the totals for the
various columns are given with the
carries added in separately, the
checker's work is much easier, being
split up into the checking of the
various assertions (that each column
is correctly added) and the small addition (of the carries to the total).
This principle can be applied to the
checking of a large routine, but we
will illustrate the method by means of
a small routine: one to obtain n factorial without the use of a multiplier.
Unfortunately, there is no coding
system sufficiently generally known
to justify giving this routine in full,
but a flow diagram will be sufficient
for illustration. That brings me back
to the main theme of my talk, the
design of programming languages.
During the period August 1962 to
October 1966, I attended every
meeting of the IFIP ALGOL working
group. After completing our labors
on the IFIP ALGOL subset, we
started on the design of ALGOL X,
the intended successor to ALGOL 60.
Mote suggestions for new features
were made and in May 1965, Niklaus
Wirth was commissioned to collate
them into a single language design. I
was delighted by his draft design,
which avoided all the known defects
of ALGOL 60 and included several
new features, all of which could be
simply and efficiently implemented,
and safely and conveniently used.
The description of the language
was not yet complete. I worked hard
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on making suggestions for its improvement, and so did many other
members of our group. By the time of
the next meeting in St. Pierre de
Chartreuse, France, in October 1965,
we had a draft of an excellent and
realistic language design which was
published in June 1966 as "A Contribution to the Development of
ALGOL" in Communications of the
ACM. It was implemented on the
IBM 360 and given the title ALGOL
W by its many happy users. It was
not only a worthy successor of
ALGOL 60, it was even a worthy
predecessor of Pascal.
At the same meeting, the ALGOL
committee had placed before it a
short, incomplete and rather incomprehensible document describing a
different, more ambitious and, to me,
a far less attractive language. I was
astonished when the working group,
consisting of all the best known international experts of programming languages, resolved to lay aside the commissioned draft on which we had all
been working and swallow a line with
such an unattractive bait.

so complicated that there are no obvious deficiencies.
The first method is far more difficult. It demands the same skill,
devotion, insight, and even inspiration as the discovery of the simple
physical laws which underlie the
complex phenomena of nature. It also
requires a willingness to accept objectives which are limited by physical,
logical, and technological constraints, and to accept a compromise
when conflicting objectives cannot be
met. No committee will ever do this
until it is too late.
So it was with the ALGOL committee. Clearly the draft which it preferred was not yet perfect. So a new
and final draft of the new ALGOL
language design was promised in
three months' time; it was to be submitted to the scrutiny of a subgroup
of four members including myself.
Three months came and went, without a word of the new draft. After six
months, the subgroup met in the
Netherlands. We had before us a
longer and thicker document, full of
errors corrected at the last minute,
describing yet another but to me,

Two Design Paths

equally unattractive language.

This happened just one week after
our inquest on the 503 Mark II software project. I gave desperate warnings against the obscurity, the complexity, and overambition of the new
design, but my warnings went unheeded. I conclude that there are two
ways of constructing a software design: One way is to make it so simple
that there are obviously no deficiencies, and the other way is to make it

Niklaus Wirth and I spent some time
trying to get removed some of the
deficiencies in the design and in the
description, but in vain. The completed final draft of the language was
promised for the next meeting of the
full ALGOL committee in three
months' time.
Three months came and went -not
a word of the new draft appeared.
After six months, in October 1966,
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the ALGOL working group met in
Warsaw. It had before it an even
longer and thicker document, full of
errors corrected at the last minute,

describing equally obscurely yet
another different, and to me, equally
unattractive language. The experts in
the group could not see the defects of
the design and they firmly resolved to
adopt the draft, believing it would be
completed in three months. In vain, I
told them it would not. In vain, I
urged them to remove some of the
technical mistakes of the language,
the predominance of references, the
default type conversions. Far from
wishing to simplify the language, the
working group actually asked the
authors to include even more complex features like overloading of
operators and concurrency.
When any new language design
project is nearing completion, there is
always a mad rush to get new features
added before standardization. The
rush is mad indeed, because it leads
into a trap from which there is no
escape. A feature which is omitted
can always be added later, when its
design and its implications are well
understood. A feature which is included before it is fully understood
can never be removed later.
At last, in December 1968, in a
mood of black depression, I attended
the meeting in Munich at which our
long -gestated monster was to come to
birth and receive the name ALGOL
68. By this time, a number of other
members of the group had become
disillusioned, but too late: the committee was now packed with supporters of the language, which was
sent up for promulgation by the
higher committees of IFIP. The best
we could do was to send with it a
minority report, stating our considered view that "...as a tool for the
reliable creation of sophisticated programs, the language is a failure." This
report was later suppressed by IFIP,
an act which reminds me of the lines
of Hilaire Belloc:
But scientists, who ought to know
Assure us that it must be so.
Oh, let us never, never doubt

What nobody is sure about.

I did not
attend any further
meetings of that working group. I am
pleased to report that the group soon
came to realize that there was something wrong with their language and
with its description; they labored
hard for six more years to produce a
revised description of the language. It
is a great improvement but I'm afraid
that, in my view, it does not remove
the basic technical flaws in the design,
nor does it begin to address the problem of its overwhelming complexity.
Programmers are always surrounded by complexity; we cannot avoid it.
Our applications are complex because
we are ambitious to use our computers in ever more sophisticated
ways. Programming is complex
because of the large number of conflicting objectives for each of our programming projects. If our basic tool,
the language in which we design and
code our programs, is also complicated, the language itself becomes
part of the problem rather than part
of its solution.
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Now let me tell you about yet

another overambitious language
project. Between 1965 and 1970 I was
a member and even chairman of the
Technical Committee No. 10 of the
European Computer Manufacturers
Association. We were charged first
with a watching brief and then with
the standardization of a language to
end all languages, designed to meet
the needs of all computer applications, both commercial and scientific,
by the greatest computer manufacturer of all time. I had studied with
interest and amazement, even a touch
of amusement, the four initial documents describing a language called
NPL, which appeared between March
1 and November 30, 1964. Each was
more ambitious and absurd than the
last in its wishful speculations. Then
the language began to be implemented and a new series of documents began to appear at six -monthly
intervals, each describing the final
frozen version of the language, under
its final frozen name PL /I.
But to me, each revision of the doc-
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ument simply showed how far the initial F-level implementation had progressed. Those parts of the language
that were not yet implemented were
still described in free -flowing flowery
prose giving promise of unalloyed
delight. In the parts that had been implemented, the flowers had withered;
they were choked by an undergrowth
of explanatory footnotes, placing arbitrary and unpleasant restrictions on
the use of each feature and loading
upon a programmer the responsibility
for controlling the complex and unexpected side -effects and interaction effects with all the other features of the
language.
At last, March 11, 1968, the language description was nobly presented to the waiting world as a
worthy candidate for standardization. But it was not. It had already
undergone some seven thousand corrections and modifications at the
hand of its original designers.
Another twelve editions were needed
before it was finally published as a
standard in 1976. I fear that this was
not because everybody concerned
was satisfied with its design, but
because they were thoroughly bored
and disillusioned.
For as long as I was involved in this
project, I urged that the language be
simplified, if necessary by subsetting,
so that the professional programmer
would be able to understand it and be
able to take responsibility for the correctness and cost -effectiveness of his
programs. I urged that the dangerous
features such as defaults and on conditions be removed. I knew that it
would be impossible to write a
wholly reliable compiler for a language of this complexity, and impossible to write a wholly reliable program when the correctness of each
part of the program depends on
checking that every other part of the
program has avoided all the traps and
pitfalls of the language.
At first I hoped that such a technically unsound project would collapse, but I soon realized it was
doomed to success. Almost anything
in software can be implemented, sold,
and even used given enough determination. There is nothing a mere scientist can say that will stand against the
424
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flood of a hundred million dollars.
But there is one quality that cannot be
purchased in this way -and that is
reliability. The price of reliability is
the pursuit of the utmost simplicity. It
is a price which the very rich find
most hard to pay.
All this happened a long time ago.
Can it be regarded as relevant in a
conference dedicated to a preview of
the Computer Age that lies ahead? It
is my gravest fear that it can. The

There is nothing a
mere scientist can say
that will stand against

the flood of a hundred
million dollars.
mistakes which have made in the last
twenty years are being repeated today on an even grander scale. I refer
to a language design project which
has generated documents entitled
strawman, woodenman, tin man,
ironman, steelman, green and finally
now Ada. This project has been initiated and sponsored by one of the
world's most powerful organizations,
the United States Department of Defense. Thus it is ensured of an influence and attention quite independent of its technical merits, and its
faults and deficiencies threaten us
with far greater dangers. For none of
the evidence we have so far can inspire confidence that this language
has avoided any of the problems that
have afflicted other complex language
projects of the past.
I have been giving the best of my
advice to this project since 1975. At
first I was extremely hopeful. The
original objectives of the language included reliability, readability of programs, formality of language definition, and even simplicity. Gradually
these objectives have been sacrificed
in favor of power, supposedly
achieved by a plethora of features
and notational conventions, many of
them unnecessary and some of them,
like exceptions handling, even
dangerous. We relive the history of
the design of the motor car. Gadgets
and glitter prevail over fundamental
concerns of safety and economy.

It is not too late! I believe that by
careful pruning of the Ada language,
it is still possible to select a very
powerful subset that would be
reliable and efficient in implementation and safe and economic in use.
The sponsors of the language have
declared unequivocally, however,
that there shall be no subsets. This is
the strangest paradox of the whole
strange project. If you want a language with no subsets, you must
make it small.
You include only those features
which you know to be needed for
every single application of the language and which you know to be appropriate for every single hardware
configuration on which the language
is implemented. Then extensions can
be specially designed where necessary
for particular hardware devices and

for particular applications. That is
the great strength of Pascal, that there
are so few unnecessary features and
almost no need for subsets. That is
why the language is strong enough to
support specialized extensions -concurrent Pascal for reál-time work,
Pascal Plus for discrete event simulation, UCSD Pascal for microprocessor work stations. If only we could
learn the right lessons from the successes of the past, we would not need
to learn from our failures.
And so, the best of my advice to
the originators and designers of Ada
has been ignored. In this last resort, I
appeal to you, representatives of the
programming profession in the
United States, and citizens concerned
with the welfare and safety of your
own country and of mankind: do not
allow this language in its present state
to be used in applications where
reliability is critical, ie, nuclear power
stations, cruise missiles, early warning systems, anti -ballistic missile
defense systems. The next rocket to
go astray as a result of a programming language error may not be an
exploratory space rocket on a
harmless trip to Venus. It may be a

nuclear warhead exploding over one
of our own cities. An unreliable
programming language generating
unreliable programs constitutes a far
greater risk to our environment and
to our society than unsafe cars, toxic

Circle 172 on inquiry card.

pesticides, or accidents at nuclear
power stations. Be vigilant to reduce
that risk, not to increase it.
Let me not end on this somber
note. To have our best advice ignored
is the common fate of all who take on
the role of consultant, ever since
Cassandra pointed out the dangers of
bringing a wooden horse within the
walls of Troy. That reminds me of a
story I used to hear in my childhood.

the master tailor at vast expense. The
tailor was brought to the throne
room, where he made obeisance to
the heap of fine clothes which now
completely covered the throne. All
the courtiers waited eagerly for his
advice. Imagine their astonishment
when his advice was not to add
sophistication and more intricate embroidery to that which already existed, but rather to remove layers of
the finery, and strive for simplicity
and elegance in place of extravagant

The Emperor's Old Clothes

elaboration.
"This tailor is not the expert that he
claims," they muttered. "His wits
have been addled by long contemplation in his ivory tower, and he no
longer understands the sartorial needs
of a modern Emperor." The tailor
argued loud and long for the good
sense of his advice but could not
make himself heard. Finally, he accepted his fee and returned to his
ivory tower.
Never to this day has the full truth
of this story been told: that one fine
morning, when the Emperor felt hot
and bored, he extricated himself carefully from under his mountain of
clothes and is now living happily as a
swineherd in another story. The
tailor is canonized as the patron saint
of all consultants, because in spite of
the enormous fees that he extracted,
he was never able to convince his
clients of his dawning realization that

Many years ago, there was an
Emperor who was so excessively fond
of clothes that he spent all his money
on dress. He did not trouble himself
with soldiers, attend banquets, or
give judgment in court. Of any other
king or emperor one might say, "He is
sitting in council," but it was always
said of him, "The emperor is sitting in
his wardrobe." And so he was. On
one unfortunate occasion, he had
been tricked into going forth naked to
his chagrin and the glee of his subjects. He resolved never to leave his
throne, and to avoid nakedness, he
ordered that each of his many new
suits of clothes should be simply
draped on top of the old.
Time passed away merrily in the
large town that was his capital.
Ministers and courtiers, weavers and

tailors,

visitors and subjects,

seamstresses and embroiderers, went
in and out of the throne room about
their various tasks, and they all exclaimed, "How magnificent is the attire of our Emperor."
One day the Emperor's oldest and
most faithful minister heard tell of a
most distinguished tailor who taught
at an ancient institute of higher stitch craft, and who had developed a new
art of abstract embroidery using
stitches so refined that no one could
tell whether they were actually there
at all. "These must indeed be splendid
stitches," thought the minister. "If we
can but engage this tailor to advise
us, we will bring the adornment of
our Emperor to such heights of ostentation that all the world will
acknowledge him as the greatest
Emperor there has ever been."
So the honest old minister engaged
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computer in the world.
Consider these features:
Up to 16 users
Up to 768K byte memory
Up to 150M bytes /disk drive
17M byte tape cartridge
46M byte 9 track tape
6 MHz Z -80B CPU

But it takes more than a lot of I/O ports,
memory. and disk storage to make a super multi user computer. The ENSIGN has what it takes.
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two separate Z -80's and 32K byte memory buffer
to handle all I/O between CRT's and printers at
baud rates up to 19,200 baud.
A third Z -80 handles all disk and tape /O.
Commands from the main CPU are totally
supervised by the disk slave Z -80.
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And the main CPU is the new 6 MHz Z -80B
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These drives, tape cartridges. and 9 track tape
drives are the premier of the industry. Yet prices
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systems you may want to try IBC -SUPERDOS.
SUPERDOS is very powerful and very very fast.
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Microcomputers
and the IIZS
James C Kingman, Chief, Examination Section
Helena International Revenue Service District
Helena MT 59601
Although the author is an employee of the Internal Revenue Service, the
content of this article is his opinion and does not necessarily reflect the
position of the United States Internal Revenue Service....SM

The 1980s will see unprecedented growth in the use of
microcomputers by small independent businesses and
professional persons. With great potential for fast, accurate processing of accounting data and other types of
business records at a minimal cost, microcomputers, like
photocopying machines, will soon be standard equipment in most offices.
Microcomputers offer a means of simplifying record keeping systems while producing more timely, accurate,
and detailed reports than were ever possible using a
manual accounting system. The greatest benefit to a
small business or professional person, however, is the
cost. For a cost comparable to the annual salary of a
bookkeeper, the individual can purchase a hardware and
software system capable of many times the work output
of a single person. If the system is well planned and properly implemented, it can result in an overall cost savings
and a significant increase in the usefulness and efficiency
of the record -keeping system.
Traditionally, a person entering a new business works
with his accountant to set up a record -keeping system
that meets generally accepted accounting principles and
practices. These systems provide a logical method of tracing detailed records such as invoices and vouchers
through the accounting process to the final financial
reports. The systems usually produce a general ledger
which is supported by subsidiary ledgers or such journals
as Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable. These, in
turn, provide a complete listing of the detailed records.
Thus, with the traditional method it is possible to trace
an individual detailed record through the entire system.
This system of tracking records is known as the "Audit
Trail."
As more and more business and professional people acquire and learn to program their microcomputer systems,
there may be a temptation to simplify record- keeping systems to the point where the Audit Trail is lost. For example, an individual might be tempted to write a program
that would simply require the input of detailed records
426
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and would produce completed financial statements as
output. While such a program would be very simple to
write and even simpler to operate, it would completely
eliminate any form of Audit Trail.
The lack of an Audit Trail creates two major problems:
First, any error or discrepancy on the original detailed
record would be impossible to locate without a complete
reconstruction of all detailed records. Suppose you had
such a simplified program for your Accounts Receivable.
Each day, week, or month you would key in new charges
and payments on account. At the end of the period your
simple system would produce a statement for each customer, without any reference to the original detailed
records. Such a program might work well as long as no
errors were made in entering the detailed records. What
would happen, however, if one of your customers paid
$50 on his account and you recorded $57 Without a reference to any records, you would need to manually reconstruct the customer's entire account to verify whether or
not he had, in fact, paid $50. Not only would the process
be time-consuming -it would create a relation problem
with the customer because of the original error.
The second problem with such a program is that it is
unacceptable to the Internal Revenue Service. Section
6001 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 requires, in
part, that "every person liable for any tax imposed by
this title, or for the collection thereof, shall keep such
records, render such statements, make such returns and
comply with such rules and regulations as the Secretary
may from time to time prescribe." Under the authority of
this code section, the Internal Revenue Service has issued
Revenue Procedure 64 -12 (Cumulative Bulletin 1964 -1,
Part 1, page 672), which defines "guidelines for record requirements to be followed in cases where part or all of the
account records are maintained within automatic data
processing systems." The Internal Revenue Service has
also issued Revenue Ruling 71 -20 (Cumulative Bulletin
1971 -1, page 392), which holds that "punched cards,
magnetic tapes, disks, and other machine -sensible data
media used in the automatic data processing of accounting transactions constitute records within the meaning of
section 1.6001 -1 of the regulations." Let us see how this
Revenue Procedure and Revenue Ruling affect the busi-

ness or professional person using a microcomputer in his

(3)

business.
Revenue Procedure 64-12 deals directly with the need
for an Audit Trail in an accounting system. Section 1.01
of the Revenue Procedure states its purpose:

Section 1. Purpose
.01 The purpose of this Revenue Procedure is to set
forth guidelines specifying the basic record requirements which the Internal Revenue Service

Revenue Ruling 71 -20 clarifies the term "records" as
used in Code Section 6001:

considers to be essential in cases where a
taxpayer's records are maintained within an automatic data processing (ADP) system. References
here to ADP systems include all accounting systems which process all or part of a taxpayer's
transactions, records, or data by other than
manual methods.
Section
cedures:

3

....lt

is held that punched cards, magnetic tapes,
disks, and other machine -sensible data media used
for recording, consolidating, and summarizing accounting transactions and records within a taxpayer's automatic data processing system are
records within the meaning of section 6001 of the
Code and section 1.6001 -1 of the regulations and
are required to be retained so long as the contents
may become material in the administration of any
internal revenue law...

states the objectives of the Revenue Pro-

Section 3. Objectives
....The ability to provide

in legible form the data
necessary to determine at a later date whether or
not the correct tax liability has been reported must
be carefully considered in designing and programming a machine system. This factor may add to
the complexity of the system and require additional cost, but this cost may be negligible in comparison to the expense that may be incurred at a
later date if the system cannot practically and
readily provide the information needed to support
and substantiate the accuracy of the previously
reported tax liability.
(Emphasis supplied.)

Both the Revenue Procedure and the Revenue Ruling
are well known to most large companies using computer
systems in their accounting process, but they may not be
as well known to the small business using mini- and
microcomputer systems. These businesses should check
the following items in order to be sure their systems meet
the requirements of the Internal Revenue Service:

Any system or program should preserve the integrity of the Audit Trail so that any summary
total may be traced back to the original detailed
records, and any detailed record may be traced
forward to the summary total.
If the system or program does not produce printouts of the detailed transactions as they are processed, then the system or program must have the
ability to reconstruct these transactions at the request of the Internal Revenue Service.
If the system or program maintains accounting
records on machine-sensible data media, such
media are considered records and must be maintained for the same period of time as a hard -copy
printout.
Finally, if the system or program does maintain
such machine -sensible data media, the system or
program must include a method of producing visible and legible printouts of the media.

Section 4 gives the specific record requirements that the
Internal Revenue Service considers essential in any ADP
accounting system:

Section 4. ADP Record Guidelines
.01 ...A computer's accounting program must include
a method of producing from the punched cards or
tapes visible and legible records which will provide the necessary information for the verification
of the taxpayer's tax liability.
.02 General and Subsidiary Books of Account.
(1)

(2)

-A

general ledger, with source references, should be
written out to coincide with financial reports for
tax reporting periods. In cases where subsidiary
ledgers are used to support the general ledger accounts, the subsidiary ledgers should also be written out periodically.

Supporting Documents and Audit Trail. -The
audit trail should be designed so that the details
underlying the summary accounting data, such as
invoices and vouchers, may be identified and
made available to the Internal Revenue Service
upon request.

Recorded or Reconstructible Data. -The records
must provide the opportunity to trace any transaction back to the original source or forward to a
final total. If printouts are not made of transactions at the time they are processed, then the
system must have the ability to reconstruct these
transactions.

This article may raise more questions than it has
answered. What should you do if you have questions
about your system? A final quote from Revenue Ruling
71 -20:

...taxpayers who are in doubt as to which records
are to be retained or who desire further information should contact their District Director for
assistance.
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Add Dual Trace and Delayed Sweep
to Your Oscilloscope
Robert J Stetson, BASF Systems
Crosby Dr, Bedford MA 01730

Occasionally the need arises to make timing comparisons between two signals with an interval delay.
However, with a conventional oscilloscope you cannot
scan a looped serial -data exchange with the clock in
registration and still look at the data that occurs 40 bytes
later. In this situation, you may want to build an add -on
unit that converts your present single -channel scope to a
digital dual -trace scope with delayed sweep for about
$15.

Theory of Operation -Data Multiplexer
Figures 1 and 2 show the complete logic diagram of the
unit. Figure 2 is a simple, stable, clock circuit. A chopping frequency of 1 F CLK was selected, since it is corn mon among dual -trace scopes. The 555 integrated circuit
is used as a free -running timer that generates 2 F CLK.
Since the output of the 555 is highly asymmetrical, it runs
at twice the desired rate, and 2 F CLK is fed to the input
of a 74LS74 -type D edge flip -flop. The 74LS74 is wired as
a divider and neatly converts the pulse train from the 555
timer into a perfectly symmetrical square wave of half the
frequency of 2 F CLK. It is important that 1 F CLK be
symmetrical to insure that the two traces have the same
relative brightness. This brightness is a direct function of
the sample time (controlled by 1 F CLK) for each channel.
In figure 1, 1 F CLK enables the channel 1 NAND gate
(74LS00) when high, and enables the channel 2 NAND
gate (74LS00) through a 74LSO4 inverter when low. The
two channels are multiplexed into a single signal on pin
11 of the 74LS00, an active low NOR gate.
Vertical separation of the traces can best be understood
by walking through the circuit with OV input to both
channels. If both inputs stay at a low level, the output on
pin 11 of the 74LS00 NOR gate stays low. Even though
there is no signal, the output signal, SCOPE, will switch
at 1 F CLK speed.
The diagrams in figure 4 show the relationship between
the 100 k -ohm 1 F CLK leg of the summing network and
the 150 k-ohm DATA leg. With 1 F CLK in a low logic
state, the DATA input selects one of the two possible
zones in the channel 2 area of the screen. With 1 F CLK
high, the DATA input selects one of the two channel 1
areas of the screen:

Where DATA is low, DATA = 0 V
Where 1 F CLK is low, 1 F CLK = 0V
428
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Where DATA is high, DATA
2 V
Where 1 F CLK is high, 1 F CLK = 3 V
The output from the summing network is one of the four
possible combinations:

low + low = channel 2 low 0 +0 =0V
low + high = channel 2 high 0+ 1= 2 V
high + low = channel 1 low 1+ 0= 3 V
high + high = channel 1 high 1 + 1 = 5 V
Even though half of the oscilloscope display time is
spent on the upper area of the screen and half on the
lower, the traces appear as two solid lines, because the 1 F
CLK is synchronized with the two channel inputs, but not
with the scope. The chopping frequency free -runs with
relationship to the horizontal -sweep frequency of the
scope, which is synchronized only with the signal at the
input to channel 1.
Any attempt to synchronize on the signal at the multi plexer's SCOPE output will fail. The multiplexing action
only allows you to synchronize on 1 F CLK; otherwise, as
the two channels of data race across the screen they will
be out of synchronization with the horizontal oscillator
in the scope. A sample of the signal on which you want to
synchronize is taken from the channel 1 input before it
gets chopped by the multiplexer. This signal is then
coupled by the trigger-control circuit to the scope's SYNC
or TRIGGER input.

Trigger Control Circuit Theory
When INT (internal trigger) is used, the channel 1
probe should always be on the signal from which you
want to synchronize. The 74LSO4 inverter at the channel
1 input buffers the input signal so that the circuit being
sampled does not see the added load of the extra circuitry. The second 74LSO4 reinverts the signal to its true
polarity.
Inverters are placed in the channel 2 signal path to
balance the gate delays between the two channels. This
ensures accurate results, regardless of the quality of the
scope.

Another 74LSO4 inverter gates the signal over to a
switch where either NORMAL trigger mode or
DELAYED SWEEP is selected.
With the MODE switch in the NORM position, the
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Figure 1: Multiplex interface schematic for adding dual trace and delayed sweep to an oscilloscope. See text for details on how the
circuit works.

trigger signal is switched straight through to the 74LSO4
inverter, which drives the 2N2222 transistor output driver.
The TRIGG output is monitored by the coupling
capacitor, which sets off the trigger timer and lights the
trigger LED (light-emitting diode). The 74LS74 driving
the trigger LED acts as an inverter: with its reset and
clear inputs both low, the output on Q and Q are high.
But, when the clear input goes high, the output Q goes
low. In this way, the Q output will always be the inverse
of the clear input, while the Q output remains high at all
times. As long as the trigger LED remains lit, the scope is
being triggered.
With the MODE in the DELAY position, the trigger
pulses are routed through the SLOPE switch. The SLOPE
switch directs the pulse to either the A or B input of a
74L121 monostable multivibrator.
I chose a 74L121 over other multivibrators because it is
not retriggerable. While a 74LS123 would reduce the
parts count, recurring triggers would extend the delay
time indefinitely.
By using the RANGE and VERNIER controls, you can
adjust the delay time. These controls increase or decrease
the time from the selected edge of the triggering pulse to

the timeout of the first stage of the timer chain. The second 74L121 fires when the first one times out. The second
emits a short spike from which to trigger the scope.
An additional feature, the SOURCE switch, allows you
to trigger from an independent source. This may be an index pulse, sector pulses or other reference signals from
equipment you are working on.
Mastering the use of this unit requires patience. For instance, the channel 1 trigger source can be used only in
certain applications. Other applications are best served
by the external trigger option. Under certain conditions
during the delayed -sweep mode, a vertical line appears
on the left edge of the screen, caused by the deflection of
the beam in the absence of a horizontal trace.
Since this add -on unit can only be used on logic-level
signals, the unit under test can supply power. No internal
power supply is shown, but you may prefer to add one.
The true amplitude of the signals on the SCOPE output
will be less than the 2 V, 3 V, and 5 V levels in the
description given here, because the output of the TTL
devices during their source mode are less than the supply
voltage. Also, the resulting voltage will be further
reduced by the input impedance of the scope.
Caution: If you're tempted to cut up the front panel of
September 1981 © BYTE Publications Inc
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your oscilloscope, remember that this unit will only accept digital signals. Signals between about +0.8 V and
+3 V fall in a "gray area" that may "confuse" digital circuits. (A sinusoidal waveform, for example, would not
be displayed accurately.) Do not build in this unit if you
want to use your scope on operational amplification circuits or power -supply ripple.
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100K

IF CLK

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

2

LEI

100K

IF CLK
(5 VOLTS)

LOW

2

(0 VOLTS)

IN LOW ZONE

CHANNEL

(4a)

(4c)

(4b)

(4d)

I

LOW ZONE

(3 VOLTS)

(0 VOLTS

(0 VOLTS)

IN

1

LOW ZONE

CHANNEL I HIGH
DATA
(5 VOLTS)

150K

IF

100K

CH 2

HIGH ZONE

SCOPE

(2 VOLTS)
CHANNEL

CLK

2

150K

DATA

SCOPE

(5 VOLTS)

(5 VOLTS)

HIGH
L.__I

I
1

F

CLK

(5 VOLTS)

(0 VOLTS)

CHANNEL

2

IN HIGH

CHANNEL

ZONE

Figure 4: Operation of the circuit shown in figures

IN HIGH ZONE

1

and 2. Each of the four input conditions decodes to four different zones on the

1

oscilloscope screen.

COMPSTAT
MOST COMPREHENSIVE STATISTICS
PACKAGE AVAILABLE FOR MICROCOMPUTERS. NORTH STAR BASIC AND 8" BAZIC*
VERSIONS AVAILABLE.

(408) 425 -5411

THE

OVER 420 PROGRAMS COVERING ANALYSIS
OF VARIANCE, BASIC STATS, CONTINGENCY
TABLE TECHNIQUES, ESTIMATION, EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS, FOURIER ANALYSIS,
NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS, MULTIVARIATE
STATISTICS, PROBABILITY PLOTTING, QUALITY
CONTROL, RANDOM VARIATE GENERATION,
REGRESSION, ROBUST TECHNIQUES, SAMPLING, STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS, SURVIVAL
TECHNIQUES AND TIME SERIES.
COMPLETE PACKAGE
MANUAL ONLY

500
$100

$1

TOPICS SOLD SEPARATELY AT $200 A TOPIC.

COMPSTAT
P.O. BOX 268
GLOUCESTER POINT, VA. 23062
ßRZIC

IS A

TELETEK FDC

QUME DT 8
5545

Includes

1

MHZ CPU
NEC 765 FDC

4

year factory warranty

QUME DT 5

5605

5315

1

QUME
SPRINT 9/45

YEAR WARRANTY

LIGHT PEN
WITH CORD

&

SOCKET

$75

52295

FLOPPY DISK
ADD -ONS

INTERLINK
MODEM
300 -600 BAUD

ASYN /SYN
AUTO DIAL
AUTO ANSWER
SERIAL AND
MODULAR JACK
INTERFACE
2 YEAR WARRANTY

5119

1l

DUAL -DOUBLE
DENSITY DRIVES
ENCLOSURE
POWER SUPPLY
FAN

ALL CABLES
YEAR WARRANTY
8" SYSTEM 51375
1

51/4" SYSTEM

$949

REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF MICRO MIKE'S

Circle 66 on inquiry card.

Circle 285 on inquiry card.
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An Almost Optimum Z80
Memory Test Program
Ira

J

Rampil, 60 Haven Ave Apt 15D, New York NY 10032

One of the great joys of building a computer is testing
to see whether or not it works. The most interesting subsystem to check is the memory. Even average -sized
memory systems contain several hundred thousand bits,
each of which must be checked to insure that it can store
and output the desired data. The memory must also be
tested to confirm both the uniqueness of the address and
the absence of bit -to -bit interference. Problems such as
printed -circuit-board shorts and decoder -circuit bugs can
cause data access at one address to disturb data at an entirely different address. Decoder -circuit bugs are usually
encountered when a new memory is first brought up, but
printed-circuit -short problems can and do occur at any
time. Most memory component failures also occur early.
It is not feasible to detect and localize any but the most
severe problems through the use of manual hardware
debugging techniques. Memory bugs are best found by
using software techniques, provided that plugging the
questionable boards into the system bus doesn't cause the
whole system to crash. As long as the processor, some
peripherals, and at least some memory are up, programs
can be loaded and run to test the remaining memory.
The most obvious test is to store all possible combinations of bits. Unfortunately there are 2262144 possible corn binations in a 32 K- by 8 -bit memory. To test each possible combination separately would take a length of time
significantly greater than the projected duration of the
universe.
A great deal of research has been done in order to find
tricks that will shorten the time required to test memory,
but many manufacturers and suppliers of microcomputer
kits seem unaware of the results. For example, I recently
built a system kit that was supplied with a memory test
program that counted from 0 to hexadecimal FF, checking each increment in every byte in memory. It took more
than five minutes per pass in my 34 K memory, and the
program failed to detect four address -line foil bridges,
one solder splash, and the bad decoder chip that mapped
two 8 K boards into the same memory location. It did
locate a data -to- address foil short and a few bad memory
chips, but the program crashed after every bug it caught.
By contrast, the program I'm about to describe can detect
all of these problems and most others, except certain bit to -bit interference problems, within a single byte. It runs
432
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on the same system in less than 3 seconds per pass.
Memory problems usually occur as input (address) or
output (data) lines that are stuck at either a 0 or a 1, or a
line having the value of a different line. Such problems
are the result of open circuits or shorts to power lines.
Blown memory devices usually have bits that are internally shorted or open. It should be understood that
memory test programs will detect these problems and
usually supply the offending addresses, but will almost
never diagnose the problem. Diagnosis remains a human
function that uses clues provided by memory test and
dump routines. After localizing a bug, successive dumps
of the offending area of memory while changing data at
that address will reveal patterns characteristic of the particular bug.
The program described here is based on an algorithm
described by John Knaizuk and C R P Hartmann (IEEE
Transactions on Computers, April 1977). This algorithm
is called optimal because it uses the minimal number of
memory accesses to test the memory for all single -bit errors. It also catches many multiple-bit errors.
The memory under test is divided into three partitions
based upon the byte addresses modulo 3. When a partition is accessed, all memory addresses within it are accessed. Each partition is then independently accessed.
The address lines and the decoding circuits are exhaustively tested. Data lines and memory chips are also
tested, to the extent that each bit must be able to write
and read back both a 0 and a 1. The algorithm uses a total
of four accesses per address. This corresponds to the
number of accesses required to read and write a 0 and a 1
in each location.
The program shown in listing 1 was written for a
Digital Group Z80 system, but it can be easily transported to other Z80 and 8080 systems. The major changes
will be in the character output linkages and system
utilities. I do not claim that this code is optimally short or
fast. It was written to be legible, and it is fast enough and
reasonably short. If an error is encountered, the offending address is printed, along with the erroneous data byte
read and the correct byte. Errors do not terminate the test
and an "A" is printed at the completion of the test sequence.

Listing 1: A memory test program for the Z80 microprocessor. Although written for a Digital Group Z80 system, it can easily be
modified for 8080 and other Z80 systems. Note the use of octal notation.
ASSM
006000
006000
006000
006000
006000
006000
006000
006000
006003
006003
006003
006003
006006
006006
006006
006006
006011
006014
006017
006022
006025
006030
006033
006036

006000

315

315

021

100000

346

251

315

001
117

021

002

315

117

021

000

315

006041
006044
006047
006052
006055

315

117
001
147
001
117

021

002

315

147

021

000

315

006060
006063
006066

021

147
001
147

006071
006074
006077
006102

006105
006110
006112
006115
006117
006117
006117
006117
006122
006123
006124
006125
006126
006130
006131
006132
006133
006134
006135
006136
006137
006140
006142
006143
006144
006145
006147
006147
006147
006147
006152
006153
006154
006155
006156

021

315
021

315
021
315

000

315

117
147

021

002

315
315
076
315
030

117
147
201

052

372
264

255

0000

006

000
006
000
006
377
006
000
006
377
006
000
006
377
006
377
006
000
006
006
377
006
006
000

006

173

205
157
174

316

000

147
162

043
043
043
170

274
330
040

367

171

275
330
030

052
173
205
157
174
316

362

255

000

006

0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0175
0180
0185
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240
0250
0260
0270
0280
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
0380
0390
0400
0410
0420
0430
0440
0450
0460
0470
0480
0490
0500
0510
0520
0530
0540
0550
0560
0570
0580
0590
0600
0610
0620
0630
0640
0650
0660
0670
0680
0690
0700
0710
0720
0730
0740
0750
0760
0770
0780

'

'

AN ALMOST PERFECT MEMORY
TESTER BASED ON THE K -H
ALGORITHM. WRITTEN BY
IRA JAY RAMPIL FOR
THE Z-80

BEGIN

'

CALL

ERASE

;CLEAR SCREEN

FIND TOP OF MEMORY

MAIN

CALL

TOP

TEST SEQUENCE

LD

DE,000001
WR
DE,000002
WR
DE,377000
WR
DE,000001

CALL

RD

LD
LD

DE,377001
WR
DE,000002

CALL

RD

LD

DE,377000

CALL

RD

LD

DE,377001

CALL

RD

LD

DE,000000

CALL
CALL

WR
RD

LD

DE,377002

CALL
CALL

WR
RD

LD

A,301

CALL

TV

JR

MAIN

LD

CALL
LD

CALL
LD

CALL

CALL

'

;SIGNAL END OF
;TEST TO SCREEN
;START OVER

SUBROUTINE TO WRITE TEST DATA

WR

WLP

LD
LD

HL,(START)
A,E

ADD

L

LD
LD

L,A
A,H

ADC

0

LD

LD

H,A
(HL),D

INC
INC
INC

HL
HL
HL

LD

A,B

CP

H

RET
JR

C
NZ,WLP

LD

A,C

CP

L

RET

C
WLP

JR

;SET UP

;STARTING
;ADDR OF
;PARTITION
;WRITE LOOP
;TO FILL
;PARTITION

SUBROUTINE TO READ AND CHECK DATA
RD

LD
LD

HL,(START)
A,E

ADD

L

LD
LD

L,A
A,H

ADC

0

Listing 1 continued on page 434
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Listing I continued:

006160
006161
006162
006163
006166
006167
006170
006171
006172
006173
006174
006176
006177
006200
006201
006203
006203
006203
006203
006204
006205
006210
006211
006214
006216
006221
006222
006225
006227
006232
006233
006236
006237
006241
006244
006246
006247
006250
006251
006254
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255
006255

434

147
176

272
304
043
043
043
170
274

330
040

203

006

363

171

275
330
030

356

325
134

315
135
315
076

315

267

001

267
275
372

001

267

001

233
372

000

000

136

315
076
315
132

315
305
006
315
020
301
321
311
001
311

270

267
022
370
373

377

006

001

000

207

0790
0800
0810
0820
0830
0840
0850
0860
0870
0880
0890
0900
0910
0920
0930
0940
0950
0960
0970
0980
0990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
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RLP

LD
LD

H,A
A,(HL)

CP
CALL

D

INC
INC
INC

NZ,ERR
HL
HL
HL

LD

A,B

CP

H

RET
JR

C
NZ,RLP

LD

A,C

CP

L

RET

C

JR

RLP

;FOUND A BUG

SUBROUTINE TO PRINT ERROR MESSAGE
ERR

PUSH

DE

LD

;PUT OFFENDING ADDRESS ON TV

CALL

E,H
OCT
E,L
OCT

LD

A,275

;OUTPUT

CALL

TV

LD

E,(HL)

CALL
LD

OCT
A,233

CALL

TV

LD

E,D

CALL
PUSH

OCT

LD

8,22

CALL

TV -2

DJNZ

SPACE

POP
POP

BC

CALL
LD

SPACE

TOP

RET
LD
RET

;OUTPUT OFFENDING CONTENTS ON TV

;OUTPUT DESIRED CONTENTS

BC

;OUTPUT SPACES TO GET NEXT
;LINE OF TV SCREEN

DE

BC,207377

;MY SYSTEM'S TOP OF MEMORY

TV IS A ROUTINE THAT OUTPUTS

THE CONTENTS(CHARACTER) OF A

EQU

TV

372

OCT IS A ROUTINE THAT CONVERTS THE
CONTENTS OF E FROM BINARY TO OCTAL
AND THEN PRINTS IT ON TV

OCT

EQU

001267

ERASE IS A ROUTINE THAT ERASES
THE SCREEN
ERASE
START

EQU
DW

"_"

346
006270

Technical Forum

How to Build an
Inexpensive Cassette Level Indicator
Dr Milan D Chepko
119 Belleville Ct
Thief River Falls MN 56701

Looking for an inexpensive way to adjust the level of
your recorder when loading programs into your
microcomputer? The circuit diagram in figure 1 shows
two LEDs (light -emitting diodes) and a 270- to 330-ohm
resistor wired across the line from the recorder's earphone jack. The earphone or speaker is optional, but it
allows you to hear the data transfer in operation. A
photograph of the completed circuit is shown in photo 1.
Most microcomputers require about two volts of audio
signal for reliable operation. Since LEDs "turn on"
at about 1.7 V, adjust the recorder's volume control
until one of the LEDs begins to flicker steadily, and you
should be in business. The LEDs also seem to absorb
some of the extra signal if you turn the volume up too
high.

Technical Forum is a feature intended as an interactive
dialog on the technology of personal computing. The subject
matter is open- ended, and the intent is to foster discussion and
communication among readers of BYTE. We ask that all correspondents supply their full names and addresses to be printed
with their commentaries. We also ask that correspondents supply
their telephone numbers, which will not be printed.

Photo 1: The cassette level indicator built inside a small plastic
box.

33012

OUTPUT TO
COMPUTER

OV
MINIATURE

PHONE
JACK

TIL-209A
TYPICAL FOR

TO EARPHONE JACK

2

/
SMALL
SPEAKER
OR EARPHONE

ON RECORDER

MINIATURE
PHONE
PLUG

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the cassette level indicator.
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Interactive Fiction:
Six Micro Stories
Bob Liddil, The Programmer's Guild, POB 66, Peterborough NH 03458

Adventure International has a new concept in computer simulation called Interactive Fiction. The product
I'm reviewing is a sampler of six Interactive Fiction
stories. The sampler is, of course, designed to whet your
curiosity about the full -length titles offered by the company.
Defined in its simplest terms, an Interactive Fiction episode is a story that needs your responses to achieve its
outcome. It goes far beyond Adventure's two -word responses by encouraging you to input complete sentences.
I must confess that, at first, I was uncomfortable with the
new format. Gradually, though, I became accustomed to
bantering with the computer.
The first story places you in wartime Nazi Germany.
You're an Allied spy, and you must uncover as many secrets as possible. You have been invited to a banquet,
where you find yourself chatting with a high- ranking
Gestapo officer. The conversation between you and the
computer determines whether you live or die.
In another scenario, you are a near -bankrupt shipping
tycoon entertaining a Greek billionaire. He has just made
a $30 million offer for your company, but you know that
in a day or so your company will be worth only $10 million. I took great delight in fleecing that fellow for $70
million.
Interactive Fiction seems to be a stylized Eliza or Dr
Chips, both of which are programs that cause the computer to act as if it understands your input. While giving
the illusion of intelligence, these scenarios actually have a
smaller vocabulary than the most basic Adventures. For
example, there's a story about a chance encounter in San
Francisco. You're in a park and you stumble upon a pretty girl who has dropped her books. Her monosyllabic
replies not only break the mood of the story, but sadly attest to the lack of intelligence in the program. Don't misunderstand me; these stories do have some redeeming
qualities.
As in Eliza, the computer "psychiatrist," it is obvious
that the program zeros in on individual words, ignoring
436
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most of the input. The rest of the stories in the sampler
are similarly disappointing in their lack of versatility;
there are only a couple of ways each story can be played.
I suspect that Six Micro Stories is not an adequate
showcase of the Interactive Fiction concept. The stories
fall far short of what the computer community expects
from Scott Adams. As a party mixer or novelty, this offering will fill the bill, but don't buy this package expecting the high -quality entertainment you've received from
Adventure International in the past.
Six Micro Stories should be approached as a sampler.
If you expect more, you are inviting disappointment. If
you want to get into the heart of this new format, you
had better get Local Call for Death or Two Heads of the
Coin, two full -length titles in the Interactive Fiction product line.

At a Glance
Name

Language

Interactive Fiction: Six
Micro Stories

Mixture of BASIC and
machine code

Type

Computer

Adventure -type userinteractive game

Radio Shack TRS-80 Model
I with one disk drive and
32 K bytes of memory

Manufacturer
Adventure
International
POB 3435

Longwood

Documentation
Several screens of information within the program

FL 32750

(305) 862 -6917

Audience

Price

Adventure enthusiasts and
people who like role -playing
games

$15

Format
5

-inch floppy disk

SURE

NOW LETS SEE HOW YOU
PERFORM UNDER THE
ULTIMATE TEST.

YOU

THING
(')RSTEE R

NOW, IF YOU TRUE

R DEDUCTION HERE
PUT IT IN R TRX
SHELTER OVER

R/UD

THERE AND
DO THIS RID
THAT... YOU

CRN CUT
YOUR TRñ
29.26999 %.

...RND YOUR ERRNED
INCOIIE CREDIT 15
ENRCTLY

NOW

CAN UPGRADE

YOUR MEMORY

TO

54.9999...

(YOU'RE BROUGHT BEFORE
THIS COURT ON CHARGES
OF IMPROPER TAX RETURN

BOY TIPSTER, WERE REALLY
CLERKING UP.
MAYBE

I

$

PREPARATION./

8K.

:%!lDiemiii

'
i

YOUR HONOR, I CONTEND THAT
THESE TWO KNOWINGLY AND
DELIBERATELY MADE GROSS
MATHEMATICAL ERRORS, LIKE

$1,200 -50= 1,189.999

I

(YEE

I

HIS MATH

!

50 FI ND YOU NOT GUILTY'
UNDER THE CONDITION YOU
DE -BUG THE ROBOT.

GADS YOUR HONOR!
MUST HAVE MIS-PROGRAMED

FUNCTIONS.

I

CAN UNDERSTAND THAT;
BECAUSE I OFTEN HAVE THE
SAME PROBLEM ON
MY HOME BREW

SYSTEM.

READ ME THAT NEW LISTING.
I'LL BURN IT INTO THE NEWT
EPROM. 0000 D8
CLD
0001 A9 OI
LDA $OI
0003 8D 02 SIP
19
S7AS1902
0006 20 81 FE JMPS FE81
0009 DO F6
BNE B1P
0008 29....
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INDIVIDUAL/NET

DUAL/NET

WORD PROCESSOR

SMALL BUSINESS
APPLICATIONS

S -100, 7

Up To 4 Terminals
Can Be Slaved Off Master

Slot, 360K Double Density

°

°°°

',

LOCAL/NET

TELEPHONE/NET

Configurability
"BUY" WORD FOR THE 1980's

SYSTEM/NET
LARGE SYSTEM NUCLEUS
-

,x

NETWORKING is the newest `buzzword' in
microprocessors. Delta Products has produced a
superior hardware system that cannot be matched in
Seither cost or performance.

Don't buy a system that has "designed -in" limitations;
check the following:
PERFORMANCE
This is where DP/NET® beats them all. Delta does multiuser
and multitasking operations by using distributed processors.
DIGITAL RESEARCH has provided a new operating system
(CP/NET®) which combines MP/M° and CP/M 2.2® into the
world's most powerful microcomputer system.
The system cannot be bogged down by adding more users.
High -speed DMA transfers from Host to Slave, allow many
processors to share workloads. (There can be 3 processors at
EACH user terminal; a Z -80 for screen function, and a pair of
8085/8088 for main processing.)

Hard Disc and 8" Floppy
Any Combination of Master or Slave
f

rill
-

FLEXIBILITY
One of the most important advantages of DPINET® is that
you never have to purchase more system than you currently
need. Your system can start with a 5" minifloppy 32K
terminal for under $3000.00. Adding a second terminal and
additional mass storage is as simple as the original
purchase. Networking up to 16 OR MORE intelligent and
semi -intelligent work stations can follow in perfect step
with the growth of your Company and requirements.

COST

Orr-

Since you never buy more computer power than you need, the
system cost is matched to the demand to be placed upon it.
DELTA PRODUCTS has a lot of experience in building
micros, with over 2000 DELTA systems now in the field.
DELTA component cost has always been extremely
competitive. DELTA's new "networking system" is a
natural and simple combination of the competitive "good
deals" we have been offering for some time.

SOFTWARE
A computer system to the end user IS

THE SOFTWARE. All
CP/M® compatible programs run perfectly on the DP /NET".
DELTA PRODUCTS is currently writing its' own
high- performance custom data base, screen editor, order
entry/inventory, and accounting packages in PL /1 . Target
release date for the complete package is November, 1981.

SOLD ONLY THROUGH DEALERSHIPS
CALL FOR YOUR NEAREST REPRESENTATIVE
DELTA PRODUCTS

MASTER i NET

15392 Assembly Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

TELEPHONE: (714) 898 -1492

ONTO AI
PRODUCTS
TELEX:

681 -367

MP/M, CP /M2.2, PL /1 & CP /NET ARE REG. TM OF DIGITAL RESEARCH INC.

Circle 395 on inquiry card.

DELTMAR HTBH

AMAZING
VALUES,..

VERBATIM

DATALIFE
DISKETTES

$2695
BOX OF 10

EPSON

HEAD
CLEANING KIT

MX -80
MX -80F T

$24as

SS, SS, 51/4-

-PRINTERS-

FOR 51/4"
DRIVES

VERBATIM

CALL FOR

FD34 -8000
DISKETTES

PRICE

PLAIN JANErt't

:1-it

CABLE
$24 9 5

BOX OF 10

VOLUME

SS, SS, DD

I

PRINTER & TRS-80
MICRO

DISKETTE

HUB RING

PLAIN JANETM

DISKETTES

$2995

$2195

HOLDS 50 -60
8" DISKS

"OTHER
MYSTERIES"

BOX OF 10
SS, SS, 51/4"

DISK DRIVE

EXTENDER
CABLE

$995

or VOL. III

$2995

SS, SS, DD

CONNECTS EPS ON

FILE BOX

II

$2595

5

$1995

VOL.

514,.

DISKETTES

$4395
"OTHER
MYSTERIES"

/

TRI -STAR

FOR VISTA, MTI,
PERTEC, PERCOM
& OTHERS

FLOPPY
SAVE RTM
HUB RING KIT

DISKETTE

FILE BOX

$2495

1095

HOLDS 50.60
51/4" DISKS

FOR 51/4"
DISKS

FROM

ETATRONICS
CORPORATION

RETAIL STORE
22297 EUCLID AVENUE
EUCLID, OHIO 44117
(EAST 222nd

&

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN
ONE BUSINESS DAY

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE
1.800- 321.9390
IN OHIO, call
(216) 289-1210 (COLLECT)
OFFICES

EUCLID AVE.)

26111 BRUSH AVENUE

EUCLID, OHIO 44132
TRS -80 is a trademark of the
Radio Shack Division of Tandy
Corporation. PLAIN JANE is a

Trademark of Meta Technologies

Corporation.
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PRICES IN EFFECT
Sept. 1, 1981 THRU
September 30, 1981,

Add

Prices, Specifications,
and Offerings subject to change

tax.

without notice.

$3.00 for shipping & handling.
S3.00 EXTRA for C.O.D.
Ohio residents add 51/2% sales

(SEND MAIL ORDERS HERE)

©

1981 by

Metatronics Corp.

Circle 213 on Inquiry card.

What's New?
SYSTEMS
Tiny BASIC
Computer Board

Xerox
820 Microcomputer

The K -8073 single -board computer features National's INS8073
Tiny BASIC Microinterpreter
microprocessor. Features include
serial communication data rates
from 110 to 4800 bps (bits per
second), a cassette -tape I/O (input/output), 8 K bytes of EPROM
(erasable programmable read K of programonly memory),
mable memory with expansion to
8 K externally, STD bus structure,
remote controller for single -wire
data control from remote stations,
and 24 bidirectional I/O lines. The
board is supplied with a 2 K ROM
(read -only memory) of development utilities and a real -time
calendar /clock.
The K -8073 requires + 5 V and

The Xerox 820 microcomputer
can be used as a word -processing
system, a business computer, or
both. The basic 820 system includes two RS -232C and two parallel ports, dual 5-inch floppy-disk
drives each with a 92 K -byte unformatted capacity, a standard
keyboard, and a 12 -inch black and-white video -display monitor
with 24 lines by 80 characters.
The 820 features a Z80 microprocessor with 64 K bytes of programmable memory and 4 K
bytes of ROM (read -only memory). The CP /M operating system
and applications software, including CBASIC -2, COBOL 80,
MBASIC, and word -processing
programs, are available. A word processing system utilizing WordStar and the SuperCalc electronic
spreadsheet are available as options. It can be connected to the
Ethernet communications network. The Xerox 820 costs 52995
and is available from Xerox and
authorized dealers. For further details, contact the Office Products

The Stratos
The Stratos is a 4 MHz,
Z80 -based computer with 80 K
bytes of progammable memory
and 1.2 megabytes of floppy -disk
storage (expandable to 5 megabytes). Stratos features a ROM
(read -only memory) monitor,
CP /M 2.2, the Spellbinder word processing program, a CBASIC or
a Pascal compiler, business and

personal- reminder software,
printer driver routines for most
printers, and two RS -232C ports.
Additional features of the
Stratos include a memory mapped video controller, utilities
that allow many combinations of
disk drives and formats to be connected, a light pen, and an ACcontroller port. The Stratos microcomputer is housed in a teakwood case. Contact Symbiotic
Systems Inc, 118 Naglee Ave,
Santa Cruz CA 95060, (408)
425 -5533.
Circle

501 on

inquiry card.

1

costs S388. Contact Transwave
Corporation, RD Box 489, Van1

derbilt

PA

15486,

(412)

628 -6303.
Circle 503 on Inquiry card.

The LNW80

Microcomputer

A Rair Thing indeed
Inside Rair Microcomputer Corporation's Black Box 3/30 is a
5- megabyte Winchester hard disk
and a dual- sided, double-density
floppy -disk drive for backup. The
Black Box 3/30 features either the
CP /M or MP /M operating systems
and an IEEE -488 bus with 64 K
bytes of programmable memory
and 16 programmable I/O (input /output) ports.
For applications and development, Rair offers BASIC, PL/1,
FORTRAN, COBOL, and Pascal.
The Black Box 3/30 costs S7500.
Contact Rair Microcomputer Corporation, 4101 Burton Dr, Santa
Clara CA 95050, (408) 988 -1 790.
Circle 502 on inquiry card.

The LNW80 microcomputer

software -compatible

is

with

the
TRS -80. It includes a 4 MHz,
Z80A microprocessor, high -resolution black- and -white and color
graphics, 12 K bytes of ROM
(read -only memory), 16 K bytes of
programmable memory, upperand lowercase display, reverse
video, an RF (radio frequency)
modulator, expansion bus, cassette interface, and power supply.

Division,

Xerox Corporation,

1341 W Mockingbird Ln, Dallas
TX 75247.
Circle 505 on inquiry card.

Sierra 4000

The LNW80 costs S1664 with
black- and -white monitor and a
single 5 -inch floppy-disk drive, but
it can be purchased without peripherals for S1200. For details,
contact LNW Research Corporation, 14661 C Myford Rd, Tustin
CA 92680, (714) 544 -5744.

The Sierra 4000 computer is an
-100, Z80 -based computer that
features dual floppy -disk drives
and a hard disk. Together, thesé
devices provide a total of up to 96
megabytes of storage. A two drive hard-disk system is optional.
For more information, contact
Sierra National Corporation, 5037
Ruffner St, San Diego CA 921 1,
(714) 277 -4810.

Circle 504 on inquiry card.

Circle 506 on inquiry card.

a

S

1
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What's New?
SOFTWARE
MP /M -86

multiple

Operating System
Digital Research's MP /M -86 is a
multiuser operating system for
8086 -based microcomputers. It is
compatible with the CP /M -86
operating system and programs.
MP /M -86 will support networking
capabilities through CP /NET. It
allows multiple users to execute
programs with only one copy of
the object code in main memory.
Other features of the MP/M -86
operating system are file and
record lockout, standard input/output, and internal queue
mechanisms that support mutual
exclusion, pipes, synchronization
and communication between

New Personal
Software Products
Personal Software has five new
items in its product line: a new
version of the VisiCalc business
and planning program and four

new VisiCalc- compatible programs. The new VisiCalc program includes a full implementation of a program- independent
data- storage format called Data

Interchange

Format.

It

allows

transfers of files between VisiCalc
and other text and data programs
regardless of format structure. An
Edit command lets users edit formulas without retyping them. Also Boolean functions and the ability to choose specific elements in
a list based on the results of
another calculation are featured.
The new VisiCalc costs S199.95.

tasks. Customized
operating environments can be
defined within the MP /M -86
structure. For more information,
contact Digital Research Inc, POB
579, 801 Lighthouse Ave, Pacific
Grove 93950, (405) 649 -3896.
Circle 507 on inquiry card.

VisiPlot is a new VisiCalc -compatible program with high- resolution color plotting and graphics. It
costs S179.95. VisiDex is a personal- information system that
can handle mailing lists and personal calendars. It costs S199.95.
VisiTrend /VisiPlot is a combination of VisiPlot graphics and a
program for time -series manipulation, trend forecasting, and descriptive statistics. Its suggested
price is S259.95. Then, there is
VisiTerm, which can send and receive files from the other Visiprograms over telephone lines to
any other computer. VisiTerm is
5149.95.
For details, contact Personal
Software Inc, 1330 Bordeaux Dr,
Sunnyvale CA 94086, (408)
745-7841.
Circle 508 on inquiry card.

Music Reader
Music Reader shows you the
notes while it plays the melody
through the Apple II's speaker.
You can learn to read treble and
bass clefs, note values, time and
key signatures, sharps and flats,
I
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and complex rhythms because
the program plays what you
write. Music Reader comes on a
floppy disk and costs S30. Contact Shafer Software, 749 W Fremont Ave, Sunnyvale CA 94087.
I

Circle 509 on inquiry card.

Applesoft Complier
The Hayden Book Company's
Applesoft compiler can increase a
BASIC program's speed as much
as ten times and occupies only
3.2 K bytes of memory. The
17 -pass compiler generates true
machine code. High -resolution
graphics and shape tables are

supported, and multiple programs
can reside in memory at the same
time.
Hayden's Applesoft compiler
requires a 48 K -byte Apple II Plus
or Apple II with Applesoft in ROM
(read -only memory), the Autostart ROM, and at least one
floppy -disk drive. The compiler
can be used with multiple- and
hard -disk drives, and it can work
on systems using the Apple Language Card or Microsoft RAM Card. The compiler costs S 200.
Contact Hayden Book Company
Inc, 50 Essex St, Rochelle Park NJ
07662, (201) 843 -0550.
Circle 510 on inquiry card.

Air Combat Game
The Computer Air Combat
game recreates World War II
aerial combat. The player(s)
choose from thirty -six fighters or
bombers. Each plane is rated in
historical accuracy and detail for
firepower, speed, maneuverability, damage -tolerance, and climbing and diving ability. Five scenarios are provided to refight actual

combat engagements.
Computer Air Combat includes
a rule book, two_ map -board
charts, and three player -aid
charts. The game is available for
48 K -byte Apple Its with Applesoft in read -only memory and
floppy -disk drive. It costs
a
S59.95. Contact Strategic Simulations Inc, 465 Fairchild Dr, Suite
108, Mountain View CA 94043,
(415) 964 -1353.
Circle 511 on inquiry card.

What's New?
Language for
Education -TI Logo
Logo was designed for the
microcomputer. It is the
end result of collaboration between Texas Instruments and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. TI Logo has been tested
in schools in New York City and
Dallas, Texas, with students ranging from nursery school through
the twelfth grade.
TI Logo is structured so that
children can successfully use the
computer with little formal instruction. Students can draw geometric figures and designs and
program the movement of special
graphics figures. To work with
the language, students must
teach the computer what to do,
which makes learning with TI
Logo an interactive process rather
than a feedback situation. Using
TI Logo, students make on -thespot judgments as to whether
their approach to a problem is effective.

,-

SOFTWARE

TI

TI -99/4

The MDBS -ORS
The MDBS -ORS add -on lets
nonprogrammers interrogate any
Micro Data Base Systems data
base using English -like commands. Utilities defining macroinstructions are included. Titles and
synonyms for the various database entities can be defined. A
report generated in response to a
query can be displayed in a standard or customized format using
the Report Writer feature. String
comparisons are allowed, and an
optional conditional clause can
be included for highly selective

data retrieval. Existing data values
can be modified. It is available for
S300 from Micro Data Base Systems Inc, POB 248, Lafayette IN
47902, (317) 448 -1616.
Circle 513 on Inquiry card.

-t:

O:n..

via

A TI Logo set-up requires the
software and a TI-99/4 computer
with a video display, floppy -disk
drive and controller, and a memory- expansion unit. TI Logo software costs 5299.95. For more in-

CP /M Cross -Assemblers
Avocet Systems's XASM family
of cross -assemblers can now run
on 8080 and Z80 -based microcomputers under CP /M and similar operating systems. Pseudo operation codes support nested
conditional assembly, listing -format control, definition of mnemonic synonyms, and the inclusion of external source files. The
assemblers generate object files in
the Intel HEX format.
Other members of the XASM
family of cross -assemblers are designed for 6805, 6801, 1802,
6502, 6800, COP400, and other
microprocessors. Each XASM
cross -assembler costs $200; manuals cost 525. Contact Avocet
Systems Inc, 804 S State St, Dover
DE 19901, (302) 734-0151.
Circle 514 on inquiry card.

formation, contact the Customer
Relations Department, Texas Instruments Inc, POB 53, Lubbock
TX 79408.
Circle 512 on inquiry card.

Music and

Animation Program
Rainbow Writer is a graphics,
text, music, and animation program that runs on the Apple II
and the Apple II Plus computers. It
can create special effects that
feature color, animation, letters,
shapes, and sounds. The program lets users define character
fonts and choose between nine
sizes and nineteen different colors
of upper- and lowercase English
and Greek letters. Musically, the
program offers six chromatic octaves and note sustain. Music
data can be stored on disk.
The suggested retail price is
$39.95. For details, contact Per-

sonal

Software

Inc,

Bordeaux Dr, Sunnyvale
94086, (408) 745 -7841.

1330
CA

Circle 515 on Inquiry card.
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What's New?
PUBLICATIONS
Evaluation of
Educational Programs
School MicroWare Reviews
contains user evaluations of instructional programs and packages for the Apple, PET, and
TRS -80
microcomputers. Each
edition includes an index to
evaluations in other publications.
The reviews are organized by
school department and within
that by subject. Each review contains comments about the quality
of the documentation, the instructions to users given by the
programs, the student- computer
dialogue, and other concerns.
The evaluation includes the producer, price, hardware configuration, storage medium, program
type, grade level, and functional
description. School MicroWare
Reviews costs S30 per edition.
Also available is the School
MicroWare Directory. A subscription to it costs S20 per year. It
contains descriptions of over 900
programs. If you are a directory
subscriber and provide a courseware evaluation that follows a
form provided by the publishers,
you can receive Reviews free if
your evaluation is published.
Nondirectory subscribers whose
material is published receive
Reviews at half price. Contact
Dresden Associates, POB 246,
Department BY -1, Dresden ME
04342, (207) 737 -4466.
Circle 516 on inquiry card.

Literature on Computer
Science and Technology
The United States Government
Printing Office has books and
manuals on computer-related
subjects for sale. For information
on titles and ordering, contact the
Superintendent of Documents,
US Government Printing Office,
Washington DC 20402.
Circle 517 on inquiry card.
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Microsoft Catalog

FORTH Beginner's Book

Microsoft Consumer Products
has a new catalog that describes
all of the software products it produces and sells. The free catalog
is available at Microsoft dealers or
by contacting the company at
400 108th Ave, NE, Suite 200,
Bellevue WA 98004, (206) 4541315.
Circle 518 on inquiry card.

Structured
Requirements Definition

Starting FORTH is for novice
FORTH programmers. It embraces such topics as defining
words, compiling words, vectored execution, virtual memory,
and number -scaling techniques.
Many programming examples
and illustrations are featured. The
book is published by Prentice-Hall
Inc. For more information, contact FORTH Inc, 2309 Pacific
Coast Hwy, Hermosa Beach CA
90254, (213) 372 -8493.
Circle

521 on

inquiry card.

Structured Requirements
Definition, by Ken Orr, covers

re-

cent advances in systems theory,
tools, and methodology. The
book is written for analysts, programmers, managers, and users.
It is available for S25 from Ken Orr
and Associates Inc, 715 E 8th,

DEC LSI /PDP -1

1

Systems Catalog

Courseware
Evaluation Guidelines

A catalog featuring DEC
(Digital Equipment Corporation)
LSI /PDP -11
computer systems,
peripheral equipment, and software is available from Compumart Corporation. Compumart
distributes equipment and systems from DEC and peripherals
from other major manufacturers.
For your copy, contact Compumart Corporation, 65 Bent St,
POB 568, Cambridge MA 02139,
(617) 491 -2700.

Guidelines for Evaluating

Circle 522 on inquiry card.

Topeka KS 66607, (800)
255 -2459; in Kansas (913)
233 -2349.
Circle 519 on inquiry card.

Computerized Instructional Materials is a guide for buying and
selling instructional software.
Previous programming experience is not assumed in this book
for users and creators of educational computer software. Divisions within the guide explain
ways to determine what sort of
software is needed, how to look
for it, and minor modifications
that can be made.

Guidelines

for Evaluating

Computerized Instructional Materials costs $3.75. Contact the
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics,
Dr,

Reston

1906 Association
(703)

VA 22091,

620 -9840.
Circle 520 on inquiry card.

Software Protection
The legal protection of cornouter software is examined in
Computers, Copyright and the
Law. This report was developed
to help software authors make
decisions about protecting their
product's proprietary rights. The
report encompasses the theories
behind software protection, but it
emphasizes protection methods
and their relationship to software
sales, leasing, and licensing. Contact Educational Programming
Systems, 1328 Baur Blvd, St Louis
MO 63132, (314) 991 -0300.
Circle 523 on inquiry card.

What's New?
PUBLICATIONS
600 Microprocessors
Cross -Referenced
The Microprocessor IC D.A.T.A.
Book lists characteristics of over
5000 integrated circuits, including
over 600 microprocessors and
associated programmable and

read -only memory devices,
interface -support circuits, processor architecture, and manufacturer software support. Processors are cross- referenced by

generic

numbers,

technical

characteristics, logic, block drawings, instruction sets, outline

International
Software Directory
The International Microcom-

puter Software Directory is a
reference source of new and
established software for all applications and systems. The directory is divided into sections listing
programs for specific computers,
describing categories of programs, and a section for users
wishing to buy from a particular
software house. Programs are
cross -referenced throughout the
sections. Details as to date of
release, warranties, distributors,
medium, source code, compatible
systems, special configurations
needed, limitations, and prices are
all provided.
The directory is availalble for
S29; updates are available every
six months. System- specific directories that are extracted and
cross -referenced from the main
data base are available for S l 2.
These directories list programs
written for the Apple, TRS -80,
and PET computers, and the
CP/M operating system. The
directory is available from Imprint
Software, 420 S Howes, Fort Collins CO 80521, (303) 482 -5574.
In England, contact Imprint Software, 16 Milton Ave, Highgate,
London, N6.
Circle 524 on inquiry card.

drawings, and manufacturers.
The book is published twice a
year. The subscription rate is S55
per year. Contact D.A.T.A. Inc,
POB 26875 -PR, San Diego CA
92126, (800) 854 -7030; in
California (714) 578 -7600.
Circle 525 on Inquiry card.

Computer Music Journal
A special two -part issue of
Computer Music Journal, a
quarterly from MIT Press, surveys
the applications of artificial intelligence to music. Articles deal
with devices that will be capable
of listening to, understanding and
playing music, and reports on
research underway that hopes to
explain human musical cognition.
Other topics include the use of
the computer as an assistant for
musical -score analysis and com-

position,

automatic music

transcription from sound to score,
multilevel graphic representation
of scores and sound in natural
languages, intelligent music instruments, new theories of music,
and an introduction to LISP.
A subscription to the Computer Music Journal costs S25
per year. Contact the MIT Press,
28 Carleton St, Cambridge MA
02142, (617) 253 -2889.
Circle 526 on inquiry card.

Software Vendor Directory
The fourth edition of the Soft-

ware Vendor Directory contains
1001 software vendors, 4195
products, and 80 hardware and
200 software categories. The
directory costs S57.95. Optionally, the directory can be purchased
for S100, which includes two updates at six -month intervals. A
single update costs S25. Also, a
CP /M disk version is available for
S78. Contact Micro -Serve Inc,
250 Cedar Hill Ave, Nyack NY
10960, (914) 358 -1340.
Circle 527 on inquiry card.

Guide to Published
Material on Computers
Bookguide I Microprocessors
and Microcomputers covers publications that describe the concepts, applications, and potential
of microprocessor devices. It lists
authors, abstracts, publishers,
and prices for nearly 500 titles
from 39 publishers. Books on
more than 50 topics ranging from
:

.histories

to

dictionaries,

microcomputer architecture, programming techniques, personal
computers, and artificial intelligence, are listed. Bookguide I
is
available for S 1.50 from
Leatherleaf Book Services Inc,
POB 28, Pembina ND 58271.
1

Circle 528 on inquiry card.

Books for the Apple
MICRO /Apple

is

1

the first

volume of a series of books that
will contain articles from Micro,
The 6502 Journal. The articles
contain Apple program listings,
which are on a floppy disk that

accompanies

the

book.

MICRO /Apple I costs $24.95, including the disk. Contact Micro
Ink Inc, POB 6502, Chelmsford
MA 01824.
Circle 529 on inquiry card.
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What's New?
PERIPHERALS
Connect an Olympia
ES 100

to

a

Microcomputer
Using the Ren Tec RS-232C interface, the Olympia ES 100 typewriter can provide letter-quality
printing and still function as a
standard typewriter. The Ren Tec
RS -232C
uses CMOS (complementary metal -oxide semiconductor) logic. It accepts an RS -232C
serial or a parallel interface; accommodates odd, even, or no
parity; features handshake logic;
and also provides any character-

translation format.
The Ren Tec

ES

costs $295. For

additional details, contact Renaissance Technology Corporation, 3347 Vincent Rd, Pleasant
Hill CA 94532, (415) 930 -7707.
Circle 530 on inquiry card.

The Rhythm Box
The Rhythm Box synthesizes
and snare drums, wood
blocks, short and long cymbals,
hand claps, and tom -toms. It is
programmable in Level II BASIC or
assembly language. The unit has
a phono jack for connection to
an audio system, a power supply,
a manual including BASIC and assembly- language software examples, and a selection of rhythm
charts. The Model RBX -T for the
TRS -80 Model I Level II is available
bass

for 5149.
The Model RBX -S is for S -100,
Apple II, PET, and other systems.
It connects to 9600 bps (bit per
second) serial interfaces using
either RS232C or 20 mA current loop levels. It costs S179. For
more information, contact New tech Computer Systems Inc, 230
Clinton St, Brooklyn NY 11201,
(212) 625 -6220.
Circle 531 on inquiry card.
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Color Printer

for the Apple
color -ink
or 32 Kbyte buffer. Intended for the Apple II, software for 3.3 DOS is included. The OmniColor II uses
eight colors, prints at 40 cps
(characters per second), and can
The OmniColor

jet printer with

II is

a

a 16 K-

Double Your
Graphics Capability
The Double Hi -Res card provides two levels of grey scale and
can display 80 columns by 24
lines. It is designed for the Apple II
or III and is compatible with the
Apple Ill's super- high -resolution
graphics. Character sets can be

defined with the Define Font program supplied. The Double Hi -Res
features italics, underline, multiple- character sets as well as

Thin Floppy-Disk Drives
The Thinline 8 -inch floppy-disk
drives are 5.9 cm (23/10 inches)
high and weigh 7 pounds. These
double -sided head drives can be
turned on and off by control signals from the interface. Head

print paper up to 13 inches wide,
as well as print overlay pages and
screens. It features normal or expanded print and the ability to
dot -plot any section of memory.
Contact Omnico Computer Corporation, 3300 Buckeye Rd, Atlanta GA 30341, (404) 455 -8460.
Circle 532 on Inquiry card.

graphics on the same screen, proportional spacing, mathematics
symbols, and APL- and Japanesecharacter sets. Multiple- character
sets can reside in memory
simultaneously.
The price for the Double Hi -Res
card and support software on a
floppy disk is 5295. Contact Spies
Laboratories, POB 336, Lawn dale CA 90260, (213) 644 -0056.
Circle 533 on inquiry card.

There are two models available. The TM 848 -1 stores 600 K
bytes on one side of a disk and
TM 848-2 stores 1.2 megabytes
on both sides. The drives can be
used in single- and double -density
applications. For more informa-

positioning is accomplished by a
band -driven carriage. The door
arrangement has been simplified
by using a lever that closes and
positions the disk in the drive. The
Thinline drives record at 48 and

tion, contact Tandon Corporation, 20320 Prairie St, Chatsworth
CA 91311, (213) 993 -6644.

96 tracks per inch.

Circle 543 on inquiry card.

11 by 11 Digitizer
The Demi -Pad is an 11- by
11-inch digitizer tablet featuring a
200- sample -per- second rate. It includes a Z80-based interface,
which provides RS -232C ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) or binary-

coded data, and 0.001 -inch
resolution. The Demi -Pad comes

with

a

pen or stylus cursor.

Options include a power supply, 16- button stylus or crosswire
cursor, X Y display, and an ASCII
keyboard. Priced at $990, the
Demi -Pad is available from GTCO
Corporation, 1055 First St, Rockville MD 20850, (301) 279 -9550.
Circle 534 on inquiry card.

What's New?
MISCELLANEOUS
Drives for
the TRS -80 Model Ill
5 -Inch

Data Company has
floppy -disk drives for the
TRS -80 Model III. Systems can be
Percom

5 -inch

ordered with either 40- or 80track drives rated for double- and
single- density operation. The first
two drives mount inside the corn puter; the others mount externally. The first internal drive
comes with a four-drive controller, a two -drive power supply,
cables, a double- density disk operating system, and mounting
hardware.
The four -drive controller features data -separation and write precompensation circuitry. It is
capable of handling two- headed
drives and single -density 8 -inch
drives. The computer can use the
Model Ill's disk operating system
or Percom's OS- 80/111. The first internal drive sells for $749.95 in
the 40 -track version and $914.95
in the 80 -track version.
The second internal drive in-

dudes the drive mechanism, electronics, and installation hardware. It costs $315 in the 40 -track
version and $474.95 in the 80track version.
Single external 40 -track drives
are $439, and the dual 40 -track
drives are S878. Cables for the ex-

Speech Processor
The Mimic speech processor
converts speech to digital data
and reconstructs the digital representation to analog form for reproduction through a speaker.
The system can be used for digital
speech- communications applications without a computer. The
speech data rate is user- selectable, with speech reproduced at
rates from 9600 to 20,000 bps
(bits per second).
There are four versions of the

Small- Systems Software
and Services Sourcebook
Small Systems Software and
Services Sourcebook lists and
cross -indexes software and services available to users of mini and microcomputers in business,

professions, and government. Entries include software and service
listings related to system soft-

ware, application software, and
consulting and services in medical, business, investment, modeling, and other applications. The

ternal drives are S29.95. For details, contact Percom Data Company Inc, 211 N Kirby, Garland
TX 75042, (800) 527 -1592; in
Texas, (214) 272 -3421.
Circle 535 on Inquiry card.

Mimic speech processor: a S20
bare board, an assembled and
tested module for S 79, a S149
system configured for parallel port interfacing, and a TRS -80compatible plug -in version for
S169. Documentation, including
program examples and schematics for an S -100 bus interface, is
also available. Contact Mimic
Electronics Company, POB 921,
Acton MA 01720.
Circle 536 on Inquiry card.

book has some marketplace listings and display advertising. For
more information, contact Information Sources Inc, 1807 Glenview Rd, Glenview IL 60025,
(312) 724 -9285.
Circle 537 on inquiry card.
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What's New?
MISCELLANEOUS
Buy and Sell
Horsetrader

is a

publication for

buyers and sellers of computer
equipment. It features used, new,
and rebuilt computers, terminals,
printers, and other items. For information on ad or subscription
rates, contact Horsetrader, POB
11712, Santa Ana CA 92711,
(714) 832 -0628.
Circle 538 on inquiry card.

Book Catalog
Telecom Library's 1981 catalog
contains more than 300 titles of

books,

periodicals,

training

manuals, and audio cassettes for
information professionals. The

catalog features books on
telecommunications management, data communications, data
processing, computer programming, office automation, word

processing, teleconferencing,
and cable television.
The catalog is free from Telecom
Library Inc, 205 W 19th St, New
York NY 10011, (212) 691 -8215.
satellites,

Circle 539 on inquiry card.

CBASIC

Program Directory
Compiler

Systems

Inc

has

published a directory listing 157
business -application programs as
well as vertical- market packages
written in CBASIC available from
30 software vendors. The
CBASIC Software Directory provides a description of each program, its memory requirements,
and the vendor's name, address,
and telephone number. Unless
noted, all products support CP /M
and MP /M and require at least
one floppy -disk drive. The directory is available for 514.95 from
Compiler Systems Inc, 37 N Auburn Ave, POB 145, Sierra Madre
CA 91024, (213) 355 -1063.
Circle 540 on inquiry card.
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Single-Board Computer
A single -board computer with
analog, serial, and power -control
I/O (input/output) has been announced by Wintek. The board
features a 6801 or 68701 microprocessor with 2 K bytes of ROM
(read -only memory), 128 bytes of
programmable memory, and an
internal and an external timer.
The 12 -bit A/D (analog -to- digital)
converter can be configured for
eight single -ended or four differential inputs. The eight digital
I/O lines can be configured for

Software for the Atari
Personal Software has introduced MicroChess and Checker
King for the Atari 400 and 800
microcomputers. Both games feature an on- screen, real-time clock
for game timing. The games require 8 K bytes of memory and
are priced at S19.95 each, on cassette.

The MicroChess program turns
color -display screen into a
chessboard. It has eight selectable

any mix of AC or DC inputs or
outputs. The serial I/O allows
half- duplex 20 mA current -loop
communication to a host computer at software -selectable rates.
The prices range from 588 to
S295, depending on options and

quantity. Applications include remote data acquisition, machinery
control, and energy management. Contact Wintek Corporation, 1801 South St, Lafayette IN
47904, (317) 742 -8428.
Circle

541 on

inquiry card.

levels of play, plays by tournament rules, and allows no illegal

moves.
Checker King allows single,
double, and triple jumps, forces
jumps, and performs according to
the tournament rules of checkers.
For details, contact Personal Software Inc, 1330 Bordeaux Dr, Sunnyvale CA 94086, (408) 7457841.

a

Circle 542 on inquiry card.

A-D & DA CONVERTER

6522 APPLE

Z80 MICROCOMPUTER

II

INTERFACE

__

itiiiii
:.;

.

Obi

-

Parallel inputs & outputs include 8
data bits, strobe lines & latches
Analog inputs & outputs are medium
impedance 0 to 5 volt range.
ASSM. $79.95

79 -287

Bare Board $39.95

Klt$$9.95

6502 MICROCOMPUTER
fi

:o

single board
dedicated computer is designed for
control functions. It features: A Z80
Microprocessor software compatible
with the Z80, 8080 & 8085
Microprocessors Uses a Z80 PIO chip
for I/O which has 2 independent 8 bit
bidirectional peripheral interface ports
with handshake & data transfer control
Uses one 2716 EPROM (2K) & two 2114
RAM memories (1K) Single 5V power
supply at 300MA req. Clock frequency
is 2MHz, RC controlled
Board comes
with complete doc. 50 pin connector is
included 2716 EPROM available
separately.
JBE's

JBE one channel A -D & D -A Converter
can be used with any system having
parallel ports
Interfaces with JBE
Parallel I/O Card
D -A conversion
time
A -D conversion time
5 us
20 us
Uses JBE 5V power supply

-

1

r -ASe.
4- 1/8 "x3 -1/4"

-

80 -280
Bare Board $49.95

ASSM. $129.95
Kit $119.95

PRINTER INTERFACE
A

-----

JBE's 4YX311/4. dedicated controller
features: 1024 bytes RAM (two 2114s)
2048 bytes EPROM (2716) Uses one
6522 VIA (comp. doc. Incl.) Interfaces
with JBE Solid State Switches & A -D &
D -A Converter
Uses JBE 5V power
supply
2718 EPROM available
separately (2716 can be programmed
with an Apple II & JBE EPROM Programmer & Parallel Interface) 50 pin
connector included in kit & assm.
80-153
ASSM. $110.95
Bare Board $49.95
Kit $ 89.95

II

""
1(N

{ '
//rj

-z. I.

-li'

i

II

s"-

ily

'

Your computer can control power to
your printer, lights, stereo & any
120VAC appliances up to 720 watts (6
amps at 120VAC). Input 3 to 15VDC
2 -14MA TTL compatible
Isolation
1500V Non zero crossing Comes
in
or 4 channel version.
79 -282 -1
ASSM. $13.95
Bare Board $6.95
Kit $10.95
79 -282 -4
ASSM. $49.95
Bare Board $24.95
Kit$39.95

-

1

APPLE

II

v

-

i

DISPLAY BOARD
_

..

±

.

-

tie

or negative
obe and itone bit input
selectable for Ready or Ready
Cable and
Connectors available separately.

AILAll
1

MC

1

ASSM. $79.95
Kit $64.25
4 ft. Std. Dip Jumpers 16 pin
S 4.25
Champ Connector
$ 9.95
80-297

POWER SUPPLIES
Use wall

transformers for safety
Protected against short circuit and
thermal breakdown.
5 VOLT POWER SUPPLY
Rated at 5V 500MA Operates JBE A -D
& D -A Converter, Z80 & 6502 Microcomputers, 8085 & 8088 Microcomputers.

80 -160
ASSM. $20.95
Bare Board $8.95
Kit $16.95
± 12 VOLT POWER SUPPLY
Rated at ± 12V 120MÁ Can be used as
a single 24V power supply
Ideally

suited to OP-AMP experiments.
80 -161
ASSM. $22.95
Bare Board $8.95
Kit $18.95

ASSM. $49.95
Kit $42.95

Has run -stop, single
step switch
Has 16
address LEDs, 8 data
LEDs & 1 RDY LED
All lines are buffered.

6502
6522
Z80 CPU
2
PIO
27171

6

$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
4.95
$114.95

2716 Programmed

H

fHim IÌTIiUit

Interfaces printers, synthesizers,
keyboards, JBE A -D & D -A Converter &
Solid State Switches Has handshaking logic, two 6522 VIAs & a 74LS05 for
timing
Inputs & outputs are TTL
compatible.
79.295
Bare Board $39.95

ASSM. $69.95
Kit $59.95

2716 EPROM PROGRAMMER
JBE 2716 EPROM Programmer was designed
!
to program 5V 2716
,
t( I, EPROMS It can also
read 2716s. It interfaces
;
`
to the Apple II using
JBE Parallel I/O Card &
. ___, _four ribbon cable con An LED indicates when
nectors
power is being applled to the EPROM
A textool zero insertion force socket
is used for the EPROM
Comes with
complete doc. for writing and reading
in the Apple II or Apple Il +
Cables
available separately.
80-244
ASSM. $49.95
Bare Board $24.95
Kit $39.95
.

;

,

;f

2 Ft.

Ribbon Cable

$

4.25

BARE BOARDS
APPLE IPriEXTENDEde

output

parallel

ICS
_
1

80 -144
Bare Board $25.95

.

-

IIITTTmT1nli.

i''

''-

;

JBE Parallel Printer Interface interfaces your
Apple Il! to Centronics* compatible
printers. This 3" x 4" board features: on board
ROM compatible with Integer Basic,
Applesoft and Pascale
Has one 8 bit

o
ji'
i.`,,

410.4.

CO

I ;;

Fi

la,

SOLID STATE SWITCH
I_

,

n

31/2

nector.
80 -143

5

0 pin Con-

$12.95

8085 3 CHIP SYSTEM
State -of- the-art system
using9 an 8085,
Y
8156 & either an 8355 or 8755
Instruction set 100% upward cornpatible with 8080A.
Bare Board
$24.95
8088 5 CHIP SYSTEM
An 8086 family microcomputer system
using an 8088 CPU, 8284, 8155, 8755A
& an 8185.
Bare Board
$29.95

CRT CONTROLLER
This intelligent CRT Controller uses
art 8085A CPU & an 8275 Integrated
CRT Controller. It features: 25 lines
(80 Char. /line) 5x7 dot matrix Upper
& lower case
two 2716s (controller &
char. generator)
serial interface
RS232 & TTL baud rates of 110, 150,
300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800 & 9600
keyboard scanning system unencoded keyboard is req'd uses + 5V &
± 12V power supplies Doc. includes
program listing & composite video circuit.
Bare Board only (Doc. incl.)
$39.95
Programmed
2716s each
$19.95
g

$19.95

JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC.
ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM JOHN BELL ENGINEERING
P.O. BOX 338
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94064
ADD SALES TAX IN CALIFORNIA
ADD 5% SHIPPING & HANDLING

(415) 367.1137
Circle 38 on inquiry card.

1

10% OUTSIDE U.S.A.
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What's New?
MISCELLANEOUS
Piggybacked

Prototyping Boards
Circbords are perforated prototyping boards that can add 24
square inches of working area
and 20 to 60 DIP (dual -inline

package)

positions

when

mounted on spacers, piggybackstyle, on edge connector boards.
Circbords can also be installed using card guides or in aluminum
extrusions.
The Model 8001 is designed for
solder connections. It holds up to
twenty 16 -pin integrated circuits.
The Model 8002, for wrapped
wire, can hold up to thirty -five
16 -pin DIPs. On the 8003 model,
up to sixty 16 -pin DIPs, or any
combination of devices, can be
attached using solder or wire wrap. Each Circbord costs 59.95.
Contact Vector Electronic Company, 12460 Gladstone Ave, Sylmar CA 91342, (213) 365 -9661.
Circle 545 on inquiry card.

Compact Fluorescent
Display Panel
The

itron square- format

DM 128X 128C 128 by 128 dot
matrix display panel is slightly
over 76.6 by 76.55 mm square (3
inches) and only 20 mm (0.8
inch) thick. It is capable of displaying special symbols, geometric
patterns, graphics, block and cursive alphanumerics, continuously

scrolling

images,

and

lighted

areas. Each dot is individually addressable, and ascenders and descenders, script lettering, linear

graphics, and charts can be produced. For more information,
contact Noritake Electronics Inc,
22410 Hawthorne Blvd, Torrance
CA 90505, (213) 373 -6704.
Circle 544 on Inquiry card.

Where Do New Products Items Come From?
The information printed in the new products pages of BYTE is obtained from
"new product" or "press release" copy sent by the promoters of new products. If
in our judgment the information might be of interest to the personal computing experimenters and homebrewers who read BYTE, we print it in some form. We
openly solicit releases and photos from manufacturers and suppliers to this
marketplace. The information is printed more or less as a first -in first -out queue,

subject to occasional priority modifications. While we would not knowingly print
untrue or inaccurate data, or data from unreliable companies, our capacity to
evaluate the products and companies appearing in the "What's New?" feature is
necessarily limited. We therefore cannot be responsible for product quality or
company performance.

16 K -Byte
ROM from OKI
OKI Semiconductor Inc has introduced an NMOS (n -type metaloxide semiconductor), 128 K -bit
ROM (read-only memory). The
MSM -38128 is organized as 16 K
bytes by 8 bits. It has a 450 ns
maximum access time, operates
off a single + 5 V supply, and
features a 120 mA supply current in the operating mode and
20 mA current in standby. Compatible with the 128 K -bit 2364
ROM from Intel, the MSM 38128
features power-down state and is
nonclocked. All inputs and outputs are TTL (transistor- transistor
logic) compatible.
For information, contact the
the company at 1333 Lawrence
Expy, Suite 401, Santa Clara CA
95051, (408) 984 -4842.
Circle 546 on inquiry card.
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THE STAR MODEM

MIPLOT Intelligent Plotter
by Watanabe Instruments (Digiplot)

From Livermore Data Systems
SALE

$128

SALE

$199

RS232 MODEM
IEEE 488 MODEM
RS232 CCITT

$1195

$170
$280

IEEE 488 CCITT

***"-

SPECIAL

i

A

STAR Modem is the price performance leader with a full
2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY.

We carry Apple

from

11+

Bell & Howell

PROGRAM YOUR OWN EPROMS
Branding Iron for PET /CBM

$79

ill

EPROM Programmer with software for

ROM ver-

Has all intelligent functions for producing graphs and
drawings including d vector and 4 character commands
Solid and broken lines can be specified Character generator for alpha, numeric, and symbols Characters can be
rotated in 4 orientations, and can be 16 sizes Coordinate

28.00
40.00
24.50
40.00
24.50
40.00
12.00
10.30
12.00
9.90
20.00
7.25

REVERSAL (Spracklen) 32K Apple
Super FORTH 48K Apple
Energy Miser for PET, Apple, or Zenith
Data Manager (Lulus) 24K Apple
Histo-Graph (Boyd) 48K Apple
Data -Graph (Boyd) 48K Apple
Apple II User's Guide (Osborne)
Introduction to Pascal (Sybex)
Pascal Handbook (Sybex)
Graphics Cookbook for Apple
Musical Applications of Micros (Chamberlin)
Basic FORTRAN (Goan)

axes drawn by specifying graduation interval and number
of repetitions Parallel ASCII interface, 11 x 17 paper

SPECIALS

$15

KMMM Pascal for PET

Subset of standard Pascal with true machine language
translator for faster execution. 16K with tape or disk.

$39.95

Paper-Mate Word Processor

system by Michael
Riley. Uses either tape or disk and any printer. Includes intext commands, floating cursor, scrolling. etc.
PET /CBM full featured 60 command

FLEX -FILE Data Base

for CBM /PET

$60

Random file handling system with Report Writer and Mail
Label Hardier By Michael Riley

7.45
6502
6502A
8.40
5.15
6520 PIA
6.45
6522 VIA
7.90
6532
2114 -L200 ns RAM
2114 -L300 ns RAM

50/6.55 100/6.15
50/7.35 100/6.90
50/4.45 100/4.15
50/5.75 100/5.45
50/7.00 100/6.60
25/3.50 100/3.25
25/2.90 100/2.65
7.75 5/7.45 10/6.90

10/6.95
10/7.95
10/4.90
10/6.10
10/7.40
3.75
3.15

2716 EPROM
2532 EPROM
4116 200ns
S -100 Wire Wrap
Zero Insertion Force 24 pin Socket

CASSETTES

- AGFA

PE -611

17.00
8 for $20

2.65
$2.00

PREMIUM

High output, low noise, 5 screw housing, labels.

10/5.65

C -10

100/48.00

50/25.00

10/7.30 50/34.00 100/66.00
C-30
All other lengths available. Write for price list.

w

.,
i-.

r-~

_:

.

/_

$65

EARL for PET (disk file based)

r

.

:-

1.TEE®
1E.1.F-

252 Bethlehem Pike

Colmar, PA 18915
Circle

4 on

Inquiry card.

Leedex Video 100 12" Monitor

129

Z19 Video Terminal
Z89 with 48K
Extra 16K RAM
Z -47 Dual 8" Drive

729

2150
115

2775

SYM -1

209

SYM BAS -1 BASIC or RAE -1/2 Assembler
KTM -2/80 Synertek Video Board

349

commodore

,
(
«

to

S375

11111

f

of onee

with

DISK
SPECIALS

r

MOW

CBM -PET SPECIALS

$1495

295

1795

375

995
1295

170
260

WRITE for prices on WABASH Disks

1295
795
395
95

260

Diskette Storage Pages
Disk Library Cases

CBM Voice Synthesizer
C2N External Cassette Deck
Used CBM /PET Computers
VIC Personal Computer

300

Halve

50
12

25

10 for 3.95

8"

-

2.85

/'\ ATARI 800

-

2.15

$745

A(

All Atan Modules 200/0 OFF

ATARI EDUCATIONAL PLAN

I

5"

Write for detalla.

* **

FREE

-

WordPro 3+
32K CBM, disk, printer
WordPro 4+
8032, disk, printer
OZZ Data Base System for CBM 8032
VISICALC for PET or ATARI

-

- PET

WE STOCK MAXELL DISKS

140

CALL

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

Buy 2 PET /CBM Computers,

O

10/2.85 50/2.75 100/2.65
10/2.90 50/2.80 100/2.70
Verbatim 51/4"
10/2.45 50/2.40 100/2.35
(add 1.00 for 51/4" Verbatim plastic storage box)
Verbatim 8" Dbl. Dens.
10/3.45 50/3.35 100/3.25
BASF 51/4"
10/2.40 20/2.35 100/2.30

FREE

8032 32K - 80 Column CRT
8050 Dual Disk Drive
4016 Full Size Graphics Keyboard
4032 Full Size Graphics Keyboard
8096 96K - 80 Column CRT
2040/4040 Dual Disk Drive - 340K
4022 Tractor Feed Printer

85

SCOTCH (3M) 5'/4"
SCOTCH (3M) 8"

1

ol andlu

fNNwtea CBM -PET Itema:

Programmers Toolkit

4 PART HARMONY MUSIC SYSTEM for PET
The Visible Music Monitor, by Frank Levinson allows you
to easily enter, display, edit. and play 4 part harmony
music. Includes whole notes thru 64ths (with dotted and
triplets), tempo change, key signature transpose, etc. The
KL -4M unit includes D to A converter and amplifier (add
your own speaker).
KL -41A Musk Burl with WMM Prgram
$59.90

1445

cessing capabilities. disk virtual memory multiple dimensioned ar ays. floating point and integer processing

'1

1Q!_1tiE

750

STARWRITER Ddsy Wheel Muter

A lull -featured FORTH with extensions conforming to Forth
Interest Group standards. Includes assembler, string pro-

SM -KIT - Super PET ROM UtllltItea
1

770

$65

FORTH for PET/CBM or Apple

* **

.

380

-100 Printer
Centronics 739 Printer

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

WRITE FOR SYSTEM PRICES

.Il.

575

EPSON MX -70 Printer

Editor, Assembler. Relocator, Linker to generate relocatable object code.

r
:_i..

475

EPSON MX -80 F/T Printer

EPSON MX

sions. Includes all necessary hardware and software to

progran or copy 2716 and 2532 EPROMS.

EPSON MX -B0 Printer

ROM Utilities

PET Spacemaker II ROM Switch
2 Meter PET to IEEE or IEEE to IEEE Cable
Dust Cover for PET

IEEE -Parallel Printer Interface for PET
IEEE -RS232 Printer Interface for PET
The PET Revealed
Library of PET Subroutines

A P
250
335
335
170
40

34.90
36.00
40.00
6.90
110.00
120.00
17.00
17.00

--------

Sums Hookup over 1000 programs/services

88

A

P

Products
15% OFF
Hobby -Blox
15% OFF

ALL BOOK and SOFTWARE PRICES DISCOUNTED
The 8086 Book (Osborne)
ZB000 Assembly Language Programming
PET Personal Computer Guide (Osborne)
PET and the IEEE -488 Bus (Osborne)

6502 Assembly Language (Osborne)
Programming the 6502 (Zaks)
6502 Applications Book (Zaks)
6502 Software Cookbook (Scelbi)
CP/M Handbook (w/ MP/M) Zaks
Practical BASIC Programs (Osborne)
Some Common BASIC Programs (Osborne)

14.00
16.90
12.75
13.60
14.45
10.45
10.45
9.45
11.85
13.60
12.75

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

215 -822 -7727 A B

Computers

5125 per order for shipping We pay balance of UPS surface charges
on all prepaid orders Prices listed are on cash discount basis Regular
Ado

prices

lightly higher
BYTE September 1981
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ONE BOARD CP /M SYSTEM!

"'Heath

e

Users

only $750
Assm., Tested
& Burned-In
for one week

by

channels
8272 Floppy Disk Controller
3 RS -232

SA85OR 12.4 mbytes)

CP/M Floppy Disk Operating System $150
Check or Money Order

autocontrol
11744 Westline Industrial Drive
St. Louis, MO 63141
1314) 432-1313

Industrial Drive

11744 Westline

C.D.R. Systems Inc.

2

$2750.00

autocontrolM
St. Louis, MO 63141
13141 432.1313

Controlled Data Recording Systems. Inc.
7667 Vickers St.. San Diego, CA 92111

"Wz17 "Dx10 "H

SYSTEM with

Documentation $15.
CP /M Floppy Disk Operating System $150
Check or Money Order

-

$2450

Features:

17111

Handles Single/Double Density
One to Four Drives. 801 R or
850R.

expands memory capacity from 256
bytes to 512 bytes per sector.
And it handles single and double sided. single and double -density, 8" and
simultaneously.
5,4r' drives
Call 714/275 -1272 today
or write for details.

SYSTEM

SA800R 11.2 megabytes)
CBIOS Diskette
Installed and wired in a cabinet with
PIS and Fan ready to plug-in
Manual

12

64K RAM

Get twice as much from your H88 or
1189 microcomputer. Our FDC -880H
floppy disk controller, in conjunction
with your 5l," drives, for example,

for one week

'

2

inches
10 MHZ 8085 CPU
81/4

&

Tested
Burned In

One board 8085 Computer

Features:

Double Your
5%" disk storage
capa city without adding a drive.

Circle 55 on inquiry card.

AC -85 CPIM

` CP /M is

a registered trademark of
Digital Research, Inc.

Circle 32 on Inquiry card.

Circle 33 on inquiry card.

i

ATARI OWNERS

Scotch
DISKETTES

SAVE 40 ()/o

Write for o
complete listur
.

5Y4"SgI. Dens. 26.70/10
Specify soft, 10 or 16 hard sectors

8" SgI.
8" Dbl.

27.30/10
35.80/10

Dens.
Dens.
-

APPLE, PET, TRS -80, CP/M

connects to controller jacks 3 and 4
works with BASIC /DOS /ASSEMBLER

SOFTWARE

FOUR printer connectors available:

TRENDOCM 100/200
A8P-1
ATARI 825 /CENTRONICS 730 /737
A8P-2
EPSON MX- 80 /MX -700t other 36 pin' ABP -3
Fits all other parallel Centronics plus
Okidata, Anadea, Base 2 Microtek, etc.
D S. PAPER TIGER 440 /445
... ASP 4
I

$69.95

6 °0 CA sales tax
order by part number M.C. /VISA accepted

Specify soft or 32 hole hard

Add $2.00 shipping

WANTED:

Parallel Printer Interface
for the ATARI 800

GRAPHICS PRINTING SOFT WARE Ed
ATARI 400 printer interfaces also available

Michigan add 4% tax

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS

1

27204 Harper Ave.
St. Clair Shores, Ml 48081

a publisher and distributor of
professional software for microcomputers.
If you have a new program ready for
distribution or want yourexisting programs
to reach a larger market, contactPhillip Woellhof, V.P. Mktg.
Westico, Inc.
25 Van Zant Street
Norwalk, CT 06855

(203) 853 -6880
To increase your profits, take advantage

o order toll free 1- 800 -344 -7493

l.. CA call 12091 667 -2888

ALFMLICROTRONICS, inc..

Westico is

4*

Authorized Distributor
Information Processing Products

of Westico's worldwide promotion and

distribution

WESTICO

The Software Express Servies'

Circle 196 on inquiry card.

Circle 197 on inquiry card.

CP M COMMUNICATIONS

CONTROL-i
SINGLE BOARD

LYNC

-BOA COMPUTER FOR CONTROL USES

Z

"'

THE BEST AVAILABLE PROGRAM
FOR CPIM COMMUNICATIONS
LYNC is e.cemdy pow«lul and easy to use and must for every compute
« Mal wants to canm,mute with bm.Mlenng systems or other CPIM

computers

TERMINAL MODE
In MI, node your system acts as a «mnal Can and to o wens nor, a
emsnnng system Who roc«ving data from remote system. received
data 1f buffered to your mammon memory. Mn can be saved as ash Isle
I

LYNC MODE
C«nmunul. «.one *PM anon« computer su«tsdy VUpped So. ends
can type masagn that «per srmusane«raly on both Krems
SEND: AUTOMATIC ERROR DETECTION a RETRY
LYNC sends dock or 1M«maun sum 16 bt checksums Incase ol error,) roll

k.p
USES:

evFw Pnenl

i

I..nqenlTaa.yEeupmenl
PenpneaCml,de

so,..l..va

.m+

i,anc.d+aConp

cPSakcemnu

Paolo s,nems

ODA PPwns
E1st

sayw';°'
::a nhwóü;lIclol..

2+16,1.6

omma,duyslau.l

Teuwlle,+rolla.Zea,onl,aw.sbdgm o
«e,gnl yd edge carneelo mpul pon dpudnr,,
Woe connecter e.t.a
s6PC Poole ,nnssleaa,d»P,nwge
O.
woo, pan uPanYOn Cantle.we1egualo-

,

1

<wnecu, fulo tOCItele0

,o.,es

BM

Ib.uu. s m mA

eum..>PnoM ssFU. Nan. mon.lo-eoglam-Mm.nw.a

PRICE: sm
TERMS: cn6c6

Nc.vlsA.acoowcalnee.a.sewl«.e,aanlenl.alw.

r«ry,ng

nd succeed.,

FETCH

Once both systems are at LINO node, ether Operates un FETCH hies from
« system

REMOTE ANO LOCAL DIRECTORY
Can Delray both k%« and Denote

Dr«bns

BAUD RATES: UP TO 9500 BAUD
SELF GENERATING I/O ROUTINES REQUIRE
PATCHING

NO

PRICE $95 TERMS MONEY ORDER. CHECK. COD. M.0 OR VISA
PLEASE SPECIFY DESIRED FORMAT 9 Single Density. 5" Metropolis.
TR5-60 Mod II . O, CPIM. North Sts, singes or double density. Sup«ben
3 0 DOS « Ial«.
5 su+gl anely

Dorn.

raal eues smpwy I,l«,eee

COMPUTER -AID
1129 DE LA VINA

Circle

71

SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101

on Inquiry card.

(505) 966 -3077

Microprocessor Catalog
catalog of 6800 single board computers,
Interlace modules. SPRINT 68 control computer'
deyelopmenl system. WIZRD rnultltOSkmg DOS
40 poge

assemblers. compilers BASIC. cross assemblers cross
compilers, custom engrneeNng. OEM applications
software

Wlnlek Corp
1501 South Street
Lafayette. IN 47904

COMPUTER -AID
1122 DE LA VINA

SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101

317.742.8428

(805) 966 -3077

Circle 72 on Inquiry card.

Circle 386 on inquiry card.

NOBODY KNOWS MORE ABOUT
ADDING MEGABYTES TO YOUR
TRS-80 MODEL 11" THAN
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS
COMPUTERS

THE CAMEO CONNECTION

THE CORVUS CONNECTION

The Cameo 10 Million Cha-

The Corvus Disk Drive Sub-

racter Disk Drive Subsystem

system (center of picture) Is

Available
(pictured
5

in

foreground)

Megabyte Fixed,

byte

Removable

5

Is A

in

Mega-

Cartridge -

The Corvus System

Is The

Ultimate

Sealed

In

The

"Winchester,
Type Disk Drive.

Advan-

Type Drive.

tages To This Unit Are Ease

Harshest Environments Such

Attached

Drive.

Backup Of Data Is Accom-

Multiplexor Unit

Several Model

II's

plished Via Optional MIRROR Backup Device Where-

Can Be

by Data Is Written Onto A
To The Cameo Disk

For

Standard Video Tape Record-

Further Pricing,

er.

A Great Number of
Model II's May Be Attached

Availability, and Operating

To

Systems

Write

to

The Corvus Is

As Factories, Oil Rigs, Etc.

gram Files and Low Cost. By
A

All- Fixed"

Designed To Operate In The

of Backup For Data and Pro-

Attaching

and 20

5, 10,

Million Character Capacities.

Options,

Call

American

or

The

Optional

Corvus

Multiplexor.

Small

Pricing,

Business Computers and ask

Via

An

CONSTELLATION
For

Further

Availability,

and

Operating Systems, Call Or

for the CAMEO CONNEC-

Write

TION.

to

American

Small

Business Computers and Ask

for the CORVUS CONNEC-

TION.

THE AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS MINI -WINCHESTER SPECIAL
The MINI -5 (being held by Corporate President Robert Webster) Is American Small Business Computer's Very Own
Disk Subsystem. The MINI -5 Offers Approximately 5 Million Characters of Information Storage and is Based On the
Famous Seagale Technology ST -506 Micro Winchester Drive. Now You Can Own State -Of- The -Art Technology At An

-

-

Affordable Price
Only $3500
Which Includes Drive, Controller Electronics, Power Supply, Cabinet, Cables, Documentation and Operating System Software.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Circle

17 on

Inquiry card.

AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS
'TM TANDY CORPORATION

118 SOUTH MILL STREET

PRYOR, OK. 74361

918 -825 -4844

OMPUTER SHOW

8$ OVER COST

SECOND ANNUAL

NJ MICROCOMPUTER

NEW!

0004

for

the '89 from
I

MAGNOLIA di
MICROSYSTEMS

DOUBLE DENSITY
DISK CONTROLLER
for both

&

51/4x"

including

HP-85's
HP-83's

t

HOLIDAY INN (NORTH)
NJ Turnpike
Exit 14
(Take Route 1-9 Service Road Follow Signs)
REGISTRATION $5.00 FLEAMARKET ONLY $3.00
Fleamarket Permits $5 /Spot
(Includes Admission)
Commercial Exhibits User Groups Fleamarket

fully automated bar
charts. Produce professional

I

1

I

I

i

-

>

Award

111111

Price: $175.00

JMCA Software, Inc.
4717 University Dr., NW
Suite 106
Huntsville, AL 35805
Circle 182 on Inquiry card.

C111PS&

DALE LA

- RAM-EPROM -

THE INFLATION FIGHTERS!

4116 20ons 8/ 516.25
2114L 300ns 8/S18.45
4164 200ns $27.00

2716 (5v)45ons8 /$5.35 ea. $5.75 ea.
2732 (5y)45Ons 8/$13.50 ea. $14.50 ea.
from Manufacturer's Authorized
Distributors. All Chips are fully
Guaranteed. Call for quantity pricing.
We buy

Please allow up to 3 wks. for personal checks to
clear.
Add 52.50 Shipping E Handling
C.O.D. $3.00. Wash. residents add 5.4% Sales Tar,

1- 206 -524-9126

Circle 80 on Inquiry card.

Call for price
Call for price
21BIe3e -53s0

DATA SYSTEMS

THE COMPLETE SYSTEMS AND SUPPORT TEAM"
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41010 A,
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IN 44131
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Available Soon!
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ZZ

$300

ZZ

Master Charge
VISA accepted.
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5070.0 Buford Highway

Circle
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FORMATTING, MOVE,

baisé

Hobby Robotics' Pans Supplier Dirac
tory. Chock-luli of names. addresses.
phone numbers you want for hardie
find pans. systems. build- yourowm
roba Info. Only 13.50. Gel yours now'
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USER MODIFIABLE EX.
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Circle 288 on Inquiry card.
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Ou Harry_
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AR, NewIIlat.

latest

;Z4

PERCOM:
Quality disk drive systems

-

Hobbyist

Hobby
Robotics
Directory

,sHU

52500.

See our full -page ad
for Z drives in this issue.

since 1977.

C.

CHIPS & DALE
P.O. Box 31607
Seattle. Wash. Zip 98103

parallel

AM eade's

ri.ZZZZ./;7.Z2;

ei

\L

quality charts in two colors with
many special symbols and
features.
A
M
J
J
F
M
PHASE

1

Circle 209 on inquiry card.

produce

PHASE 2

$2560.00

910 CRT
CDC Lark Subsystems

3001 Route 27 Franklin Park, NJ 08823
(201) 297-2526

Use the TBAR program with your
CP /M system and Diablo printer to

I

with Tractors

Information Contact:
KENGORE CORPORATION

FULLY
AUTOMATED
BARCHARTS

II Contract

S

memory, 2 serial ports,
port and a Televideo

Circle 199 on Inquiry card.

s1

450.00
699.00

S

IDS 460G Printers
$1099.00
IDS 560G Printers
$1330.00
C ITOH Starwriter 25's
$1300.00
CCS 300 Dual 8" Drive computer with
64K RAM, OASIS, CP/M 2.4MB Disc

For Registration, Exhibitor or Fleamarket

CP /M is a trademark of Digital Research.

BEGIN

with Apple 1/0
IDS 445G Printers
NEC Spinwriters

NEW YORK STATLER HOTEL
NEW YORK CITY
100 Exhibit Booths Speakers User Groups
TRS-80 is a Trademark oI Tandy Corporation

MAGNOLIA MICROSYSTEMS, INC.
2812 Thorndyke W., Seattle 98199
(206) 285-7266
(800) 426-2841

I

LOBO Disc Drives
EPSON MX -70 Printers

NATIONAL "80" MICROCOMPUTER
SHOW (FOR TRS-80" USERS)
April 29, 30, May 1, 1982

CP/MTM2 2

$2540.00
$1760.00
$5300.00
$1960.00
$1720.00
$1090.00
S 395.00

HP -9895 Dual 8" Drives
HP -8292 Dual 5" Drives
HP -72258 Plotter
Apple II + Computers

SECOND ANNUAL

8" drives

$595 complete

only

SHOW AND FLEAMARKET- 1981
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
Sat. Oct. 24
Sun. Oct. 25
10 -5:30 PM
10 -3:00 PM

181 on

Norcross, Ge. 30071

4041449.0190

Inquiry card.

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS
WE WILL. NOT BE UNDERSOLD?! Call Free (800)2354137
for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and C.O.D.'s
accepted.

ASCII CODES, JUSTIFY, 32K OPTION
VISA

THIS AD PREPARED WITH C.C.WRITER
Dist:TRANSFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
1TRS-B0 is

a

TM of Tandy Corp.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

$30 Check or M.O. to
C. C. WRITER
194 Lockwood Ln.

Bloomingdale,IL60108
Circle 363 on Inquiry card.

San Luis Obispo,
CA 93401 In Cal.
call (800) 592 -5935
or (805) 543 -1037

Circle 278 on Inquiry card.

P.O. Box 4430X
Santa Clara, CA 95054

Will calls: 2322 Walsh Ave.
TWX 910 -338 -2139

ELECTRONICS

Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory tested
Guaranteed money back. Quality IC's and other components at factory prices.
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PROM Eraser

NiCad Battery Fixer /Charger Kit

assembled. 25 PROM capacity $37.50
with timer $69.50). 6 PROM capacity OSHA
UL version 578.50 with timer $108.50).

Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge
and then charges them up, all in one kit w /full
parts and instructions.
$9.95

Z80 Microcomputer

Rockwell AIM 65 Computer

16 bit /O, 2 MHz clock, 2K RAM, ROM Bread-

6502 based single board with full ASCII keyboard
and 20 column thermal printer. 20 char. alphanumeric display, ROM monitor, fully expandable.

I

board space. Excellent for control. Bare Board
$28.50. Full Kit $99.00. Monitor $20.00. Power
Supply Kit $35.00. Tiny Basic U0.00
S

-100 Computer Boards

Godbout Econo
Godbout Econo
Godbout Econo
Godbout Econo
Dynamic RAM Klt
Dynamic RAM Kit
Dynamic RAM Kit
Video Interlace Kit
8K
16K
24K
32K
16K
32K
64K

Static
Static
Static
Static

149.00
XIV Kit
269.00
XX -24 Kit 414.00
XX -32 Kit 537.00
IIA Kit

Color Video Kit

81 IC Update

289.00
328.00
399.00
$161.00
129.95

Master Manual $79.95

Comp. IC data selector. 2 vol. master reference
guide. Over 55,000 crass references. Free update
service through 1981. Domestic postage $4.75.

Modem Kit $60.00
State of the art, orig., answer. No tuning necessary. 103 compatible 300 baud. Inexpensive
acoustic coupler plans included. Bd. Only
$17.00. Article in June Radio Electronics.

Gremlin Color Video Kit $69.95
32 x 16 alpha/numerics and graphics; up to 8
colors with 6847 chip; 1K RAM at E000. Plugs
into Super Et 44 pin bus. No high res. graphics.
On board RF Modulator Kit $4.95

$405.00. 4K version $450.00. 4K Assembler
$85.00, 8K Basic Interpreter $100.00.
Special small power supply for AIM65 assem. in
frame $54.00. Complete AIM65 in thin briefcase

with power supply $499.00. Molded plastic
enclosure to fit both AIM65 and power supply
547.50. Special Package Price: 4K AIM. 8K Basic,
power supply, cabinet $625.00.
AIM65 /KIMNIM/Super Elf 44 pin expansion
board: 3 female and 1 male bus. Board plus 3
connectors $22.95.

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency
to crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy.

Video Modulator Kit

$9.95

Convert TV set into a high quality monitor w/o
affecting usage. Comp. kit w/full instruc.

Multi -volt Computer Power Supply
8v 5 amp. r 18v .5 amp. 5v 1.5 amp. -5v
12v
amp, 12v.5amp, -12v option. _5v,
are regulated. Basic Kit $35.95. Kit with chassis
and all hardware $51.95. Add $5.00 shipping. Kit
of hardware $16.00. Woodgrain case $10.00.
Sr 50 shipping.
5

plus load, reset, run, wait, input, memory protect, monitor select and single step. Large, on
board displays provide output and optional high
and low address. There is a 44 pin standard
connector slot for PC cards and a 50 pin connector slot for the Ouest Super Expansion Board.
Power supply and sockets for all IC's are included in the price plus a detailed 127 pg. instruction manual which now includes over 40 pgs. of
software info. including a series of lessons to
help get you started and a music program and
graphics target game. Many schools and universibes are using the Super Elf as a course of study.
OEM's use it for training and R&D.

address displays; Power Supply; Audio Amplifier
and Speaker; Fully socketed for all IC's; Real cost
of in warranty repairs; Full documentation.

Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf
features at additional cost or not at all. Compare
before you buy. Super Elf Kit $106.95, High
address option $8.95, Low address option
$9.95. Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled
ptexiglass front panel $24.95. All metal Expansion Cabinet, painted and silk screened, with
room for 5 S -100 boards and power supply
$57.00. NiCad Battery Memory Saver Kit $6.95.
All kits and options also completely assembled

The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for program loading, editing and execution with SINGLE
STEP for program debugging which is not included in others at the same price. With SINGLE
STEP you can see the microprocessor chip opera-

ting with the unique Ouest address and data bus
displays before, during and after executing instructions. Also, CPU mode and instruction cycle
are decoded and displayed on 8 LED indicators.

and tested.

Questdata, a software publication for 1802 computer users is available by subscription for
$12.00 per 12 issues. Single issues $1.50. Issues 1 -12 bound $16.50.

An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to
connect to your own TV with an inexpensive video
modulator to do graphics and games. There is a

speaker system included for writing your own
music or using many music programs already
written. The speaker amplifier may also be used
to drive relays for control purposes.
A 24 key HEX

Free 14 page brochure.
of complete Super Elf system.
Moews Video Graphics $3.50. Games and Music
$3.00. Chip 8 Interpreter $5.50.

keyboard includes 16 HEX keys

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95
This is truly an astounding value! This board has
been designed to allow you to decide how you
want It optioned. The Super Expansion Board
comes with 4K of low power RAM fully addressable anywhere in 64K with built -in memory pro tect and a cassette interlace. Provisions have
been made for all other options on the same
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet
alongside the Super Elf The board includes slots
for up to 6K of EPROM (2708, 2758, 2716 or TI
2716) and is fully socketed. EPROM can be used
for the monitor and Tiny Basic or other purposes.
A IK Super ROM Monitor $19.95 is available as
an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has
been preprogrammed with a program loader/
editor and error checking multi file cassette

read /write software. (relocatable cassette file)
another exclusive from Ouest. It includes register
save and readout. block move capability and
video graphics driver with blinking cursor. Break
(

Ouest Super Basic V5.0
A new enhanced version of

Super Basic now

points can be used with the register save feature
to isolate program bugs quickly, then follow with
single step. If you have the Super Expansion
Board and Super Monitor the monitor is up and
running at the push of a button.
Other on board options include Parallel Input
and Output Ports with full handshake. They
allow easy connection of an ASCII keyboard to the
input port. RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for
teletype or other device are on board and if.you
need more memory there are two S -100 slots for
static RAM or video boards. Also a 1K Super
Monitor version 2 with video driver for full capa bility display with Tiny Basic and a video interface
board. Parallel I/O Porta $9.85, RS 232 $4.50,
TTY 20 ma I/F $1.95, S- 100 $4.50. A 50 pin
connector net with ribbon cable is available at
$15.25 for easy connection between the Super
Ell and the Super Expansion Board.
Power Supply Klt for the complete system (see
Multi -volt Power Supply).
New improved faster version including renumber and essentially unlimited variables.
Also. an exclusive user expandable command
library.

available. Ouest was the first company
worldwide to ship a Lull size Basic for 1802
Systems. A complete function Super Basic by
Ron Canker including floating point capability

Serial and Parallel VO included.
Super Basic on Cassette $55.00.

with scientific notation number range
c.17E ), 32 bit integer ±2 illion; multi dim
arrays, string arrays; string manipulation; cassette /O; save and load, basic, data and machine language programs; and over 75 statements, functions and operations.

Elf ll Adapter Kit $24.95

I

Plugs into Elf

Type -N -Talk by Votrax
Text to speech synthesizer with unlim
iced vocabulary, built -in text to speech
algorithm, 70 to 100 bits per second
speech synthesizer, RS232C interlace

$345.00.

1802 16K Dynamic RAM Kit $149.00
Expandable to 64K Hidden refresh w clocks up to 4
MHz w no wait states. Addl. 16K RAM $25.00
Tiny Basic Extended on Cassette
$15.00
(Added commands Include Stringy, Array, Cas-

sette VO etc.) S -100 4 -slot expansion S 9.95
Super Monitor VI.I Source Listing
$15.00

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif residents add 6% tax.
$10.00 min. BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted. $1.00 insurance optional.
Postage: Add 5 %. C.O.D. $10.00 min. order.

Circle 308 on inquiry card.

1802 Super Elf Computer $106.95

Compare features before you decide to buy any
other computer. There is no other computer on
the market today that has all the desirable benefits of the Super Elf for so little money. The Super
Elf is a small single board computer that does
many big things. It is an excellent computer for
training and for learning programming with its
machine language and yet it is easily expanded
with additional memory, Full Basic, ASCII
Keyboards, video character generation, etc.
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(408) 988-1640

II providing Super Elf 44 and 50 pin
plus S -100 bus expansion. (With Super Expansion). High and low address displays, state
and mode LED's optional $18.00.

Super Color S -100 Video Kit $129.95
Expandable to 256 x 192 high resolution color
graphics. 6847 with all display modes computer
controlled. Memory mapped. 1K RAM expandable to 6K. S -100 bus 1802, 8080. 8085. Z80 etc.
Dealers: Send' for excellent pricing /margin
program.

Editor Assembler
$25.00
(Requires minimum of 4K for E/A plus user
source)
1802 Tiny Basic Source listing
$19.00
Super Monitor V2.02.1 Source Listing 520.00

HIM:

Send for your copy of our NEW 1981
GUEST CATALOG. Include 48¢ stamp.

BYTE September 1981
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NEW 16K-RAM
PERSONAL COMPUTER

MULTIBUS for SALE:
86/12A
SBC 80/30

FACTORY SALE

For $22900 you get the new Interact
Model "R" Computer, 16K -RAM,
2K -ROM, 8080A Microprocessor,
color, sound, full 53 keyboard, high
speed cassette, AC adapter, R.F.

Modulator, Black Console Case, 90
days parts and labor warranty,
owners' guide, FCC approved.
15 DAY FREE TRIAL Return within
15 days complete and undamaged
for refund of purchase price.

SBC 064

SBC 604

BLC 556

Much more in stock. We buy /swap/
sell any /all computer systems. Add
2% for shipping /handling.

Oracle Electronics
& Trading Co., Inc.
467 Hamilton Ave., Suite 22
Palo Alto, CA 94301
14151 321 -7650

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, IL 60010
PHONE 312/382-5244
TO ORDER

Circle

inquiry card.

301 on

All

FDR DORL'TY

will

Systems include CFA CPU,64K- 106RIz
Ram (expandable to 51201 CM Disk 1 Controller. 2 serial Forts,
S -100 Sing1u
Unit 12 Slot Mainframe 6 Dual 8" DriveCab
with (2) Shugart 8015's One Megabyte)
3995.
CPU Z 6601z 580 System w/CPM2.2
CPU 6641z 8088 /8085 System w /CPM2.2 4095.
225.
275. PASCAL M 86
CBASIC 86
3313301.7T

I=

SYSTEMS CROUP 2800 Series C17'TU'ERS
6 2 par.
4MHz Z80,64K Ram, 2
CPM System (21 Shugart 8o1R's 1118
2MI3
CPt4 System (2) NEC 1160's
CPM System 1 NEC 1 Hard Disk 10MB
WM. System 2 NEC 1160's 128K 2613

serial

with

Ports

3995.
4695.
7095.
5584.
343.
CPC2811 411Hz Z80 365. FUC2801 Disk
Word Star
300. DBASEII A.T. 585.
Goribout 6MHz 280 308. Disk 1 DMA AST 386.
473. Shipping Extra
Epson fÁ(80 par
WE BEAT ANY B EAFIDE PRICE a4 TELEVIDW
SYSTEM

I,II,

OR

III

Call for price

.

Q.T. SYSTE1eI 64K, (21801Æ's
TE*.

-ETW

910,912,920,

ALL PRICES

S

Z80Á

950 Rest

S

SPECS. SUBJsxrr

2995.

Prices

CHANCE:

Research
Digital
gTO

CtM is RegistereddrB

BOX

9s 174b

WE STrhInFFSTER

7)M

CA

Circle 329 on inquiry card.

New SYSTEMS LANGUAGE for
ERG
CPU and
68 -696
Motorola's KDM boars GIS,

Compiler, Monitor, Assembler,
Interpreter, Virtual Memory,
Screen Editor, DBL Precision
FORTH -79
lary.

and

more.

Standard Vocabu-

$795
PO Box 1176
Milton, WA 98354
206 -631 -4855

Serial Printer Interface
1

\

IRS232C1 for

package. Written in machine language
and running under CP M. these utilities
permit the CP .M user to read or write files
direct to from an ISIS Diskette. They will
run under any version of CP M without regard to diskette density. The complete
package is $250.00 including user's manual. Write for free brochure on other CPiM
software.
CP'M ;a rMMJsSroed d,rn 4 ,' n,n",' n, .,, i,

assembled

ly

ISIS

Irademarkdirrc'Corr.",,.i.,'

C
e

IC.IRS

SOUTHERN
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, INC.
l'

O Box 3373A
Birmingham, AL 35255
(2051933 -1659

will Find

only '11791
tested
burned in

docum

PDwerlul ON BOARD SOFTWARE provides
-TOP OF FORM 8 AUTO PAGING
-LIST formal for program listings (inserts or 2
blank lines after any user specified program hne)
-"HARD COPY" reproduces screen text on printer
1

-INPUT from printers with keyboards
levers select ALL printer interlace
parameters (columns line lines page vertical
margins and morel
BAUD rates between 70 and 1500
Output lunct ions selected via ATTRACTIVE color
coded CONTROL PANEL (his under keyboard)
Control panel and 7 It printer cable included
ORDER NOW or send for MORE INFORMATION

32 DIP SWITCH

RADIX, Inc.

0

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

It

837.50

COMPUTERIZE your CARD FILES or MAIL LISTS.
as a ".coin" Ille on CP /M compatible
systems with 2 disk drives and 32K memory. IC.IRS Is
written in CONVERS for fast execution. It searches the
IC.IRS runs

BEST POSSIBLE WARRANTY

Get IC-IRS and the 1980 COMPUTER MAGAZINE ARTI
CLE DATA BASE (1980 CM08) on standard 8 "SD disks or
In

several popular formats.

= $37 50
S2.50 postage.
1980 CMDB = $29.95 (no postage with IC-IRS)

Call (512) 25843310 and use your MASTERCARD or VISA.
use the bingo card or write lo:

FYI, INC.
P. O.

Box 10998 8615

Austin, Texas 78766
Is a

registered

vade...

or Digital

Circle 146 on Inquiry card.

Research

model Ill 16K

.

lE

)

984 entry 1980 COMPUTER MAGAZINE ARTICLE DATA
BASE In 25 seconds using combinations of KEY WORDS
with up to 65 "and "s and 32 "or "s.

disks

3°° sales tax

Box 3465

Littleton CO 80161

torney's CASE NOTES. CONTRACTS, WILLS; MD'S and
Scientist's JOURNAL ARTICLES; or any other similar
type of Information. EASY TO USE.

5 114"

tCO residents add

Foreign orders add 10 °°
MC VISA COD MO
Personal Check (add 3 wksl
(3031 985-4152
registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

P

Circle 315 on Inquiry card.

1980 CMDB
$29.95
ICIRS by Island Cybernetics Is THE Information Relrteval
System for indexing and retrieving entries with large
amounts of FREE FORM TEXT. such as ABSTRACTS;
CORRESPONDENCE FILES (with complete letters); At-

ce/u

Circle 139 on inquiry card.

$39.95 POST PAID
ELECTRONICS

B & B

APPLE II*

ICIRS 2.07 with manual

Empirical Research Group, Inc.

TERMINAL

DATA

READY. THE RS -232 TESTER REQUIRES NO POWER AND MAY BE
LEFT IN THE LINE PERMANENTLY.

Full bi- directional file transfer capabilities
are provided in the ISIS -CP M utilities

IC -IRS

Arithmetic

CP /M®

Circle 333 on Inquiry card.

68KFORTH

AND

DETECT,

Circle 35 on Inquiry card.

H

ISIS

COr'POnEnTS

BOARD

LET THE RS -232 TESTER HELP YOU
SOLVE YOUR COMPUTER INTERFACE
PROBLEMS. DESIGNED TO CONNECT
IN SERIES WITH ANY RS -232 INTERFACE, IT DISPLAYS THE STATUS OF
SEVEN OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
LINES: TRANSMIT DATA, RECEIVE
DATA, REQUEST TO SEND, CLEAR TO
SEND, DATA SET READY, CARRIER

BOX 475 /MENDOTA, IL 61342

Circle 133 on Inquiry card.

EXCHANGE WARRANTY ON
6 SYSTEMS GROUP COMPUTERS
A tested duplicate board
be sent via
UPS BLUE LABE, Service for one year.
48 HOUR
GODBOUT

85
85
$ 175
$
$

SBC 614

PROTECTO ENTERPRIZES

RS -232 PROBLEMS?

$1200
$ 450
$ 900

SBC

$22900

1.

$839

color

computer 4K

Ill

$310
can TOLL FREE

Ca
Write tOr your
free catalog

1

-800- 343-8124

V5

Circle 77 on Inquiry card.

245A Great Road
Littleton, MA 01460
617

486

3193

MICROPROCESSOR SUPPORT I.C.'S
WE GUARANTEE FACTORY PRIME PARTS
2716 EPROM

1

10

-9

&

2708

EPROM

2732 EPROM

3 SUPPLY

1

UP

HITACHI
INTEL

MOTOROLA
NATIONAL
TI

3

16K
NEC
1

x

1

2.50
2.30

32 99
Z80 -P10
Z80A -P10
Z80 -CTC
Z8OACTC
Z80 -DMA

+5

7.00
9.50
7.00
7.00
7.50

6.00
8.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

Supply
DYNAMIC RAM

UPD

-31

+5
+5
+5

6.00
7.10
6.00
7.10
18.50
Z80A-DMA 22.50
Z80 -S10 /0 18.50
Z80A- 510/022.50
Z80-S10/1 18.50
Z804-510/1 22.50
Z80-S10/2 18.50
Z80A- 510/222.50
3205
3.95
3242
10.00
8155
11.25
8185
29.95
8185 -2
39.95
45.00
8202
8205
3.95
8212
2.00
8214
3.95
1.85
8216
8224
2.65
8226
1.85
8228
5.00
8238
5.45
8243
4.65
8251A
5.55
8253
9.85
8255A
5.40
8255A -5
5.40
8257
9.25
8257-5
9.25
7.30
8259A
8271
60.00
8275
32.95
8279
10.80
8279 -5
10.80
8282
6.70
8283
6.70
8284
5.85
8286
6.70
8287
6.70
8288
25.40
49.95
8289

8755
4000
4001

4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012

4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031
4032

4033
4034
4035
4037
4040
4041

4042
4043
4044
4046

4047
4048
4049

1.90

49.95

4050

.35
.35
.35
1.39
.29

4051

1.39
.49
.49
.35
.29
.49
1.39
1.15
.59
1:19
.99
.49
1.19

1.19
1.15
.38
.79
.38

2.50
.65
.85
1.29
.45

3.25
2.15
2.15
3.25
.95
1.95
1.29
1.25
.95
.85
.85
1.75
1.25
.99
.69

1

4052
4053
4055
4056
4059
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071

4072
4073
4075
4076
4078
4081

4082
4085
4086
4093
4099
4104
4501

4502
4503
4505
4506
4507
4508
4510
4511

4512
4514
4515
4516
4519
4520
4522
4526
4527
4528

1K x 4
HITACHI 200NS
INTEL 200NS
NEC 250NS
.69
1.10
1.10
1.10

3.95
2.95
9.95
1.39
.75
.35
.35
.49
.35
.35
.35
.35

1.29
.35
.35
.35

1.95
.79
.99

2.25
1.99
.39
1.65
.69

8.95
.75
.95

3.95
1.39
1.39
1.39

3.95
3.95
1.69
.99
1.39
.99
1.15
1.75
.99

4531

4532
4539
4543
4553
4555
4556
4581
4582
4584
4585
4702
74C00
74CO2

74C04
74C08
74C10
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C85
74C89
74C90
74C93
74C95
74C107
74C151
74C154
74C157

74C160
74C161
74C163
74C164
74C173
74C174
74C175
74C192
74C193
74C195

MINIMUM ORDER $10.00
INCLUDE $3.00 FOR U.P.S. GROUND
$4.00 FOR UPS BLUE or 1 st CLASS MAIL
Washington State Add 5.4% Sales Tax

3199

3.50
.75
.75
1.99
1.01

.55
.99
9.95
.39
.39
.39
.49
.49
1.65
.39
.39
.99
1.85
2.39
.85
.85
2.49
4.95
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.19
2.49

3.50
2.10
2.39
2.30
2.39
2.39
2.59
2.75
2.75
2.39
2.39
2.39

10

&

UP
16.00
15.00
15.00

74LS SPECIAL
LS175
LS240

100

1-31
& UP
2.85 2.60 2.35
3.00 2.85 2.70
3.00 2.85 2.70
.99
1.25
.99
1.99

17.00
16.00
16.00

INTEL
MITSUBISHI
NEC

2114L STATIC RAM

416C -2 200NS
100 -499
2.10

500& UP

AMERICAN MICRO DEVICES
AM2708DC
-24
25 -99
100 &UP
3.50
2.90
3.20

-9

74C925
74LS00
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LSO4

74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74 LS1

1

74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS37
74 LS38

74LS42
74LS47
74 LS48
74 LS51

74LS54
74LS55
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96

LS241

LS244
LS245
LS373
6.95
.35
.28
.28
.28
.39
.28
.39
.39
.28
.39
.39
.47

1.25
.39
.26
.38
.38
.39
.39
.39
.26
.39
.79
.39
.79
.79
.79
.26
.35
.35
.45
.59
.68
.45
.65
.99
1.19
.45

74LS107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS122
74LS123
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS136
74LS138
74LS 139
74LS145
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS 165
74LS166
74LS170
74LS 73
74LS 74
1

1

.45
.45
.49
.55
1.19
1.35
.89
.79
.59
.89
.89
1.25
1.49
.79
.79
1.19
.99
.99
.75
.98
1.15
.98
.98
1.19
.89
2.49
1.99
.89
.99

74LS175

.75

74LS181

2.20

74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197

.75
.75
.75

74LS221

1.15
1.15
.98
.98
1.15
.95
.89
.89
1.49

74LS240
74LS241

1.15
1.15

.88

74LS242
74LS243

.98

1.95
1.95

.75
1.15
1.15
1.00
1.95
1.15
74LS244
74LS245

74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74 LS260

74LS261
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74LS324
74LS347
74LS348
74 LS352
74LS353
74LS363
74 LS365
74 LS366
74LS367
74LS368

1.00

195
1.10
1.10
1.69
1.79
.98
.98
.98
2.95
.69
2.49
.59
1.75

4.40
.59
1.10
1.29
1.95
1.10
1.29
1.75
1.95
1.95
1.65

1.65
1.49
.99
.99
.73
.73

74LS373

74LS374
74LS375
74LS377
74LS385
74LS386
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS399
74LS424
74LS668
74LS670

1.15

2.75
.69
1.95
1.95
.65
1.95
1.95
1.70
2.95
2.95
1.75
2.29

HANLEY ENGINEERING

(206) 643 -0792
13400 NORTHUP WAY #22
BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 98005

FOR THE FINEST IN MICROPROCESSOR SUPPORT I.C.'S
Circle 156 on inquiry card.
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6809 Small C Compiler
Generates assembly language source output

Requires only 16K memory

Library functions in source code
Generates position independent code

Supports most C functions
Generates ROMmable code

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $75
S or 8 inch diskette SSB or FLEX

LABELS

'95
white pressure

15 /16 "x3Vr"

TERMS: Check or Money Orde, California residents
add RS. C.O.D. orders add $7.50 Chipping 8 handling.

1

up

sensitive

pin feed

-

THE BEST VALUE ON THE MARKET
Z80 4MHZ

PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING
POST OFFICE BOX 305 SOLANA BEACH,CA 52075

714755.4373
Avuiluble soon: Basic to C converter

Circle 126 on Inquiry card.

PROFESSIONAL
MICROCOMPUTER

perM

specify

DUGGERY QiOl1Af1GISYSTERLS

A

Packed 5M per box - Min. order 1 box -$14.75
Check with order Mass Residents add 5% Sales Tax
-

®

CHECK-MATE

"

P.O. Box 103, Randolph, MA 02368
Telephone: 617 -963 -7694

MICRO BUSINESS ASSOCIATES. INC
500 SECOND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94107
415- 957 -1343

Circle 217 on Inquiry card.

Circle 58 on Inquiry card.

BIBLIOTEK

DATAPOINT
1134 Diskette Systems

with Four Diskettes
Megabyte). 80 CPS Matrix
Printer. Nationwide maintenance
available.

64K RAM

DUAL 8" DRIVES
1.2 MB STORAGE
2 SERIAL I/O
2 PARALLEL I/O
OPERATING SYSTEM AND UTILITIES

The Bibliographic
Management System

16k Processor
(1

$2,645
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
DISK OPERATING SYSTEM
SORT UTILITY
ISAM UTILITY
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 5250 EACH
A/P. A/R. GENERAL LEDGER. PAYROLL. TIME
ACCOUNTING. AND INVENTORY

AMERICAN COMPUTER EXCHANGE
100 N. MAIN ST. BOX 52
CHAGRIN FALLS, OH 44022

CONTROLLER
7

19 on

Inquiry card.

forms
Search by authors, titles, editors, dates and/or
keywords
User defined output formats
Requires 48K Apple II, ROM Applesolt 8 two
drives

BIT TTL /CMOS INPUT

OPTICAL ISOLATION
INTERFACE COMPUTERS TO MOTORS.

5300.00

HEATERS, LAMPS
120 VAC

CS

Scientific Software Products

15 AMP

240 VAC

3171 Donald Avenue

Indlanepolis, IN 46224
(3171 299.0467

3715 WHITSELL AVE.

PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(415) 493 -0779

216.247.2100

Circle

Includes journals, books and symposia
(patents, technical reports, government
documents available soon!)
A minimum of 500 references per bibliography
Rapid citation entry through mulllpage video

DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL

Circle 98 on Inquiry card.

IN resmems add

dde5and

al.

._e,dl,
v

Deale, .namnes welcome

tax please

,.t.

,edm

m,

,

sa and

MeslefOe

°spied

Circle 320 on Inquiry card.

FREE!

EX

1981

DISCOUNT

ELECTRONICS
CATALOG

Interface Converts
Your Typewriter

JOIN THE PAK!
10

Send for our Free catalog and become

NEWS

into Printer

a

member of our exclusive Pak. Our
members receive Poly Pak s'

exciting catalog several
times

ACI.1
FULL PERFORMANCE CP/M computer
$1995 list

dealer-distributor discounts

Alspa Computer, Inc.
5215 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438 -3326

trademarks of Digital Research, Inc.
Circle

15 on

a

year. We of 'err

Penny Sales. Free

Inquiry card.

Premiums and Low.
Low Prices on a wide variety of

Electronic Products such as Computer Perlph

Finest print quality

era's. Integrated

RCS

Circuits,

Speakers. Audio

Equipment, Rechargeable Batteries. Solar Prod.

Easy Installation

For

write or phone for more Information, today!

-

ucls. Semiconductors. and much, much morel
Take advantage of our 25 years as America's

foremost Supplier of discount electronics.

POLY PAKS, INC.
P.O. BOX 942, 13T9
S.

LYNNFIELD, MA. 01940

Circle 294 on Inquiry card.

617 245

)ele

Low cost
Quick delivery

IBM SELECTRIC° typewriter with no modification.
TRS-80', Apple., or any parallel or R5232 port.

1

U.S. and

pEX

worldwide sales

-

INTERNATIONAL INC.
16140 Valerlo St.

Van Nuys, CA 91406 USA

TEL 213/781-0020 TLX/TWX: 910-495-1767

Circle 176 on Inquiry card.

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
FOR TRS -80 Model
CCI -100
51/4", 40 Track (102K)

DISK DRIVES

I

$299

External card edge and power supply included. 90 day warranty/one
year on power supply.
RAW DRIVES
51/4" TEAC or TANDON

-

$

Box of

CALL

POWER SUPPLIES

$

CALL

10

Maxell $40
BASF/Verbatim
BASF/Verbatim
8"
Maxell $45
PLASTIC FILE BOX -Holds 50 5'/4" diskettes
8"
PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE
51/4" $3.00
HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE
RINGS
FLOPPY SAVER
$11.95

$26.95
$36.00
$19.00
$ 4.00
$25.00
$ 6.95

51/4"

16K RAM KITS

$19

2for$37
Jumpers

200ns for TRS -80; Apple II, (specify):

$2.50

SYSTEM SPECIAL

COMPUTERS /TERMINALS

ATARI

Letter Quality High Speed Printer
R.O.
R.O. with
KSR with

64K, 2- Drives, 77 Track
ACS8000 Series
48K, all -in -one computer
Z-19
920C
910
$559
3101 Display Terminal
400
$ 429

$CALL
$ CALL

$ 729

$2200
$ 725
$1039
$1189
$ 795
$ 259

950
800

INTELLIVISION
MATTEL
APPLE PERIPHERALS

$

CALL

S100 CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

$2395
$2555
$2795

tractor feed
tractor feed

NEC SPINWRITER 3500 Series, 5 new models
EPSON
MX-80
MX-70
MX-80FT
MX100
PAPER TIGER
IDS 445
Graphics & 2K buffer
IDS 460
Graphics & 2k buffer
IDS 560
Graphics
ANADEX
DP -8000 $849
DP- 9500/01
OKIDATA
Microline 80 Friction & pin feed
Microline 80 Friction, and pin & tractor feed
Microline 82 Friction & pin feed feed
Microline 83 120 cps, uses up to 15" paper
CENTRONICS 739, new model with graphics
C. ITOH

Starwriter
Starwriter
Starwriter
Starwriter

I
I

II
II

25
25
45
45

cps,
cps,
cps,
cps,

$CALL
$CALL
$ 695
$ 799

999
$1295
$

$ 415
$

500

$ 615
$ 849
$ 749

parallel interface
serial interface
parallel interface
serial interface

$1449
$1529
$1829
$1949

PRINTER SPECIAL
SEIKOSHA

Apple II Plus 48K w/drive and controller. Epson MX-80 printer and
You Pay $2299
interface. SUP -R Mod RF Modulator:
List $2965

ARCHIVES
ALTOS
ZENITH
ZENITH
TELEVIDEO
IBM

NEC SPINWRITER

ADD -ON DRIVES FOR ZENITH Z-89
CCI-189
51/4", 40 Track (102K) $394
Z-87
Dual 51/4" system
$995

1
DISKETTES

PRINTERS

List $399

GP -80M

You Pay $319

MONITORS
BELL &
HOWELL
LEEDEX

SANYO
ZENITH

9 "B

&W BHD911

12" B & W
13" Color
9" B & W
12" B & W
13" Color

$195
12" Green Screen $159

$129
$329
$149
$219
$349

12 " Green

Screen $238
13" Color
$406
12" Green Screen $129

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LIVERMORE STAR MODEM 2 -year guarantee
UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS UDS -103
D -CAT HARD WIRED DIRECT MODEM
AUTO-CAT Auto Answer, Direct Connect Modem
APPLE -CAT II
D.C. HAYES MICRO -MODEM
D.C. HAYES SMART -MODEM
CCI Telnet Communications Package

$125
$179
$189
$249
$349
$295
$235
$135

APPLE ACCESSORIES AND SOFTWARE

MAINFRAME
Z80 CPU

MOTHER BOARD
16K STATIC RAM, 200ns
32K STATIC RAM, 200ns
64K DYNAMIC RAM
FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER
EXTENDER BOARD
2P + 2S I/O

Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model

2200A

$349
$259
$106
$309
$619
$580
$345

2810
2501

2116C
2032C
2065C
2422A
2520K
2718A

$ 52

$309

VISICALC $155.00
Z-80 SOFTCARD
VIDEX BOARD
KEYBOARD ENHANCER
16K CARD
APPLE JOYSTICK
SUP-13 MOD
CCS CARDS
GALAXIAN
SPACE ALBUM
ASTEROIDS
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
WIZARD &PRINCESS
SARGON 2
MYSTERY HOUSE $ 24.00

'

DB MASTER $159.00

$259.00
$259.00
$110.00
$169.00
$ 49.00
$ 25.00
$

402

CALL

$ 22.95

t

$
$

$

r

$

$
HI -RES FOOTBALL $

35.00
17.95
29.00
28.00
29.00
35.00

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or company checks require two
to three weeks to clear. All prices are mail order only and are subject to change without notice. Call for shipping charges.

DEALER (NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL) INQUIRIES INVITED

the CPU SHOP
5

Dexter Row, Dept. BO9M

Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129
Hours 10AM -6PM (EST) Mon: Fri. (Sat. till

5)

Send for FREE Catalogue

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1.800. 343.6522
TWX: 710.348 -1796

Massachusetts Residents call 617/242 -3361

Technical Information call 617/242 -3361
Massachusetts Residents add 5°/e Sales Tax
Tandy Corporation Trademark /' Digital Research
Circle 96 on Inquiry card.

master charge

vr
111111111111111111t:

database manager
For TRS-80

Model

PRIAM

I

CREATE random access disk files
15 fields or 255 bytes /record
Files can span 4 disk drives

Password protected file access
Database DIRECTORY displays all
user files and their attributes
Powerful TRANSACTIONS -add,
edit, read, delete & list records
Efficient binary tree sorts
Sophisticated QUERY with multi key relational & logical operations
REPORT formatter requires only
for user to select desired fields

Automatic sub & grand totals
May be used with lower case
Entirely MENU DRIVEN operation
Extensive error trapping routines
User oriented instruction manual

-2 disk drives
Introductory price 559.95
Requires 32k

Visa and MasterCard accepted

Accessories,
(SMD interface available)
lowest cost and greatest established relia
bility for H.P., DEC, Apple, Z -80, 8085... and
so on.

We can show you how to overcome

"foreign disk" warranty worries.

[COWBOYS
II

you

10 on

RAIDERS

?

RAMS

$GOLD DISK$
Z -80
Z-80

Disassembler

E -Z

you can l lose

VISA'

Tile

l..

.Iy

ma

Compute, Group

.

--n

>.mo-+!!

rge

c

FACTORY PRIME STATIC RAM CHIPS

Frmn lbe same sMpmenls used in
quakily hoards.

32KB STATIC RAM CARDS

NEWT

-

CMOS RAM CARDS
$994.56), (64KB

-

,

P,O. so.

M.

1983 Rte Grand.

B483

787n=

will

Our systems

run

CP /M

or

and

even
MP/M,

include our custom BIOS and ZIOS,
other useful system utilities.

and

we

plus

many

PO BOX 93

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93406 USA

(805) 520-7440
:Notes CP/M and

MP /M

are both trademarks of

of Pacific

Research

Grove,

cA

COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT
& SOFTWARE
BARGAINS
EVERY MONTH
BUY, SELL OR TRADE ALL TYPES OF
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND SOFT-

WARE (pre -owned and new) among
20,000 readers nationwide in BIG
(11x14 ") pages. Classified ads are
only 10' per word and are indexed for
easy and fast location. Subscription:
$10 a year 112 issues. Money back
guarantee. Sample copy, $1.50.

COr77PU

Austin. roar
?s7A

Austin. Taxed

A

1337 W. 37th Place
Chicago, IL 60609
(312) 927 -5510
TWX 910- 221 -4055

F

2R Sl-lOPP2R

P.O. Box F -14

Titusville, FL 32780
1-512d77-2287

The Company that delivers.

Quality Electronic products since

Circle 149 on inquiry card.

$80

f wat i i4110
ooskrAlisrs

aspYtr-e fut-

1975.
are Registered Trademarks of GIMIX

$60

on cassette /requires 12k+RAM

DISK SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

ana GHOST'

interface, or two serial ports,
both (at an extra charge).

Circle 185 on Inquiry card.

high -level compiler language

extras

$1088.64)

GImIxIHL

it

Digital

fig -FORTH

2MHZ 6809 56KB SS50 SYSTEMS $2498.29

SIMII

`,1

1802

screen -editor

Two independently addressable 32KB
blocks, each with extended addressing.
-

Trademark
Digital Research

w/assembler-ed itor
w /macro- assemb.

64KB BATTERY BACK UP

(56KB

213 / 676 -5055

10- 20X faster than BASIC
ELF II /SuperELF /Other

for the SS50 and SS50C BUS
(16KB
$298.12), (24KB
348.14)
(32KB
$398.15)

-

ME ARE KIDFOX, the people
that brinp
to you a system with so many features,
could sell for twice as much (like some of
our competitors do). Me believe high quality need not have a high price, and our
systems prove 1tt
For just 1695.00, you'll get a Z-80
system with 64k of RAM, and up to 8k of
bank- selected PROM. The two bidirectional
parallel ports let you interface to almost
anything. The basic system is equipped
with one SD 8" disk drive, but can easily
be expanded to four giving one megabyte of
on -line storage.
You will have a
choice
between an 80x24 terminal simulating video

& Associates

Circle 43 on Inquiry card.

2114 Super Low Power
200ns. 1Kx4
s 2.90
6514 CMOS 300ns. 1 Kx4
S 6.90
6116 CMOS 200ns. 2Kx8
$22.50
Add $5.00 Handling on Orders Under $200.00

-

$ 75.

Text

VISA

Software Agent Puol,eh<,

GIMIx Professlonai

ARE WE CRAZY?

POST OFFICE BOX 1389
HAWTHORNE. CALIFORNIA 90250

Circle 366 on Inquiry card.

FACTORY PRIME

inquiry card.

Bower -Stewart

Dial (A00) 543 -3000. oPeraln1 400
in Ohm dial MOO) 5112. 1364. operator 400
w

$1 75.
ppd

ppd
unique text file word processor

can our loll free number NOW Money back

.w,a,,.n.

Software

creates assembly language source files

Disk or cassette version is only 549 95

,,,»ru`

101 on

N01,

71

.

tempt

DEALERS WELCOME
Circle

0

AI,owsacomputer malcnup 01 any Iwo learns
(Great for playoffs.)
Gives up- lomeminute standings statistics
and ratings for each NFL Division
PROCAP ,s easy to use and Comes will, extensive documenlabon

,. m.

inquiry card.

CP /M Compatible

each

SO

701 Beta Dr. #4
Cleveland Ohio 44143

735 Loma Verde, Palo Alto, CA 94303
415.493 -5930
Send 36 ct SASE for our 16 page flyer.

like to snow NOW. Relme the tug game

guarantee

DATA HARDWARE

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Circle

W,Il, PROCAP and your TRS -80. you can use slalnl,cs and
pmbabimy theory to Pred¢I the results al IMS wen's bog
games And mare PROCAP
Gives onenswe and defensive ratings for every
National Foolball League learn
pred,Cls range of results and probable score for

To order

2995

Also buy scrap computer
systems, printed circuit boards,
connectors etc....
LARGE VOLUME ACCEPTABLE

Includes: UL Spec. Transformer, Rectifiers,
Computer Grade Capacitors. RFI line filter,
and Schematics.

Tandy Corp. Trademark

EAGLES

CALL VICTOR CLOUGH

(216) 473-0866

14A. S -100 Power Supply Kit
Input: 95.220VAC, 50160 Hz
Outputs: 14A © ±8VDC
2A@ ±18VDC

mentor software

P

Brand new Perkin -Elmer
No. 550 terminals
-priced ridiculously low.
Call us for a quote.

Special Opportunity:

816 McLane Ave- Morgantown, WV 26505

Circle 212 on Inquiry card.

-COMPUTER SURPLUS-

Disk Subsystems
and

INC.

Circle 145 on inquiry card.

master charge

(3051 269 -3211
MasterCard or VISA subscription orders only.
call TOLL FREE 1 -800. 327.9920

Circle

78 on

inquiry card.

STARWRITER

SONAL
:OMPUTER
3000 Family
display, hi -res color

'.4

sr and lower case

popular in Japan
ures compare with Apple Ill
t

Tractor...

01A CPU
32K RAM
osoft Basic

12A I/O
RAM. expandable to 128K

$795

n Discount

$3200

Complete

bit or

STEM H+

Optional tape cartridge
List
$12.750
13,250
13,750
14,250

Call

for
quotes

.

A8T

$165

.

...$225

QT EXPANDABLE + REV Il
S -100 64K Dynamic RAM
or 4 MHz, switch
Bank switch, IEEE Standard
On board refresh, 4 layer PC
Burned in, tested.

2.2

anal 6. 8, or 12 slot motherboard
anal single or double -sided floppies
.ed in -just add video terminal

;S(12)

$550

QT Z +80 CPU
Kit.

16
EXP
EXP + 32
(Less $40 -kit)

SYS +DS(6)
SYS DS(8)
SYS +DS(12)

$270
290

EXP
EXP

YSTEM+

Brd

+SS(6)

SS(8)

$2495
2595
2695

MSYSDS(6, ... $2795
MSYS +DS(8)

MSYSDS(12)

....

...

2895
2995

switchable RAM
zsands of happy customers
$35

4MHz

$27 12-B
55 12-K
70 12-A

22 -B
100 22 -K
140 22 -A

$50

18 -B
18 -K
18 -A

c

.

$25 8 -B
40 8 -K
50 8 -A

6 -A

38 -2
38 -22
38 -3
38 -4

2 -0ume

2 -8"

....

Cabinet only

$1250
1675

325
58
$390

DT -8

585
250
350

-51

-52

OT SBC +2/4
00 Single Board Computer
A, 2 or 4 MHz, switch
tam, 1 parallel, 1 serial
OM monitor (specify)

programmable timers
$195

12K ROM /PROM Board

7440A
7470A
7490A
7500A
7510A
7520A
7710A
772BA
7811B
7811C

Programmable Timer
A/D Converter
GPIB IEEE -488
Wire Wrap Board
Solder Tail Board
Extender Board
Serial Asynch Board
Centronics Parallel Bd
Arith Processor - disk
Arith Processor - ROM

ABT...

$300

2 -5v."

MF 12

MF18
MF +22

$68
97
102

255
20
21

105
355
355

Single Board Computer
Double Density Controller

$685
325

$30

A&T

$75
140
190

RS -232- male /male - 9 h.
RS -232 - male/male - 18 ft
RS -232 - male/female - 9 ft.

Al

'.
80

$24.00
29.00
29.00

$450
500
600

a 24

$625

OT S -100
CARD
CAGES

Slot (5r/.w x 10'4d

a

$24

CCe

$39
99

Accepts one 8" floppy
Power supply, fan, AC filter
117v AC /220v AC
Data cable, power cables

CC8M
CC+8M/F

134

115

Slot (7'iw x 101id x 6"h)

Slot (11'hw x 10'.íd x 8"h)
CC+12
CC+12M
CC+12M/F

trademarks of Digital Research TRS -80 is

PRODUCTS

90

12

$175

a

4'x5' black, hard
With ground strap
New religion- thousands of believers
$185

Special

$160

QT CLOCK /CALENDAR+
Apple, S -100, TRS -80
Date, month, year

Day of week. leap year
24 hour or AM -PM
4 interrupt intervals
With software
Now with on-bowd battery
S- 100 /Apple/TRS

$150

-

Type SD
DSC -34 -1
DSC -34 -2
DSC -34 -4
DSC -50-1
DSC -50-2
DSC -50 -4

Jade

Single, mini
Dual, Mini
Quad, Mini
Single, 8"
Dual, 8"

$24.00
29.00
34.00
24.00

32.00
40.00

Quad, 8"

DSP -34 -1
DSP-34 -2
DSP -34 -4
DSP -50-1
DSP -50 -2
DSP -50-4

Single. Mini
Dual. Mini
Quad, Mini
Single, 8"
Dual. 8"

$24.00
29.00
34.00
24.00
29.00
34.00

Quad. 8"

24" long

$7.00

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

6"h)

CC.6M/F
8

$32/10

ANTI -STATIC CHAIR MAT

PDC -8

or 12 slot

CC6

$275/100

8" Floppy-DC Power

Accepts Silence ' mother
With card guides
Accepts 4" tan
Specify with mother, with fan
6

t1

Floppy -Data: Pin Type
CCS Tarbell Teletek

Detachable keyboard

6. 8

Single side, double
density
Specify hard, soft, a of sectors
Sold in hundreds
5V."
$215/100 8"
Library cases
51/2"
$25/10 8"

$35

ADDS VIEWPOINT
Smart CRT Terminal

The Best for Less

$375

BULK DISKETTES

Data:
Card Edge

CABLES
$30
70
90

Prairie Fire Price

Floppy-

OT S -100 EXTENDER
Kit

Works with Apple disk controller
Functionally identical to Apple
Expandable to 40 track

(Specify)
$710
1050
1300

QT
SINGLE
8" CABINET

is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc CP /M and MP /M are

attiaila

List

CC6M

DDC8

MBYTE
FLOPPY FOR
?APPLE

2

'

25
136

With connector

$450
500

-w/Motherboard

331

368
1600
360
289

$2500

$375

Floppy -w /Motherboard

No Floppy

297

IDS PAPER TIGERS

$625
650
F75

MF5 -6
MF5 -12

$561
641

NEC SPINWRITER 55CPS

Floppy w /motherboard

MF8 -6
MF8 -8
MF8 -12

$3850

double density, double sided 8" drives
Cabinet, power supply, cable, controller
DOS 3.3 compatible (Pascal and CP/M optional)
This package is best, spec for spec: pricefor price.
Suggested List ... $2550 Now Only
$2050
SAVE $500 CP /M Patch $75
Pascal Patch $75

TELETEK

Specify motherboard slots
8 ". 51/4" or no floppy

,rt 801R

4,

APPLE
7114A

Specify

cab., ps, tan
DT-8. cab.. ps, Ian
Cabinet. pa, fan. cables
2 -801R,

Floppy Controller
4 -Port Serial

11560G

18A power supply, S -100
Drive power supply

OT
DISK
%.;
.CKAGES

System

114606

OT MAINFRAMES

Kit...$180 4MHz ABT... $165

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

Mainframe

Full ground shield network
Specify board. kit, or assembled
6 -K

QT RAM +16
16K Static, S -100

4

16K Static - 2
16K Static - 4

FDC -1
FDC -2

... $235
AST ...
QT SILENCE+
S -100 Motherboards

6 -B

2

11445

Kit

$70

MINI -SYSTEM (5v. ")

ve with 5v." floppies

+SS(12)

...

Now

ADD -ON DRIVE FOR APPLE
32K Static 32K Static -

$310
330

board crystal
Prog. baud
16 prog. timers
8 level prog. interrupt

MINI-

Full line available
e533 List
$5195

2

Discount

Only
48
64

On

QT

PRIAM 3350 8" Winchester
31 MByte with CP /M 2.2
With S-100 controller
Cables, cabinet power supply

400
400
376
376

II
II

Receive only. serial interlace

QT I /O+
S -100 4 Parallel, 2 Serial

$4495
4595
4695

(RS-232)
(VDB- 8024)
SBC -200 (VDB -8024)
SBC -200 (RS -232)

2032A
2032B
2116A
2116B
2200A
2210A
2422A
2710A

2

parallel
floppies, double density
Ram, EPROM monitor for RS -232

$3595
3695
3795

SMS -64K A&T

or 4 MHz. switch
Monitor with jump
Serial port to 9600 baud

QT SYSTEM+

iS(6)
iS(8)

Intermix RAM and EPROM
200ns. very low power

2

1Z Z-BOA, 2 serial. 2

A

$1050

See ad, this issue

SYSTEM Hx and SYSTEM+
Byte hard disk
Iz Z -80A, 4 serial, 2 parallel
Ram useable per user
,A multi -user DOS
up: 1 MByte Iloppy

Versafloppy
Versafloppy

$424
444
310
370
248

S -100

Now

STATIC MEMORY SYSTEMS
64K Static S -100

QT

PROM 100

38060
38061
38062

15%

bit flexibility

$1195

II -16K
II -64K

All CCS items available.

IEEE S -100 and Cromix compatible

List

+3
+4

8

Expandoram
Expandoram

CALIFORNIA
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

16K +1 static in 20 pin
7Ons: DMA to 14MHz
16

Z -80 Starter Board
VDB -8024 (60 Hz)

38007

ADES
S-100
HARD DISK

Call for kit, software, and cable prices.

Uses Fujitsu MB8167,

C-8001A $1295 PC -8012A
3031A
$1295

2

$795

SEALS IS BACK
Seals 64K Static S -100

expansion

All SD items available.
38013
38020
38023
38025
38059

Unbeatable price

31A Mini -Disks
ves, 143K per drive

1

1850

$200

"Correspondence" quality print

it bus

:

$1500

Wide carriage
Friction. tractor, graphics

Dealer

parallel, one serial port

rEms

Discount on
A &T

EPSON MX -100

IAuthorized

,card: Numeric pad.
er programmable keys

SD SYSTEMS
20 %+

Daisywheel printer.
Diablo compatible
Nationwide service
Centronics parallel or RS -232 serial
25 cps or 45 cps, specify
25-P
$1400 25-S
45-P
1750 45-S

$61

114
149

4116 (200ns)
2114 (450ns )
2708
2716 (5V)
2716 (5 -12V)
2732
4164 (200ns)
Z -BOA
8080A
8085A
8086 -4
TMS9900
8212
8214
8228
8238
8251

.

...

.

$2.00 8257
200 8295
350 MC14411
650 14411Xtal
800 1771801
13.00 1791A01
25.00 52350
12.95 N8T26
3 50 1488
20.00 1489
60.00 03242
29.95 TMS5501

350 TR16028
4 50

6845P

600 4118
600 DP8304BN
700

17.95

16.50
11.00

495
24.95
37.95

795
2 50
1

25

125
10.15
19.00

450
22.00
18.95

400

trademark of Radio Shack.

MAIL ORDER: PO Box 0, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
Circle 39 on
RETAIL: 15620 S. Inglewood Ave., Lawndale, California 90260
(213) 970 -1476 (800) 421 -5150 1/2 Block South of San Deigo Fwy.
TERMS OF SALE: Cash, checks, credit cards, C.O.D.

inquiry card.

Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.
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HERE IS AN ACTUAL SAMPLE OF ELIZA'S CONVERSATIONAL ABILITY:
(

ELIZA'S comments are printed in capital letters)

BASF

Bugg.

us about

paneling 0e mMr.

SAVE

YOU THINK OF A SPECIFIC ExAMPLE?
iiver I. rny boylm end m
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need some MIp, Mal much seems certain.
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TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR FAMILY.
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WE PAY SHIPPING!
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Western States: Los Angeles
Phoenix
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You are
at me
DOES IT PLEASE YOU TO BELIEVE I AM AFRAID OF ROUT
IAIN. is shard Al eyeAB..
/IRAS ELSE COMES TO MIND WORN YOU THINK OF YOUR FATHER,

Central States:

Dallas

(213) 654-2214
MC, VISA. and CHECKS ACCEPTED
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CROMEMCO
USERS
PMSI INTRODUCES
AND

.L

w13150D

BANKKEEPING
SMALL

85.00
176.00

BOO 481(

156.00
72 00

Shut,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PACKAGES
Base Unit, A850, A830, TeleLink I

REPORTER

with 800: $1150.00

Oilers Curren! Cash Flow Analysis and C,.i..
Profit /Loss Picture for Each Month and

FOR

ATARI'

950.00 Atari 850 Interface
Atari 810 Disk....... 460.00 Atari 830 Modem
379.00 Mlcrmaft Basic
Alari 400 16K
Atari

with 400: $710.00

PLUS FREE NOVATION SUPERMIKE!

BUSINESS Year To Date
Adap U,oe to All Types pl Business, Farms. Properly

Management and Investments

Provides a Unique Budget Ion Family
INDIVIDUALS Eependitures for Current Month and Year To De,.
Supplies a Monthly Recap oh Tax DeduCNble Items as Well as :r
C Whole. Listing of All Tax Deductible Items for the Entire
AVAILABLE FOR COOS
FOR FLOPPY
or CROMIX
FOR

The Bit Bucket is a company made up of computer professionals. We are able to provide
low prices as well as technical support. Give
us a call and find out why we consider the
Atari the best home computer on the market

today. You won't be disappointed.

OR HARO GRIVE SYSTEMS

Package for CPA . Bookkxping SORiE...
Service Bureos. Banks and Sevingerloens

PRISMES

.

5 AU,U55517,.55

ARh

PADSPLI

SOR

C15051,,C0

The Bit Bucket

USERS

-

Specializing in Atari Home Computers
P.O. Box 365
Newton Highlands, MA 02161
1617) 7833144

PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. INC
P

0

BOX t 301. 2900 KING STREET
JONESBORO. AR 72401

50, 932 9206
vY0'sNr

DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

d

i',I.Stere üaeemar \s alMCcome Maria gemenl
c
Systems

Mc

Circle 298 on Inquiry card.

Circle 40 on Inquiry card.

EPSON

-

MEMORY EXPANSION CARD

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
SUPER DISCOUNTS ON

LO

We also stock direct connect cables for
TRS -80, Apple, Atari, Pet or RS 232

CALL TOLL FREE

x28 x28

S186.40
48x28x28
$162.40

rs

e:yw,i,#0a

1175 N

Gabe, Slag Oro

t,xuc CotVtRO.5380

Circle 198 on Inquiry card.

FOR /MATTM

FORTH

SCREEN EDITOR

MUST FOR THE SERIOUS FORTH
PROGRAMMER

A

All code Is Forth -79 standard. Each line of code is
fully explained and 110w- charted (Forth style) for
easy modification.
This editor works just like the popular word
processors on the market except it is written in high
level forth and is cons ined to the 1024 byte boundary
of a forth screen.
There are over 20 different commands for cursor
positioning. text modification. tabs. relocating lines.
spreading lines. and moving lines to other screens.
Insert mode is toggled on and off for midstream
Insertions and deletions. Text ahead of CP is moved
right during insertion and left during deletion it

insert mode is OR
Column position is displayed at all times.
all unused control codes are
Bomb proof
trapped
Must be used with a CRT that has cursor
addressing or with a memory mapped video.
Send check or money order in the amount of
550.00 and receive complete source code.
flowcharts. documentation. and instructions for
bringing up on your System.

-

KV33 CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 27246
TUCSON, AZ 85726
(602) 889 -5722

DIGITAL
DIGITALIN* ANALOG

ANALOG

CONVERSION MODULES

SOFTWARE
GAIN CONTROL
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N/117V

$75.00

data
systems

AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER

SECURED COMPUTER SYSTEMS

nc.

3204-A Production Avenue
Oceanside, California 92054
Telephone (714) 439 -6201

h

PRINTER STAND

for service (209) 667 -2888

ICS,

SO FTWA R E

machine.
and Tested

60

lot nur tree catalog:

analog to digital
Ir

S -100

1

Y U/ IS WI/

Shaine Available

1- 800 - 344 -7493
In CA and

to make a
H /Z89 a 64K

$100.00
COMPUTER TABLES

!

Shipping

PACIFIC DISCOUNT

Assembled

MX -80F /T LO! NOW
MX -80
IN
MX -100 LOWER' STOCK

Sales Ta.

Circle 186 on inquiry card.

Heath /Zenith 89 Users
16K

--

Circle 276 on inquiry card.

810.00 16K RAM

Atari 800 16K

Plus
Plus

%Vole

988.1885

- VISA - C.O.D.

Al

$1250.00

Act Now.

(2131 469 -9661
(602) 277.5788

Circle 252 on inquiry card.

Circle 28 on Inquiry card.

5,151E55,5

Peachtree Programs

Acct. Rec.
Acct. Payable
Pay Roll
Inventory
Mailing Address

NATIONAL DATA SUPPLIES. INC.

(2131 656 7368

OR

-

General Ledger

(8051 985 -9824

MASTERCARD

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP
921 NORTH LA JOLLA AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90045

ornat

..

All Others:

DOES THAT HAVE ANYTHING TO 00 W ITN THE FACT THAT
YOUR BOYFRIEND MADE YOU COME HERE,

A

- - -

--

CALL OUR ORDER DESK NOW!

you are Ito my Ia1N1 in some ways.
WHAT RESEMBLANCE SG YOU SEE,

-

This sale terminates when this ad closes.

I

Porn.

-

CP/M

Immediate off the shelf delivery...one box or
quantity orders welcome.

N HAwar

Discounts Discounted

We Feature
CP /M
Osborne
Repas
Forth
Micro -soft
Micro -Pro
Micro-AP
Fortran
S -Basic
Special Feature Packages

Ail

ANFrays

-

FOR YOUR MICRO!

ATION wf me

le

OIN

12011 Aclare St.
(2 I 3) 924 -6741

Cerritos, CA 90701
Shipping not Included

Coo

Circle 326 on inquiry card.

For additional details about the AD 100.4 and Other
fine California Data Corporation 100°. individually

tested, high reliability products, circle the reader
service card number below or for faster response
write or call us.

CALIFORNIA DATA
CORPORATION

3475 Old Conejo Road, Suite C-10
Newbury Park. CA 91320

(8051 498-3651

Circle 50 on inquiry card.

DEALS

DEALS

DEALS

Ig51

OUR BUYERS ARE IN

CONTACT WITH EVERY MAJOR

r`j

SUPPLIER AND O.E.M.
BUY HERE AT 1000 PIECE

QUANTITY PRICES
ALL MERCHANDISE 100%
GUARANTEED! 15 DAY FULL
CASH REFUND!

JUST HOT STUFF
POWER SUPPLIES

.

*/***

11 EDISON DRIVE * NEW LENOX *
ILLINOIS 60451
CALL TOLL FREE: 1- 800- 435 -9357 * MONDAY thru SATURDAY
(ILLINOIS RESIDENTS CALL: 815 - 485 -4002) * 8:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
TERMS: Prepayment
C.O.D. up to $100.00 M/C Visa
$5.00 Processing and Handling added to each order PLUS
Shipping Charges. Please allow personal check
to clear before shipment.

-

SPECIAL OF THE QUARTER
S1-MOD

$189.00 V SP

prices we will be truly
amazed. OEM's at 500
lot pay more than this.
Call or write for full

Complete S -100 12 Slot Computer. Ample
system power with regulated power for drives.
Excellent for Subsystem or Hobby usé.
4 hours to build. (6 conn. incl., less fans)

spec. sheets.

DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEM

DISK POWER SUPPLIES
PRIAM -SHUGART- CENTURY -MICROPOLIS
+5V @ 9A 1 -5V @ 8A +24v @ 7A
I US -384
189.00
SHUGART SIEMANS MPI 5'/."

-

-

1

+5V @.5A

+12V

@

.9A

US -340

33.50

2A

+12V

@

4A

US -323

56.25

+5V

@

+5V
+5V
+5V

@

+5V
+5V

@

@
@

@

-

-

SHUGART SIEMANS CDC 8"
lA -5V @.5A +24V @ 1.5A US -205
-5V @ .5A +24V @ 3A
2A
US -206
-5V @ .6A +24V @ 5A
3A
US -162
1.7A -5V @ 1.5A +24V @ 2A
US -272
2A
+12V @.4A -12V @.4A
US -HTAA

52.50
69.00
89.00
69.00
37.50

$995.00

$195.00 wino Drives
If this looks like a Lobo
Drive System, don't be
fooled. Just because it
2 SHUGART 801R
looks like one, works like POWER SUPPLY
one, smells like one, and tastes like one ( ?)
doesn't mean it has to cost like onel

TWIN VERTICAL DRIVE$
5" $550.00
8" $980.00

Attractive, convenient

Double Sided, Double
Track available tool
$145.00 Kit (Less Cable)

-

C -ITOH

Look closely at the

photo and

see

marmiroallIrm

PRINTER

$499.00
other

adds in this rag at

!
Y

AIL

$995.00. Perfect units,
warranteed. Only 500 pcs. Same story,
manufacturerer had too many.
S -100

CARD EXTENDER

$12.50
(Gold Contacts)
your battle. Compare
at your local Dept.
store and buy U$ MICRO.

-

VERBATUM

- WABASH

BOX OF 10 ONLY:

SOFT

8"
8"
8"

SOFT 1D
SOFT 2D

HARD 10
HARD 16
SOFT 2DDS

Circle 369 on inquiry card.

$2.65
2.65
2.65
3.25
3.85

ioe

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

5.00 ea.

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

The first time this
world popular CPU
offered in Kit. 2 serial,
3 parallel, CTC, EProm
Z -80 at 4 mhz. Software

$212.00

buad rate, etc. (less Prom & cable)

EXPANDABLE RAM
*SPECIAL *SPECIAL *SPECIAL*
This is the best all
around 64K board
you can buy. If after
you see it, you don't
agree return for full
refund. Bank Select
by extended address
lines or I.O. 40H.

- D$K

e11111111

Li

11;1

200 NS

INTEL
$4.95
8251

$6.50

8255

VERY POPULAR I.O. CHIPS
BY LEADING MANUFACTURER

2114s

$3.25

One of the world's two

most popular STATIC
200
RAMs. Factory prime
tested units. Sold in lots of 8 only.
FUJITSU, HITACHI, etc.

NS

$4.25

TMS -4044
MM -5257
INTEL 2147

ér

2716s
2708s

250 NS

$7.50
$6.95

(450 NS)
(450 NS)

Remember when 2716s were $50.00 and hard
to get? These units are so beautiful it's hard to
part with them. But we will, for a small price.
Guaranteed!

fE

SHUGART DRIVE

8" 801R

* $389.00 A& T*

$255.00

$395.00

Manufacturer had
too many, buys at
8" 851R $585.00
1000 piece rate,
sales dropped, so we got'em. Fantastic buy, get
them while they last! Full warranty.

5" Disk Controller
disigned for S -100 IEEE
standards. Uses Western
Digital 1795, 1691
2143 Chip Set.

SIEMANS DRIVE

8" 100 -8

FANS $14.95
These are brand new,
in the box fans. Not
3 -1/8"
noisey bearing pullouts.
Never again at these low prices!

$2.95

Expansion 16K Dynamic
RAMs for Apple, TRS -80
S -100 systems. T.I., Mostek
Intel, Call for manufacturer.

CMOS Version $4.50!
The other of the world's most popular STATIC
RAMs. This one is 4K by 1 organization. Don't
buy Gold, buy these, the price won't last!

Double Density 8" and

BASF FLOPPIES
5%."
5%."
5 %"

Z -80 CPU (KIT)

U$

As long as there is a
price war, we will fight

MEMOREX

-

and compact Two Drive
Mass Storage includes
Power Supply, Drives,
Cabinets and Cables.

TELEVIDEO 950
Televideo 950 -$950.00
Televideo 912C- 665.00
Televideo 920C- 720.00
ADDS R -25
710.00
Also have 920C, SO ROC,
HAZELTINE, etc. What
we don't have is room on
this page. Call Toll Free
800 number for prices.

-

4116s

(KIT)
MADE

If you can beat these

MI.SALES

4 -5/8"

$ 375.00

Very Special Price on
these BRAND NEW current production units
Add $10.00 for Extended Year Warrantee!
1

68000
ERG68 -696 68000 CPU
available and in production. Meets or exceeds all
aspects of IEEE696 S -100
standard.

$1995

OAE's PP- Serles EPROM Programmers plug
directly into any vacant EPROM socket and
allow you to transfer data directly from RAM
to EPROMs. No additional power supplies are
required. All timing & control sequences are
handled by the programmer. Each unit includes internal DC to DC switching regulator,
ZIF socket and 4 ft. ribbon cable terminated
with a 24 pin plug. Programmers are available
for all EPROMs from 2708's thru 2532's.

Empirical Research Group, Inc.
PO Box

1176

The PUC Compiler, Runtime Library, and
Complier Source Code are shipped on an
IBM-3740 format, CPIM compatible diskette.
A license agreement must be completed.
Lifetime single-CPU license fees are as
follows:

- Compiler
Compiler, Runtime Library,
PUC

PUC Source, and
PUC Source Code for a PUC
Compiler Version which produces PROCESSOR INDEPENDENT macro source.

$5000

Assem- bler Sourceplus commented
for the Compiler
As above,

Code
and Runtime Library.

A

PUC information package is available for 825

MRD Systems, Inc.
Box 147, Spring Valley, MN 55975

Milton, WA 98354
206 -631 -4855

CPIM is

a

registered trademark of Digital Research

Circle 140 on inquiry card.

Convert your TRS-80 into a

wabash

RUN BIG

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

CPM*
PROGRAMS

Z -80 In- Circuit

emulation and
EPROM /EEPROM
programming in
a single compact

When it comes to
Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than
Wabash.

ON YOUR
1 TRS -811*

MODEL

unit.

Debug stand -alone
systems with
program in
TRS -80 RAM,
then copy working program into PROM.

WITH 39 or 54K of use space.Can use Mixed
Drivers 5'/4 or 8" (Variable Tracks)
Compatable with all TRS80 Operating
Systems and all TRS80 Programs.(usable
on 48K disk systems only) Boards fit into

keyboard inclosure.
FREEDOM OPTION
MEMORY EXPANSION OPTION

Only $329 including personality module
for2716, 2516, 2758, 2508, 2532, 2816,
2808, 48016.

MasterCard, Visa Accepted.
Call Free: (800) 235 -4137

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES

$245
$295

100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 (In Cal call
(805) 543-1037)

Send Check or Money Order to:
(66455 RESIDENTS.LEASE INCLUDE SS TAX)

F.E.C.
ltd.
2368 Woburn,

ORION INSTRUMENTS
172 Otis Ave, Woodside, CA 94062
(415) 851 -1172
271 on

Our Z80 version runs on a 32K CPIMTMsystem
and generates TDL-format assembler code.

$1000

emulation and integrated 68000 systems
also available.

676 W. Wilson Ave., Glendale, CA 91203
(213) 240.0080 or Telex 194773.
PP SERIES PROGRAMMERS
See us at NCC, booth 770

Circle

PUC (Programming LanguagelCompilers) is
the implementation of a BNF superset as a
high -level programming language.

Z -80

Oliver Advanced Engineering, Inc.

Circle 262 on inquiry card.

WRITE YOUR OWN
COMPILERS IN PLIC

P.O.Box

i

MA.

01888

(617) 944 - 5329

Inquiry card.

Circle 279 on inquiry card.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
32111
57101
10001

NV
INN
1

s

5 2125
5

6151

5 7143 1

59551
56521
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S

2

001
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071
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2ä57I 64001
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3

001
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2001
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3

5001
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3

3

5E013
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400 a

70316

3

1

1

7.1136.1

419431 725E 1
4 342.1 1005
4 4101
196561
4 6101
114161

4401

51811

a

163031 137011
4 91531 1041

5001

15141

5041

8

0561

6.96661
196M I

s 17031
s 16501
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2212565 6537161 1216241 440(0 1
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0.77551 2567061 653251 1 4307411 N 706.1
0125411 27001 3131211 13.1
1517611
013161 27=54 391011 43231x1 157015
13601 271041 39114351 4333341 49.73315
1.1äl NAM= 3536365 4337011 4511111
121111 2112761 3917611 4340711 50351761
126501 217141 3516101 4311741 5105661
17741 2917561 40.44411.1 4244411 5131211
115061 211371.1 4659281 4335511 61.77781
111161 3011641 9311211 1352111 511506.1
240.1 303061 401335.1 131411 5211211
131131 3012541 4017511 13 77761 56 75051
441011 30174.1 401141 4311211 10106.1
5001 3143761 012511 43114.1 60.754.1
54=1 31.75311 411011 4315161 4 75061

02=1

6001

2äo1

MN 1 21001 362111 4215141 4511211
165101 2116561 3631041 4717541 1737141
9116501 22.1116: 3716251 121251 4711318
9

51650 1 9177011
All I -6265

=1

1

i

55066-1

311061 4.1461 431141

5501 3210.1 113741 4367511
136665 332065 413751 140011
722161 3352511 121041 44 61711
724221 3435611 4251361 44 3741
6001 34.7511 42 52161 4.77 791
10261 349771 42.7=1 4512561
9 47M1 3512541 4275111 45 3061

4011
751041
70

90x3381

691461
100 6661 1

57501 3600.1 111141 45 7061 104 66111
A311 -8199
100156640404075'.

QUALITY COMPUTER PARTS
743 / CHATSWORTH, CA 91311
.

Circle 304 on Inquiry card.

for

1030165 1

10 4641

UPS ANYWHERE IN CONTINENTAL U.S.

Casse
and Cassette Boxes

101461//

ADD $1.00 SHIPPING
CAL. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX
FREE OSCILLATOR SCHEMATICS
WITH ANY ORDER
P.O BOX

AgfaLoaded

Software Producers
& Duplicators

Poly

Ask for our Catalog

1233 Rand Road

312/298 -5300
Des Plaines IL 60016

Circle 295 on Inquiry card.

(D UHF VARACTOR-TUNER. Channels 14 -83
!unable. 1/0 =75 ohms. Power Gain =10-20 dB
max. Complete with schematic and tech data.
Brand new - surplus.
® NICAD 5 AA BATTERY PACK in shrink tube $
with solder labs Brand new - surplus.
O CABLE TV CONVERTER. For conversion to mid - $
band and superband cable stations. Brand new
and its LEGAL!

695

34 95

j)

BRAND NAME POWER SUPPLIES 15V /6A.
Voltage adjustable and IC regulated. Ideal
CMOS. computer-based instruments. etc. use.
Brand new - surplus
® MODULATOR. Video and sound input with
ohms output. Switchable to channels 3 or 4.

for2395
75$1695

Shielded case. Brand new

SCR

-

surplus.

ELECTRONICS INC. (714) 527-2554

9533 VALLEY VIEW, CYPRESS, CA 90630
Pay by CHECK, M.O., VISA, M/C, C.O.D.

Circle 324 on Inquiry card.

ORDER BY PHONE
MON. -SAT.

COMPUTER STOP
2545 W. 237 St.

10 -6

(213) 539 -7670 PST
TELEX: 678401 TAB IRIN

Torrance, CA. 90505

LOWEST PRICES IN THE WEST,NORTH, SOUTH & EAST
_=
APPLE

111

Sales and S

mputer

1- 800 -421

3850

OPTION A:
APPLE /// 96K

APPLE ][ Plus

Information Analyst Package
12" B/W Monitor
APPLE

-1947

appIc'aoervice

OPTION B:
SAME AS OPTION A PLUS:
DISK II for APPLE Ill
APPLE Ill OPTION C:
SAME AS OPTION A PLUS:
DISK II FOR APPLE ///
SILENTYPE Thermal Printer
111

4350

4800

$1075
$1193

16K
48K

Disk][Drive .. $529
with Controller

& Dos.

3.3

PASCAL SYSTEM

$425
Softcard
$299

Z -80

APPLE HARDWARE
Parallel Printer Interface Card
Communications Card
High Speed Serial Interface

160
195
160
425
185
160
160
529
475
625

Pascal Language System

Centronics Printer Interface
Applesoft Firmware Card
Integer Firmware Card
Disk ][ with Controller DOS 3.3
Disk ][ only
Graphics Tablet

voice
ABT Numeric Keypad
9

Micromodem ][
Apple Clock
Rom Plus with Keyboard Filter
Introl /X -10 System
Romwriter
DoubleVislon 80 x 24 Video Interface
CCS Arithmetic Processor
CCS Parallel Interface
16K Ram Card
Microworks DS -65 Digisector
SVA 8 inch Disk Controller
Sup -R -Mod
CCS Synchronous Serial Interface
CCS Asynchronous Serial Interface
Corvus 10 Meg. Hard Disk
Corvus Constellation

245
175
119
295
245
175
250
150
245
399
119
145
339
335
30
119
99
4395
595

MISCELLANEOUS /SUPPLIES
16K RAM (200-250 NS)

Verbatium Datalife Diskette (Box of 10)
Dysan Diskettes (Box of 5)
Apple Diskettes (Box of 10)
Verbatim Diskette Boxes (Holds 50 Disks)
Silentype Paper (Box of 10 rolls)

Leedex Video 100 12"
Sanyo 9" Monitor
KG -12C Green Phos. Monitor
Sanyo 12" Green Phosphor. Monitor
NEC 12" Green Phosphor. Monitor
Sanyo 12" B/W Monitor

140
195
275
275
275
250

PRINTERS

OTHER HARDWARE
Alf Music Synthesizer (3 Voice)

MONITORS /DISPLAYS

29
30
22
45
18

40

Apple Sllentype with Interface
IDS 445 (Paper Tiger) with Graphics
IDS 460 with Graphics
IDS 560 with Graphics 10)
Centronics 737
NEC Spinwriter (RO, Serial)

525
650
1049
1199
795
2650

SOFTWARE
The Controller
Apple Post (Mailing List Program)

525
40

Easywriter Professional System
195
Apple Pie 2.0
95
DB Master Data Management
175
The Cashier
210
Apple Writer
65
Visicalc
170
CCA Data Management System
90
Full Screen Mapping for CCA DMS
59
Pascal Interactive Terminal Software (PITS)
29
Basic Interactive Terminal Software (BITS)
29
Data Capture
29
Data Factory DMS
110
Apple Plot
55
Apple Pilot
120
Magic Wand Word Processor (Needs Z-80 Softcard) 345
Dow Jones Portfolio Evaluator
45
Fortran
140

ORDERING INFORMATION: Phone orders invited using VISA, MASTERCARD or bank wire transfers. VISA 8 MC credit card service charge of 2 %.
Mail order may send charge card number (include expiration date), cashier's check, money order or personal check (allow 10 business days to clear.) Please include a telephone
number with all orders. Foreign orders (excluding Military PO's) add 10% for shipping. All funds must be in U.S. dollars (letters of credit permitted). Shipping, Handling and insurance In U.S. add 3% (minimum $4.00). California residents add 6% sales tax. Our low margins prohibit us to send COD or on purchase orders or open account (please send for
written quotation). All equipment Is subject to price change and availability. Equipment is new and complete with the manufacturer warranty. We do not guarantee merchantibility
of products sold. All returned equipment is subject to a 15% restocking fee. We ship most orders within 2 days.
RETAIL STORE PRICES MAY DIFFER FROM MAIL ORDER PRICES.
WE ARE A MEMBER OF THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
PLEASE SEND ORDERS TO:

COMPUTER STOP,

Circle 80 on inquiry card.

2545 W. 237 St.,

TORRANCE, CA 90505

BYTE September 1981

465

Circle 238 on inquiry card.

Ial

SEPT. SPECIAL SALE

mai%IV

MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS
(CHARGE CARDS AND

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

S100 PRODUCTS
CBIA 8080 PROCESSOR PCBD
KIT
$155.95, A

S100
2032 32K STATIC RAM A & T
450 NSEC S57900.300 NSEC S585.00.200 NSEC...$629.00

.

.

T

$548.95
$379.95

2810A Z80 CPU A &

$249.95

VB3 80 CHARACTER VIDEO 4MHZ.

S291 95

KIT

S305.95
S214.95

UPGRADE RAMS FOR VB -3

2718A

2

2720A

4

PARALLEL A

PHOTO BOARDS

&

& T

T

$39 95. SOLDERTAIL

WW

$345.95.

PB -I

ATO 0 CONVERTER
GPIB OE 488) INTERFACE

.

$42.00
S32.95
$194.95
S185.95
S339 95

T

A488 IEEE 488 INTERFACE

S153.95

A10

7720A PARALLEL STANDARD
77208 PARALLEL CENTRONICS.
781) B ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR W /DISC.
781IC ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR WIROM
7500A WW BOARD

.598.95

KIT

$98.95

S399.95

SERIAL /PARALLEL INTERFACE.

KIT

... S342.95
._.$2295

APIO

T

$155.95

$87.95. A &

T

$97.95

PARALLEL 10
$67.95. A &T(W /O CABLES)

KIT (W/O CABLES)

S2395

.

.

S87.95

OTHER SSM PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE
CALL FOR PRICES.

SOFTWARE

2620 CP /M'-SYMBOLIC INSTRUCTION DEBUGGER

..
2630 CP/M "TEXT FORMATER ..
2610 CP/M' "BACKGROUND PRINT UTILITY

..

MONDAY' RIDAY. 8,00 TO 12.00.
THURSDAYS. 8 00 TO 9 00 P r.1

141 5)

OTHER CCS PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE.
CALL FOR PRICE.

P.O. BOX 955

.

you are tired of dealing with mail
order houses that never have in stock
what you need, when you need it. We
are not a mail order house. Micro
Source of Texas is a stocking wholesale
distributor of microcomputer printers,
video display terminals, and supplies.
What makes us different? We don't just
take orders!

Whether you're a dealer, systems
integrator or first -time micro user,
you expect help from your supplier in
determining the best product to fit a
particular application. We give that
help, and more. Since complete documentation is essential, we provide
it with every order we ship. And if
you're located in Texas, stop by and
we'll demonstrate our products without
obligation. Try to do that mail order!
Don't waste valuable time. Talk to
Micro Source. We can help.

466
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00

TO 5 30

728-9121

EL GRANADA, CA 94018

LOOK

...if

oucE

/11

WAMECO INC

KIT LESS RAM
CPU

$95.95, A

&

S36.95
S135 95

T

-2 Z80 PROCESSOR, PCBD

KIT LESS ROM
EPM -2

$109.95,

T.... ...

A 8

16K/32K EPROM. PCBD
$65.95, A 8

KIT LESS ROM
FPB -I

....

$32.95

.. S99.95

FRONT PANEL PCBD

S144.95. A 8

KIT

T

$32.95
$149.95

S48.50
$184.95

T

CPU -1

8080 PROCESSOR, PCBD
$89.95, A &

$29.95
$129.95

T

OMB-12 13 SLOT MOTHER BOARD. PCBD

395.95.

A & T

.

$39.95
$135.95

OTHER WAMECO PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE.
CALL FOR PRICES.
MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENTS ARE ALL FACTORY MARKED PARTS KITS INCLUDE
ALL PARTS LISTED AS REQUIRED FOR THE COMPLETE KIT LESS PARTS LISTED
ALL SOCKETS INCLUDED

LANGE SELECTION OF LS TTL AVAILABLE.

VISA or MASTERCHARGE Send account number, Interbank number. expiation date
and sgn your order APprox postage well be added Check or money order will be sent
post paid In U S II you are not a regular customer. please use charge, cashier's check or
postal money order Otherwise there well be a two-week delay for checks to clear Cal,'
residents add 6'. lax Money back 30.day guarantee We cannot accept returned IC 'S
that have been soldered to Rotes subject to change without notice SI OWitham adsr.
EI.50 sinks daps SI orders loss MI SI 0.00.

PLEASE SEND FOR IC. XISTOR AND COMPUTER PARTS LISI

STOP

(lake

11EI RS

PURCHASE $50 00 WORTH OF LS TTL AND GET 10% CREDIT
TOWARD ADDITIONAL PURCHASES PREPAID ORDERS ONLY

$76.95
$64.25
S64.25
$42.95

DON'T TURN THIS PAGE..

PO NOT AVAILABLE ON THESE

MEM -3 32K STATIC RAM. PCBD..

KIT

A8

$125.95.

ASID SERIAL I/O

.. $342.95

2610 CP /M -MACRO ASSEMBLER ON DISK

OR

BOARDS WITH MIKOS PARTS

KIT

APPLE PRODUCTS

77I2A SYNC SERIAL

7510A SOLDERTAIL BOARD

$425.95

A 8 T

S299.95. A &

KIT.

$105.95
$265.95

$12595

ASYNC SERIAL

$32.95
S234.95

.

D

MB-10 16K STATIC RAM.

.S10695
$9850

CALENDAR/CLOCK
PROGRAMMABLE TIMER

T

2708, 2716 PROGRAMMER BOARD.
$135.95. A 8 T

KIT

S6850

12K ROM /PROM

A &

104 2 PARALLEL. 2 SERIAL PCBD
KIT
5155.95. A & T

S29 95

APPLE PRODUCTS

7111A
7121A
7110A
7170A
7190A
7710A

$175.95.

KIT

$28295

0

Wes'%AC.

$32.95
$199.95

A & T

002 64 x 16 VIDEO, PCBD

S329 95

T

SERIAL 1/0 A & T
SERIAL. 2 PARALLEL A

$153.95.

KIT

C

WAMECO BOARDS WITH MIKOS PARTS 10
ADVERTISED PRICE

$269.95

.

VBIC 64 x 16 VIDEO. PCBD

2065 64K DYNAMIC RAM A & T
2200 S -100 MAIN FRAM A & T
2422 FLOPPY DISC WITH CP /M 2.2'"
2802 6502 PROCESSOR A & T
4

$32.95
$215.95

& T

CB-2 280 PROCESSOR BOARD.
KIT
..
5198.95, A &

2116 16K STATIC RAM A 8 T
450 NSEC $28500.300 NSEC S289.00. 200 NSEC...5329.00

2710A

ON PREPAID ORDERS

AT THESE POPULAR..

LISTEN
.

.low cost, high quality products:
EPSON MX -80 matrix printer

C.ITOH "Starwriter" WP printer
TELEVIDEO Model 910 CRT terminal
and many more!
What about supplies? No hassle.
We stock ribbons and accessories for
EPSON, C.ITOH, DIABLO, QUME,
NEC. DEC, and CENTRONICS printers.
All products and supplies are in stock,
available for immediate delivery.
Micro Source of Texas is a specialty
distributor handling only peripheral
hardware. We don't sell microcomputers or software. So if you're a
systems dealer. consider us a dependable supplier. not a competitor.
Micro Source wants to be your
source.

Micro Source of Texas, Inc.
834 N Glenville Drive
Richardson. Texas 75081

214- 690 -5111

TO WHAT WE OFFER..

.

LOW PRICES
The best in the industry! Because of
our volume purchases, we offer attractive discounts to independent dealers and micro systems builders. Call
or circle our reader inquiry number and
receive a current dealer price list and
catalog.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
We stock a variety of popular micro
printers and display terminals including EPSON, C.ITOH, and TELEVIDEO.
If your needs are immediate, we'll ship
within 24 hours of receiving your order.
And if you're nearby, just drop in and
pick up your order the same day.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Micro Source offers in -depth application assistance to Apple, Commodore.
and TRS -80 dealers, among others. We
want you to buy the right product with
the right interface at the right price.
Product support and courteous service
are "standard features" with Micro
Source. Call today and make us prove it!

WE'RE IN TEXAS
Ask about our NO FREIGHT
CHARGE special offer to
Texas customers

Circle 226 on inquiry card.

DOWN -TO -EARTH PRICES ON
OUT -OF- THIS -WORLD PERSONAL
COMPUTERS AND COMPONENTS.

Look at

this!

Look at these easy hardware prices:
610 Board

Ohio Scientific

Superboard II

$329
It's the first complete computer
system on a board.
Superboard II uses the ultra
powerful 6502 Microprocessor
8K Microsoft BASIC -in -ROM
4K static RAM on board,
expandable to 8K
Full 53 -key keyboard, with upper
and lower case. Plus user

All

shipped

cassette interface.
The Ohio Scientific Superboard II at
in today's economy
has
$329
got to be the best buy by far. It will
entertain you with spectacular
graphics made possible by its ultra
high resolution graphics and super
fast BASIC. It will help you in school
or industry, as an ultra powerful
scientific calculator. Advanced
scientific functions and a built -in
"immediate" mode allow you to
solve complex problems without
programming.
The Superboard II can be
expanded economically, for business
uses, or to remotely control your
home appliances and security. Even
communicate with other computers.

Read

-

what's been written

about Superboard II:

"We heartily recommend Superboard II for the beginner who wants
to get into microcomputers with a
minimum cost. A real computer

with full expandability."

POPULAR ELECTRONICS, MARCH

1979

"The Superboard II is an excellent
choice for the personal computer
a budget."
--BYTE, MAY 1979

enthusiast on

Circle 62 on inquiry card.

298

S

299
229
159
79
45
45
35

AC -12P Wireless remote control system. Includes control
console, two lamp modules and two appliance modules, for
use with 630 board.
175
AC -17P Home security system. Includes console, fire
detector, window protection devices and door unit for use
with 630 board.
249
CIP Sams Cl P Service manual
8
C4P Sams C4P Service manual
16
C3 Sams Challenger III manual
40
Ohio Scientific and independent suppliers offer hundreds of programs for the
Superboard II, in cassette and mini-floppy form.

Freight Policies lessorders
of $100 or more are
than $100 please

expandability.
Video interface and audio

-

For use with Superboard II and Challenger 1P.
8K static RAM. Expandable to 24K or 32K system total.
Accepts up to two mini-floppy disk drives. Requires + 5V
@4.5 amps.
Mini-Floppy Disk Drive Includes Ohio Scientific's PICO DOS
software and connector cable. Compatible with 610
expander board. Requires + 12V 01.5 amps and + 5V @
0.7 amps. [Power supply & cabinet not included.)
630 Board Contact us for important details.
AC -3P 12" combination black and white TV /video monitor.
4KP 4K RAM chip set.
PS -005 5V 4.5 amp power supply for Superboard II.
PS -003 12V power supply for mini-floppies.
RF Modulator Battery powered UHF Unit.

fight prepaid.

Orders of

add

$4 00 to cover shipping costs. Ohio residents add 5.5% Sales Tax.
®Hours: Call Monday thru Friday.
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM E.D.T.
TOLL FREE: 1- 800 -321 -5805

Guaranteed Shipment

Cleveland Consumer Computers
Components
guarantees shipment of computer systems
within 48 hours upon receipt of your order.

Our failure to ship within 48 hours
entitles you to 835 of software, FREE.

To Order:

Or to get our free catalog CALL 1-800 -321 -5805 TOLL FREE. Charge your
order to your VISA or MASTER CHARGE account. Ohio residents call: [216) 464-8047.
Or write, including your check or money order, to the address listed below.

CLEVELAND CONSUMER
COMPUTERS & COMPONENTS
P.O. Box 46627
Cleveland, Ohio 44146

Order Form.

P.O. Box 46627
CLEVELAND CONSUMER
COMPUTERS & COMPONENTS Cleveland, Ohio 44146
LI RF Modulator $35.

Superboard II $329.
AC -3P 12" B/W Monitor $159.
610 Board $298.
Cl P Sams Manual $8.
Mini -Floppy Disk Drive $299.
[Attach separate sheet for other items.]
NAME
ADDRESS.
STATE:
ZIP:
CITY:
PHONE.
MASTER CHARGE
MONEY ORDER
Payment by: VISA
Credit Card Account #
Expires
Interbank #[Master Charge)
¡Ohio Residents add 6.5% Sales Tax)
TOTAL CHARGED OR ENCLOSED $
Orders of less than $100, please add $4.00 to cover shipping costs. Orders will be accepted from U.S. and
Canada only. All prices quoted are U.S., date of publication, standard UPS shipping FOB the factory.
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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COMPUTERS

ATARI °

SOO

800'"

74500

COMPUTER SYSTEM
16k

48k

39

45

74502
74503
74.504

38
39
39

$750.00

- 898.00

74510

J9

745,5
74520
74522
74530

45

74537

55
65
49
.55
65
95

55

55
75

74550

`APPLE II Plus"

74551

74564
74574
74586

48k-$1199.00
64k -$1399P0

745112
745132

1.95

145

745138
745140
745158
745174
745175
745182
745189
745201

75
1.000

75

is

51474004

.30

54748214

49

547492N

22

75

18

5474994

es

2708

675

511474104
56741 2N

20
22
29

5474122N
5474136N
5474141N

N

2732

27

SN74151N
S47415314

425

745240 2.75
745244 296
745251
745287
745288

2.75

745299
745470
745471
745473
745474

5N7413N

5674146
5674168

21

5474934

22

51474954

575

20

54741544
5474155N

1.25

5N7425N
SN7430N

17

51474157M

9.50

51174374

26
24

511741604
5N74161N
5474163M
SM74164M

se
69
65

296
2.96

925
9 50

950

17

5474301

51474404
S11744 24
51174434
51174454
51174514
SN7454M
54747411

18

45

75

86
87
55.

741.500

74L502

74150

741.504

1ZY14;
GREEN

741505
741508
741500
741510

'ANDEN'

Pro.

N
79

Z
Z

z
Z

= 365.00

ANDEN- 1IEEDEII Corp.

RODUCS

1971 SO. STATE COLLEGE

ANAHEIM, CALIF. 92806

(714) 937-0637MX
Vli4

gio

CHECK

-

F

se(`d`ß
?NO-,

fgt.

-

2102

7413162
741516.7
7415154
7415165
74 L5169
7415170
7415174
7413175
7415190
7415191

.63
.86

8038

741.528

40

741527
741.528
741530
74LS32
741538
741542
741346
741574
741375
741586
741590
741593
741398
7415107

27
.37
.29

96

7415187

75
1.25
1.65
1.65

7415221

7415243

156

77

1.56

56

74 1.5244
74 15245
74 L5251

45

74

80
.43
AS
.45
.89

74L5122
74 LS123
74 L5125

1.25

744.5196

63

59
65

':1:(.,,t.

$

7.95
10.50
10 50
129.00

'1

7.50

.56

135
AS
1.25

745.5290
74

13293

74 15367

75

L5373
74L5374
741.5377
74LS669
7413670

145
145
125
156
185

74

59
49
.49
.69

85

CARDS

Bus

&t Adam.

UP0765
11opp7 d4M

60 column

KEYBOARD
ENHANCER

1.75
1.55
1.95
1.96
I 95

$12000
M

8 RM

10/1.20
10/ 160
10/ 1.90

1.15

14
16
18

1.50
1.20
95
25

20
22
24
28

40

lo/

1.40

10/2.80
10/2.80
10/2.80
10/3.80
10/4 75

75

$155°°

MSC.
11

m

maw

I11
1,11(1

I4

nM

II

OM

Synertek
/1KTM 311

Apple

IIW

MODEL
#CP198
Mu,-110125.

1091

CPU
CCS 2810
Godbout Z -80A

$2500
PRINTERS
EPSON

MX=85060W
0887

737$

avail
K'1

525 95

Qume Datatrak -8
$540
Virtually the industry standard. High quality /reliabil
ity. Full featured, double- sided, double density.

BOARD

6nti77pS

LI

44'r'ó8 Add -On
Includes Inslrucl'on
711550

r

$1240°

0,7,95

Ep4nsgn

LOW COST

CLOCK

PPLY

1646

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

$540
Full featured drive, double sided, double density

1141141

APPLE

POW

nlrtl Rra

611IN1 MI

411

TERMINAL WITH
KEYBOARD AND
VIDEO 100
$499.00
$68400

59.95

Nu

CALIF COW SYS

PROTO

KIWI MUNN/ M478

Trar -

TERMINALS

4?)

ninVIn44..

479150

SHELF/ DESK
MOUNTED*5722

30

CSOROC

n

lurm .n Prdlneyy
cp11
N11.11ne.
II4d moot.p.c.

OR

IC SOCKETS

1.60

1

Imp

THE MPD 117

IAC13306M
MC1350P

5S

VIDEOTERM

1.40

03002

$16000

VIDEO

1.95

0624

$29500

16K RAM

$3.85

Po. Sup
Lo. flew., D1.Nylon

W.

of

co,óalr

IAC1358V
114360
1145654
14C1458P
184720
114386

Z80

XTA L

32 768Khz .1.1 Control

.ss
85
.85
85

MICROSOFT

$7.45

85
as

184741

1.66
.56

7415386

.89
.79
64

Ws

5,

75
17.85

D3001

7812

106

74 15273
74 LS279

9-.76

7808

95
16

4

.R,W Held S.I.c -

9.50

14.42001
1.30 T1154400
130 MC4008P
275 1010O26

7B

1.25

1`.r.

a. awned

'48,1

1350

1_10

7915
7918

245

L5253
7415257
74 13259
7415260

.27

1.1a

7905
7908

I.C. MASTER

:n.n0

Owns. 1431n. D.1..
'D.7 of Weep

Inter S'9n.1

4.25

8212
8216
154105CR
1T4101RIAC

UART

I

(wen

.95

8726
8T28

175
86
.85
85

74 L5240
74 1.5241

36

741.5113

.66
1.56

Brel

REAL-TIME CLOCK
CALENDAR (MSM 5832)
9m.,4 Mono 1441.1 041 CMOS C

350.. 414 3.00..
2.00.

295 t103A

ME555
AYS-10136
1488
1489

E6

31

71

5045

.9e

1:1

6%

RT.

...r

.M

744.5161

741.5138
74 LS139
7415151
74 L5153
74 15157

NO COD

$10.MIN ORDER/ CA.RES.ADD

7415158

256,4sAc EPR011

.95

MISC

28
28
.22
.29

7415126

ß+19p

66

00V

.2450

235.8141600

80
806 CTC
804 CPU
80 002 16 -64K
65854
29014
MC6800

.28
.26

.89
22
.26

2732A:

AY5- 1013A: 30K

CRIS

75
1.15

.26

1696.

8 for 14.00

295. 414 2.75.

5474160M
5474181N
5474397N

741520
741521

4 for

45045 2.50.1014

51174175N

74L514

VIDEO MONITOR

1996.

Contra.

09065 Owl.

0

L75

LP-1: 140.00
Pul..dlnlo
rat. to onint
LP-3: =6000

*1716

30045
20045

19

28

396..

2111

19

1

8 14

21141

S4741854
5474174N

35

8fpr

2

42
04
27

UPD 765C:

750.

825.
4.10.
00.s

-GLOBAL

cord

'9.45

30016
20065

4116

29

74LS00

BLACK & WHITE
VIDEO MONITOR

45045

* SPECIALS * M

.0

Imo MUFFIN FAN ono.

81or 6.25..

5V 45045
TLL52716

éó

SN7417N
5N7420M

547475141

12'n1n
12411.

EPROMS
6 96..
2716

5874028
5674048
5474088

35
1.35

MONITORS

video

CONT'D

COMPONENTS

Add-On
Inuruanons A
18K

D'p St*. mhos
$25 96

753 -1

$2,995°0
BASE II.4rc

8008
64900
850
$74.90°

$ 275
$ 275
$ 295

Godbout 8085A

SA851

'

$395

SA801R
Single sided, double density, very consistent

FDD100 -8
Qume Datatrak 5

5%"

SA -400

51/4"

$395
$345
$299
$350

51/4"
Tandon TM -100 -2
We are expecting a large shipment of mini's, many types. Call for details.

MEMORY
CCS 2065 64K dynamic
CCS 2116 32K static
Godbout RAM 17 64K

$ 625
$ 675
$1250

I/O
CCS 2710 4 SIO

vi:,

CONTROLLERS
Tarbell single density kit
Tarbell single density A & T
Tarbell double density A & T
CCS 2422 w /CPM 2.2
Godbout Disk 1
MDA MXV -21 LSI -11 controller
(RX -01, RX -02 compatible)

MISCELLANEOUS
$395
CCS Mainframe
$ 95
2 Disk drive enclosure
(fits Siemens, Shugart, Qume)
$110
CP -206 power supply
(powers two floppies)

$195
$310
$425
$350
$450

`

1,r

qs

1

,;..
rY.

'
A

:

j

1

*

~ 9Tr4

F

--

6+

$1050

Cable Kits 2 drives
3 drives
4 drives

Diskettes

ss

$39/10

- ds $59/10

$ 35
$ 40
$ 45

$ 325
$ 225

Godbout Interfacer
Godbout Interfacer 2

Qume S/5

S

225

- Daisy Wheel Printer

Sprint 5/45 RO
Sprint 5/55 RO
Sprint 5/45 KSR
Sprint 5/55 KSR
Forms Tractor

$2699
2829
3029
3159

Pinfeed platen
Paper Guide
Paper Basket
many print wheels, ribbons, & more available

210
155
30
50

Terms of sale: cash or checks, purchase orders from qualified firms and institutions Minimum order $25. CA residents add 6% tax. Prices
subject to change without notice. All goods subject to prior sale. Minumum shipping/handling charge $4.00.

Electrolabs
POB 4436, Stanford, CA 94305 (415) 321 -5601

Circle 132 on inquiry card.

INCREDIBLE?
8"

PRINTERS

Odntex

150 cps bidirectional -9x9 dot matrix, quietized
case, 136 col, vertical form control and many
other functions
$1195
We feel this printer offers
the best price /performance ratio available.
RS -232 serial to 19,200 baud x -on, x -off add $40

6000

rir

Teletype 40, 300 LPM- typewriter quality, RSfrom Only
232 interface. This quality printer is available in many
$2928
configurations including forms access, quietized case, etc.
from $995
Teletype 43
$2799
Teletype AP -200, 340 cps dot matrix (similar to Data Prod. M -200)
NEC Spinwriter-55 cps, bidirectional, letter quality
$2660
KSR
S2942
R.O.
DIABLO 630 -40 cps, bidirectional, daisy wheel, plot/graph
S2449
S1575
C. ITOH Starwriter, 25 cps, daisy wheel
S1849
C. ITOH Starwriter, 45 cps, daisy wheel
SCALL
EPSON MX -80. 80 cps, 9x9 dot matrix
ANADEX 9500/9501 up to 200 cps, high resolution dot
51349
5490
OKIDATA Microline 80, 80 cps, 9x7 dot matrix
5599
Microline 82, bidirectional, friction /pin feed
5875
Microline 83, bidirectional, 120 cps, uses 15' paper
S1695
51830
51595
51695
5660
S849
SCALL
S1085
S1199

TI -810, 150 cps, Basic

Package- Compressed print, vertical form control
CENTRONICS 704 -9,180 cps, 9x9 dot matrix, 132 col, RS -232
704 -11,180 cps, 9x9 dot matrix, 132 col, parallel
730,100 cps, 7x7 dot matrix, same as R.S. LPII
737,80 cps, nx9 dot matrix, same as R.S. LPIV
739 Graphics
DEC LA -34

IDS 460G

S

-/

-100 SPECIALTIES

DP1Z -80A, CPU, 64K ram, floppy
cont., RS -232 port, 5100 IEEE, 8 slot
in adds terminal, inc. CP1 M 2.2 SCALL
Delta has Winchester based networks of up to 16 users available.

us for best prices on these high quality 2nd
generation boards and systems.
Call

Systems Group

CCalifornia
Computer

Ea

Systems

2200
2065C
2810A
2422A

.«L,

These high quality, reliable products have made CCS

defacto industry standard for
Assembled and tested:

H.D. Mainframe, 20 a. P.S., 12 slot MB
64K dynamic RAM /Bank Select
Z -80 CPU, serial port, ROM monitor
Floppy Cont, CP/M 2.2, ROM monitor

S

-100 products
list
$434
$720
$310
$425

only
$359
$580

BELIEVE

IT!

DISK DRIVE SALE

8" SHUGART SA801R
OUME DATATRACK 8

$625

2

Enclosure, power supply for 2 8" drives A &T
NNC industrial grade enclosure for 2 drives with P.S
MORROW Discus 2D + CP/M
+

CP

$450
for 51199
S299
S445

$963
51259

M"

HARD DISK SPECIALS
CORVUS 10MB and controller
20MB and controller

List

only

$5350

Scali
Scali
Scali
Scali
53995
51275
$5995
$5099

56450

Constellation Network Multiplexer
5750
Mirror Video Tape Disk Backup
$790
MORROW 26MB + controller +CP /M 2.2x
$4995
CAMEO cartridge drive controller
51500
controller, CDC Hawk Drive (5 fix, 5 rem)
S6995
controller, Western Dynex (5 fix, 5 rem)
$5995
Winchester 5'/4 drives complete with case, cable,
software, S -100 controller. Adapter avail. for use with
XCOMP any Z -80 system. Cartridge drive controllers avail.

List
$2898
$3398

5MB
10MB
Quantity discounts available!

S 100 CONTROLLER FOR PRIAM
$693
PRIAM 8" and 14" Winchester /tape subsystems avail.
We carry the full line of ADES disk and tape controllers and subsystems.

FEES

FULLY CONFIGURED BUSINESS SYSTEMS
The

following are some examples of the fully assembled and tested business
and scientific computer systems which we offer. All include CP /M 2.2,
64K bytes dynamic RAM, Z -80A 4mh CPU. We offer a full line of quality,

tested software.
Delta TVD w/ 1.2 Mb floppy drives, 2 serial, 3 parallel ports
Delta 1004 w /10 MB hand disk, IMB floppy, 6 serial, 3 parallel ports
CCS 2210A w /floppy controller, 1 serial port
CCS 300 -1A w /1.2MB floppy drives, 2 serial, 2 parallel ports
CCS 400 -1A w /10MB hard disc, 2 serial, 2 parallel ports
Optional CP /M for CCS 300, 400 (OASIS available)
NNC 80 w/1 MB floppy drives, 2 serial, 3 parallel ports
NNC 80W w /.5MB floppy, 8.4MB hard disc, (OASIS optional)
ALTOS single and multi -user systems
MORROW Decision 1, MICROSOFT basic, UNIX

SCALL
SCALL
S1849
$4849
$6999
5150
$3799
56693
Scali
Scali

TERMINALS
AMPEX DIALOGUE30, 80

TELEVIDEO 912

SCALL
$725
5789
S989
$729
S1149
$799
$1575

5950
51030
$1195
$995
S1395

C

920 C
950C
ijMig 8000 DT- w/164k. 1.2 MB 8" floppies, 2 serial, 3 par. CPM 2.2 SCALL SOROCIO 120
10 140
w... FULL 2 YEAR WARRANTY!
5895
INTERTUBE Ill or EMULATOR (multi -terminal)
Z-80 CPU
S310
DEC VT -100
$2050
D :Disk controller
5354
Similar savings for our HAZELTINE and LEAR SIEGLER lines
64K Dynamic Ram
S648
MICROBYTE
FULL SYSTEMS AVAILABLE
LOOK HERE!
Scall
SUPERBRAIN
Dialogue 80'"
Call us for ALL your softwear needs
Similar savings on the full lines of CCS, SSM, NNC, MORROW, DELTA,
HOUSES & EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEMS
NORTHSTAR, ITHACA INTERSYSTEMS, GODBOUT, NEC. TELEVIDEO, IMS
GIVEN SPECIAL CONSIDERATION.
DATA
ATARI, DYNABYTE.

$259
$345

AMPEX

INSTITUTIONS,

ZENITH, ADDS, DEC,

GEN.,

ALL OF OUR PERIPHERALS CAN BE CONFIGURED FOR RADIO SHACK

MODEL II

DEALER and INTERNATIONAL INQUIRIES WELCOME
TO ORDER: CALL OUR TOLL -FREE NUMBER:

WASHINGTON COMPUTER SERVICES
an affiliate of

1(1

WASH(NGTON
ELECTRIC COMPANY

est. 1912

CUSTOM COMPUTER ROOM WIRING SINCE 1960
97 Spring Street
New York, N.Y. 10012
Hours: 8AM- 5:3OPM (EST) Mon. -Fri.

*(800)

221

-5416*

for
-(212) 226 -2121

In N.Y. State and

technical information call

1

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money order or
call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or
company checks require two to three weeks to clear. All
prices are mail order only. Prices subject to change
without notice; call for latest prices. Prices include 2%
cash discount. N.Y. residents add sales tax.
Ouantex is a trademark of North Atlantic Industries, Inc
Radio Shacks; is a trademark of the Tandy Corp
CP /Ms is a trademark of Digital Research

Circle

381 on

inquiry card.

tw
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Circle 283 on inquiry card.

SAVE UP TO $600.00 NOW

on TRS- 8eComputers & Accessories
With This Coupon
Now you can own a great little computer at a great big dicount off the manufacturer's
list price. For home or office use the Radio Shack line of computers is first in quality,
performance and price.
Model Il
FREE SHIPPING in the 48 continental contigious states.
NO SALES TAX collected on out-of -state orders.
CONVENIENT ORDERING Call us TOLL FREE.
FREE COMPLETE PRICE LIST available upon request.

Catalog
Number

Description

List Price

Radio Shack® TRS -80 Model Il
26 -4002
64K -Disk Model Il
Radio Shack® TRS -80 Model III
Model III 16K
26 -1062
Model III 48K
26 -1066
Radio Shack° TRS -80 Color Computer
4K Color Computer
26 -3001
16K Color Computer
26 -3002
Atari° CX -2600 Video Computer System
Pioneer VP -1000 LaserDisc Player
Mattel Electronics' Intellivision Home Video System
Magnavox` Odyssey2Home Video System
Magnavox` Magnavision- Videodisc Player
1

Cashier's
Charge
Check Or
By Phone Money Order

Cash Price
You Save

3,899.00

3,579.30

'3,299.00

600.00

999.00
2,495.00

865.00
2,243.50

865.00

'2,149.00

134.00
346.00

359.10
539.10

39.90
59.00

164.95

15.05

399.00
599.00
180.00
CALL FOR
CALL FOR
CALL FOR
CALL FOR

359.10
539.10
164.95
PRICES
PRICES
PRICES
PRICES

Pan American

Electronics

(Operator 19) Texas & Principal Number512 /581 -2766 Telex 767339
1117 Conway Avenue Mission, Texas 78572
NEW BRANCH
2912 N. Main, Fort Worth, Texas 76106 Phone Number 817 -625 -6333 Telex 794836

CALL TOLL FREE 800 -531 -7466
Dept. 19

TRS -80 is

SUNNY

a

Trademark of Tandy Corp.

With this coupon only!

Prices subject to change without notice.

LOW LOW COST

POWER. SUPPLIES
FOR S -100, FLOPPY DISKS.
KIT 1, 2 &

S -100 POWER SUPPLY KITS
USED FOR

ITFM

@

KIT
15 CARDS SOURCE
KIT 2 SYSTEM SOURCE
KIT 3
DISK SYSTEM
1

4

8

Vdc

lá

3

R3

100

For S

For Three 8" or
51/4" Disk Drives

S3

2 in
Unit for S -100 and
two 8" or 514" Disk Drives. It fits
most Disk System Mainframes.
1

(OPEN FRAME WITH BASE PLATE, 3 HRS. ASSY. TIME)

9 Vdc

@

+

16

Vdc

16

15A

2 5A

2 5A

25A

3A
2A

3A
2A

15A

Vdc

@ + 28 Vdc

__
4A

SIZE W x D x H

PRICE

12" x 5" x 478"
12" x 5" x 4?e"
14" x 6" x Cs"

52.95
59.95
67.95

DISK DRIVE POWER SUPPLY "R3"

67.95
REGULATED. OPEN FRAME. ASSY. & TESTED
x 5'4 (H)
) 9" (W) x 6'"4" (D) x 43/4- (H). 2) 9" (W) x 47e" (D)
SPECS + 5V @ 5A OVP. -5V @ lA + 24V@ 5A. SHORTS PROTECT 2 SIZES AVAIL
) REPLACE + 24V BY + 12V. 2 ) FOR SIZE
ONLY. ADD + 12V @ 1A. AT AN ADDITIONAL $12 00
OPTION
IDEAL FOR THREE 8' or 5'4 FLOPPY DISK DRIVES SUCH AS SHUGART 801/851. SIEMANS FDD 100- 8/200 -8 OR 100 -5 ETC
.

1

1

1

DISK SYSTEM PWR SUPPLY "S3"
45V

OPEN FRAME, ASSY. & TESTED. COMPACT SIZE: 10 -(W)
@ 4A.
5V @ 1A. +24V @ 4A (OR + 12V @ 4A) SHORTS PROTECT
REGULATED OUTPUTS FOR DISK DRIVES
+
16V
100
14A.
@
3A (OPTION ADD OVP FOR +5V, ADD $5 00)
' 8V @
UNREGULATED OUTPUTS FOR SA COMPLETE UNIT FOR DISK SYSTEM WITH THE MAINFRAME CONTAINING 12 SLOTS & TWO 8" or 51/4" DISK DRIVES

POWER TRANSFORMERS
ITEM

PRIMARY

SECONDARY #1

T1
T2

110/120
110/120
110/120
110/120
110/120

2 x 8 Vac, 15A

T3
T4
T5

2 x 8 Vac, 25A

2 x 8 Vac, 15A
2 x 8 Vac, 6A
2 x 8 Vac. 6A

Vac,
Vac,
Vac,
Vac,
Vac,

MAILING ADDRESS:
P.O. BOX 4296
vrs.4

TORRANCE, CA 90510
TELEX: 830-5010
ANSWER BACK FOR TELEX SUNYCO TRUC

470
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6'

(D) x 5' (HI

92.95

(WITH MOUNTING BRACKETS)

SECONDARY #2
28
28
28
28
28

x

CT,
CT.
CT.
CT.
CT,

SECONDARY #3

2.5A
3.5A

2.5A
1.5A
2A

SIZE W x D x H

33/4"

X

33/4"

X

X 33/4"
35/e" x 33/4"

X

3" x 21/2"

14.95

X

35/e" x 31/e"

33/4" x 43/4" x 3'/e"

48 Vac, CT, 2A
48 Vac. CT. 3A

PRICE
21.95
27.95
29.95
22.95

33/4"

3"

43/4"

SUNNY INTERNATIONAL
(TRANSFORMERS MANUFACTURER)
(213) 328 -2425 MON -SAT 9 -6

SHIPPING For each power supply $5.50

in

Calif., $7.50 in other states. $14.00 in Canada
For each Transformer $5.00 in all States
$10.00 in Canada. Calif. Residents add 6%
Sales Tax.

SHIPPING ADDRESS.
221291.2 S. VERMONT AVE
TORRANCE, CA 90502

(+l
j

Circle 340 on Inquiry card.

Better Products,
JADE

Double -D

JADE

JADE

The Big

TM

Get the Inside Track

Z -80A

Z

SP.I.C

TM

Our "SPICy" New I/O Board

Based CPU

IIIIIIIIIIH.IIHHHIIH''``

-II11111111111_I..

1111411i11.1

S -100 bus compatible

Reads and writes single

or double density Density is software selectable
Controls up to four 5-1/4" or 8", single or double sided drives Single or double-sided drives may be
On -board Z-80A to
mixed in the same system
assure reliable operation EIA level seri al printer
interface on board, baud rates to 9600 (perfect for
Uses IBM standard
despooling operations)
Designed to meet IEEE signal
formats
Works with 8080, 8085, and Z-80
disciplines

CPU's.
$59.95
IOD -1200B Bare Board
$299.95
IOD -1200K Kit
$375.00
IOD -1200A A & T
SFC- 58001200E DD boot PROM .... $20.00
SFC- 59002001F CP /M 2.2 for DD $149.95
.

JADE

Memory Bank
8

TM

or 16 Bit Dynamic Memory

A 64K S -100 dynamic memory that looks toward
the future.
S -100 standard pinout and signal
discipline
8 or 16 bit words, automatically,

depending on the type of CPU on the bus 4 -layer
PC board designed for extremely low -noise
operation.
With its on -board refresh controller, this board
allows DMA operations without regard to time
factors. It will-run reliably at any system clock
rate up to 4 MHz -- because it is clocked with the
systertí clock itself (no one -shots are used for
timing operations). Its unique design enables it to
switch from a 64K by 8 -bit board to a 32K by 16-bit
board automatically (responds to IEEE's 16 Rqst
line and, if enabled, replies with 16 Grant).
$49.95
MEM- 99730B Bare Board
$199.95
MEM- 99730K Kit, no RAM
$219.95
MEM- 16730K 16K kit
$239.95
MEM- 32731K 32K kit
$259.95
MEM- 48732K 48K kit
$279.95
MEM- 64733K 64K kit
add $50.00
Assembled & Tested

S-100 bus compatible
Switch selectable 2 or 4
MHz operation Serial I/O port Accomodates a
2708, 2716, or 2732 EPROM in shadow mode
allowing full use of 64K RAM M W RITE signal is

generated automatically if used without front
panel On -board 8251 USART controls serial port
at baud rates from 75 to 9600 baud
Switch
selectable 1K, 2K, or 4K boundary fully buffered
Power-on jump to EPROM

$139.95
$189.95
$35.00

CPU-30201K Kit
CPU-30201A A & T
CPU- 30200B Bare hoard

Memory Chips on Sale
2114L -t MHz
2708 2 MHz
2532 2 MHz
2716 2 MHz
2716 .1 MHz
2732 2 MHz
2732 .1 MHz
2758 2 MHz
4116 200 ns
4 16-1 200 ,is

1-9

10 -24

25-49

3.35
4.90
24.90
8.90

2.99
3.90
19.90
7.45
15.45

2.75
3.45

2.49
2.90

15.90

12.90

50+

6.45

5.75
11.75
12.90
19.90

24.90

19.9(1

13.45
15.90

39.9()

29.90
6.25
2.99

24.90
5.50
2.49

24.1$)

22.9(

19.9()

6.90
3.25
28.90

4.50
1.99
19.90

JADE

Disk Sub -Systems
Shugart, Siemens, Qume

MHz Z-80 CPU, 80 x 25 display with graphics and 8
rotors. 32K RAM. 24K ROM, parallel/serial /cassette
interfaces. upper /lower case. numeric keypad, 10 special
function keys. uses CP /M 2.2.

$1095.00
NEC -8001A 32K CPU/keyboard
NEC -8012A I/O with 32K RAM ... $695.00
NEC -8031A Dual disk unit
$1095.00
VDM- 651200 12"green CRT
$269.95
NEC -1202D Hi-res RGB color CRT $1045.00
$375.00
NEC -90005 Gen. aceting softwr
.

.

$59.95
$225.00
$359.95

8" Disk Drive Subsystems
Single Sided, Double Density
END- 000423 Kit w!2 FD100-8Ds
$975.00
END- 000424 A & T w/2 FD100 -8Ds $1175.00
$999.95
END- 000433 Kit w/2 SA -801Rs
END-000434 A & T w/2 SA -801 Rs $1195.00
8" Disk Drive Subsystems
Double Sided, Double Density
END- 000426 Kit w/2 DT-8s
$1475.00
$1675.00
END- 000427 A & T w/2 DT-8s
$1495.00
END- 000436 Kit w/2 SA -851Rs
END- 000437 A & T w: 2 SA- 851Rs $1695.00
Circle 178 on Inquiry card.

New, from JADE, one of the most advanced,
technologically sophisticated Serial /Parallel
Interrupt Controller systems in the world. On a
single IEEE S-100 standard board, JADE has
packed two bi- directional parallel ports with full
handshaking, four serial channels (asynchronous,
IBM -compatible bi- synch, synchronous,
HDLC /SDLC) with full and complete modem
control lines, and 16 counter-timer channels.
Utilizing the highly advanced Zilog peripheral
chips, (Z-80 SIO, PIO & CTCs), the SPIC board is
fully programmable to serve as the foundation for
a multi -user multi -tasking system. Each of the
seven Z-80 peripheral chips can generate its own
interrupt vector, with daisy-chain priority levels.
Each counter -timer channel can be programmed
to monitor an interrupt vector line on the S -100
bus.
Each SIO channel can be driven
independently with separate Tx /Rx clocks so your
peripherals can have varied baud rates from 110 to
76,800 baud.
IOI -1045B Bare Board
$49.95
IOI -1045K 2 CTC's, I SIO, 1 PIO ... $179.95
IOI -1045A A & T
$239.95
IOI -1046K 4 CTC's, 2 SIO's, I PIO
$219.95
IOI -1046A A & T
$299.95

Build It Yourself and Save $1850
Complete S-100 Micro- Computer Kit
Mhz Big Z CPU, 64K Memory Bank, Double-D
disk controller, 12 slot mainframe, dual disk subassembly with 2 double density 8" disk drives &
power supply, ADDS Viewpoint terminal, CP/M
2.2, boot PROM, system monitor, & all necessary
cables and manuals - PLUS FREE Business

Dual 8" Subassembly Cabinet

4

\

4

Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally
balanced air flow system
Rugged dual drive
power supply
Power cable kit Power switch,
line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan
Never -Mar
rubber feet All necessary hardware to mount 2S" disk drives, power supply, and fan
Does not
include signal cable
END- 000420 Bare cabinet
END- 000421 Cabinet kit
END- 000431 A & T

'!

Software Package.

Save over $1850.00

$2795.00

Jade Business Software
Now, for the first time, at an amazingly low price,
CP /M and SDOS users can get an affordable
business software package. Just look at these
programs! All come complete with basic code
(written to run under CBASIC n, for easy
customizing and modification. All software is
self -documenting. The package price includes a
word -processing system. When printed on the
system's printer, all files with the extension
xxxTOT. constitute a complete manual. No

manuals are supplied with the package other than
as they appear on the disks. All software is
supplied on 8" premium quality JADE Diskettes.
Software sold as is. (Sorry, but at these low prices
we can not offer our usual friendly support and
handholding.)
Includes; General Ledger, Payroll, Invoicing,

Inventory Control , Accounts Recievable, Cash
Disbursements, Fixed Assets, Cash Receipts, &
Mailing List Management.

Special Package Price

$249.95

'é1..f._'.\:.

..

,.
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Lower Prices,
Accessories for Apple

16K MEMORY UPGRADE

BEST BUY in PRINTERS - Epson
MX-70

132

column, 80 CPS, 5 x 7dot matrix, adjustable

tractor feed, & graphics

PRM -27070 List $459
MX-80 132 column. 80 CPS,

$399.95

bi- directional/logic seeking
printing, 9 x 9 dot matrix, adjustable tractor feed. & 64
graphics characters

PRM -27080 List $645
MX-80FT same as MX -80 with friction

$474.95
feed and

Add 16K of RAM to your TRS80, Apple, or Exidy in just
minutes.
We've sold thousands of these 16K RAM
upgrades which include the appropriate memory chips (as
specified by the manufacturer), all necessary jumper
blocks, foolproof instructions. and our I year guarantee.
$25.00
MEX- 16100K TRS-80 kit

resolution graphics, up to 15" paper, friction feed &
removable /adjustable tractor feed, 18 x18 dot matrix, 80
CPS, programmable forms handling

$795.00
$69.95
$144.95
$74.95
$22.95
$52.95
$32.95
$95.00
$14.95

Z-80' CARD

CPX- 30800A

bi-directional, letter quality printer with deluxe
tractor mechanism, both parallel and serial interfaces onhoard, I6K buffer, ribbon, print thimble, graphics, micro
space justification, data cable, and self test /diagnostic
65 cps,

$299.95

A & T

APPLE CLOCK - Cal Comp Sys
Real time clock w /battery back-up
A & T

IOK -2030A

$109.95

PRD -55511 without 16K buffer ... $2795.00
$2895.00
PRD -55512 with 16K buffer

Accessories for TRS -80
DISK DRIVES for TRS -80
23% more storage, 8 times faster, 40

track with free patch, 120

day warranty.

MSM- 12410C Saue $125.00

!!!

......

double density drives with cabinet, power supply, & cables

END -000433 Kit
END -000434 Assembled
WCA -5036A Cable (required)

16K Atari

$1050.00
$1250.00
$29.95

... $359.95

ATARI 800 - Atari
Complete personal computer with high

resolution color
RF modulator, 4 controller ports. internal
speaker. IuK RAM & 8K ROM
graphics,

&i/tin

SYO -2080A 16K Atari 800
Atari 800 with 32K of RAM
Atari 800 with 48K of RAM
SYO -2040A 16K Atari 400
MSM- 330810 Disk drive
MSM- 330815 Dual drive
IOX -5050A 850 interface
MEX- 16853K I6K RAM module
SFI- 241011005 Visicalc

$759.95
$799.95
$849.95
$359.95
$595.00
$1395.00
$199.95
$69.95
$184.95

STARTER KIT - SD Systems

$369.95
$459.95

CPS- 30010K Kit
CPS- 30010A A & T
SYM -1 -

Synertek Systems

Single hoard computer with //C of RAM. 4K of ROM. key -pad,
LED display. 20ma & cassette interface on board.

CPK- 50020A

DISK DRIVE for APPLE

disk drive with controller for your Apple

MSM- 12310C with controller
MSM- 123101 w/out controller

$475.00
$375.00

$249.95

A & T

VIEWPIONT - ADDS
Detachable keyboard. serial RS232C interface, baud rates
from 110 to 19,200, auxiliary serial output port, 24x 80 display.
tillable screen, international character set

VDT -501210 Sale Priced

8" DRIVES for APPLE
Controller, DOS, two 8" double densisty drives, cabinet,
power supply, & cables

Special Package Price Kit

$1399.95

PRINTER INTERFACE - C.C.S.
Centronics type
A & T

TELEVIDEO 950

VDT -901250 List $1195.00

Leedex

IEEE

$89.95
$99.95
$69.95
$89.95

A488 - S.S.M.
488 controller,

uses simple basic

includes firmware and cable.
Byte pg II)
IOX -7488A A & T

1

commands,
year guarantee, (see April

$399.95

CPS MULTICARD - Mtn. Computer
Three cards in one! Real time clock cahmdar, serial interface,
& parallel interface - all on one card.
IOX-2300A A & T
$199.95

Apple -CAT

-

VDM- 801210 Video 100 12" B&W ..
VDM- 801230 Video 100-80 12" B& W
VDM-801250 12" Green Phospor ....
VDC-801310 13" Color I

13" COLOR MONITOR - Zenith
VDC-201301

printer.

$339.95

$449.00

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC

P31 phosphor video monitor with audio.
exceptionally high resolution - A fantastic monitor at a
very reasonable price

20 MHz,

VDM -651200 12" monitor

$269.95

EPROM Erasers
EPROM ERASERS
XME -T3200

Software selectable 1200 or 300 baud, direct connect, autoanswer/auto-dial, auxiliary 3-wire RS232C serial port for

$139.95
$179.95
$169.95
$379.95

The hi res color you've been promising yourself

L.S. Engineering UV eraser

Novation

IOM -5232A Save $50.00!!!

/ Amdek

Reasonably priced video monitors

Parallel & serial interface for your Apple (see Byte pg 11)
Par & Ser kit
$139.95
$169.95
Par & Ser A & T

Serial kit
Serial A & T
Parallel kit
Parallel A & T

$995.00

Video Monitors

$99.95

AIO, ASIO, APIO - S.S.M.
I01 -2050K
IOI -2050A
I01 -2052K
IOI -2052A
I01 -2054K
IOI -2054A

$639.95

Detachable keyboard, split screen with line lock, etched CRT,
programmable function keys. on- screen status line, buffered
auxiliary port. 14 x 10 dot matrix, self test. serviced nationwide by General Electric

I/O card w/ firmware

101-2041A

$325.00

8" DISK DRIVES for MODEL II
2

Z -805

$675.00

Video Terminals

-

ROM.

CPK -50165 1K AIM
$424.95
CPK -50465 4K AIM
$499.95
SFK- 74600008E 8K BASIC ROM ... $99.95
SFK- 64600004E 9K assembler ROM $84.95
PSX -030A Power supply
$64.95
ENX-000002 Enclosure
$54.95

Complete Z -80 computer with RAM. ROM. I/O. display.
keyboard, manual. and kluge area.

for APPLE

Two computers in one, Z.80 & 6502, more than doubles the
power & potential of your Apple, includes Z-80° CPU card,
CP /M 2.2, & BASIC-80

51/4"

SPINWRITER - NEC

$174.95

A & 7'

keyboard. and complete instructional manuals

Special package price

(There is life after 48K)

MEX- 16300A

AIM -65 - Rockwell
6502 computer with alphanumeric display, printer, &

4K AIM. 8K BASIC. power supply. & enclosure

16K RAM Card - Microsoft

full

PRM -27082 List $745
$574.95
MX-100 233 column, correspondencequality. ultra-high

$25.00
$25.00

MEX- 16101K Apple kit
MEX- 16102K Exidy kit

graphics added

PRM -27100 List $945
PRA -27084 Serial interface
PRA -27088 Serial intf & 2K buffer
PRA -27081 Apple card
PRA -27082 Apple cable
PRA -27086 IEEE 488 card
PRA -27087 TRS-80 cable
PRA -27085 Graftrax 11
PRA -27083 Extra ribbon

Single Board Computers

A & T

for up to 48 EPROMs

$39.99

Spectronics hi intensity industrial eraser

XME -3100 Without timer
$69.50
XME -3101 With timer
$9.1.5(1
Circle 179 on Inquiry cart

Faster Service.
S -100 PROM

Boards

PB -1 - S.S.M.
2708. 2716 EPROM board

PROM -100

$154.95
$219.95

SD Systems

-

2708, 2716, 2732, 2758, & 2516 EPROM programmer

$219.95
$269.95

MEM- 99520K Kit
MEM- 99520A Jade A & T

EPROM BOARD - Jade
$79.95
$119.95

MEM- 16230K Kit
MEM- 16230A A & T

S-100 Video
80 characters x 24 lines expandable to 80 x 48

for a full page

user defined symbols, 160x
192 graphics matrix, memory mapped, has key hoard

input.

$349.95
$439.95
$39.95

MHz kit
MHz A & T
I0V -1096K 80 x 48 upgrade
4
4

VDB -8024 - SD Systems

10V -1020K Kit
IOV -1020A Jade

$399.95
$459.95

I0V-1051K Kit

$149.95
$219.95
$34.95

IOV-1051A A & T
IOV-1051B Bare board

Mothellx)ads
6

Slot (5t4" x

better motherboard
84t ")

a

$19.95
$39.95
$49.95

MBS -061B Bare board

SIBS-061K Kit
MBS -061A A & T
12 Slot (94." x 846 ")
MBS -121B Bare board
VMS-121K Kit
MBS-121A A & T
18 Slot (145" x 892 ")

SIBS -181B Bare board
WBS-181K Kit
WBS-181A A & T

$29.95
$69.95
$89.95
$49.95
$99.95
$139.95

MAINFRAME

12

-

Cal Comp Sys

slot 5.100 mainframe with 20 amp power supply

$379.95
$409.95

ENC- 112105 Kit
ENC-112106 A & T

DISK MAINFRAME

-

N.P.C.

Holds 2 8" drives and a 12 slot S -lots system. Attractive
metal cabinet with 12 slot motherboard & card cage. power
supply. dual fans. lighted switch. and other professional

uture

ENS -112325 with 25 amp p.s.
'cle 179 on Inquiry card.

or 4 MHz expandable static RAM board uses 2114L's
$169.95
MEM- 16151K 16K 4 MHz kit
$299.95
MEM- 32151K 32K 4 MHz kit
add $50.00
Assembled & tested

$699.95

front panel compatible.

16K STATIC RAM

-

$239.95
$299.95

CPU- 30300K Kit
CPU- 30300A A & T

2810

Z

-80 CPU -

Cal Comp Sys

2/4 MHz Z-80A CPU with RS-232C serial I/0 port and onboard MOSS 2.2 monitor PROM, front panel compatible.
$269.95
CPU- 30400A A & T

SBC -200 - SD Systems

MHz Z-80 CPU with serial & parallel I/O ports, up to 8K
of on -board PROM, software programmable baud rate
generator, 1 K of onboard RAM, Z80 CTC.

CPC-30200K Kit
CPC-30200A Jade

S-1UO

Mem Merchant

MHz 16K static RAM board, IEEE S -100, bank selectable.
Phantom capability. addressable in 4K blocks, "disable- able"
in 1K segments. extended addressing. low power
$174.95
MEM- 16171A A & T

$339.95
$399.96

A & T

I/O

4

S -100 Disk

Controller

DOUBLE DENSITY

-

and 8" disk controller, single or double density, with
2.2 and

IOD -1300A

I /O -4 - S.S.M.

2

serial I/O ports plus 2 parallel I/O ports

IOI -1010K Kit

I0I -1010A

$179.95
$249.95
$35.00

A & T

I01 -1010B Bare board

Cal Comp Sys

manual set.

Novation Cat Modem

$369.95

A & T

VERSAFLOPPY II - SD Systems
New double density controller for both 8" &

51/4"

$339.95
5379.95

IOD -1160K Kit
IOD -1160A A & T

-Limited
Quantity-

8" DISK DRIVES

10M -5200A List price $189.95

$125.00

Highly reliable double density floppy disk drives

D-CAT
10M -5201A Special sale price

$169.95

Shugart 801R single sided, double density

MSF- 10801R SA -801R

Special Sale Price

$425.00
2 for $790.00

Shugart 851R double sided, double density
MSF- 10851R SA -851R
$595.00
2 for $1150.00
Special Sale Price
Siemens FDDI00.8D2 single sided, double density

MSF- 201120
Special aale price
Qume Datatrak

Mainframes

S.100,

4

Disk Drives

ISO -BUS - Jade

CB -2 Z -80 CPU - S.S.M.

2 or 4 MHz Z-80 CPU board with provision for up to 8K of
ROM or 4K of RAM on board, extended addressing, IEEE

memory overlay, 8080 / Z-80 / front panel compatible.
MEM- 64565A A & T
$575.00

on -board boot loader ROM. and free CP /M

x 48 matrix for graphics, full
64
upper/lower case ASCII character set, numbers, symbols,
and greek letters, normal /reverse /blinking video, 5.100.
128

-

MHz bank port / bank byte selectable, extended
addressing, 16K bank selectable. PHANTOM line allows
4

5,%,"

VIDEO BOARD - S.S.M.

Silent, simple, and on sale

$275.95
$295.95
$315.95
$335.95
add $50.00

MEM- 16630K 16K kit
MEM- 32631K 32K kit
MEM- 48632K 48K kit
MEM- 64633K 64K kit
Assembled & tested

with keyboard I/O, and

A & T

characters r 16 lines,

Systems

32K STATIC RAM - Jade

of text, upper & lower case. 256

80 x 24 I/O mapped video board
on -board Z-80A.

- S D

MHz RAM board expandable from 16K to 64K

2

VB -3 - S.S.M.

IOV -1095A

4

64K RAM - Calif Computer Sys

16K or 32K uses 2708's or 2716's, 1K boundary

I0V -1095K

EXPANDORAM II

with built.in programmer

MEM- 99510K Kit
MEM- 99510A A & T

S -100 CPU

S -100 Memory

8

$385.00

2 for $750.00
double sided, double density

MSF- 750080 SA -851R compatible .. $599.95
Special sale price
2 for $1160.00

JADE DISK PACKAGE

Double density controller, two 8" double density floppy
disk drives. CP /M 2.2 (configured for controller), hardware
and software manuals. boot PROM, cabinet, power supply,
fan, & cables

Special Package Price Kit

$1395.00

5'/t" I)iskettes Box of 10 .. $22.00
t3" Diskettes Box of 10 .... $24.00

300 baud, direct connect modem

r..__1.1111111111.'
I
AUTO -CAT Auto answer /origiate, direct connect
IOM -5230A Special sale price
$239.95

Place Orders Toll Free

Continental U.S.
800 -421 - 5500

Inside California

800-262 -1710

SA nE

For Technical Inquires or Customer Service call:

213 -973-7707

Computer Products

1901 W.

TERMS

Rosecrans, Hawthorne, Ca 90250

of SALE:

Cash, checks, credit cards, or
Purchase Orders from qualified firms and institutions.
Minimum Order $15.00. California residents add 6'4
tax. Minimum shipping & handling charge $3.00.

Pricing & availibility subject to change

1.111.1.111.

16k

Memory

ALL MERCHANDISE 100% GUARANTEED
7400
7401

74LS00
74LS01

74LS02
74LS03
74LSO4

74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS11

74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54

74LS55
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75

74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS91

.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.35
.25
.25
.35
.35
.45
1.00
.35
.25
.35
.25
.35
.35
.35
.25
.35
.55
.55
.35
.25
.55
.75
.75
.75
.25
.35
.35
1.25
.40
.45
.50
.40
.50
.75
1.15
.40
.65
.89
.70
.65
.85
.95
.40
.40
.45
.45
.50
.45
.95

74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74L5107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS173
74LS114
74LS122
74LS123
74LS124 2.99
74LS125
.95
74LS126
.85
74LS132
.75
74LS136
.55
74LS137
.99
74LS138
.75
74LS139
.75
74LS145 1.20
74LS147 2.49
74LS148 1.35
74LS151
.75
74LS153
75
74LS154 2.35
74LS155 1.15
74LS156
.95
74LS157
.75
74LS158
.75
74LS160
.90
74LS161
.95
74LS162
.95

74LS163
95
74LS164
.95
74LS165
.95
74LS166 2.40
74LS168 1.75
74LS169 1.75
74LS170 1.75
74LS173
.80
74LS174
.95
74LS175
.95
74LS181
2.15
74LS189 9.95
74LS190 1.00
74LS191
1.00
74LS192
.85
74LS193
.95
74LS194 1.00
74LS195
.95
74LS196
.85
74LS197
.85
74LS221

7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7440
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7464
7465
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7482
7483
7484
7485
7486
7489
7490

1.20

74LS240 1.85
74LS241 1.85
74LS242 1.85
74LS243 1.85
74LS244 1.75
74LS245 2.85
74LS247
.76
74LS248 1.25
74LS249
.99
74LS251

74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74LS280
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74LS352
74LS353
74LS363
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS385
74LS386
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS399
74LS447
74LS490
74LS668
74LS669
74LS670
74LS674
74LS682
74LS683
74LS684
74LS685
74LS688
74LS689

1.30
.85
.85
.85

2.85
.65
.55
1.65

3.35
.55
1.98
1.00
1.25
1.85
1.05
1.20
1.55
1.55
1.35
.95
.95
.70
.70
1.85
1.80
1.45
1.18
1.35
1.90
.65
1.90
1.90
1.65
1.70
.37
1.95
1.69
1.89

7491

7492
7493
7494

7495
7496
7497
74100
74107
74109
74110

2.20
9.65
3.20
2.30
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40

74111

74116
74120
74121

74122
74123
74125
74126

74128
74132
74136

.19
.19

.19
.19

.65

74142
74143
74144
74145
74147

2.95
2.95
2.95

.25

74156

.19
.35
.29
.29
.29
.29
.29
.45
.19
.29
.45

74157
74159
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164

74165
74166
74167
74170
74172
74173

29

.29
.19
.49
.65
.69
.69
.59

74174

74175
74176
74177

74178
74179
74180

69
.69
.19
.23
.23
.23
.23
.39
.39
.35
.29
.34

74502
74S03
74504
74S05

74S08
74S09
74S10
74S11
74S15
74S20
74S22
74S30
74S32
74S37
74S38
74S40
74S51

74S64
74565

.44
.48
.48
.79
.79
.48

.98
.69
.88
.70

68
.98
.48
.98
1.87
1.68
.44
.78
.79
1.25

74S74
74S85
74S86
74S112

745113
74S114
74S124
74S132
74S133
74S134
74S135
74S138
745139
74S140

.69
2.39
1.44
1.59
1.98
1.50

2.77
1.24

74S151

.98
.69
1.48
1.08
1.25
1.45
1.19

74S153
74S157
74S158

1.19
1.19
1.45

74S161

2.85
3.70

745162

74S163
74S168
74S169
74S174
74S175
74S181
74S182
74S188
74S189
745194
74S195
74S196
74S197
74S201
74S225
74S240
74S241
745251
74S253
745257

3.75
4.65
5.44
1.09
1.09

4.47
2.95
3.95
14.95
2.95
1.89

4.90
4.25
14.95
8.95
3.98
3.75
1.90

7.45
1.39

74185
74186
74190

2.00

74221

74246
74247

74248
74249
74251

74259
74265
74273
74276
74279
74283
74284
74285
74290
74293
74298

.40
.50
.49
.65
.55
.70

2.75
1.00
.30
.45
.45
.55
1.55
1.20
.29
.45
55
.45
.45

74351

74365
74366
74367
74368
74376
74390
74393
74425
74426
74490

74C912
74C914
74C915
74C918
74C920

2.00
2.75
9.95
10.00
10.00
1.95
2.00
2.75
17.95 4041

4.50

74C921

15.95

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.00

74C922
74C923
74C925
74C926
74C927
74C928
74C929
74C930
4000

5.95
5.95

74C95

74C107
74C150

5.75

74C151

2.25

74C154
74C157
74C160
74C161
74C162
74C163
74C164
74C165
74C173
74C174

3.25
1.75
2.00
2.00

74C175
74C192
74C193

74C195
74C200
74C221

74C902
74C903
74C905
74C906
74C907
74C908
74C909
74C910
74C911

2.00
2.00
2.00

4001
4002
4006
4007

2.00
2.00

4008
4009

2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25

4010

2.25

4014

5.75
2.25

4015
4016

4011

4012
4013

2.00
3.75
3.75

position
position
6 position
7 position
8 position

.95
.75
.85
2.25
.65
.65
.65
.65

.85
.90
.90
.95
.95

5

CONNECTORS
RS232 MALE
RS232 FEMALE
RS232 HOOD
S.100 ST
S -100 WW

2.20
1.75
1.35

3.15
.85
2.55

4018

.95

4093

.95

2.75

4019
4020
4021
4022
4023

.45

4099

1.95

.80
.85
.85
10.95
.95
1.00

6.75

95 14409
.95 14410
1.15 14411
.35 14412
.75 14419
.35 4502
1.65 4503
4508
80 4510
.95 4511
.45 4512
2..95 4514
.85 4515

4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4034
4035
4040

1.25
.75
.85
.85

4042
4043
4044

4046

4047
4049
4050
19.95 4051
19.95 4053
4060
.35 4066
.25 4068
.95
4069
.29
4070
.95 4071
.45 4072
45 4073
.35 4075

.95
.55
.55
.95
.95
1.45

4076
4078
4081

.45

4085

4086

1.49
1.83

19.95
19.95

2.90
4.75
4.45
6.98
6.95
3.45
3.45
7.95
5.75

2.98
9.95
16.85
17.85

15.60
7.80
7.80

79)5T

7T
7812T

.99

.99
.99
1.19
1.19

78151
78241

.89
.99
.99

7805K
7812K
7815K

1.39
1.39
1.39

7905K
7912K

1.49
1.49

78L05
78L12
78L15

.69
.69
.69

79L05

.79
.79
.79

LM309K
LM317T
LM317K

1.49
1.95

3.95

T= T0220

JDR MICRODEVICES, INC.
1101 South Winchester Blvd.

San Jose, California 95128
800.538 -5000 800. 662.6263 (Calif.)
408. 247.4852

791_12

79L15

LM323K
LM337K

K= T03

L= T092

4.95
3.95

2.25
1.55
1.25
1.25
1.25

4526

1.25
1.95
1.25
.95

1.95
1.95
1.95
2.70
.95
.95

1.95

.30

.30

4585

95

30

4702

12.95

.95
.30

4724

1.50

80007

.95
.85
95
.95
1.20

35
30

1.95
.95

TRANSISTORS
2222 10/1.00 100/8.99
N3904 10/1.00 100/8.99
2N3906 10/1.00 100/8.99
2N3055
79
10/6.99
IN4148
25/1.00
1N4004
10/1.00
2

LINEAR

4.95

7912T
79151
7924T

95
1..25

PN

3.25
3.75
1.25
3.95

VOLTAGE REG'S

12.95
2.95
.95
.65
1.95
.95
.95

1.25

4520
4522

80C95
30 BOC96
.95 80C97
.95 80C98

LM301V
LM308V
LM309K
74S258
74S260
74S274
74S275
74S280
74S287
74S288
74S289
74S301
74S373
74S374
74S381
74S387
74S412
74S471
74S472
74S474
74S482
74S570
74S571

8.95
8.95
9.95

4587
4582
4584

.

4082

1.15

4516
4518
4519

4527
4528
4531
4532
4538
4539
4543
.40 4555
.35 4556

7.95
7.95
7.95

.45
.95
.95

DIP SWITCHES
4

2.75

.25

4017

1.35
1.95
1.25
.75

2.95

CMOS

74C901

74C93

2.25

DM8131

.35
.35
.35
1.50
.35
.35
.50
1.75
2.10
.65
.85
.80
1.95
1.95
.95

74C86
74C89
74C90

18.50
1.15
1.15
.79
.79
.85
.85
.79
.75
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.25
1.85
1.95
.75

.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99

1488
1489

74C373
74C374

3242

2.49

74C04

.35

9.95
AY5.1013 3.95
4.95
TR1602
7.95
1M6402
1771
24.95
1791
36.95
UPD765 39.95
39.95
8272
49.95
1793

1.69

.35

74C76
74C83
74C85

.75
2.00

8726
8728
8795
8796
8797
8798

74C00
74CO2

74C20
74C30
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74

.75
.89
.89
.89
.75
1.15
1.75
.75

MISC.

1,89
1.29
1.79
1.29
1.50
.99
.29
2.90
2.99
2.49

74C08
74C10
74C14

5.95

2.25

74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199

.35
.49
.35
.59
1.10
.95
.50
.50
.65
.35
4.95
.35

.60
1.75
1.20
1.35
.65
.65
.55
1.40
.75
.65
.55
1.65
.85
.70
.85
.85
.85
.85
1.00
1.95
1.65

74181
74182
74184

74191

MC1330
MC1350
MC1358
LM380
LM386
LM565
LM741
LM1310
LM1800
1M1889

.50

74141

74148
74150
74151
74152
74153
74154
74155

T.V.
CIRCUITS

.55
.45

-19
.22
.22
.22
.24
.19
.19
.25
.30
.35
.55
.25

74S00 SERIES
74S00

CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES

7400 SERIES

LS SERIES

81$16.95

LM311

LM317T
LM317K
LM318
LM323K
LM324
LM337K
LM339
LM377
LM380
LM386V
LM555V
LM556
LM565
LM566V
LM567V
LM723
LM733

34

98
1.49
.64
1.95

3.95
1.49
4.95
.59

3.95
.99

2.29
1.29
1.50
.39
.69
.99
1.49
1.29
.49
.98

LM741V
LM747
LM748V
LM1310
MC1330
MC1350
MC1358
LM1414
LM1458V
LM1488
LM1489
LM1800
LM1889
LM3900
LM3909V
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
75451V
75452V
75453V

.29
.79
.59

2.90
1.89
1.29
1.79
1.59
.69
1.39
1.39

2.99
2.49
.59
.98

3.95
3.95
3.95
.39
.39
.39

T=TO-220 V=8 PIN K=TO-3

TERMS: For shipping Include $2.00 for UPS Ground; $3.00
for UPS Blue Label Air, $10.00 minimum order. Bey Area
Residents add 61/4°A sales tax Calif. Residents add 6 °/,
sales tax. We reserve the right to limit quantities and
substitute manufacturer. Prices subject to change without

notice.

Circle

181

on Inquiry card.

4K STATIC RAMS 8118.95
2114 LOW POWER 450ns

ALL MERCHANDISE 100% GUARANTEED

6800

8200
45.00
3.50

8202
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8238
8243
8250
8251
8253
8253.5
8255
8255.5
8257
8259
8272
8275
8279
8279.5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288
8289

1.95

3.90
1.85

2.50
1.85
4.95
19.95

4.95
4.50
14.95
5.50
9.85

9.85
5.25
5.25
9.00
7.00

39.95
29.95
10.50
10.50
6.65
6.65
5.80
6.65
6.65

25.00
49.95

IC

SOCKETS

6800
6802
6809
6810
6820

Z80

6.95
11.95
37.95
4.60
4.95
4.95
9.95
16.95

6821

6828
6834
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6852
6860
6862

pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin

14
16
18

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
pm ST

20
22
24
28

40

.11

.20
.29
.30
.30
.40
.49

.18
.27

20
22
24

pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

18.75
17.50

Z80ASIO12

27.50
23.95
28.95
23.95
28.95
23.95
28.95

Z80A-S10/9

22.95

Z80SIOIt

Z80A-S10/1
Z80-SIO12

Z80SI0/9

17.95

.13
.27
.27

.32
.39

.99
1.09

.90
.98

1.39
1.49
1.69
1.99

1.28
1.35
1.49
1.80

SEPTEMBER SPECIALS
4116
4116

15Ons

2708
2716
2732
2532

Jumbo Red 10/1.00
Jumbo Green 6/1.00
Jumbo Yellow 611.00
5082.7760.43'CC 79
MAN74.3'CC
.99
MAN72.3'CA
.99

6502
6502
6502A
6504
6505
6520
6522
6532

6.95
12.95
6.95
8.95
4.95
9.95
14.95

6551

14.95

16.95
19.95
3.95
12.95

8086

99.95
39.95

8088
8155

2114L-2
2114L-3
2114L-4
4044-4
4044-3

TMM2016
MB6116

8748
8755

z80A
Z80A

inquiry card.

19.95ea

6.00ea
6.00ea
15.00ea

PIO
SIO/1

BEFORE YOU BUY CALL
JDR FOR THE BEST PRICE.

800538.5000
800-662-6233

Intel

8251A
UPD

765

4.75ea
35.00ea
10 for 3.00ea

(8272)

LM323K

3.50ea

LS SPECIALS
LS240

LS245
LS373
SL374

.99
.99
.99

LS241

LS244

1.90
.99
1.75

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS)

(Sale Ends September 30, 1981)

DYNAMIC RAMS
4027
250ns
2.50
4116-150 15Ons 8/21.95
4116-200 (200ns) 8/19.95
4116-300 (300ns) 8/16.95
4164
(200ns)
CALL

(450ns)
(450ns)
(LP) (450ns)
(450ns)
(450ns)
(450ns)
(LP) (200ns)
(300ns)
(LP) (450ns)
(450ns)
(300ns)
(200ns)
(200ns)

100pcs

2.00
2.65
2.35
2.00

CALL

100pcs

8118.95
3.49
3.99

1.85
.85
1.15
2.49
2.79
2.25
2.45
2.45
2.25
3.25
3.75

CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL

1.95
.89
1.29
2.99
2.99
8118.95

8/22.95
8/21.95

EPROMS
1702
2708
2716
2758
2716-1

VISAS

(5v)
(5v)
(5v)

TMS2716
TMS2532
2732

(5v)
(5v)

256
1024
2048
1024
2048
2048
4096
4096

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

8
8
8
8
8

8
8

8

(

Bpcs

lus)

(450ns)
(450ns)
(450ns)
(350ns)
(450ns)
(450ns)
(450ns)

4.95 4.50
3.95 3.50
6.95 5.95
9.95 8.95
12.95 11.95
9.95 8.95
21.95 19.95
17.95 16.95

PROMS
74S188
74S287
74S288
74S387
74S471
74S472
74S474
74S570
74S571

Winchester Blvd.
San Jose, California 95128
800. 538. 5000 800. 662.6263 (Calif.)
1101 South

408-247-4852
181 on

8

for 2.75ea
for 5.50ea
for 15.95ea

Z80A

JDR MICRODEVICES, INC.

Circle

8

for 19.95
for 17.50

1

39.95
39.95
69.95
49.95

LP = LOW POWER

master charge

8

11.95
1.95
29.95

8156
8185
8185 -2
8741

STATIC RAMS
2101
2102-1
21 L02-1
2111
2112
2114

8

2.99
5.95
16.50

Intel and NEC
Intel
Ti and Hitachi

WW=WIREWRAP

LEDS

8

NEC

200ns

MPU'S
8035
8039
8080A
8085

.12

ST = SOLDERTAIL
WW
.59
.49
WW
.69
.52
WW
.69
.58

8
14
16
18

28
40

51

.13
.15
.17

6.50
8.60
6.50
8.65
15.25

280-SIO10
Z80A-S10/0

1.100 100pcs

8pinST

Z80-PIO
Z80A-PIO
Z80-CTC
Z80A-CTC
Z80-DART
Z80A-DART

280-DMA
Z80A-DMA

42.95
44.95
29.95
15.95
4.75
5.75
10.95
11.95
25.95
6.95
2.95

6875
6880

8.95
9.95
19.95

Z808

14.95

6871

Z80
Z80A

CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES

(82S23)
(82S129)
(82S123)
(82S126)
(82S147)
(82S141)
(82S130)
(82S131)

OC
TS
TS
OC
TS
TS
TS
OC
TS

32 x
256 x
32 x
256 x
256 x
512 x
512 x
512 x
512 x

8
4
8

4
8
8

8
4

4

3.95
4.75
4.45
5.75
9.95
16.85
17.85
7.80
7.80

TERMS: For shipping Include $2.00 for UPS Ground; $3.00
for UPS Blue Label Air, $10.00 minimum order. Bey Area
Residents add 8'/. % sales tax Calif. Residents add 8
sales tax. We reserve the right to limit quantities and
substitute manufacturer. Prices subject to change without

notice.

WHAT'S NEW FROM CONSUMER COMPUTERS
Consumer Computers announces it's lowest prices ever.
The versatile Apple Computer

Apple Cards and Hardware
Card by CCI
Language System w /Pascal
16K Ram

Silentype Printer w/Interface card
Hayes Micromodem

II

PC=

130

379
349
299
339
269
299

Novation Apple.Cat II
Videx videoterm 80 column w /graphic[
Z-80 Softcard by Microsoft
159
16K RamCard by Microsoft
110
ABT Numeric Keypad (old or new kybrd)
239
ALF 3 voice Music Card
169
ALF 9 voice Music Card
259
Heuristics Speechlink 2000
1399
Alpha Syntauri Keyboard System
CALL
Corvus 10MB Winchester Disk system
55
Lazer Lower Case Plus+
CALL
Micro-Sci Disk Drives (A.40 & A -70)
189
SSM A1O Serial/Parallel card A &T
329
Sup -R-Terminal 80 Column Card
589
SVA ZVX4 Megabyter 8" disk controller
345
SVA 2 +2 Single Den. 8" disk controller
229
Versawriter Digitizer Pad
299
interlace
Digisector Camera
119
ThunderClock Plus
210
Symtec Hi-Res Light Pen
145
Integer or Applesoft Firmwave card
619
Graphics Tablet
135
Parallel Printer interface card
135
HiSpeed Senal interface card
299
Smarterm 80 column card
45
Joystick by Keyboard Co.
479
Music System (16 Voices)
+
289
A/D D/A interface
599
Expansion Chassis
169
Introl /X -l0 controller card
225
Clock/Calendar card
189
CPS Multifunction card
239
Supertalker SD -200
135
Romplus+ Card
149
Romwriter Card
99
Clock /Calendar Module
249
GPIB IEEE-488 Card
129
Asynchronous Serial Interface Card
99
Centronics Parallel Interlace Card
299
Arithmetic Processor Card
We carry all CCS cards, please call for beet prices.

16K

29
23

Adventure by Microsoft
Sargon II Chess
Pulsar II
Space Eggs
Flight Simulator
Cosmos Mission (Space Invaders)
Worlds Greatest Black Jack game

WE

OFFER HUNDREDS OF

24
27

32
29
29
34

24
40

SOFT-

WARE GAMES. PLEASE CALL OR
WRITE FOR A LIST.

ONLY

$1025
48K

fiLdPIIIIIP

I

NOW
ONLY

64K*

_1

I

I

TOLL FREE
ORDER LINE

Controller

$519

Without
Controller

$439

With

800 -854 -6654
California & outside continental U.S.

(714) 698 -8088
International Telex 695 -000 Beta CCMO

APPLE / / /

Solution Software
the Apple II
Visicalc 3.3

169

CCA Data Management

WE SELL HUNDREDS OF

CALL OR WRITE FOR A
PRICE LIST.

-

Apple
Disk Drives

Ram Card installed on 64K.

VIDEO
TAPES
AND BETA VIDEO TAPE.

1

ICI°

85

DB Master

FEATURE FILMS ON VHS

r``r

CALL
PC-8001A 32K RAM COMPUTER
CALL
PC-8012A I/O UNIT W /32K RAM
CALL
PC-8031A DUAL MINI-DISK DRIVE UNIT
Please write for more information about the NEC computer

$1249
16K

PY

NEC MICROCOMPUTER

$1129

Apple II Entertainment Software
(Top Ten)
Raster Blaster
Alien Rain
Hungry Boy

AVAILABLE
NOW!

169

WordStar (Apple 80 co. version)

299

Super Text

8

139

Desktop Plan II
Applewnter
Inlotory
Landlord Apt. Mngmt
Stock Tracker by H &H
Easywnter
ASCII Express

169
65

225
649
175

225
59

CALL

Peachtree Business Sohware

systems come complete with the
information analyst software package and a

These

video monitor

of

your

choice.

96K FOR ONLY $3495
128K FOR ONLY $3995
DISK ///
SILENTYPE

///

450
329

Applesoft Compiler
Visiterm
Visitrend/Visiplot
Real Estate Analyzer
Tax Preparer
DOS Toolkit
Tax Planner
Dow Jones Portfolio Evaluator
Dow Jones News & Quotes Reporter
Apple Fortran
Apple Pilot
Controller Gen. Bus. System
The Analyzer Dakin
Music Theory

5

185

129

219
89

99
65
99
45

85
165
129

499
519
45

Circle 94 on inquiry card.

WHAT'S NEW FROM CONSUMER COMPUTERS
Buying Mail Order saves time, money and energy!

S -100

Atari Personal Computer

/

'%/////

Quality
(Ay,

S -100

PRINTERS

cards available now

at incredibly low prices.
Assm &
Tested

Kit

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Z.80 CPU 2810
64K Dynamic Ram board
16K Static Ram 2 MHz
16K Static Ram 4 MHz

Dbl. Density Floppy Disk Controller
12 Slot S -100 Mainframe

ATARI 800 16K
ATARI 40016K

Program Recorder
Disk Drive
Dual Disk Drive (Dbl. Den.)
40 Col. Impact Printer
822 Thermal Printer
825 80 Col Impact Printer (Cent. 737)
830 Acoustic Modem
850 Interface Module
Atari Light Pen
16K Ram Memory Module
16K RAM Memory Module (by ConComp)

65
449
1295
349
349
699
159
159
65
149
89

Ohio Scientific
Challenger Computer

11

$549
$399

Exidy Sorcerer II

a:ï:a:a.::a:::..'
aaaaaaaar.awaa

11*4.
aa
Rsa

279
249
379
429
219

Epson
329
369

VB 2 I/O Mapped video board 64 x 16
PBI PROM Prgmmr & EPROM board

159
139

189

We have the Sorcerer Il in stock at unbeatable
prices. Available in 16K, 32K & 48K models.
Please Call for Price.

4116 or 4164 dynamic RAM, is
expandable to 64K or 256K

respectively.
VERSAFLOPPY
VERSAFLOPPY

32K
48K
64K

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Disk controller
8 Disk controller
SBC100 2.5 MHz Z-80 w/1/O
SBC -200 4 MHz Z.80 w/I /O
PROM 100 EPROM programmer
I

240
255
275
295
250
269
289
305
250
299
299
299
210

310
325
345
365
319
339
359
375
319
369
369
369
279

i

Paper Tiger
IDS -460

$949

TOLL FREE
ORDER LINE

Anadex 9500/9501 w/ 2K Buffer
C. Itoh Starwriter 25 CPS
C. Itoh Starwriter 45 CPS
Espon MX -70
Epson MX.80 F/T
Paper Tiger 1DS445
Paper Tiger IDS-460
Paper Tiger IDS-560
Silentype w /Apple II interface card
Qume Sprint 5/45

California & outside
continental U.S.

Silentype w/apple
Interface

800 -854 -6654

Use your Mastercard, Visa, American
Express, Carte Blanche, Diners Club to
charge your order phone. Open 7 days.

$349

II

1299
1499
1899

CALL
CALL
699
949
1249
349
2495

i:.

How to Order:
Information: Phone orders using VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINERS CLUB,
CARTE BLANCHE, bank wire traraler, cashiers or certified
check, money order, or personal check (allow ten days to
clear.) Unless prepaid with cash, please add 5% for shipping,
handling and insurance minimum $5.00). California residents
add 6% sales tax. We accept COD's. PO's accepted from
Educational Institutions. All equipment is subject to price
change and availability without notice. All equipment is new
and complete with manufacturer's warranty. Showroom
prices may differ from mail order advertisement.
Ordering

Video Monitors

429

loo Expansion Unit
Word Processing Pac.
Development Pac.
S

CALL

SD SYSTEMS
EXPANDORAM I (2MHz Uses 4116 16K
32K
dynamic RAM and is expandable
48K.
to 64K
64K.
16K
EXPANDORAM II (4MHz Uses

International Telex 695 -000
Beta CCMO

.

MX -80

199

(714) 698 -8088

rat'
araaaaaaaaaat111fi11

219

Z -80 CPU CB-2
104 2 par. & 2 ser. I/O board
VB3 80 x 24 Video board
VB-3 80 x 48 Video board

We will beat any currently advertised
price on S -100 boards

4P

IP MOD

229
499
249
299
299
349

SSM

$749$349

410
810
815
820

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Ma

179

89

PMC -80 Micro Computer

Send Orders to:

$599

16K

Compatible with TRS -80 Model
and software!
Circle 94 on inquiry card.

I

hardware

Amdek/Leedex Video 100 12" B&W
Amdek (Hitachi) 13" Cobr
NEC 1r Green Phospher Screen
NEC 12" RGB Hi Res Color
Panasonic 13" Color
Sanyo 9" B&W
Sanyo 9" Green Phospher Screen
Sanyo 12" B&W
Sanyo 12" Green Phospher Screen
Sanyo 13" Color w/excellent resolution

139

359

CALL
CALL
449
185

CALL
269
285
449

CEO IJ L OE. ftMLJ

COBOUIrR@PO
Mail Order

8314 Parkway Drive
La Mesa, California 92041

CALL US TODAY FOR
SPECIAL SYSTEM
PACKAGE PRICES .. .

Now is the time to buy a complete
system of your choice...
CROMEMCO SYSTEM
DYNABYTE
NORTHSTAR
SUPERBRAIN

2

Complete with printer and software.
READY TO USE!!!

Participate in our expansion sale.
MiniMicroMart is moving to larger quarters to serve
you with a larger staff and with the largest
inventory of systems and peripherals.

MiniMicroMart,
Inc.
W.
St.
943

Genesee

Syracuse, New York 13204
(315) 422-4467

478

BYTE September 1981

Circle

241 on

inquiry card.

WE ARE MOVING TO
LARGER QUARTERS!
Thank you...

...for making our expansion possible and for
helping make us the leading distributor
of microprocessor systems, terminals
and printers.

We are showing our appreciation by
producing a special catalog with thousands
of items at greatly reduced prices.
Call or write today.
Help us move our inventory before we have
to move it.

Inc.
MiniMicroMart,
W.
St.
943

Genesee

Syracuse, New York 13204
(315) 422 -4467

Circle 242 on inquiry card.

BYTE September 1981

479

°k
JUST WRAP KIT
Just Wrap tool for
daisy chain wiring.
Tool strips as it
wraps and cuts.
Includes one 50 foot
spool of wire.

O

i

positive screw activated
clamping action, accommodate wire sizes 14 -30 AWG (1,8 -0,
25mm). Pins are solder plated copper,
.042 inch (1mm) diameter, on .200 inch
(5mm) centers.

Description

JW -1

Just Wrap Tool
$14.95
Tool w/4 Spools and

Price

Description
4 -Pole

TS- 4
TS- 8

8 -Pole
12 -Pole

TS-12

TS6MD

2 -Pole

50 Ft. Replacement

Wire
Unwrapping Tool

JUW1

Specify Color:

Interlocking

installation.

Price

$1.69
2.59
3.49
3/1.79

Vacuum Vice

VV1

Easy one hand
operation.
Rugged all metal

Red, Blue, White or

Auto -Indexing
Anti -Overwrap
Modified Wrap

construction.
Replaceable
TEFLON® Tip. Selt
cleaning on each stroke.

Modified

Regular
Wrap

Wrap

Suction precisely regulated for reliable
desoldering without damage to delicate
circuitry.
DSPI
Desoldering Pump
$9.95

Part No.

Description

BW2630

Tool

BT30
BT2628

#30 Bit (not incl.)
#28 Bit (not incl.)

BC1

Batteries

Part No.

Description

Price

WSU30
WSU3OM

Regular
Modified

$6.95
7.95

INSERTION/EXTRACTION
TOOLS

LOGIC PROBE

Description
INS1416 14-16 pin Inserter
MOS1416 14 -16 pin MOS Safe
Part No.

r4
4==`Fif'3=A7'
r4

Inserter

(0,63mm)
Square Post
3 Level
Wire-

MOS40

Wrapping

EX2

Slotted Terminal
Single Sided
Terminal
IC Socket Term.
Double Sided
Terminal
Insertion Tool for

INS

1

17

18

19

20

21

22 27 24

1,/rap-ID
N
12

I.

P.m!

11

10

Part
1410
1610
1810
2010

9

8

7

6

5

cuit logic pulses.

2.49

SOCKET WRAP
16

1.98

4

Bulk
Price

2

-

ID

Slipped onto
socket before
wrapping to
identify pins.

1

Part

Bulk
Price

Price

5.501100

2210

5.95150

1.49/10 5.95/100
1.49/10 5.00150
1.4915
5.00/50

241D

28ID

1.4915
1.4915
1.4915

401D

1.49/5

5.00/25

Price

1.49110

N sec. pulse responses
K input impedence.

120

Automatic resetting memory.
Includes tip with protective cap

II

11

show high, low, bad level or open cir-

10

above

15

2.98
4.98

Compatible with all logic families using a 4 to 15V power supply.
Thresholds automatically programmed. Visual indication of logic levels to

$4.98

-

5.95/50
6.50150

i:

Si*
1l

7.95

WK -7 IC
INSERTION

K
Complete IC Inserterl Extractor K
Individual Components (listed

&

$36.95

LOGIC PULSER
Superimposes a pulse train (20 pps) or
a single pulse onto the circuit node
under test without un- soldering IC's.
Automatic polarity sensing
2 us pulse width
Finger tip push button actuated
Includes tip with protective cap &

coiled cord.

PSL1

'

1.49

IC DISPENSER

coiled cord.
P R B1

7.95

14-16 pin
IC Extractor
24 -40 pin
IC Extractor

Price

Description

WWT -3
WWT-4

Inserter
EX1

Gold Plated

Part No.

7.95

40 pin MOS Safe

25 PER PKG.

WWT -1
WWT -2

7.95

MOS2428 24 -28 pin MOS Safe

.025

117.1

Price

$3.49

Inserter

TERMINALS

14

Charger

&

$19.85
3.95
7.95
14.95

JJULHAND WRAP TOOL

!U

13

53.49

HOBBYWRAP
TOOL
BW263

DESOLDERING
PUMP

3.49
3.49

Yellow.

AIL

1

VACUUM VISE

Unique vacuum -based /
light duty vise for 1`
precision handling of
small components and
assemblies. Rugged
ABS construction. 11/2" (32mm)
travel for maximum versatility. Also
features screw lugs for permanent

24.95

J U W1

-JW

TERMINAL
STRIPS

Part No.

JWK-6

P.C.B.

iiikito

The TS strips provide

Part No.

R

PRODUCTS

r

)

TELEPHONE (213) 357.50

DUARTE, CALIFORNIA 91010

1858 EVERGREEN

$48.95

Allows IC's to be dispensed from their tube
at a time and picked up
by insertion tools above.
Dispenses 8-42 pin
IC's Compatable with
all IC carrying tubes
Use with WK7 for MOS
safe insertion.
1

Part No.

Description

MDD1

Chan. Dispenser
5 Chan. Dispenser
10 Chan. Dispenser
1

MDD5
MDD10

Price

$21.85
83.43
160.45

No Discount.

Circle

281 on

Inquiry card.

L

FREE ORDERING NUMBER

1

-(800) 423-7144

N

IDC CONNECTORS

N'

Ih444

h'lh4

EDGE CARD CONNECTORS

RIGHT ANGLE HEADERS
SOLDER TAIL
Size
10

20
26
34
40
50

Part No.

Price

IDHIOSRB $1.20
IDH2OSRB 1.90
IDH26SRB 2.75
IDH34SRB 3.75
IDH4OSRB
ID1150SRB

3.75
4.75

WIRE WRAP
Part No.
Price
IDHIOWRB
$2.60
IDH2OWRB
4.15
IDH26WRB
5.35
IDH34WRB
6.25
IDH4OWRB
IDH5OWRB

7.35
9.20

.1" Spacing. Mounts on PC Board & Mates
with IDS Socket below. Ejector Bars - 4/1.00.

25 PIN "D" CONNECTORS
Part No.

Solder Style

Male
Female
Cover

DB25P
DB25S
DB25C

IDC Style
Male
Female
Cover

IDB25P
DB25S
DB25C

Price

$2.95
3.95
1.50

6.25
6.60
1.60
Solder Style solders onto cable, IDC
I

I

Style crimps onto cable with vise. 9,
15, 37 and 50 pin available also.

Size

Part No.

Price

10
20
26
34
40
50

IDE10B

$3.95
4.35
5.00
6.05
6.90
7.50

IDE2OB

IDE26B
IDE34B
IDE4OB
IDE5OB

RIBBON CABLE
Solid Color

ordinary vise

&

10 ft.

100 It.

10 ft.

100 ft.

10
14
16

2.90
3.40
3.70
4.40
5.00
5.40
6.80
7.80
9.50

17.00
23.80
27.20
34.00
40.80
44.20
57.80
68.00
85.00

4.00
5.00
5.60
7.00
8.00
8.60
11.00
13.00
16.00

30.00
42.00
48.00
60.00
72.00
78.00
102.00
120.00
150.00

20
24
26
34
40
50

.1" Spacing. Crimps onto cable with

mates with standard

.062" Card Edge.

CABLE PLUGS
Size

Part No.

Price

14
16

IDP14B
IDP16B
IDP24B
IDP4OB

$1.45

24
40

SOCKETS

1.65
2.50
4.15

&

Part No.

Price

10

IDS1oB
IDS20B
IDS26B
IDS34B
IDS40B
IDS50B

$1.88
2.75
3.50
4.50
5.40
6.50

20
26
34
40
50

.1" Spacing. Crimps onto cable with

ordinary vise
Socket.

Size

plugs into standard IC

.1" Spacing. Crimps onto cable with

ordinary vise
above.

WIRE WRAP SUPPLIES

WIRE WRAP WIRE
100 /Bag

2.5"
3.0"
3.5"
4.0"
4.5"
5.0"
5.5"
5.0"

$1.38
1.43

5.5"

2.11

7.0"
1.5"
3.0"

2.19
2.29
2.35

1.51

1.56
1.63
1.69
1.74
1.82

500 /Bag

mounts to header sold

Kit No.

1K/Bag

$3.94
4.25
4.57
4.88

$6.81

5.21

9.39
10.04
10.69
11.34

5.54
5.92
6.23
7.08
7.44
7.78
8.12

&

WIRE KITS

#30 Wire Wrap Wire
Length

250
200
100

7.46
8.11
8.73

12.99
13.68
14.40
15.10

2.40
8.46
15.80
8.92
16.51
2.46
3.5"
2.53
9.15
17.22
10.0"
2.63
9.58
17.91
411 lengths are overall, including 1" strip
3n each end. Choose from colors; Red,
3.5"
3.0"

3lue, Black, Yellow, White, Green,
Drange, and Violet.

1

Size
08
14

16
18

20
22
24
28
40

Part No.
ICNO83WBSG
ICN143WBSG
ICN163WBSG
ICN1B3WBSG
ICN203WBSG
ICN224WBSG
ICN246WBSG
ICN286WBSG
ICN406WBSG

Tube

Each
.44
.53
.58
.78
1.00
1.07
1.09
1.43
1.85

.39 = 520.28
.46= 513.80
.50= 513.00
.68= 515.64
.85= 517.85
19x .92= 517.48
17x1.09 = $15.98

52x
30x
26x
23x
21x

4"

250
500
500
500

15x1.23=518.45
10x1.60 = $16.00

250
100
100
100
100

3"
3'/2"
4"
41/2"

3

500
1000
1000
1000

- $34.95

21/2"

3"

3'/2"
4"

Kit No. 4

Selective Plating provides gold in contact
where it counts. 3 -level wrap. Save by buying sockets by the tube. All gold available at
'/ a/pin extra charge.

- $24.95

21/2"

Kit No.

ORDERING INFORMATION
'repaid orders over $50 shipped prepaid via
JPS. All others add $3.00 for handling. VISA,
SIC, COD's and open account orders will be
;harged freight. $15 minimum order. $100
ninimum open account order.

$9.95
100
100
100

31/2"

Kit No. 2
250
500
500
500
250

-

3"

4'/2"
5"
6"
5"
5'/2"
6"
61/2"

7"

500
500
500

41/2"

500

6"

5"

5'/z"

- $59.95

2'/2"

41/2"

3'2-

1000
1000
1000

4"

1000

6"

3"

No Discount

Circle 281 on inquiry card.

Color Coded

Size

5"
51/2"

DISCOUNT SCHEDULE
Order
$15 - 99
100 - 199
200 - 499
500 - 999
1000 up

Amount
Net
less
less
less
less

10%
15%
20%
25%

Discount and the name of
this magazine must be mentioned at time of order to get
discount. Discount applies
on all items except as noted,
"No Discount."

5N7/00N

7400
.19
.22
.22
.22
.22
.23
.23
.23
.26
.23
.22
.29
.29
.39
.59
.29
.29
.22
.35
.29
.29
.29
.29
.25
.45
.23
.29
.25
.29
.29
.19
.79
.57
.95
.95
.79
.79
.65
.79
.19
.19
.19
.19
.25
.23
.29
.29

SN7401N
5N7102N
SN7403N
SN7404N

5N74059
SN7406N
SN7407N
SN7408N
SN7409N
SN7410N
SN7111N
SN7412N
SN7413N
SN7414N
SN7416N
SN7417N
SN7420N
SN7421N
SN7422N
SN7423N

5874258
SN7428N

SN7427N
SN7429N
SN7430N
SN7432N
SN7437N
SN7438N
SN7439N
SN74ION
51474418

5874428
SN7443N
SN7444N
1147445N
SN7446N
SN7447N
SN7448N
SN7450N
5N7451N
SN7453N
SN7454N
SN7159N
51474608

5874708
SN7472N
S8747311
014747414

.34
.34

SN7475N
SN7476N

.38
.34

SN74701
51474808
SN7482N
SN7483N
SN7485N
SN7486N
5147489N

4.60
.49
.95
.55
.65
.35
1.75
.39
.57
.45
.45

5874908
'SN7491N
SN7492N
SN7493N

.69
.65

SN7494N
SN7495N
SN7496N
SN7497N

29

SN74123N
SN74125N
SN74128N
SN741281/
SN14132N
SN74136N
SN74139N
SN74141N
SN74142N
5N74143N
SN74144N
SN74145N

5N741/7N
SN74148N
SN74150N
SN74151N
SN74152N
SN74153N
SN74151N
SN74155N

58741568
SN74157N
SN74158N
SN74160N
SN74161N
SN74182N
SN74163N
SN74184N
SN74165N
SN74188N
S871167N
$N74170N
SN74172N
SN74173N
SN74174N
SN1417514
SN74176N
SN74177N

5N7/179N
SN74180N
SN74181N
SN74152N
SN74184N
S874185N

50711868
SN74188N

58711908
SN711918
SN74192N

5741938
SN74194N
SN74195N
SN74196N
SN74197N
51474198N
SN74199N

5071221N
SN74251N
SN74273N
5147127904
51.1742838

5N74284N

7ILSOON
74LS01N
.59
.36
.44
.59
.69
.75
.95
.79

741502N
74LS03N

2.95
2.95
2.95
.82
1.95
1.20
1.09
.87
,87
.67
1,19
.78
.78
.89
1.85
.88
.88
.89
.87
.87
.87
1.20
1.95
1.89

7415120

4.75

741.575N

.79
.89
.85
.75
.75
1.34
.75
1.76
.75

741.576N

2.25
2,25
9.95
3.90
1,15
1,15
.85
.85
.85
.68
.85
.85
1.39
1.39
1.19
.95
1.05
.75
1.40

SN74285N
SN74290N

3.90
3.90
1.25

5N74298N

.95

514743658
SN74366N
SN74367N
SN71368N
SN71390N
204713938

28

58741218

2.90
1.20
.32
.37
1.95
.29

SN74122N

.39

SN74490N

SN74100N
SN71707N
SN74109N
SN74116N

.35
.35
.35
1.05
.25
1.39
.45
.45
.35
.25
45
1,39
1.15
59
1.19
89
45
1.10
1.19
7,15
.29
.75
25
.65
85
1.29

C04010
CD4011
CD4012
CD4013
CD4011
CD4015
CD4016
CD1017
CD4018

C04019
CD4020
CD4021
CD4022

C01023
C01024
CD4025
CD4027
CD4028
CD4029
CD4030
CD4031

45
3.25
2.15
3.25
95
1.95
1.29
1.25
.95
.95
.85
1,75
1.25

C04032
CD4034
CD4035
CD4037
CD4040
C04041
CD4042
CD4043

C04044
CD4046
CO4047
CD4048

CD4501
CD1502
CD4503
CD4505
CD4506
CD4507
CD4508
CD1510
CD4511
CD1512
CD4515
CD4516
CD451B
CD4520
CD4555
CD4556
CO1586

74000
74002
74004
74008
74010
74014
74C20

74030
71C32
74C42
74C48

74073
74074
71C85

3.95

295

74C157

9.25
1.39
.75

740180

CD4050
C04051
CD4052

CD4059
C04060
CD4066
CD4069
CD4070
C04071
CD4072
CD4073
CD1075
C04076
CD4077
CD4078
CD4081
CD4082

C04099
MC14408
MC14409
MC14410
MC11412
MC14415
MC14419

74089
74090
74093
74095
740107
740151
740154

.99
.45
.69
1.10
1.10
1.10

C04049

C04053
C04055
C04056

CD4098

.35
49
.35
.35
.35

.35
1.29
.35
.35
.35
.35
1.95

C04085
ÇDI0B9

2

CU4093
CD4094

99
2.95

95

74C161
71C163
71C164
71C173

740174
740175
71C192
71C193
74C795
740240
71C244

740373
740374
740922
740923
MM80C95
MMBr1C97

7415050
741508N
7415090
74L$1ON
74LS11N

74LS13N
741514N

7415150
74LS2ON

741521N
741522N
741526N
7415270
741528N
741530N
711.532N
741.533N
741.537N

74LS184N

.28
.28
.28
.35
.28
.28
.35
.28
.39
.33
.47
.95
.33
.28
.33
.33
,33
.33
.33
.26
.33
.55
.45

74151650

.89

74LS166N
7115168N
7115169N
7415170N
7415173N

2.48

39
28

741538N
741S40N
741.542N

.79
.79

741.547N

95

741.548N
741S51N
741.554N
741.555N
711.573N
741.574N

7/1578N
741.583AN
741.5858
741.5138N
741S90N
741.592N
741.5938
741.595N
74159614
741.5107N
741.5109N

74151120
74151130
741.5114N
741.5122N
7412123N
741512414
7415125N
741.5126N
741.5132N
741.51368
7/1.5138N
741513961
711.5145N

74151480
7412151N
741S153N
741.5151N
741.5155N

71101568
7115157N

.26
.29
.29
,15
.42
.59
.45
.45
.79
1.19
.45
,57
.75
.75
.88

as
.45
.45
.43
.43
.43
.55
1.19

1.35
.89
52
.79
.49
.85
.85
1.25
1-49
.79
.79

74153668
7415367N
741.5368N
741.5373N
741.5374N
74153750
741.53778
7415385N
74153868
741.5390N
741.5393N
741.5395N

1

1.49

69
69
.69
.69
1.89
1.89
69
1.95
1.95
.65
1.95
1.95

741S668N

74456708
81159514

MC1358

1.75

1.49

LM1414N

1.90

1,49

LM1458CNIN

A9

MC1488N
MC1489N
LM1496N
LM1556N
LM1820N
LM1850N
LM1889N
LM2111N
LM2900N
LM2901N
LM2917N
CA30137
CA30187

,99
.99

1M337K
1M3396
8.95
LM339N
.95
1M340100(- 1,75

LM310CN
LM312H
1M3171
LM31BCN/H
LM319N/H
LM320K-XX
1M320T-XX
LM320H-XX
LM323K
LM324N

1.49
1.25
1.75

1.70
1.49
1.25
1.35
1.39
1,25

4.95
.95
5.95

LM340T.XX 1,25
LM340H-XX 1,25
1,95
LM34/H
LM348N
LM350K
LM358CN
LM360N
1343729
LM376N
1M377N
LM380CN/N
LM381N
LM383T
LM386N
LM387N
LM390N
NE531V/T
NE555V
NE556N
NE561T

NE565N/H
NE566HN
NE567V/H
NE592N
1117°28
Lk1709N/H
L11710NIH
LM711NIH
LM715N
LM723N/F.
LM733N/H
1M73914

1,20
5.60
.98
1,49
1.95
3.75

215
125
1.79
1.95
1.25
1.40
1.95
3.75
.39

98
1995
1.25
1.75

LM1310N
MC1330
MC1350

CA30139N

CA3096N
CA3097N
CA3130T
CA3140T
CA3146N
CA3160T
CA3190N
CA3410N
MC3423N
MC3460N
SG3524N
CA3600N
LM3900N
LM3905N
LM3909N
LM3914N
LM3915N
LM3916N

150

9041310

2.75
.99
.29

RC4136N

.75

.39
1.95
.65
.98
1.15

LM7410N/H .33
LM711CN11 ,19
.75
LM747N/H
1147488IH
LM760CN

0530211
CA30231
CA3035T
CA3039T
CA3046N
LM3053N
CA3059N
CA3060N
CA3062N
LM3065N
CA30801
CA3081N
CA3082N
CA3083N
CA3086N

.30
2.95
1.90
1.95
1.95

004151N
RC4194TK

0041951K
ULN2001

ULN2003
SN75450N
SN75451N
SN75452N
SN75453N
SN75451N
SN75491N
SN75492N
SN75493N
SN75194N
TL194CN
TL496CP

1.50
.95

.95

3,10
1.75

1310 "B" E. Edinger, Sen. An CA 92705
542 W. Trimble Road. S.,, Jose. CA 95131
RETAIL PRICING MAY VARY
1

2.

eppICcomputer

HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP

7225 Graphics Plotter
1795.00
16K Memory Module
265 00
5 1 /4" Dual Master Flea Disk Drive 210000
S 1/4" Single Muter Flex Doc Onve1295 00
Personality Module
700 00
ROM Drawer
4000

Ploller /Punter ROM
HP Input /Output ROM
HP Matte ROM

13000

26000
130 00

HP Serial Interface IRS -232CI

35000
HP -83 41895.00
HP -41: Powerful, Ye1 Emily to Use
The HP-41 communicates with
HP 41 -CV
you in words as well as numbers
You can customize the HP-41 to
your own design
Programming is Iasi and easy
Continuous Memory saves
everything
Optional Peripherals allow you
to expand capabilities
HP-41 System
39800
HP-11 System II
67500
HP-41CV HP -Card Reader
17600
275,00
HP- Optical Wand
10500
HP- Plotter /Prime,
31500
HP -41C
HP
-Ouad
RAM
8500
1y6Á0

I

MINIMOVER -5
tmcròbot ROBOTIC ARM
Completely
Assembled
W /APpbcabon.
Manual

Automation or
Robotic Assembly
Education In
Rosolie Priciples
Artificial Inleligence Experiments
Computer All and Games

3.95
3.95
3.39
.59
1.19
.98
3,75
3,95
3,75
2.95
1.10
3.70
4.95
5.10
1.25
1.50
.59
.35
.19
.49
.49
.89
.89
.89
.89
4.20
1.65

Showrooms. Relall, Warehouse
14001 9ÁB 7010

Sottcard

Z -80

16K Ram Card

Maxi-System
y

Disk II w /controller
Apple II w /48K

Call for more pricing!

Total Value $271900 your price $2229°°
save! For Pascal S stem add $42500
"apple 11 hardware clearance up to 25% of
ieTA COMNIEA

.d

oisa,r-un,nmYpuo, P s
Co ml
oiór
Card
.
vionw-ucm
Como, e com:,

l9s O

2250
32500
1}sab

wcrown

N.

GCS

Y.CQirl,rnm.,

OYórepn,rs?steal

1Rao

APPI0.N

us O

an

GESU
o CumpuY,

APPYI.

ron,

it

a ,O

...On moum
<n

CO

27300

AN 00

Cvs..,.m
s Mw,wnuYn

C,O

Comlmunron.C.O
nt.. ROM Grp

77900
59900

s,,
m..pm

2990

3._N

ii

.

Coll Rod wYCac R1ew,d
Ma

13

Á0,4m

IA

R

Sup

R MOO

ConusSgemaraDdr.

M..

Coitus

KAON,dD0

Call

CarusOM0 He,d O.

Mew

CAI,

Cenu.Ce1ahen

Nee

i.9O Nn.

OCO/O

//D

can
Call

.DRd

11111I

pl
Íappla/// Trie
Play!
Apple III

Apple Ill

1

m'

2B

RAM

\

A

1

Pito, 0.04

îx7G,nn°

p

Momia

Ìo K

RAM

AI37GenO

..r1DV1epen.

01

S,In1,P Pon.

510000

539'

California Campuler systems 2200

New

Visicalc -Now Better Than Ever 169.00
Vial lot -Graph your

Visicalc Worksheets

V i sl l rend/V i s I P l of

Double Density Disk Controller

Interface to Vista V -1000 Chassis
SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE
FOR COMPLETE SYSTEM

1899.00

with (2) Shugerl Double Density
Floppys mounted.
edd

1495.00

Proto Clips
l4-0mC9p

P0-14

S

25

50

16.RnC9P

PC16

S

iÓo-ñnCCñ

+0

{195

Proto Boards
Pe104

1695

PB-6

P100

I000 P0-203
2100 PB-203A

P6102
PB,103

List

169.00

SUPER SORT.WiII sort, merge.

.5

perform record selection on your
CP /M Data Files
169.00
FORTRA 80.By Microsoft
195.00
749,00

%MOE

011151111
Model..

onty$59599

V1o00 w/two Qume Datatrack 8
A800 Apple II 8" Disk Controller

198'

Amp

SD 2-80 STARTER KIT
SD 2.80 STARTER KIT AST
SD SBC 100 280 AST
SD SBC 200 Z.80 AST
RCA COSMAC VIP

22058C

435.00
475.00
99.00
84.00
64.95
49.95

0.100,,

131GD,3c

D,°e

ll

Inquiry card.

CO

Hm . -,r
Irr. he- Cewe

1100

r

MYn

795.00 uS moos
995 us scerme
ReoRAAO

9195

1119.95

co. SAW
Ammer Drag
eeYwe

h

Irvine, Calif. 92713
Direct Order Lines: (714) 558 -8813
(800) 854-8230 or (800) 854 -8241

P.O. Box 17329

.400.00
295

RppenReode

199.00
419.00

&

400

ATARI 800 Includes: Computer Console. BASIC Lang. Cartridge. BASIC
Language Programming Manual. 800 Operator's Manual w/NotebocF16K RAM Module. Power Supply. T.1 Switch Box.

Mmn - eEa rawmM
Fmaw 5,linMalte Droop

39900

Soo

Personal Computer System
ATARI 800 $79900
ATARI 400 $375°0

239.00

450.00
367.00

your price$2495o°

JILATARI

66900
36700

Cable, ready to ruh

Total Value $293900

ACP 18900

Single Board
Computers

8 on

299.00
299.00
299.00

Breakthru in Apple Ild Mass Storage!

NO

AIM 65w/lK
AIM 65w/4K
6K BASIC ROM
4K ASSEMBLER ROM
POWER SUPPLY
ENCLOSURE
TOTAL SYSTEM 0/4K
SYNERTEK SYM.1

Circle

209.00

Controller

ACP 16900

249 °°

CROMEMCO

CP/M- Wordprocessor has no
screen menus uses new keycaps
lure:A.0W to display Key functions
319.00 New
MAIL-MERGE.A WordStar Enhance.
ment Pkg. allows form-letter genera.
Zion 6 chained printing
169.00
SPELLGUARD.Will proofread Wordslar
6 V15.80 Text files against an
expandable 20,000 word dictionary

219.00

COBOL 80 By Microsoft
ACS BASIC ACCOUNTING SYSTEM. Total
accounting system includes G/L, AIR. A/P,
PAYROLL
699.00 New

0.300 Band.

List

ocessing software requires 2.80

Special Complete Subsystem Offer

CAT'"
Answer Originate

op

915.80

áor

239.00

349.00
Slocklile Inventory System
Inlotory Inventory System
289.00
Microcon, MIcrocour,ei
22900
Microcom M,croleleyraph
229.00
Accounting Plus II Biz Pkg.
1250.00
189.00
Sloneware DB Master
Stoneware Utility Pkg (For above) 89.00

Automatic Answer
Direct Connect

direct Connect

WOROSTAR -The Benchmark of

149.00
pl ol

Vista A800 Quad Density DMA 8" Disk

AUTO-CAT"'

DCATTM

i

BPI lnvenlory

5A00

IovaS1SJE,

0 -300 Band
List 27995
ACP 24595

i

w/Trend Analysis
Visidex -The Ultimate
DBMS Visicalc Compatible
V i si term- Commun, c ale
w1Other Systems
BPI General Ledger
BPI Accounts Receivable

9700
14000
2500 P5.203AKA 12900
4300

P1E101

-V s

We only oller Apple
CPM software which
has been evaluated
by our software staff.

software
soft

pple

Save

5500

516'

CP /MTM 2.2
Z -80 CPU 4 MHz w /Serial 10

Buy a
System
and

fie

420000

Tor

Moo

/Apple!!!

3

roan RAM

Slot Malnlrame
64 Dynamic RAM

2.95
OS CO

$169500
705.80
w /AppI,cal,ons Manual
Appllcabons/Relelenco Manual

MOOD

2e

CAM Sys

,

l3

n

un0u9C,d

1%00

l+IRm
soRom.

"MO

N,$OSnMIO
ewHSRini,vo

ç

N

lHO

1ááammm

11MMOS.YeP.,IIIIO
CCs Anen.on,.. 771p A Some

P1., Grp

Apple COmwir

M

5950 N+.

cnóniooaw

g

2.19
1,99
3.49
2,99
2.75
1.29
1.29
1,49
3.19
3.19
4,95
1.49
1,29
1,69
1.69
1.55
.50
2.99
3.49
1.99
1.30
1.19
2.49
1.19
1.95
.59
1.49

64K

II®

I

ArmbuHC Sollware

.;

Sale and Service

Apple

HP -85

52695.00

,99
2,50
2.95

RETAIL STORES OPEN MON -SAT
STORE
STORE

LE
PA C KARD

12

5.95

LM705H
99
LM108AH
215
LM300H
.79
LM301CN/H .35
LM304H
98
LM305H
.89
LM306H
3.25
LM307CN/H .29
LM308CN/H .98

COMPUTER
PtvArICED
PRODUCTS

SUPER S -100 BUY!

78M.G.

125

2.19
2.19
2.39
2.39
5.39
5.65
1.50
1.25

741.52958
741.5298N
74153248
741.5347N
741.5348N
7415352N
741S353N
741.5363N
7415365N

78M06

11A3110CPe9 29

1.35
1.35
7.35
1.65
1.65
1.55

74152938

.99
99
.99
1.10
1.19
1.75
1.95
1.95
7.19

781405

1M3091(

155

741.5290N

LINEAR

8.95
.75
.95
3.75
1.19
1.19
1.39
2.75
1.45
1.39

1.65

74152738
74152750
74152798
74152838

129

1,65
.69

155

741.5266N

.85
98

2.95
,65
2.49
.59
1.75
4.40
.59

811.5988

105

5.95
1,19
1,19
1.49
1.19
2.49
3.50
2.10
1.65

7415259N
741.52608
74122618

98

81159714

1.05

.72
.35
.35
.99
1.35
1.89
.75
.75
1.79

741.5243N
741.5244N
7/1.5245N
7415247N
741.5248N
7415249N
741.2251N
711.5253N
741.5257N
741.5258N

.98
1,15
.95
.89
89
1.15
1,69
1.69
1.69
1.69
1.49
2,20
1,10
1.10
1.19
1,40

1.15

7415163N

4.95
,99
2.25
35
.35
.35
,35
35

1.15
.98

8118988

74151628

4,95
.39

1.15.

7415191N
7415192N
7415193N
74151940
74LS195N
74LS196N
7415197N
7415221N
7415240N
74LS241N
71182428

1.05

28

6,95

741.5190N

1.70
2.35
2.95
1.75
2.29
1,69
1.69
1.69

1.15

2.29
2.25
12.95
12.95
12.95
12.95

74151740
7IL5175N
7415181N

1,15
1.15
1.99
.89
.89
.89
2,20

741.2399N
741542414

711.5158N
741.5160N
7115181N

1.90
1,90

1.19

1.70
1.19
.99
.85
.75

.68
.68

CMOS

CO4000
CD4001
CD4002
CD4006
CD4007
CD4008
CD4009

74LSO4N

.2B

6900
1600
5500

á0o
100

.1?

Smemmo

nArsy.

Agro.

n

am Omar
440 Ass. coq
Ga. PA .n

Mw am Ter

-.

qA

sorm

M

C

BOA

me

CoPwg Rxeevn
pese
.g

L1<R,--_vac.

Sax Ewec,r

1

11oo1.54 ,Westr,
amx Swagw

imam

5°,259

-1140

Pro

vcuumthe4
in

.

Slaw
Me w.

u Yem+,

Yap.

yr

s

OR MAJOR CREDIT CARD
DRIVER'S LICENSE
A IS 0EOUIREOON ALL CHECKS. MONEY ORDER
OR CASHIER CHECK WILL FACILITATE THE
SHIPMENT OF YOUR PURCHASE.

ADVANCED

COMPUTER
PRODUCTS

FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST AT FAIR PRICES'

1. Proven Quality Factory tested products only
2. Guaranteed Satisfaction

Call For Special School Discounts
STATIC RAMS

MICROPROCESSORS

524.95 TRS-80/APPLE

16K

THE LAST WORD IN

Model 737
Controls.CS complete punter

in,, 737 haseveMhrng Check

8"

and Compare the leatures

New IoW Ance

FLOPPY -DISK ENCLOSURES

4.4.1..1..7.7.

CMINET
CANMET

CAME(

395
$1495
51995
9

m d.a í4,r95 coaaugh 44.54.
+1111 awe m tn. m..4 cow sppr mr:
.ie al paw

A

l

TRS 80' MODEL I,
PMC 80, ZENITH H89,
S100, etc.
94ber
ONLY 31000 ea.
MODEL V -801,
80 TRACKS, SS
ONLY 42500 ea.
Fori

29.95

BL E

4

Bare Bd. 0411
less mem

NEW! from Zilog

Refresh while supply lasts only
Pin equivalent to MK4027 except has

at

.,.

,

TOU014-TEST
DIGITAL
M ULTI METER

FIRST QUALITY AT SURPLUS PRICE

20

$31995

Multireter

,p

While supply lasts $1.49 each.

ACP LOW PRICE $569.95
54.: 134k Dr.
24995

Tendon TM1001

651.5':.40 trans

23995
29500

5nug.n 544005'+- 35 backs
Shogan 5001E0 R
Smen. Shugart Compal.ble Modal FDD -120 BD
PERSCI Motel 277 Dual
MIN 852 5'.:' Dual

WANGO/SIEMEN582
MPI 9, DOUbD Track Densdy Simple 5.0.. BO Tracks
001192 DODOS Tran Dentdy Doubla S:ee. 160 Track.

59.3me45,sgle 94 Come
16

9602
9603
9604
%OS
9610
9611
9612
9616
9617
9620
9622
9027
9629
96294
9630

8

168091

Sot Mother Board

Power 500012

gour Power SunOS.

DC

Uhuly Rote Beard

P,octMemory Module
&unwed UtAty 0700 Board
329 EPROM /RAM Module
Head
EPROM
16 Channel Para./ VO Moody,
Ser:al'Parallel 1/0 Module
168 Slat, RAM A101.a 47095.
328 Slanc RAM 45ons
328 Sufic RAM 200ns
Ar:1n

Esters.,
Mdópe Programmable Timer
8Chaple Dupe.Senal DO D,
Card

9650
9655

96702

Sol Mother Board

PRICE

94%00

Card Cage

%40

%1W

DESCRIPTION
Sogle Board M.CroeOmpuder

opt

lkgenl Tape Conlraher

3232 00 Mod.M

Comact Closure Modde
u5POPULA TED 00490514150 a.a.u:w

HF

IAII

el.

2:

95

4

50

4

MHz
YayS

ADn

39500
39500
55000
27500
35000

Showrooms, Retail. Warehouse
14081

946.7010'

25 95

269

1995

MCM65740

.12.95

05065)50

109990
69900
1099.00

94900
789 00

495

150

Á46°,01r50

1795
19.95

1995
1495

'495

N1

i

^VI

A7510144. 1812, 5.14,
AY510154/18631Sol
06.02

09493
2]50 Ú5R5
671 BAs

Nei /A

23900
104900

I

s

cos

501e

1958290

AY5-3600

Circle

8 on

inquiry card.

rw

lw OP
Cu. .e,p

C.4.

4 95

49
49
49

74161
39

99

m

52569
525 16

16

95
95

295

4t

57701
11? lc

nema

1

1

1375
1375

4
9

95
95
95

115
1

95

RC

271

131

COM5037

r 4,t,

10

$2995
314í1t

Sat

IOBp17

i7

,Oen.

...

r'

r

75

195

10

95
95

I

3 25

; 75
25

57 50

295
650
495
395

NAKED PC
93495

SIa1C1

39 95
24 95

BK

3495
2295
2220

ACPRO1nBd

VectO 8803 I I skx MB
29
ACP EaMer 0/Conn
18
3 Sol Mo11151 Board I WMC132
9 5101 Mu1n W Bpa d (MAC) 29

95
95
95

95

m

85101 Mbl1anlE.pandsblol 34 95
3995
R9YU
IS- SKUGMP

KI

510014Y5.9910150004e0 3495
Apple Sound Bd
2495

PRINTERS

''EPSON
549500
59500
095 00
42500

HO-80

MX20 FT
MX.100

00.70

79900

Gnlmmmes 739
041. V.300/25 cps

1495
1795
1995
1450
549

SAXONS <Ps

Malrbu 165
Anodes 95009501
Base II 806 MST

00

00
00
00
00

N5

5.

5799
5849
$995

912C
920C
95oC
AddS VI6w31om1

Ampex Du1og

SANYO

nee see BASr OAMGCO

MONITORS
V

04509 9'0W

Sale Prlco

1775

..
125

991tl

41500

TERMS: Use checA. M/C
AMEX

CB or COD COD

1150

e10
l'au

4

WSA

C nare Or4e,s

Faepa,
U ST una Order by MMe.
nYa MINIMUM 51000 Reese n
wde maparme ssue and pnone ne
SHIPPWGUSAaddS2001a11r1
Fo
Io1na

wnce

add 30C mor add..
For au add 70C 10 add

pA6 lona:eFOREIGN4a010,snm
551 85 aura
5115a

'

23900
24900

00
NEC Green
AMOEKILEEOEX video 100tssi9 00
AMDEKILEEOEX 13- Color 399.00
AMKEKILEEOEX 12' Green 17900

PMa,lhanOkrq COD

Sod Dewh 3740
a.in5-...
+Ivh,,..t.SI,.:

15995

041501212B/W
DM511212 Green
00601313 G10,

onClu0O

51::1

e::

Acw n;

3599
51025
$699
San,

BO

5010c 10120
10135
10140

2590 000051,

taló

16801rneaYnd
.50.14
a IN% MUM ldt0nU
00170 St

I

CI5206.

43/86 WM. S/1.1401
50/I0.0 5103 Can.dpp/w
50/1005100Co4MClpsel

99

ui115

4.
de
ul,.v.+s

nr0

I

CT5206.9
CTS206.9

22/44WAV.5rt.IU5

3995
4995

nsc

e,5

a.;0

5152067

75

Hood
Sel 011101. Sale

125

3/199
2/199

/a015(aH5CIlU1i05
IO

559.10

159e

25

50

RC4136

nI.945IWIll llapa Y.

75
75
75

95
99

395

COM 5027

125
125

n.w

1

1

450

05 387
IM 4558

50

2/199

w .á

1

695

595 57Mfr105M1111pMOMKLM15mP,
11,
u
995
21195
Shc SHbeO 54 450 Oh 52
RN f509'

.IÉ6

OC

2/1 99
2a 95
9 95
795

100% CERTIFIED ERR
El
21 lUtuo NNII Sta3m {051211813'.
PACE 001
Iwt
85[PoPIIOM

7pp

95

95

3:100

VERBATIM DISKETTES

495
695
095

3357
9403
9408

3/1 00

1488/1459

LM317
04380

1895
1395
1

1795
695
2495
995

3/1 00

OPI, Couple

838048 BI CPU
8700 G 8 BI ND
4M5280NPD 411/C2 107/TMS 4060/

950
1095

23 95
75C

2

5045 CMOS Sv1,n DB5T
UA 3045 Trans Judy
TR 14024 UART
MK 1007 Dyn Mem Slue Reg.
5318 TV Ce Dap CucuI

5

1

495

all

95
95

Vec106800Proto

4.50

515

3

110

MK38501Fe CPU

5 75

1745

710

MC101451651 ECL Ram

4

149

105 121141
Ewan 127081
2706/2706Ep,0n

5C655255DA

cn

95

5100 Sauna mwd

199

795
349

1513238
10C1372
5I015290.44 B

595

45

I

le
III

199

6.95

7'20/25

3347

1

2

25104
2847
3341
3351

49
49

1

5.454506oN

1

295

49.1 Dynamic 22 Pan RAM
EE04NP0 414/4021/2660/00 4096/
4141 DP41luc 16 Rn

12.95
17.45

Iri
mn
to
In

CA

1

8 95

1495

/55

DAC66EX D/A Cony.
14CIO50 HI Speed AID

29

149

DB255Female

8.95

wec

VOLUME DEALER PRICiNG AVAILABLE
WE ALSO STOCK DYSAN-CALL

Irvine, Calif. 92713
Direct Order Lines: (714) 558-8813
(800) 854 -8230 or (800) 854 -8241

P.O. Box 17329

Om.

2525
2527
2528
2529

1En

5250964,9 Ram
00830a Octal Dawn

P1,33

KEYBOARD ENCODBR6

475.2376

vom

32.8 Rom lea 56001
ALCM .505 64 NI 51418 Ram
505 1003 052810P Giese,

1795
750

14

001941

Md,p

LLN 20034 7 channel Dn..,

89 95
1895

UARTS /BAUD RATE
91602&

p

CimaGUramey,p

14s

Ió0

Adz

Lee or
CA Len OP

cue.

27508

1295
795

of
Alpha Control

100

`And
vok

Own Cen,

cm.,

Precision2Sionws
IoM 7207 Osc,1.101 Comm.,
Seven Decade COUnIS' 7206
MC14433P 3', Dam ND Convene,
ICL 6211 VoIlage Relelence
LM 1850N Ground Fault IC
LM 2900N Owed 401011,01
LM 29175 F,eo to Von Con.
053.3550 44 56110MM
47-53507 40MHz DVM
5E44 4963 Motel Smoke °elector

425

SyCo

or.Nme014p

500rí

0550560

49

(313297 1952321

!n

4rp
Oe.s4tmp
me4ln

I

n

9r5
415

AMIw1l.nne

149
149
149

2524V

CONNECTORS MOLD)

Mn

5. /

LM77015

995

995

Mal.

n95

Odor
Mam.a

LM710CN

11 95
21 95

LOwe,

n

I

25040
2507V
2517V

CTS206.2
C15206.4
C1S2065
C15706.6

175

563853 514110 Mem 110
46 78006
5575136
5510210
89 79006
79
74157
10339

750

2513.400315,9 LOwr
MCM68710 Assn Sh51M

O0314

6800

1095
95

Upar

RM

5

CTS DIPSWITCHES

Ñ
149

IM

4m

IC SPECIAL PURCHASE

14 50

üvl

..

10

Jm moo,

Ma

95
5 95

24 9S

1501

770

100
100

5051

S

CHARACTER OEN.
15131105

$1099.00

27500
32500
3900
49500
4900
25000
25000
29500
32500
39500
69500
89500

ü

6 50

%
M

Comm

>aM

moan?

1975
1695
2995
2995

w
1

595

Ma3O51
105,

650

i

9.

54rM0

i

195

SHIFT REGISTERS

Cam
Cam
C4m

Goon
Corm
Corm

R.

10:1

75

M052010

69

50

295

X92206 Funclior, Generala

Ama111

Oap

.a

a

LM566VCO

6

GnnCeP

70.M

urail07

1995

2513001

PRICING

62 NeyS Wile numeric keypads
160.100 resolution
60 cnaraCler screen
PC 80014 M,do0OmpuIa, e/22KRA0
$1295.00
PC 80t24 PO Und er132K RAM,
79500
Expansion slats
1295.00
PC 60314 Dual Mo0D4k
Und
MIni.Dlsk
PC 80324
O
Dual
109500
Dove Una
PC 00234 Impact Melr:, Punter,
860.00
T0094*rFrIcllon Feed
Printer
4995
PC
JB 162010141 Nhon r PC.80 =on
26500
Green Mondor
JC 12020U141 High Resoluldm
1195 00
Color Mondor wIRGB level
PC 80914 RGB Cable for
1995
JC.12020MI41 Color Manaar
Learning Gu de
Basic Lan c,000m
nce Manual
PC 80014
PC.80124 O Und User's Manual
PC40314 Dual DIY User's Manual

100.00

95

Taw.

4595
s 95

MM51074.0

8038 Function Gen
4.4C4024vC0

q
1

M

15

2796 1650951

WAVEFORM GEN.

99

rr9r

1a306

8259Prpp

2755.5V. M50199
2705 0501491

e55

600
700

Ie50n 7»r

95.

1M52115,XSV.12V

NEW
INTRO

1112Z0-aAt
CPU

1J.012 ono

16

273214K.81TS
27157515.5V 120.81T5

IOO

052 7140

MOS PROMS

(Microcomputer System.

2604

O47ela

8251215610/74288 1324RTS ..4.25
5251285603(74506) 0864410C 4.25
82512965200452137 (25644)28.4.25
825130980477455701512x40C 650
695
825131/74s91 1912.41T5
75 _12.95
8251]11755)3
54024.4 21806 1295
825 t 4 t 6824/747415t

015-8000 Serles

0

106]

ra1051
500
0106050001 1O

95

14371
14311

2754 150481T5

79

311

p525Mpm,

1111110S076101

s5y2A

.

MAR Modulator

59

74

(
0

Ie05Wi50a

BIPOLAR PROMS

$2995

62

RR

0357
r1Yi05e1

50

151245)7S

ó

20
24

m..
Mt

ñ.7ó/

1295

i

R

889

Lome

WI5
ti

r Dr

s

10

1595

Sln

ISO

LED READOUTS

Trim°
e255 Pros 1/0
8257 F109 0,44

74S47le309125S.81TS

4002

0057104 Clock Gen

6

82504tyn Comm

125.8 Rem

495
4938515 Coon Convener
2 95
4738603.1 9004,11. Game
8 95
45386061 Wmeoul Game
950
05386071 ShoonryGNP, 895
4738910 Sound Generala
1295
5576a777í Sound Generator 395
005320/21 N SInIS Gen
995
44M5369He<IM,
395
LMI
MO4uM10
395
MM57100 NSC Color TV
n

ZERO INSERTION FORCE

9 50

6

TV CHIPS /SOUND

195

Ro

595

473850016 Games 0A5

495

0

41
59

550

655'

$19.95

4

1395

1,t
14081.8
DACOI n 6, ,,
DÁCOe
DAC IOU

95

495
4o0SL

69

6502 SUPPORT CHIPS

NEC

59500
17500
7500

1310 "B" E. 64179er, Santa Ana. CA 92705
542 W Trimble Road. San Jose. CA 9513,
MAY VARY

PR'. OING

2
2

5532

64K
RAMS

10

140806 6

SOCKETS

95

9 75

825215104600/745188

RETAIL STORES OPEN MON -SAT
STORE
STORE

2

8226 0,A
8028 Bo. Dover
6228 Sys COnIIOI
8238 Set Cent
5243110 asp

6520 RA
6522 Mull
8530-002 003 004 005

249
2495
249

Rny0PD 914

'

13.50
7 25

T5
Free, Con.
750 31,13412 BCD

a

5 75
2 75

11124.4 140011

&nary

703804
9400 Vdl

4

1350
2200

8700901 Bona,

172 Pu

1116

Rna

2 7S

Ind

1

5

nn

Ws do

ACP Price

1691
$79.951set
2143
A/D CONVERTERS

725
696
650

095
895

los Pm

ííái

Custom Programming

$3795

119500
14800
29000
17500
47500

8800 MICROMODULE' PRICE LIST

MODEL NO
9600A

List

4627g:

39!

14065408
e8o47

$1795

25

an

795

15,15 1515p

Ind

65Ó Bus 07,591

SYSTEM 2A
with Z-80A CPU 4
MHz. 64K RAM, I/O Board, 20 slots, Iront
panel. double density disk controller
board. Full 1-year warranty.

429.00

pp

875
1295
875
1295
2995
3895
3595
3940
359S
3940
3595
3940

is

8251151512111'5

4900

e

2495
6495

1

$1499

Altair RAM Boards. Fully Populated as is

9601

S10
56

ACP Price

$59.95 Limited Supply $59.95
Dalatrack
Double S ted
Double Density

0008

6650 ACIA
6552 Sear 40.051
6560 Modem
6562 4104d.10,
68714 0MHI OSC

935
542

RP -221 RP Probe
C,-231 AC Current Clamp
DL-241 Del Due Test Lead Kit
TL -242 Square Test Leads...

OPS -1. List

SPECIAL PURCHASE

9609

S24
$35

The new Seules II CPU Board leaf Ures
MHz Z -80A CPU and full-feature Iront
panel. 20 -slot actively terminated motherboard, with 25 amp power supply (50/60 Hz
operation. incl. 68 elm fan).

1

MPI

$189
$10

a 4

01.154E

0

6521
6529 P,,OnI7 Ins
6834.1 511 . 8 Eirom
6545/17046505 CRT ConI
6847 Color CRT

$140

Box

Same as TMS 4044 but designed specdlcally
for Z.80 based systems. This is lull -spec
4K x RAM, 450 Ns.

4050 4x .
4060 4K

6800 SUPPORT CHIPS

INTERSYSTEMS
The Preferred 5.100

Zilog 6104.4

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

MHZ
2.5 MHz

8110
6820

S110

TECH 300 0191111
TECH 310 DIgila1 Multimeter
TECH 330 Digital Multimeter
VC -201 Vinyl Carrying GM
DC.202 Deluxe Carrying Case
HV -211 High Voltage Probe

'5',...52

4K STATIC RAM SELL-OFF

16K

25 MHz

I80Á.CTC
284'0944
7.804DMA

8279 Pros Keyp4ra

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

for $29.95

TTT

213OL7C

8275 CRT ConIIOiter

°i BECKMAN

PRIME -450 Ns.
8

40 MHz

52513 leI

.

2708 EPROMS

25 MHz..

',1

17

1125

1025

835

41á411616K 118 Pol
Sel o18416ó 200 744
41158K116PInl

18 95
18 95

Dr.,

NON -LINEAR SYSTEMS, INC

Doable Densay
Includes. 1797
Double SKIM

701 10 00

17500
17500
7995

5218 8,4 D
8224 oocs 0.7

1.1

625

75

1

54.95
19.95

FLOPPY CHIP SET

795

DYNAMIC RAMS

37 95

8155.8150 10
8055 Vo Math Edam
5202 Dun R11m Cons
52051745 135 0.00451

Model 5-52T...111325.00
1

95

6995

8214 0,0951,

pout4.00.. na1

75

725
1095 1025
1295 1195

09140141

8080 /8088 SUPPORT

a',mu

595

P212593425 1451n I
995
6511114. I CMOS
795
2147 Lon Pwm.4551e4 995
53415
995

4995
6995

821285,

ms.

S -100 WW
$2.99 each

Earr.m

6195
90

s

41413913031

24.95

284'510/0 25 084
2804.510/0 40 4462
280 -510/1
15 MHz
2504.5495 40 MHz
290510.12 25 MHz
280.510: 2 40 MHz

Model UV15411E 869.95
:

.490
1

1995

2604.00

Nldata

1695

50

z-80 SUPPORT CHIPS

"Eprom" Eraser

MOSTEK MK4015
4K Dynamic RAM

8039
INS 80739

409511 Arid Processor
9512 A1nn Processes
9513 um. T.ming
0.195,? DMA Conlroue,
4095, 9 Umverse Inle,rupl

$69.95

4495

16910414 5e950191
2147 Clock Gen

1195

ADVANCED SUPPORT

BIPOLAR CPU SALE
Signetics 8 x 300 8 bit CPU
While stock lasts 14.95 ea.
UV

14.95

28010

I

39.95

DRIVE CABLE

9035

8748
6809
0086

.11111111111,.

Zí8 CPU comes with
Tony Basic 8 debug
program on the C

6402P

1995
795

MHz

8755

99.95

I !8

579300, DS Floppy
179700, O5 Floppy

439

1.76

6600820

part!

2525yy

;995

06100
5800

16K4 MHz Kit ..159.95
16K 4 MHz AST. 217.95
3210 MHz KR ....289,95
32K 4 MH. 48 T .339.00
Bare Board.... 39.95

a
DISCOUNT PRICES

sls.404Rdareq.wroaM
N rraaepv

44.95

0
0-950
5

E54444402

2995
3695

179102 Dual Floppy

415

EMM42o0a

74 95

J55
265

1791.01 Dual Floppy

2115

1165

595
995

6M.1,A,om

1781 Dual Flopyu

]63

295
29p

2114441100..14045)

95

CP1600
6502
65024

6

jÌ141,j500nsJ140O451

2995
4995
3995
995
1695

TMS9900JL

S-100

roam ade, male, eedecal. russ
Yoe
tlaad Werra Late Nos ae:v rarer y rm4e
pond tl 4 Pad des !4 orra teal Om o rea mow.. fn,
atop OI ó4O rraGeae0
SUL ab 0595A

95
95

990

2903 4-0t 5upersl5e

9839.00

apiary

14
14

1!5

u

]9

r

40250ns
4
4044 460.

1995

2901
29014

or 4 MHz Expandable uses 2114L's

2

4.75

80804
00004.4MHz
SALE 9065
80081

32K STATIC RAM BOARD

THE VISTA V-1000 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE SUBSYSTEM
911
0954 dams no rums ads 44Mmaw b
1:ntlrn9rea Wetrne/ aoarma pss 10509511 -rtlbp %woe copse
9MaA1ap111Slapn1404Oo Ohaad.wnermnr noun 5119110

masmomenremeennomeet
mown Crum N M bam

CO

RAM

Call For Volume Pricing

2111

21121
21011

19..75

\/

Specily Computer

21L02450,,, pAS.c
211022som 2102

3.95
1395
1695

P.O 138501

FLOPPY DISK I/O

,tints

100

519900
14900

64K

2804

CENTRONICS PRINTER

"V-DRIVE"
1100'

hI

16

16 MI to

l

Vista

0oe

10002
280

MEMORY EXPANSION KITS.
4116's, 16K1200/250 os
e ecs
524.95

V-1000

i

4/104

$24.95

0101

i

s

nHde

SuDieCl
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xrverignl

Re1a1,5ua«Iom

pder
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4We
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s

e
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smuts manulacmurer

FOR INTERNATIONAL ORDERS,

1310 E. Edinger 1714) 953-0604
Santa Ana. CA92705 TWX: 910595.1565

CALiFORNiA
Office
Post

ITA
Torrance, California 90503

Box 3097 B

1

26 Megabyte
Hard Disk Drive

rr

from

;'l

GEORGE MORROW'S
Thinker Toys

SKET T

uhe Morro. Products.
.Additional hard dek
v50
Puma 70 dram
ve
teams 1D
Moms
oves
'1827
Itieem Z.
drive
1750

Private labeled for Califenia Digital

Lack diskette ,e certified double denlty at 60
tracks. l'o Inettre emerged media life each die kette 1. manufactured with a reinforced Web -hole.
ploaue library case L. Included
And at course.
with every lax of diskettes. 515111- CDR 01K10)
Please specify computer or required sectors.

SKETTES

511NI1t

Memorex

J101

Verbatim 525101K101

Rot

10

95

it

Doe

Scotch 74001(10016)
Dysan

10

Switchboard interface

8 "DISKETTES

$20.00

45.00

43.00

Cmporalon
t for

ntly Ow Ste:

tee..
load of eight

had

CaBuck
lifomla legetal

l Inch

diskettes.

Cl. fortunate to

mese

d- ketie.

are

'

On

n

at

,

instructions.

200ns

4116
150ns
4164 d4K

3.25
3.75
49. 50

450ns.

250ns
2114L4 450ns
2114L3 300ns
4044-4 450ns
4044-2 250ns
5257-3 300ns

3.00
3.50

3.95
4.25
4. 95
5. 50
4. 47

2.75
3.25

2.50

18 slot
USAI

3.00

.99

1.45
2.95

2.75

2. 50

3.75

3. 00

4. 50

4.25

4. 95

4. 50

4. 25

4.05

2.75
4.00
4.35

1. 39

2716 tri -volt
2732 Intel
2532 TI

4.95
7.95
9.95
19.00
21.50

4.50
6.50
9.00
17.50

3.25

5. 00
8. 25

4. 50

.

crosstalk.

rra hua.

epoxy gloat.

DIP

,

NW'frl'llf:S

1
T

.66

.75

.911

.113

B

1. 05

12

1.19

.ÿl

.X7

.:1

.09

6

I',

in

Ileum real Data byete,, -e IO31.P
.O .lee.

. 5

Tulle

1ín11

$169

...other carbon compression

,e sot etch +electable b.tween answer and orieDirectly connects to the new modular

,

I

tinsel wire wrap 1T11
9í11W 111-Pal. .350"
Sullins 111 -Rel. WOO
Salting /Altair .160"
.156" Centers (standard/
22/44 Kim Eyelet
36/72 Digital Group S/T
56/72 Digital Group blAb
43ro6 5tatorola 8s00sfr
43/86 Stato.5600

sAt

101

52.50
x.00
4.00
1.50
1.50

42.05

2.05
4.50
5.35

4.05

El 5

2.50
5.05
6.60
6.60
7.00

5.50
8.15
8.15
6.85

UDS 103J /LP AUTO ANSWLR $219

7205

n,nt m
yip>' erne

1.3b

I.

1.1:t
1.10

Ju

1.6:

1.115

INTEGRATED CRICUIT SOCKETS
Low Profile Wire Wrop
each 100'
each 1001
pin
pin
pin
pin
24 pin
40 pin
s

14
15
18

6.10 0.09
.10
.12
.11

$.46
.19

.n

.15
.26
.42

.50
.60

.13
.21

154
1. nn

.40

4.41
.41

.45
.81
.07
1.47

Packaged in the same physical size as the industry standard 5 1/4" minifloppy disk drive. The micro- Winchester stores thirty times as ncuch data (6.38 megabytes
unformatted). accesses data twice as fast (170 milliseconds) and transfers data twenty times faster (5.0
megabits per second.)
The ST506 is factory sealed to protect the media from
environmental contaminates. Requires only DC voltac,.
Dual California Digital 5 1/4" enclosure.
ST506 drive and power supply.

¢1500

300

Shugart Associates SA400 removable

31.60
2.25
DE hood
1.50
DAISP .Hale 3.J5
DA19S female 3.25
DA hood 2/P
1.60
DR255 male 2.50
DR 255 female J.35
DR hood 2/P 1.35
locals male 4.20
120575 female 6.00
DC had 2/1.
2.25
UDSOP male
5.50
DEOS female

female

b.0

10.24
$1.40
2.00
1.35
2.15
3.10
1.35
2.15
3.15

LIS

4.00
5.75
2.00
5.10
6.60

media disk drive for above package. add:
5 -100 & Apple controller scheduled for
spring release.

DATA INPUT

TERMINAL

iron.
Corporation.
he

25e

$1.50
1.90
.20
2.00
2.30
1.20
2.25
5.05
1.05
3.70
5.50

n

directly ono

the

a

e

.

n

a

eil.

n 1+om.
1m1

tmda

premium ras, alumm,un an
effect keywoM. d

alone
tom ln Mod meat.
Deed data rmd'aletrtssMe meratosr of peon. PeMieeto
nut most of al the "USED'" terminal. eith a little m.enimalm,
5 -100 cm,puter and video dlepl.y ur
to make the perfect home far
modification will accept the Rockwell AIM -e5 m.tcrolcomputer.
five volt regulated pacer mpply is available for an additional .2U.
ttm. Ongc,4 acqu,eiDm aver 170..
All urns are to excellent c
.

-2 ibn

I.ts

DD50 hood 2/P2.90

2.40

Regulated

CENTRONICS
7.05
57-30360

6.75

Power Supply

DUSOS

.

10d conepntably.

n.nt on

71011

WRY male

each

5-100 .125" centers
Imam adder .250- row

Your Choice

11íe1..

onion

7103
7107

Tr

100 -. powered fran,beteleph,ae line. No need to locate molen, in
a.5.». potterrecepuelo. 510D- 1031.1' 2p,unds.
Ir Cat
of the new "Bell" o k lar 1,.daete.
m
Idea for
ln, Mitre telephones. Requires external A.C. l'o r. Allg,.ltC,Sr 2 Lb.

1e.1 ne

11v .00
onlafllw, 1.30 1.19

7101

CONN CTORS

7. 50

GOLD EDGE CONNECIGPS

I

Megabyte
Hard Disk Drive

rIX:(:1.1.
.60
.79

19. 00

0.n

5

No short cm:
ared.
oproa.ce this n

2764

Dir.

Technology

., front California ['t...,.

16.00

MODEM

Shugart

-erreur

jRt

F-211M
(10121r
direct connect

come.,..,

per disk dint.

NEW
from

Mother Board $35

and

3. 75

3.75

add $50,00

'

SWITCHES

I. 05

/Solis

3.

Qume Double Sirl<.d
1;e I. Drive '575
A

tam circuit

8803 -18

EPROM
2708
950ns
2716 5V.

,

1K1

45. 00

1.19
1.49

,

100+

STATIC
21L02
21L02

,

Quiet
Buss

DYNAMIC
4116-

, ,

_cmCaetor with edge card

ter.

$395

timer ntox your home lust like clockwork. Turn on lamps :and
appliances while lour away Iron, home. Completely compatible with Your misting System S -10 devices.
113./'
Appliance Module 500 W.
$65.00
eSR Timer eight channel
13.1.',
Lamp Module 300 Watts
34.95
Slarter control console
NEW full control wall good, 11.
15:
lib r . , t
r oll e r

S -100

32+

6

11795

$1995
117J

5HUGART 801R

The new IISIl

Unconditionally

ea.

5130.21101

Export Disk driver.

ï>,

25-

de.

Dirk drive cable.

guarenteed for one hell year.
Add $3.00 for TRS -80 jumpers
and

15 lbs.
R Disk Drive
:den eshauet fan. cn
Megan 000/0 with CP206 power s n:;'
,. ri harnessing cables.'
.fete in dual enelo itre with a i l
11510-1001
36
pound..
Included.
leocun:ematlm
monMom out with two Shugart 0010 disk delver.

BSR

16kmemor (8)4116's
actory prime-

801/

UNRRANIn:D"

MEMORY
1'

$395

Memorex firma. ta 01.
lake Al diskettes sir.
1)101, a. a library cap..
free nub the parcha...
This after is +Otee:

.ffered this lead of prime magnetic

Scotch bee 10 beI2y4an box 10 M. MAX boo 10 bo.
EIGHT INCP
Stogie eide/stagle den. 740 -0 435. $33.
3740/1 $49.
$47. 3060 $ 5. 0.3.
Single We/dmble den. 741 -0
3740/Id 75.
73. 3000
45.
43.
37.
35.
Single Mete/ 32 sector 740.32 35.
33.
Double side/ double D. 743.0
65.
50.
na.
3115
49.
45
scull:II brand head cleaning kit. $24.95 S1SIA- C1415R61 please Specify 51/4 8"
Prices available on request for: tope. cartridges. dlekpacks, volun,n diskette..

TRS-80 $
APPLE II

t

boxes

$31.00

i

Shugart Associates

$25

MEMOREX

BOX

bone.

$35.00
27.00

$27.00
20.00

.

1

One hundred boxes $21.50

Ten boxes $22.75

',laattramo includes 117 /230 volt power supply and your chin. of
sts or twelve slot motherboard.
Six slot enclosure is supplied with mounting provisions for toar 5 1::
floppy disk or W'btehester drive.
.AC receptacle is provided for terminal or other accessory. Chassis
has been punched to accept six ass Orted computer aonn'..m..
Slipping weight 37 Ile. ESSI -CD]
5205.00

1

FREE PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE INCLUDI' D WITH THE
PURCHASE OF EVERY BOX OF DISKETTES
by me of
the most respected producers of magnetic media.

S-100 MAINFRAME

$3495

RIBBON CABLE CONNECTORS
3.35
17/345 "disk i.6S
4.15
5.05
4.70
20/40 TRS -110 5.85
5.15
4.00
25/50 B" dill: 5.90

5VOLT 5AMP
This

1151.i

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE
All merchandise sold

by

California Digital is premium grade.

First five pounds $2.00; each additional add $.40
Foreign orders 10% shipping. Excess will be refunded.
California residents add 6% sales tax. COD's discouraged.
Open accounts extended to state supported educational institutions and companies with a "Strong Dun & Bradstreet."
Warehouse: 15606 Inglewood Blvd. Visitors by appointment.
Shipping:

Circle

51

on inquiry card.

(800)421-5041
TECHNICAL & CALIFORNIA
(213)679 -9001
TWX 910325-6212

r
CALiFORNIA
Post Office Box 3097

ITA
Torrance, California 90503

B

Enclosure for Two 8"
Disk Drives and
12 Slot Motherboard

1

World's Best Selling Printer

EPSO

MX8O

$375

Modular in concept... designed for coat effective
system Integration. Buy as much as you require.
The basic enclosure I. engineered from welded
structural steel. RF line filter insures that the
ncl osure conforms to the Federal Communication Commission RE! requiremeot. Two exhaust fans provide maximal airflow across printed circuit cards. The enclosure has mounting provisions for two 8" Qume for Shugart disk drive.
.mJ a 10 megabyte Winchester drive. The basic package is supplied with two AC accessory receptacles and
.dl AC and DC power cable.. Rear panel has been machined to accept nine assorted computer connectors.
Shipping weight 30 lbs. ENkt -20 $375.00
POWER SUPPLY manes into basic enclosure. supports two 0" disk drive. and 12 slot motherboard.
Slipping weight 15 lbs. PS5 -213 599.00

Tiger

Bidirectional printing. Logical vrknlg
shortest lines. 80 CPS. 64 graphics characters. Forms
handling. The list of standard features goes on and on The
fact is that there are few printers that can compete with the
MX-80 at ANY prier. And none -ZERO -in its extraordinarily affordable price range.
of

3101
-

1350

=

-;

Terminal

5510 P/S

-

5279
n`opin
curd prvcevw
e

.

nt
i..

,

IIN

I'.'rl

rld

r

1195

la'.

1Ilht.ill'S

a,d

AMPEX

e

Wilt M,vl.1 157011B available SPA.. PIIN-5570 P9
1

r allt1

DIALOGUE 80
CRT TERMINAL

h70 lbs
75 lbs

PRINTRONIX
P-300 $4500
P-600 56150

IDS

Tiger 560

Utahlo 630
Diablo 1650
Webb, 1640

1aLaooth 180
Print room 300

Printrmta

600

PRESLX80

9475
PRE5LX80F 595
PREMX100 825
1295
PR09500
P11.49501
1295
PRAI50
1075
PRG480C 1095
PRC5606 1350
PRD630
2150
PROMO
2850
PRU1640
2496
PRU180
1350
PRP300
4500
6150
PRP600

NEC /Sellum
NEC /Sm 16K

PRN5510pa 2605
PRNS516ps 2795
TEC /Starwelt. PRV300
1395
1

Ckidata 80
Oktdate 82
Okidata 83
Teletype 43K
Texas Ins.elO

PRUBO
PROB2

410
619

PRO83
PTT4320K

PRT810B

Tex.lns 810C

Centronics 730
Centronics 737
Centronics 739
Centron 704 -0
Centrnx.704 -11

PRT81OC

PRC730P
PRC737P
PRC739P
PRC704 -5
PRC704 -1

e

895
1095
1450
1795
520
605
795
1405
1569

SYSTEMS
&EMPLE II]
...

$1170

..

"2650
Ilew /Pick I5 SYSIIP85
Ilcw/Pack 03 SYSHP83

6

P

Apple

11

HEWLETT
PACKABO

HP85
l'Ion SY5,SP

D.

375

c. IIAYES PRODUCTS

Micromodem for Apple

319

COMPUTER STOP PRODUCT'S
Double Vlslon / BO Column Video
INTERACTIVE STRUCTURES
15 Channel A/11 card AID /2

225

S+p

245
165
119

...

.

Dual serial parallel Interface Alt
SORRENTO VALLEY ASSOCIAII.:
B" floppy controller (Pas -ill

250
275

Assembled

Burned -in

Tested

ADDS Regent 25 numeric cluster
ADDS Regent 30 25th status line
ADDS Regent 40 limited graphics
ADDS Regent 60 Block mode
Ampex Dialouge 80 two page.detatch

VDT -R25
$850
VDT -R30
950
VDT -R40
1195
VDT -R60
1495
VDT -D80
995
Digital Equipment VT -100
VDT -V100 1595
Digital Equipment VT -132
VDT -V132 1895
Direct VP -800A emulator
VDT -P800 call
Hazeltine 1410
VDT -H1410 750
Hazeltine 1420
VDT -H1420 795
Hazeltine 1500
VDT -H1500 850
Hazeltine 1510
VDT -1115101025
Hazeltine 1520
VDT-H1520 1225
Hewlett Packard 2621A
VDT -HP21A
Hewlett Packard 2621P
VDT -HP21P
IBM 3101 -10 character node green VDT -3101 1195
IBM 3101 -20 block mode
VDT -31012 1395
Lear Seigler 3A upper case only
VDT -L3A
850
Lear Seigler ADM5
VDT -L5
945
Lear Seigler ADM31
VDT -L31
1385
Lear Seigler ADM42
VDT -L42
1995
Soroc IQ 120
VDT -Q120
675
Soroc IQ 135 NEW
VDT -Q135
850
Soroc IQ 140 detatchable keyboard VDT -Q140 1150
Televideo 912C
VDT -T912 665
Televideo 920C
VDT -T9k0 745
Televideo 950C detatchable keybd. VDT -T950 985
Zenith 2 -19
735
VDT -Z -19

VIDEO MONITORS
BMC KG12C 10N1FIz
P -31 gen phosphor

Leedex/Anldek 12 "100
Leedex 100 green
Leedex 100 -80
Hitachi color 13"
Zenith color 13"
NEC green phosphor
Panasonic color 10"
myo 9" BW
lico 12" green phos.
_.n 15' 11W

$259
129
169
197
389

379
219
149
235
259

LOOPY DISK COSTHI,I. I.I e.
Calif. Computer 7422A slit,
2.2 CP51
RUF -C2422
Codling "Disk Oase' features the

CPU 001311115

1

Calif. Computer 2510A Z -80
11I1C- C2elo 5250
1151,5. Same
ualbout Z -80 24 bit. 45111:
1111C -0:750
23U
Without 808510O115 dual 10 bit
375
UIIC-0:86
procesar
aleasaremmt Systems Z -60

serial 2 parallel real 11311e
8 vector 1117C -51780
will, seria a parallel
111.1C-5sí'2
1/0 pon.
Teletek 113C -1 single hoard
CPU b floppy disk controller

controller. USIA
arbitration
Rut -Gill

Measurement 5veten,s 765 chop.
single b double density. Error
SO 5ye
Systems

395

MAINFRAMES

Calif. Computer 2200A 12 slot
ENSI -C2200
power aupp!),
TEI 12 slot table Ent-112
MI 22 eta table EN51 -r22
twdbout maintrm. EN51 -65I1

805

INTERFACE BOARDS
Calif. Con tauter 7715 I/O
2 eerlal /2 par
nor -C2710
Storm* Deatm. Switchboard
2 serlalli part Bur -5150
Morrow Designs SWOlboard
J eerlal/sP.
Ou 'r- Molli
tk.dbout Interlaces cale

.
340

--

1051.1.100

serial/2 par l Iwo -441

1

serial /2 par

I

100R -0112

oo,e
calendar

115 VAC.

7

merchandise sold by California Digital is premium grade.

Shipping: First five pounds $2.00; each additional add $.40
Foreign orders 10% shipping. Excess will be refunded.
California residents add 6% sales tax. COD's discouraged.
Open accounts extended to state supported educational institutions and companies with a "Strong Dun & liradstrect. "

Warehouse: 15608 Inglewood Blvd.

Circle

51

Visitors by appointment.

on inquiry card.

21:.
271

la/
lo,

X115.luck/
yCK

375

Alec Elec. Nov wrap prototypeb.ard
BIM-ARM'
Alen Elec. General Puennee

685

00450111

20l

proto board
1110-AGP
Spectrum color

11.

1..41
11115 -1150
C. !layes S -100 Micromodem

BDS -11511

5lullen Producto catty/der
alti

2.

Rotron Muffin Fan
7

11,

SPECIALITY HOARDS
r real
4r

.585

1025

extra

#147

Ivy

259

systms
e
Pon -100

programmer

2

5.0dó01 Interfacer l'an

542U

1,01051 .0156115
Digital Research 32K. 2719
U

11,
11,

1

495
550

MEMORY amAR115

Calif. Computer 20553 elk
dyan,lc memory HO51 -07085
C.Rf. Computer 2018 151,
static memory 01151 -C2018
Cull.Computer 2032 .2K
le memory Im51 -C2032
GOdtwnt Ham 17 64K malle
memory 16 bit 111181 -G17
.SII Systems Espandoram 11
1615 dynamic
10151.1.510
04K dynamic
15011 -E581
klcasurc,,,nnl Systems Ú51116400
for Alpha Slices I1D51- 510400

eta

1

35.5

III3C-IVC1

SC;

11

double density BUM -V1
'rurbell U/U
0114'- '1'F'2
Morro. Design I50k Jucket'
single density Bill -WI
Morrow Design Disk Jucken 11
double density 14111 41J2

SD Systems SIIC -200 Z -00

plus f/O

1

en,.

4

clack.

322

NEC 785

$12.00
10.50

100
(.

1000

Watts WR2A1

Factory fresh Muffin fans
NOT pull -outs. ENIF-401

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

... -

".10

5551 MICROCOMPUTER

e Ampex Corporation. The UcJOe., CO femuras reoovable keyboard.
.:,sayable two pagee Bair optional) Waal program keys. half intensity protected
statu. line. Transmits data either bock. line or character mode.
rt.and
eUen, value. VDT-U80
shipping 47 Ibo.

II'n

All

IReSler c118re

450

S-100 BOARDS

$995

Saperbraun644SY55064t4 53350
2850
Ssperbrain64DSYSSB640
3205
North star 94Q SYSN64Q
Nomhstar 94D SYSN64D
2895
NEC /PC8000 SYSPC8000 call

2650
1890
Altos ACS8000SYSAC58000 4705
Osborne I
1755
SYSU111
1405
Commodore SYSC0032
1705
Commodore SYSC80t6

MICROSOFT PRODUCTS
Apple to 2 -50 CPU card

it

battery back -up
Walker 50200
Plus with titer
R0s1 Writer /Programmer
APPLE BRAND PRODUCTS
Apple Language card
Floppy disk with controller
Floppy disk without controller
Apple parallel Interface
Apple Clock
ROM

09
00

Analog/Digital cmnener 74700

:'.

VIDEO TERMINALS

PRINTERS
Epson 51X00
Epson 51X80F1'
Epson 51[100
Anad_x 0500
Anodes 9501
Anacun, 150
IDS Paper l'or.

f

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER P11q,1
Intro X -10 system for BS8
Intro X -10 card only
15 channel AD /DA 8 Olt

SysrE \I5
1315
Arithmetic Processor 7511 01C
vnchrmot aerial interface 7710 129
95
Centronics Interface card 7726
69
12K PROM Modal. 7114
calender /Clock. Rat. back -up 7424 99
7720A
09
P
all InI f
CALIFORNIA CUSIPUTER

Programable Timer 7740A

eeds

1.1

i MOM

:1:.T.

APPLE
1

is auedlr w IIxn
fin. Model 11d0 P5 PI
KÁ
tractor
In'
Isu lurtud.-t

prlmuble

$

7r I IT::.!',+, .:

COMPUTER

,

discount
price

-6116.:

ACCESSORIES FOR THE

IBM Direct Price '129
California Digital

NECSpinwriter

'

ABCDEF OHIJI'.LMNOPORSTUVWXYZABCDEFGI
11+

Displ

560G

I

Immediate Delivery

5101'IIERBUA20 with noise canceling basket -weave ground plane. Con, lete with twelve gold S -100 edge
connectors :aid card cage. Shipping weight 3 lbs. BOB- 51T1112C $95.00

itiimPaPer

Correspondence quality printing.
A lot of primers costing a lot more can't touch the hi
perfurmaeet. It gives you a choice of 40. 80. 6h or
umns of printing in as many as four distinct priming den -:,
modes, a total of twelve different combinations which can
accommodate nearly any printing requirement.

(800) 421 -5041
TECHNICAL & CALIFORNIA

(213)679-9001
TWX 910325-6212

hem,

25

7400
SN7400N
SN7401N
SN7402N
SN7403N
SN1404N
SN7405N
5N7406N
5N7407N
SN7408N

5N74/9N
SN 7410N

SN7IIIN
SN1112N
5N7113N
SN7414N
SN7416N
5N7117N
SN7/20N
SN7421N
SN7422N
SN7423N
SN7425N
SN7426N
SN7427N

5N74aN
SN7130N
5N7132N
SN7431N
SN7411N

SN7/AN
SN7M0N

SN7MIN

.20
.25
.25

.a
.29
.35
.35

.29
.29
.25
.29

.a
.40
.69

.3
.29
.25

.29
.45
.29
.29
.29
.25
.49

.a
.24

.25
.40
.25
.20

.9

SN7442N

.59

SN74/3N
SN 7444 N
SN1M5N

1.10
1.10
.19
.79
.69
.79
.29
.20
.20
.20
.25
.10

SN7446N
SN7447N
SN7446N
SN7450N
SN7151N
SN7153N
SN7451N
SN7459A
5N7460N
SN7470N
74L500
74L501
74L502
74L501
74LS08
71LSOS

71L501
14L509
74L510
74LS11
74L512
71LS13
74LS14
74L515
74L520
74L521

71L5a

74L526
74L527

HLSa

71L530
71L532
71LS33
74L537
74L511
74L540
74L542

.

.29
.29
.35

.É

.á
.É

74LS51

7/L55/
LSSS

74L573
74L571
71L575
74L576

.a
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35

.45
.59

:

.119

1.25
.49
.69

74L5%
74L540

SN7492N
SN 7493 N
SN7494N
SN71%N
SN74%N
SN7497N
SN74108N

.29
.35
.35
.49
.35
5.00
.50
.99
.69

.9
.35
1.25
.49
.59
.45
.45
.69
.69
.69

3.00
1.49

SN7/1MN

.9

SN741175N

.89
.35
.39
1.95
.39

5N74107N

SNN109N

5N741uN
SN74121N
SN7/122N
SN7/123N

SN7413N
SN711aN
SN74132N
SN74136N
SN74311N
SN74112N
SN74143N
SN74144N
SN71745N
SN71147N
SN74148N

.79

SN7123N

1.29

SN74285N
SN74305N
SN74366N
SN74367N
SN74368N
SN74390N

25

.75
.99

3.25
3.49
3.49

La

.69
.69
79

1.25
.79

74LS

74L5109
74L5112
74L5113
74LS114

74LS1a
74LS126
74L5132
74L5133
74L5136
74L5131
74L5139
7/LS1S1
1/LS153
74L5134
74L5155
74L5156

1/L5157
7/L5158

71L5160
71L5161
74L5162
71L5161
74L5164
74LS165
74L5161

74L519
74L5170
74L5173
74L5171
74L5175
74L5111
74L5190
74L5191

SN)4A3N

.89
.49
.89
.89

74L5192
71L5191
74L5194
74L51%
74LS197
71L5221
71 L5240
74L5241
74L5242
74L5241
74L5244
74L5245
74L5211
74LS244
74 L5249
71L5251
74LS253
74L525]
7/LS258
74L5260

.89

741_5273

1.75
.89
.89
.89

74L5219
74L5213
74L5290
74L5293

.a

74LSI0)

SN741MN

1.%

.59
.49
.49

SN74151N
SN74152N
SN741S3N
5N74154N
SN74155N

71L592
74L593
74LS95
74L596

SN71156N
SN74157N
5N11164N
SN74161N
SN74162N
SN74163N
SN74164N
SN74165N
SN11166N
SN74167N
5N74170N
SN74172N
SN14173N
SN74174N
SN14175N
SN74176N
SN74177N
SN74179N
SN71110N
$N71111N
SN74112N

SN74115N
SN74190N
SN74191N
SN74192N
SN74197N
SN74194N
SN74195N
SN741%N
SN74197N
SN71194N
5N74199N
5N74221N
SN74251N
SN74276N
SN74279N
SN74213N

5N7/150N

74LS123

.35

A5

7/L571
HL583

SNN66N
SN7N9N
5N7490N
SNN91N

.93

1.15
1.15
.35
.35
.35

74L5e

5N74/12N
SN7486N
SN7865N

7/L5122

.9

74LS18

5N7/76N
SN74NN
SN7NON

.59

.59
.45
.39
.35
.89

74L5/7

74

29

SN7472N
SN7473N
SN7474N
SN7475N

41117T,

.75
.99
1.15
.45
.45
.45
.49
.49

.9

1.25
.59
.59
.99

.9

.89
1.15

1.15
1-1S

I.15
1.15
1.15
1.19
1.19
1.95
.99
.99
.99

2.95
1.25
1.25

74LS29

74L52%
74L5352
74LS3S7
74 L5355
711.5166
74L5361
74L5386
74L5373
74L5374
74LS375

.79
.69
.89

72051PG

7X6EV

1.95

.99
.B9
.79

2.25
.79
2.49
2.49
1.25
1.25
.89
.89
.89
.69
.89
.89
1.49

1.49
1.25
.99
1.95

.A
1.49

3.95
7.95

.9
.69

.69
.69
1.49
1.49

1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.19
1.19
1.49
1.49

1.49
1.49
1.49
2.95
1.19
1.19
1.19
.99
.99
.89

.69
.69
.69
1.95
.89
.89
.99
.99

1.25
1.29
1.29
.69
.69
.69
.69
1.95
1.89

End.1tack.G.,

4- chencn ^

high,

180mí1

a

.45
.45
.45

7453

.9

74508
74509
74510
74511
71515
74520
74522
71570
71572
74538
74540
74551
74564
74565

74574
74586
745112
745113
715114

C A3035 H

CA3039H
CA3016N
CA3059N
C04000
C04001

C0492
CD4006
C 04007

C0409

CD4010
CD1011
C04012
C04017

C040H
C04015
C04016
C04017

Co/011
C04019

CD103
C04021

CD103
C04023

CD10N

C0403
C 0402
CD1027
C

040

CD103
C04030
C04034
CD1015
CO1010

486

.50
.45
.45
.45
.45
.45
.45
.55
1.25

3.95
.55
.69
1.19
1.75
1.35
1.35
.79
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35

74501

2.95

.50

745174

1.59

.45

745175

50

715186

1.59
2.95

10.95
10.95
12.95
12.95

.50
.75

745191
745195
745196
745240

1.95

79

745241

2.95

N

745242

3.25

745472
745473
745474
745475
745570
745571
745572
745573
745940
745941

CA309N

3.75
3.95

.79

CA3010H
CA3013H
CA3023H

74S
745124
745113
745134
745135
745136
745111
745139
745140
745151
745153
745157
745158
745160

.s

.99

2.15
3.25
2.49
1.15
1.50

3.25

CA-LINEAR
CAA60N

CA3080H
CA3081N
CA7062N
CA3083N
CA7086N

.39
.39
.39
1.19
.25
.49
.49
.39
.25
.49
1.39
1.19
.59
1.19
.99
.49
1.19
1.39
1.19
.29
.79
.23

C D1069
C 04070

2.%

004071

.69

C 04072

.9

3.25
1.25
2.00
2.00
1.60
.85

CD-CMOS
C 04041
C 04042

04043
C04044
C04046
C04017
C04048
C04019
C 00050
C

1.49
.99
.89
.89
1.79

CA1096N
CA3130H
CA314oH
CA7160H
C A3401N

CA369N
C D 4098

C 045%

C 04507
C 04508
C 04510
C 04511
C 04512
C 04514

3

.200'
.200"
.200"
.200"
.200"

red

541

green

4/51
4/51
4/51

yellow
clear

red
.208 green

541

.170" red

441

9.95

115
3.15

1.39

1.25
1.25
.59
3.50
2.49
.75
.99
1.95
1.19
1.29
1.49

1.95

--

11

218.3341

18

2203342 20

PIn
Pin

7.95
8.95

pin
pin
pin
pin
20 pin
22 pin
24 pin
28 pin
36 pin

LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
40 pIn LP
1

16
11

pin 5G
14 pin SG
16 pin 5G
18 pin SG
24 pin 5G
2101n5G
36 pin SG
40 pin SG
Il

1

ASST. 2

BYTE September 1981

.16
.19

.a

.15
.18
.20
.27

.34

.32

.30

.37
.11
.45
.60
.63

.36
.37

.35
.36

.44

.43

.59
.62

.56

3
.22
.29

.21

44l
541
441
441
441

1.99
.79

RL-2

72501JE

.69

7S561PA

Nickel Boron Plating
G.F. PSF Plastic Body
Wire Wrap Contacts

.31

.49

.45

.41

.54
.59
.79
1.10
1.65

A9
.53
.75
1.00
1.40

.44
.48
.69
.90
1.26

1.75

1.59

1.45

-r

Part No. Pins Price
214.3592 14 Pin 9.75
216.3593 16 pin
9.95

Part No. Pins Price

218.3594
2103595

225.3598

14

16

18

3

2403599

Sea.

Sea.

5w.
586.

a40 pin
pin

1

pin ST
pin ST

3.49

-24

.27

.25

.30
.35

.27
.32

.99
1.39

pin ST

1.9

.N

Ilil
8PInWW
10pInWW

1

.25

.30

.45
.90
1.26
1.45

.42

.D
1.15
1.30

pin WW
16 Pin WW
11PlnWW
20 pin WW
22 pin WW
24 pin WW

-24

.63
.73
.77
.90

1.19
1.49
1.39

1.9

.50
.67
.70
.61
.99

1.35
1.26

1.23
1.14
1.30
1.79
1.89

14

28

W

1.9

1.53

36

pin WW

1.99

40

Phi WW

2.19
2.29

Ohm 16
Ohm 47
Ohm 120
Ohm 330
Ohm $10

2.9

Ohm 22 Ohm
Ohm 56 Ohm
Ohm ISO Ohm
Ohm 30 Ohm
Ohm
114

7.511

1.811

2.265

2.714

4.7K

5.6K

6.6K

10K

12K

15K

86K

27K
64K

33K
ó2K

391(

47K

100K

ASST.5

54a.

15011

180K

130K

5w.

23K

27015

ASSTS

390K

470K

560K

66011

1311

I.2M

1.5M

11M

3.3M

19M

4.7M

2.2M
5.6M

Includes Resistor Assts.

1

50pco.
60pas.

$1.95

50pee.

$1.95

Sopes,

$1.95

60p44.

$1.95

50pcs.

$1.95

$1.95
$10.95 ea.

S0pcs.

(350 pcs.)

-

Spec Sheets
254
Send 064 Postage for your

FREE 1982 JAMECO CATALOG

lameco

1.%
1.%
11.%
l4.%

ELECTRONICS

H.%
11.%
0.95

MC 14531

2.19

MC11541

1.%

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS

-

PHONE
ORDERS

WELCOME
(415) 592 -8097

WORLDWIDE

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
9/61

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

11.%
17.%
2.25

u.%
19.%
5.15
12.%
6.50

Tone Generator

74C

.39

71CO2

.39

.A

14C%

74C04
74C08
74C10
74C11
74C20

.39
.39
.75

74C107
71C151
74C/51
74C157

1.89
2.95
3.%
2.25

.39

71030

74C 160

.39
1.39
1.95

1.69
1.60

.99

74C161
74C 162
74C 163
14C164
14C 173
74C114
14C 175

6.95

14C192

1.29
1.29

74C193

71G8
74C 11

.79

71C71
74C65
74C66
74C69

.79
1.95

74C90

74C93

LH0002CN

LMIOCLH

LMIICLH

LH00700H
TL071CP
TL072CP
TL074CN
LH0082CD
TL062CP
TLOMCN
LH0091CD
LM300H
LM301CN
LM502H
LM300H
LM305H
LM507CN
LM308CN

LM39H
LM39K
LM310CN

LM711/CN
LM312H
LM317MP
LM317T

.99
.45
1.00

3.%
21.%
12.95

3.95

LMS34Z
LM315Z
LM336Z
LM137T

1.30
1.40

LM337MP
LM311K
LM339N
LM340159
LM340K12
LM340K15

1.15

.75

1.8

LM367N
LM389N
LM392N

5.75
.60
1.00
1.10
1.10
1,00
1.79
4.49
3.25
2.95
1.25
1.95
1.79
1.95
1.29
1.45
1.35
.69

LFAeN
LM39H

4.00
5.00

TL464CN
TL196CP
NESIOA
NE529A
NES3IH
NE536H
NESIOH
NE544N
NES58A

4.49
1.75

LM3MN
LM 386N.3

1.75
1.95

6.95
.99

5.49
5.75

74C925

7.50

74C926

7.50

86C95

.79

80C97

.79

LM702H
LM103CN

.79
.89

LM723N
LM733N
LM739N
LM741CN

MC1741SCG 3.00
.79
LM747N
.59
LM716N
LM1014N
2.75
LM1310N
1.95

LM145/CN
LM1496N
LM1556V
LMBOON
Lb/11871N

5.49

LM1872N

5,49
3.25
3.20
1.75
1.49
2.05
2.25
2.25
2.95
.69
1.25
1.15
3.95
3.95
3.95
1.25
3.95
6.95
5.49
3.25

LMI877N9
LM 1889N
LM 11396N
LM209T
LMa77P
LM2678P
LM28%P-1

LM3I9N

LM3908N
LM3906CN

LMA9N

LM3914N
RC4136N

.A

LMS%N
NE564N

.99
3.95
1.25
1.95

1.25
1.25
1.95
1.75
2.95

LMAISN

NESS9V

-59

LM 1486N
LM149N

3.%
6.00
6.00
1-30

LM566CN
LM567V
NE570N

1.35
1.35

14C923

6.00
4.95

4.95

LM59N

1.35

10.%

14C9n

.75
.69
.69
.69

LM382N

LM33IN

1IC911

LM341P-15
LM342P-5
LM342P.12
LM342P-15
LM316N

1.75

.99
.65

1.69
10.95

.29

1.15

LM3NN

74C915

.79
.79
.69
1.00
1.19
.35

LMAON
LM11IN

5.95

71C9n

LM7ION

LM3)ON
LM313N
LM317N

LM323K

.9

10.%

74C911

LM79N

LM39N

LM337IS

71C373
14C374
74C9o1
74C903

LM7I1N

1.25
1.75

1.35

1.95
2.25
2.25
2.49
2.59
.69

7 C24/

L25

LM3S6N

.90
2.49

74C221
74C 240

7.50
7.30
2.95
4.95
21.60
2.50
2.95
2.95

1.25
1.25

1.%

1.25
1.30
1.25
1.25
1.25

LM330Z

3.95
17.95
19.95
12.00

LM340T15
LM34lP-S
LM341P12

LM350K
LF351N
LF153N
LF755N
LF356N

,15
1.95
1.95

LM320K-12
LM320K-15
LM320T-5
LM320T12

1.69
1.59

LM340T-12

2.49
35.60
1.19
2.19
36.40
.99

1.95
1.95

1.39
1.39
1.19
1.69

LM340T3

.79

3.%

Ill
1.9
1.69

LINEAR

1.39

LM316CN
LM319N

1.59

74C1%

6.85
4.50
4.75
1.95

LM3I7K

LM33K3

17.%

Volt Rel /Indicator
Volt Rel /Indicator

74C00

74C42

13.95

Voltage Convert. r
Waveform Generator
MonollthIc Logarithm c Amp
50ppm Band -GAP Volt Ref. Diode

8%9CCQ
8211CPA
8212CPA

-5%
$1.95

3.%

CMOS Quad Op Amp COMM. IOMV
CMOS 0040 OD Amp Comp. IOMV

110NCCPE

LMA16N

R04151NB
RC4194TK
RC4195TK
LM4500A
ICLIOSóB
LMI3090N
LM13600N
751äN

1.25

75450N
75451CN

4.%

75492

4.95

1.3
1.49

1.95

.9
-A
.9

CAPACITOR CORNER
Value

50 VOLT CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS
Value
19 1099 100.
19 10 % 100
.001 0F

10

pl

.9

.06

.0

22
47
100

pl

.08
.08

.06

.O5

06

.05

.010F
0251F

.08

.%

30174E

pl

.9

pl

220 or
470 of
.001 m

l

.08
.08

.9
.9

.9
.9

.0011

F

.1µF

.06
.08
-08
.09

.9
.15

.06
.08
-06
.07
.01
12

.%
.08
.06
.06
.08
.10

100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS

.0022m/
.0017m1

120K

-7

50100

23-49

.49

19K

Funds Only
$10.00 Min.
Calif. Residents Add 6% Sales Tex
Postage- Add 5% plus $1 Insurance

.24

.54

1.211

Order - U.S.

50100

.59
.69
.79
.85
.99

3.3K
6.3K
22K
56K

5...

12.95
12.75
13.95
15.95

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
(GOLD) LEVEL #3

Ohm 11 Ohm 15
27Chm 33 Ohm 39
68 Ohm 12 Ohm 100
8000hm 22001101270
470 Ohm 560 Ohm MO

IM
27M

Pin
pin

SOLOERTAIL
STANDARD (TIN)

ST
24 pin ST
28 pin ST
36 pin ST
40

712.3596 22
224 -3597 N

DM 10.95
Din 11.95

II pin

50100

25-49

.35

ASST. 4

.I5

I3.%

PD
7611BCPA
1612BCPA
7621BCPA
7631CCPE
7641CCPD
7642CCPD
7660CPA
1011CCPD
7556I

.. $.39 ea. or 3/51.00

L

34.%
1S.%

4019íl Unie. LED Drive
10.95
LCD 464 Digit Up Counter ORI
11.25
31.%
501911 Univ. Counter
74.%
S Function Counter Cole, XTL
4.95
CMOS Bln Pro9. Timer /Counter
CMOS DlvIde -by256 RC Timer
2.05
CMOS BCD Prog. Timer/Counter
6.00
CMOS BCD Pro9. Timer/Counter
5.25
CMOS 555 Timer 01 pin)
1.45
CMOS 556 Timer (14 pin)
2.10
CMOS Op Amp Comparator SMV 2.25
5MV 2.95
CMOS Op Amp Eut. CmvrCMOS Dull Op Amp Comp. 5MV 3.95
CMOS Tri Op Amp Como.
IOMV 5.15

7N21JA

100.

2.49

MC14433

/call

7226AIJL
7226AE V /Kit

403)3

.61

.39

ASST.3

.19
.39
.45

Ca93

Part No.
X C5491

fer

50100

10

ASST.

1.49

C04081
C04082

721

TILO Red/Green

1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS

C 01066

.99

11.95
12.95

7549

-24

1.24

C0490

14419

2403346 40

Pin
Plu

STANDARD

ASST. BR

MC

a

SOLDE RTAIL (GOLO)

1.95
2.79
11.%
2.19

04078

228 -3345

.17

14

1.79
1.79

C

Part No. Pins Price
22 pin 9.%
V4.3344 N pin 9.75

222- 3343

LOW PROFILE
(TIN) SOCKETS

C 04521
C D1513
C DI562

1.49
.49
3.49

72171J1

616

Diffused Bi-Color LED

441

16.95

1.01911 Fr09. Counter C.C.
4.01011 LEO Up /Down Counter

721601P1

1.16

72401JE

6/51
5/51

Tests Sockets

Part No Pins Price
214.3339
pin 5.%
216.3340 16 pin 6.49

C 045.16
C 04528

MC14410
MC14411
MC14412

1183

RECEPTACLES

Nickel Boron Plating
G.F. PSF Plastic Body
For lasting IC's

1.19
1.19
2.95
9.95

04017

rd.l

1WZERO INSERT ION FORCE

C D1056
C 0099

C

4011./2

.2007

.0%" red
XC309R .125" ra0
XCIO9G .125" green
XC209Y .la" yellow
XG50R .185" red
X0526113 -185" green
XcS26V .113" yellow
XC526C .185" Oie.,

4/S1

SOCKETS

C04052

C04/24
MC1449

44.í.r Fun, 14 grn. /2

VU

1

ASST.7

.49
49
.39
.39
1.39
.55
.39
.39
.99

96.4311!

8.16

1

1.29

.55

I

4616

1

C D4520

01584
C DI123

110

1

1.19

C

/8l/löD

`D--

0491

C 04566
C D4583

2!.1

24.%

I

1

2.9S
1.49
1.79
.89

C01068

Sue,

ban reel
06M31144 Linn, Functionit ban preen /4 radl
NS M31115 Logarlthmlc Functlon 110b.n red
98MÁ164 Lop.rithmlc Func. 16 ern. /2 y.tl. /2 rd.)
9611131111 VU. Meter Function 1l0 ban tall

19

9%

a ternaiacon.

C.A.
Common Anode
Common Cathode
D.O.
Double Digit
DISPLAY LEDS RHO Right Hand Decimal
Type
Polarity
Ht
Prise
Type
Polarity
Ht Price
MAN
C.A.-red
.270
2.95
OLGS9
C.A. -green
.503
1.25
MAN 2
5x7 D.M. -red
1.95
.300
1.25
330
DUN
C.C. -red
MAN 3
C.C. -red
.125
.25
0L707
.300
1.25
C.A -red
MAN 52
C. A.--green
-300
.99
.503
1.49
DL728
C.C. -red
MAN 54
C.C. -green
.330
.99
OL741
.600
1.25
C.A -red
MAN 71
C.A.-red
.300
.75
C.A. -red
.600
1.49
MAN 72
C.A. -red
.75
.360
pOL747
.600
1.49
C.C.-red
MAN 74
C.C. -red
.300
7.3
OLON7
C.A. -Orange
.800
1.49
MAN 82
C.A. yellow
.300
.49
DL0850
C.C. -orange
.800
1.49
MAN 54
C.C.-yellow
.500
.99
OL33B
C.C. -red
.110
.35
MAN 3610 C.A. -orange
.49
.300
FNDaó
C.C. t
.357
.99
MAN 3630 C.A- orange I
.330
.99
FND357
.357
.75
MAN 3640 C.C. -orange
.330
99
FNDS00
.500
C.C. (FN0503)
.99
MAN 4610 C.A.-orange
.400
.99
FND507
C.A. (FN0570)
.500
.99
MAN 6610 C.A. -orange -DD .560
.99
HDSP3401 C.A.-red
.800
1.50
MAN 6630 C.A.-orange I I .560
99
HDSP-3403 C.C. -red
.100
1.50
MAN 6640 C.C. -orange -DO .560
.99
HDSP.3106 C.C. red ±1
.800
1.50
MAN 6650 C.C. -orange t
.560
.99
5012-7751
C.A.,R.H.0.red .430 1.25
MAN 6660 C.A. -orange
.560
.99
5082.7760
C.C..R.H.D.red .433
1.25
MAN 6710 C.A. -rad -DD
.560
.99
4e7NUmerlc( RHOI.600 22.00
5082.7700
MAN 6740 C.C.- rea -DD
.560
.99
5012.7302
4147 Numeric (LHD).600
22.00
MAN 6750 C -C. -red I
.560
.99
4147 Hxdcl. (O9/AF) .600
5012.7340
22.50
DL0301
C.C. -orange
4N21
300
1.25
Photo Xf1s9000980l0ol.
.69
01_0507
C.A. -orange
.300
LI T1
1.25
Photo Xflstor Opto-lsol. .69
OLG500
.500
C.C.-green
MOC 3010
1.25
Optically ls0l.Trlac Driver 1.25

C 04516
C 04518
C 04519

0193

with

linear function

M V50

.20' yellow 441

C 04515

C

IC

14.%

Tone Generator Chlp, XTL
066111ator Controller
7207AEV/KII Freq. Counter Chio, XTL
720111P
Seven Decade Counter
7209 IPA
Clock Generator
72151PG
4 Func. CMOS StOOwatch CKT
4 FunC. SlnOwalch [MID, XTL
015E V /Kit
7216A1J1
50191% Univ. Counter C.A.
7216C1J1
6.01918 Freo. Counter C.A.

Stable internal voltage

Io 30mA.
014

DISCRETE LEDS 4111
XC556R
XC5S6G
XC556Y
XC556C
11C225
XC22G
XC22V
M V 1OB

3.19
2.95
19.%

5.95
5.95

72%CEV /K1í
7207A PD

7

7124IPL

1.35
.49
.69

C

N8M314

)

2.50

C 04075
C D4076

1.49

1.95
1.95
2.95

1.45
1.45
1.35
1.35
.79
2.95
3.25
2.75

x

output or darer

1

I.%
125
125

2

plan [4105. flute

volt power supply oSy_ Indpendent canot lune
an. See: "L 1-3178H ..225 "D.
06.1721 Alpherwmolc DI.ptay
$19.95...

1.%

745243
745244
745251
745253
745257
745256
745260
745280
745287
145286
745373
745374
745317

lied

chamoises. 84-Char.l.l ASCII format 8u,h -in
nl.rnory, decoder, multiple.er end Orner. Direct
,nd.pendmdy and Ky.,
.00.0 Io F4h digit op,C. Tri congtDle. Five

1

74500
74502
74503
74501

Highh con

p.cYage.

"L

/9 "H o 3/16 "0
oar or dot dirpey node . ernelly .Nectable by u
Peckeg n ere and..ta0Ya6k fort e.pended displays. Can be
cascaded to IO err.y. 1100 batOraph Nementel. LEO currant
5140:

1.39

.79
1.19
.79

/Kit

7206CJPE

4.95

Price

Stopwatch Chio, XTL
334 01915 A/D (LCD Drive)
IC, Circuit Board. 01Spl4y
345 01910 A/D (LED Drive)
IC, Circuit Board, Display
36. 01911 A/D LCD DIS. HLD.
390 Digit A/O LED Dis. HLD.
Low Battery Volt 100101tor
CMOS LED StoDwatch/Tlmer
SlOPwatCh Chlp. XTL

/Kit

.89
1.15
1.79

.69

811.597

CMOS Precision Timer

V /Kit

7015E

7116CPL
7117CPL
7201105

.89

2.49
2.49
2.49

SIL5%

Function

7045IPI

7107C PL
7107E V

.89

OIL

Part No.
7106CPL
1106E V /Kl l

19

741.5393

7/L5670

10- Segment
Bargraph Displays
(with On.Board Driver IC.Chip)

.89

741_5316

71L5399

4 -Digit 16 Segment
Alphanumeric Intelligent
Display with
Memory, Recorder, Driver

.01111

.12
.12
.12
.12

.10

.07

.022011

.10

.07
.07
.01

.M7m1
.1 m I
.22m I

.10
.10

.13
.21
.27
.33

.11
.17
.23
.27

.08
.13
.17
.22

20% DIPPED TANTALUMS >Salit» CAPACITORS

.1

/ÄV

.15/35V
22/35V

.3/35V

.47/35V

64/8V

1.0 /3SV

.A

.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39

.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34

.3

45458

.11

.77

.3

.51
.53
.63

.45
.47
.56
.69
1.25
.69

.34
.37
.45
.55
.95
.55

.3

2.2/35V
3.3/25V
4.7/25V
6.1/25V
15/25V
22/6V

.14
.16

.10
.12

.47/25V
47/50V

.16
.15

.11
.11

1.0

1.0/50V

.16
.16

.20

.11
.12
.12
.18

.15

.13
.14

.21

.19

10/16V

.15

.13

.12

23

10/758

.14

.13

.22
.34
.13

.15

47/90V

.16
.17
.25

.14

.21

.49

.61

.69

.61

100/25V
100/50V
100/10V
470/25V

.17
.23
.21
.21

.19
.14

.45

Al

.21

.29
.29

.3

.29
.29

.A
1.39
.79

MINI. ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Radial
199 100649 500+
1.99 100499 500+
Axial
47/50V
1.0/50V

3.3/50V
4.7/25V
10/2óV

10408

22/25V

22/50V
41/25V

V

00/25V
10040V
41

no/8s,

220/50V

470/68

19/ 21óV
2208/16V

.16
.19
.17
.11
.11
.19
.19
.24

.8
.3
.a
.41

.A
.86
.54
.79
.89

.a
.a
-N

.37
.34

.79

.9

/I6V

1.0ß5V
4.7 /16V

4.7/25V
4.7/50V

í0/50V
100 /16V

-l5
.16
.15
.16
.17

.15

.16
.17

.25
.37
.37
.35

.0

.14
.13
.14
.15
.13
.14

31

.12

.13
.12
.13
.14

-.12

21
.31

'

311
27
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semiconductor

POWER CORD SALE

Clock Modules MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
12V

842-812

OC

AUTOMOTIVE/
INSTRUMENT
CLOCK
APPLICATIONS:
Imdash .utOClOCke

Aft.-market auto/
RV clocks
Aircraft- merin elks.

12VDC oper. Insru.
Portable/b
powered In.trumnts.
Fatures:Bright 0.3" green display. Internal crystal time.
base. t 0.5 sec, /day occur. Auto. display brightness control
logic. Display color lilterable to blue, blue -green, green &
yellow. Complete -just add switches and lens.
MA1003 Module l3.on' Lx7.75"Hx.911D7. $16.95

CLOCK MODULES
Digits! LED Clock Modula
8.95
LEO Alarm Clock/Thermometer 18.95
Digital LED Clock/Timer
6.95
9.95
Digital LED Clock & )(former
7.95
Digital LED Clock
17.95
CBA .5" Red Digital LCD Clock
8.95
.7" Green Digital LEO Clock
TRANSFORMERS
102.P20 Xformer for MA 1023,1043 & 5036 Mods. 3.49
102 -P22 )(former for MA1026 Clock Modules
3.49
102 -P24 Xlormr for MA1010 Clock Modules
3.49
MA1023
MA1026
MA5036
MA1002
MA1010
MA1032
MA1043

.7"
.7"
.3"
.5"
.8"

Rad
Dig.
Red
Red
Rad

-80130A/8080A SUPPORT

/a"

211

-

B

- .25 watt

Ohm

A0201
$1,25 ea, 231.95

10/$7.95

ea,

Holds

cells

2 ea. C

Aluminum

Case

leads
$ .45 each
551

-801 -159

H

10/$3.95

BATTERY
HOLDER
Holds 4 ea. C cells
Plastic case
9't leads

$.49

82721

ea

10/54.25

EPROM Erasing Lamp

A000111CCN
DACIOmLCN

13P1224

Clock

DACImOLCN

DwN
DwN

DP19f

D AC1071LCN

0m..10r/Orlrer

-

D ACIO/LCN

La.. Perionral Oriret

.

1101
3101 (11011
7107

71L07
2111111111
7117
7114

RAM

MC1a16u

1034.011

MC5.0

mrouat
OM IMDMAtl01

us Comm, Adapter
swy4mrono.4 5.181 Data Adapt.

(MM.

PI

MCItlt

0.170. 0101111 1400EM
7a.tlaps Mee. us.

CNN

-

Duad }Stela bus Trans 1MCIIT721

MCMtlA

MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS
CO. (M03IMNI 110011
CPU IMO1iN4I1IM1I41

zoA Iron

INS1N4
tl1
INSP.%

3.95

u.%
a%
%
10%

635

ows

e%
.95
u.%

11.%

NIPS/
P

.0. 15.0

R.%

-

$79.95
JOYSTICKS

UVS-11E

TMi%%

1.%

959

511

K.%

Ptl%

CPU

a.%
a.%

M5031NS7a1

CPU

MP.16-1111
]sell Gyn..

Du al

al.011

MMS%N

1

M3
MwN

MMSORN

M.031N

Accumulator
a81í Dynamic
Itl4e11 iynamic.cum.alor
./517011 Ch.M.

.011
.011

MAIM.
7511%

we 77.011

750.22.. 351

Cynamic
Slallc
Dual 177.011 511íc

WEN

5.95

M.xtl

15586195

Filler 151

5.95

Band ,111

I9.%

n

u.%

n

1.13

Source

1.8
L16
1.10

TOn0.Comp.Prec.Re1,00m /C1
LMJ%H
ADCOex LCD 6.11 A/O Conran. 11 L511)
DACOnICN 491. D/A Conr.tar 11.711 Lin,)

4.%
4,%
2.25

0001115

CO.aN
AV441E6
/1.4.0000
r4.951141

Ac.Sax

nevooard

1.0165-5

Own.
ORT CELL

JVC40

40K

12)

55.25
54.95
54.95

Video Controller in casa

6 -Digit
Clock Kit

ode display

chip

Switches for hours, minutes

15-50

30

0.200

020

MABUCHI RE280 S 99

077195

000

0 290

6.150

each

3.1/8"

1.30

570

-

nt

SIS

01 425

9T.il
dr35

be used

supply.

as a

general all- purpose variable power

FEATURES:
Adjustable reguletedpower wppliu.
pos. and nag 1.2VOC to 1SVOC.

Medei

Leggi

COPS.

60"

422300

corsos

WY O.

T..,

EO"

2.1"

.3"

1.6"

2.1"

.3"

ExP350

31"

2.1"

.3"

E2P600

6.0"

2.4'

.6"

9414701

ExP650

3.6"

14'

6"

061230)

510.00 Min. Order

JE610 ASCII
Encoded Keyboard Kit

MIR
The JE610 ASCII Keyboard Kit can be Interfaced Into
most any computer system. The kit comes complete
with an Industrial grade keyboard switch assembly
(62- key.). IC's, sockets, connector, lectron)c compo-

a double-sided printed wiring board. The
keyboard es00mbly requites +51./ IS 150mA and -12V
st 10 mA for operation. Features: 60 keys pentet the
126 characters, upper and lower as ASCII set. Fully
buffered. Two user -define keys provided for custom
appllutlons. Ceps lock for upper-cwonly alpha charm.
We Utilizes a 2376 140-pin) encoder read -only memory
chip. Outputs directly compatible with TTL/DTL or
MOS Ingle arrays. Easy interfacing with
16pin dip or
18 -pin edge connector. Size: 355"H
145 "W x 81 "D

-

Negative 12VDC Adapter Board Kit

2211101

2120)

S

358

481230)

21401

5

1..7E

2100)

81431

2148)

S

835

-

Spec Sheets
254
Send 860 Postage for

your

FREE 1982 JAMECO CATALOG

ELECTRONICS

-

PHONE
ORDERS
WELCOME
(415) 592 -8097

WORLDWIDE

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

.

.

59.95

JE600
Hexadecimal Encoder Kit
19 -KEY KEYBOARD

81211

...$124.95

Provides 11V DC .rom Incomin95V DC

FULL 8 -BIT
LATCHED OUTPUT

2100)

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS

aisAgiuroáaéólvá)

JE610 Kit &cónynKgnynts(nol +9eo.G.ales'..$ 79.95
K62 62 -Key Keyboard (Keyboard only) ...$ 34.95
DTE -AK lease only - 3% "Hx1rWx33 "0)$ 49.95

4.70

9414701

-

JE610/DTE -AK

Prim
S

lameco
9/81

$24.95

for JE610 ASCII KEYBOARD KIT

res

am

SsM
41160)

11/1

U.S. Funds Only
Calif. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
Postage- Add 5% plus S1 Insurance

.

Circle 180 on inquiry card.

5Tie Point

IIA

LED "on" Indicator
Printed Board Construction
120 V AC input
Sill'. 3 -1/2"w x 5- 1/16 "L

JE215 Adj. Dull Power Supply Kit (as shown) , . $24.95
(Picture not shown but similar in construction to above)
JE200 Reg. Power Supply Kit I5VDC. 1 mpl
$14.95
Adapter Brd. Ito JE200) 15.±9 & o 12V. $12.95
JE210 Var. Pwr. Sply. K it, 5-15VDC, to 1.6amp. $19.95

Center

Chan.(

1.0"

Power Output leach supply):

5VDC a 500mA. 10VDC CO 750,nA,
12V OC d! 500mA, and
/SVDC 175mA.
Two. 3-terminal adj. IC regulators
with thermal overload protection.
Has sink regulator cooling

$29.95

Ow-

JE212

"

JE215 Adjustable
Dual Power Supply

also

BNC Plug
BNC Bulkhead Reap.

IN.

007

9I

$19.95

Description: The JE215 is a Dual Power
Supply with independent adjustable positive and negative output voltages. A separate adjustment for each
of the supplies provides the user unlimited applications
for IC current voltage requirements. The supply can

51.60
51.60
51.79
51.29

53.79
S .49
51.29

1.

Quick Test
Sockets
& Bus Strips
11111111

13"

General

UHF Adapter
UHF Plug

51.75
52.95
51.79

nents and

Incl. all components, caw &
wall transformer

J E 701

a .49

T.

...10/57.50 ...100/$50.00

115 VAC operation

Size: 615" x

S

01

52.95
53.50

.

Screw Lock Hdwr.121 DB25S /P
Cover for DB25P /S
P.C. Edge 122/44 Pin)
BNC Plug
BNC Jack
UHF Adoptar
UHF Penal Rap

Taw..

Acv

Simulated walnut caw
operation

11.

(R heyal

Encoa. Ill .r41

XAO

and hold modes
Hrs. easy viewable to 20 ft.
12 or 24 hr.

4.

m ..ton

EXPERIMENTOR
SOCKETS

bright .300 ht. comm. cath-

Uws MM531 clock

D- Subminiature Plug
D- SubmInlture Socket

D8255
D20418 -2
DB61226
22/445E
UG88 /U
UG89/U
UG175 /U
S0239
P L258
PL259
UG260 /U
UG1094 /U

TRS -16K2 16ONS
TRS -16K4 250NS
11

t.D

VDC 200mA

9 VDC 500mA

MM5290 1UPD416/41161 16K Dyn. Rams 1NSI
* Documentation
for Conversion

Pulsa Ubl..rsl
95/14444. Serial O.O.rO Encoder

MMS/4MN

GLOBAL
SPECIALTIES

JVC-II

5K Linear Taper Pots
100K Linear Tapar Pots

IM

53.96
S4.95
55.95
53.95
13.26
33 95

*8 ea.

o.rd Encoder

374073
011955

DB25P

ELECTRONIC TOY MOTORS

.937 0.0. x
1.201 Length

JS-5K
JS-100K

.

E

er

rd

74C132

Price

12 VAC 25OrnA
12 VAC 500mA
12 VAC 1 amp
9 VAC 1.7 erne
9

et

Kit comes complete with:

TELEPHONE /KEYBOARD CHIPS
PUN anon TelePnone Dialer
Repertory Dialer
CMOS Clock Genera.

Output

11

TRS -80
16K Conversion Kit
Expand your 4K TRS -80 System to 16K.

...Digit

CONO2N

y.te.

t

13

klnual

Floppy DIN Controller
Communi.tlon Cnlp
Microprocessor R.1 Tln. Clock
Microprocessor COmpatIOR Clock
ocontroll.
RAM
nldrDirect LED Or.
t roll. with 64.111 RAM
LED Drive w/N Rust int.
.S..VAC Fluor. Drives 170plo Oke.)

MMMINN

-

13.

Dual MOS Clock Driver ISMZI
Dual MOS Clock Drlr. (5041

COP..

Temperato,. Transducer
!err input OP Amp
Samm a so.d Am.11Nra

Le..

9.

D.

User Marsual

1N51771N -1

3,36117

9.

USer Manual

050015CN

13051acN

CNrnl

19,15

-

SPECIAL FUNCTION

.A

LMSSZ

user

MGM.

ln

LM1117

375

MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS

1%

w

14,%

1.49.7 Math SYmool4 P
1..947Atpna. Control CnaL Gan.

Dual 210.1311 static

Ga
Cons . ,

3715

PROM

ic

vic=)11

7,M
11.95

e

CONNECTORS

17.95

charactor Generator (Loves. COO

MCM6795P

a%

DV 9200
DC 900

1.95

04C41141400

511.811 Dynlmlc
1001.011 Dynlmlc

N3.0I1 Stalk

117V /60Hz
117V /60Hz
120V /60Hz

AC1 700

635
915

Character Generator IUeser Casal

may

F. (Dual tll

AC1000

11.95

151317140)
7511130711

1.95

Ou.o..t 51.11

117V /60Hz
117V /60Hz
117V /60Hz

AC 500

91.15

ROM'S

1.95
1.95

2.%

Input

Part No.

Ad-250

9%

sus 'resume B1eO.r PROM
NI PROM

L%

.
Tn
o . To . yw pana Filter
Suo.
op Amp

1)

-0.ra More PROMS Ll.0In Our Cots. -

75.v

ADI.I
.Ica
LAMP.

N011.157

4.11
1.11

(0.n Coll..)

ONG.

125116

7.%
195

1074811

DATA ACQUISITION-

p
475

-NMOS
READ ONLY MEMORIES
MCMSInm
71.9.7 ASCII snut. NC..

Dynam ic

IW11 Static

net

Octal
Octal

i,n

Ier uN

c.rrtñ.

95

UV Erasable PROM
EPROM

16.95

SHIFT REGISTERS

l

NOS. r

tern

%%PROM
8x1 PROM

2....w-

Transformers

4,95

4.95
9.95

MO EPROM

-

5.95
3.49
19.95

115.41

5701

A9

,55

.2

NW-

100

1

,.-4....,

PI t'1-..

3..

IMM529pN41

Ic 16.pin

71540

-

,39

435-802

PROMS /EPROMS
714

INSIOON

24019/3

eon

TMm)R
RO EPROM(4V,.V,OVI
.RInta11.R1T1 163I EPROM (Single SVI
}.platter Tt
32% EPROM
7111
se EPROM... (Single 5V1

INSA%N

Inuroraur

.46

3.11

Statl
10..4 Sta.

2101

,35
100

1

",,,,4

-

_

AC and DC Wall

3.75

Low Pow.

4O

IONA

070115

NW. Micro

4

-9

'-

.25
25

1.15

oil RAM

M

TPD41MMO407/
TMSIOIS

7t.%

By.

4.95

L.

IN Dyn,200ns11111

7.25

a.n

CPU GU

195

Static MOS
Wn.4 Static 450ns
1014 51.11 mats Low Power

71

MMp%JJA

I5.%

uU- 1.61111MH1)
-SN.Cnia RBie(laoytesRAM)

107..1 Sta1N
356.4 Stuc

1

4016.1

N.%

-9

1

.59

3.95

Fan >0.
EA. Slane
MMS81
1071.1 Dynamic Fully Decoded
MM5.2
Dynamic
MMS31013101
Dyesmlc
13411.21
Dynamic 1%nt
5161

M.4u
vol

RAM(
CPU-64 Byt44 RAM

4FI40.ICN

10,0,

,39
468-828

.49

MO Dynamic 250nc

414

CPU

M

4.15
1.49

4116N41UPD4161 NO Dynamic

075231/45111

3NIPc

473992

,45

155.1Slallc
IR..1 Drnamm
355.4 Static
1074.1 static

M. Static

19.%

25pN

-9

-9

1.11

1074.451411c 700ns
ION.. SIAM NOns

74.0

O7931A0C CPU-4 911511.1Com,
MPU w/Cloct ISO Bytes Memnlory)

IN5108074

254V

100
.30

1

11.205 L1n.I

2%44

71143
21147

-

clock and RAM
c.PI

1.41
5.95

tlO 9A00 0ART

711.7

...Static
Swic

MCM.

(OALLIn.I
(0.20x Lin.)

1.Cnannel

1101

6800 /8800 SUPPORT DEVICES

zn IROCI

,39

.30
362 -812
10 -99
,35

1

RAM'S

OcIal 1.711.0 Paripneral Drwer

Mcse52CP
M 410/101
MCM71

I7.6110/A Converter

Av5.1011

1.611 61 DI.er110n11 Receiver

MC16OO

I0RItD/A Con rerter

COMIN

o.. 0...lcfl .all I/O IPPI)
M. OMA Control
Prod
m Control
w. CRTtconlroiler
1nursac
Tlming
or0/0í41a.
Synem
Element
1.611 e1.01r«1mnel Receiver
1.811 RLDInOicnal Recare.
Octal

MONO. C

DACIOIILCN

Sylteml
p Convpner/aus Orly.
5vstem Controller
I/O Epanda. lot lo Series
us Comm. Element
Prod Comm. I/O ( USART)

DPW.

15av

Erases 2708, 2716, 1702A, 52030, 52040, etc.
Eraws up to 4 chips within 20 minutes.
Maintains constant exposure distance of one inch.
Specie! conductive foam liner eliminates static build -up
Built -in safety lock to present UV exposure.
only 7-5/8" 2.7/8" x 2"
Compact
Complete with holding tray for 4 chips.
$16.95
UVS.11EL Replacement Bulb

tO9ItD/ACOnr.MICro.Come.10.05%111%
ailO/ACpnr. Micro. COmp.IO.lesl Ln

Input/oulDUl
P.IOrny Imalupl Conuol
61.131reuional e.. D1wr

MC56502

BATTERY HOLDER

.35

1611

COO.

ea.

DATA ACQUISITION (CONTINUED)11311 NO Conr.tar (ach. Mum.)
5.74
3I1 A/OCOnrerler (IS-Ch. Mulll.l
1095

1

ADCUIwccN

A
D01717

MCM61

8 OHM SPEAKER

DEVICES

35

The JE600 Encoder Keyboard Kit provides two separate
hexadecimal digit. produced from sequential key entries
to allow direct programming for 8 -bit mleroproc..or
or 8.01, memory circuits. Three additional keys ere provided for umr operations with one honing
bistable
output .callable The outputs are latched and monitored
with 9 LEO readout.. Also included Is key entry strobe.
Features: Full 8 -bit ¡etched Output for microprocessor
Three user-define keys with one being blstable
operation. Debeunce circuit provided for all 19 keys.
9 LED readouts to verify entries. Easy Interfacing with

standard 18-pin IC connector, Only e5VDC required
for opmatlon. Sim: 35 "H x 85 "W x 8 % "0

JE600 /DTE-HK aiólóúTé áéów) .... $99.95
19 -Kay Hadae. Keyboard,
JE600 Kit PC BoardLCwpntt(noaa).. $59.95
K19 19 -Kay Keyboard )Keyboard only) .... $14.95
DTE -HK fuse only - 3y. "H4/8.4"W O "O) $44.95
BYTE September 1981
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"THE BIG BOARD"

414`

OEM

-

INDUSTRIAL

-

BUSINESS

-

SCIENTIFIC

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT!
Z -80 CPU!

64K RAM!
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THE FERGUSON PROJECT: Three years in the works, and maybe too good to be true. A tribute to hard headed,
no compromise, high performance, American engineering! The Big Board gives you all the most needed
computing features on one board at a very reasonable cost. The Big Board was designed from scratch to run the
latest version of CP/M*. Just imagine all the off- the -shelf software that can be run on the Big Board without any
modifications needed! Take a Big Board, add a couple of 8 inch disc drives, power supply, an enclosure, C.R.T.,
and you have a total Business System for about 1/3 the cost you might expect to pay.

Uses Industry standard 4116 RAM'S. All 64K is available to the user, our VIDEO
and EPROM sections do not make holes in system RAM. Also, very special care
was taken in the RAM array PC layout to eliminate potential noise and glitches.

Z -80 CPU
Running at 2.5 MHZ. Handles all 4116 RAM refresh and supports Mode
INTERUPTS. Fully buffered and runs 8080 software.

crisp, flicker -free display that looks extremely sharp even on small
monitors. Hardware scroll and full cursor control. Composite video or split video
and sync. Character set Is supplied on a 2716 style ROM, making customized
fonts easy. Sync pulses can be any desired length or polarity. Video may be
inverted or true. 5 x 7 Matrix - Upper 8 Lower Case
With

a

FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER

2

SERIAL I/O (OPTIONAL)
Full 2 channels using the Z80 SIO and the SMC 8116 Baud Rate Generator. FULL
RS232! For synchronous or asynchronous communication. In synchronous
mode, the clocks can be transmitted or received by a modem. Both channels can
be set up for either data -communication or data -terminals. Supports mode 2 Int.
Price for all parts and connectors: 585.

Uses WD1771 controller chip with a TTL Data Separator for enhanced
reliability. IBM 3740 compatible. Supports up to lour 8 inch disc drives. Directly
compatible with standard Shugart drives such as the SA800 or SA801. Drives can
be configured for remote AC oil -on. Runs CP /M 2.2.

TWO PORT PARALLEL I/O (OPTIONAL)

x 24 Video Kit
Floppy Disk Controller Kit
Z -80 CPU Kit
SER 8 PAR. I/O
S -100 Mother Board
SUB TOTAL

i

Uses Z -80 PIO. Full 16 bits, fully buffered, bi- directional. User selectable hand
shake polarity. Set of all parts and connectors for parallel /O: 529.95
I

REAL TIME CLOCK (OPTIONAL)

BASIC I/O
Consists of a separate parallel port (Z80 PIO) for use with an ASCII encoded
keyboard for input. Output would be on the 80 x 24 Video Display.

80

I

24 x 80 CHARACTER VIDEO

64K RAM

64K RAM KIT

(64K KIT

BASIC /0)

SIZE: 8v, x 133/4 IN.
SAME AS AN 8 IN. DRIVE.
REQUIRES: 5V @ 3 AMPS
- 12V @ .5 AMPS.

FEATURES: (Remember, all this on one board!)

FULLY SOCKETED!

-

Uses Z -80 CTC. Can be configured as

SYSTEM COMPARISON
5370.00 Talk about bangs per buck! The prices shown for
365.00
S100 kits were taken from the July 1980 BYTE.
235.00
This will give some basis for comparison between
185.95
the Big Board and a similar system implementa129.95
tion on the S100 Buss.
45.00
51330.90

PFM 3.0

a

Counter on Real Time Clock. Set of all

parts: $14.95

CP /M' 2.2 FOR BIG BOARD
The popular CP /M' D.O.S. modified by MICRONIX
SYSTEMS to run on Big Board is available for $150.00.

PC BOARD
Blank PC Board with Rom Sel and Full Documentation.
S199.00

2K SYSTEM MONITOR

The real power of the Big Board lies in its PFM 3.0 on board monitor. PFM commands include: Dump Memory. Boot CP /M'. Copy. Examine, Fill Memory. Test Memory. Go To.
Read and Write I/O Ports, Disc Read (Drive, Track, Sector), and Search. PFM occupies one of the four 2716 EPROM locations provided.
Z -80 is a Trademark of Zilog.

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565

GARLAND, TEXAS 75040

TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH.

(214) 271 -3538

TERMS: Shipments will be made approximately 3 to 6 weeks after we
receive your order. VISA, MC, cash accepted. We will accept COD's (for the
Big Board only) with a $75 deposit. Balance UPS COD. Add S3.00 shipping.
USA AND CANADA ONLY

NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE ORIGINATORS OF CPM SOFTWARE
"1 TO 4 PIECE DOMESTIC USA PRICE.
Circle 118 on inquiry card.

DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS
(214) 271 -3538

32K S -100 EPROM CARD
NEW!

32K SS -50 RAM

$79.95

$29900

..-.iiiiiii iiiiiiii
..,..Jiiiiii
MINIM!
_"- -iiiiiii

KIT

=

USES 2716's

Blank PC Board

-

534

Blank PC Board
$50

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD 530
SPECIAL: 2716 EPROM's (450 NS) Are $9.95 Ea. With Above Kit.
KIT FEATURES
Uses *5V only 2716 12Kx8) EPROM's
2 Allows up to 32K of software on line!
IEEE S -100 Compatible.
3

7.

1

Addressable as two independent 16K
blocks.
Cromemco extended or Northstar bank
select.
On board wait state circuitry if needed.

4

5

6

8

9.
10.

11.
12.

Any or all EPROM locations can be
disabled.
Double sided PC board. solder -masked.
silk- screened.

Gold plated contact fingers.
Unselected EPROM's automatically
powered down for low power.
Fully buffered and bypassed.
Easy and quick to assemble.

16K STATIC RAM KIT -S 100 BUSS
PRICE CUT!

Al Last! An affordable 32K Static RAM with full
6809 Capability.

For SWTPC
6800 - 6809 Buss

FEATURES:
1. Uses proven low power 2114 Static RAMS.
2. Supports SS50C - EXTENDED ADDRESSING.
3. All parts and sockets Included.
4. Dip Switch address select as a 32K block.

Support IC's
and Caps
$19.95
Complete Socket Set
$21.00

Extended addressing can be disabled.
Works with all existing 6800 SS50 systems.
7. Fully bypassed. PC Board is double sided,
plated thru, with silk screen.
5.

Fully Assembled,
Tested, Burned In
Add $30

6.

16K STATIC RAM SS -50 BUSS
PRICE CUT!

$1699KIT
FOR 4MHZ
ADD 510

FULLY STATIC!

-

KIT FEATURES'

--

FOR 2MHZ
ADD $10

-

Addressable as four separate 4K Blocks.
ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry. (CroBLANK PC BOARD W /DATA -533
memco Standard') Allows up to 512K on line!
3 Uses 21 14 (45ONS) 4K Static Rams
LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET -512
4 ON BOARD SELECTABLE WAIT STATES
5 Double sided PC Board. with solder mask and
SUPPORT IC'S & CAPS -$19.95
silk screened layout. Gold plated contact fingers
6 All address and data lines fully buffered
ASSEMBLED & TESTED -ADD $35
7
Kit includes ALL parts and sockets.
8 PHANTOM is jumpered to PIN 67.
9 LOW POWER: under 1.5 amps TYPICAL from
#1
1

2

the *8 Volt Buss
10 Blank PC Board can be populated as any
multiple of 4K.

SELLING
OUR
RAM BOARD!

FOR SWTPC
6800 BUSS!
ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED - $35

KIT FEATURES

-

Addressable on 16K Boundaries
2 Uses 2114 Static Ram
3. Fully Bypassed
4 Double sided PC Board Solder mask
and silk screened layout
Al Paris and Sockets included
5
6 Low Power Under
5 Amps Typira
1

BLANK PC BOARD -$35
COMPLETE SOCKET SET -$12
SUPPORT IC'S AND CAPS -$19.95

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
At last, an S -100

Board that unleashes the full power of two

COMPLETE KIT!

unbelievable General Instruments AY3 -8910 NMOS Computer

SOFTWARE:
SCL^ is now available! Our Sound Command Language makes writing Sound Effects programs
a SNAP! SCL^ also includes routines for Register -Examine -Modify. Memory-Examine- Modify,
and Play- Memory. SCL^ is available on CP /M compatible diskette or 2708 or 2716. Diskette $24.95 2708 - S19.95 2716 - $29.95. Diskette includes the source. EPROM'S are ORG at
E000H. (Diskette Is 8 Inch Solt Sectored)

4K STATIC RAM
National Semi. MM5257. Arranged 4K x 1. +5V, 18 PIN DIP. A
Lower Power, Plug in Replacement for TMS 4044. 450 NS.
Several Boards on the Market Will Accept These Rams. SUPER
SURPLUS PURCHASE' PRIME NEW UNITS!
32 FOR $59.95
8 FOR $16

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565

GARLAND, TEXAS 75040

'TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH.

UART SALE!

$8495

sound IC's. Allows you under total computer control to
generate an infinite number of special sound effects for
games or any other program. Sounds can be called in BASIC.
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE. etc.
(WITH DATA MANUAL)
KIT FEATURES:
TWO GI SOUND COMPUTER IC'S.
BLANK PC
FOUR PARALLEL I/O PORTS ON BOARD.
BOARD W /DATA
USES ON BOARD AUDIO AMPS OR YOUR STEREO.
ON BOARD PROTO TYPING AREA.
$31
ALL SOCKETS. PARTS AND HARDWARE ARE INCLUDED.
PC BOARD IS SOLDERMASKED, SILK SCREENED. WITH GOLD CONTACTS.
EASY. QUICK. AND FUN TO BUILD. WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS.
USES PROGRAMMED I/O FOR MAXIMUM SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY.
Both Basic and Assembly Language Programming examples are included.

(214) 271 -3538

WE ARE NOT

-

TR1602B SAME AS TMS6011,
40 PIN DIP
AY5 -1013, ETC.

TR1602B
$295

EACH

4 For $1000
CRT CONTROLLER CHIP

SMC t1CRT 5037. PROGRAMMABLE FOR 80 x 24, ETC. VERY RARE
SURPLUS FIND. WITH PIN OUT. $12.95 EACH.

NEW!

G.I. COMPUTER SOUND CHIP

AV3 -8910. As featured in July. 1979 BYTE! A fantastically powerful Sound & Music
Generator. Perfect for use with any 8 Bit Microprocessor. Contains 3 Tone Channels.
Noise Generator. 3 Channels of Amplitude Control. 16 bit Envelope Period Control. 2-8
Bit Parallel I /O. 3 D to A Converters. plus much more! All in one 40 Pin DIP. Super easy
interface to the S -100 or other busses $11.95
PRICE CUTI

Add $3 for 60 page Data Manual.
SPECIAL OFFER: $--495 each
TERMS: Add $2.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 75C
handling. No C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCharge. Tex. Res. add 5%
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20s/s P & H. Orders over $50, add
8515 for insurance.

ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE.

Circle 118 on inquiry card.

J

ORDER TOLL FREE

(800) 423-5922
VISTA PRINTER

Dual 771k D/Sided
1.2M13 S-100 Subys
MCPI053M2 Dual 77 tk s/sided
630Kb S-100 Subsys
MCP1043M2 SNGL 77 tk S/sided
315KB S-100 Subsys
MCP1037M2 Dual TRS-80
77 tk Add-on
MCP1027142 SNGL TRS-80
77 tk Add-on

VM-V30025 25 CPS Daisy Wheel

$1888.00

LIST PRICE

MCP105311d4

OUR PRICK $1395.00
LIST PRICE $153400
OUR PRICK S 995.00
LIST PRICE $ 939,00
OUR PRICE S 695.00
LIST PRICE $130100
OUR PRICE S 850.00
LIST PRICE $ 689.00
OUR PRICE S439.00

VISV30045 45 CPS Daisy Wheel

LIVSTAR

0-300 Baud Acoustic

NOVCAT

0300 Baud Acoustic
0-300 Baud Direct

NOVDCAT

NOVAPLCAT

$149.00
$159.00

NOV/MX

SIMULTANEOUSLY PURCHASED WITH A
*,
MICROPOLIS rasa DRIVE ...
$100.00
APP 3951I
Supplied on 35 track
$110.00
Supplied on 77 hack
APP 3951,171

-

5.1461/

So.

&-R4!43

00,0

-

RI

4 :132

;

,

'
J,.

!!!!rug

I/sgl

Sott-IBM

2/v1
//sgl

RERRIIR1W,

0".

Dons.

'

o.

.

Auto Answer

0-300 Direct

APPLE MODEM AUTO ANS
SUPERMIKE

$19900
OUR PRICE $195.00
OUR PRICK

35

PRICE S15.95

1/d.01
2/c1b1

Soft,..Shugccrt DbI
(21id) Sprt,,rem

-

SA400-05.80)
Soft/1SA400

$75.00
$39.00

1/sg1

Soft/16 Micropolis

Dig. UDC
3.5 Dig. Low

IIICHX333

3.5 Dig.

A&T
111.EMS15

S/Trace

NI314S215

D/Trace

NUMS130

D/Trace 30

15 MHZ

S149.00
15 MHZ

MHZ

LCD

Touch Test

LCD

Touch Test Bat

$8,129.00

NIITIO

Touch Test 20

NLSTT1OB

1120 w/BcMenes

NL$41-141

Deluxe 101 Probe
Case for MS15, MS215 &
Case for MS23O

Junittlip,

miecobaua':

10,541-140

$179.00

1I2.541-1110

PRICK $2

MINISCOPES

191.57T2111

in,

PRICE S
PRICES

with Vanpitch

NISTT21

Featured

PRICE $2
PRICE

BENCH OR FIELD

and Logitrak

I/O Interface for TRS-80 Features 50-19200 baud RS-232C
SOW port and Centronics printer port Connect up to 16
0MM.80s to Apex' Keyboard or Expansion Interface
'

-

Power Ohms

with DATA
Expansion Interface for TAg-130 Model
SEPARATOR, 32:s of RAM and Centronics Printer port. A&T,
Featured in MARCH BYTE.
DI14IDISE80

moo
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95

HICLX303
HICLX304

1

Sk.39:95

SOtt,Sh*tart

1/sgl

Dig AC Oper.
Dig AC/DC Oper..

HICKOK DNEM'S

$250.00

$389.00
OUR PRICE $359.00

PRICES
PRICE
PRICE $2

nuts

HAND HELD

LIST PRICE

Funct

GET A CARRYING CASE FOR IC
WITH ANY
DMA

00

S39.95
-

3.5
3.5

PLUMB

LIST PRICE

LIST PRICE $295

6

5 Dig 7 Funct
3 5 Dig 9 Funct.

BENCH OR FIELD

numo
$199.00
SALE PRICE $129.00
LIST PRICE $198.00
OUR PRICE $175.00
LIST PRICE

Micromouth for use of TRS.,60 Model I complete with cable,
AC Adapter, less enclosure A&T
NOW144VOTIZU
$169.00

$71r.150

.

FLUD804A

110151194V0APL

Price

.244

-

'..fr

LIST PRICE $2195.00

Micromouth for use on Apple U or other parallel ports
Featured in June BYTE

LlO

32-Shugart 801
32-Shugart 801

Z/sl

AP

3

CIARCIA'Sql1CVIT CELLAR

3M SCOTCH DISKETTES
PAPS

0-300 Baud Direct
&

PRICE

MO 39571

3 5 Dig

BLVD:102A

MODEMS

NOVAUTOCAT

Supplied on 35track
Supplied on 77 track

nuneooX

OUR PRICK $1995.00

NEW DOS 80
Extended TRS-80 DOS
An 395

HAND HELD

$189500
OUR PRICK $1695.00
LIST PRICE

LIST PRICE $
OUR PRICE
LIST PRICE
OUR PRICE
LIST PRICE
OUR PRICE
LIST PRICE
SALE PRICK
LIST PRICE
SALE PRICE
LIST FRICS
OUR PRICK $3
LIST PRICE S
.SALE PRICE $4
PRICE S
TT20
PRICE S
PRICE

SANYO VIDEO MONITORS
12

013

9

inch MW

12

inch MW

12

inch

GREEN

13

inch

t

COLOR

LIST PRICE $23500
OUR PRICE 5198.00
LIST PRICE $34000
OUR PRICE $310.00
LIST PRICE $360.00
OUR PRICE $325.00

LIST PRICE

OUR PRICE

$550.00
$495.00

HITACHI OSCILLOSCOPES
15

DEP1420

15

LIST PRICE

$1150.00

SALE PRICE $950.00
50MHZ D.T.w /VartDelay LISf PRICE $174500
CALL
OUR PRICE
100MHZ D.T.w/VariDelayL1ST PRICE $239000
CALL
OUR PRICE

CCS PRODUCTS APPLE
A

A
A

Calendar /Clock
$109.95
Programmable Timer
8103.00
Analog to Digital Converter
$99.95
Asynchronous Serial Interface
8139.00
Parallel Interlace
8107.95
Centronlcs Parallel Interface ..... $107.95
Extender Board
$30.00

BEPISOO

IEEE -488

Interlace

.

2P Interlace Kit

E

1S,

A

Assembled & Tested

LIST PRICE

$475.00

SALl PRICK $415.00
LIST PRICE $175,00
-1OLi PRICE $165.00
UST PRICE $225.00
'SASE PRICE $165.0*

.

8EP3010

LIST PRICE $1365.00
SALE PRICE
CALL

B & K

LIST PRICE
BALE PRICY
.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Function Generator

LIST PRICE

Sweep/Fund Generator

1EP3300

5 MHZ

Pulse Generator

CALL

$220.00

VISTA APPLE PRODUCTS
VIS150

Type Ahead Butter

V1SA800

8"

Floppy Controller

$4995
SALE PRICE $44.95
LIST PRICE

.

_

CCS 2200A

S -10012

LIST PRICE 5434.00
OUR PRICE $410.00

slot

TEI MAINFRAMES
slot desk

TEiMCS112

12

TEIMC5122

22 slot

TEO1M12

12

LIST PRICE $68500
OUR PRICE $615.00
LIST PRICE $84500
OUR PRICE 8760.00

desk

slot rack mount

$2575.00

OUR PRICK $198.00
LIST PRICE $379.00
OUR PRICE $349.00
...LIST PRICE $350.00
SALE PRICK $320.00

SEP302O

709 -5464

CCS MAINFRAMES

$315.00

SALE PRICE $260.00
LIST PRICE $825.00
SALE PRICE $750.00

Portable

100 MHZ QT.
Vari. Delay ..

.

SSM APPLE PRODUCTS

MHZ D.T.

LIST PRICE

30 MHZ D T
Vari Delayed

$819.00

$860.00
SALE PRICE $775.00

LIST PRICE $4495.00
SALE PRICE $3495.00

OSCILLOSCOPE

$629.00
LIST PRICE $995.00

LIST PRICE

.

35 MHZ DTvr/Delay

A
A

B & K

Subsystem

5 MHZ S. T.

OUR PRICE

20 MHZ D

(213)

MORROW HARD DISK
11D511265 26 MB S -100

8101405

OUR PRICE

3OMJZ D.T. w /Delay

ORDER

$735.00

LIST PRICE

D.T

CA, AK, HI

LIST PRICE $595.00
SALE PRICE $550.00

LIST PRICE

OUR PRICE

T®iAtì22
TEIDFDO

22

slot rack mount'

801R desk
8OIR

SHUSOIR

D /Dens s /Sided

LIST PRICE

$945.00

OUR PRICE

$850.00

LIST PRICE

$535.00

OUR PRICE $485.00
LIST PRICE $725.00
OUR PRICE $670.00

desk

7EIRFDO

$800.00
8720.00

8" DISK DRIVES
REG. PRICE

$495.00

SALE PRICE $425 00

C1QDT8

2/8395.00 ea.
Each $625.00
2 er more $600.00 ea.

D /Dens D /Sided

PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS

'

fif* 9161-B DEERING AVE. CHATSWORTH, CA 91311
ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423 -5922 CA, AK, HI CALL (213) 709-5464 "`

Teuns. U.S, VISA. MC, BAC, Check Money Order, U.S Funds Only. CA residents

add 6% Sales Tax. MINIMUM PREPAID ORDER $1500.

Include MINIMUM SHIPPING.& HANDLING of $250 for the first 3 lbs., plus 25C tor each additional pound. Orders over 50 lbs sent
height. collect: Just in case._ please include your phone no. Prices subject to change without notice. We will do our best to maintain prices thruSeptember 198L SOCKET and CONNECTOR prices based on GOLD, trot exceeding $70000 per oz
Sales Prices Valid only it *0V mention publication and month Credit Card orders will be charged appropriate height
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S-100 ROM

S-100 I/O BOARDS

PROM PROGRAIOOD1- íR011
programs 2708 or 2716's, operates
as a 4K /8K EPROM board as well.
SSMPB1K
Kit
$154.95
SSMPB1A
A &T
$219.00
ECONOROM 2708 - GODBOUT
76K x 8 EPROM Board using 2708, Power on
lump to any 256 byte
GBT 125U
UnKit
$85.00
P111

GBT 125A
GBT 125C

A &T

$120.00
$175.00

CSC

S-100 DISK CONTROLLERS

DISK 1 - GODBOUT
DMA, Soft Sector, Controls 8" or 51/4",

single or double density

GBT 171A

A &T

CSC
CP/M 2.2 for Z80/8085 with
Manuals & BIOS 8" S.D. disk
GOT CPM88
CP/M for 8086 with manuals
& BIOS 8" S/D disk
2422A - CA. COMP. SYST.
I/O Mapped, controls 8" or 51/2", single
or double density
A &T with CPM 2.28" S.D
CCS-2422
GOT 171C
GBT C;PM80

4
o

S-100 CPU
CPU-2 GODBOUT

2/4 MHZ Z80 CPU 24 Bit Addressin

UnKit

GBT 160U
GBT 160A
GBT 160C

A

$225.00
$199.0
$375.00

&T

CSC 3-6 MHZ

DUAL PROCESSOR 8085 -8088 GODBOUT
5 MHZ Provides true 16 Bit Power with a standard

8

bit S100

bus
UnKif

GBT 1812U
GBT 1812A
GBT 1612C

$295.00
$399.00
$498.00

A &T

CSC

BOARD WITH SOU ONLY
GBT 161U
UnKit
$235.00
GBT 1814
A &T
$305.00
GBT 161C
CSC
$399.00
2810 Z80 CPU-CA. COMP. SYST
2/4 MHZ Z80A CPU with RS-232C Serial I/O Port
complete with Monitor PROM for 2422 Disk Controller
CCS 2810
A &T
$280.00
C82 280 CPU - 5,5,M.
2/4 MHZ will accept 2716, or 2732, or RAM
RUN /STOP and single step switches
SSMCB2K
Kit
$260.00
SSMCB2A
A &T
$310.00
SSMZ8OM
SSM Z80 Monitor
$89.00
CRIA 8080 CPU 5.5.M.
8080CPU, 1K RAM, Holds 1 2708,
1 8 Bit parallel input port.
SSMCB1A
Kit
$183.00
SSMCB1A
A &T
$225.00
SSM8080M
SM 8080 Monitor
$59.00

S-100 RAM

64K STATIC RAM GODBOUT

RAM

MHZ, 2 Watt, DMA Compatable
A &T 48K
$950.00
CSC 48K
$1050.00
A &T 64K
$900.00
CSC 64K
$1395.00

17, 10

GBT- 175A48
GBT-175C48

GBT-175A64
GBT175C64

64K DYNAMIC RAM CCS

MHZ, on board refresh, DMA compatable,
24 bit address.
CCS-2065A
A &T
$599.00
32K STATIC RAM - GODBOUT
RAM 20 10 MHZ, 4K byte block disable,
available 16, 24, or 32K
GBT-164A16
A &T 16K
$319.00
GBT-164C16
CSC 16K
$418.00
GBT.164A24
A &T 24K
$449.00
GBT-164C24
CSC 24K
$539.00
G BT 164A32
A &T 32K
$499.00
GBT164C32
CSC 32K
$720.00
4

CCS-2032
RAM

GBT -143A
GBT -143C

14,

10

A &T

$599.00

32K

A &T

16K STATIC RAM

-

1..DSDJ1108

4

A &T

SOIR SHUGART
Single sided double density most popular 8" drive

SHUB IR

8425.00 ea.

or2ormore

$395.00

Manual for 80IR drives
$10.00
DT-8 - HUME
Data track 8 double sided, double density
OME -DT8
8625.00 ea. or 2 or more
$800.00
SHUSABOIRM

ea.

DISK CABINETS

V -100 - VISTA
Dual 8" drive cabinet with power supply.
Rack or Desk Mount
VIS-V100
$395.00
SINGLE 8" O.T.
Single 8" cabinet with power supply

OTCDDC8
VIS9801
VIS-9802

$195.00

5" CABINETS VISTA
Single 5" with P.S.
Dual 5" with P.S

$75.00

-

2

110

Three parallel, one serial I/O board
A &T
CSC
MULTI I/O - MORROW DESIGNS
Three Serial, Two parallel

8" DBL Density drives with cabinet. power supply
controller, with CP /M 2.2 and Microsoft Basic
MDSF1218
Single Drive System
$950.00
MDSF1228
Dual Drive System
$1598.00
DISCUS DOUBLE SIDED MORROW
8" DBL Density /sided drives with cabinet Power
supply controller, with CP /M 2.2 and Microsoft Basic
MDSF2218
Single Drive System
$1250.00
Dual Drive System
MDSF2228
$2195.00

1í61.55M

Music synthesizer board
Kit

SSMSBIK
SSMSBIA

A &T

Software

SSMSBIS

S-100 VIDEO BOARDS

VR - 3 $5M.
80 x 24 or 48 character video display Memory Mapped,

SSM- VB3K24
SSM- VB3A24
SSM -VB3UP

Parallel Keyboard port
Kit 80x24
A &T80x24
Upgrade Kit

SALE

V82 SSM
64x16

SSM -VB2K

Kit

$169.00

SSMVB2A

A &T

$229.00

VBIC - SSM
Memory Mapped Video Board 64x16 character display
or 64x16 graphics dislplay
5189.00
SSM -VBICK
Kit
$220.00
SSM -VBICA
A &T

MOTHERBOARD GODBOUT
Active termination, 6.12 -20 slot
GBT -153U
GBT -153A
GBT -154U
GBT -1544
GBT -155U

GBT -155A

$1,000.00

MICROPOLIS

Priority 1 Electronics is the
worlds largest distributors of
MICROPOLIS disk sub Systems
CALL FOR PRICES

Unkit 6 slot
AST 6 slot
Unkit 12 slot
A &T 12 slot
Unkit 20 slot
A &T 20 slot

CCS

NEGA

ONE

89.00
$119.00
$129.00
S

$149.00

$174.00
$189.00

WUNDIRBUSS MORROW DESIGNS
Active termination, 8.12-20 slot,
peripheral power outputs
(5V ®lA, 12V @ 500ma, - 12V Ill' 500ma)
MDS0800A
MDS1200A

MDS2000A

A&T 8 slot
A &T 12 slot
A &T 20 slot

$129.00

$149.00
5199.00

S-I00 MISC.

CK017 ACTIVE TERMINATOR-GODBOUT
S
Kit ....
2520 CCS
Extender/terminator, Active and/or passive
Kit
$
CCS2520AK
EXTENDER/LOGIC PROBE- MULLEN
Kit
S
MULCK004
OBI VECTOR JUMP - SSM
with prototyping area
5
Kit
SSMOBIK
A &T
$
SSMOB1A
GBT-108U

PRIORITY

$349.00
$429.00
S 30.00

S-100 MOTHERBOARDS

* $3495.00 *

ATM

$249.00
$310.00
5 25.00

SPECTRUM GODBOUT
Color Graphics board with Parallel I /O.
UnKit
GBT-144U
$299.00
GBT144A
A &T
$349.00
GBT -2D
Sublogic Software
S 35.00

26MB HARD DISK MORROW

Special purchase, limited stock - 26MB formatted hard
disk complete with cabinet, P.S., Controller, CPM 2.2
and Microsoft Basic
$4495.00
26 MB Subsystem List
MDSM26S

$299.00

$298.00

I/O Mapped Video Board, with Parallel Keyboard port.

DISCUS SINGLE SIDES MORROW

SAVE

$219.00

MDSMB3200
A &T
$309.00
SWITCHBOARDMORROW DESIGNS
Two serial I/O, four parallel I /O,
one status port, one strobe port
MDSSB2411
A &T
$239.00
1/02 SSM
One parallel input, one parallel output, proto work
area
SSMI02K
Kit
$89.00
SSM102A
A& T
$89.00
I/04 $5M
Two serial I/0, two parallel I/O
SSMI04K
Kit
$210.00
SSMI04A
A &T
$260.00

$95.00

S-100 DISK SUBSYSTEMS

$169.00
$399.00

16K

MHZ, 8/16 bit data, bank select
A &T 16K

j

$375.00

DISK DRIVES

6K STATIC RAM - GODBOUT
Econoram II 2MHZ, 8K, No doubt, the most
popular S -100 RAM ever built.
GBT114U
Un Kit 8K
$99.95

oRA
$
caoo

$385.00

$219.00

DISK JOCKEY 2D MORROW
I/O Mapped, controls 8 ", single or
double density, serial I/O
DSDJ2208
A &T

INTSRPACatII GODBOUT

GBT-150A
GBT-150C

$300.00

MHZ, 24 bit addressing

CSC 76K
16K STATIC RAM

CCS -2116A

GODBOUT

$175.00

DISK JOCKI Y 1- MORROW
Single density disk controller with
serial I /O, controls 8"

4

32K STATIC RAM - CCS
MHZ, Bank select, 8/16 bit data

$450.00
$555.00

SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 GODBOUT
Serial port (software prog baud), 4K EPROM or
RAM provision, 15 levels of interrupt, real time clock,
optional math processor
GBT -162U
UnKit
$295.00
GBT -1824
A &T
$360.00
GBT-162C
CSC
$460.00
GBT -9512
Math Chip
$195.00
MPX CHANNEL BOARD - GODBOUT
I/O Multiplexer, using 80854.2 cpu on board
GBT -166A
A &T
$450.00
GBT186C
CSC
$550.00
INTERPACIR I GODBOUT
Two Serial I/O
GBT133A
A &T
$219.00
GBT-133C
CSC
$298.00

ELECTRONICS

?13) 79
iCA,

34.95
59.00
59.00

65.00
90.00

C

9161 -B DEERING AVE.
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311
464
Terms U.S.; VISA. MC. BAC, Check Money Order, U.S. Funds Only. CA residents add 6% Sales Tax. MINIMUM PREPAID ORDER $15.00. Include MINIMUM SHIPPING & HANDLING of
$2.50 for the Erst 3 lbs., plus 256 for each additional pound. Orders over 50 lbs. sent freight. collect. Just In case...please Include your phone no Prices subject to change without
notice. We will do our best to maintain prices thru September 1981. SOCKET and CONNECTOR prices based on GOLD, not exceeding 570000 per oz.
Sales Puces Valid only II YOU mention publication and month. Credit Card orders will be charged appropriate freight
Circle 300 on inquiry card.

STAR MODEM
FROM
LIVERMORE

MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS
2016P3
2114N3L
5257N3L
2732
2716

PRICE

LIST

$199.00

to 300 baud data rate. Compatible
with Bell 103 and 113. Answer'
SALE PRICE
Originate. Full 'Half Duplex. Special
self test features.
y7
0

$129.00

RS232

8/5100.00
8/S28.00

and "D" SUB -MINIATURE

PRICE

INS 8080A
INS 8085A

$5.50
$19.95
52.95
$5.25
52.95
53.25
59.95
$3.50
$5.55
$5.55
$15.00
57.50
$17.95
56.80
516.45
$18.00
559.95
549.95

DP8212N
DP8214N

DP82I6N
--

S

2.10

S

1.90

S

1.70

S

2.70

S

2.40

S

2.10

DP8224N
DP8224.4N
DP8226N
DP8228N
DP8238N
INS8250N

S

1.50

S

1.25

S

1.10

INS825IN

S

2.75

S

2.45

S

2.15

S

3.95

S

3.60

S

3.20

S

1.50

S

1.30

S

1.10

S

3.50

5

3.25

5

3.00

S

4.60

S

4.35

S

4.20

S

1.60

S

1.45

S

1.30

INS8253N
INS8255N
INS8257N
INS8259N
INS8275N
INS8279N

S

1.50

S

1.25

S

1.10

S

1.90

S

1.65

S

1.45

S

5.80

S

5.10

S

4.45

S

8.70

S

1.70

S

6.70

S

1.80

5

1.55

S

1.30

S

8.75

S

7.75

S

6.70

Plug. Male Type S- Socket. Female Type -C= Cover. Hood

PART

DESCRIPTION

NO

PRICE
1

CND -DE9P

pin male

9

CND -DA15C

pin female
9 pin cover
15 pin mole
15 pin female
15 pin caver

CND -OB25P

25 pin male

CND -DE9S

9

CND-DE9C
CND -DA15P

CND -DAISS

25 pin

CND -DB25S

CND -0851212

I

CND -P25H

2 pc

CND- DB51226

!male

grey hood

pc

grey hood
pc block hood

2

pin mole
37 pin Iemale
37 pin Cover

CND -DC37P

37

CND -13C37S
CNO -DC37C

50 pin male

CND -D050P

CND-01350S

50

CND -D1350C

50

CND -020418

pin female
pin cover

511.65

Hardware set 2 pr
RS232.DB25P.EIA

CND- RS2328F

Class

I

cable

8

10 -24

-9

S

2.00

5

1.00

S

8.90

S

1.80

S

1.60

5

.80

S

.70

510.25

019.95

con 8 It

25 -99

$17.95

Z80AS to'
Z80AS102

FD177IB -01

Cent 700 Series

Printer connector

CND -5730360

9.00

S

7.50

S

5

RPopt

trOR1

10 MHZ 16K A&T

STATIC S-100 RAM
9r

Lis $349 00

PRICE

MC6800P

511.95
517.95
59.95
534.95
$5.95
514.95
514.95
$31.00
514.95
$5.41
55.79
524.95
$10.89
512.00
57.40
$12.50
$12.50

UARTS
PART NO

PRICE

AY510I3A

$5.95
55.95
56.95
57.95

TR1602B
TR 1863

IM6402

$24.95
544.95

FD1791B -01

6.00

PART NO.
MC6802P
MC6808P
MC6809P
MC6821P
MC6828P
MC6840P
MC6845P
MC6847P
MC6850P
MC6852P
MC6854P
MC6860P
MC6862P
MC6875L
MC66710P
MC66750P

FLOPPY DISC
CONTROLLER

515.95

512.95
$18.95
58.95
510.95
$21.95
521.95
521.95
521.95
$21.95
521.95

amupro

169. 00 Ea

6800 SERIES

514.95
514.95
513.95
$45.00
559.95
$59.95
559.95

Z80ADMA
Z80AS(00

6502

6530.004
6530 -005
6532M
6551M

Z80 SERIES
Z80A
Z80APIO
Z8OACTC

PRICE

6520
6522
6530 -002
6530 -003

8080 SERIES
PART NO.

PART NO.
6502A

8/550.00
8/5120.00
8 /550.00
8'532.00

2708

ONNECTORS
P

6502 SERIES

PRICE

PART NO.

Operates up to 10 MHZ (90 ns RAM Chips)
Assembled & Tested Meets or exceeds
all IEEE 696/S -100 specifications (including
timing). Fully static design eliminates the
timing problems associated with dynamic
memories. Switch selectable choice of 24
address lines conforming to the IEEE
696/S -100 extended addressing
specifications, or 16 address lines as used
in older S -100 systems. Ideal for multi -user
installations. Board is addressable as one
16K x 8

block on any 4K boundary.

Switch

selectable PHANTOM disable and write
protect. + 5 Volt operation (requires no
other supply voltages). Low power
operation (900 mA typical, 1200 mA
maximum).
year Factory Warranty.
1

Plugboards
6111
VCT-aaOOV

S.100 "ANY DIP" has

full power and

Microcomput r/
plughoard use with
with heal
sink & hardware 53" x 10" x
Universal

ground planes back to back. Boards
accommodates. 3..4..6..9" Dips.
1

processor
S -100

5 -9
10 -24
522.34
520.02
APPLE PLUGBOARD

-4

524.67

4609

microcomputers.

1

515.67

I

-9

$1.40

53.69

53.32

VCT-84P44
VCT-169P44

VCT-169P48

4.5"
4.5"
4.5"
8 5"

6.5"
8.5"

51.83

51.65

e

52.25

52.03

x

17"

54.61

54.15

x

17"

59.00

58.10

x

8
0N.

i

.

6 OUTLET
MULTI USE
CORD REEL

1-9

10

-24

25 -99

5.50

55.35

S4.95

SH

S

7.50

57.25

S6.95

COF -CRI 22 fi. Cord

524.95

510.25

5985

59.50

G0F -CR50

539.95

for 60 Page

CATALOG

"

WT

5

LBS
SO ft

Cord

rr.'

m
iV

"

...

156

SPECIAL PURCHASE

GOLD
FIN LOW

GOF-IBARW3
SH. WT. 3 lbs.

16

PROFILE LC.
C -35 BOOKETS

List Price 559°5
Sale Price
$ 29.00

7

IM -10A List $104.95
SPECIAL
569.95 with tube
Perfectly balanced fluorescent lighting with precision
magnifier
lens.
Tough
thermoplastic shade. Easy
lens removal. New wire clip
design permits easy installation and removal of
flourescent tube. Comes

PR

VET- 3662 -2 9.6" x 4.5"
Attached connector -is compati510.85
P pattern plugbaards for IC's Ex. ble with S-100 Bus Systems
PCT- 36906.5" 22/44 pin
poxy Glass 1/16" 44 pin con
spaced 156
.156 ctrl. Extenders
515.66

POWERLINE
INSOLATOR

for $20.°°

S

$10°

1

con. spaced

for TRS -80 Keybaord

'ON

with

for Solder or Wire
Wrap Epoxy Glass /16" 44 pin

Add $3.00 for programming Jumpers

=mu col [

SEND

Bus Pattern

156

(16Kx 1 200)

tb
ZIP -1601P
ZIP -24DIP
ZIP- 40001P

Card Extender has 100 contacts
50 per side on 125 centers -

from Leading Manufacturers

-71_7\

ZERO INSERTION
FORCE TEST SOCKETS
Li

pin con spaced

44

CARD EXTENDER

58.69

MEMORY EXPANSIÓN KITS
4116's RAMS

10 -19

51.56

10 -24

-

T

526 64

2

VCT -3662 6.5" x 4.5'

Gen Purpose D.I.P. Boards

-

VCT 3690

513.33
VCT- 3677 -2 6.5" x 4.5"
510.68

TRS -80 /APPLE

Epoxy Glass
VCT-64P44

531.04

HiDensity Dual -In -Line Plug
board for Wire Wrap with Power
& Grd Bus Epoxy Glass 1/16'

less

512.82

514.24

PRICE
SIZE

plan,

power buses & heat sink.
-4
5-9

516.84

4.5" x6.5"
4.7" x 17"

518.26

Some as 8800V except

r""

VCT- 169P44 -X

520.37

VCT -3667 96" x 4.5"

x 4.5.

513.63
VCT- 3862 -2 6.5" x 4.5'

10 -24

VCT- 8801 -I

1/16
BOARD
.042 diaholes on
0.1 spacing for IC's
Phenolic
PART NO
VCT.64P44 -X

5-9

-4

522.48

10 -24

$18.79

$20.74

1

VCT4609
5 -9

I -4

VCT -3682 9.6'

1/16"

Peripheral Interface
Plugboard for construction of custom
circuits. Plug compatible with Apple
11, Commodore PET and Super Kim
Vector

VCT3677 9.6"x4.5"

bus. Complete

'

-

A MUST FOR
EVERY OFFICE

L

WITH DATA
PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT

TIG -16LP
TIG -16LP

pkg. of

100

,

][

,'l

$16.00

pkg. of 1000
$120.00
OEMS Stock up at this LOW PRICE

LEDO
$69.95

with plastic shield to protect tube from soiling and
damage.
Colors: Gray. Black. and
Chocolate Brown. Comes
with one 22 watt T -9 Circline
fluorescent tube. 3 diopter
lens.

ONE

LE TRONICS

10

lbs.
mir MOCI7

NITA
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311
°Á
423-5922 CA, AK, HI CALL (213) 709.5464N

9161 -B DEERING AVE.

ORDER TOLL FREE

(800)

Terms US: VISA. MC. BAC. Check Money Order. US Funds Only CA residents add 6% Sales Tax. MINIMUM PREPAID ORDER $1500
Include MINIMUM SHIPPING & HANDLING of $2.50 for the first 3 lbs. plus 25e for each additional pound Orders over 50 lbs sent
freight. collect. Just In case please Include your phone no. Prices subject to change without notice. We will do our best to main.
tain prices thru September 1981. SOCKET and CONNECTOR prices based on GOLD. not exceeding $700.00 per oz.
Sales Prices Valid only it TOU mention publication and month. Credit Card orders will be charged appropriate freight.

Circle 300 on inquiry card.

Unclassified Ads
TRS -80 Model I Level II with 16 K memory.
lowercase installed. in mint condition. Including S200 system
desk- manual and computer books, and complete library of
games and software (including Scripsit package) worth $300.
Complete system worth over 51400 for only 51000 Mike
Clary. 3008 E Meadow Grove Rd, Orange CA 92667. (714)
998-0155.

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

IMSAI PCS 80/30 with 48 K. dual single /doubledensity diskette drives (1 megabyte total). Intelligent keyboard
(1KB -1). Leedex VT -100 monitor, and IMDOS. $4000 or best
offer. Bill Levering. 26 Maple Rd. Westford MA 01886. (617)
692 -3847.

FOR SALE: Godbout Interfacer 12S: 5200.

CS I Oume Sprint
interfaces with 16 K buffer: 5450. Jade Big Z Z80 processor
card: SI50. Printrol Oume Sprint 3 interface card: 575. Spellbinder word -processing program: 5300. All items in excellent
3

condition with manuals. Kirby Nickell, 2844 Angelique.
Joseph MO 64501.

St

FOR SALE: Apple
FOR SALE:
ELF II microcomputer with 8 K programmable memory. RS-232 interface. cassette-tape interface.
Motorola
video monitor. Tiny BASIC
Netronics video terminal.
on cassette. and full documentation. 5400 (price negotiable).
Mike Heitman, 114 S Overbrook, St Charles MO 63301. (314)
723.3950 weekends or after 4:30 weekdays.

FOR SALE: Netronics

BYTE from January 1977

plus 64 K Pascal -language system.
Zenith I3 -inch color monitor. IDS-440 printer with graphics option, Hayes modem. dual disk drives, Mountain Clock. Controller. Cashier. Apple Writer. Apple Post- VisiCalc 1.37. Dow
Jones Stock Evaluator. personal programs. and other accessories. 55900 complete. Fritz E Hockman. 45 Grampian
Blvd, Williamsport PA 17701. (717) 326-4954 or 368-8631.

thru August 1977 and

March 1981. 521. best offer. or trade for the following BYTES:
September 1975 thru October 1976. February 1980, September
1980. October 1980, or January 1981. Mark D Ybarra. 2604
Bobolink Dr. San Jose CA 95125. (408) 264 -7789.

WANTED:
FOR SALE: DEC /Heath H -11 16 -bit computer. DEC 1.31 -I I
16 -bit processor with floating -point processor option. 56 K (28
KW. 16-bit) MOS memory, serial port (20 mA or RS-232), dual
8 -inch disk drive. disk operating system. FORTRAN compiler,
and BASIC. Spare parts include LSI.1 processor card. Memorex
8-inch disk drive, disk controller, memory, and disk controller
pans. Cables. service manuals, and operation manuals. New
cost over 510.500. Sell for 56000. Mike. (612) 920 -2440.
1

FOR SALE: I8M /Escon Selectric typewriter (correcting, with
legal keyboard). Eight months old. Factory- installed RS-232C interface with backspace and tab. In new condition, too slow for
my purpose. S1600. Also. tour Axiom printers, Model EX80 I P
(parallel). Trouble -free printers in original boxes. My project
canceled. 1425 each or all four for 5 1600..1 Turner. 309 Mac Corkle Ave. St Albans WV 25177. (304) 776.3675.

Cartridges for Video Brain computer. Also need
instructions for Finance cartridge. Particularly interested in
Wordwise 2 cartridge and any schematic information. James
Kasperski, 23-01 30 Dr. Long Island City NY I 102.

FOR SALE: Rockwell AIM -65 with 4

K programmable memory. ROM -based text editor/assembler. 8 K BASIC in ROM.
power supply. and manuals. 5475. Greg Vatt. 7170 S Lewis
Way. Littleton CO 80127. (303) 979 -1998.

1

FOR SALE: Zenith/Heath H- I system. 64 K programmable
memory. two 8-inch floppy -disk droves. HT-11, and Pascal software. Fully DEC PDP -11/03 compatible. $4200. K W Scholz,
I

8216 Pickering
evenings.

St,

Philadelphia PA 19150, (215) 248-0439

FOR SALE: Heath H -8 computer. Assembled and tested.
with manual. Will sell for best offer. David Wong. 1916 Grand
Conc. New York NY 10457. (212) 294 -8087.

FOR SALE:

TI -810 printer with full ASCII uppercase and
lowercase. floor stand. paper catch. and ribbons. S 100. HP2321P interactive video terminal with built -in printer. 52100.
Both items purchased for a remote station, but never used and
are in brand -new condition. James Leonard, 58 Beverly Dr.
Columbiana OH 44408. (216) 482.2291.
1

FOR SALE: Decitek paper -tape reader.

Easily runs at 600
rack mount. Complete power supply. parallel interface. and documentation. 5200 or best offer. Tom Lock. 375
Front St. Box B -12, Berea OH 44017, (216) 234 -2798.
cps.

7 -inch

FOR SALE:

Set

FOR SALE:

PET /CBM 2001

of 8 K Microsoft BASIC ROMs for Netronics
Explorer-85 computer. All documentation included: 560.
Wameco MEM -IA BK S -100 bus static memory with 300 ris
low -power programmable memories: 575. Pat Taylor. 1200 S
Market St. Bloomsburg PA 17815. (717) 784.6173.

with

programmable memory plus Skyles Toolkit read -only memory to debug BASIC programs. About one year old. S650 FOB. Many PET programs included. Also. Divert-A -Matic phone -call diverter. SASE for
description. 5150. Consider exchange for tape answerer. P
Young. 1496 Cherrywood Dr. San Mateo CA 94403. (415)
574-4212 or 349-4325.
16 K

K programmable
SIM -1 microcomputer with
memory. expandable to 4 K and 51 I/O lines. 5135. Mike
Underwood. Rte 3 Box A -594, Troutville VA 24175. (703)

FOR SALE:

1

977 -4337.

FOR SALE: Linon 1241.1251 with Multiplexer General
Ledger, Payroll, Amortization, Depreciation Software. supplies.
etc. Best offer. Alan Phelps. 1664 McDade Est. Conroe TX
77304. (713) 756 -8889.

FOR SALE: 32

K Exidy Sorcerer. BASIC and Assembler
ROMPACs plus Extended Cassette BASIC. RS -232. parallel. dual
cassette control. All documentation plus internal hardware and
software manuals. Over S450 worth of software (graphics.
games. word processing. data base. utilities. etc). All in excellent
condition for S 1250 or best offer. With Comprint printer. add
5500. With 12 -inch monitor, add 575. R L Henne. 5870 Wood
Flower. Burke VA 22015. (703) 250.5323.
-

IMSAI 8080 microcomputer with 48 K memory.
Processor Technology boards included are: 3P + S I /O. CUTS
cassette. GPM. VDM -I, and ALS -8 chip set (4 chips). Cromemco boards included are: TV Dazzler. ZPU processor, and 8 K
Bytesaver. Miscellaneous boards are: TB- I Extender. IMSAI MIO
interface. and others. Comes with Infoton Vistar GTX video display. Software includes: 15 K Extended BASIC. Music System.
games. etc. All manuals included. Over 55200 invested. first
offer over 53300 takes everything. Steve Dover, 821 Laramie.
Wilmette IL 60091. (312) 251 -4683 evenings.

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE: Heath/Zenith

disk software for H- I 7 disk syschanged to CP /M. and have the latest HDOS 2.0 with Extended BASIC. editor. assembler. debugger. etc. With all
manuals and binder. never run. Also. Microsoft BASIC for
Heath H -8 or H -89 under HDOS. Latest version supports assembly-language subroutines. Never used. Either or both for half
current catalog price. G Hammond. (603) 366 -4012 evenings.

tem.

I

WANTED:

The United States Yacht Racing Union is
developing a Rate Mer laye +nera Manual for use by race committees. A section will be devoted to computer and calculator programs. We are seeking programs related to sailing, race scoring.
handicapping. measurement rules. etc. A library of these programs is being maintained. A listing of the programs available
will be included in the manual. United States Yacht Racing
Union. POB 209. Newport RI 02840.

FOR SALE: Tano Outpost II 6800 computer. 48 K. two
RS -232 I/O ports. two 5 -inch Shugart disk drives. Tano BASIC.
II )utility programs). Hemingway editor. compiler. and
link editor. Also. Flex II ROM. Flex Il. editor. compiler, and
debugger. Several disks and all manuals. 52000 or best offer.
Arthur Shore. (415) 364.5006.

COPS

Readers who are soliciting or giving advice, or who have
equipment to buy, sell or swap should send in a clearly typed notice to that effect. To be
considered for publication, an advertisement must be clearly noncommercial, typed double
spaced on plain white paper, contain 75 words or less, and include complete name and
address information.
These notices are free of charge and will be printed one time only on a space available
basis. Notices can be accepted from individuals or bona fide computer users clubs only. We
can engage in no correspondence on these and your confirmation of placement is appearance in an issue of BYTE.
Please note that it may take three or four months for an ad to appear in the magazine.

UNCLASSIFIED POLICY:
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FOR SALE:

Terak 8510/a graphics computer system in
perfect working condition. Includes DEC LSI -I I processor. 56 K
programmable memory, 8 -inch floppy drive, 240 by 320 black and -white graphics on 12-inch video display, full ASCII keyboard, and UCSD Pascal software. including volumes 3 thru 5
of the USUS library. Excellent for schools, industry. or fanatic
hobbyists. (Similar systems originally spawned UCSD Pascal.)
Cost S8285 new: make offer. Jerome Wood, 6105 Harris.
Raytown MO 64133. (816) 356 -8290 after 5 PM weekdays.

WANTED:

16 K or 32 K Exidy Sorcerer/Sorcerer II computer.
am primarily interested in the computer itself, but will consider
systems with peripherals (cassette or disk, printer, video monitor. etc). Please state asking price in first letter -will pay any
reasonable price. depending on condition and age. Christopher
Lett. 145 Meadow Ln, New Rochelle NY 10805.
I

FOR SALE:

Pro -Log 280 single -board computer, Model
7803. for the standard bus. This board is brand new -never
been out of its protective package. S 150 or trade for sailboat.
Wayne Miller, 83 Brookwood Ct. Elgin IL 60120.

FOR SALE:

Pascal Microengine computer manufactured by
Western Digital Corp. The system is fully boxed and factory
tested. This is not just a board: it is virtually unused. You get
64 K programmable memory and a processor that is optimized
for the use of Pascal. Asking 3000. but will take the best offer.
Robert Powers. 75 W Green St. Pasadena CA 91105. (213)
S

792 -0893.

FOR SALE: Two complete

SwTPC computers. Each has
24 K, MPS. MPC. MPL. JPC fast cassette. two tape decks.
CT -64. 9 -inch Sanyo. Fast BASIC with files. much software, and
all cables. Ready to use. 5800 each or 51500 for both. including
PR -40 printer. Will trade for two CT-82 terminals. Howard
Johnson. (207) 244.7444.

FOR SALE:

16 K Commodore PET computer, including external cassette drive, Programmer's Toolkit ROM. Soundwarés
Soundbox. and assorted programs. Game programs include
Microchess 2.0. Super Startrek, Tanks, Othello. Backgammon.
Breakout. and Bowling. Math programs include Infinite Long
Division, Synthetic Division of Polynomials. and a polar -graph
plotting routine. 5900. Mike Sorna, 118 Georgetown PI.
McKeesport PA 15135, (412) 751 -8075.

FOR SALE:

SD Systems boards: SBC -200 Z80 processor:
5280, VDB -B024 video controller: 5300. Expandoram II 64 K:
5250. All assembled and tested at factory. never used. 6
months old. Also, California Computer Systems mainframe.
12 -slot motherboard. and power supply. 5290. Xerox word processing keyboard: 130. 10% off purchase of entire group.
John A Maurer. (313) 884-0471.

FOR SALE: Recently purchased HP-4 C system, including
HP-4I C calculator. two memory modules- printer with six rolls
of paper. card reader with two packs of cards. rechargeable
t

battery pack. and all manuals. 5600. Paul Deines. POB 279.
Marshalltown IA 50158. (515) 754 -2177 work- 753 -3661
home.

FOR SALE: Anderson Jacobson 242A acoustic coupler.
Used. but in good condition. Best offer. Greg McDonald. 1434
Fenwick Ln. Silver Spring MD 20910, (301) 587 -8536.
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47th STREET PHOTO 123
A B DIGITAL DESIGN 103
AB COMPUTERS 451
ABM PRODUCTS 190

ACKERMAN DIGITAL SYS 389
ACTION COMPUTER 85
ADAPTIVE DATA & ENERGY 183
ADV.COMP.PROD. 482, 483
ADV.MICRO SYS. 126
ADVANCED TECH 460
ADVENTURE INT'L 125
AFTERTHOUGHT ENG. 382
ALLENBACH IND. 158
ALPHA BYTE STORAGE 31
ALPHA BYTE STORAGE 120,
121

15
16
18
19
17

20
21

22
23
24
25
3

26
27
28
29
30

ALSPA COMP.SYS. 458
ALTOS COMP.SYS. 152, 153
AMER.COMP.& TELECOMM. 265
AMER.COMP.EXCH. 458
AMER.SMALL BUSN.COMP 453
AMER.SQUARE COMP. 261
ANADEX 145
ANCRONA 228
ANDERSON JACOBSON 377
APPARAT INC 77
APPLE COMPUTER INC 12, 13
APPLE COMPUTER INC 12, 13
APPLE COMPUTER INC 346
APPLIED SYSTEMS 422
ARTEC ELECTRONICS 88
ARTIFICIAL INT'L.RESRCH 462
ASAP COMP.PROD.INC. 335
ASAP COMP.PROD.INC. 236,
237

31
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33
34
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36
37
38
39
40
41

43

44
45

'
46
47
48

'
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51

52
53
54
55
137
58
59
60
61
401
62

ASHTON -TATE 282, 283
AUTOCONTROL INC 452
AUTOCONTROL INC 452
AUTOMATED EOPTMNT. 357
AVOCET 14
B & B ELECTR. 456
BASF SYSTEMS 279
BEAMAN PORTER 269
BELL,JOHN ENGR. 449
BETA COMP.DEVICES 275
BISON PRODUCTS 461
BIT BUCKET, THE 462
BIZCOMP 253
BOWER -STEWART 460
BUSINESS OPERTING SYS 167
BUSINESS WEEK 341
BYTE BOOKS 249
BYTE BOOKS 250
BYTE BOOKS 251
BYTE BOOKS 252
BYTE BACK ISSUES 379
BYTE WATS 377
CALIF DATA CORP 462
CALIF. DIGITAL 484, 485
CALIF.COMP.SYS. 21
CALIF.COMP.SYS. 20
CAMEO ELECTR.INC 233
CDR SYS.INC 452
CHATSWORTH DATA CORP 125
CHECK -MATE 458
CHECKS -TO -GO 10
CHIPS & DALE 454
CHRISLIN INDUSTRIES 323
CINEMATRONICS 496
CLEV.CONS.COMP.& COMP NTS. 467

63
65
66
67
151

152

68
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78

79
80
81

83
84

CMC,INT'L 220
COMPONENTS EXPRESS 369
COMPSTAT CO. 431
COMPUMART 184, 185
COMPUPRO /GODBOUT 243
COMPUPRO /GODBOUT 244, 245
COMPUSERVE 291
COMPUTER AGE 322
COMPUTER AID 452
COMPUTER AID 452
COMPUTER DISC.OF AM. 270
COMPUTER EXCHANGE 321
COMPUTER FURN.& ACCSS. 30
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 247
COMPUTER PLUS 456
COMPUTER SHOPPER 460
COMP. SPCLTIES. 100, 101
COMPUTER STOP, THE 465
COMPUTER STORE, THE 410
COMPUTER WRHSE. 117
COMPUTERS ETC. 368
COMPUTERS ETC. 370
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85
56
86
87
88
89

COMPUTERS ETC. 380
COMP.PERIPH.UNLTD 379
COMPUTERS WHOLESALE 390
COMPUTEX CORP 294
COMPUTIQUE 285
COMPUVIEW PROD.INC. 69

90

CONCOMP IND. 308
CONCOMP IND. 357
CONCORD COMP.PROD. 468
CONSUMER COMP. 139
CONSUMER COMP. 476, 477
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CPU SHOP, THE 459
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176
177

178
179
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CS 458

CYBERNETICS INC
359
D & W DIGITAL 26
DATA DISCOUNT CTR 130
DATA GENERAL 70, 71
DATA HARDWARE 460
DATA -ED 161
DATALEX COMPANY, THE 318
DATASOUTH COMP CORP 67
DATASOUTH COMP.CORP. 278
DATATRONIC 287
DELTA PRODUCTS 438, 439
DENVER SFTW.CO., THE 151
DESIGNER SOFTWARE 81
DIGIAC CORP 351
DIGIBYTE SYS CORP 205
DIGICOMP RESRCH CORP 160
DIGITAL ELECT.SYS 407
DIGITAL GRAPHIC SYS 371
DIGITAL MARKETING 355
DIGITAL MARKETING 6
DIGITAL PRESS 157
DIGITAL RESEARCH 127
DIGITAL RESEARCH COMP 488,
489
DIP INC. 353

DISCOUNT SFTW GRP, THE 374
DISK SUPPLY 363
121
DMA 166
122 DMA 415
123 DUAL SYS.CONTROL CORP 76
124 DUAL SYS.CONTROL CORP 78
125 DUAL SYS.CONTROL CORP 80
126 DUGGER'S GROWING SYS 458
127 DYMARC IND. 365
128 DYNABYTE BUSN.COMP. CIII
129 DYNACOMP 324, 325
130 DYSAN CORP 136, 137
131
ECOSOFT 349
132
ELECTROLABS 468
134
ELECTRONIC CONTROL 316
135 ELECTRONIC SPCLISTS 347
136 ELECTRONIC SYS.FURN 102
57 ELECTRONICS CENTER 125
138 ELLIS COMPUTING 349
139 EMPIRICAL RESRCH GRP. 456
140 EMPIRICAL RESRCH GRP. 464
141
EPSON AMERICA 299
ESCON 373
142 EXPOTEK 393
F.E.C.LTD. 464
FAIRCOM 417
143 FORETHOUGHT PRODUCTS 349
144 FREDERICK COMP.PROD. 367
145 FSS 460
146 FYI INC. 456
147 GIDDINGS & LEWIS 191
148 GIMIX INC 362
149 GIMIX INC 460
150 GNT AUTOMATIC INC 242
154 H & E COMPUTRONICS 227
155 H & E COMPUTRONICS 229
156 HANLEY ENGNRING 457
157 HAYES MICROCOMP.PROD. 63
158 HAYES MICROCOMP.PROD. 215
HEATH COMPANY 16, 17, 207
' HEATH POSTCARD 400 A &B
159 HEMENWAY ASSOC. 319
160 HEWLETT-PACKARD 51
161
HOBBY ROBOTICS 454
162 HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS 224
163 HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS 224
164
MS INTERNATIONAL 159
NDEPENDENT BUS.SYS. 119
166
NFOSOFT SYSTEMS INC 286
NNOVATIVE PROD. 364
167
168
NNOVATIVE SFTW APPL 176
169
NT'L.MICRO SYS 311

184
185
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189
190
191

192
194
195
196
197
198
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200
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202
203
204
205
206
207
400
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210
211
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NTEGRAND 345
NTEGRATED BUSN.COMP. 425
NTERACTIVE MICROWRE 210
NTERACTIVE STRUCT. 328
NTERACTIVE STRUCT. 338
NTERTEC DATA 25
NTERTEC DATA SYS. 177
PEX INT'L 458
THACA INTERSYSTEMS 8, 9
JADE COMP.PROD 471
JADE COMP.PROD. 472, 473
JAMECO ELECTR. 486, 487
JDR MICRODEVICES 474, 475
JMCA SOFTWARE 454
KADAK PRODUCTS 300
KENGORE CORP. 454
KERN PUBLISHING 351
KLO -FOX 460
KV 33
462
LABORATORY MICROSYS. 377
LADCO DEVELMNT CO INC 380
LIFEBOAT ASSOC 263
LIFEBOAT ASSOC 309
LIFEBOAT ASSOC 213
LNW RESEARCH 331
LOGO COMP.SYS. 343
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS 367
LYBEN COMP.SYS. 452
MACROTRONICS 452
MACROTRONICS 462
MAGNOLIA MICROSYS 454
MALIBU ELECTR CORP 143
MANNESMANN TALLY 413
MAROT SFTW.SYS.INC 203
MARTEC 369
MARYMAC INDUSTRIES 373
MASTER ELECTR.INC 96
MAURO ENGINEERING 268
MAXTEK 32
MCCLINTOCK CORP 158
MCGRAW -HILL BOOK CO 256,
257
MCGRAW -HILL BOOK CO 350
MCMILLAN BOOK CLUBS 305
MEADE'S DATA SYS 454
MEAS.SYS. & CONTROLS 28, 29
MEMORY MERCHANT 53
MENTOR SOFTWARE 460
META TECHNOLOGIES 440
MICRO AGE COMP.STORE 174,
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280
396
281

282
283
284
285
286
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288
291

292
293

294
295

217

296
297
298
299
300

399

301

213
214

175

MICRO BUSINESS WORLD 179
MICRO BUSN. ASSOC 458
MICRO BUSN. SYS 125
218 MICRO COM 147
220 MICRO DECISIONWARE 140
MICRO FOCUS 79
221
222 MICRO HOUSE 280, 281
MICRO 310
223 MICRO MANAGEMENT SYS 347
348 MICRO MINT 383
224 MICRO PRO INT'L 231
225 MICRO SCI 93
226 MICRO SOURCE OF TX 466
227 MICRO WORKS, THE 365
228 MICROACE 369
229 MICROCOMP.TECH.INC 173
230 MICROCOMPUTER APP. 387
231
MICROCRAFT SYS 214
232 MICRODASYS 201
234 MICROMAIL 376
235 MICROMATE ELECTR.INC 345
236 MICROSOFT (CAD) 11
237 MICROTECH EXPORTS 212
238 MIKOS 466
239 MILLER MICROCOMP.SERV 288
240 MINI COMP.SUPPLIERS 357
241 MINI MICRO MART 478
242 MINI MICRO MART 479
243 MINI MICRO MART 18
244 MIRO COMPUTERS INC 375
245 MORROW DESIGNS 57
246 MOUNTAIN COMPUTER 19
247 MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS 195
216

248
249
250

MPI
181
MRD SYS INC 464
MSD
156

MTI188
NASHUA CORP 162
252 NAT'L DATA SUPPLIES 462
NATIONAL COMP. SHOW 339
251

253
254

NEBS 208
NEECO 295

302
303
304
305
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308
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310
311
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NETRONICS 104, 106, 348
NORSEA DATA CORP 165
NORTH AMER TECH 178
NORTH AMER TECH 82
NORTHWEST COMPUTER 361
NOVATION 290
NRI SCHOOLS ELECTR DIV 289
OASIS SYSTEMS 258
OHIO SCIENTIFIC INSTR C IV
OKIDATA CORP 219
OKIDATA CORP 221
OLIVER ADVANCED ENGIN 464
OLYMPIC SALES 363
OMEGA MICRO COMPUTER 421
OMEGA SALES 302, 303
OMIKRON 49
OMNI RESOURCES 115
ORACLE ELECTR 456
ORANGE MICRO 148, 149
ORANGE MICRO 141
ORION INSTRUMENTS 464
OSBORNE COMPUTERS 33
OSBORNE WILSON LABS 332
OSBORNE/MCGRAW -HILL 107
OWENS ASSOC 254, 255
PACIFIC COMP BRK 226
PACIFIC DISC SFTW 462
PACIFIC EXCHANGES 382
PACIFIC EXCHANGES 454
PACIFIC EXCHANGES 464
PACIFIC EXCHANGES 416
PACIFIC MEDIA PRODUCTS 194
PAGE DIGITAL 480, 481
PALOMAR COMP EQUIP 333
PAN AMERICAN ELEC INC 470
PAPER TRACTOR 379
PASSWORD DISTR 431
PC NEWSLETTER 382
PEACHTREE SOFTWARE 73
PERCOM DATA 7, 15
PERCOM DATA 454
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 272
PETRO-LEWIS CORP 234
PHASE ONE SYS INC 267
PICKLES & TROUT 366
POLY PAKS 458
POLYLINE CORP 464
POPULAR COMPUTING 225
POTOMAC MICRO -MAGIC 411
POWER ONE INC 163
PRACTICAL MGMNT SYS 462
PRIORITY ONE 490, 491
PRIORITY ONE 492, 493
PROTECTO ENTERPR 456
PURCHASING AGENT, THE 186
QANTEX DIV 327
QUALITY COMP PARTS 464
QUALITY COMP PARTS 84
QUALITY SOFTWARE 91
QUASAR DATA PROD INC 313
QUEST ELECTR 455
R K S ENTERPRISES INC 312
R.R.SOFTWARE 371
RACET COMPUTES 361
RADIO SHACK 35
RADIO SHACK ASSOC STR 124
RADIO SHACK -GLNW SPR 347
RADIX INC 456
ROBOTICS AGE 361
S C DIGITAL 373
S -100 INC 365
SCIENTIFIC ENGRG LABS 206
SCIENTIFIC SFTW PROD 458
SCION CORP
5
SCITRONICS 412
SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS 154
SCR ELECTR 464
SEATTLE COMP PRODS 113
SECURED COMP SYS 462
SELECT INFO SYS 293
SIERRA DATA SCIENCES 370
SLUDER 456
SOFTECH MICROSYS 317
SOFTWARE ARTS 273
SOFTWAREHOWS 65
SOLID STATE SALES 172
SORRENTO VALLEY ASSOC 340
SOUTHERN COMP SYS 456
SOUTHWEST TECH PROD C II
SPECIALIZED BUSN SYS 375
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 197
SSM MICRO COMP PROD 11
STATCOM CORP 89
STATIC MEMORY SYS 235
SUBLOGIC 315
SUNNY INT'L 470
SUPER STAR INT'L 222
SUPERSOFT 54, 99, 155, 358,
378, 381
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343
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397
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SURVEYOR SUPPLY CO 367
SYBEX 93
SYNCHRO SOUND 334
SYNCTRONICS 170
SYNEMED, INC 109
SYS INTERFACE CONSUL 92
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THREE M COMPANY 223
358 THREE M COMPANY 94
359 THREE M COMPANY 95
THUNDERWARE 187
TINNEY,RBT.GRAPHICS 408
360 TKS CORP 329
361 TNW CORP 367
362 TOSHIBA AMERICA INC 23
363 TRANSFORMATION TECH 454
364 TRANSNET CORP 345
365 TRANSWAVE CORP 193
366 TRINITY GRP, THE 460
357

SYSTEMS PLUS 189
TAB BOOKS 337
TARBELL ELECTR 351
TEAM ELECTR 371

TECHNICAL SYS CONS 199
TECMAR INC 301
TEI, INC 61
TEI, INC 239
TELERAM COMMUNC 306
TELEVIDEO INC 209
TERCER MEDIO 211
TEXAS COMP SYS 204
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 135

367

TSE/HARDSIDE 366
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U.S. MICRO SALES 307
U.S. MICRO SALES 463
U.S. ROBOTICS 271

371

UNIVERSAL SFTW.STUDIOS 418
UVEON COMP SYS 27
VAN HORN OFFICE SUPP 375
VAN DATA 409
VECTOR ELECTR 86
VECTOR GRAPHICS 75
VERBATIM CORP 87
VERTICAL DATA SYS INC 150

372
373
374
375
376
377
378
390
379
380

VIDEX 277

VISTA COMPUTER CO 105
VOTRAX 168, 169
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146
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284
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Authorlsl

Steve Ciarcia's "Build a Low Cost Speech- Synthesizer Interface"
has talked its way into first place
this month. Steve gets the S 100
purse for his description of National

Ciarcia

Semiconductor's Digitalker speech -

Monitor Box

Article
Build an Unlimited -Vocabulary Speech
Synthesizer
The Big Board: A Z80 System in Kit
Form
The Xerox Alto Computer
Tree Searching, Part 1: Basic Techniques
One Step Forward -Three Steps
Backup
Misosys Software's DISKMOD: Put
Radio Shack's Editor/Assembler on Disk
MINCE, A Text Editor

Artificial Intelligence
A High -Level Language Benchmark
Science Fiction's Intelligent Computers
Symbolic Differentiation à la LISP
Knowledge -Based Expert Systems
Come of Age

200
216
238

13

The Atari Tutorial, Part 1: The Display
List
Natural- Language Processing, The Field
in Perspective

Thompson

Wadlow
Williams
Stakem

Hughes
Kern
Roberts

Gilbreath
Byrd
Nicol
Duda,
Gaschnig

Crawford
Hendrix,
Sacerdoti

15

BYTE's Arcade: Big Five Software; The

384

Three Microcomputer LISPs
The Emperor's Old Clothes

Williams,
Liddil
Levitan, Bonar
Hoare

Interactive Fiction: Six Micro Stories

Liddil

Prisoner
16
17

18

WASHINGTON COMP SERV 489
WEIGH SYSTEMS TECH 292
WESTICO INC 171, 452
WESTWARE 129
WHITESMITHS LTD 131
WICAT SYSTEMS 55
WICAT SYSTEMS 217
WILLIAMS LABS 368
WINTEK CORP 452
WINTERHALTER & ASSOC 326
X COMP 297
ZOBEX 83

June BOMB Speaks Out

BYTE's Ongoing
1

Page No.

VR DATA 363

368
369
370

BOMB
Article

Inquiry No.

388
414
436

synthesis system. The article, obviously, left our readers speechless.
The S50 second -place award goes
to Gary Kildall for his article,
"CP/M: A Family of 8- and 16 -Bit

Operating

Systems,"

which

the de facto standard
"software bus." Robert Greenberg
and James Larson tied for third
place. Greenberg's "The UNIX
Operating System and the XENIX
Standard Operating Environment"
provided an inside look at a large computer operating system for
microprocessors. Larson's article,
"The Ins and Outs of CP /M,"
clarified and expanded on input/output and disk interfacing
within the CP /M environment.
describes

GAME DESIGNERS
a leader in the coin- operated video game industry, is expanding its game design staff. We are seeking
individuals with the special talent for game design, exceptional creativity, and superior Assembly language programming

CINEMATRONICS,
skills.

CINEMATRONICS offers competitive salaries, paid

sick and vacation time, medical coverage, pension and profit sharing.

If you're looking for an excellent opportunity with
resume to Sandra Baca, Director of Personnel:

rapidly growing, employee conscious company, please forward your

a

CINEMATRONICS, INC.

1841 Friendship Drive, El Cajon, CA 92020
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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The Dynabyte Difference:

Unequalled price /performance
with total expandability.

Buying the powerful
Dynabyte 5615 isn't only smart,
it cost efficient.
The 5615 is the sure way to get the system
you need. With more power for the price. You
can select memory to 400 KB on our S -100
bus architecture. Choose from 3 sizes of
Winchesters to 45 MB and have diskette backup to your system also. If it's tape back -up you
need, then choose our 5700. If you need less
storage, our 51/1" floppy 5200, our 8" floppy
5300 or our 5400 system using both floppies,
with up to 3.6 MB capacity, can be yours.
The 5615 system is available with either
single user CP/M or our enhanced MP/M for
multi -user applications. Our MP/M operating
system supports up to eight terminals, with a
separate or shared spooler, and up to sixteen
printers with no required partition space. Add
to this multi- tasking, bank switching, record
lockout, type -ahead and DMA and you have
an MP/M operating system that supports a
host of existing languages and meets minicomputer standards.
No multi-user applications library is so responsive to your needs. The 5615 features Business
Manager,TM' the fully integrated, menu -driven, well documented, easy to install accounting system
that gives you file /record protection, HELP commands, multi-level security, keyed data access,
internal disk management, available source code and more.
System expandability, power and price/performance are further enhanced by on -hand availability, quantity discounts, 180 -day warranty and a national WATS line for support.
Whether you use or sell computer systems, you should ask about the microcomputer that
puts minicomputer capability in your hands. That's
the 5615. That's the Dynabyte Difference. Call
Mike Seashols,V. P Marketing (800) 227-8300.
i'
I.1.1,1
In California (415) 329 -8021. Dynabyte,
Independence
Menlo
Park,
115
Drive,
Businesscomputers
California 94025.
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registered trademark of Dynabyte. CP /M and MP /M are registered trademarks of Digital Research Corp.
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`Over 15,000 items in inventory could be
a nightmare. But it's not 'cause my

Challenger
like a

computer works
dream:'

"My fastener business is
growing rapidly. have over
800 customers utilizing my
15,000 inventory items daily.
Keeping track of inventory,
orders, and receivables at
this volume level could be
a nightmare. But it's not
'cause my Challenger computer works like a dream.
Terrific, Ohio Scientific!"
I

Ohio Scientific was first to add Winchester
hard disk drives to microcomputers. This
advanced technology allows low cost
microcomputers to store over 100 times
as much information on line as they
could before.

Richard Nolan, President,
Aerospace Nylok Corp.,
Hawthorne, New Jersey

"I'm a fuel oil jobber,
and can't believe how
reliable my Challenger
has been, with all it
has to keep track of.
But, it's been doing it
for two years now, and
that's terrific, Ohio

"With our Challenger computer we've developed
sophisticated real estate programs and information
files that give our customers and our sales
associates that extra edge in fast, accurate real
estate market information analysis and forecasting.
We now have a strong managerial accounting and
market information system as well as word processing at an affordable cost. Terrific, Ohio Scientific!"
Charles Smith, Jr., President, Montague, Miller
Charlottesville, Virginia

& Co.,

I

Scientific!"

Realtor

Wade Carlson,
Vice President,

Wally Carlson & Sons,
Lindstrom, Minnesota

OHIO SCIENTIFIC HARD DISK BASED
MICROCOMPUTERS START AT LESS THAN $10,000
AND ARE SOLD BY MORE THAN 400 DEALERS
NATIONWIDE. FOR THE ONE NEAREST YOU,
CALL 1-800-321-6850 TOLL FREE.
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SCIENTIFIC
/C
Company

1333 SOUTH CHILLICOTHE ROAD
AURORA, OH 44202 [216] 831 -5600
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